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INTRODUCTION
The most influential, the most published, the most widely read book
in the history of the world is the Bible. No other book has been
so studied and so analyzed and it is a tribute to the complexity of
the Bible and the eagerness of its students that after thousands of years
of study there are still endless books that can be written about it.
I have myself written two short books for young people on the
earlier books of the Bible* biit I have long wanted to take on a job
of more ambitious scope; one that I can most briefly describe as a
consideration of the secular aspects of the Bible.
Most people who read the Bible do so in order to get the benefit
of its ethical and spiritual teachings, but the Bible has a secular side,
too. It is a history book covering the first four thousand years of
human civilization.
The Bible is not a history book in modem sense, of course, since
its writers lacked the benefit of modem archaeological techniques,
did not have our concept of dating and documentation, and had different standards of what was and was not significant in history. Furthermore, Biblical interest was centered primarily on developments that
impinged upon those dwelling in Canaan, a small section of Asia
bordering on the Mediterranean Sea. This area makes only a small
mark on the history of early civilization (from the secular viewpoint)
and modem histories, in contrast to the Bible, give it comparatively
little space.
Nevertheless, for most of the last two thousand, years, the Bible
has been virtually the only history book used in Western civilization.
Even today, it remains the most popular, and its view of ancient
history is still more widely and commonly known than is that of any
other.
So it happens, therefore, that millions of people today know of
Nebuchadnezzar, and have never heard of Pericles, simply because
Nebuchadnezzar is mentioned prominently in the Bible and Pericles
is never mentioned at all.
Millions know of Ahasuerus as a Persian king who married Esther,
even though there is no record of such an event outside the Bible.
Most of those same millions never suspect that he is better known
to modem historians as Xerxes and that the most important event
in his reign was an invasion of Greece that ended in utter defeat.
That invasion is not mentioned in the Bible.
!

*Words in Genesis and Words from the Exodus.
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Millions know certain minor Egyptian Pharaohs, such as Shishak
and Necho, who are mentioned in the Bible, but have nevq heard
of the great conquering Pharaoh, Thutmose 111, who is not. People
whose very existence is doubtful, such as Nimrod and the queen of
Sheba, are household words because they are mentioned in the Bible,
while figures who were colossal in their day are sunk in oblivion
because they are not.
Again, small towns in Canaan, such as Shechem and Bethel, in
which events of the Bible are described as taking place, are mote
familiar to us today than are large ancient metropolises such as Syracuse
or Egyptian Thebes, which are mentioned only glancingly in the
Bible, or not at all.
Moreover, usually only that is known about such places as happens
to be mentioned in the Bible. Ecbatana, the capital of the Median
Empire, is, remembered in connection with the story of Tobit, but
its earlier and later history are dim indeed to most people, who might
be' surprised to know that it still exists today as a large provincial
'
capital in the modem nation of Iran.
In this book, then, I am assuming' areader who is familiar with
the Bible, at least in its general aspects, but who knows little of
ancient history outside the Bible. I assume a reader who would be
interested in filling in the fringe, so to speak, and who would expect
much of the Bible to become easier to understand if some of the
places and people mentioned in it are made less mysterious. (After
all, those places and people were well known to the original readers
of the Bible, and it would be sad to allow so important a book
to grow needlessly murky with the passing of the centuries because
the periphery has grown dim and indistinct.)
I am attempting to correct this, in part at least. I will, for instance,
speculate on who Nimrod might have been, try to define the time
in which Abraham entered Canaan, place David's kingdom in its world
setting, sort out the role played by the various monarchs who are only
mentioned in the Bible when they fight against Israel and Judah, and
work out the relationships among the Herods encountered by Jesus'
and the Apostles.
I am trying, in short, to bring in the outside world, illuminate it
in terms of the Biblical story and, in return, illuminate the events
of the Bible by adding to it the non-Biblical aspects of history, biography,
and geography*
In doing so, there will be the constant temptation (born of the

\
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modem view of history) to bring in dates though few can be definitely
assigned to individual events in the Bible, It will be convenient then
to make use of a more or less arbitrary set of "periods" which will
chop history into sections that will make for easy reference.
The period from the beginning of the earliest civilizations, say 4000
B.C. to 100 A.D., can be lumped together as "the Biblical period." Of this
the period to 400 B.C. is "the Old Testament period," from 400 B.C. to
4 B.C. is the "inter-Testamental period," while the A.D. section is "the
New Testament period."
The Biblical period can be broken down into smaller sections as follows:
4000 B.C. to 2000 B.C. - The Primeval period
2000 B.C. to 1700 B.c. - The Patriarchal period
1700 B.C. to 1200 B.C. - The Egyptian period
1200 B.C. to 1000 B.C. - The Tribal period
iooo B.C. to 900 B.C. - The Davidic kingdom
Thereafter, it is most convenient to name periods after the peoples
who did, in fact, dominate western Asia. Thus:
pB.C. to 600 a.c; The Assyrian period
600 B.C. to 540 B.C. - The Babylonian period
540 B.C. to 330 BS. - The Persian period
330 B.C. to 70 B.C.
The Greek period
70 B.C. to 100 A.D. - The Roman period
During the last century of the Greek period, the Jews won a brief
independence under the Maccabees, so that the century from 170 B.C.
to 70 B.C. might be called "the Maccabean period."
I cannot pretend that in writing this book I am making any significant
original contribution to Biblical scholarship; indeed, I am not competent
to do so. All that I will have to say will consist of material well known
to students of ancient history. (There will, however, be a few places
where I will indulge in personal speculation, and label it as such.)
Nevertheless, it is my hope that this material, well known though
it may be in separate bits,, will now be presented in a newly useful
way, since it will be collected and placed within the covers of a
moderately sized book, presented in one uniform manner, and in a
style and fashion which, it is hoped, will be interesting to the average
reader of the Bible.
I intend to be completely informal in this book, and to adhere
to no rigid rules. I won't invariably discuss a place or person at its
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first appearance in the Bible, if it seems to me I can make more
sense out of it by bringing the matter up in a later connection. I
wffl sot hesitate to leave a discussion incomplete if I plan to take it up
again late on. I will leave out items howard which I don't feel
I can contribute anything either useful or interesting, and I will,
without particular concern, allow myself to digress.if I feel that the
digression will be useful.
Again, since this book is not intended to be a' scholarly compendium,
I do not plan to burden its pages with such extraneous appurtenances
t ~ sources. The sources that 1 use are, after allÃvery
as f o ~ t n ogiving
general and ordinary ones.
First of all, of course, are various versions of the Bible:
a) The Authorized Version, originally published in 1611 and familiarly known as the "King James Bible." This i s the Bible used in the
various Protestant churches. It is the version which is most familiar to
most Americans and it is from this version that I quote, except where
otherwise indicated.
b) The Revised Standard Version, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1946,
1952, and 1959c) Saint Joseph "N6w Catholic Edition," Catholic Book Publishing
Co., 1962.
d) The Jerusalem Bible, Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1966.
e) The Holy Scriptures according to the Masoretic text, The Jewish
Publication Society of America, 1955.
f ) I have leaned particularly heavily on those volumes of the Anchor
Bible (Doubleday) so far published, since these represent some of the
latest and most profound thinking on the Bible.
Much of the Apocrypha is contained in the "New Catholie Edition"
and, in addition, I have made use of the King James Version and the
Revised Standard Version of these books.
I have also consulted, quite steadily, A New Standard Bible Dictiondry, Third Revised Edition, Funk and Wagnalls Company, 1936, The
Abingdon Bible Commentary, Abingdon Press, 1929, and "Dictionary
oÂthe Bible" by John L. McKenzie, S.J., Brace Publishing Company,
1965.
In addition, I have turned to general encyclopedias, dictionaries,
histories, geographies, and any other reference books available to me
which could in any way be useful to me.
The result-well, the result can begin to be seen when you turn
the page.

VOLUME ONE

THE OLD TESTAMENT

To
Lawreme, P. Ashmead
who has faith

GENESIS COD TOE SEVENTH DAY * THE UOKD GOD MAN EDEN ' THE
EUPHRATES RIVER THE SERPENT EVE GAIN AND ABEL NOD ' ENOCH [OF
CAIN] SETS ENOCH [OF SETH] ARARAT HAM
JAPHETH GUSH '
NIMROD ARAM ' BABEL UR OF THE CHkZDEES ' HARAN CANAAN EGYPT
PHARAOH JORDAN RIVER -RON
' AMRAPHEL THE VAW OF SIDOIM
BBPHAIMS SAUBM DAMASCUS THE HrnTTES ISHMAEX, CIRCUMCISION
!WOM AND WMO' I+&AND AMMON
GERAR A-B
'
PARAN MORIAH AKAM A T CHESED MACHPELAH MESOPOTAMIA
SYRIA ' MEDIAN ' EDOM BETHEL KEUBEN AND HIS BROTHERS SEIR

ISRAEL*SHECHEM*HAMORTHESE/~~E-EPHSATH*BD-.HAH*AMALEK~SEI
THE HORTTE BELA AND JOBAB POTIPHAR P W Z AND ZARAH PHARAOH
[OF JOSEPH] THE RIVER [NILE] ON GOSHEN ' EPHRAIM AND MANASSEH
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Genesis
The Bible begins at the logical place-the
first verse starts:
Genesis

1:i.

In the befanning

beginning. The very

. ..

The phrase "In the beginning" is a translation of the Hebrew word
bereshith. In the case of several of the books of the Bible, the first
word is taken as the title of the whole (much as Papal bulls are
named for the two Latin words with which they lean.) The Hebrew
n a b of the first book is, there, Bereshith.
The Bible was first translated into another language in the course of
the third century B.C. and that other language was Greek. This Greek
version was, according to tradition, based on the work of seventy
learned scholars, and it is therefore known as the Septuagint, from a
Latin word meaning "seventy!'
In the Septuagint, the various books of the Bible were, naturally

enough, given Greek names. The Hebrew habit of using the @st
words as the name was not followed,and descriptive names were used
instead.
The &st bookwas named "Genesis," which means, literally, "coming
into being." It implies a concern with births and beginnings which
is appropriate for a book that begins with the creation of heaven
and earth.
By ancient tradition, the first five books of the Bible were written
by Moses, the folk hero who, according to the account given in the
second through fifth books, rescued the Israelites from Egyptian slavery.
Modem scholars are convinced that this theory of authorship is not
tenable and that the early books of the Bible are not the single
work of any man. Rather, they are the combined and carefully edited
version of a number of sources. Despite this, the full name of the
first book of the Bible as commonly given in English translation r e
mains "The First Book of Moses, Called Genesis."
The first five books of the Bible give not only the traditional
history of the ancestors of- the Israelite people, but also describe a
legal code as having been given to Moses by God and by Moses
to the Israelites generally. Because of Moses' traditional role in what
was, in actual fact, a set of laws that developed slowly over the centuries,
the whole is termed the "Mosaic law" or, more simply still, "the Law!'
The Hebrew word for the first five books is "Torah,"which is the
Hebrew word for "law."
The Greek word for the first five books is "Pentateuch" ("five
books"). In recent times, it has been recognized that the sixth book of
the Bible is closely connected with the Gist five and is derived horn similar sources. All six books may be referred to as the "Hexateuch" ("six
books").
God

The Bible centers about God, and God is brought into the talc
at once:
Genesis
earth.

1:i.

In the beginning God created the heaven and the

The Hebrew word, translated here as God, is "Elohim" andthat
is a plural form which would ordinarily (if tradition were defied) -be
translated "gods." It is possible that in the very earliest traditions on
which the Bible is based, the creation was- indeed the work of a
plurality of gods. The firmly monotheistic Biblical writes would camfolly have eliminated such polytheism, but could not perhaps do anything with the firmly ingrained term "Elohim." It was too familiar
to change.
. Some hints of polytheism seem t o have survived the editing* Thps,
after the first created man disobeys God's injunction not to pi of the
tree of knowledge, God is quoted as saying:

...

Behold, the man' is become as one o f us, to
Genesis 3:22.
know'goodand evil..

.

Thep, too, still later, when God is concerned over mankind's arrogance in attempting to build a tower that would reach to heaven,
He is quoted as saying:

Genesis 11:7. Go to, let us go down, and there confound their
language

...

It is possible to argue that this is not t i e &dence of early polytheism.*Cod might be viewed as using the royal "we"; o r as speaking
to an angelic audience; or even, in the Christian view, as speaking in
the persons of the Trinity.
Nevertheless, as far as we know the history of religion outside the
Bible, early beliefs were always polytheistic and monotheism was a
late development in the history of ideas.

The Seventh Day
Carefully and sparely, and with great vigor a n d beauty, the first
thirty-four verses of the Bible tell the story of creation. Six acts of
creation are described as taking place on six successive days:

. ..

Genesis 2:2. And on the seventh day God ended his work
and
rested
Genesis 2:3. And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified
it...

...

...
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This marks the traditional establishment of the Sabbath-a day
separated from the ordinary days of the week and dedicated to God.
The role played by the Sabbath in Judaism was quite small at
first, and quite enormous in the end. The dividing line comes at one
of the great watersheds in Jewish history-the Babylonian Exile. This
took place in the sixth century B.C. and will be dealt with extensively
later in the book. It is that sixth-century dividing line to which I
will refer when I say something is pre-Exilic or post-Eriic.
In pre-Exilic times the Sabbath is barely mentioned and seems to
have been of little consequence among the ~sraelites.In post-Exilic
times, its observance was of the greatest importance and Jews died
rather than violate that observance.
It is tempting to suppose that the Sabbath was Babylonian in origin,
and that it gained new -significance to the Jews in exile (see page
576). Nor can one fairly use the first chapters of Genesis as evidence
for the great antiquity of the Sabbath in its holiest form, since it is
widely accepted these days that the creation tale received its present
shape after the Babylonian Exile and was, in fact, a version of the
Babylonian creation myth, purified of polytheism and grossness, and
put into the loftiest and most abstrack terms of which the Jewish
priesthood was capable.
The creation tale is typical of those portions of the first few boob
of the Bible that were put into final form by priestly hands soon
after the time of the Exile. Such portions are part of the "Priestly
document" and are usually designated as P by Biblical scholars. The
Priestly document is characterized by impersonality and by a heavy
reliance on statistics and genealogies.
The Lord God

Once the P version of creation is ended, a new version begins:
Genesis 2:4. These are the generations ' o f the heavens and of
the earth when they were created, in the day that the Lord God
made the earth and the heavens.
The distinctive feature here is the sudden use of the term "Lord
God," where throughout the first thirty-four verses the Deity had been
referred to as simply "God!'

T h e Hebrew word, here translated as "Lord,", is made tip of four
Hebrew letters, which can be written in English as YHVH, and which
are expressed, traditionally but mistakenly, as "Jehovah" for reasons to
be given later (see page 135). Modern: scholars believe "Yahveh" is
the more accurate presentation.
Where "god" is a general term for any" deity, and where the capitalized form "God"expresses the one Deity of the Bible, Yahveh is the
specific name of that specific Deity. Names were of considerable importance to ancient man, for they wereconsidered an extension of
personality. To be able to pronounce the name was to be able (according to folklore) to control the "being named. Names were therefore
tools of magic and. Jews of post-E$lic times disapproved of magic,
not because they did not believe in its reality, but because the magic
was usually performed in the names of heathen idols.
The &me of God came to be avoided on principle, therefore.
When it did occur in some of the traditional sources of the early books
of the Bible or in the writings of the prophets of pre-Exilic times,
pious Jews took to saying Adonai ("Lord") instead. This euphemism
h
and, what might have been given
was accepted in ~ n ~ l i stranslation
as "the God, Yahveh" is given as "the Lord God" instead.
The use of the term "the Lord God" ("Yahveh Elohim") in place
of God ("Elohim") is characteristic. of a ,particular early strand of
tradition which was incorporated into the .Jlexateuch. This strand is
known as the "J document" because. of its characteristic use of
"Jehovah" ('Yahveh") in connection with God.
There is another strand of early tradition which like the F document
uses simply Elohim for God, and it is the "E document." Both J and
E are much more personal than P, tell stories with circumstantial detail
and do not greatly interest themselves in the more formal aspects of
the matter.
The J document may have been put into written form as early
as the ninth century in the more southerly of the two kingdoms into
which the Israelites were then divided. This was the kingdom of Judah.
The E document was put into written form a century later in the
northern kingdom of Israel.
The dominant tribe in the northern kingdom was Ephraim and
that was sometimes used as a poetic syrionym for Israel. There is
thus the interesting coincidence that the J document can stand for
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Judah as well as Jehovah, and the E document for Ephraim as well as
Elohim.
The northern kingdom was destroyed toward the end of the eighth
century B.C. and the priests of Judah incorporated E into their own
J tradition. This made the primitive history of their ancestors more
complete, but also introduced occasional duplications, with the same
tale told twice, once with a northern orientation and once with a
southern. Despite the careful dovetailing of verses, such duplicate versions can be dissected and identified.
During and after the Babylonian Exile, the priesthood took this
combined JE version, added P material of their own, and produced
Genesis as we have it now. It is not my purpose, in this book, to
untwine Genesis and identify (he source of each verse (something
that is done in the Anchor Bible, for instance) but it is well to know
that different sources do exist.
Man

In sJ' tale of creation (more primitive than that of P) God does not
call human beings into existence iy&ken command alone. Rather,
he shapes them out of clay as a sculptor might: ,
Genesis 2:7. And the Lord God formed man of tlw dust of the
ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.

The word "man" is a ternslation of the Hebrew &id adorn, which
is a general expression rather akin to what we mean when wesay "manland." (The Hebrew word for an individual man is kh.)
The word adam, used in reference to this first created man, came to be
a proper name, A d a . The King Jam9 version slips into this usage later
in die chapter:

...

the Lord God formed may beast.
Genesis 2:19.
fowl
and brought them unto Adam

.. .

...

..

and every

Actually, the Hebrew does not seem to make use of Adam as a
proper name until the beginning of the fifth chapter:
Genesis 5:1. This is the b o d of the generations of Adam

...

and the Jerusalem Bible, for instance, is careful to translate adorn as
"man" up to that very point.
After forming man, God breathes life into him, a reminder that in
primitive times, the breath was often equated with life for what seemed
obvious reasons.
Dead creatures, no longer breathed, and breath was invisible and
impalpable and therefore seemed a fitting representation of that mysterious something that left the body at the moment of death. Indeed, the
word "soul" used in Genesis 2:7 is a translation of the Hebrew nephesh,
which means "breath."

Eden
Having formed man, God also prepares a dwelling place for him
and that involves the mention of the first definite place name in the
Bible:
Genesis 2:8. And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in
Eden ,

..

Notice that it is not the garden itself that is named Eden. Onecannot
speak of "Eden" as though it were synonymous with the garden, any
more than one can speak of "Ca1ifornia"as though it were synonymous
with Yosemite Park.
The garden is planted somewhere in a land called Eden and the
location of that land is "eastward"; eastward, that is, from Canaan,
which is the focal point of reference of the Biblical story and the home
of both the writers and the original readers of Genesis.
The question, $hen, is: Where is @en?
There have been numerous answers to this question, some of them
exceedingly farfetched, and no definite answer acceptable to all is possible. And yet, if we were to try the simplest and most direct possible
line of thought, a reasonable solution will offer itself.
In the first place, suppose we consider the geography. of the region
not as it was at the time the ancient Jews believed creation to have taken
place (roughly 4000 B.C. by modem dating convention) but as it was in
the much later time when the material in the Book of Genesis was reduced to writing.
Gendi is based, to some extent, on very ancient traditions, but these

The Garden of Eden
traditions were not reduced to writing until the ninth century B.C. at
the earliest. Some strands of the 'book were not written until several centuries later and the whole was not unified and put together into
the fonn we now have until the fifth century B.C.
The geographical references in Genesis must therefore refer to the
situation as it was from the ninth to the fifth centuries B.C. (the Assyrian
period and somewhat later) if they were to have meaning to the writer
and reader.
Thus, if someone were to write a book, today, about the fourteenthcentury American Indians, he might well write of "the Indian tribes
that inhabited what is now the United States." To save space, he might
speak elliptically of "the Indians of the United States," taking it for
granted that the readers would realize the United States did not actually exist in the fourteenth century and would not be confused. In andent times, when every copy of a book was produced by hand and not
by the printing press, the need to be e&nomical with words was far
greater. It was not to be expected that anyone would write, "And the
Lord God planted a garden eastward in the land which we now call
Eden."
So we must ask ourselves where Eden was during the Assyrian period;
and the Bible tells us that quite plainly. It refers to Eden several timesnot as a mystical primeval site of a garden in which Adam and Eve

roamed, but as a prosaic everyday land which was conquered by the
Assyrians in the eighth century B.C.
Thus, when the Assyrian hosts oft Sennacherib were laying siege to
Jerusalem in 701 B.c., they sent a message to the men guarding the
walls of the city, warning them not to rely on their God for salvation,
as the gods of other nations had not saved those nations from conquest
by - the &syrians :
6

. .

2 Kings 19:12.Have the gods of the nations delivered . Gozan,
and Harm and ~ & e p h ,and the children of Eden which were in
Thelasar?

T h e b a r ("Tel-assar" in the Revised Standard Version) is the name of
Assyrian province, mentioned as "Til-asuri" in Assyrian inscriptions.
It &tended on both sides of the middle reaches of the Euphrates River
and so was, indeed, "eastward" from Canaan-about four hundred miles
due east, in fact.
And yet, even so, it is not necessary to suppose that the Biblical writer
intended the specific, relatively small, area of Eden in the province of
Thelasar. Place names have a tendency to broaden out and grow diffuse
with time. Thus "Asia," which originally referred to the western, section
of yhat is now the nation of Turkey, spread out to include an entire vast
continent, while "Africa," originally signifying the northern portion of
the modem nation of Tunisia, spread out to include a continent almost
as vast.
,
Consequently, Eden might well have been used not only as a specific
geographical term, but also as a rather general one for the entire valley of
the Euphrates River. This makes sense, tod, for if the Bible makes Eden
the original home of the human rate, archaeology has revealed that on
the banks of the Euphrates River there arose one of the earliest (if not
the earliest) of civilizations.
By 3000 B.c., powerful cities dotted the banks of the Euphrates, an
elaborate network of irrigation canals was in use, writing had been invented, an?, in general, man as a civilized being was in existence.
a

The Euphrates River

By the time the Book of Genesis was being reduced towriting in its
final form, the editor who was arranging the various source materials
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The Tigris and Euphrates Rivers
must have realized that "Eden" had become a vague term and he set
about defining the location of the garden more precisely in terms that
undoubtedly made sense at the time, but that have become much less
clear with the passage of over two thousand additional years.
He set up his definition by placing Eden and its garden at or near the
junction of important rivers:
Genesis 2:10. And a river went out of Eden to water the gad&; and
from thence it was parted, and became into four heads. .
Genesis 2:11. The
of the,$* is Pison: that is it which Corn@Seth the whole land of Havilah, where there is gold,

Genesis 2:12. And the gold of that land is good; there is bdellium
and the onyx stone.
Genesis 2:13. And the name of the second river is Gihon; the same
is it that compasseth the whole land of Eth10pia.
Genesis 2:1+ And the name of the third river is Hiddekel: that is it
which goeth toward the east of Assyria. And the' fourth river is
Euphrates.

The r i v b are listed in order of increasing familiarity to the writer so
that the fourth river, the Euphrates, is merely mentioned. No need is
felt to locate it by describing the regions it traverses. This is understandable since the Euphrates was familiar to the Jews of the Assyrian period
and before and parts of it were not wry distant. Indeed, in the time of
David, when the Jewish kingdom was at its most extensive and powerful,
its northern boundary lay on the upper Euphrates.
The Euphrates was bown to the Assyrians as "Pu-rat-tu" from a still
earlier t& which meant " g h t river." The Hebrew term used in 'the
Bible is "Perath," clearly a form of the Assyrian name, and our word
"Euphrates" originated with the Greeks, who converted the strange
Assyrian syllables into a set that made more sense to their own ears.
e reached us, to a large extent, from the Hebrew,
(The English ~ i b lhas
via first Greek, then Latin. Many Hebrew names reach us in GraecoLatin form therefore. In general, the Catholic version of the Bible dings
more closely to the Graeco-Latin, where the King James Version and
even more the Revised Standard Version tend to return to the original
Hebrew.)
The Euphrates is indeed a "great river!' It is the longest river in
southwestern Asia, flowing for seventeen hundred miles. Two streams
rise in eastern Turkey, the more northerly only seventy-five miles south
of the Blade Sea. They flow west separately for about, two hundred
miles, then join to form the Euphrates. bowing south now, (he river a p
preaches within a hundred miles of the ~editerrandnSea, enters Syria
and turns southeast, leaving Syria and passing through Iraq until it
finally pours its waters into the Persian Gulf. Though rising and passing
so closely to seas that open into the Atlantic Ocean, the river reaches
the Indian Ocean at last.
It is a sluggish river that is navigable for quite a distance. Duringthe
spring the melting of snow in the mountainous source area causes its
level to rise in a slow, potentially useful flooding. ~ r o ~ econtrolled,
rl~

this water supply can be used to turn thenearby land .into a garden of
fertility and productivity, and throughout the Biblical period irrigation
canals were used in this manner.
The third river of Eden is the Hiddekel, which is the Hebrew version
of the Assyrian "i-di-ik-lat." It is described in Genesis 2:14 as going
"toward the east o f Assyria"; that is,,forming the eastern boundary of
Assyria, and this assuredly was not so. Assyria was an extensive domain in
the centuries when Genesiswas written and lay on both sides of the
river. However, Assyria is the Greek form of the Hebrew "Ashur," which
applied not only to the nation, but to its original capitalcity. It is the
city that is meant here and the Hiddekel does indeed skirt the city on
the east.
The Hiddekel is not as long as the Euphrates, but its length is quite
respectable just the same~x150ihiles. It is more turbulent than the
Euphrates and is not really navigable except for small boats and rafts. It
is perhaps because of the savage danger of its turbulence that .the Greeks
gave it the name "Tigris" ("tiger"), the name by which we know it today.
The fact that the Biblical description of the rivers of Eden mentions
was parted, and became into four heads" might lead
"a river [that]
one to think that the Tigris and Euphrates (along with the other two
rivers mentioned) must have a single source. This is.blmost so. One of
the sources of the Tigris River is a lake in eastern Turkey that lies only a
dozen miles south of one of the streams that go to make up the Euphrates.
There might therefore be a strong temptation to attempt to locate the
garden of Eden specifically in eastern Turkey, except that there is no
need to suppose that the writers of Genesis felt obliged to make use of
our modem geographical konventions.
When we say that a river parts into two or more streams, we take it for
granted that we are imagining ourselves to be moving downstream. But
suppose two rivers-join as they move downstream. If you follow the
joined river upstream you will find it will part into the two rivers.
Let's see how this applies to the Euphrates and the Tigris. The two
rivers flow southeastward in almost parallel fashion. At one point, about
350 miles from the Persian Gulf, they approach within twenty-five miles
of each other, then move apart before approaching again.
In the time of the earliest civilizations that rose in the region, the
Euphrates and the Tigris entered thePersian Gulf by separate mouths,

...

that of the Tigris "bng almost a hundred miles east of that of the Eu.
phrates.
At that time, however, the Persian Gulf extended about 175 miles
further northwestward than it now does. The rivers, flowing southwestward from the Turkish mountains, carried mud and silt with them,
slowly forming a delta that filled in the upper end of the narrow Persian
Gulf, moving thaseacoast 175 miles southeastward in six thousand years.
The Tigris andiEuphrateshad t o continue flowing over the new land
as it formed.As it happened, the Tigrisflowed south and the Euphrates
east. Eventually they met to form a single joined river, how known as the
Shatt-al-Arab, which is 120 miles lohg.
At the time the Book of Genesis was reduced to writing, the Tigris and
the Euphrates had already joined to form the common stream and surely
the reference in Genesis z:io is to!lthe parting (working upstream) of
the Shatt-al-Arab into the Tigris andthe Euphrates. The reference to the
garden of Eden would then be, specifically, to Hie lower stretches of
those two rivers, near where they come together and as it happens, it was
precisely there (in the days before the two rivers had yet come together)
that civilization arose.
,
That leaves the first and second rivers of the garden, the Pison and
the Gihon. Neither river can be identified, though glamorous guesses
have been made' for each. Thus, the Pison ("Pishon," in the Revised
Standard Version) "compasseth W whole land of Havilah, where there
bdellium and the onyx stone." (The Anchor Bible has
is gold
'lapis-lazuli" in place of the onyx stone.)
Havilah is thus pictured as a land of wealth, where one can find gold
and other precious material. In searching for a fabled land of wealth that
Will represent Havilah, later Europeans had a tendency to fix upon India
with its proverbial "wealth of the Indies." In that case, the Pison (or
Pish~n)might be the Indus River, the long river-as long as the Euphrates-that drains what is now Paldstan, flowing into the Arabian Sea.
A s for the Gihon, that seems to be clearly described as compassing
"the whole land of Ethiopia." Ethiopia was, in ancient times, a land to
the south of Egypt, and a nation bearing that name is still located about
five hundred miles south of Egypt nowadays. A tributary of the Nile
River rises in Ethiopia and it seems logical to suppose, then, that the
Gihon is the Nile River.
If we go no farther in our reasoning, then, the four rivers of Eden
would bethe Indus, the Nile, the Tigris, and the Euphrates, in that

. ..
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order. This is an intriguing guess. There are only two civilizations, as
far as is known, that compete in age with that in the Tigris-Euphrates
region. One arose on the banks of the Nile and the other on the banks of
the Indus.
And yet the picture cannot be correct. Neither the Indus nor the Nile
comes anywhere near the Ti& and Euphrates. The closest approach of
the Indus to the Tigris-Euphratesis twelve hundred miles and the closest
approach of the Nile is nine hundred,.and this certainly does not gibe
with the Biblical statement that the four rivers all come together.
(While not everything in the Bible can be taken literally, it must certainly be supposed that the Biblical writers could tell when four rivers
came together in a region of the world known to them.)
Lets consider the land of Haviih firat Whatever it is, it can't be
India, since a word for India does occur in the Book of Esther and, in
Hebrew, it is "Hoddu!' Havilah itself is mentioned elsewhere, notably in
Genesis 2 9 1 8 where it is described as part of the region in which the
descendants of Ishmael live:
Genesis 25:18. And they dwelt from Hdvilah unto Shur, that is beEgypt, us thou go& toward Assyria

fore

...

It is reasonably certain that the Ishtnaelites were tribes of the Arabian
borderland, southeast of Canaan and southwest of the Tigris-Euphrates
and so, without trying to pin it down too carefully, we can suppose that
Havilah was somewhere south of the Euphrates River.
If this is so, then the Pison (Pishon) may have been a tributary of
the Euphrates, flowing into its lower stretches from Havilah to the
south and west. It may riot have been an important stream and, in the
gradual desiccation of the area that has taken place in recent ages, it
may have disappeared. (It may even have been a man-made canal, confused by the Biblical writer with a natural stream.)
And what about Ethiopia? That is far off in Africa. The Hebrew
word, which is here translated as Ethiopia in the King James Version, is
â€˜*GushUndoubtedly, 'there are occasions in the Bible where Cush does
indeed refer to the region south of Egypt and where it is justifiably
translated as Ethiopia. Very likely, this is not one of those places. Indeed,in the Revised Standard Vtoion, the Gihon is described as flowing
around the "land of Cush." The word is left in its Hebrew form and no
attempt is made to equate it with Ethiopia.
More often than not, the Biblical Cush refers to some Arabian tribe.

There is a reasonable possibility that the word "Cush" in Genesis a:i3
refers to the land of the people whom the ancient Creek geographers
spofce;of as the Kossaeans, and whom modem historians refer to as the
Kassites. They dwelt east of the Tigris and had a
of greatness in
thecenturies before the rise of Assyria, for between 1600 and 1200 B.c.~
the Kassites controlled the great civilization of the Tigris-Euphrates.
If this is so, then the Gihon may have been a tributary (now gone)
of the Tigris, flowing in from the east~or,possibly, another man-made
canal. We are thus left with the following situation. The Pison (Pishon)
joins the Euphrates near its ancient mouth and the Gihon.joins the 9gris near its ancient mouth. The two double rivers then join in the new
land gradually formed afterward. The,four rivers all'eome together over
a reasonably small area and the very ancient civilization that rose in that
a r e may represent the historical kernel within the story of the garden of
Eden.
This region was called, in the primeval period, by a name which we
now render as "Sumer" or "Sumeria." In the Sumerian language, the
word edten means "plain." No one knows where,
the Sumerians
came from, but if, as seems likely; they ori&ally entered the area from
the hilly regions to the east, they may well have thought of themselves
as coming "to Eden"; that is, "to the plain."
If so, (henthe term "Eden" may point specifically a t Sueria, and its
identification with the later Eden farther up the Euphrates may be
accidental (even though it pointed us i n the right direction).
In Hebrew, d e n means "delight" or "enjoyment," which seems appropriate for the garden, but this is, in all IflEelihd merely a fortunate
etymological accident since Hebrew and Suroerian axe not related Ianguages. (In fact, Sumerian is not related to any known language.)
Nevertheless, the accidental Hebrew meaning helped crystallize the feeling that Eden might be a mystical term without actual geographic
meaning and that the place originally inhabited by mankind was merely
"the garden of delight" with no place name at all.
One more speculation is possible.. By z5cq B.c., centuries before
Abraham was born, the Sumerians had already passed their peak. New
tnTies fromthe north, the Akkadians, took over "the, plaip" and harder
times must have come for the Smnerians, who were now a conquered
people. They must have looked backnostalgically to the great days of
"the plain."
,
1

Can the Biblical tale uf the glorious garden of Eden, lost forever,
have been a reflection, at least in part, of the Sumdrian longing for a
past that had vanished?

The Serpent
After dam is settled in the garden of ~ d & Cod
,
grants him the right
to full enjoyment of its delights, with one exception. He says:
Genesis 2:17. But
thou shalt not eat

of the tree of the knowledge of

. .,

good and evil,

God creates a woman as a companion for Adam, forming her out of
the man's, rib. Presumably the two might have lived in the garden in
etemal happiness as long as they respected God's prohibition. There
was, however, a spoiler in the garden:

Genesis 3:1. Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of
the field

...

The serpent is portrayed as able to w k and as maneuvering the
naive woman into eating the forbidden fruit in defiance of God's
prohibition. The woman then encouraged Adam to eat it as well.
As told here, the serpent's evil is motiveless or, at best, arises out of
mere delight in mischief. The few$of post-Exilk; times made this seem
mok reasonable, however, by equating the serpent with Satan, who is
the spirit of Evil as God is 'the spirit of Good. (This notion was derived
from Persian religious thought-see page 409.)
Actually, the tale of thd'serpent is. quite un-Biblical In atmosphere.
Only here and in one other'case (that ok Balaani's ass, see page 184) do
the Hebrew scripturesmention talking animals. It seems quite likely that
the tale of the serpent is extaealely primitive and represents a remnant of
nature myth (see, page 175).

Eve
Beduse of the disobedience of the man and woman, who ate of the
fruit of the tree despite prohibition* God drives them out of Eden.
They may no longer live easily by food gathering but are condemned to
the heavy labor of agriculture.

Sevesal thousand years before the dawn of recorded hmryf agricultare had been invented somewhere in southwestern Asia. Agriculture
gave man a more plentiful and more dependable food supply and made
possible a large increase in population in those areas where it was practiced. Because crops were immobile and had to be cared for, fanners had .
to remain in one place. For mutual protection, they gathered id villages
which gradually became cities and thus arose "civilization" (from a
Latin word for "city-dweller")
Despite the material benefits brought to &an by agriculture, it is quite
likely that those who were used to the free wandering irresponsibility of
hunting and food gathering (a life' (hat probably seemed a great deal
more fun in retrospect than in reality) could not help but view agriculture a land of detestable slavery.
Might it not be, then, Out a second strand of historical significance to
the tale of the expulsion from Eden includes a dim memory of the
unfavorable aspects of the changeover to agriculture?
Once the man and his wifetook up their life outside the garden, the
man gave his wife a name:

.

.
Adam called his wife's name Eve; because
'Genesis 3 : ~ And
was the mother of aU living.

she

At the time these traditions were being reduced to writing9 't1 was
customary for Jewsto give names with bightforward Hebrew meanings
(usually,with religious significance.) Thus, Jehoshaphat means "Yahveh
has judged", Ezekiel means "God strengthens"; Hananiah means
"Yahveh is gracious" and so on.
,
The names of the men and women in the earliest traditions were
often not h Hebrew and, therefore, were not of deq significance.
The Biblical writCT, searching for (he meaning they felt ought to be in
all names, would spot a reseinblance to sqne Hebrew word or phrase
and invent an explanation around it.
, Thus the Hebrew &me equivalent to our own Eve is Hawah, which
has ft similarity of sound to hayah, meaning "to live!' (Actually, the
initial "h" is a guttural sound not found in our language but similar to.
the German "ch.") Since Eve is regarded as the mother of the human
race, it is tempting to equate Hawah and hucyah and say that she
received the namebecause she was the m~fherof all living. This is
an example of "folk etymology," in which the Bible abounds. The real
meaning of Hawah or Eve is, of course, unknown.
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Adam and Eve had children:

...

...

Genesis 4;i. And
Eve
bare Cain, and said, 1 have gotten
a man from the Lord.
Genesis 4:2. And she @gainbare his lyother Abel. And Abel was
a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tiller of the ground.
The name Cain ("Kayin" in Hebrew) is usually taken to mean
"smith." In the early days of civilization, the use of metals was introduced and the new material became exceedingly important both in
ornamentation and in the manufacture of weapons for hunting and warfare. Men who could prepare the metals and work them into the necessary shapes were important and highly regarded artisans. To be a smith
and be called one was a matter of honor, and to this day "Smith" is a
common surname among the English and Americans.
This meaning of Cain seems clearer in a later use of the word, in the
same chapter, as part of the name of a descendant of Cain:
Genesis 4:22. And ZUlah

. . . bare Tubal-cain, an instructor of
...

every artificer in brass and iron

"Tubal-cain" means "smith of Tubal," where Tubal is a district in
Asia Minor. In the centuries immediately preceding the period during
which the legends in Genesis were reduced to writing, the techniques
for obtaining iron from its ore were worked out in Asia Minor. The
smiths of Tubal would therefore have become famous for producing
iron weapons superior to anything that had been seen before, and the
smiths of Tubal, "Tubal-cain," might well have entered legend as the
founders of metallurgy.
Nevertheless, during (he Emlie period, some clearly Hebrew meaning
for the word was sought for and found in the similarity of fedyin to
kamh, meaning "to get." Eve was therefore made to say "I have gotten
a man of the Lord" and to name her son something that was reminiscent of her first words on learning of his birth. Thus, the etymology
was set.
Cain and Abel seem to represent the farmer and the herdsman (or
nomad) respectively. The early histories are written from the standpoint

of the farmers, the settled city-men, and in them the nomads are viewed
as barbaric raiders, ruthless and bloodthirsty.
It was the fanners who multiplied, however, and it was civilization
that spread. Nomads could triumph when internal dissensions weakened
the city-men, but in the long run, civilization had thq men, organization, and the advanced weapons that could be produced in quantity
only by an elaborate technology. (Cain was not only a farmer, he was
also a smith.)
In the end, civilization won completely, and that eventual and inevitable victory must have been foreseen long before it came to pass. The
tale (briefly and obscurely told) of how Cain grew jealous of Abel and
killed him may be, in part, a remnant of some nomadic lament over the
all-encroaching tentacles of settled civilization.
In fact, the very name Abel ("Hebel" in Hebrew) means "a puff of
air," seeming to imply the briefness and instability of the nomadic way
of life against the steady push of the fanner. (We experienced a similar
period in American history toward the end of the nineteenth century
when the nomadic "cowboy" of the West had to give way, at last, to
the plodding farmer and his barbed-wire fences.)
The name Abel may also be related to (he Babylonian ufilu, meaning "son." This would indicate a possible Sumerian origin for the tale.

Nod
After Cain murders Abel, he is driven away:

Genesis 4:16. And Cain went out from the presence
and dwelt in the land of Nod, on the east of Eden.

of

the Lord,

No one has tried to identify the "land of Nod" with any actual specific
region and it is usually taken to be a metaphorical expression. The
Hebrew word "Nod" is related to the tern meaning "wanderer"; there
fore to dwell in the land of Nod is taken to mean that one takes up a
wandering life and becomes a nomad.
Here we seem to have a second strand incorporated into the ancient
tale. Now we are dealing not with Cain the fanner and smith, but with
Cain the nomad.
If Eden is taken to be Sumeria, then the region "east of Eden" would
be that known as Elam. Elam, in what is now southwestern Iran,
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developed a civilization quite early, borrowing no doubt from the
Sumerians. Its early history is very dim but there seems to have been
intermittent warfare between Elam and whatever power ruled the TigrisEuphrates for three thousand years.
Is it possible, then, that the story of Cain and Abel might be a
combination of a villainous Elam attacking a blameless Sumeria (as
told by the Sumerians) and a villainous fanner attacking a blameless nomad (as told by the nomads)?

Enoch

[of

Cain]

In Nod (despite its name) Cain seems to have settled down. He
married, had a son:

...

and he builded a city, and called the name of
Genesis 4x7.
the city, after the name of his son, Enoch.
Perhaps this is a dim reference to the ancient transition of a pastoral
Elam to the ways of civilidation. There is no record of any city named
Enoch, but it is conceivable that this might be the city that eventually
became known to later history as Susa. This dates back to the Stone Age
and for thousands of years was the chief city of Elam.
The remainder of the fourth chapter deals quickly with the succeeding
descendants of Cain, including Tubalain. The book of Genesis then
returns to Adam to follow the line of descent that leads to the Israelites.

Seth
Adam has a third son:
Genesis 5:3. And Adam lived an hundred and thirty years, and
begat a son
and called his name Seth.

...

This chapter is a portir"! of P again, and as generation after generation is given, the statistical data is carefully included. The age of each
individual is given at the time of the birth of his first son, and at the
time of his death.
Genesis 9 5 . And all the days that Adam lived were nine hundred
and thirty years: and he died.

-

These ages were legendary, reflecting parts of earlier Babylonian tales
up by the Jews during the Exile and modified by the priesthood
according to some tinknown principle of their own. Nevertheless, those
who feel every word of the Bible to be literally true have tried to make
use of these figures (and of others given here and thee in the ~ i b l e )
to calculate the year in which Adam was born, and the universe
created.
The Jews of the Middle Ages calculated the date of the creation to
have been October 7, 3761 B.c., and this is still used in calculating the
number of the year in the Jewish calendar. Thus, September 1968 AJ). is
the beginning of the year 5729 by that calendar.
Christian theologians have come up with a variety of dates for the
creation. The most familiar of these is one worked out by James Ussher,
anAnglican archbishop of Annagh, Ireland. In 1654, he decided that
the creation had taken place in 4004 B.C. (a* 9 A.M. of October 23 of
that year, according to some). The date 4004 B.C. is often found at the
head of the first pages of the Bible in editions of (he King James version.
Actually 4004 B.C. isn't a bad date for (he establishment of histprip
times. Man began to have a history in theyroper sense only after writing
had been invented, and writing was invented a little before 300x3 B.C.
However, the first cities had been organizd as early as 8000 R.C. and prel y to man) have left rehistoric man (or creatures ~ ~ i z a b similar
mamas that are well over a million years old.
The earth itself is some five billion years old and the universe as a
whole perhaps fifteen billion years old.
I

Enoch [of Seth]

The descendants of Adam, through Seth, are then listed through eight
generations (ten, counting Adam and Setfa themselves) somewhat less
hastily than those of Cain were mentioned. As a group, these are the
antediluvian patriarchs. (A patriarch is (he head of a tribe and by
"antediluvian" is meant "before the Flood.")
The names of the line of Seth are suspi&iouslylike those of the line of
Cain, however. Both include an Enoch and a Lamech, and other names,
if not identical, are very similar. It is possible that the two lines represent
the same legendary material, one given by J and the other by P.
The antediluvian patriarchs are notable for their ages. Several, indud-
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ing Adam himself, lived nearly a thousand years. The record holder is
Methuselah (whose name has become a byword for age) who attained
(he age of 969 years.
These patriarchs cannot be associated with any historical personages
and nothing is known of them beyond this bare Biblical mention. They
seem, however, to be a reflection of Sumerian legend. At least, the
Sumerians had lists of nine or ten kings who reigned before the Flood,
each of them living for many thousands of years. One was listed as
having reigned nearly 65,000 years. The writer of (his portion of Genesis,
far from imposing on credibility by making use of extended life spans,
apparently took. legendary material and did his best to cut those ages
down to reasonable size.
What's more, throughout the Hexateuch, the writers kept steadily
reducing the ages attained by the chief figures in the tales though even
at the end these were still boasting life spans somewhat in excess of a
hundred years.
Of the antediluvian patriarchs, one attains an age markedly different
from the others. This is Enoch, the father of Methuselah.
Genesis 5:23. And all the days of Enoch were three hundred sixty
and five years:
Genesis 5:24. And E w h walked with Cod: and he was not; for
God took him.

The fact that Enoch is described as living 365 yeais, whereas his father Jared lived 962 years and his son Methuselah lived 969 years,
seems odd. Is it a coincidence that there are 365 days in a year; that is, in
the complete circuit of the sun across the sides? Is it possible that the
verses given over to Enoch are all that remains of some Babylonian sun
myth?
What is meant by saying that Enoch walked with God and was not is
uncertain, but later traditions,made it clear that the usual interpretation
was that he was taken up alive into heaven as a reward for unusual
piety.
It was supposed by the Jews of post-Exilic times that in heaven, Enoch
was able to see the past and future of mankind. Between 200 B.C. and
50 B.c., several books were written purporting to have come from the
pen of Enoch, describing this pa$t and future. They are purely legendary and are a form of "religious fiction" which was fairly common
in the post-Exilic period. (Some of it, as we shall see, found its way
into the Bible.)

The books attributed to Enoch did not gain entry into the Bible, but
there is a mention of them in the New Testament. In the Epistle of
Jude, the writer says:
Jude 1:14. And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied
of these

...

Ararat
If one adds up the ages of the antediluvian patriarchs at the time of
the births of their respective sons, one finds that Noah, the great-greatgreat-great-great-great-great-grandsonof Adam was born 1056 years after
the creation or (accepting Ussher's figures) about 3000 B.C. When he
was six hundred years old, that is, about 2400 B.c., there came the Flood.
This, according to the Bible, was a world-wide deluge, but there is no
record of any such phenomenon, of course. The Egyptian civilization,
for instance, was in a particularly flourishing state at this very time and
was building its pyramids. Nor do the Egyptian records speak of any
floods other than the annual overflow of the Nile, as far as we know.
This is not to say, however, that the Biblical story of the Flood was
not based on some actual, but local, flood in Sumerian history.
Sumeria was a flat land between two large rivers. As is true of any
large river (we have only to think of our own Missouri and Mississippi)
unusual rises will bring about flooding conditions. In a country as flat as
Sumeria, it would not take much of a flood to cover large portions of the
entire region.
A particularly bad flood would live on in the memory of later generations, and particularly bad floods undoubtedly occurred. In 1929, the
English archaeologist Sir Charles Leonard Woolley reported finding
water-deposited layers as much as ten feet thick in his excavations near
the Euphrates. Such deposits were not found everywhere in the region
and Sumerian culture showed no over-all break. Nevertheless, the evidence exists that somewhere about 3000 B.C. there were indeed drastic
floods of at least a local nature.
With time, as the story is told and retold it is dramatically inevitable
that a flood which spreads out over parts of Sumeria and neighboring
regions with great loss of life will be said to have covered "all the world,"
meaning the entire region. It is further inevitable that later genera-
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The Flood and the Kingdom of Urartu (Ararat)
tions, with a much broader knowledge of geography, would accept the
phrase "all the world" literally and reduce themselves to needless speculations on the impossible.
(A well-known example of this is the statement frequently met with
among the ancient historians that Alexander the Great "conquered the
world" and then wept for "other worlds to conquer!' What was meant
was merely that ~lexanderhad conquered a large part of those sections
of the world which were well known to the Greeks of the time. Actually,
Alexander conquered only 4 or 5 per cent of the earth's land surface
and had plenty of room in. which to extend those conquests.)
The people of Sumeria and of Akkadia (lying to the northwest of

Sumeria) told and retold (he tale of one particular flood, which may
have been pwduced by unusually heavy rates on the region. Some peepie suspect the flood to have beeti too sdous to\,be accounted for by
rain alone and think there may have been oudden rise in the water level
of the Persian Gulf, 1eading:to a'disastr~uiiinflux from the sea.
It has occurred to me recently ,that a possible explanation for such an
invasion of the sea would be tlw &lucky sftikc ~f a large meteorite in
the nearly landlocked Persian Gulf, The splash that would result wodd
tab the form of a huge wave Nit might move inland catastrophically,
sweeping away everything in its path.
Theinvasion of water from the sea, (for whatever reason) is, indeed,
involved in the Biblical descritffionof the Flood;

...

Genesis 7:11. In the six hundredth year of Noah's life
were aB.
the fountains of the great deep broken up, and the windows of heaven
were opened.

A' tidal wave plus rain, in other words.
1n 1872, an English archaeologist, George Smith, deciphered ancient
tablets from the remains of a kyal Assyrian library and found a deseription of a flood in which one man saves himself, his family, and samples
of animal life on board a ship. The story is based on still old& tales
dating back to Sumerian times.
The hero of this tale is Gilgamesh, king of t& Akkadian town of
Ere&. He is in search of eternal life and finds Ut-Napishtim, who has
the secret, Ut-Napishtin tell his story. It appeal that he was king of a
Sumerian city at the time of the Flood and rode it out in a large ship.
Gilgamesh obtained the secret of eternal life from him, nearly obtained
the necessary conditions, and through misadventure lost ifc
The details of this Sumerian flood story are very similar in a number of
points to the story in the Bible. It seems quite likely that the Biblical
story of the Flood is a version of this much earlier tale.
In the Biblical story, Noah's ark floats on the floodwaters for months.
The waters slowly recedeGenesis 8:4. And the i r k G e d

. . .upon the &untaim of Armat.

Notice that a specific mountain peak is not named. There is no mention of a "Mount Ararat." Instead the Bible dearly states "the mountains of Ararat," implying Ararat-to be a region or nation within which

there was a mountain range on which the ark came to rest The Anchor
Bible translates the phrase as "(he Ararat range."
If further Biblical evidence is needed that Ararat is a region and not a
mountain, it can be found in the fifty-first chapter of Jeremiah. The
prophet is reporting God's promise to destroy Babylon, which at that
time was on the point -of conquering Judah:

...

Jeremiah 5 1 : ~ ~ ~ $ 1 together agmnst her [Babylon] the kingdoms of Ararat, Mind, and Ashchewst

.. .

But where and what was Ararat? Remember that in searching for it
one must consider geography as it was known to those who reduced
Genesis to writing and not necessarily as it was known in the time of the
Sumero-Akkadians.
In Assyrian times there was a kingdom among the mountains in which
the Tigris and Euphrates rose, in what is now eastern Turkey. It centered
about take Van (a salt lake about the size and shape of our own Great
Salt Lake) and is sometimes called the 'Â¥kingdo of Van" in conse
quence. This kingdom extended from the lake to the Caucasus Mountains, and in Assyrian inscriptions is referred to as the kingdom of
UrartuÃ‘o which name Ararat is'clearly a version.
The kingdom of Urartu was greaffy weakened by Assyrian attack and
by 612 B.C. it had ceased to exist, at a time when Assyria itself was also
being destroyed. In the area in 'which it had existed, new tribesmen
arrived and a new name (of Persian origin) was given to the land, which
became Armenia.
In those sections of the Bible which were reduced to writing after the
end of Urartu,the term Armenia is used instead. Thus, in the Second
Book of Kings, there is the tale of the assassination of the Assyrian king,
Sennacherib, by his two sons, in 681 B.c., and of their rapid flight there
after:
2

Kings 19:37.

.. .and they escaped into the land of Armenia ...

What is really meant,of course, is ~6rtu,
since Armenia did not yet
exist, and in the Revised Standard Version, the phrase is indeed changed
to "the land of Ararat?
The tradition that the ark came to rest in Ararat some six hundred
miles northwest of Sumeria again speaks in favor of the tidal-wave theory
of the Flood. Ordinary river flooding would weep floating objects

downstream-southeastward into the Persian Gulf. A huge tidal wave
would sweep them upstream-northwestward toward Ararat.
Despite all evidence, most people insist on thinking of Ararat as (he
name of a definite mountain peak and indeed the name Ararat was
eventually applied to one. Mount Ararat is a mountain in the easternmost region of Turkey about seventy miles northeast of Lake Van. It has
two peaks, Great Ararat and Little Ararat, the former being the higher,
reaching 16,873 feet (3.2 miles) above sea level. The tradition remains
firmly fixed that Noah's ark came to rest somewhere on Great Ararat
and every once in a while there areexpeditions there to find traces of it.

Ham
Once the Flood story is done, the writers of Genesis turn.to the task of
giving the names of the descendants of Noah. These, in almost every
case, represent tribes or nations. It was common for ancient tribes to call
themselves after the name of an ancestor (real or mythical). In fact, if a
tribe was known by some name, it was assumed that it was because the
members were descended from an ancestor of that name. (An ancestor
from whom a tribe receives its name is 'an eponym of that tribe.)
Related tribes could be described as descending from eponyms who
were brothers, and whose father was a still broader eponym. The
Greeks, for instance, called themselves Hellenes and recognized tliemselves to exist as groups of related tribes called Aeolians, Dorians,
Achaeans, and Ionians. They therefore supposed themselves all to
be descended from a man named Hellen. Hellen was described as having
two sons named Aeolus and Dorus, arid a third son, Xuthus, who had
twin sons named Ion and ~chaeus.
In this spirit, the Book of Genesis describes (he immediate descendants of Noah:

..

Genesis 9:18. And the sons of Noah
. were Shem, and Ham,
and Japheth: and Ham is the father of Canaan.
The three sons of Noah represent the three great divisions of the peoples known to the ancient writers of the Bible.
In general, the descendants of Shem are pictured as occupying the
Arabian peninsula and the regions adjoining it to the north, including
the Tigris-Euphrates region, which is the center of interest in the early
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portions of Genesis. Since this includes the Hebrews themselves, Shem is
given the post of honor and is made the eldest son of Noah. At least, he
is mentioned first.
It is for this reason that the languages of the people dwelling in this
region are referred to as "Semitic." ("Setn" is the Graeco-Latin form of
Shem.) These languages include Hebrew, Assyrian, Aramaean, and, as
the most important living example, Aqbic.
The descendants of Ham are described as inhabiting chiefly the corner of Africa adjacent to Asia. For this reason theoriginal languages of
the peoples of northeastern Africa are called "Hamitic." This includes
Coptic (derived from the ancient Egyptian), the Berber languages of
North Africa, and some of the languages of Ethiopia, such as Amharic.
The descendants of Japheth are described as inhabiting the regions to
the north and east of the Tigris-Euphrates. Sometimes "Japhetic" is used
to describe certain obscure languages in fhe northern mountainous regions of the Caucasus. Occasionally, it is used more broadly to include
ancient Persian, for example. Since the language of the Persians is
related to those spoken in India and in Europe, this book is (in the
broader sense) being written in a Japhetic language. However, the
importance of Europe is such (modern students of comparative
philology being European in culture) that the btoad classification gave
way to the more geographically intelligible "Indo-European."
It is a mistake, though, to suppose that the writers of Genesis were
influenced by language. Modem notions of philology are strictly modem.Rather, the Biblical writers were guid4"by political connections and
by geographic propinquity. Such connections often did bespeak racial
relatedness so that terms such as Semitic and Hamitic did turn out to
make much sense, linguistically, but this was not true in every casei
A prime example is the case of Canaan. The people inhabiting the
land (Canaanites) at the time the ~ebrewsmoved in spoke a Semitic
language and had a culture related to that of the Tigris-Euphrates
region. By modem terminology, the Canaanites were distinctly Semites.
However, Genesis 9:18 goes out of its way to specify that "Ham is the
father of Canaan." The reason for that is a simple one. Some three
centuries prior to the Hebrew occupatipn of Canaan, the land had been
conquered by Egyptian armies and for a long time formed part of the
Egyptian Empire. Since Egypt was the most important of the Hamitic
nations it seemed reasonable, according to the standards of the time, to
describe Canaan as a son of Ham.
The end of the ninth chapter of Genesis relates a tradition in which
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Noah, offended by his second son, Ham, curses him and condemns him
and his son, Canaan, to servitude to his brothers. This reflects the fact
that at the time Genesis was being reduced to writing, the Canaanites
were indeed reduced to servitude to the Israelites, who were descendants
of Shem.
Some moderns seem to think that Ham represents the Negro peoples
and that this chapter can be used to justify Negro slavery. This is the
purest piffle. Neither Ham, Canaan, nor any of their named descendants
were viewed as Negroes by the Biblical writers.

The Greets,it seems, must be considered-in Biblical terms-to be
among the descenc(ants of Japheth. The writers of Genesis may even in
this respect have been influenced by Greek traditions, reaching them
dimly from the west.
For instance, Japheth himself has been identified by some with the
Titan Iapetus in the Greek myths. (Since the initial "J" in Hebrew
names is pronounced like a Y in Hebrew, as is the initial "I" in
Greek names, the similarity between Japheth and Iapetus is greater
than it appears to be in print.) According to fhe Greek myths, Iapetus
was the father of Prometheus who. in turn, fathered the human race
by molding them wit of day. For this reason, lapetus was considered
by the Greeks to be the ancestor of mankind; and, to the Hebrews,
Japheth was the ancestor of that portion of mankind to which the
Greeks belonged.
The sons and grandsons,of Japheth are listed in the tenth chapter
of Genesis:
Genesis 10:2. The sons of Japheth; Corner, and Magog, and Maditi,
and Juvan, and Tubd, and Meshech, and Tiros.
Genesis io:3. And the sons of Gomer; Ashkenaz, and Riphath,
ond Tog&.
Genesis 10:4. And the sons of man;ElIShah, and Tarshish, Kittim,
and Dodanirn.
We must remember that such genealogies reflect the geographic and
political situation of the Assyrian period, when the various parts of
Genesis were reduced to writing.
Of the sons of Japheth, Gomer seenis to be identical with the

people who, in Assyrian inscriptions, were the "Gimirrai" and these in
turn were the people known in Latin spelling as the Cimmerians. In
earlier times they lived north of the Black Sea but in the seventh
century B.c., pushed on by new bands of barbarians in the rear, they
invaded Asia Minor and met the Assyrians there in earth-shaking battles.
They were eventually defeated, to be sure, but Assyria was badly
wounded in the process. The Cimmerians would certainly be in prominent view at the time the tenth chapter was being written and their
eponym, Gomer, would, very reasonably, be viewed as the first-born of
~aiheth.
As for Magog, that may represent "the land of Gog" where Gog
is the ruler known to us from the Greek historians as Gyges. He
was king of the Lydians, a people in western Asia Minor, and was
one of the important adversaries of the invading Cimmerians. In fact,
he died in battle against them about 652 B.C.
Madai is supposed to refer to the Medes, who inhabited the territory
east of Assyria, and who were soon to be among the final conquerors
of Assyria. Tubal, Meshech, and Tiras are all thought to represent
minor tribes of Asia Minor. The name Tiras bears some similarities
to the Greek "Tyrsenoi," which was applied to a people who, it was
thought, dwelt originally in Asia Minor but migrated to Italy. If so,
Tiras could represent the Etruscans.
The most interesting of the sons of Japheth is Javan. This name
is almost certainly identical with an archaic form of the Greek "Ion,"
who was the eponym of the Ionian Greeks. The Ionians had, about
moo B.c., migrated eastward to occupy the islands of the Aegean Sea
and the coasts of Asia Minor. Of the various Greek tribes they were
the nearest to Canaan and would be best known to the Israelites
of Assyrian times. Their tribal name would be naturally applied to the
Greeks generally.
Of Comer's sons, Ashkenaz may be identical with the name "Ashguza" found among Assyrian inscriptions. This seems to refer to the
peoples known to the Greeks, and therefore to ourselves, as the Scythians. The Scythians were nomadic tribes who entered Europe from
somewhere in central Asia some time before 1000 B.C. It was their
pressure southward against the Cimmerians that drove the Cimmerians
into Asia Minor. The Scythians took their place in the steppelands
north of the Black Sea, and from that standpoint, Ashkenaz (Scythia)
might well be considered the eldest son of Comer (Cimmeria).
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For some reason, the later Jews viewed Ashkenaz as the ancestor
of the Teutonic people. For this reason Wan-speaking Jews were
called "Ashkenazim" as contrasted with the Spanish-speaking "Sephardim."
It would be expected that the sons of Javan listed in Genesis 10:4
would refer to those Greek-speaking regions closest to Israel. Elishah
seems to be similar to the "Alashiyah" found in Assyrian documents
and this refers to the island of Cyprus. ~his'hadalready been colonized
by Greeks in Assyrian times, and it was the closest of all Greekspeaking lands to Canaan, being only two hundred miles to the northeast.
Indeed, Cyprus is mentioned twice,for Kittim surely represents Kition
(Citium in Latin), a city on (he southern coast of the island, the name
of which was often used for the entire island.
Dodanim is widely thought to be a misprint for Rodanim; in fact,
it is given as Rodanim in some early copies of the Bible. If the
name is Rodanim then it is tempting to equate it with the island of
Rhoda, two hundred miles west of Cyprus.
Tarshish, on the basis of references later in the Bible, is usually
taken to represent a city in Spain. However, it occurs to me that
in (his one instance, it might represent Tarsus,an important Greek
town, a hundred miles north of Cyprus, on the southern coast of
Asia Minor. It was an important city in Assyrian times and might
represent the Greeks of Asia Minor generally.

Cush
The most notable confusion in this tenth chapter, describing the
nations of the Near East, occurs in connection with Cush, which I
said earlier (see page 29) could be used to represent the Ethiopians,
south of Egypt, and also the Kossaeans, east of the "ngris.
Genesis 10:6. And the sons of Ham; Gush, and Mkairn, and Phut,
and C a m .
Genesis 10:~. And the sons of Cush; Seba, and H&h

.. .

In Genesis 1 ~ 6 ,Cush clearly means the Ethiopians, south of Egypt,
who, indeed, speak a Hamitic tongue. Phut (better, "Put," as given
in the Revised Standard Version) is usually thought to represent the

peoples west of Egypt whom the Greeks called Libyans. These also
spoke a Hamitic language.
Mizraim is the Hebrew word for "Egypt," so he is the eponym
of that nation. Wherever else it occurs in the Bible, Mizraim is translated into "Egypt" (a term of Greek origin). If such translations
were done here, the verse might read: "And the sons of Ham; Ethiopia,
and Egypt, and Libya, and Canaan," which would accurately reflect
the area dominated by Egypt in the days of her greatness.
In the very next verse, however, Cush is described as the father of
Seba, Havilah, and a series of other sons, all of whom are clearly
eponyms of Arabian tribes. This ~ i s hmust be the one representing
the Kossaeans, and not the Hamitic Cush of Ethiopia.
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This confusion of Cushes leads to a section of obviously Semitic
ethnology being included under Ham:
Genesis m:8. And [the semitic] Curil begd Nimrod: he begin
to be a mighty one in the earth.
Genesis io:9. He was a mighty hunter
Genesis 1o:io. And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, and,
Erech, and Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar.
Genesis 1o:ii. Out of that land went forth Asshur, and builded
Nineveh, and the city Rehoboth, and Culah,
,
Genesis 10:12. And Resen between Nineveh and Cddh

..

..

Nimrod is the only name in Chapter 10 of Genesis who is clearly
an individual and not an eponym. Who, then, is Nimrod? Can he
be identified at all and equated with any historic personage? Or is he
lost forever in the primeval mists?
There is no question but that whoever he was, he is described
as ruling over the Tigris-Euphrates region, for that is where all the
cities named are known (where they are known at all) to have been
located. Furthermore the "land of Shinar" is accepted as being the
Biblical term used for what we would call "Sumeria."
Genesis 10:io appears, then, to make Nimrod an important king
of the Tigris-Euphrates region, with his power based on the four cities
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The Empb of Nimrod
of Babel, Erech, Awd, and Calneh. n e kcation of Calneh is unknown
and there is general agreement now that its inclusion is an error and
that the word is pot the name of a city but is Hebrew for "all of
them." The verse is made to read in the Revised Standard Version:
"The beginning of his kingdom ,was Babel, Emh, and Accad, all of
them in the land of Shinar!'
The three cities,that remain are.no mystery. Erech corresponds to
the city known as "Undc" in, the. ancient inscriptions of the region.
The city was first excavated in the 1850's and showed every sign of
having once been an extensivemetropolis, with large temples and a
library. It dates back. to 36oq B,C. at least. It was located on the
Euphrates River about forty miles from its ancient mouth. The Euphrates River has since changed its course somewhat and the ruins
of Erech are now severalmiles q s t of the present course of the river.

The mythical Gilgamesh (see page 40) was king of this city and
this city was also ruled by a historical conqueror. This was LugalZaggisi, king of Erech, who ruled shortly after 2,300 B.C. He conquered
other Sumerian city-states and was the first hdividual we know of to
govern a sizable empire in the Tigris-Euphrates. His realm may even
have reached the Mediterranean. His triumph was short-lived, however,
thanks to another conqueror, associated with Accad, the second of the
cities mentioned in Genesis lono.
Accad, or Alckad, is, in the ancient inscriptions, Agade. Its exact
site, is unknown but it was probably also on the Euphrates, about
140 miles upstream from Erech. The city gave its name to the upper
portion of the Tigris-Euphrates region, which became known as Akkad.
The Akkadians who inhabited these upstream regions were not identical with the Sumerians, although they adopted the Sumerian culture.
The Akkadians spoke a Semitic language, for instance, while the Su(and, indeed, had no known linguistic
merian language was nop-Semitio
yr4
affiliations).
,
.,/; c m
a
The Akkadians were at first under Sumerian domination but about
2280 B.c., a man named Sharrukin ("righteous king" in Akkadian) came
to power and established his capital in the city of Agade. That king
has become Sargon of Agade to us. About 2264 B.c., he defeated
Lugal-Zaggisi and founded an Akkadian Empire. sargons; grandson,
Naram-Sin, extended the empire even farther and about 2180 B.C.
it was at its height.
.- -- - .
.- -.--.,'- ' . . - ... .-- About 2150 B.c., however, soon after Naram-Sin's death, barbarians
from the eastern mountains invaded and conquered the Tigris-Euphrates
region and brought the Akkadian Empire to an end. After a century
of barbarian domination, the Sumerians won their freedom and, about
2000 B.c., experienced a last period of power. After that, the remaining city mentioned in Genesis 10:10 comes in.
The town of Babel was located on the ~ u ~ h r a t eRiver
s about 9
miles downstream from Agade. It existed as a small and unremarkable
place for over a thousand years while the Sumerian city-states still further
downstream flourished and the Akkadian Empire rose and fell.
While the Sumerians were in their final period of glory, however,
another group of peoples from' the middle Euphrates, the Amorites,
seized control of Babel about 1900 B.c., and made it the capital of an
expanding empire.
Under the sixth king of the Arnorite dynasty, ~airiniuhbi,who
reigned about 1700 B.c., Babel became a world metropolis and remained
7
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so for two thousand years, despite the fact that it was frequently
conquered and ravished. Indeed, it was the glamor city of the East
throughout Old Testament times and is best known to us by the
Greek version of its name-Babylon. The entire Tigris-Euphrates region
is commonly known as Babylonia after this city.
Under Amorite domination, the Sumerians finally broke and declined
rapidly, losing their identity, though their culture remained to be inherited and elaborated by conqueror after conqueror. The language
died out as a living vehicle for eornmunication but remained as part
of religious liturgy (like Latin in the modem Catholic Church) for
some 1500 years, not dying out completely till 300 B.C.
The Amorites did not long survive the glories of Hammurabi. About
1670 B.C. the Kassites or Kossaeans invaded Babylonia from the East
and established a "dark age" that lasted for nearly five hundred years.
With southern Babylonia thus in eclipse, the cities of the far northern
reaches of the river valley had their chance to gain prominence. Whereas
Genesis 10:io concerns itself with southern Babylonia, verse 10:ii turns
to the north.
The King James Version begins the verse by saying "Out of that
land went forth Asshur." This is now generally accepted as a mistranslation of the Hebrew. The Revised Standard Version has the verse!
begin: "Out of that land he [Nimrod] went forth into Asshur."
Asshur is the region along the upper courses of the Tigris River,
in what is now northern Iraq. The town of Asshur (or Ashur), which
gave its name to the region, was located on the Tigris River about
230 miles north of Babylon and was founded (by Sumerian colonists,
perhaps) as early as 2700 B.C. Asshur is far better known by the Greek
version of its name-Assyria.
Assyria ,was part of the Akkadian Empire and then later part of
the Amorite Empire. The Assyrian inhabitants of that region, however,
maintained their identity and had periods of great prosperity. The
capital of the region was moved from Ashur to cities further upstream
on the Tigris, first to Calah, then finally to Nineveh. (The site of
the town of Resen, described in verse i o : ~ zas lying between these
two cities, is not known, but the word, like "Calneh," may not signify
a town at all.)
The turning point in Assyrian history may have come during the
reign of Shalmaneser I, about 1250 B.C. He is reputed to have built
Calah and he may have witnessed t h e introduction into Assyria of the

art of smelting iron from Asia Minor, where it seems to have been
developed.
The use of iron weapons gives an army a great advantage over
one that is armed only with bronze weapons. lion can be made harder
than bronze and iron edges are sharper and less easily blunted. Shalmanestx's son, Tukulti-Ninurta I, used his iron-armed warriors to make
himself the first of Assyria's conquering monarchs.
Despite occasional setbacks, Assyria grew stronger and stronger, displaced the Kassites, and established their rule over all of Babylonia,
then spread far beyond. By the time the traditions of Genesis were
being reduced to writing, Assyria was the most powerful nation the
world had yet seen.
It would appear, then, that the verses zo:8-ia are a brief rdsum6
of 2500 yeam of the history of the Tigris-Euphrates region, from the
period of the Sumerian city-states, through the Akkadian Empize, the
Ammite Empire, and, finally, the Assyrian Empire.
And where in this long history are we to find Nimrod?
The Biblical passage concerning him seems to telescope the deeds
of Lugal-Zaggisi, Sargon of Agade, Hammurabi, and Shalmaneser I (and
perhaps even Gilgamesh) and to make his single person reflect the
greatness of the Sumerians, Alckadians, Amorites, and Assyrians.
And yet to the writers of Genesis, the Assyrians were the latest and
greatest of the empires of the Tigris-Euphrates and their glory tended
to dim the memory of what had gone before. To the first conquering
king of Assyria might then go the credit not oaly for establishing
Assyrian might, but of performing all the deeds of the preceding
kingdoms as well. (It is as though a child rbeiving some garbled
notice of America's early history butunderstanding full well that George
Washington was the first President of the United States would then
write; "George Washington crossed the Atlantic Ocean in the Mayflower, discovered America, conquered Mexico, built Washington, D.C.,
and became first President of the United States.")
' The first Assyrian conqueror of note was, as I have said, TubritiNinurta I. It seems very likely that he served as the original inspiration
for the Greek legend of Ninus. ("Ninurta" with a few letters dropped
and the Greek final -s, almost invariably used in their own names,
becomes "Ninus.") In the Greek legend, Ninus singlehandedly founds
Nineveh, conquers all of Babylonia and Armenia (Urartu), and the
~ m a d i regions
c
to the east as well, founding the Assyrian Empire.
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It seems quite possible that, in analogous fashion, "Ninurta" became
"Nimrod" to the editors of Genesis. Indeed, the short picture of
Nimrod in these few Biblical verses seems to point to an Assyrian
monarch in particular. Assyrian art was powerful and cruel and one
of the favorite objects of portrayal was that of the Assyrian kings in
pursuit of big game. Hunting was undoubtedly a favorite and wellpublicized sport of those monarchs and this is undoubtedly the reason
for describing Nimrod w "a mighty hunter."
Then, too, the Assyrians succeeded the Kassites (Cush) as the
dominant power in Babylonia, which makes it natural to have Nimrod
described as the son of Cush.

Aram

With Nimrod out of the way, the writers of Genesis go on to
complete the genealogy of Ham, by giving the descendants of Ham's
sons, Mizraim [Egypt] and Canaan. Some of these have no particular
interest and others d l 1 be more conveniently dealt with later.
Genesis then goes on to discuss the line of Shem:
Genesik 10:22. The children of Shem; Elam, and Asshur, and Arphaxad, and Lud, and Aram.

....

Genesis io;24. And Afphaxdd begat Salah; and Salah begat Eber.
The first two sons of Shem are Elam and Asshur, the eponyms
of the Elamites and the Assyrians, which at the time that Genesis
was reduced to writing were the most powerful nations of the "Semitic"
world. I put "Semitic" in quotes because actually Elam was not Semitic
in the modem sense; its language being of uncertain affiliation, and
certainly not Semitic. However, its propinquity to Semitic Babylonia
and Assyria and its long connection with both (if only through perennial war) fulfilled the Biblical criterion of the word. Almost to the
very end of the Assyrian period, Elam was the great unconquered
adversary of Assyria, so that it deserved being listed as an independent
son of Shem. And since it,,was clearly the more ancient it deserved
being listed as the eldest.
The other three sons of Shem might conceivably represent other
areas at the borders of the Assyrian Empire, still unconquered in the
eighth century B.C.
*

Aram is clearly the eponym of the Aramaean tribes. These emerged
from northern Arabia about the twelfth century B.c., and infiltrated
the fertile regions round about. Aramaean raids helped weaken the
Assyrian Empire after its first round of conquests under TukuIti-Ninurta
I, and Tiglath-Pileser I, the latter of whom died about 1100 B.C.
For two centuries thereafter, the Assyrian Empire remained almost in a
estern Asia was given a respite and
state of suspended animation. W
smaller states were allowed to establish themselves.
Even when the Assyrian Empire had recovered and, after 900 B.c.,
began expanding again, an independent Aramaean kingdom nevertheless
maintained itself north of Canaan until 732 B,C. To the writers of
Genesis, then, it deserved notice as an independent son of Shem.
Lud is much more controversial. The similarity of sound gives rise
to the thought that Lud is the eponym of Lydia, already mentioned
in connection with Magog (see page 46). Lydia, in western Asia
Minor, maintained its independence against Assyria although it paid
tribute at times.
That leaves the two small kingdoms of Israel and Judah, which,
at the time that Genesiswas reduced to writing, also maintained a
precarious independence. Surely, since it was in Israel and Judah that
the two chief strands of Genesis were compiled, these would be noticed
as independent sons of Shem.
In a way they were. Arphaxad (better, "~r~achsad,"as the Revised
Standard Version has it) is a complete puzzle linguistically,and does
not even seem to be a Semitic name. However, Genesis 10:24 states
that Arphaxad was the grandfather of Eber and Eber is the eponym
of the Hebrew people, which would include the inhabitants of both
Israel and Judah (as well as certain other related peoples).

Babel
,

Wlfa the genealogies taken care of, the Book of Genesis goes on
to relate one last tale centered about Babylonia.
While the descendants of Noah were still a relatively small group,
all speaking a single language, they came to 3hinar (Sumeria) and
decided to build a huge tower there, with which to "reach unto Heaven."
However, God defeated their purpose by giving each man a different
language, making it impossible for them to understand each other.

Unable to continue their complex building activities, they had to leave
off, and this tale is used to explain the name of the city in which the
tower "was built:

name

Genesis 11:9. Therefore is the
of it called Babel; because
the Lord did there confound the language of all the earth

...

In other words, the writers of Genesis derived "Babel" from the
Hebrew word balal, meaning "mixed," "confused," or "confounded."
This derivation is, however, a false one, for in the Babylonian language,
the name of the city is "Babilu," meaning "gate of God." From this is
derived the Hebrew "Babel" and the G w k "Babylon."
There was, as it happens, a tower in Babel; indeed, there were
towers in most Sumerian and Bhbylonian cities. T h e temples to the
gods in these cities took the fohn of stepped pyramids which were
ascended by inclined planes about the outside. These were called
ziggurats.
A large ziggurat in Babylon was begun by a Sumerian king and
was left unfinished perhaps as a result of the disorders involved in
the southward march of Sargon of Agade. For many centuries, the
ziggurat remained incomplete and perhaps gained fame because of its
shortcoming (as does the Leaning Tower of Pisa or Schubert's Unfinished Symphony). It served as the model, one might assume, for the
Biblical tale of the unfinished tower in Babel.
However, in the sixth century B.C. Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon,
finished the largest ziggurat ever built. It was formed in seven diminishing stages (one for each of the planets). The bottommost stage was
300 feet by 300 feet and the whole structure reared 925 feet into
the air.
This would scarcely make a respectable skyscraper now, and it was
much smaller than the tremendous pyramids built by the Egyptians.
It was, however, the largest structure in southwestern Asia and, more
remarkable still, it was what is now so familiar to us as the "tower of
Babel"-finished at last.

Ur of the Chaldees
The eleventh chapter of Genesis concludes with a quick listing of
the descendants of Shem and Arphaxad. Again the age of each post-

diluvian patriarch is given at the time of (be birth of the successor.
The years he lived after this birth are also given. The total age given
for these patriarchs gradually decreases. The age of Shem at the time
of his death is given as 602 years (itself a fall-off from Methuselah's
969), but Terah, eight generations later, lives only 205 years, and his
immediate descendants have lifetimes of less than zoo years.
If we add up the ages, it would, seem tfiat Abiam, the son of
Terah,was born 292 years after the Flood, or, roughly, 2100 B.C There
is no way of checking this from any source outside the Bible, but it
would better fit the dates of the later events of the Bible if his birth
were placed a bit later in history-perhaps soon after 2000 B.O.
It is impossible, now, to tell whether Ahram and his immediate
descendants represent actual individuals or, as in the case of Nimrod,
a telescoping of several. If we take the Biblical story at its fa& value,
however, hp is an individual and a well-depict& individual, too. Genesis
makes him sound historical whether he is or not.
Abmm (whose name was later altered to the now better-known
Abraham) is the first of the patriarchs,from whom the later Jews traced
their descent not only physically but spiritually. The importance of
Abraham over those that came before him, if we follow the Biblical
story, was that he was the first to travel to Canaan and, according to
legends which do not appear in the Bible, @at he publicly abandoned
the worship of idols and became a staunch monotheist. (The legends
explafe that his father, Terah; was a manufacturer of idols and that
Abram,,broke them in anger.)
The tale of Abram begins in the Ti@-Euphrates region which has
been the focus of the first eleven chapters of the Bible:

...

Terah begat A b r q Nahor, and Haran; ahd
Genesis 11:27.
Haran begat Lot.
Genesis i1:28. And Harm died before las father Terah in the land
of his
in Ur of the Chddees.
Ur, therefore, can be taken as the home of Abram's family, and the
birthplace of Abram himself.
Ur was a Sumerian city, founded no later than 3500 B.C. and possibly
much earlier. It was located on the right bank of the-Euphrates River
about 140 miles southeast of Babylon and right at what was then
the coastline of the Persian Gulf. It was an important city in Sumerian
days, a center of worship of the moon-god, Sin, possessor of an impres-

sive ziggurat, and probably enriched by an important seagoing commerce, situated as it was on the seacoast.
About 2500 B.c., Ur experienced a period of considerable power
under its "first dynasty." This, however, came to an end after two
and a half centuries, when Ur fell under the triumphant armies of
Lugal-Zaggisi and, .later, Sargon of Agade.
The inhabitants and historians of Ur must have viewed these conquerors in a harshly unfavorable light. If it is true that Nimrod represents a dim memory of Lugal-Zaggisi and Sargon, among others, then
it is interesting that in Jewish legend Nimrod is represented as king
of Babylonia at the time of Abram's tiirfh and is described as having
sought, unsuccessfully, to kill Abram.
After the fall of the Akkadian Empire, Ur entered another period
of greatness and commercial prosperity under its. "third dynasty." This
final period of Sumerian power lay between 2050 B.C. and 1950 B.Cand it w s during that period that Abfam was born.
Ur continued to exist throughout Old Testament times and it is
mentioned in documents as late as 324 B.C. However, by the time
Genesis was being reduced to writing, Vr was nothing but a decayed
and obscure village. The writers of Genesis, in mentioning a town
which, thanks to the birth of Abram there, was of surpassing interest
to their leaders, felt called upon to identify it somewhat. They therefore
called it "Ur kasdim," which is translated as "Ur of the Chaldees"
or, better, "Ur of the Chaldeans? .as in the Revised Standard Version.
The CShaldeans were an Arabian tribe who pressed into Babylonia
from the south, on the heels of the Aramaeans (see page 54), about
iip B.C. It was not until nearly a thousand years after Abraham's
time, then, that Ur really became part of the Chaldean territory.
Nevertheless, during the Assyrian period, the Chaldeans were the most
important tribal component of the ~ a b y l d npopulation, and "Ur
ef the Chaldees" was the most economical way of identifying the town,
regardless of the anachronism of the phrase.

The period of Ur's prosperity was coming to an end during Abram's
youth, however. The silting-up of the mouths of the Tigris and Euphrats,s meant that Ur could maintain its maritime prosperity only by con-
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stant labors. The continuing struggles among the Sumerian cities, however, sapped its energies and helped ruin Ur as a seaport. Furthermore,
the rising might of the Amorite rulers of Babylon was gradually bringing
all the Sumerian city-states to a common end.
It is not surprising, then, that Abram's family could see little future
in remaining in Ur and left Sumeria altogether.
Genesis i i : 3 i .

. . . they went forth . . . from Ur of the Chaldees

. . . and they came unto Haran, and dwelt there.

,

In doing this, the family was following the normal trade routes
from Sumeria to the Mediterranean. The Mediterranean lies five hundred miles due west of Ur, but if one were to travel due west one
would have to cross the northern reaches of the Arabian desert, and
that would be impractical. Instead, one would follow the rivers to
the northwest and then turn south, marking out a great crescent
that would carry one over a distance of over a thousand miles. The
greater distance is made up for by the fact that one travels over
fertile, settled territory and can rely on obtaining food and supplies
for men and animals over the route. Indeed, the regions traversed
by Abram make up what is familiarly termed "the Fertile Crescent."
Abram and his family stopped at Hamn, at the northern peak of
the crescent, and remained there for several years. Haran is located
on the eastern bank of the Balikh River, which flows south into the
upper Euphrates, sixty miles away. Haran is about 170 miles east of
the northeastern comer of the Mediterranean and is located in what
is now southeastern Turkey, just north of the Syrian border.
It was, in Abram's time, an important commercial center and therefore
a good place to settle down, at least for a while, and catch one's
breath. Like Ur, it was a center of the worship of the moon-god,
Sin.
The Anchor Bible points out certain difficulties in accepting the
phrase "Ur of the Chaldees" and wonders if it might not possibly
be better given as "land of the Chaldees." In that case, Haran itself
might be the place of birth of Abram's family, rather than Ur, and
the two might have been confused through the common moon-worship.
Birth in Haran rather than Ur would make Abram an Aramaean
(or at least the native of a region that later became Aramaean) rather
than a Sumerian. This would square with the description in the Book
of Deuteronomy of the ancestor of the Israelites, presumably Abraham.

In the Revised Standard Version, this reads: "A wandering Aramaean
was my father!?
It might seem at first glance that it is significant that Abram's
younger brother, who had died early, was named Haran. It cannot
be taken, however, that he could possibly have been named for the
city, for the two names are alike only in English. In Hebrew, the
name of the city does not really begin with the sound represented by
out "H" but by that represented by th? German "Ch."
But it is not likely that this view will win out. The birth of Abram
at Ur is not only firmly embedded in tradition, but has its attractive
features as well.
Ur is one of those places in which excavation reveals thicknesses
of silt resulting from a severe flood. It may be (hat emigrants from
Ur, with Abram prominent among them, brought tales of this flood
to Cawan, where it entered the traditional story of early man and
remained there. Other Sumerian legends, such as that of the garden
of Eden, of Cain and Abel, of the tower of Babel, may also have
arrived with them.
The city of Haran enters into history as more than merely a place
of which one might say "Abram slept here." It is the site of three
dramatic battles. It was an important bastion of the Assyrian Empire
and when that empire fell, it was at Haran that its forces made their
last stand-and were destroyed. To the Roihans, Haran was known
as Carrhae. There, in 53 B.c., a Roman army under Crassus was
defeated by the Parthians, a crucial check to the expanding empire.
In 296 A.D., the Roman Emperor Galerius was defeated there by the
Persians in another dramatic battle.

Carman
Abram's father, Terah, died in Haran, and it was time for Abram
to move on.

.

Genesis 12:s. And Abram took Surd his wife, and Lot his brother's
son
and into the land of Canaan they came.

. .

Canaan is the name of that section of the Mediterranean coast
of Asia that lies south of Asia Minor. The use of the name in that
sense is found in Egyptian inscriptions dating back to 1800 B.C.

Canaan was the center of a late Stone Age civilization with distinct
towns by 4000 B.C. By 3200 B.c., metalworking had been introduced
and it entered the Bronze Age.
People speaking a Semitic language entered Canaan as early as
3000 B.C. and for the next thousand' years, they benefited from contact
with the expanding culture of the Tigris-Euphrates region and by
renewed immigration. By the time of Abram's arrival, then, Canaan
already had a long history of civilization and was occupied by a mixture
of peoples, lumped together in the Bible as the "Canaanites."
Despite the Bible's characterization of Canaan as a son of Ham
(see page 44) because of Egyptian domination of the land, most
Canaanites not only spoke a Semitic language, they actually spoke
Hebrew. The Israelites who eventually conquered the land spoke or
adopted the language of the people they overcame b u t ~ a n dthis is the
essence of Israel's importance in history-made and, in the end, held
to their own values in religion.

While Abraham had gone on a thousand-mile journey, he had, in
a sense, never left home, for the culture that had originated in Sumeria
filled all the Fertile Crescent in his day. Canaan, however, ,represented
the western limit of that culture. When Abram traveled southwestward
out of Canaan, he emerged into a new world altogether.
Genesis 1z:lo. And there was a famine in the land [Canaan]:
and Abram went down info Egypt to sojourn there

.. .

This was natural enough, for Egypt depended upon the annual flooding of the Nile for its fertility and this rarely failed. Consequently
the famines that plagued semi-arfd lands whenever the rainfall dipped
below normal usually left Egypt untouched.
Egypt shares with Sumeria the honor of being the earliest home
of human civilization. By 3000 B.c., civilization was well advanced,
writing had been developed (borrowed from Sumeria, most likely),
art and literature flourished.
Egypt benefited by its location. In all directions it was isolated,by
desert or by sea and it could develop its own way without interference.
Whereas western Asia saw a succession of different cities or tribes rise

a

The Egyptian Kingdom
to dominance and fall to ruin, with prosperity and disaster alternating,
Egyptian history was comparatively calm.
On the other hand, Egypt suffered in its earliest age from that same
geography. Egypt is a long, thin nation, a veritable thread of a country.
Only the immediate banks of the Nile receive the life-giving water
of the flood and the Egyptians found themselves cultivating some 550
miles of riverside with an average width of just about twelve miles.
This linearity and lack of regional compactness meant that the country
naturally broke itself into isolated fragments.
Toward the end of the fourth millennium B.C. these had coalesced
into two portions. In the north, where the Nile approached the
Mediterranean, it built up a delta (as the Tigris and Euphrates did)
and into this delta the Nile poured, breaking up into a series of
sluggish streams that fertilized an area in the rough shape, of an
equilateral triangle about one hundred miles on each side. (The
Greek letter "delta" in its capital form is an equilateral triangle and
it is that which gave the Nile delta, and, eventually, all river deltas
whatever their shape, its name.) This Nile delta made up "Lower
Egypt."
South of the delta is the river itself with its thin strip of fertile land
along either bank. That is "Upper Egypt."
About 3100 B.c., a ruler of upper Egypt named Narmer, but better
known by the Greek version of his name, Menes, made himself king

'

aver both Egypts and established his capital at Memphis, just about
fifteen miles south of the beginning of the delta. The site of the
capital was probably selected deliberately because it was nearly at the
point of junction of the two earlier kingdoms, so that neither appeared
to be dominating.
Menes was the first king of the 1st dynasty (where a dynasty signifies
a ruling family with members following each other in, usually, unbroken
succession) of united Egypt. Eventually, thirty dynasties were recorded
as ruling Egypt, though some of the later ones represented foreign
conquerors.
Egypt's first period of high prosperity is referred to as the "Old Kingdom? It endured during the 3rd to the 6th dynasties inclusive, from
2664 B.C. to 2181 B.c., a period of nearly five hundred years that
neatly brackets the traditional date of the Flood, The first ruler of
the 3rd dynasty was Zoser and, according to tradition, it was in his
reign that the fast pyramid was built.
The pyramids were large stone structures that wereintended as vast
tombs for the ruler. The Egyptian religion was strongly death-centered
and it was felt that the route to eternal life lay in the physical
preservation of the body. A vastly complicated system of embalming
was developed and the productipn of mummies (some of which have
survived many centuries into out own time) was carried through with
care. The mummy of the ruler was buried with vast riches (to serve
him in the next world) and care had to be taken to prevent sacrilegious
thieves from rifling the tombs. l"hepykmids were attempts to prevent
such thievery by sheer bulk and strength, together with hidden exits
and cunningly contrived passages. These failed, almost entirely, although
in 1922, the British archaeologists, the Earl of Carnarvon and Howard
Carter, discovered the unrifled tomb of Tutankhamen, a ruler who died
in 1343 B.c., and created a sensation.
The pyramid madness reached its peak in the 4th dynasty with Khufu,
the second king of that dynasty (better known by the Greek version
of his name, Chaps). He ruled from 2500 B.C. to 2568 B.c., just a
trifle earlier than the first dynasty of Ur. He constructed what is
now known as the "Great Pyramid," a monster of an edifice built
from a square base 756 feet on each side and rising to a point 481%
feet above the level of the base. It .is built out of huge granite blocks
averaging 2% tons in weight, and 2,300,000 such blocks went into the
structure. According to Herodotus, it took IQQ,OCZJ men thirty years
to build the structure. Maybe that's not too exaggerated. Relative to

the technology of the time, the Great Pyramid is the most ambitious
project of man with the possible exception 'of the Great Wall of China;
and it is certainly the most useless? withbut exception.
After the end of the 6th dynaw?a period of virtual enarchy followed.
Egypt fell apart into separate segments as a result of the slow decline
of central authority during the later yars of the Old Kingdom and
the steady rise to power of the feudal lords of the various towns
and regions. During a century and a q"arter five differeht dynasties
ruled, overlapping perhaps. It was only Egypt5 i~olationthat allowed
it the luxury of this anarchy; otherwise it would certainly have fallen
prey to some outside enemy.
It was not until 2052 B.C. that central authority under the I I th dynasty began to make itself felt again. By 191B.C. (about the tifne of
Abrirmps birth), Amenemhet I? first king of the 12th dynasty? came
to the throne. This initiated the "Middle Kingdom: a second period
of high civilization and culture. It was then that Abram entered.

In Egypt, Abram eventually found himself in an uncomfortable
psition when the beauty of his wife attracted unwelcome attention:

...

of Pharaoh saw her
Genesis 12:15, The princes
w a r n was taken into Phuoh's h o w .

s

. . .and the

The name "Pharaoh," uniformly used as a title of respect for the
Egyptian ruler, comes from the E m t i a d pro, meaning "great house";
that is, the ruler's palace. (One might similarly speak obliquely of
"the White House" when one mans the Ameiican President?or of the
"Kremlin?' when one means the Soviet ruling body.)
The difficulty of this respectful practice is that it makes it quite
impossible to tell which Pharaoh is being referred to very often. If
one asks which Pharabh it was that tried to add Abram's dfeto
his harem? we a n only answer that while we might guess? we can
never know.
I, would like to suggest that it was Sesostris I, the second king
of the 12th dynasty, who ruled from 1971 B.C. to 1928 B.C. He egtended
Egypt's power to the south and we& add dnder him Egypt experienced
a prosperity $that might have seemed very attractive to a "wandering
hm@an."
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In fact, Abram did well in Egypt. If, eventually, he got into trouble
wi& Pharaoh and received back his wife only after considecable unpleasantness, and if he decided it was the better part of Galor to return
to Canaan, he at l a s t did so as a rich man

Jordan River
On his return to caman, Abram found his herds so multiplied
that there was insu5uent forage for both them and the herds of
his nephew, Lot. It seemed reasonable to separate and generously, he
allowed Lot first choke of territory.
Genesis 13:io. A d Lot lifted up hii eyes, and beheld dl the
filuin of J p r b , thut -it w well watered everywhere, before the
Lord dmtrayed Sodom 4 t 2 o m u h , men a the garden of the
Lord, like the hnd of Emfit
;
Genesis 13:11. Then Lot chose him dl the bkin of Jor&n
Genesis 13:12.
and pitcked his tint toward Sodom.

..

...

...

Canaan is largely a semidd mntry and the one place where water
was (and is) unfailingly available was in the valley of the Jordan
fiver. The fertility i$ described in this verse as being like that of
the land of the two great riva cimlhtions: Sumeria ("the garden of
the brd," that is, Eden) and E&t.
For its size, the Jordan River is mrkdnly the most famous river
in the world, thanks entiply t~ its Biblical associations. It rises from
the mountains fhai run along the line where the modem states of
Lebanon, Syria, and Israel meet, and flows d i d y south about 135
miles, f l o ~ n ginto an inland sea without an outlet. The waters of
the Jordan never reach b e wean. The river winds and meanders so,
however, that its h l l length if straightened out would be 250 mila.
In one respeq, the J ~ d a nRiver is quite unusual. Its level descends
rapidly and, in its telativeli short length, that level drops from source,
to mouth about tlam thousand feet, 'or well o+er half a mile. In
fact, it is sometima suggested that the name of the river is derived
from this fact and from a Hebrew word meaning "to go down." This,
however, may be mere coincidence and the name may arise from
pre-Semitic sources.
The result of this dacent is that the water level in the river, over

'

The Jordan River

the lower two thirds of its course, is actually below sea level. As far
as is known7 this is true of. no other river in the world.
The reason for this is that the Jordan River occupies the northern
tip of the Great Rift Valley7a gigantic downfaulted block in the earth's
cmst which continues southward past the mouth of the Jordan River7
into the long7 narrow Red Sea (which iills that section of the rift)*
and in a large arc through eastern Africa. The deep and narrow lakes:
Rudolf, Albert, Tanganyilca7 and Nyasa7 fill sections of the African
portion of the rift* All told7 the Great Rift valley is some four
thousand mila long.
Despike Lot's opinion' the Jordan is not a very attractive river. It
is not navigable and it is steaming hot in the summer, with temperatures
not uncommonly reaching iioOin the shade, The general unattractive
ness of the Jordan valley is m cognized in Genesis i 3:10' which carefully
explains that Lot's estimate was before the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah (the story of which is told later in Chapter 19).
In .modem times7 the Jordan has gained new kinds of importance.
First, it is a national boundav. After World War 1' what had once been
Canaan was freed from Turkish control and was set up as a separate
area, Palestine, under British control, The Jordan River served as part
of its eastern boundary and to the east was another region' Trans-Jordan,
("beyond the Jordan") also under British control,
Trans-Jordan became an independent kingdom in 1946. Then in
1948~a portion of Palestine was set up as an independent Jewish
state, which adopted the name of Israel. There was war at once between
Israel and the surroundipg Arab states. TransJordan occupied and
annexed a portion of the land to the west of the Jordan River and
changed its own name to Jordan. (That portion of Jordan west of
the river was occupied by Israel after the Six-day War of 1967.)

After Lot left, Abraham contented himsdf with the less fertile and
apparently less desirable region southwest of the Jordan.
b
m removed his tent7 and c a m .and
Genesis 13:18. Then A
dwelt in the plain of Mamre7 which i s in Hebron

. ..

Actually7 "plain of Mamre" is a ntistranslation and7 in the Revised
Standard Version* it is "oaks of Mamre" with a footnote to the effect

&at it might be "terebinths of Mamre." In either case, the reference
is, apparently, to a sacred grove of trim located (according to tradition)
about two miles north of Hebron.
Hebron itself is twenty miles south of Jerusalem and is one of the
01dest towns in Canaan. Although it is called Hebron here, that being
its name at the time Genesis was placed in final form, it was a p
parently called Kirjath-arba in Canaanite tima (as stated later in Genesis z3+:2):

Genesis

2 3 : ~ .,

. , Kieath-arba; the same is Hebron . . .

Hebron still exists and has a population of about twenfy-five thousand. It8 Arabic name is "El-Khalil" ("the friend7') in honor af Abraham, "the friend of God." Various ancient oaks in its vicinity are
pointed out as the "oaks of Mam~e"but~itis not possible that any of
them are really four thousand years old.

Atmaphe1
After the separation of Abraham and Lat, the "cities of the plain"
with which Lot had cast his lot were subjected to invadon by armies
from the east. The heads of the invading force are named:

...

Genesis 1 4 : ~ Amraphe1 king of Shimr, Arioch king of Elbar,
Chedorlaomm king of Elam, and Tidal king of mtions;

This seems to picture the situation a$ it misted in the days of the
/final decay of Sumeria.
Eiam, the constant enemy of Sumeria (see! page 35) now has
the upper hand. It had been conquered by Sargon of Agade and for
centuries had remained more or less under Sumero-Akkadian rule. After
Ur's final gasp of power had faded away, however, Elam moved in.
In fact, Elamite onslaughts may have helped bring Ur to final ruin.
( I would like to imagine that the news of this reached Abram in
Haran or Canaan. If so, it might have g e m 4 as though Gain were
slaying Abel at last-see page 34-and helped fix that legend in the
miud af those who traced their descent fmm Ur.)
Ellasar may well be the city referred to in Babylonian recor& as
hrsa. This was a city on the Euphrates about twenty miles upstream
from Ur. Ur's decline meant its temporary rise. Tidal is sometimes

'

identified with Tudhaliya I, the ruler of some Hittite tribe. (I will
have more to say about the Hittites later.)
The ruler mentioned in this verse who has received the lion's share
of attention from Biblical scholars is, however, Amraphel king of Shinar.
At this time-about 1000 B.c.-tfae Amorites (see page 50) had taken
over Babylon. Eventually, they were to take over all of Sumeria, so
that A-phel,
possibly a local ruler and no more, is already called,
a little prematurely, the king of Shinar. ,
The greatest ruler of (he Amorite line was, as I have said earlier,
Hammurabi, who ruled about 1700 B.C. and is best known for the
code of laws issued in his reign. A copy WQS discovered in modem
times on a diorite stele eight feet high. Hammurabi eventually conquered Larsa, which, under its powerful king Rii-Sin, had made things
hot for him for a while. He also conquered Elam. (Nevertheless, Elam.
had its recurrent periods of power later. The column on which the
code of Hammurabi was inscribed was found in Susa, 'the Elamite
capital, where it may have been taken after a successful Elamite raid
on Babylon during one of the periods of weakness of the latter city.)
It has long been customary to say that Amraphel was Hammurabi,
but this seems quite out of the question. Hammurabi reigned some
centuries after the events of this chapter of Genesis must have taken
place. The Biblical story has Chedodaomq of Elam the leading element
of the coalition (even though Amraphel is mentioned first in 14:1)
and this would be unthinkable in Hammurabi's reign.
The picture, then, is of a Sumeria on the decline, with Babylon
and Larsa acting as a pair of city-states under (he domination of
Elam, with whom some Hittite elements are allied (or are perhaps
serving as mercenaries).
Apparently, Elam, having secured the Tigris-Euphrates, is now reaching westward for the rest of the Fertile Crescent, which for some
centuries has been under the domination of whatever power had ruled
in the east.

The Vale of Â§iddi
Against the invaders stood the forces of what were then the most
populous and prosperous cities of Canaan, {he five "cities of the plain":

,

Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, Zeboiim, and Zoar, concerning which there
will be more to say later.
Apparently, they had paid tribute for twelve years but now they
refused further payment and prepared to resist.
Genesis 14:3. All these were joined together in the vale of S i d d i ~
which is the salt sea.
The "salt sea" is the inland sea into which the Jordan empties
and a most unusual body of water it is. It is not large in size, only
about forty-seven miles long and not more than ten miles wide. Its
area is 370 square miles, which makes it only slightly larger than the five
boroughs of New York City.
The descending Jordan River is at 1286 feet below sea level when
it finally enters the "salt sea," the shores of which are thus lower than
any other land area in the world.
If the depression in which the salt sea rests could be filled to
sea level, it would form a much larger inland sea some two hundred
miles long and twenty miles wide, almost as large as the state of Connecticut.
The reason why the salt sea does not fill the depression is simple.
The amount of water it receives-that of the Jordan River carrying
to it the rainfall upon the mountains in southern Syria and Lebanonis small. Its temperature is high (readings of up to 140' F. are recorded
in its neighborhood) and the loss of water by evaporation is high. .
' .
The salt sea represents a puddle, so to speak, which has partly dried.
The water brought in by the Jordan River is fresh but it does
contain small amounts of chemicals dissolved from the soil it passes
over and the banks it passes between. These chemicals accumulate in
the salt sea. If the salt sea had an opening to the ocean the chemicals ,.
would be washed out as fast as they came in and the waters of the ' '
sea would remain fresh. But there is no opening and the pea loses
water only by evaporation. The chemicals do not evaporate and remain
behind; more is constantly being added and none is removed. As a result, the sea is now from 2 3 to 25 per cent dissolved chemicals,
mostly sodium chloride (common salt) and magnesium chloride, plus
smaller quantities of a variety of other substances. It is rightly named
the salt sea.
So heavy is the salt concentration (seven times that of the ocean) 5-

,

that nothing can live in the waters of the sea. For that reason, the
Greek geographers took to calling it the Dead Sea, and it is by that
name that it is best known to us. Thename Dead Sea does not,
however, occur in the Bible.
Despite the fact that the Dead Sea is a partly dried puddle resting
at the bottom of a depression, we must not get the idea that it is
almost all gone and that another little push will cause it to disappear
altogether in a final burst of evaporation. Remember that the water
of the Dead Sea fills part of the Great Rift Valley. This allows the
Dead Sea, low though its level has fallen, to be one of the deepest
lakes in the world. Its average, depth isL1080 feet and its greatest
depth is 1310 feet. The volume of water it contains is considerably
greater than that in some apparently much larger lakes (in terms of
surface area) which are very shallow. The Dead Sea contains about
twelve times as much water, for instance, as does our own Great Salt
Lake, although the latter, in terms of area, is four times as large.
The Dead Sea is a major source of chemicals and indeed plants
now exist in its neighborhood for the extraction of potassium chloride
from its waters. Chemicals that Id11 life in too great a concentration
can act as fertilizers in proper dosage. Nowadays, the Dead Sea lies
between the nations of Jordan and Israel.
The Dead Sea is divided into two unequal parts by a small peninsula
that extends into it from the eastern shores; The northern part, making
up about two thirds of the whole area, is the deep portion. The
southern part, making up the remaining third, is quite shallow, with
depths of from three to thirty feet. It is possible that the "vale of
Siddim7' mentioned in Genesis 14:3 refers to the neighborhood of this
southern portion of the Dead Sea particularly.

The army of Chedorlaom~r,on its way down the western half of
the Fertile Crescent, quickly subdued the regions east and south of the
Dead Sea:

...

Chedoflaom, and the kings that were with
Genesis 14:s.
him,
smote the Rephdms
and the Zuzirns
and the
Enums...

...

...

. ..

T h e use of the expression "Rephaims," by the way, is an example
of a false plural. The "im" suffix is itself the Hebrew plural, and to
add a farther "-s" is superfluous. The Revised Standard Version speaks,
therefore, of the Rephaim, Zuzim, and Emim. (The Zuzim are often
identified with the "Zamzummim" mentioned later in the Book of
Deuternnomy.)
These people predated those who arrived six or seven centuries after
the time of Abraham-the Israelites and related tribes. The tradition
is*strong that the pre-Israelite inhabitants of Canaan, the Rephaim
in particular, were giants. Indeed, the tradition of the one-time existence
of giants, with sizes that areamagnifiedas the tales are passed on from
generation to generation, are-very common in the folklore of all nations.
T h e Bible states flatly in one much-discussed passage:

Genesis 6:4. There were giants in the earth in those days

...

However, the Hebrew term here translated as "giants" is NephiUm
and there is no way of being certain that giants is what is actually
meant It may simply have meant a race of mighty warriors, without
particular reference to gigantic physical siw. The Revised Standard
Version evades the issue by leaving the Hebrew word ubtranslated and
saying "The ~ e ~ h i l were
i m on the earth in those days."
Again in the Book of Numbers, in retailing the report of the spies
sent into Canaan by ~ o s e s ,the Bible has them say:
Numbers i3:33. And there we saw the gimts, the sons of Amk,
which come of the giants
,

...

Here also the term is Nephilim and the Revised Standard Version
reads: "And there we saw the Nephilim (the sons of Anak, who
come from the Nephilim)
."
At least one reason for the persistent tales of giants may rest in
the wonder felt by barbarian invaders at the sight of the works of
the civilizations they replaced. Thus, when the Dorian Greeks invaded
Hie Peloponnesus they were struck with astonishment at the thick
(valls of towns such as Mydenae and Tiryns, which had been strongholds of the defeated Mycenaean civilization. Viewing the tremendous
stone blocks that made up those walls, the Dorians decided that they
could only ha,ve been built by giants and the Greek myths do indeed
say that the huge one-eyed Cyclopes built those walls. (And such
walls, made up of large stone blocks, held by their own weight without cement or mortar, are still called "cyclopean walls.")

..
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Similarly, the Israelite invaders of 1200 B.c., viewing the elaborate
fortifications of the Canaanite cities, may have felt they were fighting
giants. The term must have been used metaphorically at first, as a
dramatic expression of the technological advancement of the enemy.
Thus, the verse in Numbers already cited goes on to say:

.

Numbers 13:33. . .and we'were in our own sight as grasshoppers,
and so we were in their sight.
which is about how an unarmed man might feel facing a man with
a loaded rifle, or how the latter might feel facing a man in a tank.
Nevertheless, all such expressions came to be accepted literally and
in later rabbinical legends, the .Rephim, Enaim, Zuzim, Zamzummim,
Nephilim, and Anakim all, became giants, of absolutely tremendous
size. It would certainly be strange if they were, however, since they
were easily defeated by Chedorlaomer and also by the later Israelite
invasion.
It is almost needless to say that archaeologists have come across
no traces of giant races in historic times. To be sure, there are a
very few fossil remains, mostly teeth, indicating the one-time existence
of a manlike being even larger than the modem gorilla. These must,
however, have lived a hundred thousand years ago and more, and it
is unlikely in the extreme that any existed as recently as Abraham's
time.
'a$.

--.
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Chedorlaomer's army then turned the southern flank of the Dead
Sea region, fell upon the forces of the cities of the plain, and defeated
them. The city of Sodom was sacked and Lot, Abram's
nephew, was
'
one of those who were carried off to enslavement.
Abram (pictured in Chapter 14 of Genesis as a powerful desert
sheik), on hearing of this, immediately gathered his men and set off
in pursuit. He defeated a contingent of the army of Chedorlaomer
and liberated Lot, together with much of the taken loot.
As Abram returned from this victorious raid:
8i

..

Genesis 14:18. , Melchisedek king of Sdem brought forth bread
and wine: ,
Genesis i4:19. And he blessed him, and said Blessed be Abram

..

. ..

Melchizedek is Hebrew for "righteous king" and is thus the Canaanite
equivalent of the Akkadian name "Sargon." Nowhere else in the Bible
is Melchizedek mentioned except in reference to this single incident.
Naturally, there has been considerable speculation as to where Salem
might be located. The later Jews decided that Salem (a Hebrew word
meaning "peace") was a shortened form of Jerusalem. In the 76th
Psalm, for instance, this shows up:
Psalm 76:~. I n Salem also in his [God's] tabernacle, and his
dwelling place in Zion.

,

As is the fashion in Hebrew poetry, the same thing is said twice,
so that Salem must be synonymous with Zion. Zion is a poetic way
of referring to Jerusalem and therefore it seems very likely that Salem
must be another reference to that city.
There have been objections to this interpretation on the grounds
that before the Israelite conquest, Jerusalem was the home of a Canaanite tribe called the Jebusites and that the city itself was called
Jebus.
Yet references in Egyptian chronicles dating back to well before
the Isqelite conquest refer to a city called 'Wrusalim" which seems
almost certainly to be Jerusalem. It would seem then that Jerusalem
is indeed a very ancient name (of which the derivation is unknown
despite the correspondence of the last two syllables to the Hebrew
word for "peace") and that Jebus is actually a late derivation from
Jebusite.
If Salem is indeed Jerusalem, as seems most likely, it is the first
appearance of that city, later so famous as the seat of the Temple,
in the Bible. In fact, one reason the legend may have been retained
and recorded in Genesis was to show that Abram himself paid tithes
at the future site of the Temple.

Damascus
Abram7s great sorrow at this time was the lack of a son and heir;

a terrible situation in a family-centered tribal society. He bemoaned
the fact that only some servant, not part of his bloodline, could inherit
his accumulated property:
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. ..

Genesis 1 5 : ~ .
1go childless, and the steward of my house is
this Eliezer of Damascus.
Damascus had already been mentioned earlier in the previous chapter
as a place name used to describe the extent of Abraham's northward
raid in pursuit of Chedorlaomer;

. .. ..

Genesis i4:15.
he
. pursued them unto Hobah, which
is on the left hand of Damascus.
In Genesis 14:15, the reference might "be merely to a place where
later the city of Damascus was built, but Genesis 15:z refers to an
actual city, one with native sons. And, indeed, Damascus was in existence at the time of Abraham and even a thousand years earlier
perhaps. It is believed to be the oldest continuously occupied city
in the world.
It is about 150 miles north of Jerusalem, centered in a verdant, wellwatered area. Indeed, its name ("Dammesek" in Hebrew) is derived,
apparently, from the Aramaic phrase di nusqya, meaning "having water
resources." It is an important city even today. It is the capital of the
modem nation of Syria and has a population of about 475,000.

The Hittites
Nevertheless, God promises Abram a son and also promises him that
his descendants shall inherit the land of Canaan and that the people
then, or soon to be, living in the land shall be displaced. (This promise
is repeated on several occasions in the Book of Genesis.) The tribes
dwelling in Canaan are then enumerated, as they are to be enumerated
on a number of occasions later in the Bible. They were also enumerated
in the "Table of Nations" in the tenth chapter of Genesis, as children
of Canaan. The details of the enumeration change from place to place.
Here it is given as:
Genesis 15:19. The Kenites, and the Kenizzites, and the Kadmonites,
Genesis 15:zo. And the Hittites, and the Perivtites, and the
Rephaims,

The Hittite Kingdom
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Genesis 15:21. And the Amon'tes, and the Canaanites, and the
Girgashites, and the Jebusites.
There is wide variety in these names. The Kenites, Kenizzites, and
Kadmonites are all desert tribes of the south and southeast. The
Jebusites are the inhabitants of Jerusalem and its environs. Virtually
nothing is known of the Perizzites and Girgashites, except that they
are mentioned among the inhabitants in several of the lists. The
Rephaim I have discussed earlier (see page 72).
The Canaanites are, obviously, a general term for the inhabitants of
Canaan and the Amorites are used as an almost synonymous general
term. This may be because in Abraham's time, the Amorites had become the most important of the west Semitic tribes. They had taken
over Babylon and were on the way to the control of all the TigrisEuphrates (see page 50).
By far the most interesting of the groups listed, however, is the
Hittites.
The Hittites are sometimes referred to as the "sons of Heth" and
Heth (the eponym of the tribe) is referred to in the tenth chapter of
Genesis as the second son of Canaan:
Genesis
Heth

...

10:15.

And Canaan begat Sidon his firstborn, and

,

Because the Hittites are invariably mentioned in the Bible as among
the tribes of Canaanites, the feeling arose that they were a minor
people, no more important than, let us say, Girgashites, who have never
been heard of outside those few verses in the Bible in which they are
mentioned. And yet the fact that Heth is Canaan's second-born be,
speaks a certain importance.
The old Egyptian and Babylonian records do speak of the "Kheta"
and the "Khatti" respectively (quite similar to "Heth") as a powerful
people north of Canaan and the thought grew that these might be the
Biblical Hittites and that they might not be an unimportant group of
Canaanites after all. Archaeological findings in the nineteenth century
seemed to point to a hitherto unknown empire that had once flourished
in Syria and Asia Minor.'
Finally, in 1906, a German archaeologist, Hugo Winckler, uncovered
a store of cuneiform tablets near the village of Bogazkoy in central
Turkey, about ninety miles east of the present Turkish capital, Ankara.

A S I M O V S GUIDE TO THE BIBLE
7*
It turned out that the tablets were found on the site of the capital of
what had indeed been a Hittite Empire.
Further investigation showed that the Hittites had ruled a powerful
realm, had introduced the use of iron and of horse-drawn chariots
(something which the Assyrians were later to improve on), and, for
a few centuries, had disputed the mastery of western Asia with Egypt
when the latter kingdom was at her most powerful.
How then could this great empire go unnoticed in the Bible and be
mentioned only as an unimportant tribe?
Actually, this is an accident of history. In the time of Abraham and
his immediate descendants, the Hittites had not yet reached the fullness
of their strength. Indeed, Tidal, an early Hittite leader, is mentioned
only as a confederate of Chedorlaomer (see page 68) and as of no
more importance than a Sumerian city-state.
It was not until 1750 B.c., well after Abraham's time, that the Hittite
"Old Kingdom" was founded and that a conquering Hittite king
spread its power outside Asia Minor. And by that time, Abraham's
descendants were on their way into ~ ~ y p t i abondage
n
and the focus
of the Bible moves away for some centuries from Canaan.
After a century of Hittite decline between 1500 and 1400 B.c., there
followed a period of even greater power, and the Hittite "New Kingdom" was established. Under Shubbiluliu, who reigned'from 1390 B.C.
to 1350 B.c., the Hittites reached the peak of their power and for a
moment seemed on the point of establishing their dominion over all
the civilized world. In the end, however, a long war with Egypt wore
them out; they declined first slowly and then more rapidly, and by
1200 B.C. the Hittite Empire came to a final end.
When the Israelites invaded Canaan and the Biblical focus was r e
stored to that land, the remnant of the Hittites remaining here and
there in Canaan and to the north could be viewed as an unimportant
tribe,
In short, the Bible talks of Canaan before the Hittites rose to power
and after the Hittites fell from power, but never while the Hittites
were in their full glory. And since the Bible was, until the nineteenth
century, the chief source of historical knowledge concerning the ancient
East,the great Hittite Empire vanished from sight. Only with Winckla's work did archaeological finds in the Middle East restore it' to the
knowledge of man.
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Ishmael
At the suggestion of his wife, Sarai, Abram takes her servant, Hagar,
as his concubine.
Genesis 16:15. And Hagar bare Abram a son: and Abram called
his son's name
Ishmael.

...

Ishmael is the eponym of a group of tribes, collectively known as
Ishmaelites in the Bible, who dwelt on the border of the Arabian desert
south and southeast of Canaan. The Israelites recognized the kinship
of these Arabian tribes to themselves by tracing the descent of those
tribes from Abraham. It was a descent through a concubine, however,
indicating the view (from the standpoint of the writers of Genesis)
that the Ishmaelites were of subordinate importance in the scheme of
things.
The Arabians in later centuries came under the influence of Judaism
and even after the establishment of Islam in the seventh century A.D.
accepted many parts of the Bible and embroidered the legendary
material of Genesis in their own fashion. They considered themselves
to be descended from Abram and Ishmael and the Arabic versions of
those names, Ibrahim and Ismail, remain favorites among Moslems.
According to Moslem legend, both Hagar and Ishmael are buried in
Mecca.
l6'>misw^
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Ishmael is not, however, the son through whom the descendants
will arise to whom Canaan is promised. God now renews the promise,
entering into a covenant with Abraham; something that in human terms
would be a legal, binding agreement.
In return for the divine right to Canaan, Abraham, in his own
name and that of his descendants, agrees to accept God as the
national deity. God says:
Genesis 17:7. And 1 will establish my covenant between me and
thee and thy seed after thee
. to be a God unto thee, and to thy
seed after thee.

..

As his "signature" to this agreement, Abram (now renamed Abraham-a change in name to signify the new situation) agrees to accept
the rite of circumcision. (The Hebrew term for it is berith, meaning
'covenant.") God says:
Genesis 17:10. This is my covenant, which ye shall keep
man child among you shall be circumcised.

. . :Every

Circumcision is the removal of the foreskin of the penis; a loss which
in no way hampers the sex act, and does not result in any inconvenience
at all.
The custom is, actually, far older than Abraham and its origins are
lost in prehistoric antiquity. It was practiced by the Egyptians and by
the Canaanites, who were under the political and cultural domination
of Egypt in Abraham's time. The rite was not practiced in the TigrisEuphrates region, and the tale of Abraham's circumcision may represent
a memory of the adoption of certain phases of Egyptian and Canaanite
culture by the westward-wandering nomads.
Cimmcision does not seem to have been particularly important
among the preExilic Jews. It was practiced, of course, and uncircumcised people (such as the Philistines) were looked down upon,
but the overwhelming religious significance of the rite seemed to arise
during the Exile.
When the Jews in Babylon were trying to maintain their national
existence and to keep themselves separate from the overwhelming nurnbers of the Babylonians, circumcision grew important. It marked off
the Jews from the uncircumcised Babylonians.
It was comforting, further, to interpret that mark of separation as
the legal witness that the Promised Land, from which the Jews had
been tom by the Babylonian conquerors, was Jewish by divine agreement, and would therefore be theirs again someday. The Book of
Genesis, which was being put into its final form at the time, was
naturally so edited as to stress this point.
The land was indeed restored and the importance and prestige of
circumcision was thus fixed. Through all the Greek and Roman period,
it continued to be the fundamental rite marking the entry of the infant
(or the adult convert) into Judaism. It was partly over the rite of
circumcision that Christianity and Judaism parted company in the time
of the Apostle Paul.
Although many people nowadays attempt to interpret the operation as

,
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a measure intended for the purpose of hygiene or cleanliness, it is likely
that to primitive man (innocent of our modem notions of hygiene) the
act had magical overtones. It may, for instance, have been intended
to ensure fertility.

Sodom and Gomorrah
But while the promised heir is awaited, the focus shifts again to the
outside world.
Abraham learns that the cities of the plain-of which Sodom and
Gomorrah were the most important-are to be destroyed in a great
catastrophe. It had been in Sodom that Lot had chosen to live (see
page 65) and it had been Sodom that had led the rebellion against
Chedorlaomer (see page 70).

Sodom and Gomorrah
Abraham intercedes on behalf of those of the inhabitants of the
cities who might be righteous and his nephew Lot is allowed to escape
in time to the smallest of the cities of the plain, Zoar (although Lot's
wife is lost, being turned into a pillar of salt, according to the story).

A S I M O V S G U I D E T O THE BIBLE
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Genesis 19:23.
Lot entered into Zoar.
Genesis 19:24. Then the Lord rained upon Sodom and upon
:
Gomorrah brimstone and fire
Genesis 19:25. And he overthrew those cities, and all the plain,
and all the inhabitants of the cities, and that which grew upon the
ground.

..

The description of the catastrophe could match that of a volcanic
eruption, combined with an earthquake; or, conceivably, a large mete
orite strike. Certainly such events have proved catastrophic enough even
in recent times. In 1883, a volcanic eruption on the island of Krakatoa
in the strait between the Indonesian islands of Java and Sumatra killed
36,000 people in Java.
The question is, though, where Sodom and the other cities of the
plain might have been located before the destruction. The "plain"
seems to refer to the entire depression occupied by the Jordan River
and the Dead Sea, which, according to Genesis 13:10, was "well
watered eveiywhere!'
,
Certainly the shores of the Dead Sea are bleakly infertile now but
conceivably that might have been the result of the very catastrophe
described here.
The most interesting possibility follow? from certain signs that indicate that in Abraham's time, the level of the Dead Sea may have
been some feet lower than it is today. It might therefore have been that
the Dead Sea.was at that time confined only to its deep portion, the
northern two thirds (see page 71). The shallow, southern third might
have been the dry, or perhaps marshy, plain on which Sodom and its
sister cities were located, with a fresh-water table that kept the area
fertile as it drained northward into the Dead Sea. This area might,
indeed, have been the very "vale of Siddim" referred to in Genesis
14:3.
It might then have been that the catastrophe which overwhelmed
Sodom and the other cities, whether a volcano or earthquake or meteorite strike, led to a slight subsidence of the land, so that the waters of
the Dead Sea flooded southward; and this flood might have been made
the worse as the result of a rise (for some reason) of the general waterlevel of the Sea. If all this were so, what was left of the cities (and
considering the size and make-up of Canaanite cities of 1900 B.c., it
couldn't be much) would be covered by the waters of the Dead Sea.
'

It is only fair to say, however, that no extra-Biblical evidence of
such a catastrophe is known and there are no reports of any remains
of civilization buried under the waters of the southern end of the
Dead Sea.
Although not mentioned here, two of the other cities of the plain
were als~destro~ed,
according to Deuteronomy:

. ..

Deuteronomy 2923.
like the overthrow of Sodom, and
Gornorrah, Admh, and Zeboim, which the Lord overthrew in his
anger

. ..

Zoar, the last city of the plain, and the refuge of Lot, was spared.
In the Book of Jeremiah, the prophet inveighs against Moab, mentioning Zoar among its cities:
Jeremiah 48:33. And joy and {Sadness taken from the
land of Moab;
Jeremiah 48:34.
from Zoar even unto Horonuim

...

...

. ..

.. .

From the known location of Moab, this would place Zoar, most likely,
southeast of the Dead SeaÃperhaps nearly at the edge of the present
shore, just far enough from the other cities to have escaped the catastrophe and inundation. No trace of Zoar remains in modem times.
During medieval times, by the way, when few Europeans ever saw
the Dead Sea, impressions of it, arising out of the nineteenth chapter
of Genesis, were most horrible. Its waters were thought to be black; the
vapors above it poisonous; birds could not fly over it. None of this is
true, of course. Its climate is miserable and its waters are bitter and
contain no life, but it is not poisonous externally, and men can swim in
it if they choose. (Such swimming is a remarkable experience, for the
salt concentration makes the water unusually dense and one cannot sink
in it even if one tries.)

M d and Amman
Lot's two daughters escaped with him from the destruction of Sodom.
While hiding in a cave near Zoar, the daughters, at least, are depicted
as convinced that the destruction had been universal. Feeling themselves
to be the only possible mothers of future humanity, they made use of the
only man available, their father, after making him drunk.

Genesis i9:37. And the firstborn bare a son, and called hi8 nume
Moab: the same is the father of the Modbitos unto this &y.
h e s i s 19:38. And the younger? she also bare a son? and wiled
ltis name Ben-ammi: the same is the father of the children of
Ammon unto this &y.
The Moabites and Ammonites were peoples related to the Israelites
m terns of language and culture? and the Biblical writers recognized
this lat ti on ship by having them descendd from Lot, the nephew of
Abraham.
The Moabites and Ammonites descended upon Canaan from the
eastern desert some five centuries after Abraham's time and perhaps a
century before the Israelites themselves did. The Bible says this in its
own fashion by placing the time of birth of the eponyms of Moab and
Ammon before the time of birth of the eponym of Israel.
The actual origins of the names Moab and Ammon are not known7
but they can be twisted to imply incestuous origin. 4"Moab" may mean
"from father7' and '4Ben-ammi" seems to mean "son of my people? If
this is taken to read "from [my own] father7?and "son of my [own]
pwple" nothing more is needed. Since for centuries after the Israelite
conquest of Canaan? Moab and Ammon remained perennial enemies
of the Ismelitw, the writers oi Genesis were probably only too pleased to
recwd the folk tale of their scandalous origin.

CktlZr

After the destruction of Sodom? Abraham apparently felt the need
of moving away from unpleasant associations and of making a new start.
Genesis zo:i. And Abraham journeyed from thence
ioumd in Gerar.

. . . and so-

Gerar is about forty miles west of Hebron and a little to the soutk
It is only about ten miles from the Mediterranean coast and not more
than twenty miles northeast of what would now be considered the
boundary of Egypt.
The writer of Genesis speaks of Gerar as being in Philistine territory
for its king? on returning to his city, is recorded as having:
Genesis zi:3z.

. . . returned into the land of the Philistines.

Canaan in the Time of the Patriarchs

Again, at the end of the dewription of happenings during Abraham's
s t q at Qrar, a summary, as follows, is presented:

This should not be ,taken to m a n that the Philistines actually occupied the territory of G a r in Abraham's time. Gerar was in the area
which eventually became Ehilhtine, 'to be sure' some five centuries
immediately preceding the time that Genesis was reduced to writing so
it was best identified in that fashion. The anachronism was similar
in natbre to that involved in "Ur of the Chaldees" (see page 58).

While Abraham was in southern Canaan, a son was finally born to
him and his wife, Sarah, and he was named Isaac.
In order that there might be no confusion as to who was to be
Abraham's heir, Hagar, Abraham's concubine, and her son, Ishmael,
were, at Sarah's insistence, cast out.

...

Genesis 21:1.4.
and she [Hagar] departed, and wandered in
the wilderness of Beemheba,
Wilderness is a term referring to uninhabited territory and presumably
the city itself had not yet been founded, Its founding is attributed in
the same chapter to Abraham, who i s recorded as having dug a well in
the area. ~e established the ownership of that well by coming to a
formal agreement with the king of Gkrar, an agreement involving an
oath rendered inviolate by the ritual sacrifice ,of seven lambs.
Qnesis

21 :31.

Wherefore he called that $&m Bewsheba

...

The name of the town can be said to mean either "well of the oath"
or "well of the seven" or, perhaps, "seven wells." In any case it is the
water supply that marks the importance of the place. In the semi-arid
land of Canaan, a reliable wkll or wells is essential for a permanent
community and Genesis therefore deals in some detail with traditions
concerning the digging of wells,
Beersheba, about twenty-eight miles southwest of Hebron, is about as
far south as one can go and expect to find a reliable water supply. It is
therefore the southernmost sizable town in Canaan and is usually
taken by the Riblical writers as representing the southern boundary of
the land. Farther south is the desert, or Negev (which is simply a
Hebrew word for "south").
When Palestine was under Turkish rule prior to World War I, Beersheba was a small village with the Arabic name of Bir-es-saba. %me of
its wells were still in existence and the largest was called the "Well of
Abraham." In 1917, the British invaded Palestine from Egypt and
won a victory over the Turks at Beersheba, one which led to the rapid
conquest of Palatine.

Beersheba is now part of Israel, has a population of about 32,000,
and is still the southernmost sizable town in the land (except for Elath,
the Red Sea port). Its present importance depknds upon the factlhat it
is an industrial and manufacturing center, thanks in part to its nearness to the chemicals produced at the Dead Sea, a little over thirty miles
to the east,

Ishmael' after being cast out, made his home in the desert regions
south of Canaan:
Genesis 21:21. And he dwdt in the wi7derness of Paran: and his
m t h m took him a wife m t of the &nd of Egypt.
Paran is an illdefined area usually marked on the maps as including
the northern portion of the triangular peninsula of Sinai' which lies
between Canaan and Egypt. The nomadic tribes wandering there, and
in the portions of Arabia neighboring it, are the Ishmaelites par
,
excellence.
The region' thanks to its closeness to Egypt?would be under Egyptian
influence even when Canaan itself was free, so that the fact that Ishmael
had an Egyptian mather and an Egyptian wife seems to express the
geographical and political situation in the personal terms appropriate
for an eponym.

Moriah
There follows then the well-known story of Abraham's rocklike faith
and his readiness to ofFer his son7 Isaac-his long~waitedson-as a
human sacrifice at God's order. At the last minute, however? Abraham
is held back from the deed7 and a ram is sacrificed in Isaac's place.
The place of the near sacrifice of Isaac is not closely specified. God's
instructions are:

. .

Genesis 22:~. , get t h into the land of Modah; and 'ofer him
[Isaac] there for a burnt ,offd,ng u$on one of the+ mountains

,.
b.,
' -.
T&ere,wpmsnQwy of determining where the land of M O & ~might
kt4t.h &t,mentioned elsewhere i? the ~ i b l eor anhhere outside the
3 i M e It &-overtwo days' journey from Bcersheba for Abraham sighted
it cm the third day, but the direction in which he was traveling is not
given.
Among the later Jews, the tradition g~ewthat the place of the near
sacri&e of Isaac was destined to be the very place at which the Temple
of Sahmon was to be built, This place is referred to as Zion in every
Biblical reference but one, The exception is a latewritten referenet
,?.

+a*,

2 Chronicles 3 : ~ .Then Solomon bg@n to build the h o w of the
b r d at ~erusalemin rn*unt M o h h

...

Actually, the chance that the place of Isaac's ordeal and that of
SoJomon's Temple are the same may be flattering to later Jewish nationalism but is not at all likely to be true. Even in Abriham's time, the hi11
i~ Jmi&m was occupied and was wit hi^ a well-fortifid city*Abraham
had eotq into it withopt c a r d 4 negotk@ion that
mu&&a ~ have
t
an*, would surely have detailed.
,
A r m and C b m d

Manwhile, Abraham's brother Nahor was back in Haran and news
concerning him was brought to Abraham:

...

. ..

Genesis 22:20.
Milcah
h t h also born children unto thy
brother, Nahor;
Genesis 22:21, Huz his firstborn, and Buz hi$ brother? and Kemuel
the father of Arum7
Genesis 22:22. And Chesed, and Hazo, and P i l h h ? and Bethuel.
,
Genesis 22:23. And Bethuel begat Rebe&&

..

,

These are eponyms, of course, and the most important are Aram and
-fiesea. Aram is the eponym of the Aramaeans and, earlier in Genesis,
is presented as a son of Shem. This apparent contradiction may be the
result of the effort of the final editors of Genesis to keep each of two
well-known traditions.
The two separate births of Aram also serve two separate functions
if AhinY is viewed as an eponym representing a people, rather than as an
individual human being. In the tmth chapter? Aram is presemted as a

son of Shem to indicate that the Aramaeans were independent of As~yriaat the time Genesis was reduced to writing (see page 23). Here,
hi the twenty-second chapter, Aram is presented as a son of Nahor,
brother of Abraham, to indicate the kinship of the Aramaeans to the
Israelites.
As for Chesed, he is probably the eponym of the Chaldeans
("Kasdim" in Hebrew). This is rather appropriate historically, since the
Aramaeans and Chaldeans emerged from the desert into the Fertile
Crescent at nearly the same time (see page 58).
The other names mentioned undoubtedly represent various Aramaean
or Chaldean tribes and speculation about them is fruitless now. Huz
(better "Uz"as in the Revised Standard Version) and Buz are of some
interest with respect to the Book of Job, a matter which will be taken
up in the appropriate place.
angO
This short genealogy is also of direct interest to ,the Israelite readers
of Genesis since Rebekah is listed as a daughter of Bethuel, who is
himself first cousin to Isaac. Since Rebefcah is later to many Isaac, she
is one of the ancestresses of the Israelites.

Machpelah
Eventually, Abraham's wife, Sarah, died at a time when she and
Abraham were living in Hebron once more (referred to here at first by
its Canaanite name of Kiajath-arba). Abraham bought a burial plot of
"the children of Heth." This is usually interpreted as meaning "Hittite"
though there is some argument about that which is not easily resolved.
The transaction is carefully detailed.

Genesis 23:19. And after this, Abraham buried Sarah
cave of the field of Machpelah before M m e

..,

. . .in the

Eventually, Abraham himself was buried in the cave (Genesis 25:9)
as well as Isaac and his wife, and Isaac's younger son and one of his
wives (Genesis 49:30-31; 50:13), all direct forebears of the Israelites.
By New Testament times, a tradition had arisen that a particular spot
in Hebron represented the Caye of Machpelah. The Moslems (who
were to be in occupation of Hebron for thirteen hundred years) respect
the tradition and improve on it. The traditional site is enclosed in

stone walls like a fortress and the enclosure is called the "Haram" (the
"forbidden" place). One end is taken up by a mosque and the whole
is treated with the deepest awe.

Mesopotamia
The time had now come for Abraham to be concerned over finding
a wife for Isaac. Proud of his ancient lineage, he did not wish to have
Isaac intermarry with any of the Canaanite peoples among whom he
lived. He decided, therefore, to send his steward to Haran where his
brother, Nahor, and his family still lived. A wife was to be selected from
among that family.
Genesis 24:10. And the servant
potamia, unto the city of Nahor.

. . . arose, and went to Meso-

1,

The word."Mesopotamia" is Greek and not Hebrew. It is used as a
translation of the Hebrew term "Aram-Naharaim" with reference to the
country surrounding Haran. The Revised Standard Version retains
"Mesopotamia" but the Catholic and Jewish versions in my possession
use "Aram-Naharaim" without translation, as does the Anchor Bible.
Of course, Aram-Naharaim is rather an anachronism as the use of the
term "Philistine" was earlier (see page 85). The Aramaeans were
not actually in possession of that region for some centuries after the
time of Abraham.
Mesopotamia means "between the rivers" and was applied by the
Greeks tothe land between the Tigris and Euphrates, at firit only to the
portion's north of Babylonia and then to the whole region. In that sense,
Haran, and all of Aram-Naharaim (which means "Aram on the rivers"),
is in Mesopotamia.,The term "Mesopotamia" remained popular in the
west down to World War I, and was the most used name for what I have
been calling the Tigris-Euphrates region, and Babylonia.
Prior to World War I, Mesopotamia was a possession of Turkey.
It was taken from Turkey after World War I and became a British
mandate. At that time, the native name of the land, Iraq, came into
favor and is now used exclusively. In 1932, Iraq was recognized as an
independent nation. Although Iraq includes most of the ancient Mesopotamia, it is not quite extensive enough to include Haran within its'
border&

Syria
A bride was indeed found for Isaac. She was Rebekah, earlier mentioned as the daughter of Bethuel and granddaughter of Nahor (see
page 89). She had also a brother, Laban, with whom the negotiations
for marriage were carried on, and who was to play an important part
later in Genesis.
The matter is summarized:
Genesis 25:20. And Isaac was forty years old when he took
Rebekah to wife, the daughter of Bethuel the Syrian of PadanAram, the sister to Laban the Syrian.
Padan-Aram (or "Paddan-Aram" in the Revised Standard Version)
is clearly a term synonymous with Aram-Naharaim.
The term "Syrian" is the Greek version of "Aramaean" and throughout the King James version, the terms "Aram" and "Aramaean" are
translated as "Syria" and "Syrian" respectively. The Revised Standard
Version speaks of "Bethuel the Aramaean" and "Laban the Aramaean"
in this verse-although even to call them Aramaeans is anachronistic.
The term "Syria" stems lack to a Babylonian word, "Sun," for a
district along the upper Euphrates. In later times, the Greeks, pushing
eastward, encountered (his portion of the Aramaean lands first. The
name Syria (in Latin spelling) came to apply to the eastern shores of the
Mediterranean generally.
In the Bible, once that was translated into Greek, Syria came to be
applied, in particular, to the region north of Canaan, which retained its
independence of Assyria in the ninth and eighth centuries B.C. This
became the Syria, with Damascus as its capital, which plays so important
a role in the First and Second Books of Kings.
The region north of Canaan has remained Syria ever since, through
Greek, Roman, and Moslem occupation. After World War I, Syria was
freed of Turkish rule and was put under French mandate. In 1945,
after World War 11, the French also left and Syria became an inde
pendent republic, again with Damascus as its capital. It includes Haran
near its northern border.

Before Genesis turns to a consideration of Isaac's descendants, however, it clean up the matter of the various Abrahamic lines through
concubines. Thus:
Genesis 2 9 1 . Then again Abraham took a wife,and her name was
Keturah.
Genesis 25:2. And she bare him
Midian
and Shuah.

. ..

...

Other descendants, over a dozen, are listed, but most are names
only. All are eponyms, one would assume, of various Arabian tribes,
of whom Midian is by far the best known. Midian is the eponym of the
Midianites who ranged over the land of Midian. This is usually marked
on the maps as occupying the northwest comer of Arabia, separated
from Sinai by a narrow arm of the sea, and thus quite close to the
"wilderness of Paran" occupied by the Ishmaelites. Indeed, the Midianites and Ishmaelites are used almost synonymously in the Bible.
Shuah is of some interest in connection with the Book of Job, a matter
which will be taken up later.
c he descendants of Ishmael are given later in the chapter, all of whom
are now only names. Twelve of them are given, representing twelve
tribes, analogous perhaps to the twelve tribes of Israel. One of the tribal
eponyms is Massa, a name with some significance when the time comes
to take up the Book of Proverbs.
bra ham is recorded, then, as dying at the age of 175, and as being
buried in the cave at Machpelah by Isaac and Islimael. A half century
later, Ishmael died at the age of 137 and now with all loose ends carefully knotted, Genesis turns to Isaac and his descendants.

Edom
Isaac and Rebekah have twin sons, Esau and Jacob. The characters
of the two are contrasted: Esau is a rough hunter, an unsubtle man
of the outdoors, loved and admired by his father. Jacob is a quiet,
shrewd man living at home and the favorite of his mother.
Esau is the elder by a few minutes and is therefore entitled to the

.
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birthright; that is, to the inheritance of the main portion of his father's
property. He is also entitled to a father's blessing as his chief heir and
such a blessing had great legalistic value in the society of that time.
Jacob managed, however, to outmaneuver his older brother. At one
point, when Esau was returning faint and weary from a hunt, he asked
for some of the soup of red lentils which Jacob was preparing.

..

Genesis z5:30. . Feed me, I pray thee, with that same red
pottage; for I am faint: therefore was his name adled Edom.
Jacob allowed him to eat but only after demanding the cession of the
birthright in exchange, and receiving it.
The writer of Genesis thus gives Esau (he alternate name of Edom
("red"), connecting that with the soup of red lentils that he desired.
This made Esau (Edom) the eponymous ancestor of the Edomites,
who, in centuries to come, were to occupy the territory south of Moab.
On the other hand, Jacob, who later in Genesis is given the alternate
name of Israel, is the eponymous ancestor of the Israelites.
Throughout Old Testament times, there was continuing enmity between the Israelites and the Edomites. This is reflected backward into
an enmity between the eponymous twin brothers.
Such enmity arose not only over the enforced sale of the birthright,
but also as a result of a second successful deceit on the part of Jacob.
Isaac, now blind and awaiting death, decided to give Esau the final
blessing. To forestall this, Jacob dressed himself in Esau's clothes and
put goatskins on his arms to imitate Esau's hairiness, and, pretending
to be Esau, obtained his father's blessing.
Both these tales show a younger brother achieving hereditary dominance over an older. This forecast the actual historic situation-well
established at the time Genesis was reduced to writing. The Israelites
entered Canaan only after the Edomites had become well established
on the outskirts, so that the Israelites were the "younger brother." On
the other hand, through the centuries that followed the rise of David,
the Israelites ruled over the Edomites.
Bethel

To prevent the possible murder of Jacob by a naturally resentful older
brother, Rebekah decided to send her younger son away, at least

temporarily. She persuaded Isaac to order him to Haran to get a wife
for himself from the descendants of Nahor (as had been done in the
case of Isaac himself).
On his nearly five-hundred-mile journey northward, Jacob slept at a
certain place and dreamed of a ladder extending to heaven, with angels
ascending and descending. He determined this to be a vision of God's
dwelling place and decided that the ground on which he was standing
was holy. (The Anchor Bible suggests that the vision of a ladder was
really that of a ziggurat, which is built with steps working up along its
outer walls.)
Genesis 28:19. And he called the name

of that place Bethel . .

.

4

The name "Bethel" means "house of God," an obvious reference to
a temple, or even a' ziggurat, which may have stood on the site quite
early in Canaanite times.
The sacred traditions of Bethel were to have important consequences
in the days of the divided kingdom a thousand years later, and to be a
source of heresy among the Israelites. The city itself is located about
fifty miles northeast of Beersheba and about eleven miles north of
Jerusalem. It is now represented, according to general belief, by a
village named Beitin.

Reuben and His Brothers
Jacob reached Haran safely and obtained not one wife, but two: Leah
and Rachel, the daughters of Laban, who was the brother of his mother
Rebekah. The girls were therefore his first cousins.
Carefully, the writers of Genesis record the birth of his children,
beginning with his first:
Genesis 30:32. And Leak conceived and bare a son, and she
called his name Reuben , ,

.

Jacob went on to have thirteen children listed by name: seven by
Leah, two by Rachel, two by one concubine, ~ i l h a h ,and two by
another concubine, Zilpah. Of these, twelve were born during his
twenty-year stay with Laban and one was born after his return to
Canaan.

4,
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These may be listed as follows:
Leah: Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Zebulun, Dinah;
Rachel: Joseph, Benjamin;
Bilhah: Dan, Naphtali;
Zilpah: Gad, Asher.
All of these were sons, except for the one daughter, Dinah. It was
Benjamin, the youngest child, who was born after Jacob's return to
Canaan.
Each of the twelve sons was the eponym of a tribe of Israelites, though
Joseph was, to be more accurate, the ancestor of two tribes, of which
his sons were the eponyms.
It is sometimes tempting to interpret this in terms of a confederation
of tribes uniting for the purpose of conquering Canaan and continuing
to form a loose union (at times very loose) afterward. The tradition
of descent from a single man, Jacob, would then be a way of marking
off that confederation (binding it legally, in the family sense) as o p
posed to other related tribes-those of Edom, Moab, and Arnmon, for
instance-who did not join the confederation or even opposed it.
Furthermore, the division into four groups according to the maternal
ancestress might indicate closer interrelationships. The "Leah tribes"
may have formed the initial confederation, to which a pair of "Rachel
tribes" later joined and the others still later.
However, such interpretations must remain guesswork. The only information we have concerning the early history of the Israelite tribes
is what can be found in the Bible and this is not enough for the purpose.
It is interesting, though, that roost of the sons of Jacob remain only
names in the Book of Genesis. The only two who really appear as
individuals are Judah and. Joseph, the former eventually playing the
chief role among the Leah tribes and the latter the chief role among the
Rachel tribes. Moreover, when the Israelite .kingdom was divided, the
Joseph tribes (there were two of them) dominated the northern kingdom, while the tribe of Judah dominated the southern kingdom.
Genesis is built up chiefly of a pair of traditions, one developed in
the northern kingdom, with tales of Joseph prominent; the other
developed in the southern kingdom, with tales of Judah prominent.
While members of all twelve tribes are Israelites, it is the members
of the tribe of Judah only that are, strictly speaking, Judeans, or Jews.

Seir
Jacob prospered in Haran and finally, after 'long-drawn-out quarreling
with his father-in-law, Laban, left with his wives, his children, his
cattle, and his goods. His next problem was to face his estranged
brother, Esau. He had to prepare the way for such a meeting:
Genesis 3 x 3 . And Jacob sent messengers before him to Esau his
brother unto the land of Seir, the country of Edom.
Esau is pictured as already dwelling in the area which, centuries later,
was to be occupied by the Edbmites. Seir is an alternate name of the
land which is more usually called Edom.
More specifically, Seir is the name given to the range of mountains
that covers much of Mom. This range runs in a north-south direction
from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Aqaba, the northeastern arm of the
Red Sea. Directly to the west of this range is a deep, narrow depression,
which is now called Wadi el-Arabah, a continuation of the Great Rift
Valley. .
The Wadi el-Arabah starts below sea level at the Dead Sea, but rises,
and at its highest point, just about halfway between the Dead Sea and
the Gulf of Aqaba, it rises to some seven hundred feet above sea level,
though even at that point it is flanked by considerably higher ground,
east and -west.
Sometimes the name Seir is applied ~pecificallyto the highest mountain peak of the Seir range, which is known as Mount Seir. It is located
about thirty miles south of the ~ e a Sea
d and is about 4400feet high.
An alternate name of Mount Seir is Mount Hor. This reflects the
fact that prior to the occupation of the land by t h e Edomites, it was
occupied by a group of people called Horites. Thus, in the description
of the peoples defeated by Chedorlaomer, the account includes:
Genesis 14:6. And the Horites in their Mount Seir

...

The Horites were, apparently, a non-Semitic people related to the
Hittites. It was only a relatively small segment of these that had found
their way so far south. Their main concentration was farther north and
they are more frequently called "HurrianSi" (The Horites to the south
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may, however, have been a distinct people with a name that only
coincidentally resembled that of the Humans of the north.)
Like the Hittites, the Humans (Horites) had not yet reached the
period of their greatness in patriarchal times. About 1475 B.C, however,
they formed the kingdom of Mitanni along the northern Euphrates,
taking up the area referred to in the Bible as Aram-Naharaim. For a
while, Mitanni was one of the great powers of western Asia and held out
against a conquering Egypt. A century later, however, it was overshadowed by the Hittite New Kingdom atld by 1275 B.C. it was defeated
and absorbed by the Assyrians.
When the Israelites were conquering Canaan, the great days of
Mitanni were over. Like the Hittites, they had flourished during the
interval when the Bible's attention is absent from Canaan, and their
deeds are therefore not recorded.
The Hurrians had, apparently, more of an influence over the early customs of the patriarchal period than had been expected. The Anchor
Bible painstakingly analyzes the tales of the marriages of the patriarchs,
of the position of concubines, of questions concerning birthright, and
so on, and finds that much that would otherwise be puzzling in the
stories of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob becomes clear in the light of Hurrian custom.
Earlier I had explained that the Anchor Bible expressed doubt as to
whether Abraham's origins were in Ur or in fiaran {see page 59) and
whether the Israelites could tram&their ancestry to Sumerians or to
Aramaeans. If Haran were the origin, it would perhaps be at a point
in time before the coming of the Aramaeans but not before the coming
of the Hurrians (or thepeople from whom the Humans had borrowed
their culture). Perhaps one might properly have the Israelites say: "A
wandering Hurrian was my father." The fact that the Humans were not
Semitic is not a crucial argument against this theory. It seems clear that
the Israelites adopted the Canaanite language when they occupied
Canaan; who can tell what their language might have been earlier. It
might have had strong Hurrian components.

Israel
Esau came to meet Jacob and the two approached each other east of
the Jordan. Jacob made ready for the meeting in considerable fear. His

.
-4

company, including his wives and children, were most vulnerable. The
mere act of traveling with them, of getting the company across rivers,
for instance, was difficult.
~ . he rose up that night
Genesis 3 2 : ~ And
ford Jdbbok.

. . .and passed over the

The Jabbok River is a tributary of the Jordan, flowing into it from the
east at a point about twenty-five miles north of the Dead Sea.

After Jacob had supervised the crossing of the Jabbok on the part of
his company and while he yet remained alone on the other side "there
wrestled a man with him until the breaking of the day." In the morning,
Jacob's adversary said:
Genesis 32:28.
Israel

. ..

. . .Thy name shall be called no more Jacob, but

and thus be became the eponym of #be Israelites. The descendants of
Jacob are regularly called "the children of Israel" in the Bible. Once the
Israelites conquered Canaan, it becomes the "land of Israel." When the
kingdom of David and Solomon breaks up, the northern part, which is
thegreater in area, population, and power, is called Israel.
Finally, when the modern Jewish state was established in Palestine in
1 ~ it 8took~ the name Israel.
Shechem

Fortunately, Esau seemed to hold no grudge against Jacob, but
treated him graciously and generously. Nevertheless, Jacob, not completely trusting the good will of his brother, managed to persuade Esau
to return to Seir and to leave him and his family to their own devices.
Jacob then settled down in Canaan:
Genesis 35:18. And Jacob came to Shalem, a city of Shechem
and pitched his tent before the clty.

. ..

Shalem is not mentioned, as a city, elsewhere in the Bible. It is the
Hebrew word for "peace" and the passage as it stands in the King
James Version is clearly a mistranslation. The Revised Standard Version
has it: "And Jacob came safely to the city of Shechem." In other words
he did not come to Shalem,a city of Shechem; he came "in peace" to
â‚¬ city of Shechem.

I
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The City of Shechena
Shechem is about thirty miles north of Jerusalem and is considerably
farther north than the areas where Abraham and Isaac dwelt. It was
more than a hundred miles north of Seir, and no doubt Jacob felt that
this was the sort of comfortable distance he wanted between himself
and Esau.
Shechem is located in a narrow valley, not more than a hundred yards
wide, between two mountains; a most s t r a t e g i & d t & ~ f o r it controls
the road from the Jordan River to the sea, and from southern Canaan
to northern. Through much of Biblical times, therefore, it was the most
important city north of Jerusalem.
For forty years after the divisip of the Davidic kingdom, Shechem
served as the capital of the northern kingdom. After that, when the
capital of the northern kingdom was moved to Samaria, five miles northwest of Shechem, the importance of the older city began to decline.
After the destruction of Judea by Rome, the Emperor Vespasian initi-

ated' the rebuilding of a town near the site of what had once been
Shechem, renaming it Neapolis ("new city"). This has been distorted
into Nablus, its present name. It has a popultion of about 42,000.
Shechem was an important religious center, too. The first altar built
by Abraham after he entered Canaan was near Shechem:

Genais 1x6.And Abram passed through the land unto the place of
sichem1 [Shechem]
Genesis 12:7.
and there builded he an altar unto the Lord

...

...

...

Alt through Biblical times, Shechem retained its sacred character and
it served as a rival at times even to the Temple at Jerusalem.
1

Hamor the HiVIte
Jacob's stay in Shechem was, however, marked by tragedy:

...

went out to
Genesis 3 4 : ~And Dinah, the daughter of Leah
see the daughters of the land.
Genesis 34:~.And when Shechem the son of Hamor the Hivite,
prince of the country, saw her, he took her
and defied her.

...

The inhabitants of Shechem are here spoken of as Hivites. These are
mentioned chiefly in connection with Shechem in the present instance
and, in the Book of Joshua, as inhabiting ~ i b e o n a, city some twentyfive miles south of Shechem. It is usual, therefore, to consider the
Hivites another petty Canaanite tribe, concentrated'in central Canaan.
The Anchor Bible suggests, however, that the Hivites re a Hurrian peopie. Indeed, there may be some confusion, here and t ere in the Bible,
between Horites, Hivites, and Hittites, and it is not' really practical to
try to untangle the matter completely.
Shechem wanted to marry Dinah after the rape, but the sons of Jacob
agreed to permit this only if Shechem and all the males of the city
would agree to be circumcised. (The lack of circumcision would seem
to indicate that the Shechemites were not Semitic and this is a point in
favor of the Hurrian theory.) After the circumcision, while the
Shechemites were sore and uncomfortable, the sons of Jacob struck at
them to avenge the rape.

\

. . .Simeon and Levi, Dinah's brethren . . .came

Genesis 34:~s.

upon the city boldly, and slew all the males.
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This chapter of Genesis breaks into the personal story of Jacob and
his sons and seems to describe a bit of early tribal history. It is not likely
that two individual human beings would attack a city. Rather, this is a
war of tribes, represented by their eponyms. Even Shechem, the
rapist, is an eponym.
What may have happened is that three tribes in alliance attempted an
assault on central Canaan prior to the general Israelite conquest of the
land. The tribe of Dinah was defeated at Shechem and virtually destroyed and was then avenged by the tribes of Simeon and Levi, who
themselves however, must have suffered badly and retired greatly weakened, eventually to join the Israelite confederacy when it gathered to
assault Canaan.
That this is so is suggested by the fact that during the tribal period
during and after the conquest of Canaan, Simeon and Levi were
among the weakest of the tribes. Simeon occupied land in the far south
and was absorbed by Judah soon after the conquest. Levi was never
even assigned any coherent district but merely held certain isolated
towns. The Levites in later times served a priestly function and were
never again noted as warriors.
That the assault on ~hech&nwas really a failure is indicated by the
fact that Jacob is recorded as protesting bitterly against the raid
and as finding himself forced to leave the area for fear of reprisal.
Nevertheless, the stay of Jacob in the area brought on certain patriarchal associations with Shechem. A bile and. a half east of the city is
still to be found "Jacob's Well," and a bit farther east, the tomb of
Joseph. Indeed, the tradition arose in New ~estamenttimes that all of
.
Jacob's sons were buried near Shechem.

Jacob and his family, after the troubles at Shechem, traveled southward about forty miles, passing through Bethel with its awe-inspiring
memories for Jacob and then on to a point somewhere between
Jerusalem and Hebron.
En route, the caravan had to stop for Rachel was giving birth to her
second son, Benjamin, Jacob's youngest and the only son to be born in
Canaan. With this birth, however, came tragedy again, for Rachel did
not survive.

Genesis 3$:19. And Rachel died, and was buried in the way to
Epfffath,which is Bethlehem.

This i s the first mention of Bethlehem in the Bible, Ephrath being
its earlier, Canaanite name, or perhaps being the name of the tract of
land in which the town itself was located.

>.

"While Iamb and his family dwelt in the region "between Bethlehem
and Hebron, still another variety of unpleasantness took place.

Genesis 3 5 : ~ ~And
. it came to pass, when Israel dwelt in that land,
that Reuben went and lay with Bilhah. his fathers concubine: and
Israel heard it

. ..

Nothing further is said about this, as though the writers of Genesis
found the matter too repulsive to pursue.
And it may be that this, too, reflects early tribal history. The tribe of
Reuben must have been quite powerful at first. Since Reuben is listed as
the oldest son of Israel, it may have been the leader of the confederacy
when it was first formed.
The episode described above, may min-or an attempt by Reuben to
make its leadership absolute. (One of the methods by which a usurper
attempted to dramatize and legitimize his position in Old Testament
times was to take over the harem of his predecessor. Absalom did this
when he rebelled against David, his father.) There may have followed a
civil war ("Israel heard it") in which Reuben was defeated. Certainly,
Reuben's primacy was lost and when the Israelites conquered Canaan,
Reuben played a minor role. Nor did the tribe survive long afterward.

Before going on with the tale of Jacob's sons, (he writers of Genesis
again pause to tie up some loose ends. The death of Isaac at the age of
189 is described, and then the genealogy of Esau is given and disposed
of. Notably:

...

Genesis 36:10. These are the names of Esau's sons; Eliphaz
Genesis 36: 1I . And the sons of Eliphaz were Teman
Genesis 36:12. And Timna was concubine to Eliphaz
and
bare
Am&&

. ..

. ..
. ..

...

Eliphaz and Teman are of interest in connection with the Book of
Job and this will be discussed when that book is taken up.
As for Amalek, he is the eponym of the Amalekites, a tribe apparently considered by the Israelites to be related to the Edomites, since
they lived south of Canaan, near the Edomite territory.
Amalek is the last of the eponyms of the non-Israelite nations. Genesis
has mentioned up to this point a number of tribes as having descended
from Terah. All of these may, in a very general sense, be classified as
Hebrews, since all are descended from Eber, the great-great-great-grandfather of Terah. The relationships can be made clear from the accompanying simplified genealogical table.

Seir the Horite
The Book of Genesis then goes on to make a quick list of the rulers of
Edom. They list first the Horite rulers who preceded the Edomites:

Genesis 37:20. These are the sons

of

Seir the Horite

...

Seir is the Horite eponym of the nation as Edom is the Hebrew
eponym. It is very likely, of course, that the Edomites did not replace
the Horites root and branch, but, as is customary in the case of such
conquests, settled among them and intermarried with them.
Thus, although Esau is earlier described as having married "daughters
of Heth7' (Genesis 26:34), one of his wives is, in this present chapter,
described as "Adah the daughter of Elon the Hittite," and another
as :

...

Genesis 36:~.
Aholibttmah the daughter of Anah the daughter
of Zibeon the Hivite.
(The second "daughter" in the verse is changed to "son" in the R e
vised Standard Version.)
By Hivite, here, is probably meant Horite. For that matter, it is not
entirely beyond the bounds of possibility that by "Elon the Hittite" is

meant Elon, the Horite. As I said earlier, the Hittite-Hivite-Horite situatiop is hopelessly confused at times. It seems very likely, however, that
these passages of the Bible indicate an intermingling of the Edomite
invaders with the Horites already dwelling in the land.

Bela and Jobab
The chapter ends with a list of the successive kings that reigned over
Edom before the kingship had been established in Israel. The Edomite
kingship was not hereditary, since each new king seems to be unrelated
to the one before, so that an elective monarchy may have been evolved.
The first two kings are of interest.

..

Genesis 36:32. And Bela the son of Beor reigned in Edom .
Genesis 36:33. And Bela died, and Jobab
reigned in his stead.

.. .

Bela the son of Beor is sometimes equated with Balaam the son of
Beor, who shows up in the Book of lumbers as an adversary of the
Israelites, while Jobab is sometimes equated with Job, the hero of the
book of that name.
The first identification is very unlikely and arises only through the
probably accidental similarity of names. The second identification may
also be unlikely, but it is a more attractive one for there are other connections between this chapter of Genesis and the Book of Job. For instance, among the names given in the Horite genealogy is one reminiscent of Job's native land, Uz.
Genesis 36:28. The children of D i s h are these; Uz,and Aran.

Genesis now enters its last section and deals with the story of Joseph,
who is described as Jacob's favorite son and who is more than a little
spoiled by the fact. He earns the hatred of his brothers by acting as a
talebearer against them and by telling of dreams he has had which seem
to foreshadow a day when he will be supreme over the family.
One day, Jacob seftt Joseph to inquire after the welfare of his brothers,
who were grazing the family's flocks in the neighborhood of Shechern
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(another reason for patriarchal associations-particularly that of Joseph
and his brothers-with that city). .
They had left Shechemlby the time he arrived and had passed on to
Dothan, a town about fifteen miles farther north. Joseph followed them
there. The brothers spied him from the distance and conspired to kill
him. At the intervention of Reuben or Judah (there are two traditions
here, one stemming from the northern tribes and the other from the
southern, and both are included by the final editors of Genesis) h e i s
not killed but is sold to passing nomads. Jacob is then told Joseph was
killed by wild beasts and the old father goes into deep mourning.
Joseph is carried southward, then westward to Egypt:
Genesis 3736. And the Midianites sold him into Egypt unto Pot6
fihar, an officer of Pharaoh's ,

..

Except for the short episode of Abraham's stay in Egypt (see page
64) this is the Erst appearance of this land as the scene of the Biblical
story. Where Abraham's stay involves no details except for the mention
of Pharaoh and his harem, the description of Joseph's stay is much more
circumstantial. It begins immediately with the mention of the name of
an Egyptian which, indeed, is a thoroughly Egyptian name. Potiphar is
the shortened form of "Potiphera" meaning "he whom Ra gave." (This
is analogous to the name "Theodore" in our own Western world.)

Pharez and Zarah
'

1

In view of the overwhelming importance of Judah among the tribes in
later history, the writers of Genesis felt it necessary to incorporate some
Judean genealogy. This seemed to them to be the logical point-Joseph
had disappeared and the lapse of time could be emphasized by a shift in
focus.
In circumstantial detail, it is told how Judah was tricked into consorting with Tamar, a woman who had originally been married to two of his
sons, each of whom had died young and childless. Tamar then gave
birth to twins, presenting them as new heirs to Judah.
During the childbirth, one of the twins began to emerge and the
midwife tied a scarlet thread about the finger, declaring him to be the
first-born. However:
.-

... .

..

Genesis 3839.
he drew back his hand . [and] his brother
came out: and
his name was called Pharez.
Genesis 38:50. And afterward came out his brother
and his
name was called Zarah.

...

...

The two brothers are called Perez and Zerah in the Revised Standard
Version and these names, are preferable.
The twin brothers are eponyms who mark the two chief clans of
the tribe of Judah, the Zerahites (or Zarthites) and the Perezites (or
Pharzites). The tale told here undoubtedly reflects some early tribal
history.
Apparently, within the tribe of Judah, the Zerahites achieved early
dominance after two clans, represented by Judah's older sons, had died
out. Therefore Zarah (Zerah) is listed here as technically the first-born.
In time, however, the Perezites achieved the leadership, as is indicated
by the fact that Zarah drew back and allowed his twin the actual primacy
of birth.
If the importance of the Perezite clan needed reinforcement in the
eyes of the later Jews, it is only necessary to point out that the great
hero-king, David, and therefore all the subsequent Judean kings were
Perezites, a fact made clear in the Book of Ruth.
Pharaoh [of JosefihI

-

-

.
-:.& .b".i-i'fif (^ *.,q 9:)5121; , 7:7:.~'In Egypt, Joseph, through his diligence and intelligence, prospers
and is made steward of'Potiphar's household. However, Potiphar's wife
attempts to seduce the young man and, on failing, accuses him to her
husband of having tried to rape her. Joseph is cast into prison.
There, again by his diligence and intelligence, he gains the favor of
the jailer. He also gains the respect of his fellow prisoners by showing
himself to be an ingenious interpreter of dreams. In particular, Pharaoh's
butler, temporarily imprisoned, is gratified by Joseph's dream interpretation and promises to mention the matter to Pharaoh, but forgets.
Nor is it only the prisoners who dream:
?f^

Genesis 41:1. And it came to pass
behold, he stood by the river.

'Â

m-

. . . that Pharaoh dreamed, and

Pharaoh dreamed that seven fat cows emerged from the river, but
that seven lean cows emerged after them, ate the fat cows but remained
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as lean as before. He woke, then fell asleep ,and dreamed similarly
about seven good ears of grain and seven bad ones.
Pharaoh's wise men were unable to interpret the dream to the
monarch's satisfaction. Now Pharaoh's butler finally remembered the
Hebrew slave who had been in prison with him.
Joseph was called for and interpreted the dreams at once. The seven
fat cows and seven good ears of grain, he said, meant seven prosperous
years, while the seven lean cows and seven bad &rs of grain represented
seven years of famine to follow, years of famine that would consume
the land. The grain of the good years should therefore be carefully
preserved and stored against the bad years to come.
Pharaoh was struck favorably by the interpretation and suggestion
and placed Joseph in complete charge. QuicMy he became the all-powerful prime minister of Egypt.
The question is, then, who was this Pharaoh, who was so favorable
to a Hebrew slave and who, later, was to be benevolent to the family of
Jacob generally? He could not veiy well be the usual run of Pharaohs
for Egypt had so long been isolated that they were quite xenophobic;
hostile at worst and patronizing at best to foreigners. The Egyptian
Pharaoh was considered as a god by the Egyptians and by Pharaoh
himself and he was not likely to delegate power to Asian foreigners.
-Unless he himself were an Asian foreigner.
If we turn to Egyptian history, we find that the Middle Kingdom
of Abraham's time (see page 64) lasted for two hundred years, from
1991 BE. to 1786 B.c., enduring through much of the patriarchal period.
When the Middle Kingdom decayed there followed new period of
anarchy in Egypt, with weak dynasties ruling different portions of the
kingdom.
About 1730B.C. Egypt's weakness made it possible for Asian invaders
to begin moving into the land. The Semitic invaders who, for a century
and a half, were to rule the Nile delta and, on occasion, parts of
the upper reaches of the Nile also, are called the Hyksos, which seems
to be derived from Egyptian words meaning "foreign kings."
The Hyksos, making up the 15th and 16th dynasties in the ancient
(more or less mangled) lists of Egyptian kings, established their capital
at the northeastern edge of the delta, the point closest to Asia.
There is little record of the Hyksos and their rule remaining today,
for later Egyptian historians apparently found the stoty of Egypt's
defeat and subjection too unpleasant to talk about. The only account

we have is that to be found in a book by Josephus, a Jewish historian
who lived in the first century AD. and who quoted from Manetho, an
Egyptian historian who lived three centuries before Josephus' time.
From this, we might judge that the Hyksos ruled not only over the
Nile delta, but also over part of the western half of the Fertile Crescent.
If so, this is important.
Until the story of Joseph, the Book of Genesis had ignored Egypt
except for a ten-verse description of Abraham's visit there. This was
natural. Canaan had been, from the time of Sargon of Agade at
least, andperhaps even from the time of Lugal-Zagissi of Erech, under the influence of the Tigris-Euphrates region. For much of the
period, indeed, the Fertile Crescent had been a single realm, politically.
This meant that movement was free between all parts of the Fertile
Crescent. Abraham had come from Ur; his servant, and later Jacob, had
returned to Haran temporarily; Sodom and its allies fought against invading armies from the Tigris-Euphrates.
Egypt, however, was another civilization and another world and was
separated from the Fertile Crescent by a more or less permanent political boundary. Beginning in 1730 B.c., however, that political boundary
was erased and the same power-the Hyksos-ruled over Canaan and
over Egypt. Travelers between the two regions could move freely and
when the Midianites purchased Joseph in Canaan it was easy to sell
him as a slave in Egypt.
The picture of the friendly and gracious Pharaoh of Joseph's time
may therefore be that of one of the Hyksos rulers. H e would find
Joseph a fellow Semite and would consider it perfectly thinkable to
place the Egyptians under a Semitic viceroy.
Even this much is conjecture, of course, although it is reasonable
conjecture, for the Bible makes no mention of the Hyksos as such, and
no historical source outside the Bible (or those derived from the Bible)
makes any mention of Joseph or of the dramatic events described in
Genesis concerning his stay in Egypt. And even if Joseph's Pharaoh
were indeed one of the Hyksos kings, it seems, on the basis of present
knowledge at least, to be beyond hope to pin down which particular
one of the line he might be.
According to Josephus, the tale of the Hyksos is the Egyptian version of the coming of Joseph and, later, of his family, to Egypt The
Hyksos, according to Josephus' views, were the Israelites, but this is not
taken seriously by anyone nowadays.

The River [Nile]
In Genesis 41:1, when the description of Pharaoh's dream begins,
it is stated "he stood by the river."
In Egypt, it was never necessary to describe what was meant by
"the river." There was only one river and it virtually is Egypt. Egypt
is a desert land where it virtually never rains. What water there is comes
from the single river that threads its length from south to north. What .
communication and trade there was in Biblical times came through the
boats that passed up and down the Nile; what population existed, lived
by virtue of the food that could be grown in the land that was
flooded each summer by the life-giving waters of the Nile. The Greek
historian Herodotus, in a famous phrase, called Egypt "the gift of the
Nile" and so it was.
(Modem Egypt is still the gift of the Nile today. Fully twenty-seven
million people crowd the narrow banks of the river while the land to
east and west is virtually empty.)
It is not surprising that in Pharaoh's dream, he imagined that:

..

Genesis 41:~.
. there came up out of the river seven well-favowed lane and fatfleshed

...

, Cattle do not literally emerge from a river, but if these cattle represent
seven years of good harvest, it is only fitting they come out of the Nile,
for all harvests depended upon its water. And seven lean cows would
emerge from the Nile, if the Nile. floods fell below normal height as
once in a while they disastrously did,
The word "Nile" is neither Egyptian nor Hebrew, but is a Greek
word of unknown derivation. "Nile" does not occur anywhere in the
King James Version of the Bible, although it is used in the Revised
Standard Version, which has Pharaoh "standing by the Nile," for instance, in Genesis 4 1 :I.
The Egyptian word for the Nile was "Hapi," a sacred name used to
represent the'god of the river. In ordinary usage, the Nile was simply
"the river," a phrase which in Egyptian is "Yor" and in its Hebrew
form "Yeor."
The Nile is about four thousand miles long, a hair longer perhaps

.
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The Nile River

than the Missouri-Mississippi and the Amazon. That would make it the
longest river in the world.
Its remotqt headwaters are in Tanganyilea, where the Kagera River
rises a d flows 429 miles (forming a bit of the western boundary of
Tanganyika) and them discharges into take Victoria, which in terms
of surface area is the second largest fresh-water lake in the world, (Our
own Lake Syperior h the largest,) From the northeastern corner of
L&e Victoria emerges the White Nile, which flows northward through
Kwya, the Sudan, and .Egypt and hto ;the Mediteranean at last.
The main tributary is the Blue Nile. This rises in Lake Tana in
northern Ethiopia. It flows
to bgib with but makes a huge cirde,
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joining the White Nile, at last, in Khartoum, the capital of the Sudan.
The stretch of river downstream from the junction of the White Nile
and the Blue Nile is the Nile itself, unqualified by adjective.
Two hundred miles north of Khartoum, another smaller tributary
joins the Nile from the east and thereafter the river flows a thousand
miles to the sea without a single further tributary, flowing through a
,:-,.-solid stretch of desert in doing so. L;v3:,
+, . .L',
The Nile flood is derived from the annual rains that fall not in Egypt
but in east central Africa far upstream. The flood waters carry rich muck
from the Ethiopian and Kenyan highlands. The Blue Nile, though
shorter than the White Nile, is the more important in this respect,
contributing much more to the flood volume.
The great length of the Nile, stretching southward as far as E g p
tian, Greek, or Roman eyes could see, presented the ancient world with
a mystery. Where was the far-off source of the Nile? Occasional reports
that the Nile had its origin in great lakes were spread by Greek and,
later, by Arabic merchants, and this seems to have reflected successful
exploring expeditions.
It was not, however, until the 1870's that the African expeditions of
the Anglo-American explorer Henry Morton Stanley placed east Africa
and its lakes on the map in the full light of day, and only then
was the Nile ,traced completely from source to sea.
.$

With Joseph now a high official, Pharaoh bestowed on him a highborn wife: .

...

Genesis 41 :45.
and he gave him to wife Asenath, the daughter
of Potipherah priest of O n

...

Joseph's new father-in-law bore the same name as his old master,
but the two need not necessarily be one man. Different men do bear
the same name.
On, or Anu, was a city of great religious importance to the Egyptians.
It was located at the southern base of the delta just about six miles
northeast of modem Cairo. It was an important center for the worship
of the Egyptian sun-god, Ra, so that the Egyptians called it "Pa-ra"
("house of Rap'). In the Book of Jeremiah, a direct Hebrew transla-

.
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tion of Pa-ra is used fqr the city. Jeremiah in thundering against
Egypt warns of the destruction that will follow a Babylonian invasion
and says:
Jeremiah 43:13. He s h d 'break also the images of Beth-shemesh

...

where "Beth-shemesh" means "house of the Sun."
The Greeks also used a translation of Pa-ra as the name of the city,
calling it Heliopolis ("city- of the Sun") and it is by that name that it
is best known to posterity. It remained a center of Egyptian religion
and learning throughout Old Testament times. It was well known for its
obelisks and the Revised Standard Version changes the passage in
Jeremiah 43:13. and makes "images of ~eth-shemesh"into "obelisks
of Heliopolis!' Cleopatra's Needles, two great obelisks, taken out of
Egypt and erected, one in London and one in New York's Central
Park, are from Hdiopolis.
After 300 B.c., when the Macedonian, dynasty, the Ptolemies, took
over Egypt and made Alexandria (about 220, miles northwest of Heliopolis) their capital, Heliopolis declined. Only a few ruins remain.

Joseph's role over Egypt was successful. The produce of the seven
good yea? was carefully stored against the coming famine and two
sons, Manasseh and Ephraim, were born to him. Then, when the
famine came, Egypt was prepared.
Canaan was not, however. Jacob and his sons suffered from lack of
food and the sons were sent to Egypt to buy grain. Joseph used the
occasion to test them. He treated them harshly and demanded they
bring Benjamin (whom Jacob had solicitously kept at home) with them
if they ever came for food again.
They did so and Joseph maneuvered matters so that he seemed to
have a legitimate reason for taking Benjamin captive and putting
him to death. Once before the brothers had been willing to sacrifice
one of themselves, regardless of the pain they might cause their
father. Had they changed? Apparently, they had. They refused to
abandon Benjamin, and Judah, in one of the roost touching speeches
of literature, offers himself as a slave in place of Benjamin since other-

wise "thy servants shall bring down the gray hairs of thy servant
our father with sorrow to the grave,"
And then Joseph finally revealed himself and there was a grand
reconciliation.
Since Joseph was now Egypt's all-powerful viceroy and since his successful handling of the crisis of famine must have made him popular
throughout the land, he had no hesitation in inviting his entire
family into Egypt; nor had Pharaoh any hesitation in welcoming them.
The word Joseph sent to his father was:
Genesis 45:io. And thou shalt dwell in the &mi of Goshen, and
thou shalt be near unto me

...

&hen is usually represented as being located on the eastern border
of the Nile delta. This would be the first portion of Egypt reached
by settlers from Canaan. Furthermore, if all this were indeed taking
place during the period of Hyksos rule, the Egyptian capital of Tanis,
where Joseph would be holding ollice, would be right at the western
borders of the district. Jacob and his sons would thus indeed be "near
unto" Joseph.
Jacob, transfigured with joy, prepares to obey. Genesis lists the males
who accompany him to Egypt, his sons, grandson, and great-grandsons, and counts a11 the males of the company (including Joseph and
his sons) at the round figure of seventy.
They arrive? are introduced to Pharaoh, and then:

. . . Joseph . . . gave them a @ssessian
. . . in the knd of Ranaesw . , .

Genesis 47:11.
&nd of Egypt

in the

By "land of Rameses" is meant Goshen. It is an anachronistic name
for it refers to a city of the region which was not built in the Hyksos
period but only some centuries later.
Ephraim and Manaseh
Jacob was 130 years of age when he entered Egypt and lived there
seventeen years. Then caqe the time when he felt himself to be dying.
In his last days he asked Joseph to bring his sons to him. Joseph
b&ught his young sons for their grandfather's blessing, and Jacob
adopted them as his own:
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Genesis 48:s. And now thy fwa mmf Ephraim and Manmseh
a e mine; us Reuben a d Simon, t h y &dl be m'w.

11,s

...

Joseph thus came to be the ancestor of two of the tribes of Israel,
those of Ephraim and Manasseh, and sometimes they are lumped together as the "Joseph trilbs.''
Since Jacob had twelve sons and since one of them, Joseph, was
the ancestor of two tribes, there turned out to be thirteen tribes altogether. However, the tribe of Levi 'never received any distinct tract
of land in Canaan in later centuries, but formed a priestly caste that
lived scattered through the land. The twelve tribes of Israel, as
represented in a later age by definite pieces of Canaanite territory,
were: Reuben, Sheon, Judah, Dan, Gad, Issachar, Zebulun, Asher,
N a ~ h t a l iBenjamm?
~
Ephmim? and Manasseh.
The kct that Joseph fathered two tribes while the rest only fathered
one each indicates that he received the birthright (a double share of
the inheritance) in place of Reuben, who would ordinarily liave
received it as the eldest son, Joseph's inheritance of the birthsght
is made plain, at least in the King James Version, when Jacob tens
him:
Genesis 4 8 : ~ Moreover
~.
1 have given to thee one portion above
thy brethren ,

..

This is not a clear verse, however. The Hebrew word shekern,
translated here as "portion," usually means "shoulder7' and therefore
perhaps a mountain slope. In the Revised Standard Version, Jacob
is made to say "Moreover I have given to you rather than to your
." On the other hand, it might refer
brothers one mountain slope
to the city of fiechem, and the Anchor Bible translates it, "I give you
."
as the one ahove,your brothen, Shechem
As a matter of fact, when Canaan was apportioned among the tnies,
mturies later, Ephmim received one portion and Manasseh, the
second Joseph tribe? received another portion-including Shechem and
its environs.
When Jacob prepared to bless Ephraim and Manasseh, Joseph care
fully arranged matters so as to have Manasseh, the first-born, within
d
like his father before
reach of Jacob's right hand* since the ~ l man,
him, was blind with old age and could not tell them apart, unaided.

..

..

)

Neverkheles3, Jacob crossed his arms, placing his right hand upon the
head of Ephraim? the younger.
This again probably reflects early tribal history and suggests a situation parallel to that involving Pharez ~ n dZarah (see page 107). At
the start7 Manasseh may have been the dominating group within the
Joseph tribes, so that tradition has him Joseph's first-born. At some
later date7 however7 Ephraim obtained and kept the upper hand.

Jacob then ordered his sons to gather round his deathbed while
he forecast the future of each to them, There follows the "Testament
of Jacob," which seems to reflect the situation as it existed in the
time of David, so that the forty-ninth chapter of Genesis probably
received its final form in that time.
The language used is oracular and, while possibly easily understood
as referring to known historical events by the men of the time,
has bcome obscure to us with the passage of time.
The first three sons are dismissed quickly. Their early domination
had faded completely by David's time:

. .

Genesis 49:3.Reuben, thou art my jirstborn ,
Genesis 49~4.Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel; because
thou wentest u j ~to thy father's bed .
Genesis 49:s. Simeon and bvi are brethren; instruments
m l i y are in their habitations.

..

....

Genesis 49~7.Cursed be their anger

...

The traditional reasons for their failure $re Reuben's seduction of
Bilhah, and the attack by Simeon and h
i on Shechem (see pages
im and 102).
Turning then to his fourth son, Jacob is depicted as becoming enthusiastic.
Genesis 49:8. Jucjah7 thou art he whom thy brethren shall
pahe

. ..
*...

Genesis 49:io. The sceptre shall not depart from ludah, nor a
ihwgiver from between his feet

...

This reflects the fact that when a stable and powerful kingdom
was established over the land of Israel, it was David of the tribe of
Judah that established it. Israel had by then defeated a11 its enemies
and had established its domination over the entire western half of the
Fertile Crescent. It seemed to have brought the story of Israel to a
triumphant climax' a kind of "happy ending" that sufluses this part
of the Testament.
To be sure* less than a century after David's cowing to power' the
kingdom was split in two and the Judean dynasty of David retained
only the lesser half. Presumably the forty-ninth chapter was placed
in its final form before the split had taken place.
Of course' the kinship over the southern portion of the land re
mained in the Davidic line without real interruption until 586 B.c.'
so that at no time for over four centuries did the sceptre "depart
from Judah."
The remaining brothers are, with one exception' noted briefly and
cryptically7 and7 on the whole' favorably. The exception is7 of course,
Joseph, who is praised exuberantly and lengthily. This is a reflection
of the importance of the tribes of Ephraim and Mahasseh during the
tribal period before the establishment of David's kingdom.
It might also have been a matter of diplomacy. The northern tribes
did not take kindly to Judean dominance and indeed broke away
quickly enough. It would not have been politic t~ withhold praise
from their outstanding representative.
Jacob then died at the age of 147' and was brought back by his
sons to Canaan that he might be buried in the Cave of Machpelah
where were already buried his grandparents' Abraham and Sarah,
his parents* Isaac and Rebekah' and one of his wives, b h .
About half a century later, Joseph died too, at the age of 1x0, and
with that the Book of Genesis comes to an end at a date which
might be estimated to be 1650 B.C. The curtain drops over an Egypt
in which the Hyksos are still in firm control and the Israelites are
still welcome guests of the nation.
When the curtain rises again' with the opening of the next book,
some four centuries have passed, and conditions have changed drastiany.

2. EXODUS
EPRRAXM
PHARAOH [OF THE OPPRESSION]
P ~ O M
AND
EXODUS
SMMSES THE DAUGHTER OF PHARAOH MOSES MIDIAN PHARAOH [OF
THE EXODUS] HOREE JEHOVAH AARON THE MAGICIANS OF EGYPT
PASf$OW AEIB THE RED SEA P~-HAHlROTH OMEB AMALEK JOSBUA
CHERUBW ' THE URIM AND THE THUMMIM THE MOLTEN CALF

Between the first two books of the Bible there is a long chronological gap of some four centuries following the entry ~f Jacob and
his sons into Egypt. To bridge the gap, the second book begins with
a hasty summary, listing the names of the heads of families who
entered ~ g y p t :
Exodus i:i. Now t h e are the mms of the chjldren of Israel

. ..

The phrase "Now these are the namesy' is a translation of the
Hebrew ve-eileh shemth. The Jews use that phrase as the name of
this second book, usually reducing the phrase to the single word
"%math7' ('dnames"), The Septuagint named the book "Exodos"
(or, in the Latin equivalent, "Exodus??), meaning 4'going out: b e
cause it deals with the departure of the Israelites from Egypt.

Though the sons of Jacob are listed at the beginning of Exodus,
the Bihle makes no further mention of the eponymous patriarchs of
the tribes as individuals? with a single exception.
In the First Book of Chronicles, which quickly reviews the genealogies of early history as viewed by the Jews of the post-Exilic
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period, there is a passing mention that some sons of Ephraim (Joseph's
younger son) took part in a cattle raid against a. city in southern
Canaan and were slain i n the process.
Chronicles 7:22. And Ephruim their father mourned many
days, and his brethren came to comfort him.
1

It is not clearly stated that this passage refers to the period during
which the Israelites were in Egypt and, indeed, it is improbable
that it does. Egypt was then in a strong and settled period of its
history and it is unlikely that cattle raids within its borders would
be permitted. Then, too, the site of the raid is some 150 miles from
Goshen and that is a long distance to go chasing cattle.
It may well be that this verse records an early passage in tribal
history within Canaan some centuries after the period when Jacob's
sons had been alive. Ephraim may here represent the tribe generally
rather than the ancestor individually.

Except for this one reference, all else concerning Jacob's sons is
extra-Biblical legend. Joseph is supposed to have been the first of
thebrethren to have died and Levi the last. About 100 B.c., a book
entitled "The Testament of the Twelve PatdqrcW was written, containing what here purportedly the deathbed statements of each of the
twelve sons of Jacob. Each son reviewed his own life, bewailed his
shortcomings, and urged his children to avoid his sins and to practice
virtue. Whatever moral and ethical values these lectures might have,
they are valueless as history.

Pharaoh [of the Oppression]
In any case, Exodus records that after the deaths of Joseph and
his brothers, the Israelites prospered, multiplied, and grew numerous.
And then:
Exodus 1:8.

. . . there arose up a new king over Egypt, which

knew not Joseph.

The new Pharaoh, unlike Joseph's kindly patron, had no sympathy
for the Israelites but, rather, feared them as a possible source of
danger in the land and, therefore, took stern measures against them.
If the Pharaoh of Joseph were, indeed, one of the early Hyksos
kings, then it seems fairly clear what happenedThe Hyksos did not, after all, completely control Egypt. Their
power was concentrated in the delta and, far to the south, native
Egyptian forces held local power and gathered strength.
About 500 miles up the Nile was a city later known to the Greeks
as Thebes and it was the most prominent city of upper Egypt. Under
the Old Kingdom and the Middle Kingdom, its importance was
masked by Memphis and the cities of the delta. In times of political
disintegration, however, dynasties at Thebes sometimes ruled over a
virtually independent south. The n t h dynasty, for instance, in the
years preceding the establishment of the Middle Kingdom, ruled from
Thebes.
Once the Hyksos conquered Egypt, Thebes had another chance.
Throughout the Hyksos period, it maintained a precarious independence, and gradually learned those military techniques (the horse and
chariot, an improved bow, the use of body armor) of which it had
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been ignorant and with which the Hyksos armies had conquered
Egypt.
In 1570 B.c., Ahmose, the first king of a new dynasty, the 18th,
came to power in Thebes and launched a firm attack against the
Hyksos, now complacent and rather decadent. Ahmose defeated them,
broke their power, and made himself Pharaoh over all Egyptonce more under a native dynasty after a century and a half of
foreign rule.
Ahmose might well have been the "new king over Egypt, which
knew not Joseph." As representative of the resurgent Egyptians,
he could have nothing but dislike and suspicion for the Israelites, who
had been brought in by the Hyksos and whom he might consider
nothing more than a remnant of them. In any renewed invasion
from Asia, Ahmose might well consider that the Israelites would join
with the invaders, to whom they would be bound by ties of culture
and language.
Ahmose's reign, though it may have marked the beginning of this
downturn in Israelite fortunes, may not have seen it carried through
to completion. This sort of thing feeds on itself. The Israelites,
treated as second-class citizens and as objects of suspicion, become
disaffected and this disaffection is itself the excuse for intensified o p
pression. The oppressor, rightly fearing the resentment of the o p
pressed, finds discrimination escalating into slavery almost automatically.
Exodus i:13. And the Egyptians made the children of Israel to
serve with ngour:
Exodus i:i4. And they made their lives bitter with hard bondage .

..

It is the particular Pharaoh .(not necessarily Ahmose; indeed, almost certainly not Ahmose) under whom Israelite enslavement reached
its peak who is termed the "Pharaoh of the Oppression."
In deciding, then, who the Pharaoh of the Oppression might be,
let us turn to Egyptian history.
After the time of Ahmose, the Egyptians, with the new battle
techniques they had learned from the Hyksos, entered the most militarily successful era of their history. This period is known as the "New
Kingdom" or, because Egypt spectacularly extended its power over
portions of adjoining Asia, the "Empire."
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The great military events that attended the establishment and
maintenance of the Egyptian Empire took place entirely during the
period of Israelite enslavement in Egypt and therefore no whisper of
it is retained in the Bible, whose writers concentrated entirely on
the fate of the Israelites.
Under Thutrnose I (1525-08 B.c.) and Thutmose I11 (1490-36
B.c.)-particularly the latter, sometimes called "'I'hutmose the Great"
and "the Napoleon of Ancient Egypt9'-victorious Egyptian armies
scoured the western half of the Fertile Crescent. In 1479 B.c., Thutmose I11 won a great battle at Megiddo, a city of northern Canaan,
about fifty miles north of Jerusalem. With that, Canaan and all the
land northward, nearly to the Euphrates, became Egyptian. Under
Amenhotep I11 (1397-70 B.c.) the empire rested upon a plateau of
prosperity and success.
,
Wfth the son of Amenhotep 111, Amenhotep IV (1370-53 B.c.),
a decline set in. The new king was a religious revolutionary. In a
land of numerous gods, he was a monotheist, recognizing a single god,
Atan, represented in nature by the sun. Since his own name Amenhotep means "Amen is content" and glorifies the god, Amen, the
new Pharaoh rejected the name as idolatrous and called himself
Ildmaton ("Aton is satisfied7'). He also established a new capital at
a city he named Akhetaton ("the horizon of Aton") located about
halfway between Thebes and the delta. On its site now stands the
village of Tell el Amarna.
Ikhnaton tried to establish the new monotheism throughout Egypt
by force, but the priests of the older gods fought him relentlessly
and on their side was the innate conservatism of the Egyptian people.
After Ikhnaton's early death and a short reign of only about seventeen years, his new religion fell apart. Under his young son-in-law
Tutanlshaton l(i352-43 B.c.) the old priesthood won a complete
victory. Akhetaton was abandoned and Tutankhaton was forced to
change his name to Tutankhamon.
While Ikhnaton was absorbed in his religious revolution, the Asian
dominions of the empire were under constant attack. In A.D. 1887,
the ruins of Akhetaton yielded a large cache of letters from Egyptian
viceroys in Asia. It is a melancholy tale of continuous incursions from
the north and east and of useless pleas for help to Ikhnaton, who
lacked the ability, or perhaps the will, to fight off the marauding
bands from the desert.

A more formidable foe was arising in the north. The Hittite Old
Kingdom (see page 78) had been weakened and rendered harmless
by Thutmose 111, but after that conqueror's death, the Hittites hardened once more into their New Kingdom. In Ikhnaton's time, the
greatest of the Hittite kings, Shubbiluliu, w a s on the throne. He
conquered Mitanni and beat back the Egyptian boundary to Canaan
itself.
After Tutenkhamon's death (and it was his untouched tomb that
was discovered in A.D. 1922; see page 63) the 18th dynasty quickly
declined and petered out. ;In its place a new. family succeeded to the
throne. This was the 19th dynasty, and its first member, Rameses I,
became Pharaoh in 1304 B.C. Under him, the Egyptian Empire experienced a new period of vigor.
This dynasty reached its peak under Rameses I1 ("Rameses the
Great"), whose long reign stretched from 1290 to 1223 B.c., and
during this time Egypt c@me.into direct conflict with the Hittites.
In 1288 B.c., a p a t battle was fought between the two empires at
Kadesh, about eighty miles north of Damascus. The battle was indecisive, as was the entire war, which ended in a compromise peace
by which the Hittites retained their conquests of the previous century. The effort to withstand Egypt had, however, fatally weakened the
Hittite power and had seriously strained Egypt itself.
Rameses I1 is the most famous of all the Pharaohs. His long reign
gave him ample time to indulge in all his grandiose notions. He
beautified Thebes, which was at the height of its splendor during
his reign. He covered Egypt with gigantic statues of himself, with
self-glorifying inscriptions, and is reported to have had 160 children
by numerous wives and concubines.
Rameses I1 contributed largely to the later legend of "Sesostris."
When, eight centuries after Egypt's great days of empire, Herodotus,
the Greek historian, visited the ancient land, the priests and antiquarians of Egypt gladly rehearsed the glorious past, with improvements. By Herodotus' time, Egypt was far in decline and had been
conquered by two different Asian empires, the Assyrian and the
Persian. It suited Egyptian pride therefore to recall a time, now dimly
lost in the mists of the far past, when it had been Egypt that was the
world empire.
The name Herodotus reports for the conqueror was Sesostris, the
actual name of three Pharaohs of the 12th dynasty, the first of whom
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might conceivably have been Abraham's Pharaoh (see page 64).
The Middle Kingdom had first carried Egypt's power beyond its borders into Ethiopia. These deeds were combined with the still greater
ones of Thutmose I11 and Rameses I1 and the whole escalated to
the point where "Sesostris" conquered all of Ethiopia, penetrated
Asia far beyond the Euphrates, marched through Asia Minor and
into Europe, subduing the plains beyond the Black Sea.
Aft& Rameses 11, there were no further grounds for dreaming of
a Sesostris. Egypt began to decline and, with only occasional minor
rallies, each less successful than the one before, continued to decline
throughout Biblical times.
Where, then, in this long history would the Pharaoh of the Oppression be found?
Ikhnaton offers an attractive possibility. He was unique in the
long line of Pharaohs; a rebel, a breaker of tradition, a monotheist.
Could he have been the kindly Pharaoh, welcoming the monotheistic
Jacob and his' sons into Egypt? This is quite unlikely, unfortunately,
as Ikhnaton's reign is considerably too late for that.
There is another possibility. Could Ikhnaton have been reigning
at the close of the period of Israelite enslavement rather than its
start? Could hehave learned his monotheism from Moses or, as some
have suggested, could Moses have learned it from Ikhnaton?
Could it be, in fact, that Ikhnaton's father, Arnenhotep 111, was
the strong Pharaoh of the Oppression, and that under Ikhnaton's
feeble and self-absorbed rule, the Israelites broke out of Egypt? In
favor of this are' the Tell el Amama reports from Canaan of the
onslaught of the desert tribes. Might not these be the Israelites them:
selves, now out of Egypt and driving hard to conquer Canaan?
This is unlikely on several counts. In the first place, Ikhnaton's reign
is too early for the Israelite conquest of Canaan. Such an early conquest will not square with the better-known dates of later events in
the Bible.
This is not to deny that Canaan was under assault from the desert
under Ikhnaton but it is very likely that the assaulters at that time
were the tribes who settled down along the borders of Canaan (having failed to penetrate its interior against Egyptian defenses) as the
Edamites, Moabites, and Ammonites. After all, the Biblical story is
quite clear on the point that when the Israelites themselves approached

,

Canaan, the Edomites, Moabites, and Ammonites were already established on the ground, and in firm possession of the land to the
east and south of the Dead Sea.*
To be sure, these earlier invaders were closely allied to the Israelites
and it may even be that some of the tribes who were later to
join in the Israelite confederacy were already attacking Canaan and
were to be joined later by tribes emerging from Egypt. There are
some who suggest that only the Joseph tribes, Ephraim and Manasseh,
were enslaved in Egypt; and that after they left Egypt they joined a
federation of tribes who were attacking Canaan directly from the
desert.
Then, too, if the Israelites had emerged from Egypt and conquered
Canaan during and after the reign of Ikhnaton, they would have
been caught up in the gigantic campaigns of Rameses I1 that followed. The Bible could not very well have failed to capture even an
echo of the mighty battle of Kadesh.
One must look later, then, for the Pharaoh of the Oppression and
speculation inevitably alights on Rameses I1 himself. Why not?
Rameses I1 was a vainglorious despot quite capable of making the
most arbitrary use of his powers. He was engaged in a life-anddeath struggle with an Asian power and he was bound to look upon
the Asians within his own realm with the utmost suspicion. It is quite
conceivable that the Hittites would try to make use of an Israelite
insurrection to divert Egyptian power, that at least some Israelites
would look with favor on such a scheme, and that Rameses would
suspect them of complicity even if they did not. Intensified enslave
ment and even a program of genocide is possible.
Furthermore, (he reign of Rameses I1 is followed by a decline
during which the Israelites could have broken out of Egypt. What's
more, the decline does not reverse itself. Egypt does not enter Asia
with renewed power so that the Israelites can conquer and occupy
Canaan without interference from Egypt.
It would seem then that Rameses I1 would have to be the Pharaoh
of the Oppression, if there is any Pharaoh of the Oppression at all.
This last reservation is made necessary by the fact that there is no
record outside the Bible df Israelites in Egypt, of their enslavement,

* The letters at Tell el Amaqa refer to the invaders as "Khabiri"; that is, "Hebrews." However, the men of Edom, Moab, and Ammon were as Hebrew as the
men of Israel.
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and of1 their escape. In particular, none of tike events in Exodub are
to befound anywhere in the Egyptian records uncovered by modem
archaeologists.
Pithod and Raamses
One of the pieces of evidence that points to Rameses I1 as the
Pharaohof the Oppression is contained in the nftute i f the work done
by the Israelite slaves. -

...

Exodus 1:ii.
And they built far Phetriiah treasure ci'tfes,
P i t h and Raamses.

(The phase "treasure cities" is clearly a mistranslahiob. The Revised
~tandakdVersion has "store-cities" in its place; cities, that is, in which
provisions woe stored for the use of armies advancing into Asia,)
The &me Raamses (which in the fiebrew requires 9 very small
change to become Rameses) seem?,,significant.T h e name Raqeses
not occur at all among the Pharaohs of the fir$ eighteen dynp
ties, bnf eleven Pharaohs of that name are to be found in the .i@
and 20th dynasties. Of them, Ram- J I is by far the most famous
and successful; also the most self-glorifying and the most apt to name
a dty for himself.
The nims ,of pithom (pturn in Egyptian, meaning "house of the
setting sun") were discovered i n 1882 about twelve miles west of
what isnow the Suez Canal. It was on a canal which Rameses I1 had
had built from an eastern branch of. the Nile to the bodies of water
then making up the nori$ernmost reaches of the Red Seg* land of
pninitive Suez Canal. The ruins contain, among other things, a
statue of Rameies 11, indicating that the city may well have been
built in his reign.
Pithom is located ip Goshen (see page 11~)' and Raamses was
probably built some miles west of Pithom. Conceivably, a case may
be made here. Since Rameses I1 was planning his l ~ g eexpedition
i&o Ask against the Hittites, he needed good supply depots to his
rear. Pithom and Raamses on the northeastern frontier would suit
his pittpose exactly, and since the Israelites were s d e d o n the SOQt,
it was convenient to make use of their labor.

does

Although the Bible specifically describes the Israelites as having built
cities, many casual readers of the Bible seem to have picked up the
notion that the Israelite slaves built the pyramids. This is not so.
The pyramids were built a thousand years before Joseph entered
Egypt.
This also disposes of the feeling that the pyramids might be the
storehouses built under Joseph's direction to store the grain of the
seven plentiful years. The pyramids couldn't serve such a purpose
anyway, even if they were built in Joseph's time, for they are virtually
solid structures with tunnels and cavities only large enough to hold
the sarcophagus of a Pharaoh. As a matter of fact, the pyramidsoddly enough-are nowhere mentioned in the Bible.

The Daughter of Pharaoh
Ramaes 11, according to the Biblical story, commanded all Israelite
boy babies to be drowned. As a result, when a son was born to a
woman of the tribe of kvi, she tied to save him by placing him
in a small boat (or "ark") of bulrushes, daubed with pitch to make
it waterproof, and setting that afloat on the Nile. (The bulrushes
were papyrus reeds, which the Egyptians used in making light boats
and the pith of which they used in making a writing material. Our
word "paper" comes from papyrus, even though paper is made from
other materials now.)
The small boat containing the baby was discovered:
Exodus 2:s. And the daughter of Pharaoh came down to wash
herself at the river
and . . saw the ark among the flags .

...

.

..

Who the "daughter of Pharaoh" might be is, of course, not known.
She is not named in the Bible and, since Rameses I1 is supposed
to have had something like fifty ,daughters, there seems no hope of
ever identifying the young lady. To be sure, the ancient Jewish historian Josephus, who retells the story of the Bible, filling in the gaps
with later legend, gives her name as Thennouthes, but no Egyptian
princess of that name and period is known. One of the early Church
fathers gave the name as Merris and the name "Meri" does occur in
the inscriptions of the time. But that could be mere coincidence.

Moses
The Hebrew name of the child is Mosheh. In the Septuagint, the
various Hebrew names of the Bible are changed into Greek equivalents. This involves some nearly inevitable changes. The Greek
alphabet doesn't include a letter for the "sh" sound, which does not
occur in Greek, so a simple "s" must be shbstituted. Then, since
Greek names almost invariably,end in 3,"a final "s" must be added.
In this way, Mosheh becomes Moses.
The English versions of the New Testament (almost all of which
was originally written in Greek) usually contain Hebrew names in
the Greek form. For instance, Jesus is the Greek form of the
Hebrew "Joshua." English versions of the Old Testament, however,
usually restore the Hebrew forms as far as possible. This was not
possible at all in the case of Moses, sin& that particular Greek form
had become too well known to the population generally to be altered.
The priestly editors of the Hexateuch saw in the word "Mosheh"
a siftrilarity to the Hebrew mashah, meaning "to draw out," and
therefore gave that as the derivation of the name:

...

..

Exodus 2:10.
Pharaoh's daughter.
called his name Moses:
and she said, Because I drew him out of the water.
Now an Egyptian princess is scarcely going to turn to the Hebrew
language for a name (even if she could be imagined as bothering to
learn the slaves' language in the first place). Besides, Moses happens
to have a much more straightforward and natural meaning in Egyptian. It means "son." (Thus Thutmose means "son of Thoth" and
Rameses means "son of Ra," both Thoth and Ra being Egyptian
gods.)
T h e legend surrounding Moses' infancy seems no more plausible
than the Hebrew derivation given his name. Ancient legends are full
of tales of children cast away for some reason or other who are
miraculously saved and go on to become people of great importance.
In the Greek legends, this is the case with Perseus, Oedipus, and Paris,
for instance; in the Roman legends, with Romulus; in the Persian
legends, with Cyrus.
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Most significant of all is a legend told of Sargon of Agade (see
page 50) who lived over a thousand years before the time of Moses.
The legend of Sargon has been found on Babylonian tablets dating back to several centuries before the Exile. The priests in Babylon
who were preparing the Hexateuch in its final form must have heard
the legend, and it is very likely that they appropriated it.
Sargon of Agade is described as the illegitimate son of a noble
woman who bore him in shame and secrecy, and then exposed him.
She did this by putting him in a small boat of reeds, daubed with
pitch, and letting him drift down the river. The baby was rescued by
a poor man who raised him as his own son.
The Biblical writers improved the tale, however. Moses was a legitimate son and was raised by a princess.
There are no Biblical details concerning Moses* youth, but the
legends of later times fill those years with activity designed to magnify the glory of the future leader of the Israelites. Jose$hus tells, for
instance, how invading Ethiopians had Egypt at their mercy when
Moses took over leadership of the Egyptian army and utterly defeated
the Ethiopians. There is no evidence in Egyptian annals, however, for
the events described by Josephus.
'

As a grown man, Moses found himself sympathizing with the Israelite slaves, presumably out of humanity and possibly because he had
learned of his own origins. In a fit of anger he killed an Egyptian
overseer and, when this was found out, left Egypt hurriedly, to avoid
execution at the orders of an angered Pharaoh.

...

Exodus 2:15.
Moses fted from the face of Pharaoh and
dwelt in the land of Midian

...

Midian, it seems quite likely, is located in northwestern Arabia, just
east of the Red Sea, about two hundred miles southeast of Goshen.
It represents the shortest distance Moses could have traveled and
placed himself outside (he boundaries of Imperial Egypt.
According to later tradition, Moses was forty years old at the time
of his flight to Midian. This is too pat, for it divides Moses' Biblically

allotted lifetime of 120 years into neat thirds. From birth to 40, he
would be an Egyptian prince, from 40 to 80 an exile in Midian, and
from 80 to 120 a leader of the Israelites.

Pharaoh [of the Exodus]
While Moses was in Midian, getting married and having a son, a
crucial change took place in Egypt:
Exodus 2:23. And it came to pass in process of time, that the
king of Egypt died

...

and that took place in 1223 B.c., if the Pharaoh of the Oppression
was indeed Rameses 11.
Succeeding Rameses I1 was the far weaker Memeptah, who is
usually thought of as the Pharaoh of the Exodus, the Pharaoh under
whom the dramatic events described in the rest of the Book of
Exodus took place.
Since these events represent little less than a complete disaster for
Egypt, it is to be expected that the reign of Merneptah might be
listed in Egyptian annals as one filled with trouble.
And so it is. To be sure, the exact events described in Exodus are
not to be found anywhere in the Egyptian records, but there was
plenty of trouble of another sort and Memeptah's reign witnessed a
time of troubles for the whole region rimming the eastern Mediterranean Sea.
Every once in a while, in the course of ancient history, there come
times when nomad peoples seem to be on the move. One tribe drives
against another which in turn bushes against the next and so on like
a series of falling dominoes. The settled cities of the civilized areas of
the world eventually meet the brunt of the force and since their peoples cannot easily move and yield to the pressure, civilizations often
meet with disaster at such times.
The thirteenth century B.C. witnessed one of these troublesome mass
migrations of peoples. The pressure of barbarian invasions was beginning to be felt in Greece and southeastern Europe generally. Under
that pressure, raiding bands from Greece, Crete, and such areas spread
out across the Aegean Sea and plunged their way, west, south, and
&st They invaded Asia Minor, and the Trojan War may have been
an item in that invasion.

Ãˆ
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As a result of the disorders that racked Asia Minor then, a native
people, the Phrygians, rose to power and dealt the final blow to the
Hittite Empire, which had been fatally wounded in its great war
against Rameses 11. As a result, the Hittites declined to a bare remnant, and appeared to the Israelites, when they finally conquered
Canaan, asno more than another small tribe.
Then, too, some tribes leaving Asia Minor under the pressure of
invasions may have traveled westward to found the Etruscan civilization in Italy.
The invaders from southeastern Europe landed as well on the coasts
of Egypt. To the Egyptians, they were the "Peoples of the Sea." The
Egyptians managed to fight them off but only at great cost and the
damage done the nation undoubtedly contributed greatly to the decline of its vigor. In the disorders accompanying the invasion, it is not
at all unreasonable that the Israelites may have seized the opportunity
to depart.
Furthermore, for the first time since the reign of Thutmose I, three
centuries before, the Egyptian hold on Canaan was broken. A contingent of the Peoples of the Sea invaded Canaan and established
themselves as the Philistines on its southern coast. Egyptian armies
were either defeated or, very likely, melted away when they were
called home to defend the motherland itself. Egyptian power did not
return to Canaan for nine centuries, and the Israelites, in their drive
to conquer Canaan, had to face only the native Canaanites and not
a powerful Egyptian army. Indeed, for centuries their most inveterate
enemies were the Philistines who had entered Canaan from the west,
while the Israelites had plunged in from the east.
It seems to make sense, therefore, to accept Memeptah as the
Pharaoh of the Exodus, whether one accepts the actual details d e
scriid in the Bible or not.
Horeb

Moses' task of leading the Israelites out of Egypt begins in Midian.
Exodus 3:1. Now Moses kept the flock of Whro his father in
law
and he led the flock
to the traountain of God, even to
Horeb.

...

...

I t is common to consider mountains as particularly sacred to divine
beings; one need only consider the Greek gods and their home on
Mount Olympus. Apparently, the Bible has reference here to a mountain which was considered in the old Israelite traditions to be sacred
to God.

Mount Horeb (Sinai)

The mountain is called Horeb here, but in other places in Exodus
it is called Sinai. Both names are accepted as referring to the same
mountain but it is the latter name which is much better known. I t
is not located in Canaan~everyoneagrees on that-so it must repre
sent an ancient tradition of holiness indeed, one that preceded the
entry of the Israelites into Canaan. It is a holiness, moreover, which
is not associated with the patriarchal age, for Sinai is never mentioned
in the Book of Genesis.
Indeed, the holiness may trace back to Sumerian mythology for
the name Sinai could refer back to the moon-god, Sin, who was an
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important object of worship both in Ur and in Haran (see page
59). In that case, though, one might wonder why there was no
association of Sinai with Abraham, who lived in both Ur and Haran.
Some scholars believe that Mount Sinai is to be found somewhere
on the Arabian side of the Red Sea, because that is where Moses was
at the time. If Sinai were really connected with Sumerian mythology,
(hat, too, would bespeak a location reasonably close to the Fertile
Crescent. Then too, in several poetic passages of the Bible, Sinai is
associated with mountains'south of Canaan. For example, in a passage
of Deuteronomy, commonly called the "Song of Moses," we have:
Deuteronomy 33:2
from Seir ,

..

.. .The Lord came from Siwa, and rose up

Indeed, considering the parallelism of Hebrew poetry, and its trick
of saying the same thing twice with slight variation, one might even
be tempted to argue that Mount Sinai is Mount Seir (also called
Mount Hor).
However, in early Christian times the tradition arose that the mountain was located on the triangular peninsula that lies on the boundary between Africa and Asia and that is now, in consequence,
Icnowh as Sinai.
The Sinai Peninsula, about 1 p miles long, is bounded on the north
by the Mediterranean Sea and on the south by the Red Sea. The
northern end of the Red Sea divides into two narrow arms, like
the eyestalks of a snail, which bound Sinai on the southwest and
southeast. The western horn, which is the longer and wider, is the
Gulf of Suez; the eastern, the Gulf of Aqaba.
When Egypt was' powerful, Sinai was part of its realm, as during
the Middle Kingdom and during the Empire. After the invasion of
the Peoples of the Sea, the ebbing of Egyptian power left Sinai to its
own nomadic inhabitants. (Nowadays, Sinai forms part of modem
Egypt but was occupied by Israel after the Sixday War of 1967.)
In southern Sinai is a range of mountains among which Mount
Sinai is supposed to be located. By a tradition dating back to the
sixth century A.D. it is identified particularly with the tallest peak,
which is about 7400 feel, or nearly one and a half miles high. This
peak bears the Arabic name of Jebel Musa ("Mount of Moses").

Jehd
On Mount Horeb, Moses becomes aware of a bush that is burning
steadily but is not consumed. He approaches and God, speaking to
him out of the bush, commands him to return to Egypt and to lead
the Israelites out of slavery.
In the process, God reveals his personal name:

Exodus 3:14. And God said unto Moses, I

AM THAT I AM

...

The phrase, capitalized as a gesture of respectful awe, is translated
I AM WHO I AM in the Revised Standard Version, with a footnote
giving alternate readings of I AM WHAT I AM and I WILL BE
WHAT I WILL BE.
Apparently the name of the Lord is here connected with some
form of the word "to be," either in the present or future tense, as
though the primary nature of God is external existence.
Moses returns to Egypt along with his elder brother, Aaron, but his
fast efforts fail to impress Pharaoh. The Egyptian monarch sharpens the
oppression so that the Israelites themselves, who had first hailed Moses,
turn against him. God reassures Moses and pronounces his name
once more, this time in a briefer version;

...

Exodus 6:3.
1 appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto
Jacob, by the name of God Almighty? but by my name JEHOVAH
was I not known to them.
The name here given for God is the YHVH I mentioned earlier
(see page 20).
Ift later history, the Jews grew increasingly reluctant to articulate the
actual name of God and it became a habitual gesture of respect with
them to substitute for the four consonants wherever they occur the
respectful title of "the Lord," which in Hebrew is Adonai.
In both the King James Version and the Revised Standard Version
this procedure is followed and YHVH is consistently translated as
"Lord." Exodus 6:3 is the one place where the King James Version
abandons caution and actually makes use of the name of God.
The Revised Standard Version does not do so but remains consistent
and translates the clause in Exodus 6:3 as "but by my name the
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Lord I did not make myself known to them." (The translation from
the Masoretic text gives the Hebrew consonants themselves, untranshted, with a footnote directing that it be read "the Lord.")
The name Jehovah is almost universally accepted by English-speaking 'Christians as the manner of pronouncing YHVH, but that arose
by mistake.
It seems that as the centuries passed and the Jews of later history
spread throughout the east and began to speak Aramaic, Babylonian,
and Greek, in preference to Hebrew, there grew up the danger that
the proper pronunciation of the Biblical language would be forgotten. The Jewish scholars therefore placed little diacritical marks under the Hebrew consonants, indicating the vowel sounds that went
with them in each particular word.
For YHVH,however, they did not produce the proper diacritical
marks since the name was not supposed to be pronounced anyway.
Instead, they wrote the diacritical marks for Adonui, the word that
was supposed to be pronounced. Sometime during the Middle Ages,
a Christian scholar, supposing that the vowels of Adonui belonged
with the consonants YHVH,wrote out the namfc in full as Jehovah.
(The initial J in Latin is pronounced like an initial Y in English.)
This mistake has persisted and will probably continue to persist.
Actually, modem scholars seem to have decided that the correct pronunciation of YHVH is Yahveh.
During the greater portion of Old Testament times it was by no
means certain that the worship of Yahveh, according to the ritual set
forth in the first five books of the Bible (which, according to longaccepted tradition, both Jewish and Christian, were written by Moses),
would win out among the Israelites. I will, in this book, speak of
those who believed in the worship of Yahveh (particularly in the
exclusive worship of Yahveh as the only God) as Yahvists.

Aaron

Moses and his brother Aaron were of the tribe of Levi and in later
generations the priesthood was to be confined to the descendants of
Aaron, so that the expression "Levite" came to be virtually synony- ,
mous with "priest." In view of this, Exodus pauses here to give an
account of the genealogy of Aaron.

.
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Levi is described as having hadr three sons, of whom Kohath
was second,' while Kohath had four sons of whom the first two were

Amram and Izhar. The age at the time of death is given for Levi,
Kohath, tad Amram as 137,' 133, and 137 years respectively, so that
there is still the echo, here, of the patriarchal age of moderately extended lifetimes.

...
...

to wife; and
Exodus 630. And Amram took him Jochebed
she bare him Aaron and Moses
Exodus 6:21. And the sons of Izhar; Koruh
Korah, who was later to rebel against Moses and come to a bad
end, is here described as Moses* first cousin. He is also the ancestor
(despite his rebellion) of one of the guilds of Temple musicians,
variously referred to in the Bible as the Korahites, Korhites, or Korathites, and who will be mentioned in connection with the Book of
Psalms.
The line of Aaron is taken further:

.. .

,

...

Exodus 6:23. And Aaron took him Elisheba
to wife; and
she bare him Nu&&, and Abihu, Eleassar and Ithamar.
'

<*

.

..

Exodus 6:25. And Eleazar , took him one of the daughters of
Putiel to wife; and she bare him Pftinehas.
Nadab and Abihu died in the course of the Exodus but Eleazar
and Ithamar survived to become the ancestors of the two chief priestly
families of later times. Aaron was the first High Priest and he was
succeeded by his son Eleazar and, eventually, by his grandson, Phinehas.

The Magicians of Egypt
After the Levite genealogy, the writers of Exodus return to the
main current of its account.
Moses and Aaron approach Pharaoh once more and try to impress
him by turning a rod into a serpent. Pharaoh, however, scorns what
he considers a parlor trick and calls his own men to duplicate it.

.. .

the magicians of Egypt
Exodus 7:11.
ner with their enchantments.

. . . did in like man-
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The names of these magicians are not given. In the New Testament, however, in the second of Paul's Epistles to Timothy, there is
the passage:
a Timothy

38.

. . .Jannes and J a m b withstood Moses , . .

There were a number who withstood Moses in the course of the
passage of the Israelites from Egypt to Canaan. None of these had
names that were anything like Jannes and Jambres, names which do
not occur anywhere else in the Bible, in fact The usual assumption,
therefore, is that Paul was drawing upon some well-known legend which
gave the names Jannes and Jambres to the Egyptian magicians who
tried to duplicate the works of Moses and to show him up as a mere
conjurer before Pharaoh. Indeed, some rabbinical legends have Jannes and Jambres so impressed by Moses that they eventually joined
the Israelites, but died in the course of the Exodus.

The Red Sea

Passover

Wit% Pharaoh scorning the first demonstration, Moses and Aaron
bring, in swift succession, a series of disasters upon Egypt. These, involving visitations of frogs and insects, various pestilences, unusual
weather such as hail or darkness, are generally referred to as "the
ten plagues of Egypt."
Although these plagues, if they had taken place as described in the
Bible, must have loomed largein any contemporary records or in later
histories, no reference to them is to be found in any source outside
th'e Bible. In 1950, Immanuel Velikovsky, in his book Worlds in
Collision attempted to account for the plagues (and for some other
events described in the Bible) by supposing that the planet Venus
had undergone a near collision with the earth. The book created a
moderate sensation among the general public for a while, but the reaction of astronomers varied from amusement to anger, and the Velikovskian theory has never, for one moment, been taken seriously either
by scientistsor by Biblical scholars.
The tenth plague was the crucial one. In its course, the first-born
male of every house in Egvpt was slain by divine action. The Ismelites were spared. Each family was directed to eat a ceremonial meal
and to place the blood of the lamb eaten in the course of that
meal on the door of the house:

..

. the Lord will pass through to smite the EgypExodus 12:23.
tians: and when he seeth the blood
the Lord will pass over the
door and will not . . smite you.

.

...

In commemoration of this awesome event, which marked the beginning of the escape from Egypt and the establishment of the Israelites as a nation, a ceremonial meal is eaten each year. The ceremony
is named (according to the Bible) after the promise of God to "pass
over" the Israelite houses. The original instructions refer to it thus:
Exodus

12:11.

. . . it is thehrd's passover.

The Hebrew word translated here as "passover" is pesach and the
Biblical writers saw a similarity to the Hebrew word meaning "to pass
over" and therefore wrote the passages in such a way as to stress that
similarity. The real meaning of pesach is unknown.

'
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In all probability, the Passover was an agricultural festival long ante
dating the time of Moses. Such festivals are common in all agricultural
societies. (Americans have even invented one for themselves-Thanksgiving..) Usually such festivals, even among the early Israelites, were
thoroughly pagan in inspiration.
The priestly writers of the Hexateuch could not revise the early
traditions in too extreme a fashion. The various festivals were too
popular and too deeply ingrained in tradition to be done away with.
The best that could be done was to associate them firmly with some
legendary event in Biblical history and divorce them from idolatry.
Passover, the most important of the agricultural festivals, was associated
with the most important event in the early legends-the Exodus.
(Such changed associations are common in the development of religions. Thus, in the early history of Christianity, the pagan celebration of the winter solstice-the Saturnalia-was converted into Christmas and made into the, celebration of the birth of Jesus-something
that will be discussed further in the second volume.
After the Exile, the Passover was one of fie three festivals during
which all pious Jews attempted to travel to Jerusalem and worship at
the Temple. It was in the course of one of these Passovers that Jesus
was crucified.
The anniversary of the resurrection of Jesus, is still celebrated at the
same time of the year as Passover, although never on the same day,
for the Christian method of calculating the day differs from the Jewish method.
That anniversary is, in English, called "Easter" and this is another
example of religious adaptation. The word comes from the name of an
old Teutonic goddess of spring. A pagan spring festival was converted
into the commemotation of the resurrection but its pagan name was
kept to make the transition as easy as possible.
The word "Easter" is sometimes, quite wrongly, applied to Passover.
This is done on one occasion in the King James Version. In the
Book of Acts, it is described how the Apostle Peter was imprisoned at
the time of the Passover, with the intention of bringing him to trial
once the festival was over. The ruler is described as

.. .

intending after Easter to bring him forth to the
Acts 12:4.
people*
The Revised Standard Version changes Easter to Passover in this
case, of course.

Abib'
The month in which the Exodus took place, and in which the
Passover was celebrated, was Abib.
Exodus 13:4. This day came ye out in the month Abib.

Abib is an example of the names of the months used in pre-Exilic
times. The word means "kernel of grain" and marks the time of the
year when such kernels appeared.
Other such ancient names are mentioned here and there in the
Bible. In connection with the building of the Temple under Solomoot for instance, the Bible records:
1 Kings 6:37. In the fourth year was the foundation of the
house of the Lord laid, in the month Zif:'
1 Kine 6:38. And in the eleventh year, in the month Bul
was the house finished

...

...

The temple was then dedicated:
1 Kings 8:2. And all the men of Israel assembkd
feast in the month Ethunim

...

. . . at the

During the Babylonian Exile, however, the Jews made use of the
Babylonian calendar and they kept that throughout their later history,
down to the present day. The names of the months in the Jewish
calendar are Babylonian now and are us@ in those Biblical books
that are clearly post-Exilic, especially the, books of Nehemiah and
Esther. Thus, the month earlier known as Abid, in which Passover
was celebrated, became Nisan:

Nehemiah

2:1.

And it came to pass in the month Nisan

...

The Red Sea
After the tenth plague, Pharaoh's resistance broke and he agreed
to allow the Israelites to leave the land:
Exodus 12:37.And the children of Israel journeyed from Rameses
to Succoth

...

The location of Succoth is not agreed upon, but many, people believe it to be located very close to Pithom (see page 126) or even to
be identical with it. If so, the Israelites, upon leaving Egypt,headed
east.
Had they borne northward, they could have reached and followed
the coast, taking the most direct and shortest route into Canaan.
That, however, would have led them into trouble.
The Peoples of the Sea were now invading various sections of the
Egyptian realm. (This, in fact, may well have been the historical
equivalent of the dramatic Biblical story of the plagues.) The Peoples
of the Sea were establishing themselves on the very portion of the
Canaanite coast that the Israelites would have reached first.
The Israelites, who were liberated slaves unused to war, were in
no position to take on tile well-armed, war-hardened invaders from
the sea, soon to appear importantly in the Biblical story as the Philistines. The Israeliteshad to travel eastward, therefore, in order to flank
the Philistine position and this brought them to the Red Sea.

...

Exodus i3:17.
God led them not through the way of the
land of the Philistines, although that' was near; for God said, Lest
peradventure the people repent when they see war, <mi they return
to Egypt:
Exodus 13:18. But God led the be@& about, through the way
o f the wildomess of the Red Sea

...

The Red Sea is a long, narrow arm of the Indian Ocean, extending northwest and southeast in an almost straight line for 1450 miles.
Its width is only between 150 &d 200 miles, and from its shape one
can guqs that it is part of the Great Rift Valley.
The Red Sea is one of the most unpleasant parts of the ocean. It
separates the African desert from the Arabian desert and receives little
water in the form of rainfall, while the sun, baking as hotly as anywhere on earth, evaporates much water. For that reason, despite the
fact that water constantly pours into the southern end of the sea,
which $ open to the main body of the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea
manages to be saltier than any other part of the ocean. It is up to
4.1 per cent salt at the closed northern end, as compared to 3.5 per
cent for the oceans generally.
The name "Red Sea" is of Greek origin and in Roman times, the
name spread out into that portion of the Indian Ocean into which
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the sea opened-what we now call the Gulf of Aden, the Arabian
Sea, and the Persian Gulf.
Why "Red"? There are several theories. The waters may turn red
through some infestation of microscopic plants; the shells on the shore
(or the rocks) may be red; the reflection of the setting sun as seen
from Arabia may turn the waters red. You can take your pick. Perhaps
none of these is the right reason; or perhaps there is no reasons
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With the Israelites in the process~of leaving Egyp^ pharaoh refretted having given permission for their departure. At t h e head of
adetachment of cavalry he set out after them. . :.

. . . the

...

Exodus 1 4 : ~ ~
Egyptians pursued after them,
tiad
overfook them encamping by the sea, beside pi-hahiroth. ,'.

.

The Bible then relates the story of the pcape of the Israelites when
il>c waters of the Red Sea miraculously parted for them, and then
;
returned in time to drown the pursuing Egyptians.
-:
,
Where did this parting take place? Presumably in the neighborhood of Pi-hahiroth, but the one great q t c h is that no one knows
exactly where Pi-hahiroth might have beenlocated.
W e can eliminate the main body of the Red Sea at once. To
Imagine that the Israelites crossed the Red Sea proper, passing over
1150 miles or so of emptied sea bottom which, in places, is something
Kke a mile and a half deep, is unnecessary. Had they done so, they
would have ended in the main portion of the Arabian peninsula and
there is nothing in succeeding events, as described in the Bible, to
make one think that happened. The succeeding events take place,
sther, in the Sinai Peninsula and that is separated from Egypt by a
^jorthwestern extension of the Red Sea now known as the Gulf of
2.

#

Suez.
- The Gulf of Suez is a miniature of the Red Sea; something of the
&me shape, but not as long, not as wide, and not as deep. It is
two hundred miles long, nowhere more than thirty miles wide, and,
- 1
at its northern end, it is only eighteen feet deep:
- Even the Gulf of Suez, as it exists today, may not be the site of the
Israelite "crossing of the Red Sea." The Hebrew name for the body of
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water that was crossed is yam suph. The phrase is translated as "Red
Sea," but its literal meaning is "the sea of reeds."
In Exodus times (it is generally thought) the Gulf of Suez extended somewhat farther northward than it does today. In particular,
it included two shallow bodies of brackish water called the Bitter
Lakes. (These marshes are no longer on the map because they
were filled in at the time the Suez Canal was built.)
In the Gulf of Suez extended up to and including the Bitter Lakes,
this extension might have represented a shallow basin of sea water
filled with reeds along its shores, and this might have been a Sea
of Reeds in literal truth. The site of Piehahiroth may have been
on the shores of this vanished extension of the Red Sea.
It would seem, from the Biblical account, that every one of the
pursuing Egyptians was drowned. If a Pharaoh accompanied them,
he was drowned, too. There are no records outside the Bible which
indicate Merneptah, or any Phamoh, to have drowned in the Red Sea.
'Nevertheless, if Memeptah died in this fashion, then the Exodus
took place in 1211 B.C. by the best modem reckoning.
According to the Biblical reckoning:
Exodus 12:40. Now the sojourning of the children
dwelt in Egypt, was four hundred and thirty years.

of Israel, who

If this is accepted, then the entry of Jacob and his sons into Egypt
took place in 1641 B.C. This date is neatly within the period of the
Hyksos domination of Egypt as would be expected (see page 108).

The Israelites were fed, miraculously, by a food called manna
dropping from the heavens. There have been attempts to advance
a non-miraculous explanation. Some suggest the manna to have been
the exudate of some particular tree. Others suggest it to have been
a species of lichen. Whatever the nub of the account, however, it has
been embroidered out of recognition by the Biblical writers.
The tale of the manna is from the P document as can be seen from
the careful instructions given for the gathering of the manna and
the warnings to observe the Sabbath. (This form of ritualism and

meticulousness is characteristic of P.) It is therefore a late elaboration
of some early legend, and there is no point in taking it literally.
Part of the instructions are:
Exodus 16:16.

. . . Gather of it . . .an o v r for every m n . . .

But how large is an omer? Even the editors of the Hexateuch
seem to have been womed by that, for they added a definition:
Exodus 16:36. Now an omer is the tenth part of an ephah,
Of course, if one doesn't know how large an ephah is that doesn't
help. The trouble is that while strange units of measure are always difficult to put into familiar terns, there is particular confusion
among the early Israelites.
Those of pre-Exilic times used Egyptian systems of measurement
and those of post-Exilic times used Babylonian systems, and it is
not always easy to tell them apart. The best estimate is that the
omer is a .little less than half a peck in our common units or about '
four liters in the metric system.

After the crossing of the Red Sea, the Israelites headed for Mount
Sinai, and the situation now changes radically. A weakened Egypt
has been left behind and will not play a role as an adversary of the
Israelite for fully three centuries. In its place are new enemies, the
Semitic peoples who had, within the past century, settled down in
the areas surrounding Canaan, displacing the earlier inhabitants. These,
naturally, resisted the later influx of the Israelites.
The first of these mentioned as encountering the Israelites were
Amalekites :
Exodus 17:8. Then came Amdek and fought with Israel in
Rephidim.
The location of Rephidim is unknown. If Mount Sinai is located
in its traditional place near the southern apex of the Sinai Peninsula,
then Rephidim would have to be located somewhere in the southern
portion of the peninsula and it becomes a matter of wonder that the
Amalekites were to be found there. References elsewhere in the Bible
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seem to place the Amalekites chiefly to the immediate south of Canaan
and to make them neighbors, or even a branch, of the Edomites. This
was recognized by the Biblical writers themselves since the eponym,
Amalek, was described as a grandson of Esau/Edom (see page 103).
If the Israelites had reached the region south of Canaan on
their way to Mount Sinai that would be a point in favor of those
who would identify Mount Sinai with Mount Seir (see page 153).
Or perhaps the story is displaced and the battle with Amalek in
Rephidim did not take place en route to Mount Sinai but long
afterward when the Israelites had left the mountain and were indeed
in the region south of Canaan.
Putting such questions to one side, the Israelites maintained a
strong tradition of continuing an undying enmity with the Amale
kites; more so than with their other enemies. This may be because the
Amalekites were the first to make war upon the Israelites, when they
were least equipped to fight back, or because they did so in what
seemed to the Israelites to be a peculiarly unfair and frustrating
,
in summarizing
manner. Later, in the Book of ~ e u t e r o n o m ~Moses,
the events following the Exodus, is quoted:
Deuteronomy 25:17. Remember what Amalek did unto thee by
the wqy, when ye were come forth out of Egypt;
Deuteronomy 25:18. How he met thee by the way, and smote
the hindmost of thee, even an that were feeble behind thee, when
thou wast faint and weary

. ..

The Amalekites seemed strong to the Israelites, and in a prophecy
described as having been uttered later in their progress toward Canaan,
by Balaam, a non-Israelite prophet, they are described grandiloquently:
Numbers z5:zo.

. . . A d e k was the first of the nations . . .

and this is usually taken to mean that they were the most powerful
of the nations of the region.
Perhaps they were, temporarily. Nomadic groups sometimes rise
to tremendous local power as a result of sudden raids upon unprepared
or decadent enemies and then vanish almost entirely after .a comparatively short time. The outstanding example of this in history is
the career of the Mongols, who, in the thirteenth century AD., nearly
conquered the world-then faded away.

The Amalekites could have anticipated the Mongolian feat only
in the smallest way and over a very restricted area for neither the
Egyptian nor the Babylonian records mention any people that can
be identified with the Amalekites. The Bible is our only source
concerning them.
The first pitched battle between the Amalekites and the Israelites
ended in complete victory for the latter. War between them cootinued, however, until two centuries later, when Saul, Israel's first
king, was to end the task, wiping out the Amalekite power and leaving only remnants, about which little further is heard.

In this first battle with the Amalekites, a new military leader makes
his appearance.
Exodus 17:9. And Moses -said unto Joshua, Choose us out men,
and go out, fight with Anudek

...

The fact that Joshua is introduced without warning or identification is one reason for thinking that this passage concerning the
Amalekites is misplaced and actually describes something that took
place near the end of the Exodus rather than near the beginning.
Later Joshua is mentioned as Oshea (Hoshea, in the Revised
Standard Version) and is identified as the son of Nun and as a member
of the tribe of Ephraim. Oshea ("salvation") was apparently his
original name and Moses changed it to one more in line with Yahvism:
Numbers
Jehoshua.

13:16.

. . . And Moses called Oshea the son of Nun

Jehoshua, of which Joshua is a shortened form, means "Yahveh is
salvation!'
Joshua remained Moses* military aide throughout the Exodus and
eventually succeeded Moses as leader of the Israelites generally. This
i s the first indication of the military pre-eminence of the tribe of
Ephraixn> a preeminence they were to hold throughout the tribal
period.
In later Old Testament times, it became more common to ab-
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breviate Jehoshua as Jeshua. In Greek, the sound "sh" (not present in
the Greek alphabet) was replaced by "s" and the usual Greek name
ending of "-s" was added so that Jeshua became Jesus.
Indeed, the New Testament (originally written in Greek) refers
to Joshua, Moses7 general, as Jesus on two occasions-at least in the
King James Version. Thus, in the Book of the Acts of the Apostles,
when Stephen summarizes Old Testament history for his audience,
he refers to the tabernacle built under Moses' direction in the wilderness:
Acts 7:45. Which also our fathers that came after brought in
[to Canaan] with Jesus

. ..

In the Revised Standard Version, the name in Acts 7:45 is given
as Joshua. It is, of course, quite impossible for any version to change
the name of Jesus Christ back to the Hebrew Joshua. That name is
too fixed in human consciousness in its Greek form.
I

Cherubim
After the battle with the Amalekites, the Israelites reached Mount
Sinai. There Moses ascended the mountain to receive instructions
concerning various moral precepts (including the Ten Commandments) as well as the details of the structures to be built for the
worship of God, the clothing of the High Priest, various rites, and
so on.
Most sacred of the structures described was the "ark of the covenant," a simple chest which was to contain the tablets on which the
Ten Commandments were inscribed, and over which the very presence of God was supposed to hover.
The ark was covered by a slab of gold called the mercy seat andExodus 25:18. And thou s M t make two cherubim5
in the two ends of the mercy seat.
.

.

a

of

gold

...

.

Exodus 25:20. And the cheru&m shall stretch forth their wings
on high, covering the mercy seat with their wings, and their faces
shall look one to another

.. .

(Actually, "cherubims" is a false plutal. In Hebrew, the singular
is cherub, the ploral cherubim. The Revised Standard Version s u b
stitutes the simple "cherubim.")
It is not really (attain what the cherubh might be. During the
Assyrian period, the readers of the Biblical writings seem to have
been expected to know what was meant by the word without the
necessity of description or explanation. Thus,when Adam and Eve
were driven out of Eden, God is described as placing guardians about
the garden to prevent any return by man:

...

he placed at the east of the garden of Eden
Genesis 3:24.
Cherubim, and a fiaming sword which turned every way

...

The verse simply says "Cherubims" without description or explanation.
In connection with the ark of the covenant, the wings are mentioned, but not in order to explain the appearance of the cherubim
for nothing else is described. The verses merely take pains to describe
the exact position of the wings, which the readers are otherwise
taken to be quite familiar with.
Centuries later, when Solomon built his Temple, he too made use
of cherubim in appropriately enlarged scale:

...

1 Kings 6:23. And
he made two cherubim of olive tree,
each ten cubits high.
1 Kings 6:24. And five cubits was the one wing of the cherub
and five cubits the other

...

Again, the mere fact of wingedness is all that is mentioned.
It might be simple to think that cherubim Were merely human
figures with wings, such as we usually visualize angels to be. Indeed,
in later Jewish legends, the cherubim figured as amdng the higher
orders of angels. (Modems often apply the term to the winged
Cupids depicted in sweetly sentimental paintings with the result
that the term has come to be applied to children.)
On the other hand, the cherubim were guardians of objects
particularly holy and unapproachable, and they might well have been
fearsome in shape. The Assyrians, f o r instance, built at the gateways
of their palaces and temples monstrous creatures meant to guard kings
and gods. These were large representations of bulls, with the head
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cd a man and wings of an eagle. Other types of composite creatures
are also familiar in the various mythologies. For instance, there are
the Gmk sphinxes, which had the head of a woman* the wings of
an ~ g l e and
, the body of a lion.
There is nothing in the Bible that would eliminate the possibility
that it was winged bulls or winged lions, rather than winged men,
that crouched on the mercy seat.
In favor of the cherubim as campsite creatures is the initial
vision in the Book of Ezekiel. Here, the prophet describes beings
(later referred t o by him as cherubim) which are clearly composite.

. . . every one had four faces, and every one had
. . . and the sole of their feet was like the sob of
. ..
...,
Ezekiel
. . . they four hid the face of a mm7 and the face

Ezekiel 1:6.
four wings.
Ezekiel 1:7.
a calfs foot
i:io.

of a lion, on the right side; and they four had the face of an ox
on the leffside; they four also hud the face of an eagle.
The description7 as we now have it, may be mangled and distorted with the passing of the years, and there is much dispute
over the vision, but the cherubim as envisioned by the ancient
Israelites must have been more than simply a winged human figure.

The Urim and the Thummim
Even more puzzling than the cherubim are objects which enter into
the meticulous and detailed description of the garments of the High
Priest. The ephod* a kind of linen vest* was partly covered by a
breastplate bearing twelve jewels7 one for each of the tribes* and
carrying upon it some sort of pocket:
Exodus z8:30, And thou shah put in the breustpkte of iudg
menf the Urim and the T h u m i m

...

Nobody knows what the Urim and Thummim are. The words are
Hebrew* but translating them is of' no help* for they mean "lightsp'
and "perfections" respectively.

.The most frequent guess is that the Urim and Thummim represat

a f m of lot used for guidance in detmining the will qf God.
There might be one type of object indicating "yes" and another indicating "no" and if yes-no questions are put, the answers are given
by the type of object which p o p out of the pouch. I t is even possible
that-a blank object was also included? one which signified neither
i
p nor no2 indicating that divine guidance was refused.
me Bible cxzbinly indicates that in &rly Israelite history? divine
M d d c e was expected to make itself manifest in some sort of chance
when King Saul was marching for the individual who had
a d t t e d a sin, he set the Israelites generally on one side (letting
them, perhaps? be represented by one oi the lot-objects) &d himself
and his son Jonathan on the other (letting them be repres&ted by
th= othei lot-objects)

.

Samuel 14:4i. ~herefoieSaul said unto the Lord Cod of
I#@&Give u Wect lot. And S a l and ] o r n t h were taken: but
the, pwpk esmped
i

.

However, in this and other cases, in the Eing James Version* where
casting lots is used to obtain divine guidance?the Urim and Tlwmmirn
are not s ~ c a l l ymentioned. And usually when the Urim and
Thummim are mentioned, the nature of their use is not described.
There k only one place where the two combine and that is in the
days before King Saul's final battle? when he sought for guidance and
found none:
i Samuel 28:6, And when Swl inpifed of the Lord? thg Lord
cmmwed him not? neither by dreams9 nor by Urim, nor by pro@wts.

The Revised Standard Version* ho&ver, accekts a veryion of
i Samuel i4:q which is fuller than that found in the King James and
which, indeed,'"makes matters explicik "Therefore Sad said? '0 Lord
God of Israel? why hast thou not answered thy servant this day?
If this guilt is in me or in Jonathan my son? 0 Lord? &a of
Israel, give Udm; but if this guilt is in thy people Israel? give
Thummim! And Jonathan and Saul were taken? but the people
escaped.''
This sort of guidance by lot passed out of we bekore the end of
the Old Testament period,
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Moses' stay on Mount Sinai conhued far so,long that the Israelites
back in the camp began to fear that he might niver return. This
encouraged those among them who felt uncomfortable with an invisible God, It is very common to desire some visible manifestation of the deity (nowadays as well as in ancient times) and the
pressure ibcreaved on Aaton to supply one.
Aaron asked for gold:
Ekodus 3x4. And he

. . . fahioned it with a gm'ng

tool,

after he had mude it u molten calf: and they said, These be thy

gods, 0 Israel

...

The choice of image is not as surprising as it mieht sound to modem
ears. Primitive man did not differentiate as carefully between men
anid animals as we do. Before the rise of modem technology, wild
carnivores were a continuing terror and menace and it was by no
means certain that some animals, at least, might not be equal or
superior to man, Then, too, many peoples believed that the souls of
men might be reborn in animal form and that one particular species
of creature might have close ties of subtle kindred with their own
particular tribe. Others felt that since some animals were a necessary
source of food, a representation of these creatures had somehow to
be honored and propitiated.
Animal worship has, therefore, in one way or another, attracted
man throughout history, Nowadays, it is most common in India,
where among the Hindus cattle may not be killed, much less eaten,
despite the endemic starvation in the land. This practice gives rise to
the well-known phrase "sacred CON'' for any belief rigidly held beyond
reason.
In ancient times, animal worship was most widespread in Egypt. As
an example, the city of Memphis paid special reverence to a sacred
bull, ~ a ~(known
i ,
to the Greeks as Apis), The bull was considered
a manifestation of the god Osiris and was given divine honors. E v ~ N thing about it was surrounded with ritual and its every action was
supposed to have great significance.

One 'might suppose that it was the Egyptian example that inspired
the Israelites at the foot of Mount Sinai?but that is not necessarily so.
To people who depend on cattle for meat, milk? and labor? the bull is
bound to be considered an important figure indeed? because on his
fatilily all depended. Bulls would thaefore play an important pa& in
the ritual of many groups of people, The early Cretans? during the
time when the Israelites were in Egypt, had long observed religious
rituah in which bulls played a key role. Two thousand years later?
the rites of Mithraism?a religion of Persian ariginFa l s ~involved bulls. ,
The Assyrians had their winged,bulls and the other peoples of the
Fertile Crescent also held bulls in varying d e ~ e e sof reverence.
The Israelites? therefore? were not at all likely to see anything
sfrange in bull worship?and the "hlf" Aaron f o m d was undoubtedly
a young bull. Indeed, if the chembim were, as I myself suspect, winged
bulls (see page I*), then the binsition from an invisible pr6ence
resting between the cherubim 'on the ark of the covenant, to the
cherubim themselves7 could be an easy one, It might not wen represent a full retreat from Yahvism since the golden figure might be
taken lor Yahveh made manifest.
This section of the Book of Exodus is thought to be based on
legme t h t a m e primarily among the Joseph t r i k in northern
Canggq. It may be that in very wrly tribal &&tory some special association was made between the Joseph tribes and bulls, Thus, Moses?
shortly before his death, is described gs blessing each of ,the tribes
sqaratqly, and when it is the turn of Joseph? part of the blessing is:
Deuteronomy 3337. Hia dory is like the firstling of his bullock

. ..

This show up more specifically when7 three centuries after the Exodus, the kingdom of Solomon spli@into two halves, Since Jewsalem,
wbi& had. been the center of worship under David and Solomon7
remained witla the southern half, it seemed politidly dangerous to the
king of the northen kingdom to allow such worship to continue.
This &%%wasJaoboam of the trite of Ephraim, oqe of the Joseph
tribes, and he turned naturally, it would appear?to the bull? the ancient
animal symbol of his tribe.

...

i Kings 1 ~ 2 8 Whereupon
.
the king
made two calves of g02d,
and said unto them, I t k too rnbch for you to go up to Imulm:
behold thy go&? 0 Israel

...

'

3 . LEVITICUS
LEAWN UNCLEAN
DEVILS ' BLOOD FAMILIAR SPLEVITICUS

DAY OF ATONEMENT
MOLECE ' J U B D

The third book of the Bible begins:
Leviticus

i : And
~

the Lord called uvto Moses

AZUEL

. ..

The first word in Hebrew is Vayikrala ("And he called") and that is
the Hebrew title of the book,
The book is virtually one long section df the P document, given
over to ritualistic detail, so that it is easily the dullest book in the Bible
to the casual reader.
Its instructions are of primary interest to the priesfhood, who are
drawn from among the descendants of Aaron7 who was himself of the
tribe of Levi. Aaron and his descendants are therefore Levites, and the
word became synonymous with "priest."
The translators of the Septuagint, mindful of the book's involvement with the priesthood7 called it "Levitikon" ("the Levitical book")
and we make use of the Latin equivalent, "Leviticus."

One of the instructions concerning the ritual of sacrifice ordains
the avoidance of the use of leaven in objects offered to God:
Leviticus z:ii. No meat oflering which ye shall b ~ n gunto the
Lord, shall be nude with leaven

...
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Originally7 the flour used in making bread was simply baked into
9at7 hard cakes that had the virtue of remaining fit to eat for long
periods of time.
Dough which had7 however7 been left standing, would sometimes
pick up microorganisms from the air and begin to ferment. The
process of fermentation produaed carb~n,dioxide which formed bubbles in the thick dough and puffed it up. Bread made from such fermented dough was light and flufEy. ,It would not keep as well as
bread made from unfermented dou~h,but would tend to get dty and
moldy, but it was still pleasant to q t when fresh.
A key step in bread manufacture must have taken place (in prehistoric times) when it was discovered that there was no need to
wait for dough to ferment spontaneously. A small piece of already
fermented dough would hasten the fermentation of large batches of
fresh dough. This became proverbial7 and the Apostle Paul, for instance, in speaking of the pervasive influence of evil says:

.

I Corinthians 5:6. , ,Know ye not that u 1ittZe &men leuveneth
the whole lump?

The word "leaven" (from a Latin word meaning "to raise") is a
translation of the Hebrew word hametz, meaning '?o be sour," some
thing that is often chaqcteristic of fermenting material. Our .own
equivalent word, " y e a ~ 6is~ ~traced back to a Snskrit word meaning
"to boil," which is a reference to the bubbles of carbon dioxide
formed.
To the Israelites, fermentation seemed a form of corruption, and
however pleasant leavened b r a d might be to eat, there 4 s still the
stigma of corruption and impurity about it. Bread to be offered on
the altar to Cod must be pure and uncorrupt and must, therefore7 be
unleavened.
0x1Passover, because of the holiness of the season7 only unleavened
bread might be a t e n and no trace of leaven must be found anywhere
in the house. Indeed, a synonym for ~ k s o v e ris "the feast of unleavened bread.''

...

Exodus 23: 15, Thou shalt keep the feast of unleavened bread
in the time W ~ i n t e dqf the month Ah&; far in it thou came& out
from E q p t

...

-.

'"The Last Supper of Jesus and his disciples took place at the time
Passover. The bread broken by Jesus was therefore unleavened:
and the wafer used in the Catholic Mass, in commemoration of thar
event* is unlavened too.
Undoubtedly the use of unleavened bread in ritual is extremely
ancient, dating back to long before the Exodus. The priestly editors of
the Hexateuch had to find some circumstanp in the flight from Egypt
that niade the eating of unleavened brwd particularly appropriate
as a way of conmemofating the Exodus, They found this in the haste
in which the Israelita I&; a haste so great t h t the relatively slow
pmam of fermentation could not be wit& for:

d

,, Exodus 1x33. And the Eg@iarw were urgent vpon ihe p~#b,

. that they might send t h m out of the knd in huste . . .
, . $ ; '

Unclean

L

,

,

,

-

>!
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Much of Lkviticus deals with the clean and uncleant
Leviticus 5:z.

. . . if a soul touch any unclean thing . . .

To us, clean and unclean tends to be a hygienic matter. Something
is unclean if it is dirty? or hag an offensive smell7 or is laden with
dangerous bacteria. The Biblical use of the term involves religious
ritual.
Something is clean if it may be off&f&d& a sacrifice to God, or if
it may stand in the presence of God. Something that may not be
offered as a sacrifice is unclean, People who, because of some deformity
or disease? or because they have touched an unclean thing or performed a forbidden act, are themselves unclean and cannot approach
the dhr until the uncleanness has been mmoved.
In Leviticus*the items of food that are clean and may be eaten, and
thoge that are mclean and may not be eaten* are listed in detail.
For instance:
c

Leviticus ii :3. Whatsoever p t e t h the hoof7mad is clo~enfaoted~
and cheweth the cud, a m n g the beasts7 that shall ye eat.

....

b

Leviticus 11:7, And the swine, though he divi& the hoaf7and be
damfooted, yet he c h e t h not t h cud; he is urnlean unto you.

The basis on which animals are divided into clean and unclean is
not known. Some say it is a matter of pragmatic rules of hygiene,
some bring in primitive notions of totemism, some find in it a desire
to forbid practices common to surrounding idolatxy. Perhaps the chief
thing in the mind of the priesthood that prepared the book of Leviticus
was to work out a code of behavior that would serve to keep the Jews
distinct and their religion intact from the attractions of surrounding
cultures.
If so, the priesthood succeeded, for these sections of Leviticus were
the basis of the dietary laws which became so important to the postExilic J m . The dietary laws were so inticate and compulsive as to
prevent pious Jewsfrom &ting with non-Jews, since the food prepared
by non-Jews could never meet the standards of ceremonial cleanness.
And while many different foods were considered unclean, swine
somehow represented the epitome of uncleanness-perhaps because
it was so common a part of the diet of the surrounding Gentiles that
its absence in the Jewish dietary was particularly conspicuous.
The disputes recorded in the New Testament over the mattm of
cleanness, between Jesus and his' followers on the one hand and the
orthodox Jews on the other,.must be understood only in the ritualistic
sense7 of course, never in the hygienic.

Leviticus is concerned with how to cancel out the consequences of
sin, too7 as well as of uncleanness. To sin-that is7 to disobey the
commandments of Cod7 as Adam and Eve did in eating the fruit of
the tree (the "original sin")-involvw separation from God: To cancel
sin according to a pmcriied ritual is to restore one's self to the presence
of God, to make one's self once more "at one" with Cod. me sinner
m"st "atone*' therefore, or make "atone~nent.'~
The High Priest can atone for the entire nation by mans of
appropriate rituals7 and &is is done on a particular day:

...

on the tenth duy of this seventh mo,nth
Leviticus 23~27.
aflict your
there shall be a day of a t o m n t
and ye
sou&...

.. .

?ig

.

A S I M O V ~ S GUIDE T O T H E B I B L E

"Day of atonement" is a tramlation &f h e Hebrew Yom KiMur.
Y m Sppur is now the holiest day of the Jewish calendar and a strict
day-long fast is involved ("ye shall afflict your souli"). Nevertheless,
â‚¬he is no record of the holiday havin4 been ~bserveduntil p s k
h i e times.

Yet if the Day of Atonement is itself a posteExilic developme~t,
some of the rites associated with it must be old indeed. As part of the
ritual two goats must be selected:
Leviticus 16:B. A d Aaron shaZ1 cast lots upon the two gods,
me lot for the Lord, and the other lot. for the mpegoat.

,

The goat upon whom the Lord's lot fell [and here one might expect the Urim and Thummim would be used) would be sacrificed to
the Lard as atonement for the sins ~f the nation. The other would
be led off into the wilderness bearing with it all t h ~ s esins, so that
punishment might befall it rather than the nation of Israel and its
people. Because the second goat escapes into the wilderness and is
not sacrificed, the King James Version refers to it as a "scapegoat7'
("escaped goat"). It is for this reason that the word has come to be
applied to any person or object who, himself innocent, suffm
vicariously for the deeds of another.
However, the Hebrew word that is translated as "scapgoat7' in the
King Itma Version is actually k e l * The Revi$ed Standard Version
does not banslate the word but makes the verse read: "And Aaron
shall wst lots upon the two goats, one lot for the Lord and the other
lot for &&el,''
h z e l is mentioned nowhere else in the Bible $ave for this one
chapter, but it seems quite likely that it is thd name of a demon
thought of as dwelling in the wildemas. It mkht be picturd as an
evil spirit that is the source of sin. In sending the second goat into
the wilderness7 the sins it carries could be viewed as returning to their
souree.
Later legends elaborated on Azazel. He was supposed to be one of
the fallen angels, exiled from Heaven because he would not accept

newly created man as superior. An alternative suggestion involves a
rather obscure passage in the Book of Genesis:

...

Genesis 6 2 .
the sons of God saw the daughters of men
that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they
chose.
.

.

a

.. .

.

Genesis 6:4.
and they bare children to them, the same became
mighty men which were of old, men o f renown.
This remnant of primitive mythology, lingering on in the Bible,
was interpreted literally by the later Jews. They thought the angels,
deliberately rebelling against God, chose to corrupt themselves with
mankind out of lust for women and that this act helped bring on the
Flood. Some versions of this legend made Azazel tile chief of these
angels.

Devils
Another relic of the past is contained in the next chapter, which
commands centralized worship under the guidance of the priesthood,
and forbids older, more independent rites:
Leviticus
devils

...

17:~.And

they shall no more offer their sacrifice unto

The word "devil" is from the Greek diabolos, which means
"slanderer." The name applies to evil spirits that slander God in
men's ears, urging them on to disobedience and sin. They can also be
viewed as slandering human beings to God, as Satan, in the Book of
Job, is pictured as slandering Job.
In this particular verse, "devils" is a translation of the Hebrew
word Sdldm, which, literally, means "wild goats." There is a widespread tendency to think of goats as lustful animals personifying the
wild, fructifying force of nature. The Greeks visualized the woods to
be full of nature spirits in the shape of men with the horns, tail, and
hindquarters of goats, always in a state of sexual heat. They called
them "satyrs" and the word has entered the modem psychiatric
vocabulary to represent men suffering from insatiable sexual desires.

'
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To the Yahvists, with their strait-laced sexual mores, such fertility
gods were nothing more than evil spirits.
The Revised Standard Version recognizes the specific similarity of
the satyrs to the sairrim and has Leviticus 17:7 read: "So they shall
nomore slay their sacrifices for satyrs
."
The popular conception of Satan today, with his horns, tail, and
cloven hoof, shows that he is still pictured as a satyr.

..

Blood
The eating of blood is strongly forbidden:

.. .

Leviticus 17:10.
I will even set my face against that soul
that eateth blood, and bill cut him off from among his people.
Leviticus 17:11. For the life of the flesh is in the blood

...

Blood is considered to contain the principle of life, as is reasonaide, seeing that long-continued bleeding will kill a man who seems
otherwise unharmed. Life, as the creation of God, cannot be a p
propriated by man, and man cannot, therefore, eat blood.
This prohibition was pronounced before the revelation at Sinai, for
wen Noah, after the Flood, is cited a s having received such instructurns. God tells Noah what he may eat?'
Genesis 9:3. Every moving thing that Ziveth shall be meat for
you..
Genesis 9:4. But ftesh with the life thereof, which is the blood
thereof, shall ye not eat.

.

This was interpreted by the later Jewsas meaning that even those
who did not receive the revelation at Sinai were still required to
refrain from eating blood.
Thus, when a controversy arose in the early Christian church as
to whether Gentile converts were required to accept the dietary regulations of the Mosaic law, the decision was that they were not so
requid. Nevertheless, their freedom was not absolute, for the conservative leaders of the church at Jerusalem insisted:

...

that we write unto them that they abstain from
Acts 15:20.
pollutions of idols, and from fornication, and from things strangled,
and from blood.

There are prohibitions of all sorts in the Book of Leviticus. There
are lists of foods that one might not eat, and lists of sexual practices
that one must not tolerate. Unethical behavior of various sorts are
forbidden. In addition, some practices are forbidden by the Mosaic
law which seem to be harmless enough. Thus:
Exodus 23:19.
milk.

. . . Thou shalt not seethe a kid in his mother's

and:
Leviticus 19:27. Ye shall not round the corners of your heads,
neither shalt thou mar the comers of thy beard.
Presumably, this was designed to wah against practices that were
particularly associated with heathens and idolatry. The Egyptian
priesthood, for instance, shaved the hair from head and face.
Later Jews made elaborate deductions from such verses. The prohibition against boiling meat in milk, for instance, was built up into
complicated avoidance of. eating meat and dairy dishes at the same
meal, or even preparing them or serving them, at different times,
in the same utensils.
Another prohibition is:
Leviticus i9:31. Regard not them that have familiar spirits, neither seek after Â¥wisafd

...

A wizard is a "wise man," presumably one who knows how to
bend supernatural forces to his will. He would be one who could
govern spirits, and make servants of them. A "familiar spirit" is a
u
servant-spirit," from the Latin word famulus, meaning "servant."
The Bible does not say that such spirits do not exist, or that
wizards do not have the power to which they pretend. The objections rests on the fact that the rites practiced by wizards are
idolatrous.
The feminine version of the word "wizard" is "witch" and the
Bible judges them harshly in one of the shortest and most influential of the Biblical verses:

Exodus 22:18. Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live.
Many unnecessary persecutions and cruelties have been visited on
women (especially old women) as a result of this verse.
(It must be remembered, however, that ancient pagan practices
endured, under cover, throughout the centuries of Christian Europe.
Fighting witchcraft was sometimes Christianity's way of fighting an
older and competing religion.)

Molech
The Book of Leviticus inveighed particularly against one particular
form of idolatry.
To be sure, the Bible denounces all forms of idolatry; all forms
of worship in which divine beings were represented in the form
of some tangible likeness of a man, an animal, or a composite creature. It is possible to argue that the idol is not the god worshiped
but only a visible representation of an invisible, divine essence, but
even if this were so, the tendency of the ordinary worshiper would
be to consider the visible object as the god.
The Yahvists thought this danger to be so great that increasingly,
through Biblical times, they set their face against any image at all
and grew more and more firm on that subject. -And one particular
idol roused them to enormous rage.

..

Leviticus 2 0 : ~ . . Whosoever he be of the children of Israel,
or of the strangers that sojourn in Israel, that giveth any of his
seed unto Molech; he shall surely be put to death

...

Molech is, in this case, almost certainly a version of melech
("king"). It is a way of referring to the god of the people, similar
to. "the lord." The Biblical writers grew increasingly unable, as the
centuries passed, to speak of idols as kings or lords and avoided
this by pronouncing the word bosheth ("shame") whenever they
came to such a reference to an idol. When diacritical marks (see
page 135) were added to the words, melech received the marks for
bosheth. In that way, melech became Molech.
The worship of Molech involved the sacrifice of children. Prirnitive men felt that the dearer and more loved the object sacrificed
to a god, the more impressed the god would be and the more apt

to answer the prayer. In times of dire distress, then, children would
be sacrificed, even perhaps the child of the king.
In the later days of the Israelite kingdoms, when affairs were frequently desperate, such child sacrifice was performed. One suggestion is that living children were burnt to death in a fire built within
the brazen idol, but it may be that the children were slain first and
then sacrificed in some more ordinary fashion.
One of the later kings of Judah, Ahaz, sacrificed his son in this
fashion:

...

2 Kings 16:3. But he [Ahaz]
made his son to pass through
the fire, according to the abominations of the heathen

. ..

Undoubtedly, many men of the period applied the word melech
to Yahveh, and assumed themselves to be sacrificing to God in an
approved manner as Abraham was ready to do in sacrificing Isaac.
Of course, those who disapproved of human sacrifice must have been
quick to point out that the sacrifice of Isaac was prevented. Even
so, the prophets had to go to special pains to state, specifically,
that Yahveh did not approve. The verses in Leviticus were made
firm and strong and Jeremiah, in rehearsing the complaints of God
against the Jews, has Him say:

...

Jeremiah 7:31. And they
bum their sons and their daughters in the fire; which I commanded them not, neither came it
into my heart.

A special festival is mentioned in Leviticus, which seems to have
been a priestly ideal that was never put thoroughly into practice:

...

Leviticus 25:8. And thou shalt number
seven times seven
years
Leviticus 25:9. Then shall thou cause the trumpet of the jubile
in the day of atonement .
to sound
Leviticus 25:io. And ye shall hallow the fiftieth year

.. .
...

..

. ..

The land was to remain fallow during the year; land which had
been leased out was to be restored to the original owners; slaves
were to be freed. In a way, it was a method of starting things fresh

1%
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eweq half century so as to prevent the ~ccmulation06 ectonomic
hfustice. It was a bemtiful~idea, but impwkical.
Nevertheless7 the word "jubilef' (uwally spelled "jubilee7' and d e
dv4 from the Hebrew word for trumpet) has come t0 -represent
a fiftieth anniversary.
Ahut im B.c., a book was writtea by some unnamed Jew or
Jaws purporting to detail the primitive hktmy of humanity< It modeled itself on ~ e n e d sbut added. gat many legendaq details
that had been built up since Genesis had reached its final form some
three -tunes
before. It includes much detail concerning angels'
for imbnce, and traces late customs back to the earliest h e s . B e
cause it gives the history in a wries of chapters, each dealin8 with a
fiftyyear period, it is called the "Bo~kof Jubilees.''

4. NUMBERS
NUMBERS THE SUM OF M
' m COmmGATIoN THE E m o m WOMAN
W
E
B ZXN KAIIE3E KORAH, DATHAN, AND ABXRAM TBX PlT MOUNT
HOR ' !IBE SERPENT OF BRASS SIHON CHEMOSH HESHBON ' B,ASHAN
BALAAM ' BAAL P W M UNICORN THE DAUGHTERS O r M U G
W

.

The fourth book of the Bible begins:
Numbers
ness .

..

i:i.

And the Lord swke unto Moses in the wilder-

The Hebrew name is taken from that &st verse for it is "Bemidbar"
meaning
the wilderness."
The tmnslators of the Septuagint were, however, impressed by the
fact that the book includes the results of two censuses of the fighting
men ~f the Israelite tribes. They therefore named the book "Arithmoi"
('4Numbers7').The flame of this book, unlike those of the first three?
is translated into qnglish, and is called '+Numbeq."

The Sum of the Congregation
The first census is recorded at the very start of the book:

..

Numbers 1:~. Tub ye the sum of dl the congregation
Numbers 1:3. From twenty yem old und upwurd, dl that are
able to go forth to war
,

..

The second census was carried out forty years afterward, shortly
before the entry into Canaan:

.

Numbers 262. Take t h m m of all the congreg&n . . frm
twenty years ald and ufmard
aU W me able to go to war

...

..

The figures presented by the Book of Numbers are as follows:
Tn%e
Reuben
Simeon
Gad
Judah
Issachar
Zebulun
Ephraim
Manasseh
Benjamin
Dan
Asher
Naph tali
Total

First Census
46, 500
59, 300
45,650
74Pf53O
54,400
57,400
407 500
32,200
3 5 ~ 4 ~
62,700
41,500
53,400

GO

Second Census
43,730
22,200
40, 500
769 5Q3
6 4 4 ~ ,
60,500
32,500
S297O0
457O0
6474~
534m
457400

G

These are only the adult males, of course. If one counts in the
women and children and the "mixed-multitude" or half-breed hangersan to whom the Bible occasionally refers, one gets the pictuie
of some two million people wandering about the Sinai Peninsula.
This seems implausibly large, considering this is more than the number of Israelites in th6 Davidic kingdom at its height. One suspects
that the numbers represent a later traditioh of questionable accuracy,
Regardless of the accuracy of the figures, however, two points can
be made which reflect later history. First, the most populous tribes
were pictured as Judah and Joseph. (If Ephraim and Manasseh are
taken together, the Joseph tribes have 72,700 in the first census, almost the figure for Judah; and 85,200 in the second census, surpassing the figure for Judah.) This seems to reflect the situation
four centuries later when the Davidic kingdom had split in two,
with the Joseph tribes dominating the northern kingdom and Judah
the southern.
Secondly, the most startling change in numbers, is that of Simeon,
which, between the first and second census, loses more than three
fifths of its numbers. No other tribe is pictured as suffering anywhere near such losses and fhere is nothing in the actual events
of Numbers to account for it. This, apparently, is an indication
that at the time of the conquest of Canaan, Simeon was already

considerably weakened, and this helps account for the fact that it
played no great ro!e in later Israelite history. This may be the result
of a disastrous early attack on Sechem by Simeon and k v i , d e
scribed in Genesis (see page im)and made to appear there as though
it were a victory of patriarchal times.
The tribe of h v i was not numbered with the other tribes for
they were not to be among the warriom, Their task was to perform
the priestly functions. Therefore? all the males were counted and
not merely those above twenty years. The figure in the first census
came to 22,273 and in the second to 23,m. Levi is thus made to
seem smaller than any of the other tribes and this too may be a
reflection of the attack on Shechem.
The Ethio@n W o r n

'

The Israelites set out on their march toward Canaan and along
the way, Moses had to contend with various types of disaffection.
Even within his own family there was dissension, for his sister, Miriam, and his brother, Aaron, entered into an intrigue against him:
Numbers 12:i. And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses because of the Ethic$hn wcnnun whom he h d mrriea

. ..

From this verse one might picture, as many people do, a Negro
woman as Moses' wife, since "Ethiopian" is used frequently nowadays
as a euphemistic synonym for '*Negro." However, there is no reason
to think that a Negro woman w a g involved, or even an Ethiopian
woman in the modem sense" The Uebrew word here translated as
"Ethiopian" is "Cushi'! and in the Revised Standard Version, Moses'
wife is described as "the Cushite woman."
As I explained earlier (see page .19), a Cushite might indeed
be an Ethiopian, According to legend, Moses served as an Egyptian
general in his youth and led his troops in a victorious campaign
in Ethiopia and might, conceivably, have picked up a wife or concubine there. However, there is no Biblical evidence of this and the
legend of Moses' Ethiopian adventures is probably based on nothing
stroriger than this single verse.
Against this view is the fact that the Cushites are also Arabian
peoples (see page 20).

Ordy one woman is specifically mentioned in the Bible as being
married to Moses, Moses7 marriage took place during his flight into
Midianz in Arabia, and his stay at the hame of a desert priest (see
page'1z9) :
Exodus z:si. And Moses was cantmi to dwell with the man: and
he gave Moses Zipporuh his daughtw.
2ipprah may very well have been the Cushite woman referred
to in Numbers 12:i. She could be resented by Miriam out of genmlhd intrafamilial jealousy? or7specifically, because she wus a "Cushite woman7?;that is, a Midianite and a foreigner, and not an 1sraelite.
In any case, Moses faced down his brother and sister and won
out over dissent as he did on numerous other occasions in the course
of the Exodus.

Caleb
Having reached the wilderness of Paran (see page 87) south of
Canaan? Mrpes took the cautious step of seqding spies into the land
in order to observe the situation. Their r e ~ ~ r might
then serve as
ts
a ground for a rational distribution of forces and an efficient plan
of campaign.
Twelve spies were selected? one from each, tribe? but of thehe only
two were of importance. One was Osha of Ephraim, whom Moses
renamed Jehoshua, or Joshua (see page 14 ). The atller was a Judean :

6

Numbers a3:6. Of the tribe of Iudah, G&b the son of lefihun-

mh.

.

The career of Caleb is7 in many respects, parallel to that of Joshua.
Where Joshua was a hero of legends originating with the northern
tribes> Caleb was the analogous hero of the southern ones.
In this vene? Caleb is treated as though qe were simply a Judean,
but in the Book of Joshua lle is referred tol more fully: '
Joshua 14:6.

. . . Caleb the son of

Jephunneh the Kenezite

...

A Kenezite or ("Kenizzite," as in the Revised Standard Version)
is a descendant of Kenaz, who is listed in Genesis as a son of
Eliphaz, the first-born of Esau. The Kenizzites, therefore, are an Edornite clan, who must have been adopted into the Judean tribe. This
is not the only indication that the tribe of Judah contained nonIsraelite elements. In Chapter 38 of Genesis, Judah is described as
making an alien marriage:
Genesis 383. And w a h saw there a daughter
naanite
and Tie took her

...

...

of a certain Ca-

This may be an indication that the tribe of Judah, located in
southern Canaan, was at least partly Canaanite and Edomite in nature. It is even possible that in the early tribal period, Judah was
not felt to be part of Israel, for in certain key portions of the
book, Judah is conspicuously ignored. Even in Davidic times, when
Judah was not only an integral part of Israel but supplied it with
a ruling dynasty, there was a continuing lack of sympathy between
it and the northern tribes. This was exacerbated into downright enmity and ended finally in civil war and schism.

Zin

From Paran, the spies traveled northward:
Numbers 13:21. So they went up, and searched the land from
the wilderness of Zin unto Rehob ,
Numbers 13:22. And they . . came unto Hebron; where
the children of Anak were. (NOW Hebron was built seven years
before Zoan in Egypt.)
Numbers iy23. And they came unto the brook of Eshcol, and
cut down from thence a branch with one cluster of grapes,
and they brought of the pomegranates and of the figs.

.

..

...
...

Verse 21 indicates the thoroughness of the search for "the wilderness of Zin" is taken to be the northern edge of Paran, and therefore
the desert area just south of Beersheba, while Rehob (exact location
unknown) is a site in the extreme north of Canaan. The effect
is that of saying that the United States has been searched "from
Maine to California."
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This may be hyperbole and the chief attention was concentrated
on Hebron, the southernmost of the large, well-fortified cities of Canaan. It was formidable enough to allow the metaphoric description
of its inhabitants as giants-a description later accepted literally (see
page 73)
The parenthetical phrase makes ~ebron'g legendary ancientness
specific by stating it to be seven years older than Zoan. Zoan is the
Semitic name for the town called Tanis by the Greeks. It was the
capital of the Hyksos kingdom and is used as a comparison because
it was the nearest to Canaan of the notable cities of Egypt and
therefore, perhaps, the best known.
The ancientness of Egyptian civilization was the proud boast of
Egypt and was acknowledged with awe by its neighbors. There was
no better way of testifying to the extteme age of a city than by
claiming it to be older than an Egyptian ci
While Canaan would not seem an absolute garden spot to sortie
one from California or the Nile, it would certainly seem so to tribes
invading from the desert. Well-watered oases, such as that in which
Hebron was situated would seem particularly fertile and would justify
the well-known description of Canaan used in several/places in the
early books of the Bible. Thus, in God's first interview with Moses,
he promises to bring the Israelites out 'of Egypt:

T-

...

unto a good land and a large, unto a land
Exodus 3:8.
flowing with milk and honey

...

The produce of Eshcol, a district of orchards near Hebron, was
brought back to the waiting Israelite host as proof that the description was justified.

The report of the spies was brought back to the place where

the Israelites had established a semipermanent station:

. . . the children

Numbers 1326. And they went and came to
of Israel, unto the wilderness of Paran to Kadesh

...

Kadesh means "holy" and probably received its name because it
had some sacred associations for the pre-Israelite inhabitants of the

area. It is identified with a place called Ain Kadis today, located
about fifty miles south of Hebron and in the northeastern corner
of the Sinai Peninsula.
Despite the fertility of the Hebron area, the spies returned with
an utterly pessimistic majority report. They felt the Canaanite cities
were entirely too strong to be taken by assault and predicted disaster
for any invasion attempt. Only Joshua and Caleb presented a minority
report ip favor of an immediate assault and they were nearly stoned
as a result.
The disheartened Israelites considered a return to Egypt but Moses
held them in place and for the next thirty-eight years, Kadesh remained
the Israelite capital, while Moses and Joshua organized their forces for
the task that lay ahead.

Korah, Dathan, and Abirum

.

The stay at Kadesh was bound to be a difficult one for Moses. Year
after year of inactivity, with Canaan at hand but inaccessible, seemed
to make a mockery of the Exodus and to cast doubt upon Moses'
capacity as a leader. Serious disaffection appeared:

Numbers 16s. Now Korah, the son of Izhar
and Abirm
sons of Reuben took men:

.. .

. ..

. .. and Dathan

Numbers 16:3. And they gathered themselves together against
Moses and against Adron

. ..

Apparently, this chapter combines into one account what were actually two separate rebellions against Moses, one by Korah, and one
by the Reubenites.
The rebellion by Korah was specifically a religious schism. Moses
and Aaron were the sons of Amram, while Korah was the son of
Amram's younger brother, Izhar (see page 136). Since Moses assigned
the lion's share of the priestly duties to Aaron and the Ainramites,
Korah felt unjustly discriminated against.
Korah's rebellion was put down, but perhaps not without a cornpromise being reached. At least Numbers points out later that, despite
the destruction of Korah and his band:
Numbers 26:i1. Notwithstandin& the children of Korah died not.

In fact, the Korahites survived to become a hereditary guild of Temple
musicians, a concession they might have received in the case of a
Levite civil war, the memory of which forms the basis of the sixteenth
chapter of Numbers.
The Reubenite rebellion of Dathan and Ahiram seems to have been
purely political. At some early point in tribal history, Reuben must
have held the leadership because the tradition is firm that Reuben is
theoldest son of Israel. In the course of the Exodus, the Reubenites
must have witnessed with dismay the shift in the religious leadership
to the tribe of Levi (Moses and Aaron) and the military leadership
to the tribe of Ephraim (Joshua). The tale of Dathan and Abiram
must be based on the memory of some attempt of Reuben to regain
its leadership and this attempt may also echo in the cryptic verse in
Genesis which describes Reuben as committing incest with his father's
concubine (see page 102).
The Reubenite rebellion was also crushed and never again in Israelite history did the tribe of Reuben play a significant role.

1
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The Pit
The particular punishmeat of the rebellions Reubenites, according
to the Biblical description, was that of being swallowed alive by the
earth:
Numbers 16:32. ~ n the
d earth opened her mouth, and swallowed
them up
Numbers 16:33. They
went down alive into the pit ,

...

.. .

..

The Hebrew word, here translated as "the pit" is Sheol, and in
the Revised Standard Version, Sheol is left untranslated. Sheol was
visualized by the early Israelites as an underground world to which
the souls of the dead departed. It was thought of at first as a dim place
where there was no particular torture, but where there was an absence
of joy. Nor was there any distinction between good and evil; all human
beings went there upon death except those few who, like Enoch and
Elijah, were taken alive to Heaven.
The picture is like that of other such places imagined by early men.
The Greeks had such a world ruled by a god, Hades, and in the
early Nordic myths there was such a world ruled by a goddess, Hel.
Sheol is therefore replaced by "Hell" in some places in the Bible, and
in the New Testament, which was originally written in Greek, it was
translated as "Hades."
The moralization of Sheol, its conversion into a place of torture
for the wicked, while the good go elsewhere, came later in history,
toward the end of Old Testament times.

.

.

Mount Hor
The old generation was passing away, and few remained of those
who were adults at the time of the Exodus. Miriam, Moses' sister, died
at Kadesh, for instance.
The time came when some move had to be made, A direct assault
from the south against Hebrori seemed to be still out of the question
and the alternative was to flank Hebron by traveling northeastward.
Canaan could then be attacked from the more vulnerable east.

In order to travel directly northastward7 however* the temtory of
Edom would have had to be traversed. The Edomites were recognized
as a Hebrew people related to the Israelites and the use of force against
them was therefore ruled out. Permission was requested by Moses to
p s through their temtory peacefully; but this was refused. In later
years, this refusal was used as a grievance against Edom and as a cause
for enmity.
It was therefore necessary to outflank Edom's fortified areas* so the
Israelites traveled southeastward:

Nmnbers 2 0 : ~ ~And
.
the children of ?ma1
hdesh, and cum unto Mount HOT,

. . . journeyed from

Mount Hor is often identified with ,the highest peak in the Seir
mountain range (see page 96). h r o n died at this time and was
buried on Mount Hor and the peak which is now identified with it is
called Jebel Harun (d'Mount Aaron*') in Arabic.
Some statistics concerning Aaron's death are given later:

...

died there* in the fortieth year
Nmbers 33:38. And Aaron
ufw the chizdrm of Imael W C V ~c r n O U ~of the land of E,g#~t.
Numbers 33:39. And Aaron VCISa n hundred and twenty and
three y m old

. ..

If the Exodus took place in 1211 B.C.~ then the death of Aaron
twlc place in 1171 B.C. Th t must also h a v ~been the year of the death
of Moses and of the entry7into Canaan* for events now follow quickly
although the Bible continues to interrupt those events with long
speeches by Moses and others.
If we accept Aaron's age at his death, he must have been born in
1294 B.c., while Moses* who was three years younger7 was born in
1291 B.C. (This last is an interesting date for it virtually coincides with
the beginning of the reign of Rameses 11, the Pharaoh of the Oppres
sion; see page izs.)
The Serpent of Briw

When the period of mourning for Aaron was done* the Ihaelites
continued their outflanking march* by traveling southward to the tip
of the Gulf of Aqaba, around (Edomitet e d h y and then north again.

,

Here there occurs an event which was to have continuing traditions
later.
A plague of serpents h~rassedthe Isxaelites, the Bible explains:
Numbers 21:9. And Moses made a serpent of brass, and put it
upon a pole, and it c a m to pas, that if a serpent had bitten any
man, when he beheld the serpent of brass, he lived.
This is an example of "sympathetic magic," the belief that like
effects like, which is common among primitive people, (The most familiar example we have today is the voodoo belief that sticking pins
in images will bring pain and sickness to the person represented bv the
image.) The use of the serpent, as described in this verse2 is rather
similar to the principles of homeopathic medicine, which follows the
"hair of the dog that bit you" sort of reasoning,
The serpent is a particularly important animal in religious ritual,
whether fm good or evil. The fatt that a serpent moves in sa quiet
and hidden a fashion and strikes 80 suddenly and so unexpectedly
with so poisoned a fangj makes it an obvious representation of cunning
and evil. It is such a representation of cunning evil in the story of the
garden of Eden, for instance:
Genesis
the field

3:1.

..,

Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of

Something that is dangerous and evil is to be feared? and something
that is feared had better be treated well and propitiated, so that serpents could be worshiped even while dreaded.
Then? too, the serpent is looked upon as symbolizing immortality
because of its ability to shed its skin. Any primitive man, observing
the process by which a serpent sheds an old, dull skin and emerges in
a new, brightly colored one, might be excused if he assumed the serpent had undergone a proms of rejuvenation. (We ourselves also
shed our skin but we do so continuously? and little by little, here
and there, so that the process is quite unnoticeable.)
Thus, in the Gilgamesh legend (see page 40), when the hero finally
gains the plant that brought immortality, he has it stolen from him by
a serpent, which then becomes immortal. (In the garden of Eden, it
is the serpent who steals immortalitj from Adam and Eve, although
it is not itself macle immortal as a result, but is punished.)
The immortal serpent, victor over death, can thus be considered the

particular associate of the medical profession7 which labors to stave
a,if not to conquer* death. Serpents were sacred to Asklepios, the
Greek god of medicine* and even today the Medical Corps of the
U. 23, A m y has as its insignia the caduceus7 a staff about which two
serpents '=re encircled.
In iater Israelite history* however* as Yahvism grew stronger and
more uncompromising7the serpent of b;ss7 worshiped by the people*
came mder sharper and sharper disappraval. The fact of the association ,with Moses did not save it, The end cam in the reign of Hexekiah* king of Judah* some five centuries after the Ekodus:

. .

2 Kings 18:4. He pezekiah]
, hake in pieces the brasen
smpkt that Moses had made: for unto those days the children o j
lsal did burn incense to it:. and he called it Nehushtun.

Whushtan. is usually translated as "a pixe of brass.'' The impression one gets from the final clause of this verse, as dven in the King
James Version* is that when Hezekiah destroyed the serpent* he
cmntered the shock of the populace by contemptuously labeling the
obi& as of no ritual value at all but as nothing more than a piwe
of brass.
However* Nehushtan is related not only to the Hebrew word for
"brass" but also to the word for "serpent.'' Nehushtan may have been
the name of the object without any connotation of contempt. Indeed*
the Revised Standard Version translates the final clause of 2 Kings 18:4
as "it was called Nehushtan," a matter-of-fact statement of infomation
without interpretation.

Even the circling of Edom did not remwe pll difficulties. East of
C a w lay the two kingdoms of Moab and Amrnon. Of these two,
Moab wag the more southerly, ocoupying the eastern shores of the
Dead Sea7 while Ammon7 to the north* lay east of the Jordan River.
Both were recognized by the Israelites to be Hebrew people, deswnclants of Terab by way of b t and therefore (according to th3
interpretation of the Biblical writers), like Edom, immune to attack.
ht$Moab and Ammon had7 presumably, established themselves at
the borders of Canaan a century and a half before* in the time of
IlchnaWn (see page 124).

Just before the Israelites had. arrived7however? the kingdoms-Moab
in particular-had had to withstand the shock of another onslaught.

.

.

Numbers 2:26. , , Sihon ,the kiqg of the Amorites , , had
fought against the former king of Moab, and t a k n dl his lund out
of his hand, even unto Arnon.
The Amorites had7 some seven centuries before? been a powerful
people and had ruled most of the Fertile Crescent (see page 50).
They had fallen before the onslaughts of the Hittites and of Imperial
Egypt and were now either in subjection or7 in places7 maintained
themselvg precariously in patchwork principalities. At the time of the
Exodus, there were? presumably7Amonte principalities in Canaan, and
Sjhon may have been the ruler of one, His attack against the Moabites
may have represented the last successful action of the Canaanites
against the remorseless pressure of the various Hebrew tribes.
Before Sihon7s onslaught, Moab controlled the territory up to the
Jabbok River, This is dacriied elsewhere in this chapter as the southem boundary of Ammoq and Sihon, therefore, conquered the stretch
of land from the Jabbok down to the Arnon.
The Amon? by the way7 is a small river, flowing westward into the
Dead Sea7 reaching that body of water just about midway along its
eastem shore. In later Biblical history it remained the northern bounda q of Moab. Its modem name is Wadi Mojib, "M~jib" being a clear
echo of "Moab!'

In connection with the brief account of the victory of Sihon over
Moab, a fragment af a victory ode exulting over the defeat of the
M~abitesis included. In part, it reads:
Numbers z2:29. Woe to thee, Mwb! thou art undone7 0 people
of Chemosh

...

Chemosh was the national god of Moat and it was natural to speak
of Moab? in those days of wide acceptance of local gods? as the "people of Chemosh."
Only a few thinkers in those primitive times recognized a universal
God. Generally, the feeling was that each bit of land had its own
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god, and that over its own bit of land each god had godlike power.
It was even felt that the god was tied to the land; that if one
traveled elsewhere it became necessary to worship the god of that
land unless one carried his own 'god. Thus, when Rachel left the
house of her father Laban, she took Laban's idols with her:
Genesis 31:19
her father's.

. . . and Rachel had stolen the images that were

and Laban was more distressed at this than at the loss of his daughters
and the goods and cattle that Jacob had carried off:
'

...

Genesis 31:30.
though thou wouldest needs be gone
wherefore hast thou stolen my gods?

..

The manner in which the Israelites carried the ark of the covenant
with them during their travels in the wilderness had a little of the
flavor of carrying God with them. Otherwise, one suspects, they might
have felt it necessary always to travel back to Sinai to commune with
Him.
In the religious thought of that day, there was no necessary feeling
of antagonism toward the gods of other tribes, provided no actual
war was going on and the enemy was not calling upon his god for
help in your destruction (as you were calling upon yours for help
in his destruction). The situation might be much the same as in our
own feeling for the flags of foreign nations. If we are at peace with
a foreign nation, international usage requires that we treat its flag
with decent respect even in our own land. It would be even more a
matter of elementary courtesy to treat the flag of a foreign nation
with respect while inside the borders of that nation.
In later times, however, as a consciousness of the universality of
Yahveh grew among the Israelites, and as the feeling deepened that
there was only one God, not only for the Israelites but for all the
world-that there was one only God-the attitude of the Yahvists
toward the gods of other tribes hardened. The foreign gods were not
only potential enemies; they were no gods at all. At most, they
were demons who imposed their worship on the ignorant, unenlightened, or wicked. As a result, when Chemosh was referred to in later
books of the Bible, it was as something shameful:
1

Kings

ii:7.

. . . Chemosh, the abomination of Moab . . .

Heshbon
The conflict between Sihon and Moab presented a wonderful opportunity for the Israelites. Whereas Moab and Ammon were related
tribes, according to the Biblical interpretation of events, and therefore untouchable, Sihon was a non-Hebrew and might be attacked.
Or, to,put it in less idealistic fashion, Moab and Ammon were settled
kingdoms with well-fortified borders that it might be difficult to attack.
Thus the chapter states:
Numbers
strong.

21:24.

. . . the border of the children of Ammon was

(It may be, however, that this verse is mistranslated and that the Hebrew word translated as "strong7' refers to the town of Jazer, defining it
as the boundary of Ammon.)
It would seem reasonable, though, that the region conquered by
Sihon would be in a state of confusion and weakness. The strong
points, overthrown and broken down by the Amorites, might not yet
have been restored; and although the Anaorites had cowed Moab into
submission they might be in no condition now to face a new, fresh foe.
This proved, indeed, to be the case. Israel demanded passage through
the land, something Sihon could not allow. When passage was refused,
(he Israelites attacked, and defeated the Amorites,

...

,

...

and possessed his land from Amon unto
Numbers 21:24.
Jdbbok
Numbers 21:25. And Israel
dwelt in dl the cities of the
Amorites, in Heshbon

. ..

. ..

Heshbon was the chief city of the region and was located about
twenty miles east of the northern tip of the Dead Sea. It is still there
as a town in Jordan, with the Arabic name of Hesban.

The Israelites had now established themselves firmly on, the eastern
bank of the Jordan and had a base from which to launch the con-

quest of Canaan itself. That base, however, had to be broadened as
widely as possible. Assuming that Moab and Ammon must remain
inviolate, there was still the fertile pastures north of Arnmon. These
were attractive to the Israelites.
Numbers zi:33. And they turned and went up by the way of
Bushan: and Og the king of Bashan went out against them
to
the battle at Edrei.

...

The exact borders of Bashan are uncertain but it was, in general,
located to the east of the Sea of Galilee. It was for a long time a
prosperous, fertile region, so reach so that the quality of its cattle became proverbial in Biblical times-and through the Bible in our own
times, too. In the zznd Psalm, its cattle are used metaphorically to
represent the intensity of woes besetting the psalmist:
Psalm 22:iz. Many bulls have compassed me: strong bulls
Bashan have beset me round.

of

And the prophet Amos uses (hero to represent the prosperous and
self-satisfied aristocrats of the nation:
Amos

4:1.

Hear this word, ye kine of Bashan

. ..

Bashan was also famous for its oaks. The prophet Ezekiel, in ironically listing the glories of the merchant city of Tyre before going on
to prophesy its utter fall, describes the excellence of its ships by saying,
in part,
Ezekiel z7:5.

Of the oaks o f Bashan have they made thine oars .. .

Bashan remained prosperous under shifting tides of political change
until it was taken over by the Arabs in the seventh century A.D. After
that, decline was rapid. Nowadays, the territory that was once Bashan
makes up the southwestern comer of Syria, bordering Jordan to its
south and Israel to its west. Edrei, the sight of the battle between
Og and the Israelites, exists now as the town of Deraa, right on the
Jordanian border, with a population of about four thousand.
The territory is now largely occupied by the Druses, a Mohammedan sect which, since its establishment about A.D. 1000, has managed to maintain its existence even against the far superior power
of the Turks before World"W9.r I, or the French after it.
The conquest of Bashan was one of the events in early Israelite

military history that most impressed the later writers, both Biblical and
post-Biblical. Part of the reason is that Og, king of Bashan, was reputed
to be a giant. This is based upon a statement in the Book of Deuteronomy, where Moses is pictured as reviewing the events following
the Exodus:
Deuteronomy 3:11. For only Og king of Bashan remained of
the remnant of giants; behold, his bedstead was a bedstead of
iron
nine cubits was the length thereof and four cubits the
breadth of it

. ..

...

Judging from measurements made on the ruins of the Temple at
Jerusalem (whose measurements in cubits we know), it would seem
that a cubit is equal to about seventeen and a half inches. In that
case, Og's bed was about thirteen feet long and six feet wide.* A large
bed, to be sure, though it need not be taken that Og's body had to fill
it top to bottom and side to side.
Later rabbinical writers expanded on Og's size and made him the
last of the Nephilim who lived before the Flood (see page 72).
To survive the Flood, however, Og would have had to be in Noah's
ark, into which he could not fit. The legendmakers have it, then, that
he sat astride the ark and was fed by Noah till the waters fell.
This association of Og and the Flood (concerning which there
is no Biblical evidence whatever) may have been helped along by the
fact that the Greek myths had an ancient King Ogyges who reigned
during a great deluge. It might have seemed reasonable (to legendmakem) to suppose that Og and Ogyges were different forms of the same
name.
The manner of Og's legendary death is also dramatic. He raised
a huge mountain to hurl at the Israelites and tripped and fell in the
attempt. Thereupon, Moses himself leaped at him and killed him.
It is very likely that this last picture of Og is borrowed from the
semicomic Greek myth of the revolt of the giants against Zeus and
the Olympians. Those giants hurled mountains (one of the mountains crashed into the sea, according to the tale, and became Sicily)
but were slain anyway.
^There are large, iron-gray stones of basalt placed over primitive graves in the

area east of Jordan, about the size indicated in the verse. If this is considered,
metaphorically, as the final resting place or "bed" of a ruler or warrior, that might
account for the rise of the legend of Og's gianthood.

Balaam
The fact that the Israelites had conquered Heshbon and Bashan
was quite sufficient to alarm Moat). Even though its own territory had
not been attacked, it had no assurance it was not next on the list. Besides, Moab could scarcely have failed to consider Heshbon, the recent
conquest of Sihon, as its own territory, and the Israelites, having conquered it in turn, were certainly not planning to restore it to Moab.
Balak, the king of Moab, decided to weaken the Israelites by the
more subtle means of the .supernatural, rather than by outright attack.

...

to
Numbers 22:s. He sent messengers therefore unto Balaam
Pethor . . saying
Numbers 22:6.
curse me this people
for
he whom
thou blessest is blessed, and he whom thou cursest is cursed.

...

.

...

... . ..

Apparently, Balaam was a well-known sorcerer or magician of his
time, one who was believed to know the rites whereby supernatural
help or harm could be called down and who had demonstrated his
knowledge and skill, at least to the satisfaction of common report.
Balaam's fame in this respect can be regarded as widespread for
his town of Pethor is usually accepted as being on the Euphrates, some
four hundred miles north of Moab. It is identified with a town called
"Pitru" in the Assyrian records and "Pedru" in the Egyptian records.
(Some consider this distance too great to be plausible and suggest
that the verse has undergone some distortion and that Balaam was
really an ~rnmoniteliving only a few dozen miles north of Moab.)
Balaam's power was accepted even by the Israelites and nowhere
in the Bible is Balaam's power to bless and curse derided. It is rather
treated as a fortunate miracle that God chose to make Balaam's curses
come to nothing.
Indeed, belief can be sufficient. If the Moabites were convinced of
the efficacy of Balaarn's curse on the Israelites, they would fight with
more confidence and spirit in the battle that followed. And if the Israelites were likewise convinced, they would have been correspondingly
disheartened and might well have been defeated and driven away
by the Moabites.
'

According to the later view, Balaam served for hire and bestowed
his blessing and curses not necessarily as inspired to do so by God,
but in response to the fees he was offered by those who wished to
employ him. Thus, in the book of Jude in the New Testament, Jude

says:
'

Jude 1 : i i . Woe unto them! for they
error of Balaam for reward

...

. .. ran greedily after the

For this reason the expression "Balaamite" is used to describe some
one who uses religion primarily as a money-making device.

Baal
Balak had to send several times for Balaam, who was reluctant to
accept the commission. (The several-times-repeated journey is a point
in favor of those who feel that Balaam's home was not very far removed
from Moab. The story of the missions is not entirely self-consistent
and was probably derived from two separate and somewhat conflictr
ing soarties.)
Eventually Balaam did saddle up for the journey to Moab and on
that journey occurred the famous incident of his talking ass. An angel
blocked the way; an angel that the ass carrying Balaam could see
but Balaam himself could not. When the ass balked, Balaam beat him
and the ass spoke up in its own defense. This is one of the two incidents in the Bible in which an animal is depicted as speaking. (The
serpent in Eden is the other.) The miraculous nature of this incident
is such that later legends described the ass's mouth as one of the objects specially created in the initial week of creation for use in later
history.
Once Balaam arrived in Moab, Balak hastened to place him where
his curses might be most effective; in the mountain heights near
Heaven where the gods might best hear him and where the power
of his words could best fan out over the Israelites whom he was
to curse:

...

Numbers 22:41.
Bukk took Btdaam and brought him up
into the high places of Bad, that thence he might see
part of
the [Israelite] people.

.. .

'

t,

~

The phrase "high places of Baal" is a translation of the Hebrew
Bamoth-Baa!, which later, in the Book of Joshua, is mentioned as a
town in Moab. The town was located in the highlands, however, and
was named in honor of Baal because the site was associated with important religious rites. The effect is therefore the same whether one
speaks of "Bamoth-Baal" or of "the high places of Baal."
The word bad meant, in the various Semitic languages, "master"
or "owner," sometimes in a very mundane sense. In the Book of
Exodus, one finds:
Exocus

21:28.

. . . the owner of the ox shall be quit.

and "owner" is here the translation of the Hebrew word bad.
"Baal" was also used as a common title for Semitic deities with the
precise connotation of the English "Lord." It was never used as the
specific name of any idol. Indeed, the Israelites used the word as a
title for Yahveh at least up through the time of David. Thus, one of
the sons of King Saul (who was always depicted as a sincere Yahvist)
was named Ishbaal or "man of the Lord," and one of his grandsons,
Merib-baa1 or "hero of the Lord."
The word baal was so frequently used for idols, however, that the
later Biblical writers could not look upon it as simply "Lord" or apply
it, under any circumstance, to Yahveh. The term Adonai for "Lord"
succeeded baa1 and in time, it became even disgraceful to use the earlier
term. When the name Ishbaal had to be written, for instance, Ishbosheth was used instead:

...

...

Samuel 2:8.
Abner
took Ish-bosheth the son
and brought him over to Mahandio~:
2

of

Saul,

Bosheth meant "shame" arid was used to indicate what was considered a shameful word. The effect is the same as our own habit of
sometimes using asterisks to fill out an improper word. It is as though
we were to write "Ishbaal" as "Ish****!'

Pisgah
Unfortunately, for the Moabites, Balaam found himself unable to
curse the Israelites. Under the direct inspiration of God, according

to the Biblical account, his attempts to curse were converted into
blessings. Balak desperately sought other posts which might prove
mote efficacious:
Nunibers q:i4. And he [Balak] brought him' [Balaam]
the top of Pisgah

....
...

Numbers
Pew

. ..

23:28.

. . , to

And Balak brought Balaam unto the top of

Mount Pisgah is nowadays identified with a peak only six miles
southwest of Heshbon and perhaps twelve miles east of the northern
end of the Dead Sea. It is twenty miles north of the Arnon River and
if the identification is correct, it makes it obvious that Moabite forces
were edging into the territory recently conquered by the Israelites-perhaps while the majn force of the latter was occupied in Bashan.
Mount Pisgah is 2644 feet high, or just about half a mile. Mount
Peer,, which has no certain identification, was probably somewhat
north of Pisgah, so that although Peor was not quite as high a peak
as Pisgah, it was closer to the enemy. An alternate name of Pisgah is
Nebo and under the latter name it is most famous as the place of
burial of Moses.

Ortfcom
Balaam's inability to curse continued at all stations. From Mount
Pisgah, Balaam praised God, saying:
Numbers 23:22. God brought them out

of Egypt; he

[Israel] hath

as it were the strength of an unicorn.
The Bible mentions the unicorn on several other occasions, notably
in the Book of Jobs
Job 39:9. W
ill the unicorn be willing to serve thee, or abide by
thy crib?
The Hebrew word represented in the King James Version by
'unicorn" is re'em, which undoubtedly refers to the wild ox (urus or
aurochs) ancestral to the domesticated cattle of today. The re'em still
-flourished in early historical times and a few existed into modem

times although it is now extinct It was a dangerous creature of great
strength and was similar in form and temperament to the Asian
buffaloes.
The Revised Standard Version translates re'em always as "wild ox."
The verse in Numbers is translated as "they have as it were the horns
of the wild ox," while the one in Job is translated "Is the wild ox
willing to serve YOU?" The Anchor Bible translates the verse i n Job
as "Will the buffalo deign to serve you?"
The wild ox was a favorite prey of the hunt-loving Assyrian monarchs (the animal was called rumu in Assyrian, essentially the same
word as re'em) and was displayed in their large bas-reliefs. Here the
wild ox was invariably shown in profile and only one horn was visible.
One can well imagine that the animal represented in this fashion
would come to be called "one-horn" as a familar nickname, much as
we might refer to "longhorns" in speaking of a certain breed of cattle.
As the animal itself grew less common under the pressure of increasing human population and the depredations of the hunt, it might
come to be forgotten that there was a second horn hidden behind the
first in the sculptures and "one-horn" might come to be considered a
literal description of the animal.
When the first Greek translation of the Bible was prepared about
250 B.C. the animal was already rare in the long-settled areas of the
Near East and the Creeks, who had had no direct experience with it,
had no word for it. They used a translation of "one-horn" instead
and it became monokeros. In Latin and in English it became
the Latin word for "onehorn"; that is, "unicorn!'
The Biblical writers could scarcely have had the intention of implying that the wild ox literally had one horn. There is one Biblical quotation, in fact, that clearly contradicts that notion. In the Book of
Deuteronomy, when Moses is giving his final blessing to each tribe,
he speaks of the tribe of Joseph (Ephraim and Manasseh) as follows:
Deuteronomy 33: 17. His glory is like th? firstling of his bullock,
and his horns are like the horns of unicorns

...

Here the word unicorn is placed in the plural since the thought of
a "one-horn's" single horn seems to make the phrase "horns of a
unicorn" self-contradictory. Still, the original Hebrew has the word
in the singular so that we must speak of the "horns of a unicorn,"
which makes it clear that a unicorn has more than one horn. In ad-

ditim, the parallelism used in Hebrew poetry makes it natural to
equate "unicorn" and "bullock," showing that the unicorn is something very much resembling a young bull. The Revised Standard
Vedon has, in this verse, the phrase "the horns of a wild ox."
And yet the fact that the Bible speaks of a unicorn seemed, through
most of history, to place the seal of divine assurance upon the fact that
a one-horned animal existed. The unicorn is therefore commonplace
in legends and stories.
This is especially so since travelers in Greek times spoke of a onehorned least that existed in India, and assigned great powers to the
single horn of that animal. For instance, a cup made out of the horn
of such a beast rendered harmless any poisonous liquid that might be
poured into it.
There is, indeed, a one-horned beast in India (as well as in Malaya,
Sumatra, and Africa) and this is the rhinoceros (from Greek words
meaning "nose-horn7'). The horn on its snout is not a true horn but
is a concretion of hair; nevertheless, the concretion looks like a horn
and fulfills the purpose of one. It is very likely that the rhinoceros is
the Greek unicorn, although its horn scarcely possesses the magic
qualities attributed to it in legend.
Since the rhinoceros is one, of the lar& land animals still alive,
and & possessed of enormous strength, it might be thought to fit
the description in the Bible. Some Latin translations of the Bible
therefore convert the Greek momkeros into "rhinoceros." But 'this is
farfetched. It is very unlikely that the Biblical writer knew of the
rhinoceros and they certainly knew of the wild ox.
The unicorn entered European legend without reference to the
rhinoceros, which was as unknown to the medieval Westerner as to the
Biblical Israelite. The shape of the unicorn was, to the European, whatever fency pleased to make it, and it is roost familiar to us now as
a lather horselike creature with a single long horn on its forehead. In
this slape, two unicorns were depicted as supporting the royal arms of
Scotland. When Scotland and England were combined under the
House of Stuart in 1603, the Scottish unicorns joined the English 'lions
on the coat of arms of what now became Great Britain.
The old enmity between the two nations is reflected in the nursery
rhyme "The lion and the unicorn were fighting for the crown." The
fact that it is an English rhyme and that England usually won the
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wars, though never conclusively, is signified by the second line, "The
lion beat the unicorn all around the town."
The most distinctive feature of this modem unicorn is its horn,
which is long, thin, slowly tapering, and a straight helix. It has precisely the shape and dimensions, in fact, of the single tooth of the
male of a species of whale called the narwhal. This tooth takes the
shape of a tusk, sometimes twenty feet long.
Undoubtedly, sailors occasionally obtained such tusks and then sold
them to landlubbers for great sums by claiming each to be the horn
of a unicorn with all the magical virtue of that object.
The Daughters

of Modb

Though neither force nor enchantments had removed the Israelite
danger from Moab, mere propinquity seemed on the point of becoming sufficient for the purpose. The Israelites, with their years of wandering through wilderness, had not been able to develop elaborate rituals
and they found themselves fascinated by the enticing rites of the more
sophisticated religions of settled citydwellers:

...

began to covwtlt whoredom with
Numbers 25:i. And Israel
the daughters of Moab.
Numbers 25:2. And they [the Moabite women] culled the people
unto the sacrifices of their gods
Numbers 25:3 And Israel joined himself unto W-Peor

. ..

.

...

where Baal-Peor ("the Lord of Mount Par") was, presumably,
Chemosh.
The apostasy of the Israelites is, according to the Biblical story,
punished by a plague, and by firm measures on the part of Moses,
who ordered the slaughter of the idolaters. Equating national gods
with something of the emotions borne by national flags today, the
horror of the Biblical writers at this event might be compared to our
own feelings if "we discovered a sizable segment of our own popiriation gathering in time of war to salute the enemy flag and to sing
the enemy anthem.
Nor was this trespass with respect to Chemosh considered an a&
cident. It was supposed to be a deliberate policy on the part of the
Moabites (following the advice of Balaam) to use their women for

me purpose of seducing the Israelites to apostasy. Thus, Moses, in a
later verse, is described as saying of foreign women:

-

Numbers 31:16. Behold, these caused the children of Israel,
through the counsel of Balaam, to commit trespass against the
Lord

...

The memory of this incident strengthened the position of the more
intransigeant Yahvists in later history against intermarriage with foreign women.

After the episode of Balaam and the incident of the seduction of the
Israelites by Moab, it might be expected that war between Moab and
Israel would be described. Instead, it is Midian that is attacked by
Israel, The Midianite tribes of the eastern desert are described as having been in alliance with Moab against Israel, as having participated
in the call to Balaam, and the Midianite women are also described as
seducing Israelites.
This tale of war against the Midianites has its difficulties, however,
and it is commonly thought to be unhistorical. It may perhaps be a
pious invention of later times to mask an actual war fought inconclusively against Moab. After all, Moab remained in being and in control of the territory east of the Dead Sea for centuries. By failing to
mention any war with Moab the Biblical writers could continue to
maintain the position that the Israelites did not attack any Hebrew

tribe.
Yet even with Moab in existence, the Israelites remained in' occupation of most of the area east of the Jordan River and the Sea of
Galilee. Part of this was Ammonite territory but the Bible is silent as
to the fate of the Ammonites in this period. The Israelites are not
described as attacking the Ammonites, a Hebrew people, yet their
territory was soon to be settled by Israelite tribes. Indeed, part of the
confederacy was eying the territory even in Moses' lifetime while the
projected conquest of Canaan proper had not yet begun:
Numbers 3x1. Now the children of Reuben and the children
ef Gad had a very great multitude of cattle: and when they saw
the land of Gileud
behold, the place was u place for cattle;

...

. ..

The boundaries of Gilead are indefinite but at its broadest, it covers
(he whole of the area east of the Jordan River; the "Trans-Jordan" we
might call it.
Gilead had appeared earlier in the Biblical account. When Jacob
had left Laban to return to Canaan, Laban pursued him and caught
up with him in Gilead for a final interview:

...

Genesis 3i:z3. And he [Laban]
ftursued after him [Jacob]
seven days journey; and
overtook him in the mount Gilead.

...

Mount Gilead could refer to the range of highlands running down
the eastern side of the Jordan, or to a particularly prominent peak in
that range just south of the Jabbok River and about twelve miles east
of the Jordan. I t is some 3600 feet high.
The tribes requesting the land had first to convince Moses that they
were not proposing to quit the confederacy. They would participate
in the conquest of Canaan and would return to their Trans-Jordanian
holdings only after that conquest was assured. Once that was made
plain, Moses permitted the allotment.
Gilead was, in consequence, divided among the cattleowning tribes
of Reuben and Gad. Reuben took the area south of Heshbon and
north of Moab, while Gad had virtually the entire east bank of the
Jordan. Bashan fell to the lot of part of the tribe of Manasseh
(another portion of which occupied territory in Canaan proper).
In one sense, the Trans-Jordan was a good location, for the area
was described as rich and desirable. It was, however, also exposed.
Reuben was under the perpetual shadow of Moab and quickly faded
out of Israelite history, probably through absorption into Moabite culture. Gad and Manasseh were exposed to raids from the Ammonites
and the Midianites, and later had to bear the first brunt of the more
serious assaults of the Syrian and Assyrian armies in the latter days of
the Israelite kingdom.
The name Gilead may be a corruption of Gad (which occupied
much of it) or vice versa. On the other hand, the Biblical genealogies
have Gilead a grandson of Manasseh:
Numbers 26:26. Of the sons of Manasseh:
Machir begat Gilead . .

.

. . . Machir . . . and

There may be some connection between this eponymous ancestor
of the body of men known as "Gileadites," the land itself, and the
fact that a portion of the tribe of Manasseh occupied part of Gilead.

Just as Bashan was particularly known for its cattle, so Gilead was
famous for the resinous products of some of its trees and shrubs; products which could be turned into soothing, fragrant ointments and
used as skin softeners, cosmetics, perfumes, and incense.
This balsam, or balm, of Gilead was highly valued. When Joseph's
brothers were planning to sell him for a slave it was to a party of
traders to whom they sold him and they:

..

Genesis 3 7 : ~ ~ . . came from Gilead with their camels bearing
sfiicery and balm and myrrh, going to carry it down to Egypt.
When the prophet Jeremiah pleads with the people to return to the
Lord, pointing out that the remedy to all their evils is in their midst
only waiting for them, he makes use of the metaphorical (and rhetorical) question :
Jeremiah

8:22.

Js there no balm in Gild

..

The question is intended to have the obvious answer, yes! So, reasons
Jeremiah, is God present for the relief of His people.

-

1
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Deuteronomy

Bible begins:
These be ths worth which M o m spake

The fifth book, of the

..

Deuteronomy 1:i.
.
In Hebrew, the ~pdungphr&,$.@&h fwddebarim a d that, or the
briefer form 4d~ebarim"'
("ftowfc"} is the ~ e b r e wnaihaof the book,

The book does not advance I$rae@ history but purports to be the
record of a series of addresses-@a by Moses on the eve of his death
and of the Israelite entry "into'banian. These addresses recapitulate
the events of the Exodus and'ire~tat@%+portions of the law as it was
received from Sinai.
One might suppose that it was for this reason that the Greek-speaking
translators of the Septuafflntm a d thie book YDeuteronomion7' (which
) "second law."
became our own ~ e u t e r & o m ~or
Actually, however, the ,creek name arose through a misapprehension.
In the course of his discourses, Moses enjoins strict obedience to the
law on the part of the future
, ,
kirtg? of Israel:

.. .
...

when to,[the, king] sitteth upon the
Deuteronomy 17:18.
throne of his kingdom
he &<nI write him a copy of this law . . ,
Deuteronomy I-JSII). Aru( it &haft
be with him, and he shall read
therein . . . that he may fedm
. to keep dl the words of this

..

law...
The phrase in verse 18, "a copy of this law" was incorrectly translated
in the Septuagint as d e t t t ~ n o m b n("a second law") and it is from
this that our name derives.

Canaan Before the Conquest

The bulk of Deuteronomy is neither J, E, nor P, but represents
a fourth major source of the Hexateuch. It seems quite likely that
Deuteronomy is the one book of the Hexateuch that existed in essentially its present fashion before the Exile.
At least, Deuteronomy, or part of it, is usually identified with "the
book of the law" discovered in the Temple in 621 B.C. during the
reign of King Josiah:
Kings 22:8. And Hilkiah the high priest said unto Shaphan the
scribe, I have found the book of the law in the house of the Lord
2

...

This came at a time when there was periodic strife between the
temporal and spiritual power in the kingdom and when there had been
two recent reigns that were disastrous for the Yahvists. On the other
hand, there was now an impressionable young king on the throne,
Josiah.
Perhaps it occurred to some among the priesthood to prepare an
organized exposition of the laws which, in Yahvist eyes, ought to
govern the king and the people, writing into it a clear spiritual supremacy. This writing, as the "book of the law" was then providentially
"discovered" in the Temple and brought to the king. The doctrine,
placed in the mouth of Moses, treated as of great antiquity, and put
forward most eloquently, was bound to impress the king.
It did, and the priestly plan succeeded in full. Until then, Yahvism
had been a minority sect, often persecuted, and sometimes in danger
of being wiped out altogether. Now, for the first time, it assumed an
ascendancy, and, thanks to the enthusiastic co-operation of Josiah, it
was made the official religion of the land.
There was backsliding after Josiah's death, .but Yahvism had been
made powerful enough to meet the challenge of the Exile, which followed soon after. The Yahvistic priests, during the Exile, as they
edited theold traditions and codified the laws, incorporated Deuteronomy virtually intact into the Hexateuch.
After the Exile, Yahvism, the minority sect, had become Judaism,
the national religion of the, people. Through its daughter religions,
Christianity and Islam, Yahvism came to dominate the religious life
of well over a billion people in the time that has passed since then. If
Deuteronomy is dealt with briefly in this book because it is not primarily concerned with history, that does not mean it may not be the
most important part of the Bible in some ways; or even the most
important piece of writing in the world.

ASIMOV'S

G U I D E TO THE BIBLE

Lebanon

Moses begins his recapitulation of events at Sinai with God's instructions that the Israelites leave for Canaan. The boundarid of
Canaan as assigned to them by God are given, and these are the
ideal boundaries which, in the north particularly, were only very temporarily achieved a t Israel's brief peak of power two centuries after the
eonquest:
Deuteronomy

1:~.

. . . unto Lebanon, unto .. . the river EÃ§r

1:8.

Behold,

#rut@#.
Deuteronomy

I have set the land

before you , *

Lebanon referred originally to two mountain ranges north of Canaan
running parallel to the Mediterranean coast; one about twenty miles
inland and the other about forty miles' inland,' each about a hundred
mite long. These are higher than the highlands of Canaan, and have
some; peaks up to two miles high. The Lebanese mountains are therefore more notable for their snowy peaks than are any of the heights
in Canaan and it is from that, apparently, that t5e mountain ranges
and the land in which they are found Iget their names. "Lebanon" is
from the Hebrew word for "white?
The Greeks distorted the name somewhat and called the mountain
range nearer the sea the "Libanus" and the one farther inland the
"Anti-Libanus." Between is a valley, about ten miles wide, which the
Greeks called "Coele-Syria." Literally, this is 9iollow Syria7' and means,
ia freer translation, "the valley of Syria."
In post-Biblical times, the area ardund the Lebanese ranges was the
home of a Christian sect, the Maronited, which persisted (under severe
pesecution at times) through the long centuries of Mohammedan
domination. When the area was freed of TiirMsh rule, the fiench (who
took over Syria as a mandate under the League of Nations) established
Lebanon as a district separate from the rest of Syria, thanks to its difference in religion. In 1944 when independence came to the fnandate, the region became a separate and independent state, the Lebanke Republic.
, ,
Modem Lebanon is a small nation, about twice as large as DelawawÃ and has a population of about z,zw,ooo. It lies directly north
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of modern Israel and the two are the only non-Moslem powers in a
sea of Arabic states.
Just as Bashan was known for its bulls and oaks, and Gilead for its
balm, Lebanon was known for its forests of cedar. Cedarwood is f 9 grant and makes excellent building material. Solomon built much of
the Temple and of his palap out of cedar:
1 Kings 7'2. He bwit also the house [his palace] of the forest of
Lebanon.
upon four raw of qdar /x!Pre, with cedar beams upon
the pillam,
The cedar tree was lookedgbn as a particularly stately and magnificent tree, rivaling the oak as king of the forest.
During the time of the judges, Jotham, the lone survivor of a
massacred family, addressed those who had helped conduct the massacre in a fable intended to imply .that the worst people were now
ruling the land. These he represented by the bramble, and he went on
to point out that such a lowly object in its vainglory would not hesitate
to attack the highest and best. He has the bramble say:
Judges 9x5.
and if not, let fire come out of the bramble, and
devour the cedars of Lebanon. .
Similarly, Isaiah, in warning (he proud and haughty to beware
God's judgment (in "the day of, (he Lord"), uses both the cedars of
Lebanon and the oaks of Bashan as metaphors for haughty pride.
Isaiah 2:12. For the day of the Lord
shall be upon every
one that is proud and lofty
Isaiah ~ 1 3 And
.
upon all the cedars of Lebanon
and upon
all the oaks of Bashan,
The beauty and fragrance of the cedars and of their wood, and the
use of cedar in temples and palaces, lent a glamorous glow to Lebanon
generally, and this is made full use of in the Song of Solomon.
Song of Solomon 4:8. Come with me from Lebanon, my
spouse
Song of Solomon 4:11.
the smell of thy garments is like the
smell of Lebanon.

..

...

. ..

. ..

...

...

.. .

And the loved one is described as:
Song of Solomon
A fountain of gardens, a well of living
waters, and streams from Lebanon.

The Island of Caphtor

Moses goes on to describe the route followed by the Israelites from
Sinai to the Jordan, then pauses to tell something of the prehistory of
Canaan. He describes the tribes that were evicted from their territory
by the invading Edomites, Moabites, and Ammonites (presumably in
the period of Ikhnaton.) The pre-Hebrew tribes are described, in accordance with later legends, as giants (see page 72).
In the list, however, are the Avim, who Were displaced by a nonHebrew people:
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Deuteronomy 2 : q . And the Avims which dwelt in Hazerim, even
unto Azzah, the Gaphtorim, which came forth out of Caphtor,
destroyed them, and dwelt in their stead.
The district spoken of is the southern portion of the seacoast of
Canaan. The town Azzah is. taken to be Gaza, for instance, and that
is near the southern edge of'what, in the next stage of Israelite history,
was to be Philistine territory. The ~hilistintkdid taice the area at the
time of the Exodus or shortly before and they ruled there in the centuries afterward. It seems certain then that
by Caphtorim are meant
,
>
the Philistines.
For further Biblical evidence, we find that the prophet Amos makes
the identification when he quotes God as saying:
Amos 9:7.
Caphtor

. . . Have not I brought up . . . the Philistines from

. ..

and Jeremiah does the same when he says:
Jeremiah 474.

. . . the Lord will spoil the Philistines the remnant

of the country of ~aphto;.

The question then is: Where is Caphtor?
Unlike the other groups who established kingdoms over sections of
Canaan and surrounding regions at this time, the Caphtorirn (Philistines) established themselves on the seacoast. They, it would seem,
invaded from the sea, rather than from Arabia. Indeed, it seems almost inevitable to conclude that they were part of the Peoples of the
Sea who, in Merneptah's reign, were raiding the Egyptian coast.
This may be an important hint as to.the identity of Caphtor, since the
Peoples of the Sea were, in part at least, of Greek origin.
This is borne out by the fact that the Israelites always spoke of the
Philistines, particularly, as being "uncircumcised." Circumcision was a
rite that was by no means confined to the Israelites. It was practiced
among the ancient Egyptiqq and among most of the Semites of the
western portion of the Fertile Crescent (the latter, perhaps, through
Egyptian cultural influence.)
Abraham is described as not having been circumcised.unti1 he was
well advanced in years:
Genesis 17:24. And Abraham was ninety years old and nine, when
he was circumcised

...

but, according to the Biblical story, Abraham was an east-Semite by
birth. His circumcision can be viewed as the adoption of a west-Semitic
rite.
The Philistines remained uncircumcised and it is tempting to think
of them, then, as being neither Egyptian nor west-Semitic in culture
and that leaves the strong possibility of their being Greek.
What, then, was the situation of the Greek world at the time of the
Exodus, and before?
About 2000 B.c., in the time of Abraham, the Greeks entered the
peninsula which is now called Greece. They found to the south, on the
island of Crete (about sixty miles off the southeastern tip of Greece),
an already advanced civilization. This was the Minoan civilization,
named for the legendary King Minos of Crete.
The Greeks occupied the Greek peninsula and absorbed the Minoan
culture, building strong cities of their own on that peninsula. These
early Greeks may be referred to as Mycepaeans because one of their
chief cities was Mycenae.
The Mycenaeans expanded vigorously at the expense of the declining
Minoan culture and by 1400 B.c., shortly before the time of Ikhnaton,
the original Minoans no longer formed a separate and distinct people.
Even in Crete itself, the Greek language prevailed.
The Mycenaeans, soon after i.po B.C. were beginning to feel the
push of new waves of barbarians from the interior, including less
civilized tribes of Greek-speaking peoples, and weie themselves in increasing turmoil. Armed bands, seeking new homes after their old
ones were ravaged, or merely seeking to carve out new dominions in
place of a growingly insecure home base, made up strong contingents
of the Peoples of the Sea.
The Mycenaeans of the Greek mainland were close to Asia Minor
and they invaded that peninsula. The tale of the war against Troy
seems to be a distant memory of that invasion. The Trojan War may
have initiated (or been part of) the general turmoil on that peninsula
that led to the final destruction of the Hittite Empire.
Could it be then that armed bands from Crete fanned southward
to Egypt and eastward to Canaan, and that Caphtor refers to the
island of Crete? Most Biblical scholars are content to think so.
Of course, not everything about the Philistines is Greek. In language
and customs they are largely Semitic. The names of their cities, their
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kings, and their gods are Semitic words. This may represent a certain
assimilation of west-Semitic culture after the invasion, but it may also
indicate that the original invasion was at least partly Semitic to begin
with.
Is this possible? Yes, it is, even if Caphtor was Crete. Greek myths
make the Cretan king, Minos, the son of Europa, a princess from a
portion of the Canaanite coast called by the Greeks Phoenicia. The
Canaanite princess had been brought to Crete by Zeus in the guise of
a bull.
his may be the mythical reminiscence of the days when trade and
cultural exchange between the Minoan and Canaanite civilizations was
rich and full. The Minoan civilization might even have stemmed in
part from the older Canaanite civilization.
Nor was this fusion long-distance only. Both Minoans and Canaanites were in those days a seagoing people. At the height of Minoan
power, the Cretan navy dominated the eastern Mediterranean and
Cretan ships brought Minoan products and Minoan culture to the island
of Cyprus, 350 miles t o the east, and to the southern regions of the
Asia Minor coast, which in spots is only fifty miles north of Cyprus.
Canaanite (Phoenician) colonies were also^established on Cyprus and
throughout Biblical times, Cyprus remained part Greek and part Canaanite in culture.
Could it be, then, that the Israelites and Greeks, both heir to a land
of fused MinoanCanaanite culture, are first cousins culturally speaking? Some archaeologists feel themselves attracted to this rather startling
possibility.
Can it also be @at the. Caphtorim who, invaded the southern coast
of Canaan were not raiders from distant Crete, but from the much
closer Cyprus and its environs? In that case Caphtor would be Cyprus
and the raiders might have a' Minoan-Canaanite culture, fusing Semitic
language with a lack of circumcision.
Tiny, uncertain clues come from the fact that in Egyptian inscrip
tions, the term "Kafto" is used for a region that seems to include
the southern coast of Asia Minor. Arguing on the other side, however,
is the fact that the name for the inhabitants of Cyprus, as given in the
Old Testament, seems to beaChittim" or "Kittim."
This name seems to be derived from Kition (Citium, in Latin),
a city on the southeastern coast of Cyprus and the chief center of
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Canaanite (Phoenician) culture on the island. It is possible that a
name meant for the chief city eventually spread out to include the
entire island, displacing the older name of Caphtor.

Mount Hermon
Moses then describes the manner in which the ~sraeiitesconquered
the district about Heshbon, and defeated Og of Bashan:
Deuteronomy 3:8. And we took
of Arnon unto Mount Hermon.

. . . the land . . .from the river

Mount Hermon makes a good landmark for the northern edge of
Canaan, so that to say "unto Mount Hemon'' is like saying "to the
northern limits of Canaan." Mount Herrnon, about forty miles north of
the Sea of Galilee, is a peak in the Anti-Libanus range; indeed, the
highest peak, being 9232 feet high. Its modem name is Jebel esh
Sheikh and it is on the border between Lebanon and Syria, about
fifteen miles northeast of the northern border of modem Israel.

Rabbath
In telling of the crowning victory over Og, mention is made of Og's
giant bedstead (see page 182) :

...

Deuteronomy 3: 11.
his bedstead was a bedstead
not in Rubbath of the children of Ammon?

. ..

of iron; is it

This city is sometimes referred to as Rabbath-ammon, to differentiate
it from other cities of the same name elsewhere (as we would say

Portland, Maine, to distinguish it from Portland, Oregon). An alternate spelling is Rabbah.
Rabbath was an important city of the trans-Jordan area, and lay
about fifteen miles northeast of Heshbon. It was the chief city of the
Ammonites and in that city the memory of the Ammonites survives although the tribe itself has long since vanished. The town, under the
maae of Amman, survives today as the capital of Jordan and has a
population of some 250,000.

'

Mount Gerizim
After enumerating again the laws delivered from Mount Sinai, Moses
warns the Israelites that there is both a blessing and a curse involved;
a blessing if they are obedient to the law and a curse if they are not.
Once they enter Canaan, they are to accede to this fact by solemn ritual
in a specific spot:

...

Deuteronomy 11:29.
thou shalt put the blessing upon
mount G e r i z h and the curse upon mount Ebal.
Gerizim and Ebal were the two mountains that flanked the narrow
valley in which Shechem was located (see page B), Gerizim on the
south and Ebal on the north. They are not high mountains, the former
being a bit less than 3000 feet high, the latter a bit more than 3000.
Later in Deuteronomy, in the twenty-$eventh chapter, Moses dcscribes in detail how, after the conquest of Canaan, the tribes shall
distribute themselves on Mount Gerizim and Mount Ebal, one group
to pronounce blessings and the other to pronounce curses. No doubt
this reflects the religious importance of the area of Shechem in proIsraelite days and marks the aura of sanctity that lingered over the
area even after the Israelite conquest. This was true particularly of
Mount Gerizim, which was associated with the blessings.
Among the later Jews, all holy places were gradually subordinated
to and eventually swallowed by the Temple at Jerusalem, but Mount
Gerizim continued as the sacred mountain to the sect of the Samaritans prominent in the region in New Testament times.

Belial
Moses goes on to warn the Israelites against the dangers of false
prophets and of those who would worship other gods. He warns
against:
Deuteronomy 13:13.
and serve other gods

. . .children of Belial . . .saying, Let us go

. ..

'

The word belial means, literally, "not profitable." Something that is
belial is worthless and empty; "children of Belial" are people whose
views and opinions are worthless and empty, and therefore not to be
listened to.
I t is a short step from considering something worthless to considering
it wiclced. W e have a similar case in English. The word "naughty"
originally meant worthless or empty, or something that "contained or
was worth naught," but came to mean wicked (although today it has
degenerated to the point where it merely describes troublesome children).
T h e use of bdiuf untranslated, especially if it is left capitalized, as
in the King James Version, tempts one into thinking of Belial as a
spirit of evil, perhaps as the devil himself. This is avoided in the Revised Standard Version, which substitutes "base fellows" for "children
of Belial."
Nevertheless, it is not only moderns who come to consider Belial the
name of a demon. By New Testament times, the Jews had come to
do just this and Belial had become a synonym for Satan. Thus, in the
Second Epistle to the Corinthians, the Apostle Paul asks:
2

Corinthians 635. And what concord hath Christ with Be-

lid?...

Saints

The last words ascribed to Moses in Deuteronomy make up a poem
containing short comments on each of the tribes, praising them, or
giving some intimation of the role they were to play in the time of
the kingdoms. The poem ("the blessing of Moses") begins with an
invocation of God:
Deuteronomy 3 3 : ~ .And he [Moses] said, The Lord came from
he shined forth from mount Paran,
Sinai, and rose up from Seir
and he came With ten. thousands of saints

...

...

The word "saint" is from the Latin sanctus, meaning "holy!' That
which is sanctified or holy is reserved for God and is withdrawn from
worldly uses. The word "saints" in the verse just quoted is a translation
of the Hebrew word kadesh but that can mean either a "holy person"
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or a "holy place." Thus, the town at which the Israelites camped for
many years was Kadesh-bamea ("the holy place of Bamea").
It may be, then, that, with the parallelism of Hebrew poetry, the
verse names the place at which God appears (the mountains south of
Canaan) in slightly different ways: Sinai, Seir, Paran, and finally Meribath-Kadesh (some region near Kadesh-barnea). This is not in the
least farfetched for there is such a place, mentioned only four verses
earlier, with a slightly different spelling:

..

Deuteronomy 3z:si. . ye [Moses] trespassed agmnsf me [God]
umong the children of Isrd at the waters of Meribah-Kadesh.
The translation of the place name into "ten thousands of saints"
@us gives an erroneous picture.
In the Psalms, the expression "saints" usually refers to godly, pious
people, very much in the modem manner, and is a translation of
hasid ("pious"). Thus:
Psalm 31:23. 0 lave the Lord, dll ye his saints

...

In the time of the persecution of the Jews by the Seleucid king
Antiochus IV, in 170 B.C. and afterward, the beleaguered Jewsbegan
to picture themselves as a people devoted to God and surrounded by
hordes of evil idolaters. All believing Jews were kudesh and could be
referred to in translation as 'hints." When Daniel predicts that the
Jews will eventually be secure, and glory in an ideal kingdom set up
by God, he says:
Daniel 7:18. But the saints of the most High shall take the kingdom

...

In the New Testament, Paul commonly takes the same view of the
beleaguered early Christians. To him, writing in Greek, they are
oi hugid ("the holy ones" or "the saints"). Thus:
Philippians 1:i. Paul and Timotheus
which are at PhsUppi

...

The Blessing

. . . to all the saints . . .

of Moses

Like the earlier blessing-of Jacob '(see page 116), the blessing of
Moses seems to be a collection of traditional sayings, assigned in ret-

rospect to an early personage. Of the two, the blessing of Moses
seems to be the later, and is appropriately ascribed, therefore, to the
later personage.
For one thing the reference to Joseph in the blessing of Jacob
makes no reference to the separate tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh.
The blessing of Moses does, however, speaking of:

. . .the ten thousands of Ephraim, and the

Deuteronomy 33:17.
thousands of Manasseh.

The fact that Joseph and Levi receive (he longest and most glowing
blessing would indicate that the sayings yere collected and put into
final fomi by priestly hands in the northern kingdom of Israel, which
was dominated by the Joseph tribes and, in particular, by the "tea
thousands" of the more populous Ephraim. In that case, this would
have had to be done before the destruction of the northern kingdom in 722 B.C.
This is further indicated by the fact that the tribe of Judah is given
brief and rather cool notice:

...

let his hands be sufltdent for him; md be
Deuteronomy 33:7.
thou an help to him from his enemies.
No mention is made of Judah's kingship. This is natural if the shying~were collected in the northern kingdom after i t had. split away
from Judean domination and would certainly not recognize the validity of the Davidic kingship. In the blessing of Jacob, however, much
is made of the Judean kingship, which would indicate that that collection dated back to the time of the undivided kingdom~about950 B.C.
perhaps.
The blessing of Moses indicates further the decline of the tribes of
Reuben and Simeon, of which signs are present even in the earlier
Messing of Jacob.
Simeon is not mentioned at all in the blessing of Moses. The tribe
has lost its tribal identity, has been absorbed into Judah, and is
completely dismissed by the northern sources. Of Reuben, all that
can be said is:
Deuteronomy 33:6. Let Reuben live, and not die; and let not his
m^n be few.

'

But even this palliates the actual situation for the word "not" was
added by the pious translators of the King James Version, who would
not let Moses say something that sounded like a curse. However, the
word "not" is not present in the original Hebrew.
Catholic versions translate the verse: "May Ruben live and not die
out, but let his men be few." This represents the actual situation in
early tribal times and by the time of the kingdoms, Reuben did die out,
having been absorbed by Moab.
-With the conclusion of the speeches in the book of Deuteronomy,
Moses is taken to the top of Mount NebofMount Pisgab, views Canaan, which he is not to be allowed to enter, dies, and is buried. His
eventful life thus comes to its close.

6. J O S H U A
JOSHVA
AJALON

JERICHO
MEROM

GIWAL THE WALL [OF JERICHO]
A1 GIBEON
ZIDON ' THE PHILISTINES
THE TRIBES MOUNT

EPHKAIM

To the Jews, the first five books of the Bible ("The Law") make up
the first of the threegrand divisions of the Old Testament. The second division includes twenty-one books that together make up "the
Prophets." Of these, the first six, which are primarily historical, are "the
early Prophets" and, the Book of Joshua, named for the general
whose actions dominate the events it describes, is the first.
However, Joshua is made up of the same sources as the five books of
the Law, was put into final written form at the same time, apparently,
by the same priestly groups, and brings the theme of the first five
books to a climax. There is thus plenty of justification in treating the
first six books (the Hexateuch) as a unit. (The rabbinical tradition
that Joshua himself wrote the book can be ignored.)
The Book of Joshua describes an idealized version of the conquest
of Canaan-a conquest that brings to a triumphant climax God's promise of Canaan to the descendants of Abraham, as described in Genesis.
The Israelite army, under unified leadership, is pictured as conquering the entire land in a brilliant set of campaigns. Actually, as would
appear from other evidence in the Bible itself, the conquest was far
more disorganized, gradual, and imperfect than that. Still, the key
incidents in Joshua, though made neat and glossy by priestly piety at
the time of the Exile (some seven centuries after the events described
in Joshua), may well reflect traditions that in turn represent actual
events.

.

The Conquest of Canaan
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civilization (the very word "civilization" comes from the Latin word
for "city-dweller"; that is, "citizen"). To build a city, even a simple
one out of dried mud that takes up no more room all told than a
modem city block, requires a certain level of technology and social cooperation. It is awesome to think that Canaan had already seen three
thousand years of civilization at least at the time that Abraham entered.
It may have been much mom than that Older cities have been found
in the Fertile Crescent. In 1966, archaeologists from the University of
Toronto reported finding a site in the region of the upper Euphrates
containing houses that must have been built as long ago as 8500
B.C. In comparison with such a date, the pyramids are modem struchires, and Abraham almost a contemporary.
The Jericho that Joshua faced was well fortified indeed; the ruins
believed to be Canaanite Jericho have walls twelve to fourteen feet
thick. The spies, however, discovered morale within the town to be
disastrously low. They had no trouble finding refuge with a harlot
named Rahab who was willing to betray the town in exchange for
safety during the inevitable sack. She reported:

...

Joshua 2:9.
your terror is fallen upon us, and
habitants of the land faint because of you.

. . .all the in-

When this news was brought back to Joshua, he must have felt
confident that with the defenders disheartened and with a "fifth column" within the town, he had only to attack. H e made ready to do
just that.

Joshua ordered the Israelite army out of Shittim, an encampment
some five miles east of Jordan. Marching westward, he crossed the
Jordan (which parted for him, according to the Biblical story, as the
Sea of Reeds did for Moses). Joshua ordered that twelve stones be
taken up from the temporarily dry bed of the Jordan.

...

Joshua 4:q. And the people
encamped in Gilgal in the east
border of Jericho.
Joshua 4:ao. And those twelve stones, which they took out of the
Jordan, did Joshua pitch in Gilgal.

'

.

The word gtlsfd means "a circle of stones" and there are several
places with that name mentioned in the Bible. A circle of large stones
had religious significance to the men of the Stone Age, and such circles
can be found in many places. The most famous and largest such
circle still surviving-at least in part-is at Stonehenge in England. The
Stonehenge circle is believed now to have served as a primitive calendar for the dating of such phenomena as lunar eclipses, but such is the
close connection between astronomy and religion in primitive cultures
that it is easy to believe that it served a religious purpose at the same
time.
The best-known Gilgal in Canaan is this one mentioned in
Joshua 4x9, and it is usually located a few miles from Jericho in the
direction of Jordan. It is quite likely that the circle of stones that gave
the area its name dated back to Canaanite times and played a role in
Canaanite religion. The aura of sancity that lingered over it even after
the conquest would have been highly repugnant to Yahvism if it had
not been .somehow assimilated to the priestly view of history. (This
ability to assimilate earlier notions is characteristic of successful religions. Islam assimilated the Kaaba and the holiness of Mecca from the
pagan past and Christianity assimilated the Christmas celebration from
pagan rites centering about the winter solstice.)
In this case, the circle of stones was associated with Joshua's crossing
of the Jordan. Nor does the fact that there! were twelve stones necessarily reflect the twelve tribes of Israel and therefore point to Israelite
origin. Through an astronomic accident, the cycle of seasons is nearly
twelve times as long as the cycle of the moon's phases; i.e., the year is
made up of twelve months. For this reason, the number twelve could
have enormous significance to an agricultural society. For instance, the
twelve signs of the zodiac are arranged to mark off the twelve months
as the sun makes its circuit of the sky in the course of a year. Indeed,
some tey to relate the twelve tribes of Israel (why exactly twelve?) to
the twelve signs of the zodiac, but this may be going a bit far. Some
leeway muit be allowed to coincidence, surely.
The Wall [of Jericho]
The siege of Jericho, as described in the Bible, was accompanied by
ritualistic parades about the city by armed men, with priests also cir-

ding the city, bearing the ark of the covenant and blowing on trumpets.
This was repeated for six days and on the seventh day the city was
circled seven times (an indication of the small size of the city by modem standards). When that was done

...

Joshua 6:20.
the people shouted with a great shout, that the
wall fell down flat , ,

.

If the Biblical account is taken literally, this is a miracle, but those
who seek natural explanations often suggest that it was an earthquake
that did the trick. If so, it was a most fortunately timed earthquake.
Actually, it is easy to suppose that the circling of the city had a
carefully designed tactical purpose. In the first place, it served to dishearten the city's defenders still further, for the people of Jericho would
be nervous indeed at the somber and majestic spinning of a supematural net about the city. To the religiously devout of those days, the
invaders were calling on a perhaps powerful God who might be expected to do almost anything. The rulers of the city must have had
much trouble to keep the populace from surrendering on the spot.
Secondly, while the defenders watched in fascination at the slow
parading about the city, and listened to the awesome sound of the
trumpets, they might not have had time to see and hear the very
mundane activity of Joshua's sappers slowly undermining the city's
walls.
. So Jericho fell. The city was sacked and, it was intended, destroyed
for all time.

...

Joshua 6:26.And J o s h [said]
Cursed be the man
riseth up and buildeth this city Jericho , , ,
I

. . . that

I

It has happened many times that cities have been destroyed and
their sites cursed by inveterate enemies. The best-known case outside the Bible is that of Carthage, the largest and strongest Canaanite
town in history (it was a Phoenician colony). Carthage had been engaged in three colossal wars with Rome, paced out over more than a
century, and at one point had come within a hairbreadth of defeating
Rome. When Rome finally took Carthage in 146 B.c., it utterly destroyed the town and made provision that it never be rebuilt.
However, towns aren't built for no reason; they are usually placed at
the site of a sea harbor or river crossing, or in some position where they
control trade routes. The men of a properly positioned city become

'

prcq@r6us indeed and it is unlikely that such a position can be allowed
to stand empty forever, whatever the curse resting upon it.
Thus#a little over, a century after its destruction, Carthage was built
again after all. Roman Carthage flourished for six centuries, almost as
l ~ n ga the original Canaanite town had existed.
In the same way, the time came whkn Jedch~was rebuilt, almost
upon the cursed site. In thk reign of King Ahab, three centuries after
J~shua,a new Israelite Jericho arose and this survived and flourished
through New Testament times, This new Jencho was destroyed in
the course of invasions of Persians and Arabs in the seventh century
A.D. and still another Jericho was built by the cnkaders four centuries
after that.
This last Jericho still exists today, its Arabic name being the
recognizable Eriha. Its present population is about zwo.

a

AEtm the fall of Jericho, Joshua continued the advance westward into
the hMrt of central Canaan.
Joshua 72. And Joshua sent m frim l d h o to Ai, which is
on the east side of Bethel,

...

Ai was twelve miles northwest of Jericho and two miles fhrther still
to the northwest was Bethel, the important city associated with Jacob's
dream of a ladder (see page 94), The two cities were either under
common rule or acted in alliance against the Israelites.
The invaders, overconfident at first, attacked with too few numbers
and were beaten off. Joshua therefore placed a contingent of men in
ambish, then ma& a more caxful attack. This time, he pretended deb t and odered his men to break and nh. The men of Ai and Bethel,
ovemniident in their turn, incautiously left their defenses to engage in
hok punuit. At an appropriate moment, the Israelites turned to fight
and when the Canaanites attempted to return to their cities they
found those cities occupied by the Israelites who had been in ambush. Ai was sacked, burned, and destroyed. Unlike Jericho, it was
.never rebuilt,
(h
this, the Bible recounts how the3Isradites ascended Mount
and Mount E h l to perform ,the rituals of blessings and

~~

curses that Moses had called for before his death. I t is not likely that
this could have been done at so early a stage of the conquest but only
after Canaan was under more or less complete control. However, the
Deuteronomist writers were anxious to show the manner in which the
Israelites had obeyed the dicta@ of Moses to the utmost-as an example to their own times. They inserted the passage* therefore7 at the
very earliest opportunity.)

The two victories of the Israelites over Jeiicho and over Ai put all
of Canaan into a state of urgent alarm. This was particularly true of
the ci,ty of Gibeon:
Joshua 9:3. And when thg inhabitanb of ~ibeorzhead whd
jmhuu had d o w unto Ier$c@oand to Ai,
Joshua 9:4. They did work wilily
,

..

One could scarcely blame Gibeon. The city is b a t e d about seventeen miles west of Jericho and five miles south of Ai, so it w s very
likely to be the next target of the Israelite army.
(Gibeon was a large city for its time but is now represented only
by a small village7 with the recognizable Arabic name of El Jib. The
people of Gibeon werk Hivita* one of the triibes routinely mentioned
in the early books of the Bible as destined to conquest by the Israelites.
The Hivites had also controlled %&em in patriarchal times; see page
1m.)

The Gibeonites worked "wilily7* by putting on worn clothes and
taking moldy provisions d t h them. When they appeared before Joshua
at his camp in Gilgal, t h q represented thmselves as ambassadors
from a far country. A t m t y of peace was made with them and later,
when the deception was discovered7 the treaty was honored and
Gibeon was not destroyed7 nor were its peuple slaughtered. The
Gibeonites are described as having been reduced to slavery but this
may not actually have come to pass until Solomon7s time three centuries later.
It is difficult to see how the Gibeonites could have fooled Joshua in
this manner? or to believe that the fierce Israelite invaders would have
honored a 'treaty secured by deception. However, the writem of the

uaR'while daoribing an idha1 And komplete &nqust af
to account for the kvown-fact that same Canaanibs
cities maintained a reasonabl~degrtx 04 i n d e p d e n w into the t i m ~
of David and Solomon, Thq tale of the trickery of Gibeon we8 one way
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was a k a m 8bout tm~tMl&
k& ,mf.,Gib~n.~,' ! ' . ?The Bible describes this miraculous lmgthening of the day to have
~
I mrried
I
through .for the purp~id''ofallowing the Israelites to
complete their victory. Interpreting them literall% men wed the%@
verses twenty-five centuries after t11e time of<Joshua to fight the Goper*
nimo theory that the sun s t o d still and the earth moved about iE
@ter all, if Joshua has to order the sun "stand thou still" it must
h p l y that ordinarily the sun is moving. (This difficulty disappears if
one understands the principle of "relative motion," but it is not Itha
parpose of this book to corisider the r$akionship of the B i b k - t ~ + w b s
and we will pass on.)
, , . I ! ?.I
.Foll~widg that battle, the Bible rapidly describes JoshW!~.weep
through southm Canaan, in which he captures a series of W s . &
the territory that was later to make up the territory of the tribe ot
;:?-

fudah. Hebron itself was @ken but no mention is made of Jerusalem
-and no wonder? for Jemsdem remained independent and Canaanite
until the days of David.
Merom
It was next the turn of tlye cities of norkhem Canaan to form a league
against Joshua,
Joshua 11:s. Arzd when all thew &in@ were met together, they
came and pitched together aâ the wutm of Merom, to fight against
Israel.
The Jordan Rive, in i b course, pass- thqugh or flows into three
enclosed bodies of water. The southernmost and Iargmt is, of course,
the Dead !ka (see page 71). Sodie s&y-five miles berth of the Dead
Sea is the Sea of Galilee, and a b ~ u 8t &zeh miles still farther north is
Lake Huleh. It is Lake Hdeh wbich is &ally taken to be the "waten
of Merom,??It is the smllegt of the three hodies of water associated
with the Jordan; it is only four miles long and three and a half miles
wide.
Zidon
At Merom, Joshua won another great victory and is described as leading the pursuit far (improbably far, in fact) to the north.
Joshua 11:8. And the Lord tielivmed them into the hand of Israel,
who smote them, a d chased them unto greut Zidon

...

Zidon, or Sidon, is a city on the M d i t e m n a n shore about ip
miles north of Jerusalem. The a m about Zidon (Sidon), which nowadays makes up the coastal region of modem Lebanon, was inhabited by
Canaanites who were never conquered by the Israelites. Even at the .
time of Israel's greatest power, the Canaanite cities of the hbanese
shore, though in alliance with Isfid, were not subjected to it.
At the time of the {Israeliteanquest of Canaan, the largest and
most powerful of thme north-Canaanite citia was Zidon (Sidon) and
the people of the entire region were ~~~r~ referred to in the Bible
as Zidonians or Sidonians.

The City of Zidon

.

The people of the region were famous for their manufacture of a
purpie-red dye and made use of it in their own clothing to such an
extent that the color gave a name to the people and the land. It i s
sometima stated that the word "Canaan" is derived from an old Semitic word meaning "purple." That may or may not be so but it is
quite clear that the Greek name for the rqion is derived from the color
of the dye. The Greek name is "Phoenicia" from their word meanin&,"purplered." It is as Phoenicians that the people are almost invaritxbly known nowadays, though the word is not used in the Bible.
Nor should the familiar term *'Phoenician," be allowed to obscure the
fact that the people we call Phoenicians were racially and culturally
indistinguishable from the Canaanites to the south.
At the time of Joshua, the Phoenicians may already have made their
greatest single coxltributi~nto culture-the invention of the alphabet.
Writing itself 'seems, to have been invented in a number of different
plhces independently-in Sumena, in China, in Central America. In

all these cases, however, the symbols used were pictures of objects or
abstract markings representing words or concepts.
As far as we know the Phoenicians were the first (at some dim
period in their ancient histoxy) to hit upon the idea of taking a few
markings and letting each stand for a single consonant. By putting
such markings (letters) together any word whatever could be produced;
and even an unfamiliar word could then be pronounced by sounding
the letters. The Phoenician alphabet was adopted by the various Hebrew tribes, including the Moabites and Israelites.
The Greeks adopted the Phoenician alphabet, too, allowing some
of the letters to stand for vowel sounds. (Greek myths clearly state that
the letters were introduced by the Phoenician prince, Cadmus, who
migrated to Greece and founded the Greek city of Thebes.)
Indeed, it is usually accepted that the alphabet (as distinct from
writing in general) was invented only once, and that all modem alphabets, however odd some of them seem, are more or less distorted versions of the original Phoenician alphabet
In the centuries immediately after the Israelite conquest, the importance of Sidon declined. The greatest days of Phoenicia were still
ahead; these, indeed, coinciding with the greatest days of Israel. In
those great days, however, leadership would fall to other cities, not
Sidon. Yet Sidon exists today as Saida, a Lebanese port with a population of about 25,000. Its once-excellent harbor is half silted up and
is almost entirely useless. The town is surrounded by fruit orchards,
however, and i t is the Mediterranean terminus of an oil pipeline
from Saudi Arabia.

The Philistines
Even under the idealized picture of the conquest as presented in
the Book of Joshua, there was no denying that sections 6t Canaan
remained unconquered. The chief of these included the section along
the southern coast of Canaan:
Joshua 13:~. This is the land that yet remaineth: all the borders
of the Philistines
.
Joshua 13:3.
the Gaxathites, and the Ashdothites, the Esh,
kalonites, the Gittites, and the Ekronites

..
...

..

'

Philistia

&

"Philistine," which replaces the older term "Caphtorim"
Tie
(see page 199), may be the name the people-of the region gave themselves. T h e Egyptian inscriptions speak of them as the "Pulesati!'
In Hebrew, this became "Pelishtim" and in Greek "Philistmoi."
In historical records outside the Bible, the Philistines are first heard
of in the records of a new Egyptian dynasty, the 20th. After the death
of Memeptah in 1211 B.c., the great 19th dynasty of Rameses I1
petered out with a few feeble Pharaohs of short reigns. The 20th
dynasty began with the reign of Setnakht, in 1192 B.C.
In 1190 B.c., Rameses I11 came to the throne and began a reign
of over thirty years. He was the last powerful native monarch of Egypt.
Under him the Peoples of the Sea were finally driven off and a certain
order and strength came back to Egypt. His influence was strong in
Asia but even he could not reverse the flow of history, and events in
Canaan continued without actual military interference on the Pharaoh's part. The Israelite conquest of Canaan seems to have taken
place in his reign.
Furthermore, his archives refer to the coming of the "Pulesati."
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They may have been a final contingent of the Peoples of the Sea,
driven out of Egypt proper by Rameses' armies, and forced to turn
to the Canaanite coast Thus, the Philistines conquered the coast even
as the Israelites were conquering the interior. The two great adversaries
of the next several centuries had entered the land simultaneously.
The center of Philistine power was a sixty-mile stretch of the
southern shore of Canaan, a region which can be referred to as
'Philistia." The name persisted long after the great days of Philistine
power had passed. Herodotus, the Greek historian, writing in the
fifth centiny B.c., referred to the region as "Palaistina7*and the name
was eventually applied by the Romans to all of Canaan. Even today,
"Palestine" has been used in n&ng the entire region once known as
Canaan.
Philistia was composed of the five cities whose inhabitants are listed
in Joshua 13:3-Ekron, Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gath, and Gaza. They
seem to have been city-states, after the Greek fashion, with considerable independence, but capable of joining on occasion to fight a
common enemy.
The northernmost of the cities was Ekron. This was about twentyfive miles west of Jerusalem and some nine miles from the sea. It
still exists as a village named Akir.
Twelve miles southwest of Ekron, and three miles from the sea,
is Ashdod, which was known as Azutos to the Greeks and survives
today as the village of Esdud with a population of about 3500. In
Philistia's prime, however, Ashclod was probably the most powerful
of the five cities.
Another twelve miles southwest is Asl&elon, the only one of the
five to be an actual seaport. The greatest event in its history came
at the time of the Crusades (when it was known as Askalon to
Europeans). In AD. 1099, it was the site of a great victory of the
Crusaders over the Egyptians. In 1270, however, it was destroyed by
the Egyptian sultan of the time and it is a desolate site now.
Twelve miles east of Ashkelon is Gat& the most inland of the
Philistine cities. Its inhabitants are "Gittites." It is most famous for
the fact that it was the home city of the giant Goliath, whom the
young David slew in single combat. However, it is the most thoroughly
vanished of the Philistine cities and its exact site is uncertain.
Twelve miles south of bhkelon and three miles from the sea
is Gaza, the most southerly of the Philistine cities. Of the five, it has
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survived best and has had the most colorful history. It fell to Alexander
the Great (eight centuries after the time of Joshua) after a long and
desperate siege. It was an early Christian center and then a Moslem
center. Battles were fought over it by the Turks and by Napoleon.
It gained contemporary notoriety as a result of the war between
Israel and Egypt that followed the granting of independence to the
former in 1948. Egyptian forces occupied Gaza and have maintained
that occupation ever since. The Palestinian coast from Gaza to Egypt,
about twenty-five miles long and an average of five miles deep, came to
be known as the "Gaza strip." It was filled with Arab refugees from
Israel, who were not resettled but kept in place as a political maneuver
in order that enmity between Israel and the Arab world be exacerbated.
Gaza's normal population is about 80,000 but with the addition of the
refugees, well over 200,000 people filled it. The Gaza strip was taken by
Israel in the course of the Sixday War in 1967.

The Tribes
Despite the admitted incompleteness of the conquest, the Book of
Joshua goes on to describe the allotment of land in Canaan to each
of the tribes, according to the instructions Joshua is recorded as having
received from God.
Joshua 13:~.Now therefore divide this land for an inheritance
unto the nine tribes, and the half tribe of Manasseh.
Almost all the rest of the Book of Joshua is given over to a pains-

taking account of the division of the land. It makes for very dull
reading but it takes the place of a map in modern books and undoubtedly represents the situation as it arose out of the numerous
frictions and settlements between the tribes in the days before the
monarchy when they were in uneasy alliance, or in even uneasier strife.
Two of the tribes, Reuben and Gad, together with part of the
tribe of Manasseh, had already received grants east of the Jordan (see
page 191). West of the Jordan, in Canaan proper, Judah received the
southernmost portion, its territory stretching as far north as Jerusalem.
South of Judah were some desert hamlets that made up the allotment
of the disappearing tribe of Simeon.

The Twelve Tribes
w.
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Across central Canaan, centered in Shechem, was the remainder
of Manasseh. Between Manasseh and Judah lay Dan on the coast,
and Ephraim and Benjamin inland. Benjamin included Jericho and
Gibeon. North of Maiasseh was Asher along the coast and, inland,
Issachar, Zebulun, and Naphtali, going from south to north.
It is important to realize the small size of the allotments. Benjamin,
the smallest of the tribes, occupied a territory of about three hundred
square Miles. This is about as large as the area of the five boroughs
of New York City, and considerably smaller than the area of the city
of Los Angela.
All these tribal boundaries were idealized versions referred back
in time from the situation as it existed in the period of the monarchy. They could not have existed in the form given at the time of
the conquest. Jerusalem was assigned to Judah, for instance, but that
town was not conquered by Israelites until the time of David. Philistia
was divided between Judah and Dan, but Philistia was not conquered
until David's time, too. The tribe of &her was awarded much of the
Phoenician coast which it never, in actual fact, controlled.
The tribe of Levi received no actual land grant. Its central role was
that of serving as a priesthood arid for thatpurpose it was considered
enough that its members be granted a number of towns scattered
'
through the various tribal areas.

Mount Ephraim
The Book of Joshua ends with the death of the secular and religious
leaders of the Israelites of the period: Joshua and Eleazar (the latter
being the son of Aaron and the nephew of Moses).
Joshua 24:30. And they buried him [Joshua] in

EphMim

....

...

. .. mount

Joshua 24:33. And E l e m , the son of Aaron died; and they
buried him in a hill
in mount l$phraim.
" .

...

There is a line of hills running down the length of Canaan between the coastal plain and the plain of the Jordan. That portion
which lies in the territory of Ephraim is called Mount Ephraim. The

reference does not seem to be to a particular peak but, as we would
perhaps say today, to "the Ephraim hills," or "the Ephraim highlands."
With the end of the Book of ~oshua,we can consider Canaan as
essentially Israelite territory, even if not completely so. Instead of
Canaan, the territory will now be referred to as Israel.

7. J U D G E S

JUDAH AND SIMEON THE JUDGES ASHTAROTH * OTHN1EL * EHUD HAZOR
DEBORAH MOUNT TABOR ' THE SONG OF DEBORAH * JEZREEL SUCCOTH '
GIDEON AND ABEMELECH MIZPEH
SHIBBOLETH NAZAMTE
ZORAH '
DELILAH DAGON DAN GIBEAH MEPEH [BENJAMIN] JABESH-GILEAD

Judah and Simeon

The Book of Judges, which describes the history of Israel immediately after the conquest, is rather miscellaneous in nature and
is apparently a collection of ancient documents, not necessarily very
closely related to each other. Although signs of editing are clear,
the tale is not smoothed into a unified and pretty whole as in the
Book of Joshua. So much is left that is unedifying and unflattering
to Israel that one is forced to trust the Book of Judges to be a more
accurate reflection of secular history than the Book of Joshua can be.
The first chapter of Judges deals with the conquest from a viewpoint
entirely different from that in Joshua. Here there is no single army
under unified command sweeping to a quick, complete victory. Rather,
there is the picture of disunited tribes, each struggling alone against
the enemy and not doing too well at it, in many cases.
Thus, no mention is made of Joshua's strenuous campaign through
the south. Instead, the conquest of the area about Hebron is the task
'
of the tribe of Judah in alliance with Simeon:
Judges i:3. And Juduh said unto Simeon his brother, Come up
with me into my lot, that we may fight against the Canaaizites;
and I likewise will go with thee into thy lot

...

Although the forces of Judah (the weak tribe of ~ i m e oprobably
~
did not make a significant contribution) are described as uniformly

The Twelve Tribes
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successful, taking &en Jerusalem and the Philistine cities of Gaza,
Ashfcelon, and W o n p the victories were nevertheless limited. The
highland areas, more sparsely settled, were abandoned to the Israelites.
In the sense that these areas were previously under the domination of
cities such as Jerusalem and Gaza, territory appertaining to those cities
were annexed and the cities might then be glowingly described as
having been conquered. The actual cities themselves and the tightly
controlled lowland areas about them could not be taken, however, and
the Bible makes the reason for that clear:

.. .

Judges 1:19.
he [Judah] (frtfve out the inhabitants of the
mountain; but could not drive out the inhabitants of the valley, because they had chariots of iron.

~ i t i 3500
l
B~C.man&nd used for its tools only those materials it
could find at hand; materials that did not require sophisticated chemical treatment-bone, hide, wood, and stone, for instance. Stone has
survived best through the ages and ve know most about the stone tools
used in ancient times. We rrfer to the period therefore as the "Stone
Age."
Small nuggets of metals which occur free in nature (gold, silver,
copper, meteoric iron) were occasionally found, and perhaps used as
ornament?. It wag not till about 3500 B.c. that the Egyptians learned
how to smelt appropriate ores and ,obtain copper in quantity. By
3000 B.C. copper was in widespread use .@roughout the Fertile Crescent.
Copper itself is not hard enough to serve well as tools or weapons.
It was soon discovered, however, that if tin ores were added to copper
ores, a copper-tin alloy called bronze could be produced and this,
is much harder than copper.
, By 2500 B.C. bronze weapons were coming into use and the Fertile
Crescent was entering the "Bronze Age." A bronze spearpoint was
sharper and tougher than one made of flint and could penetrate
leather shields with no trouble. ~ r o n z eshields could, on the other
hand, easily turn and blunt stone weapons. A bronze-armored army
could, without difficulty, defeat a larger army fighting with stoneand
leather.
By 2000 B.C. the Bronze Age was penetrating Europe, and the
battles of the Trojan War, as carefully described by Homer, were

fought by warriors with bronze armor, bronze shields, and bronze
weapons.
Bronze was an expensive material, however. Copper ores were rare,
though sufficient quantities could at first be obtained from the Sinai
Peninsula and from Cyprus. (Indeed, the word "copper" is supposed
to be derived from "Cyprus.") Tin ores were even rarer. Phoenician
trading vessels ventured long distances for the tin ores needed to
manufacture bronze and reached the 'Tin Islands." This is usually
supposed to be the peninsula of Cornwall in southwestern England,
together with some islands off its coast. It is interesting to think HA..C
Canaanites were in England thousands of years before the Romans.
Iron is much more common than either copper or tin and, under
the proper treatment, is much harder than bronze. Iron, in other words,
is at once cheaper and better than bronze. Why was it not used? The
answer to that is that iron or& are not as easily smelted as are copper
and tin ores; iron ores require hotter fires and more complicated
metallurgical processes.
The first successful method for smelting iron ore was developed
somewhere in or near Hittite territory about 1400 B.C. (while the
Israelites were in Egyptian slavery). The new technique, which gave
birth to the "Iron Age," did not come in time to save the Hittites but
it survived the destruction of the Hittite Empire. It spread slowly
through the Fertile Crescent and into Europe.
At the time of the Israelite conquest of Canaan, the use of iron in
restricted quantities had come to tile more sophisticated towns, but
desert tribes were still innocent of its use. The Israelites, therefore,
entered Canaan at the dividing line between the Bronze Age and
the Iron Age, and had to fight iron with bronze. What they could do
by sheer numbers and energy, they did. But anyone fighting iron
with bronze reaches a quick limit to conquest. The men of Judah
found this out the hard way.
So, apparently, did the men of the other Israelite tribes. Through
the rest of the chapter, the failure of each pibe to complete the conquest by capturing the larger cities in their regions is carefully detailed. The tribe of Benjamin 'did not take Jerusalem; the tribe of
Manasseh didnot take Bethshea; the tribe of Ephraim did not 'take
Gezer; the tribe of Zebulun did not take Kitron; the tribe of Asher
did not take Zidon; and so on.

The Judges
Under the circumstances, the Israelite occupation of Canaan could
scarcely have served as the opening of an immediate period of prosperity. Clinging precariously to the highlands, disunited, technologically
backward, it was inevitable that the Israelites remain in subjection
to one foreign power after another.
Only occasionally could one tribe or another gain a degree of
freedom through the action of some competent military leader.
Judges 2x6. Nevertheless the Lord raised up judges, which delivered them out of the hand of those that spoiled them.
The word "judge" is here used in the sense of a "ruler" since in
early cultures, the chief function of a tribal ruler in peacetime was
that of judging disputes and reaching, it was to be hoped, some just
decision. This had the crucial purpose of preventing internal feuds
and disputes that would weaken the entire population in the face
of some always waiting outer enemy.
Twelve judges are considered to have held sway over the tribes
between the conquest of Canaan and the establishment of the monarchy. This number is arrived at rather shakily, but it has the significance of matching the number of Israelite tribes so that later tradition
clung to it.
It was often customary in the past to suppose that each judge held
sway over all Israel and that the periods of their power followed one
another. If we assume this and carefully follow the references to
periods of time (usually expressed in round numbers that are clearly
not intended to be exact), the period of time covered by the Book
of Judges works out to be 410 years.
The period ends with the accession of Saul to the throne and that
event can be dated with fair confidence at 1028 B.C. The 410-year
period for the Book of Judges would then place the conquest of
Canaan around 1440 B.C. and the Exodus about 1480 B.C.
This is quite impossible. The Exodus and conquest could not conceivably have taken place in the fifteenth century B.C.
Instead, we must place the most likely date for the Exodus at about
1200 B.C. and the death of Joshua at about 1150 B.C. This means that

the period of time covered by the Book of Judges cannot be more than
125 to 150 years.
To account for this short period, one need only assume that
the judges did not rule all Israel md did not serve consecutively. The
Book of Judges is a collection of sagas produced by each tribe
separately with some editor or editors weaving them together into a
single tale without bothering to detail the chronology* Under such
circumstances, it would seem reasonable that the various judges ruled
over single tribes or small groups of tribes and that two or three might
flourish simultaneously.
At this low point in lsraelite history-from 1150 to 1028 B.c.-it
was all the Israelites could do t o fight off the petty powers of the
western half of the Fertile Crescent, They were fortunate indeed in
that they had to face no great empires. Against a man like Thutrnose
I11 or Hammurabi, their judges would not have saved them.
In Egypt, Rameses III, the last of the strong native Pharaohs, died
in 1158 B.c., almost simultaneously with Joshua. His successors were
eight Pharaohs, all named Rameses, who were weak and of little
importance. In 1075 B.c., the ~ 1 s dynasty
t
began to rule and these
consisted of the high priests in the distant city of Thebes. During the
entire period of the judges, Egypt might as well have been on another
planet.
In the east, the nation of Assyria was slowly gathering strength.
The region of Assyria, on the upper Tigris, had developed a civilization in the earliest times. It had been part of the empire of Sargon
of Agade (see page 50) but in later times, when the Tigris-Euphrates
region was fragmented into city-states and Sumeria was dying, it
went through a period of prosperity and strength. In the patriarchal
period, Assyria was a land of wealthy merchants.
It fell under the domination of Hammurabi, but recovered its independence and by 1500 B.C. formed one of the group of states contending for control of the Fertile Crescent. These rivals were the
Egyptian Empire, the Hittite Empire, the Mitannian Empire, and
the Assyrian Empire. The Hittites badly weakened Mitanni and were
in turn badly weakened by Egypt. When Egyptian power in Asia
began to decay under Ikhnatpn, Assyria became the strongest nation
in the area.
In 1235 B.c., Tukulti-Ninurta I became king of Assyria and he was
still reigning at the time of the Exodus. Under cover of the havoc being
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created by the barbarian migrations of the time, Assyria absorbed what
was left of Mitanni and then conquered Babylonia, extending its power
to the Persian Gulf. Tukulti-Ninurta became extolled in legend as
the first conquering Assyrian king and serves as the model for the
Biblical Nimrod (see'page 52) and the Greek Nhus in consequence.
However, Assyria was not yet ready for the domination of the entire
Fertile Crescent. Tukulti-Ninurta was followed by weak successors
under whom Babylonia regained its independence. The Assyrian king
Tiglath-Pileser I, who reigned from 1116 to
B.c., again pushed
the land toward a period of power, but he too was followed by weak
successors who had to contend with the onslaughts of a new group of
nomads, the Aramaeans, from the north.
In other words, during the period of,the judges, the day of Egypt
was over, and the day of Assyria had 'not yet quite come. In the
gap of time between the two, the Israelites were able to develop against
the opposition of only such enemies as they could (just barely) handle.

Ashtaroth
The later editor of the Book of Judges must have found it hard to
account for sufferings and defeats of the Israelites in view of the
tradition of divine providence that surrounded the tales of the Exodus
and conquest under Moses and Joshua.
His pious explanation of the later events was that defeat and enslavement were punishments visited upon the Israelites for succumbing to the lure of Canaanite religious rites.
Judges

2:11.

And the children of Israel did evil

2:13.

. . . dnd Ashtaroth.

Baalim.

....

Judges

. ..and served
I

The "-fanw suffix is the regular Hebrew plural so that "Baalim"
should be translated "Baals" (and is so translated in the Revised
Standard Version). Ashtaroth, like Baalim, is also a plural. The singular
form in this case is Ashtoreth and this is the feminine equivalent of a
Baal. Just as Baal ("Lord") is the general title for a male Semitic deity,
so Ashtoreth ("Lady") is the general title for a female Semitic deity.
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Ashtoreth is, actuallyfi'a distortion of the correct name, Ashtarte.
The distortion is caused by pious editors who later substituted the
vowel sounds of bosheth ("shame") into the name; doing as they
had done in converting "Melech" to "~blech" (see page 162).
The most famous Ashtarte was the one worshiped in Tyre, the
chief Phoenician city in the time of the monarchy. Her worship was
to have an important influence on the kingdom of Israel. The version
of her name used in Greek mythology is Astarte. The chief of the
Babylonian goddesses bore another version of the name-Ishtar.
a

Over and over again, the refrain of the Book of Judges is sounded.
The Israelites serve other gods and are punished by subjection to a
foreign tyrant. They repent and a judge arises to free them.
The first case arises almost immediately after the conquest.

...

and served
Judges 3:7. And the children of Israel did evil
Baalim and the groves.
Judges 3:8.
[and] the Lord
sold them into the hand
of Chushan-rishathaim king of Mesopotamia
Judges 3:9. And when the children of Israel cried unto the Lord,
the Lord raised up a deliverer
Othniel the son of Kenaz,
Caleb's younger brother.

...

...

...

...

The Hebrew word translated in Judges 3:7 as "groves" is asheroth,
the plural form of the word asherah. The term is left untranslated in
the various .modem versions of the Bible, for Asheroth is another
term used to refer to female Canaanite deities. The confusion arises
from the fact that the word is also used to indicate a pole or wooden
pillar-a relic of ancient tree worship, perhaps-which was considered
sacred to the goddess. From a pole to a tree to a grove is not a
difficult progression. It may be that Asherah originated as still another
form of Ashtarte.
"Mesopotamia" is the translation of "Aram-Naharaim," the district
where Haran is located, so that the invasion may be viewed as coming
from the north. There is no chance of locating the region specifically
for Chushan-rishathaim (or Cushan-rishafhaim) means, in Hebrew,
'the Cushite of double wickedness." This was undoubtedly not the
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true name of the individual, but rather a scornful title given him by
the Biblical writers. Who he might really be is therefore impossible to
kll.
If the invasion came froh the north, one must wonder why it is
Okhniel who leads the reaction to it, Othniel is a folk hero of Judah
and the conqueror of Hebron according to Judges i:i3, and there
fore a dweller in the extreme south,) Either Chushan-rishathaim
conquered all of Canaan down to Judah, or else Othniel acted as
commander in chief of the united tribes. Neither seems very likely.
Possibly the confusion is the result of a telescoping of two traditions*
a northern and a southern,

Ehud
The next invasion, after the Israelites had again fallen prey to
strange gods, is less puzzling.

...

...

Judges 3: 12.
Eglon the king of Moub
Judges 3 ~ 1 3 .. . . gathered unto him the children of Ammon and
Amalek, and went and smote Israel, and possessed the city of pdlm
trees.
The picture is that of a federation of Trans-Jordanian Hebrew tribes
formed under the leadership of Moab. These then repeated
Joshua's tactic of striking across the Jordan River in the direction
of Jericho ("the city of palm trees"). Jericho itself no longer existed
but the confederacy occupied the surriunding area* which now
formed the territory of the tribe of Benjamin,
The tide was turned when Ehud? a leh-handed Benjamite, sent to
Eglon with tribute, managed to stab him to death. (Presumably the
left-handed use of a dagger hidden on the ri5ht side? rather than 'an
the customary left, caught the king by surprise.) In the confusion that
followed, an Israelite attack succeeded in driving the Moabites back
across the Jordan,

Hazor
Othniel and Ehud are the first and second judges, and following
the tale of Ehud is the barest mention of a thikl judge* Shamgar* who
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apparently won a victory over the Philistines. Following &at coma a
circumstantial tale of a major danger.
Judges 4:z. And the Lord sold them [the Israelites] into the
t h d reigned in Hazor; the *fain of whose
hand of Jabin
host WQS Sisera, which dwelt in Harosheth ,

...

..

..

Judges 4:3. , he had nim hundred churiotg of iron; and
WmQ years he mightily ~pfire8sd the childrm cr/ Israel.
Hazor is located in far northern Canaan, in the temtory assigned
to the tribe of Naphtali. It is about four miles southwest of Lake
Hdeh. Harosheth is same forty d l e s southwest, near the sea7 in the
territory of Zebulun.
One gets the pichre of a league of northern Canaanite cities7 unconquered thanks to their imn-equipped armies, laying tribute on the
northm Israelite tibes.
This situation clearly indicates the manner in whioh the account

@en in the Book of Joshua is a heavily idealized vmioh of the conq&.
It had been a King Jabin of Hamr who, according to the
Book of Joshua7had led the northern coalition against the Israelites,
and had been disastrously defeated by the waters of Memm (see page
217). Joshua followed up that victory energetically:

,,..

...

Joshua 11:io.
Joshua
took Haor and smote the &ing
thereof with the m a d
,
Joshua II:II. And t h q maote all the so& that werg therdq
utimly destroying them , mi he b v t Hazor with fire.

..
. .

Cadd Joshua have actually won so g m t a victory? If so7how account
for the phenomenal comebaek of Hgzor, which within a few decada
was back in existence under another King Jabin and strong enough
to c~ntrolnorthern Israel. Or was the &n&anite defeat* to be desc&ecl a bit later, anachronistically pushed back into Joshua's time?

For a perid of time after the conqum4 Ephmim maintained its
position as khe leading tribe, Even if the over-a11 leadership of Jqshw
of Ephraim was a later idealization, it can nevertheless be taken
that he won important victories even if he only 'led the Ephraimites.
The glamour of Joshua's victoria would extend forward over the
peration$ and give Ephraim a jmlou$ly guarded claim to military
pre&ninence.
In any united action of the tribes it would be taken for granted
that Ephraim would supply the initiative and leadership; and failure
on the part of other tribm to recognize this would result in civil
war* m t d l y h-appded on at last one important occasion. (This
is rather simflar to the experience in Greece five or six centuries later,
when my unitd action by the Greek city-states was almost automatically undertaken only under the Iwdmhip of Sparta.)
Ephraimite hegemony must have been most marked over the neighb
boring tribes of Benjamin to the soq& and Manasseh to the north.
This may be reflected in the tradition that all thrq were descended
from those sons of Jacob who had Rachel for a mother (Jopeph ahd
Benjamin). Ephraim, in other words, headed the close alknce of the

''Rachel triies," m d
its influence more informally beyond
that central nualeus.
The term "Mount Ephraim7' can be applied specifically to the
hill country of Ephraim, but it can, in view of this, also be applied
more loosely to the extension of the highland area north and south
of Ephraim7s immediate tenitory. This is all the more reasonable
since the Book of Judges was put into final form after the time of the
existence of the northern kingdom of Israel, which was so dominated
by the tribe of Ephraim that Ephraim w u used, poetically7 as the
name of the kingdom. "Mount Ephmim'? would therefore naturally
be used sometimes for the highlands of the north tribal a m genemlly.
Thus? after Ehud the Benjamite had assassinated Eglon of Moab,
he retired to the Israelite strongholds in the hills:

..

Judges 327. , he blew a trumpet in t k mountain of Ephraim,
and the children of Israel went down with him from the mount

.. .

I

It is not necessary to conclude that Ehud had to move into the
temtory of Ephraim proper in order to send out messages to rally
troops. He could have done so from the western section of Benjamin.
Neverthelas, it is natural to suppose that the Ephraimites must have
joined him.
As is often the case when Qne member of a loose confederation
is the recognized militaxy leader, aggression is allowed to continue as
long as the temtory of that leader is not directly thgeatened. Thus7
in Greece, it w often difficult to get Spwta to take action as long
as the Peloponnesus wm not invaded. Similarly7 Ephraim was slow to
act against the Moabites as long as it was only Benjamite territory
that was occupied, and they were equally slow' to act as long as8Jabin
of H&or and his gmeral~Simkodind their activity to placing the
northern h i s of Naphtali and Zebulun under tribute.
There may at this h e r h a v e been some sort of internal difficulties
in Ephiaim that we have no knowledge of7 for the Rachel h%es seem
to be ld by a woman4 lmht unusual situation.
Judges 424, h d D&omh,

ta

tim.
Judges 4:s. And she awe&
,
mount Ephraim

...

pophetm

..

@@ti Ismt at tW

. .. W e e n h m h und Bethel in

The area between Ramah and Bethel was Benjamite territory
and here is an example of the broader use of the term "mount
Ephraim!'
Mount Tabor
But as Canaanite hegemony in the north pew more menacing (or
as the political situation within Ephraim became more settled), D e b
orah prepared to take action:
'

...

of Kedesb
Judges 4:6. And she sent and called Barak
mphtali and said unto him
, Go and draw toward mount Tabor*
and take with thee ten thousand men of
Naphtali and
Zebdun
Judges 4:7. And 1 will draw unto thee to the river Khhon Sisera,
the captain of Jabin's army

..

...

...

. ..

Kedesh7 seven miles northwest of Hazor7 was the most important
Israelite town in Naphtali (and was called Kedesh-naphtali to differentiate it from other towns of the name). Presumably7 it was the
center of Israelite resistance and Barak was a guerrilla leader keeping
the hopes of Israel alive. Now Deborah was urging him to combine
the forces available to him and risk it in a pitched battle on Mount
Tabor.
Mount Tabor is located at the southern border of Naphtali, where
it meets the borders of Zebulun and Issachar. It is about twenty-five
miles southwest of Hazor7 forming a convenient rallying point for
troops from several tribes* and an easily defensible area where they
might gather and prepare. (Mount Tabor is only about five miles
southeast of N a z a d , which over a thousand years later was to be the
home of Jesus.)
The Kishon River7 about fifty miles Ion& flows northwestward
through no+ern Palestine, through the turitoq of Issachar and
Zebulun, into what is now called the Bay of Acre:A northern tributary
has its origin just west of Mount Tabor.
B a d was reluctant. to risk his forces in the uncertainty of a pitched
battle without assurance of firm Ephraimite support ( j p t as the
Greek city-states in later centuries were reluctant to oppose some
foreign enemy without assurance of Spartan help).

Judges 4:8. And Barak said unfo her, I f thou wilt go with me,
then I wOl go; but if thou wK not go With me, then I will not go.
Deborah gave the necessary assurance and at the head of the largest
alliance and the strongest Qqelite ,army since the time of Joshua,
B a d defeated Sisera. Sisera was killed in flight by a woman to whom
he turned for help, and the Jsraelite army continued the war against
Jabin until Hazor was taken and destroyed, this time for good.

The Song of Deborah,
The fifth chapter ~f the Book of Judges is notable for the "Song
of Deborah," considered one of the most ancient portions of the
Bible:
Judges 5:1. Then sang Deborah and

Book

. ..on that day . . .

It was a paean of triumph at the victory over Sisera and in it
Deborah lists the tribes of the coalition that took part in the victory.
Ephraim and its satellites, Benjamin and Manasseh, are, of course,
listed first:

...

Judges 5 : q . Out of Ephmim v^as there a root of them
;
thee, Benjamin, among thy people; out of Maehir came down
governors, and out of Zeburun they that handle the pen of the
-f& Wi^.
writer.
,
.-.Â£
Judges 5:q. h d the princes of issachar were with ~eborah
after

.. .

Â ¥ . .

Judges 5:18. Zebtdun and NaphtaU were a people that jeoporded
their lives , ,

.

Maohir is, apparently, an alternate name for Manasseh. Perhaps
the tribe of Manasseh is actually the union of two tribes, one of
which was called Machir (a term more often used for that portion of
the tribe that held territory east of the Jordan). The Bible solves the
problem by making Machir a son of Manasseh.

.. .

the children also of Machir, the son of
Genesis 50:23.
Manasseh were brought up upon Joseph's bees.

Here the implication is that Machir was the onlyson of Manasseh,
so that both Manasseh and Machir could serve as eponymous ancestors
for the entire tribe.
S&s of the tribes, then, took part in the battle: Ephraim, Benjamin,
Manasseh, Zebulun, Issachar, and Naphtali, forming a solid bloc along
the interior of northern Canaan.
Ftiur of the tribes are singled out for contempt at not having
joined:

...

Judges 5:15.
For the divisions of Reuben, there were great
thoughts of heart.
Judges 5:16. Why abodest thou among the s&pfolds, to hear
,
the bleating of the flocks?
Judges 5:17. Gilead [Gad] abode beyond Jordan: and why did
Dan remain in ships? Asher continued on the sea shore

..

...

The abstentions were reasonable after all. Asher on the northern
shore facing the Phoenicians, and Dan on the southern shoe facing
the Philistines may well have had ample troubles at home without
looking for enemiq elsewhere. Reuben, which stood irresolute and
finally decided to remain at home, was having similar trouble with
Moab. Indeed, this chapter is the last in the Bible to mention Reuben
as a tribe, so it had not long to endure. Gad was the only strong
tribe that might have joined but didn't, and ii may have felt secure
behind the river and saw no need to risk lives.
Notice that the tribe of Judah, and its satellite Sirneon, are not mentioned. It is quite possible that during the period of the judges, Judah
was not part of the Israelite coalition and may not,even have been
recognized as part of Israel.
Indeed, it was only for a century, under the kings Saul, David, and
Soloftion, that Judah was united with Israel. Under Saul (an Israelite), Judah was in rebellion; and under David and Solomon (Judeqns), Israel was restive. After Solomon, the two portions of the land
fell apart and remained apart for the rest of their history.
4

In addition to the Canaanite enemy within the land, the Israelites
were subjected to periodic raids by the nomads from beyond the Jor-
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dan-the Midianites and Amalekitas. The tribe of Manasseh, which
bordered on the central Jordan,suffered particularly from these raids
into Israel, and the defense against the nomads was undertaken by
Gideon, a member of that tribe. His opportunity came with the next
raid:

Jezreel

...

Judges 6:33. Then all the Midkites and the Amalekites
gathered together, and w d over, and pitched in the valley of Jezreel.
A river flows into the Jordan from the west about fifteen miles south
of Lake Galilee and cute through the line of hills that runs down the
center of Israel. That is the +alley of Jezreel and it represents a natural
opening into the heart of northern Israel for raiders from the east.
The valley of Jezreel is in the territory of Issachar but Gideon did
not intend to let Issachar fight alone:

..

Judges 6:35. And he sent messengers throughout all Manasseh .
and . unto Asher, and unto Zebulun, and unto Naphtali; and
they came up to meet them.

..

It was almost the same confederacy that fought the Hazorites under
Sism, but with die vital omission of Ephraim.

W e can only guess why Gideon omitted Ephraim, but perhaps it
was something like this. If ~ ~ h r a ijoined
m
the coalition it would
only be as the leader and they, in their military pride, would insist on
a direct frontal attack. Gideon had what he thought was a better plan
and to carry it through he needed to retain control in his own handswhich meant omitting Ephraim. His plan, he felt, would work against
a nomad host, stronger in numbers than in discipline and organization.
He led a small band by night to the heights overlooking the Midimite encampment and attacked suddenly, with noise and lights, rather
than with arms. Roused, shaken, not knowing what was going on, convinced that a formidable host had surrounded them, the Midianites
fled in panic back to the Jordan, where the main army was waiting to
destroy them at the fords.
Ephraim, having been notified with deliberate tardiness by Gideon
and directed to the fords, participated in the battle at the Jordan, but
it was plain to them that the successful strategy was Gideon's.
They were humiliated and angered. Not only had Gideon deliberately failed to recognize Ephraim's leadership, but he had then gone
on to head a coalition and win a victory without them. Civil war was
threatened between those who followed Gideon and an annoyed and
jealous Ephraim:
Judges

8:1.

And the men of Ephraim said unto him [Gideon],

Why hast thou served us thus, that thou caUedst us not, when
thou wentest out to fight with the Midianites? And they did chide
with him sharply.
Smoothly, Gideon suggested that the crucial point of the battle came
at the fords of the Jordan, where Ephraim had captured a number of
the Midianite leaders. His own role, a mere raid, he dismissed as quite
minor. The offended Ephraimites allowed themselves to be soothed and
civil war was averted.
Succoth
Gideon pursued the remnant of the Midianite army east of the Jordan, in order to complete the victory. Partly, too, the pursuit of the
enemy was a matter of private vengeance, for Zebah and Zalmunna,
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two Midianite leaders still at large, had been responsible (as it turned
out) for the death of Gideon's brothers.
In the course of the pursuit, Gideon passed through the territory of
the tribe of Gad, which was continuing.its policy of isolation. It had
not joined the coalition against Jabin and Sisera and it had not
joined (he coalition against the Midianites. (Since the Midianites
would have had to pass through Gadite territory to reach the Jordan on
their way into Israel, there is a strong possibility that Gad was worse
than neutral; that it did not oppose the Midianites and paid them tribute in order that they might remain in peace while devastation fell on
the land west of the Jordan.)
Even after Gideon's victory, they temporized and sought the safety
of neutrality. When Gideon entered Succoth, on the Jabbok River
perhaps four miles east of the Jordan, and asked for supplies, he was
ref used:

...

Judges 8:6.
the princes of Succoth said, Are the hands of
Zebah and Zalmunna now in thine hand, that 'we should give bread
unto thine army?
In other words, Gideon might yet be defeated and Succoth was not
going to risk retaliation by the Midianites. The nearby town of Penuel
(where Jacob had once wrestled with an angel) took the same attitude.
Gideon could do nothing about this at the time; the Midianites
came first. He caught up with the nomads at Karkor, the exact site of
which is unknown, but which may be some thirty miles east of the
Jordan (a deep eastward penetration for an Israelite army of the time).
Again Gideon won a complete victory, capturing the Midianite leaders
and eventually executing them.
He then took reprisal against the Gadites, destroying the fortifications of Penuel, and executing the leading men of Succoth.
Gideon and Abimelech
The victories of Gideon had been sufficiently dramatic to give him
the prestige required for kingship} that is, for hereditary rule.

of Israel said unto Gideon,Rule thou
thy son, and thy son's son also

Judges 8:22. Then the men
over us, both thou, and

...

Judges 8:23. And Gideon said unto them, I will not rule aver
you
The Lord shrill rule over you.

. ..

This response wasin accord with the views of the time at which the
Book of Judges reached its final fonn; that is, after the time of the
monarchy. The kings of Israel (and, to a lesser extent, of Judah) were
all too often strongly anti-Yahvist. The Yahvists were, in turn,. antimonarchic, and this shows up in several places in the Bible.
Nevertheless, the chances are that Gideon did accept the kingship, if
not "of Israel" then at least of Manasseh. He certainly ruled as judge
in his lifetime and, after his death, the crucial test is whether his
power was hereditary. Apparently it was, for his sons succeeded him
to power. Again the power was just over Manasseh for only places in
Manasseh are mentioned in this portion of the Book of Judges.
The advantage of hereditary rule lies in the fact that the succession
can be made automatic, that it will pass from father to son (or to
some other close relative) according to some fixed rule. The land is
therefore not plunged into broils and civil war with the death of each
ruler.
For this to work well, those relatives who do not inherit the kingdom should stand aside with good grace, but this did not always happen
in ancient monarchies. With royal polygamy practiced, there would be
large numbers of sons born of different mothers. The wives of the har e m would intrigue for the succession of their own sons and the sons
themselves would seek factions within the kingdom. The result would
often be broils and civil wars anyway.
This was to be most clearly shown in Biblical history in the case of
Israel's greatest king, David, but a little foretaste is given now. Gideon
was a polygamist, and a fruitful one:

of his body
Judges 8:30. And Gideon had threescore and ten
begotten; for he had many wives.
Judges 8:31. And his concubine that was in Shechem, she also
bare him a son whose name he called Abimeleak.
It is interesting that "Abimdech" means "my father, is king." The
"Idng" might be a reference to a god .rather than to Gideon, so perhaps it should not be taken too liteklly.
The question was which of Gideon7ssons was to succeed him. In
this connection, Abimelech may have felt like an outsider. Shechem
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was still essentially a Canaanite cityÃworshiping a Canaanite god, Baal-

berith ("Lord of the covenant") and Abimelech as the son of a Canaanite woman may have been scorned and rejected by his brothers.
In fay case, he made a virtue of necessity and intrigued with his
mothers clan in Shechem, pointing out that they would fare better
under one of their own as king. They saw the point and financed his
next step, which was to hire a private army and use it to attack and
slaughter the other sons. Left in power, Abimelech assumed the kingship but retained it for only a short while before trouble started:
Judges 9:22. When Ahimelech had reigned three years over
Israel,
Judges 9:23.
an evil sf>irit[arose] between Abimelech and the
,
men of Shechem ,

. ..
.

.

The Shechemites, disenchanted with Abimelech for some reason, rebelled against him. Abimelech bloodily suppressed the Shechemite
rebellion and then went on to subdue other disaffected cities of Manasseh. He marched against Thebez (which is thought to be represented nowadays by a village named Tubas), about twelve miles northeast of Shechem. He took the city but was killed in the process.
Thus ended the house of Gideon and the first brief attempt at establishing a monarchy in Israel.

I

Deborah and Gideon may'be counted as the fourth and fifth of the
judges, respectively. Two more, Tola and Jair (the sixth and seventh),
are briefly mentioned in a verse apiece and soon thereafter the scene
shifts to the Trans-Jordan.
While the bribe of Gad (Gilead) remained aloof from the troubles
of Israel proper, it did not' dwell in complete peace, even if the momentary irruption of id eon's Manassite army is discounted.
When the tribe of Gad had settled in its territory, it had displaced
the Ammonites, pushing them away from the Jordan valley and toward
the east. This was not accomplished peacefully, of course, and there
was continuing war be-,
the Gadites and the Ammonites. The
climax of that war is described;

Mizpeh
Judges 10:17. Then the children of Amman were gathered togather, and encamped in Gilead. And the children of Israel assem
bled themselves together, and encamped in Mkpeh.
/

The exact site of Mizpeh is uncertain but it may have been some
twenty miles southeast of the town of Succoth, earlier mentioned in
coqnection with Gideon's raid across the Jordan. It was near the eastem border of Gadite territory.
At the head of the Gadite army was Jephthah, who, in his eagerness
to win, vows, in case of victory, to sacrifice to God the first living thing
that emerges from his house upon his return home. Jephthah wins a
complete victory over the Ammonites and, on his return home, it is his
daughter and only child who emerges to greet him. Jephthah is forced,
in agony, to sacrifice her.
This tale of b a n sacrifice is so at odds with the rituals of Yahvism
that it is a matter of surprise, that the later editors of the Book of
fudges allowed it to remain without some sign of disapproval. It is
oftensuggested that the tale is left unvarnished in an attempt to as-
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similate into Yahvism the ritual of a pagan festival. The story concludes:

. ..

And it was a custom in Israel,
Judges ii:3g.
Judges 1i:p.That the daughfers of Israel went yearly to lament
the daughter of Jephthah the Gileadite four days in a year.
There were well-known rites all over the ancient world celebrating
the death and subsequent rebirth of a god. This represented the annual
agricultural cycle: the death of crops in the winter and their rebirth in
the spring. It would be customary for women to bewail the death of
the god with great ceremony each year, and then to rejoice at the news
of the rebirth.
To deprive the women of their long-established custom would have
been difficult; to transfer it from a heathen god to the daughter of an
Israelite hero might have been easier.

Shibboleth
The victory of Jephthah displeased the Ephraimites, as Gideon's
victory had displeased them. The tribe of Gad, it seemed to Ephraim,
was attempting to take over the headship of Israel. Jephthah did not
succeed, as Gideon had, in mollifying the Ephraimites and this time
there wis civil war.
The Ephraimite forces, with the self-confidence of a tribe considering
itself militarily supreme among the Israelites, promptly invaded Gad,
crossing the Jordan to do so.
Jephthah, in all probability, faded away before them, luring them
deeper into the country and farther from their bases, while he sent
contingents to occupy the fords bf the Jordan and cut off their retreat.
In a sharp battle, he then defeated the Ephraimites and when the
beaten army fled, they foupd their way across the Jordan barred:
'

...

when those Ephraimites which were escaped said,
Judges 12:5.
Let me go over;
the men of GQead said unto him; Art thou
an Ephraimite? If he said, Nay;
Judges 12:6. Then said they unto him, Say now Shibboleth: and
he $aid Sibboleth: for he could not frcam to pronounce it right. Then
they took him, and slew him

...

...

ASIMOV'S G U I D E T O T H E B I B L E
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The word shibboleth meant "stream" but it had no significance in
itself; it merely supplied the "sh" sound that was missing in the
Ephraimite dialect. As a result of this passage, the word "shibboleth"
is used in English to represent any catchword that serves to distinguish
one group of men from another.
Forty-two thousand Ephrainiites are recorded as having died in this
civil war. That figure is undoubtedly exaggerated but the defeat was
serious enough to end the Ephraimite hegemony over Israel. When
the day came that a king finally arose over, Israel, it was not from the
i
tribe of Ephraim that he was taken.

1

Jephthah may be counted as (he eighth judge and, after the cotndusion of his story, three more are briefly mentioned in a verse or two
apiece. These are Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon, the ninth, tenth, and elev.enth judges respectively.
And now again there is a shift in scene; this time westward, to the
southern coast, where the great enemy was the Philistines. The tribe
that suffered most seriously from them was Dan, whose territory lay in
the northern section of Philistia, which was dominated by the Phflistines throughoilt the period of the judges.
Around the struggles between Danites and their Philistine overlords
there arose tales of a folk hero, Samson. Samson is not a leader of an
army, like ~ a i % kGideon,
,
or Jephthah. rfe is, instead, a kind of Robin
Hoed or Superman, conducting a one-ban campaign againstthe enemy
and winning his way by brute strength, rather than by slcill or intelliI
gence.
It is uncertain how much of a nubbin of historical truth lies behind
the undoubtedly exaggerated stories concerning him, for much of the
Samson story can be made to fit into the type of solar myths common
in ancient times: in which the life of a hero reflects the course of the
sun through the heavens.
Samson's life is miraculous from the start, for his birth is announced
to his mother beforehand by an angel:
Judges 13:s. For, to, thou shalt conceive, -and bear a son;
and no rasor shall come on his head; for the child shall be a Ndzarite
unto God from the womb

. ..

/
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The word "Nazarite" means "one who is separate"; that is, one who
marks himself off from ordinary human beings and devotes himself to
the spiritual life. The Nazarite in ancient Israel has some of the Savor
of the monk in Christendom. '
Nazarites must have been fairly common in the later monarchy and
the rules for becoming one were written into the Book of Numbers and
thus made part of the law of' Moses:

. ..

.. .

Numbers 63.
When either mm or woman shuU
vow a
vow of a Numote, to separate themselves unto the Lord:
Numbers 6:3. He shall sefwate himself from w-neand StTOng
drink

...

Â ¥ . .

Numbers 6:6.

...he shall corns at no dead body.

Samson is the first person in the Bible to be recorded as a Nazaritc,
but he certainly was not an edifying one. Nothing about his life indicated any spiritual uplift, or even any moral sense. Nor did he fulfill
the barest minimum of the Nazarite vows since he did come into contact with dead bodies and he participated a t feasts where there must
have been much drinking.
Only his unshaven head and long hair remain of the Nazarite way of
life, and this is an essential part of a solar myth since long hair repre
sents the rays of the sun. It may well be that it is merely to account for
the long hair in a non-idolatrous fashion that the later editors of the
Book of Judges made him a Nazarite and put him in a role he fit so
poorly.
Zorah
Samson was born:
Judges i3:24. And the woman bare a son, and cded his name
Samson: and the child grew
Judges 1 3 : ~ ~ . in thq camp of Dan between Zorah and Eshtaol.

...

.. .

Zorah, the home of Manoah, Samson's father, is located in the eastera section of Danite tenitory, about fifteen miles west of Jerusalem.
Eshtaol is a couple of miles to its east

The very name Samson ("Shimshon" in Hebrew) bears a striking
resemblance to the word shemesh, meaning "sun." Only two mil&
south of Zorah was the town of Beth-shemesh ("house of the sun")
believed to be a center of sun-worship.

DeliIdh
From the beginning, Samson displayed a penchant for Philistine
girls:
Judges 14:1. And Samson
ddughters of the Philistines.

. ..saw a woman in Timnath of the

...

Judges 14:2. And he
told his father and his mother, and
said
get her for me to wife.

...

(Timnath was a town about six miles west of Zorah.)
Samson did not marry her in the end 'but in the course of the
courtship and engagement,
performed typical feats. He killed
a lion with his bare hands; h e killed thirty Philistines in anger over
, having lost a wager; he tied torches to the tails of foxes and turned
them loose in Philistine grainfields.
Later, he breaks loose from binding ropes and singlehindedly slaughters large numbers of Philistines; be escapes, from a city which has

ams son

locked its gates on him, by lifting the gates bodily and carrying them
away, and so on. None of these feats do Israel any good or the Philistines any serious harm, and d n y of them can be shown to fit solar
myths commonly told in ancient times.
But then Samson meets his match in the form of another Philistine
girl:
Judges 16:4. And it came t o pass afterward, that he loved a
woman in the valley of Sorek, whose name was Delilah,
The Sorek River flows westward from the neighborhood of Jerusalem to the sea. It forms the southern boundary of Danite territory
and cuts through Philistia south of Ekron and north of Ashdod. It is
a natural route for eastward invasion of Philistine armies into central
. Israel.
~ e l i h his bribed by her Philistine compatriots to find out from
Samson the secret of his strength. After several evasions, he tells her:
Judges 16:17.

. . .There hath not come a rasor upon mine head

.. . if I be shaven, then my strength wil2 go from me, and I shall
become weak, and be like any other man.

.
Judges 16:19. And she [Delilah] made him [Samson] sleep upon
Â

Â ¥

her knees; and she cdled for a man, and she caused him to shave off
the seven locks of his head;
and his strength went from him.

...

There is nothing in the w r i t e ritual that implies that it is the
purpose of the long hair to give unusual strength to a man. This is
clearly mythological and fits in with the sun motif.
Delilah's name is closely akin to the, Hebrew li&h ("night") so
apparently the tale tells of night overcoming the sun and depriving it
of its rays as it sets toward the horizon and becomes ruddy and dim.
Dagon
Now at last the Philistines could take Samson. They blinded him
(the sun, which may be viewed as the eye of the heavens, is removed
and vanishes from the sky with the coming of night) and put him to
hard labor in prison. Then, in celebration

...

Judges 1623.
the lords of the Philistines gathered them togather for t o offer a great
unto Dagon their god

.. .
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Yen> little is known about the nature of DaP tot the lit& to thh

gd o? â‚¬ Philistines of Gaza and Ashdod' died put after Old Tytip
He6rew
word foc'fah," the idol has often been supposed to represent a fehmeat times. Because the word "Dagqi: resembles dug, the

god and even to be in the form of a merman,' man above the waist
and fish below. This is the form in which Milton describes Dagon in
Paras?@ Lost when he' calls the roll of the kilten angels.
Since the Philistines were a coastal people, to whom fish and fishing
could have been important, (his seemed ~asona'ble,However, the name
of .the god is even closes to dugan, the HebjTewword for "&in,"
and it therefore even more reasonable-to suppose that D a p n was an
agricaltuial-god, a very common type of deity.
The one other important mention of Dagon in the Bible gives
some hint of the appearance of the idol. In later years, the Philistines
the ark of the covenant and tqU it into (he temple of Dagon
with drastic results for their idol:
S~mud94. ~ n when
d they arose early on the morrow,behold,
D@pnwas fallen upon his faw , i and the head of Dugon aftd
both
hands were cut off
; only the stump of DÃ§go was
kfftto' him.
1

...

...

.

1n the Revised Standard Version, the final phrase is given as "qly
touA of Dagon kas left to him."

the

If the bottom half of the idol had b w that of a fish, it seems very
difficult to believe that the Biblical writers would' not have said voftly
the fail of Dagon was left to him." Theiweight of the evidence would
seesos t& Be, then, despite Milton, in fsfwrof Dagon as a gain'-god.
Ia my case,the name Dagoti is clearly Semitic and is .a good exain'pte
of hew Philistine culture was Semitized after their arrival in Canaan
(if not before).
The feast to celebrate the capture of Samson did not end well for
the Philistines. They brought out the blinded Samson in order to make
their enjoyment of the occasion the keener.
Judges 16:22. Howbeit ,the hair of his-head besfin to @ow again
after he was shaven.
Againi the sun,myth can be seen here, f o r although the
of the
day is blinded and the sun disappears, it invariably appears again. It
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rises once more in the east> with its rays weak and dim, yes, but growing
brighter and stronger as it climbs in the sky.
In a last display of strength, Samson pushes apart the pillars supporting the roof of the large house in which they feasted. He himself,
and many Philistines, died in the collapse that followed. In this way, a
story which had many of the aspects of farce ended with a touch of
tragic dignity. Samson is the twelfth judge,
- the last in the Book of
Judges.

Dan
.

r

LL...?

-

,'

.z

Dan and the Danite Migration

The Book of Judges does not end with the twelfth judge. The last
five chapters add two supplementary narratives which are placed in
this book because they belong in its particular historical period. The
writer specifies this:
\

Judges 1 8 : In
~ those days tftmwas fio idng in Israel

.. .

Unlike the earlier accounts in this book, however, these final incidents
are not associated with the feats of any specific judge.
The first account deals with the tribe of 'Dan, which found itself un-

bearably oppressed by the overpawering might of the Philistines, wlio
ompied most of the region theoretically assigned to Dan at the canq m and dominated the rest.

..

Judges 1 8 : ~, in those days the iri%e of the Danitm sought
them an inheritance to dwell in; for unto that day
&mce h d not f&n unto them ,
L -&-L&
L ~ . Q ~

.

.

#&

"In those days" merely specifies the period of the judges; it does not
tell us certainly whether it comes before or after the feats of Samson. If
it is assumed that because the incident follows the tales of Samson, it
therefore occurs later in time and is good evidence that Sapson's activities did not seriously weaken the Philistines or help the Danites.
The Danites decided, therefore, to seek for an area far away from
the powerful Philistines?and sent a group of five men to reconnoiter
the far north. Eventually

..
..

...

J u d e 18:7..
the fiw men
came to M h , und saw the
(that were themin, how they dwelt carelem, after th mnner
tke Z ~ o n k n s, and they w far from the Z i d o n b d lzad
no bud- with any mn.

~

In ather words, they found a Phoenician (Canaanite) city? thirty
miles inland, which could not easily be rescued by the main Phoenician
power centen on the coast. F u r t h m o q it had l i d in peaceful
isolationvwithout having formbd military alliances that might save to
make an assault against the city expensive and subje.ct to retaliation.
The scouts reported this on returnin6 homq whereupon a body of six
hundred men were sent nofiward to secure the place. In p i n g
thm@ the temtory of the bordering ttibe of Ephraim, they calmly
appropriated an idol built by Micah, an unoffending Ephraimite who
had been hospitable to the spies on their earlier trip, They also took
with t h ~ mthe Levite who had served as private chaplain to the Ephraimite. When Micah objected, the Danites threatened to lcii him into
the bargain.

And the children aj Dan went their
Judges 18~6.
and w k
Micah m v t w they were too strong for him, he turned and went
back unto his house.

This is an example of the hnarchy of the times and the disunity of
tb Wk. & n i b felt no compunction3presumably, in stealing from

Ephmimitm (From the fact that no Ephraimite force advanced to
oppose the marauding Danitm, it might b~ supposed ,that this happened
after Ephraim's catastrophic idefeat at the hands of Jephthah.)
Nor were the Danites the only offenders in this respect. Tley were
offended against as well, When gamson, a Danite, was conducting his
harassment of the ~hiligtines,a band of men of Judah (neighboring
Danite territory to the wutb avd southmst), fearing general Philistine reprisals, acted to remove. the troublemaking Samson:

..

Judges 15:12. , th+ said unto him, W e are m down to
hind thee, that we may deliver thee into the hand of the Phil&tiw...

They fulfilled their threat, too (though Samson later escaped the
Philistines by means of his superstrength). Apparently, the men of
Judah did not hesitate to sacrifice a Danite to what we would consider
the common enemy.
As it is put in the final vme of the Book of Judges:
Judges %i:s$. In those dup there was no king in Iwuel: may man
did thd which w a right in hia own eyes.
This lack of Idw a?d order, this feeling that might was the only right,

'

goes far to explain the eventual Israelite clamor for a Ung and is some-

thing even the general anti-monarchic attitude of the final editors of
the Book of Judge6 cannot hide.
But to retum to the migrating Danite band- '
They reached h i s h and attacked it as consciencelessly as they had
robbed the Ephraimite and with as great a su~ess.They destroyed
Laish and built a gw city in its place.
Judges 18:29. And they d & d the name of the city Dan

,

...

The site of Dan is umdly identilied with the Arab town Tell el
h d y , located on the upper Jordan* nearly tl$rky m b north of the
Sea of Ggilee. (*Dan7' and "Kady" both mean c'judge.")
Dan~repmenkdthe farthest'northey rmeh of any purely Israelite.
territory (although Israelite dominion in the greatest days of the monarchy extended much farther north over areas occupied by non-Ismelites), The phrase "from Dan to Beersheba" can therefore be taken
to mean "all Israel" since B ~ y h e b awas the southernmost Israelite
town of any consequence. The $ista9ce from Dan to Beersheba is about

.

zs6

ASIMOV'S G U r D E TO T H E B I B L Z

19miles, Aieh is equal to the distanae from Albany to New YQ& a
mspc$able distam in Old Testament tima.
The site of Dan still stands at the nortbemmwt dw of modem b1%4,
thoagh Eeersheba is far from the southern edge' M d m I~rael~mntrt116
a I Z & ~ &etch of desert (the Negev) south of Beersheh Israel
now &tends over an extreme length of 270 miJes.
Dan's position made it a& isolated .and e v e d in its new role as an
Israelite city as it had 'been in its earlier r6le as a Phoenician city;
Npt 10% gfter the death of Solomonpit was taken by a Syrian army
h the north and that was the end of it, 16 span of existence was
two centuries.

The next account, the one with which the Book of J u d p ends* is
an wen more distressing story, one which even more cleatly indicates
the sbte of anarchy and lawlmsnas that $revailed in Israel h h e the
kinehip was established.
It coawrns a man ~f Ephraim who was trawling northward from
Jdah with his concubine, intending to cmss the intervening tenitoq

Ju&h firm BenjaminaHe might haye stayed there for the night, but
~
Jebmites and
Jerusalem was then under the matre1of t h non-I~raelib
d a nearby haelite city in which
the man of Ephraim prdmed to b
to stay.

J t i d p 19:iz.
strmger

..

. . . W&will not krn madehither into the city of a

;wa will

pas over to Gibeah.

(Gibeah lay five milks 00rt.h of J w a l m and was an important Benjamite center.) There he m n ~ p i to
l find a. night's lodging with an
old man, who happen& to be R Mlow Ephmimite. That night, however, a gang of Benjamite toughs besjeged the old man's house, and
seizing t k concubine, abusd a ~ deventually killed her.
Again, it would seem, tribal disunity exacerbated the situation.
One cannot help thinking that the Benjamites muld not have acted
with such &sqqijard of ,h&nity if they bad not been dealing with
Ephraimita, members a[ mother tribea and tbrefore strangers.
m e irony of it is thak if the Ephraimite and his concubine had
slept over in Jerusalem, the ('city of a stranger" which he would not
enter? he would probably have been safe.
The "outrage at Gibeah" iq the' city's only, claim to a very dubious
fame, and it was held up in later centuries as the very epitome of
sinfulness, a standard a d ~ s which
t
tq mrx5ure dkgrace. Thus, the
prophet Hosea, writing sppe four centuries later ~f his own generation,
said:

Mizpeh [Benjamin]

m e account of the events folhwing the outrage of G i h h is a
puzzling one, for in several way it s m s inconsistent with other
parts of Biblical history. When news of the outrage was spread among
the tribes:

The Mizpeh here is not tho one in Gadite terrihory where
Jephthah's troops gathered before the battle with the Ammonikes.
Rather it was a town in l$enjaminynear its border with Ephmim. In
the period of the judges, this was used as a tribal meeting place on
several occasions.
W e need not literally suppose7 of course* that "all the children of
Israel" assembled there; but rather that representatives of all the
tribes were therey including e v a those from beyond the Jordan.
The gathering is pictured as being horrified at the event and
umnimously deciding on united action agdinst Gibeah.

'

'

Judges zo:~i,So all the men of Iwttel were gathered ugainst the
eity, h i t together as o w man.

And ,yet this seems so unlikely. Throughout the period of the
judges7 the tribes of Israel did not unite even under the most pressing
of dangers. They did not all unite against Sisera or against the
Midianites or against the Ammonites, IndM, Manasseh's fight against
the Midianites nearly provoked civil war with Ephraimy and Gags
fight against the Ammonites did provoke such a civil war. Therefore
it seems quite unbelievable that a united fmnt wdd be set up on this
occasion.
Perhaps the later editors idealized the situation. Could it be that
what actually happened was that all Ephraim, rather than all Israel,
united against Benjamin in defense of the manhandled Ephraimites?
If w e were to search for historic justification? however? one might
suppose that the. Book of Joshua was accurate and that at the time of
the conquest and perhaps immediately afterward the Israelite tribes
were taking common action. Might then the outrage at Gibeah have
happened right at the start of the period of the judges, despite its
position at the end of the book?
After all, when in the war that followedy Israel suffered initial defeats7 they turned to the ark of the covenant for advice and the
Bible pauses in its account to say:
Judges 20:28. And Phinehasy the son
Aarony stood before it in those &ys

. ..

of Eleuzur, the son of

But Elazar was contemporary 'with Joshua* so that events occurwn must be taking place immediately

ring in the lifetime of Eleazar's
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after the conquest, and while united action was still, presumably,
part of the Israelite tradition.
The war finally turned against enj jam in. The Israelites were victorious, Gibeah was sacked, and the entire Benjamite territory devastated. Indeed, the Benjamite population was almost wiped out.
Judges 20:47. But six hundred men turned and fled
the rock Rimon.

. . . unto

The "rock Rimpion" is sometimes identified with a wild, hilly region
five miles north of Gibeah.
Only these six hundred men, the Biblical story indicates, remained
of (he Benjamites. Even if we assume an exaggeration, the story, if it
has a foundation of historical truth at all, must indicate a serious and
even devastating defeat of Benjamin. If so, it could not have hap
pened toward the end of the period of the judges, for Benjamin was
prosperous then. It was from Benjamin, in fact, that a king of Israel
was soon to be drawn. On tire other hand, the picture of a greatly
weakened Benjamin early in the period of the judges might be considered consistent with the Moabite invasion that put Benjamin under
enemy occupation and provoked the counteraction of Ehud (see
page 234)

The story goes on to say that Israel repented the destruction of
Benjamin and was unwilling to see a tribe disappear. The six
hundred survivors might .serve as a nucleus for repopulation but the
Israelites had sworn to give them no wives. They looked therefore
for some city or group that had not been represented in the war
against Benjamin and that had therefore not participated in the oath.

...

Judges 21:8.
And behold, there came none to the camp
from Jdbesh-gid ,

..

Jabesh-gilead was a Gadite city, located east of the Jordan River
about fifteen miles north of Succoth.
The Israelites proceeded to sack Jabesh-gilead and obtain a supply
of wives for the Benjamites. In this way, Benjamin survived. Again,
if this happened at all it could not have happened late in the period

of judges for in the time of King Saul, which followed hard after,
Jabesh-gilead was a flourishing town.
(I can't resist the personal speculation that some Israelite writer in
the early period of the monarchy decided to write what we would today
all a historical romance centering about the affair at Gibeah. He
filled it with violence and action and did not hesitate to adjust history
tothe dramatic needs of the story. And then, somehow, the tale was
taken seriously by (he priestly editors who later drew together the
various tribal traditions into the Book of Judges. It was therefore ineluded, but was placed at tihe end because it seemed to fit nowhere,
Now, there it is, a puzzle for Biblical scholars to try to decipher.)

8. RUTH
THE BOOK OF RUTH

DAVID

BETHLEHEM-JUDAH

MAHLON AMD CHIUON

RUTH

'

The Book of Ruth
'

Following the Book of Judges, in the various versions of the Bible
used by Christians, is a short book of four chapters, titled Ruth after
its heroine. It is set in the time of the judges:
Ruth
ruled

...

1:l.

Now it came to pass in the

Tudah and Moab

davs

when the judges

One might almost think it was another of the tales of the time.
Something to add to the accounts of the wars of Gideon and Jephthah,
the exploits of Samson, the migration of the Danites, the outrage at
Gibeah. Why then is it not made a part of the Book of Judges?
The answer is that it is not just another of the tales of the time.
The material in the Book of Judges is uniformly bloody, primitive,
and at times even repulsive, as is to be expected of stories based on
the contemporary chronicles of a crude, barbaric era. The story of
Ruth, on the other hand, is a charming pastoral idyl, written as
though by someone looking back at a period from a long distance,
and seeing it in the light of the "good old days," a time of simplicity
and peace and good will-which the time certainly was not.
In short, the Book of Ruth was composed in the fifth century B.C.
in all likelihood, after the return of the Jews from exile and some
seven centuries after the time it purports to describe. And even
though its central thesis is based on historic tradition, perhaps the
details surrounding it are fictional.
The Jews recognized this by including the book only in the third
division of the Bible-"The Writings." The books in this section were
considered by them to be literature, rather than history.
Nevertheless, the historic point it makes is so important to the
Christian scheme of things, that it has been drawn forward into the
historic section of the Bible and placed in its appropriate position
in the story-immediately after the Book of Judges.

The tale begins with a famine that drives a family of Israelites out
of their home in Jtxdah:

. ..

.

~

Ruth 1:i.
And a. certain, @ of Bethtehemiudah went
to sojourn in the country of Moab, he, md hk wife, and his two
sons.

*

B@hlehem-judah is so called to distinguish it from Bethlehemzebiflun, about seventy-five miles nprfhwsrd. Beftlehem-judah is so
aiSfelQSs mot6 famous for jsasonb that will soon'be ,made plain that
any reference simply to Bethlehem may be taken to mean Bethlehemjudah.

In fact, the only mention of Bethlehem-zebulun in the Bible is
thought to be in connection with Ibzan, one of the minor judges
(the ninth in order) glancingly mentioned in the Book of Judges:
Judges 11:8. And after him [~ephthah] Ibzun
judged Israel.

of

Bethlehem

~ethlehem-judah,located about six miles south of Jenlsalem, a p
parently bore an earlier name of ,Ephrath (see page 102). Even in the
time of David, the men of Bethlehem could be called Ephrathites:
I Samuel 17:12. Now David wai the son of that Ephrathite of
Bethlehem-iuduh, who* name I& Jesse,,

..

and the writer of Ruth follows that custom in connection with the
family entering Moab: *
Ruth 1 : ~And
.
the name of the man was EZimelech, and the
name of his wife N m i , adid the name of his two sons Mdhlon
and Chilion, Ephruthifes of ~ethlehem-ivdah

...

Bethlehem had until now been mentioned in the Bible only in
unhappy connections, ftachel had died near it, giving birth to Benjamin. The Danites migrating nbrthward to consummate a bloody
aggression took with them a Levite who was from Bethlehem-judah.
The concubine who was brutally outraged and lolled in Gibeah was of
Bethlehem-judah.
Now, however, Bethlehem begins to take on a new and unique importance through its association with this family and what is to follow.

Mahlon and Chilion
In Moab, Elimelech dies, but his sons marry Moabite girls:
Ruth 1:4. And they took them wives of the women of Moab;
the name of the one was Orpah, and the name of the other Ruth:
and they dwelled there about ten years.
Ruth 1:s. And Mahlon and Chilion died also both of them

. ..

-

Since "Mahlon" means "sickness" and "Chilion" means "wasting,"
they don't seem to be the type of names anyone would give children.
Further, 'from the early death of the two sons, the names appear

entirely too appropriate. The use of such appropriate names is, however, often characteristic of fiction.

Ruth
Naomi, bereft of her husband and sons, decides to return to
Bethlehem and assumes that her daughters-in-law will not wish to go
with her into a strange land. Orpah does indeed part from her, but
the other daughter-in-law, Ruth, refuses flatly:

. ..

Ruth 1:16. And Ruth said, Intreat me not to leave thee
for whither thou goest, I will go; and where thou lodge&, I will
lodge; thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God; .

and the two go to Bethlehem.
In Bethlehem, Ruth meets Boaz, a rich relative of Naomi's, who is
attracted to the girl despite the fact that she is a foreigner, and is
grateful to her for the love and care $he is showing Naomi. Naumi
shrewdly arranges matters so that Boaz ends by offering to marry
Ruth in full, traditional style.
The marriage is made and eventually a son is born, which comforts
Naomi and consoles her for her own losses. Ruth, her loyal daughterin-law, although a Moabitess, is now considered a fully assimilated
member of the community and the Israelite women praise her:

...

Ruth +i4. And the women said unto Naomi
Ruth 4x5.
thy daughter in law, which loveth thee,
is better to thee than seven sons ,
,

...

..

...

She has remained ever since, to all men, one of the most attractive
women in the Bible.

David
But now comes the real point of the story:

...

Ruth 4:17. And the women
gave it [Ruth's son] a name
Ohed: he is the father of Jesse, the father of David.

.

. ..

Ruth, in other wdrds, was the great-grandmother of Israel's heroking David.
The purpose of the book seems clear. It was written at the time
when the Jews, like Naomi, were returning from exile. The exiles
were bitterly anxious to purify fee land from the strangers who had
been settled on it during the Exile. Their leaders established a rigid
and narrow racial policy by which all intermarriage with foreigners was
forbidden and all who had already married foreign wives must put
them away.
But there must have been many among the Jews who were appalled
at the pettiness of such a policy and at the heartlessness with
which it would have to be enforced. One of them wrote the Book
of Ruth as a clarion call for universality and for the recognition of
the essential brotherhood of man.
In writing the tale, the author might have been inspired by the
existence of an actual tradition to the effect that David was part
Moabite in ancestry. Certainly, at one period in his life when he
was in peril and it seemed to him that not only he but his entire
family was in danger of slaughter, David brought his parents to Moab
for safety:
Samuel 22:3. And David
Let my father and my mother
God will do for me.
1

. . . said unto the king of Moab,
. . . be with you, till I know what

At the time, it may have been good policy for Moab's king to
support David, who was then rebelling against Saul, since in that
way Israel could be weakened. Nevertheless, David's confidence in
Moab at this juncture may also have arisen from a realization of kinship.
If there was such a tradition, the writer of the Book of Ruth made
superb use of it, and whether the details he added are fictional or not
is of little moment as far as the book's deeper meaning is concerned.
By making the heroine a Moabitess, the writer sharpened the
point of the story, for Moabite women were the traditional corrupters
of Israelite men, thanks to the well-known story told in the Book of
Numbers (see page 189). And yet this foreign woman was the
ancestress of David.
The point could not have been made stronger. Not only could a
foreigner be assimilated into Judaism and prove a worthy addition to

it, but the foreigner might be the source of the highest good. Ought

one to forbid foreign marriages as was done after the return from

exile? Why, if Boaz's foreign marriage had been forbidden, there would
have been no David.

To Christians, the importance went even further. Through David,
Ruth was a n ancestress of Jesus, and therefore the tale tends to
reinforce the Christian view of the Messiah; that he is for all mankind
and not for the Jews alone.
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I SAMUEL
'f-

I

SHILOH

KIRJATE-JEAIUM ,* MIZPEH SAUL ' JABESH-GILEAD
MICHMASH AGAC THE PROPHETS BETHLEHEM DAVID
DAVID AND JONATHAN
NOB ADULLAM Z m G GILBOA

APHEK

JONATHAN
GOLIATH
BETH-SHAN

.

.

I

We now nww into a period of in$fta$ngly reliable history. The
next group of books telh of file establishment of the monarchy, and
of its progress, first +s a single Idngdom irf hrael, then as two smallei
kingdoms, until ths final 'destructi&, ,o(. $ne arid the temporary destruction of the other.
igi two' books. The former was
Originally this h$toty was d&
called "%mud" because it dealt'&& A? prophet and judge of that
name, and with the Sat WfS Imp pf .,la-ad, both of whom were
anointed by that prophet Thy.secand^kiicalled "Kings'? for obvious
reasons.
Since both books were either long and therefore inconvenient to
handle in the dayswhen book$-wereprinted on lone rolls, the Jewish
scholars in Egypt, who ptepsted' the first reek translation of the
Bible about 250 B.c., d M M wh'tail into two parts. Thus, we
now have I Samuel, 2 Samuel, i
and a Kings.Â¥Sincall four
boob deal with the toonarcfay i t would >also be reasonable to call
them i Kings, 3 Kings, 5 Kings, and 4 'Kings. This, in fact, is what
is done in the Cgtfaolh -vp&ms of thfe 'Bible. Nevertheless, I will
follow the conventiw at tte Kipg James Version.
The book of I Samuel begins with Samuel's parents:
1 Samuel 1 :1. Now there was a Certain man of Ramathaimsophim, of mount Ephraim, and his name was Elkanah

. ..

,

The Kingdom of Saul

1 SAMUEL
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Ramathaitn-zophim is also referred to as Ramathaim, or even as
Ramah (but is then to be distinguished from the better-known
Ramah in Benjamin). The site is not certain but the consensus seems
to place it in western Ephraim about ten miles east of the modem

city of Tel Aviv. In New Testament times, it is to appear once again,
but under the Greek version of the name-Arimathea.
Elkanah was an Ephraimite. His genealogy is traced back to his
great-great-grandfather, who is identified as

...

Samuel 1:i.
Zuffh, an Ephrathite.
This, however, is an en-or. The Revised Standard Veision, as well as
the New Catholic Edition and the Masoretic Edition all identify Zuph
as "an Ephraimite." It i s a small point, but if Samuel is viewed as
having been descended from an Ephrathite, that is, from a man of
Bethlehem-judah, his later relationship to David of Bethlehem may
be misconstrued.
1

On the other hand, although Elkanah and his son Samuel are
Ephmimites in the sense that they live in Ephraim, they are described
in later records as being Levites by descent.

...

1 Chronicles 6:33.
Of the sons of the Kohathites:
Shemuel,
i Cbroxtides 6;34.The son of Eikmah

...

. ..

The Kohathites are the descendants of Kohath, second son of Levi.
(Shemuel is but the Hebrew form of the name we call Samuel, and
it is given as Samuel in this verse in the Revised Standard Version.)
The tale continues, with reference to Elkanah:
i

Samuel

in Shiloh

...

1:3.

And this man

Â¥wen

...yearb to worship ...

Sluloh, located in the hill country in the center of Ephraim,
the spiritual nucleus of the region. To it, Israelites traveled to
sacrifice at appropriate times of the year, as, over a century later, they
were to travel to the Temple ~t Jerusalem.
The history of Shiloh as the site of a religious shrine sacred to
Israel dates back, according to tradition, to the time of Joshua:
Â¥wa

..

Joshua 18:~.And
, Israel assembled together at ShiZoh, and
set ufl the tabernacle of the congregation there.
This tabernacle had been constructed at Mount Sinai, as described
in the final third of the Book of Exodus, and it included the ark of
the covenant, which was considered the resting place of God Himself.
Eli, saving as High Priest at Shiloh at this time, was also an Ephraunite, who according to later tradition was a Levite, and a descendant
of Ithamar, fourth and youngest son of ~ a i o n i .
~lkanah'swife, Hannah, had no children, and at Shiloh, she vowed
that if she were granted a child, he would he raised as a Nakrite- and
devoted to the Lord. She later had a child, named him Samuel, and
eventually sent him to Eli to serve at the temple.
The story is rather similar to that told of Samson and it may
be that the story here has been, rather unaptly, cast back into .the
Book of Judges in order to explain Samson's long hair in. a nonmythological fashion.

Aphek
In the interval since {he Israelites had entered Canaan, matters had
settled down in some wys. m e Canaanites in the north had been
crushed in the battle against Sisera. The various competing peoples
across the Jordan-the Moabites, Ammonites, Midianites, and Amalekites-had been held off and beaten back through the activity of
men such as Ehud, Gideon, and Jephfhah,
But that left the Philistines, the most technologically advanced,
best organized, and hence most dangerous of the early enemies of
Israel. They were strong in the north, controlled the coastal area
completely, and were dominant over the territory of Judah in the
southern portion of Israel. This is indicated by the statement of the
men of Judah who came to bind Samson and deliver him to the
Philistines:

..

.. .

[The] men of Judah
said to Samson,
Judges 15:11. ,
Knowest thou not that the Philistines are rulers over us?
The core of Israelite resistance to the Philistines was the centrally
lodated Rachel tribes, headed by Ephraim. These had been weakened
in (he war against the Trans-Jordanian tribes under Jephthah, so it
was a good time for the Philistines to make their advance, and the
scene was set for a great, perhaps a climactic battle:

...

1 Samuel 4:1.
Now Israel went out against the Philistines
and the Philistines pitched in Aphek.
to battle,

...

The site of Aphek is not certainF hut there seems reason to think
that the later town of Antipatris (mentioned in the New Testament)
was built on its site. Aphek was, in that case, at the western edge
of Ephraimite territory (perhaps five miles north of Samuel's home
town of Ramathaim) and at the northern edge of Philistine territory
(about twenty miles north of Ekron, the most northerly member of
the Philistine federation).
After a preliminary defeat, the Israelites thought to alter matters
by bringing the ark of the covenant into the camp, in the belief that
the physical presence of God would ensure victory. The Philistines
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themselves accepted the validity of this view and are pictured as in
deep consternation over the effect .of the presence of the God of the
Israelites. They nerved themselves to a desperate fight.
In a great battle, the Israelites were totally defeated; the two sons
of Eli, who were with the army, were slain, and the ark of the
covenant was taken. At hearing the news, the old High Priest, Eli,
died of shock.
This battle, which may have taken place about 1080 B.c., marks
the end of Shiloh as a religious center, less than a century after
Joshua had established it as such by moving his headquarters there.
Its actual fate is not described in the Bible because of the eventual
overriding concern with Jerusalem as the religious center of the nation,
references to earlier shrines are reduced to a minimum.
Still there are hints, as when the prophet Jeremiah threatens the
king of Judah with destruction, quoting God's words as:
Jeremiah 26:6. Then will I make this house like Shiloh

. ..

It seems very likely that in the aftermath of the battle, the Philistines plundered deep into Israelite territory, destroying Shiloh. For
a period of about half a century thereafter, Philistine domination
extended, more or less loosely, over all of Canaan. The period from
io8o to 1030 B.C. may be taken as the peak of Philistine power.

Although Shiloh was gone, the ark of the covenant remained,
albeit in enemy hands. The Biblical writers could not allow themselves
to lose sight of the ark (which was eventually to grace the Temple
at Jerusalem) and they devote two chapters to tracing its progress
through Philistine territory.
The Philistines, who thoroughly accepted the ark as representing
the physical presence of an enemy God, were in awe of it, and quite
ready to see in any misfortune that befell themselves the angry work
of that God. Ashdod, where the ark was first placed, experienced
misfortunes, passed it on to Gath, which suffered equally, and passed
it on to Ekron. The Ekronites indignantly refused it.
It was decided, therefore, after the ark had remained among the

.
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Philistine cities for some seven months, to send the dangerous object
into the interior so that distance might lend security. The ark left
Philistia proper and passed into the land of Judah, which was then
under tight Philistine control.
The first stopping place was Beth-shemesh (see page 250), which
also suffered misfortunes, and the ark was sent still further on to a
place where it -was to remain for several decades:
1 Samuel 7:1. And the men of Kwath-@rim came, and fetched
up the ark of the Lord
1 Samuel 7:2. And
while the ark abode in Kirjafh-ieah
the time was long
and
Israel lamented after the Lord.

...

...

...

...

...

Kirjath-jearim is usually identified with a siteabout ten mil& northwest of Jerusalem. It was at the extreme edge of the area directly
controlled by the Philistines. In other words, it was as far distant as
they could manage from their own population centers and yet not
so far distant that the ~ ~ h r a i m i t could
e s repossess it. In point of fact,
the Ephraimites never did. When the ark once more became the
object of a centralized worship, it was the men of Judah who obtained
it.

What raistance the Rachel b i b s could oger &er the disaster at
Aphek centered about the person of Samuel. His associationpas a child?
with the destroyed shrine at Shiloh gave him standing in later yeam
as a priest, and he did not flinch in &e emkrgency:
. ...

ThiB is the Mizpeh teferred to in conpe4ticm with the aftermath of
the outrage of Gibeah (see page 257). Its we in the Book of
J u d p , in what may ham been a WomJ agcount, was ptobably
drawn from the more historic association with samuel'and its use as a
rallying point for what forces could be gathered from among the
shattered Israelites. The modern site of Mizpeh is occupied by a
village known to the Arabs as Nebi Samwel ("the prophet Samuel"),
a d it is there that the traditionql site of his pave iq legated.
The Bible goes on to make it a p p r t h t tb Philbtina were"
msively defeated under Samwl, but,this is doubtfql. If it WGIB iq
the desperate battle of Saul against the Philistines9la -succeeding y6ars
muld be difficult to explain, More @dypthe antienarchie bias of
some a$&e pdatly r m d s incorporated into I Samuel (as in Judges]
is evident here and the feats of Saul and , W d ars pushed hackwad
in ,time and given to tjamuel the priest. Samuc$'s position is perhaps
mare accurately presented in the pictuie of the geographical.extcnt
id Samuel's power:

Gilgal is not the town mentioned earlier in connection ivith the
advance of Joshua across the Jordan (see page m i ) but is thaught
to be another of the same name located about midway between
Samuel%home towa Ramah (Ramathaim-zophim) and the destroyed
Shiloh. Bethel is ten miles south of Gilgal ind Mizpeh is about eight
miles southwest of Bethel.
The picture one gets, then* is that of a twenty-mile strip of hill

country in Ephraim and Benjamin, res~lutelymaintaining the a p
prently lost cause of Ismel, and engaged in a more or less successful
guerrilla war against the Philistines.,

sad

,

Whatever successes Samuel was able to achtem kmed only t~ keep
in being a rather unsatisfactory state of affiim Samuel kept matters
from growing worse, but there seemed to be no signs that they would
grow better. The Philistines had" to be beaten and not merely held
off. For this reason, particularly aft& Samuel had grown old, the
clamor grm among the Imelikcs for .a king. A half century had
passed since the disaster a t Aph& and it was time.
Samuel is pictured as warning the people against a monarchy, describing the buidem that would be. placed upon them by a king. Here,
once again, the anti-monarchism of the priestly historian shows itself. But whether Samuel objected or not, he set about searching for a.
suitable candidate for the hing&ipd Thi$ he found in the form of a
young Benjamik:
I

Samuel 9:i. Now there w a a man of Benjamin, whose name

was Kish

...

Samuel 9:z. And he had a son, whose name was Saul, a choice
young man, and a goodly
I

...

Saul, apparently, had bee^ kept aloof from the problems of the
day, grid was not involved in the gwrmIla fighting against the Philistines for, as it turned out? he did npt even k n ~ wof Samuel. (This
seems puzzling, but perhaps the matter is not as strange as it appears.
A guerrilla leader can. scarcely find it safe to publicize himself too
much. He is most secure and his operatiofis most successful if he rn
mains out of the limelight,)
Saul's encounter with Samuel came when he was trekking through
the hills in search of three ass@ his father had lost. They passed
near Samuel's station of the mometit and Saul's servant, who had heard
of Samuel, but only as a kind of magician, urged that they avail
themselves of his services. Far a piece of silver, Samuel might consent
to do the equivalent ~f l o ~ h ginh a crystal ball and locating the
asses.

Sarnueb however, had hi8 mind on something far more important.
ming Saul he had the inspiration of making him king. Saul b
described as extremely tall and g~od~looking
and it might have o e
curred to Samuel that such a man would look every inch the king and
by his appearance alone rally the people about him. Samuel may
have thought further that it wodd not be difficult to dominate the
young man and remain at his side as the all-powerful prime minister.
He therefore anointed Saul as king:
I Samuel io:i. Then Satnud took a dal of oil, and poured it
v@n his [Saul's] head, and k+8ed him, and said
the Lord
&th anointed thee ,

..

. ..

'The act of anointing probably oridnated as an aut of cleansing*
In the days before soap, scented 0% would serve to remove @me
and lave a pleasant fragrance behind. One wodd naturally anoint
self when about to go before a superior; how much more so
one7s~
when about to go before God.
Tbeselore, when s~anethingwas ta be d&c~ted to Cod or presenkd before Him, the act of anointing was uswUy inmlvi&l and
it became symbolic of a divine grace being conferred upon the object
or person anointed.
Wus, when Jacob dreamed of the ladder in Bethel, he took the
stme he had rested his head upon, set it up as a pillar:

&&is

28:18.

. . . and poured oil upon the t+

of

it.

Again, when Aaron was forma~lymade High Priest by Moses:
, Leviticus 8:12. And he [Moses] pour& of the anointkg d
l
u # m Aaruds head, and anointed him* to sanaiify him

Naw. the, device was used by ~ i m u e do
l imply the epcial spidtwl
chawter of the kinphip. Ind~ed,it came to be accepted that no one
was really a king until he had gone througl~the careful dtual &
anointing, so that the' phrase "the anointed one" came to be w o n p o w wi& "the king."
Samuel next called a aouncil at Miqeh and carefully arranged
matters so that %ul was chosen by lot, making use? presumably9 of
the Urim and Thummim (see page 150). Saul, who had already
b secretly anointed? was now pmclaimed king openly by the shouts
of the representatives gathered at the council. This is believed to have
taken place in 1028 B.C.

It wag one thing to demand a b g and quite another to rally
round a particular individual chosen as king. To fake up 'arms against

&e Philistines was a serious thing and it required an experienced and
able general. Saul was not yet tested in this respect.
i Samuel 10:27. But the e h f l d m of Belial &d, H m shall this
man save us? And they desfiked him

.. .

The test came soon enough:

Jabesh-@ad, six miles cask bf the c&ml Jotdan? was* like a11 the
Trans-Jordan* subjected to penoaic Ammonite raids from the east.
The greatat crisis had c u m in fhe time of Jephthah* but the great
Ammonite defeat then had merely abated the danger. It had not
ended it.
Jabesh-gilad, expecting no help from an Israel which was treading

sojtly in the shadow of the Philisti*e power? made ready to surrender,
but the terns of Nahash were brutal and sadistic-he insisted that
the population of the city submit to having each their right eye -put
out. The people of Jabesh-gilead asked for a seven-day period of gram
before sttbdtkhg even to this and sent, in desperation7for a help they
still &red not expect.
i %muel 11:4. Then cam the messengers to Gibeah of Saul,
ahd tokl the tidings
,
d

..

SauL how,wer? rose to the occasi~n,sounding the call to arms and
rallying an ariny hehind him.

...

..

...

i &imuel 1%:~.
And
,the pe@&
came out with on&
m$ent.
i Samuel 11:8. And
, he numbwed t h m in Bemk

..

...

Eezek is in the hills of Mapa~seh~
five miles north of Thebez,
w k p ' Aldmelech died fsee page 245). It was due west of where
Jabah-@lead lay on the other side of the Fordan.
The ,numbers given of the troops that gathered on that occasion
represent a late tradition and
inip6si]bly high ( p 7 m men of
men of Judah) and anachmni$timlly assume a
Israel and 30~m
d$vided J4ngdomp samething that lay a century in the future. In
actmlity, Saul probably was able to gather merely the men from the
areas of the Rachel tribes, and obtained a much smaller number-but
enough to do the job. He marched across the Jordan and defeated
the Ammonites. Jabesh-@lead was saved.
The enthubiasm of Israel for Saul was now great indeed. A p&eral
to lead Israel against the Philistines had been found, Saul was crowned
king a second t i w at C3iIga1, amid wild celebration.
(Of course7 this double crowning of Saul mEy well represebt the
imperfect fusion of two traditions. The first would be a priestly antimonarchic tradition in which the great judge of ~srael?Samuel, anoints
and m h 1 3 an unknown, bashful youth. The second wottld be a
Benjamite tradition in which a tribal hero? Saul, ~ccomplishes a
great feat of anm and is acclaimed king in a triumph with which
Samuel had nothing to do, The story ~f Samuel himself m y reprewrtt
a similar fusion of two tradition%one in which he iq tbe warlike judge
an obscure seer with no
.who qles all Israel and one in which hq i~
more than a local reputation,)

I,

'.-
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Notice that Saul established his capital at Gibeah in Benjamin: the
town of the "outrage." The Bible has occasion to tell later of the
gratitude of the people of Jabah-gilead to Saul. The Jabeshites remained loyal, in fact, when Saul and his house had sunk low in d e
feat
Now the spirit of loyalty between two regions-in disaster as well as
in prosperity-always strikes a romantic note in history if only because
such disinterest on a regional scale i; hard to 'find. In Greek history
there is the friendship of Plataea and Athens, a friendship in which
Plataea pmevered to the death, for instance.
It wqs perhaps this well-known and romantic relationship between
Gibeah pf Sad and Jabesh-gilead that was in the mind of the writer
of the possibly fictional tale of the consequences of the outrage at
Gibeah. In that tale, ~abesh-@leadis pictured as the one Israelite
town refusing to fight against Gibeah and as being destroyed in consequence.

Jonathan
With the Rachel tribestunder a war hero, intensified conflict with
the Philistines is inevitable; and at this point, Saul's son Jonathan is
suddenly introduced:

,

1 Samuel 13:1. Saul reigned ww year; and when he had reigned
two years over Israel,
1 Samuel 13s~.Saul chose him three thousand men of Israel;
whereof two-tfhousand were with Saul
and a thousand were
with Jonathan . .

.

...

When Saul was introduced in the tale of his search for his father's
asses, he was described as a young man, and yet he might even so
have been a father of little children. To suppose, however, that two
years after his anointing he is the father of a grown man capable of
conducting men in war is difficult. The problem here rests with i
Samuel 13:1, which i s not actually a translation of the Hebrew but
merely an attempt to make sense out of the original words. Literally
translated, the Hebrew clause that begins the verse reads: "Saul was
'
(Hie year old when hebegan to reign."
It seems that something has been lost and the ~evisedStandard

...

Version has the verse read "Saul was
years old when he began to
reign; and he reigned
and two years over Israel!' It explains in a
footnote that the gaps represent missing material.
It may well be that i Samuel 13:1 is actually a summarizing chronological verse that might say, for instance, "Saul was twenty-five years
old when he began to reign; and he reigned twehty-two years over
Israel." Saul himself probably didn't reign that long but the house of
Saul, that is, he himself and one of his sons, reigned together that
long.
In that case, we needn't suppose that the introduction of Jonathan
comes ttro years after the start of Saul's reign. It might have come at
any time; well toward the end of it, perhaps. Jonathan might therefore have been a boy at the time his father became king arid a warlike
young man at the time of the events in this chapter and the next.
As to what happened in the interval after the victory at Jabeshgilead had settled Saul on the throne, we can easily suppose that the
time was filled with a slow strengthening of Saul's kingdom. Quite
obviously, Saul was starting from scratch:

...

Samuel i3:19. Now there was no smith found throughout all
the land of Israel: for the PhiZistines said, Lest the Hebrews nuke
them swords or spears:
1

The ill-armed Israelites might skulk in their fastnesses and emerge

for hit-and-run raids but if Saul was to lead them into pitched battle
they would simply have to be well armed. Undoubtedly, it took time
to get the arms, capture them, buy them, or, perhaps, develop the
sMBs necessary to make them. This dull intervalof slow strengthening
is slurred over in the Bible.

Jonathan' launched an attack:
1 Samuel 13: 3. And Jonathansmote the garrison of the Philistines
that was in Geba , ,

.. . .

.

1 Samuel 13:s. And the Philistines guthered themselves together
to fight with Israel
and pitched in Miehfnah

...

. ..
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Michmash
The Philistine outpost of Geba may really refer to the much larger
and more important town of Gibeon, five miles west of Saul's capital,
Gibeah. (Gibeon is the town that once deceived Joshua at the time
of the conquest~seepage 215.)
The Philistines, reacting to this provocation, advanced on Geba at
once and reached Michmash, two miles northeast of Geba. (The
town still exists and is known to the Arabs as Mukhmas.) The Israelite
population scattered and hid before the advancing Philistines and
Saul hdd back his small army and refused to give battle. Jonathan,
however, conducted another raiding party against the Philistines, guiding his men over the hills to attack the Philistine camp from unexpected quarter. The Philistines, keyed up for an Israelite onslaught,
mistook the relatively small attacking party for the main force of the
enemy, and in a moment of panic, fled.
Jonathan had acted without orders and, indeed, probably against
orders. Saul was angered, therefore, and undoubtedly jealous at the
vast acclaim that greeted his son, and ordered Jonathan's execution.
(The ~ i b l eadvances a ritualistic explanation for the order.) The army
refused to permit the execution, however, and a certain coldness must
have remained thereafter between father and son. (It is not uncommon
in monarchies, down to modem times, for rivalry and even hatred to
exist between the king and the heir apparent.)
The Philistine defeat at Mi~hmashwas important. The Philistines
temporarily fell back to their coastal and southern strongholds and
Saul was given greater room for maneuver.
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With the respite from the Philistine menace, Saul was able to turn
southward to secure the desert border and lay the groundwork for a
possible outflanking maneuver against the Philistine coast. 'the chosen
target was the Amalekites, with whom the Israelites are described as
having a traditional enmity dating back to the time of Moses.

...

Samuel 15:7. And Saul s m t e the Amalekites
Samuel 15:8. And he took Agag the king of the Amalekites
alive
1

1

...

Agag, the, ruler of a petty Amalekite tribe, cannot have been
particularly powerful or renowned, and would not he considered so
were it not for a remark in one of Balaam's blessings (see page 186).
Speaking of Israel's future, Balaam says:
Numbers 24:7.

. . . his king shall be higher than Agag . . .

as though Agag were a standard symbol of great power.
Most scholars agree that the mention of Agag in this verse is a
copyist's error. The name may originally have been Og. This would
make sense, for the story of Balaam is placed at a time When Og of
Bashan had been the mightiest monarch yet faced by the Israelites
(see page 182). To say that the future king of Israel would be greater
than Og would have been appropriate to the occasion, and the a e
cidental change of Og to Agag is not a difficult one to imagine.

The Prophets
And yet while Saul was establishing and securing his.kingdom, there
were internal frictions. Saul the king and Samuel the kingmaker were
at odds.
From the start, Samuel had kept his hand on the wheel of state
for at the very time of Saul's anointing we hear for the first time of
bands of prophets. When Saul was returning home from his encounter
with Samuel:
1 Samuel 10:io.

. . .behold, a company of prophets met him . . .

These prophets were groups of men who devoted themselves to
ecstatic devotions. They would play instruments, sing, dance, put themselves into wild trances, and fall down in frenzy. They rather resembled
certain orders of dervishes of later Islamic times, and if the word were
here given as "dervishes" rather than "prophets," the picture would be
clearer.
In their trances and ecstasies, these prophets or dervishes were
believed to be divinely possessed, to have access to more than human
knowledge, to be able to pronounce oracles, and so on. The very
word "prophet" is from Greek words meaning "to speak forth"; that
is, to relate and interpret the will of God as made manifest to the
prophet during his trance or ecstasy.
In the time of Saul, the companies of prophets were by no means
completely edifying. Thej may, indeed, have been hang-overs of
paganism. Samuel, as the spiritual leader of the time, seems to have
attempted to guide their energies into the path of Yahvism, but it is
difficult to say how much sbccess he might have had.
Yet the prophets were an excellent tool. They had the capacity
to stir and influence the people and they tended to be strongly nationalistic, ready always to serve as the backbone of resistance against
foreign oppression. Samuel, as their head, could direct them to meet
and join Saul. It was the support of the bands of prophets that was
Samuel's practical contribution to the establishment of Saul's kingship:

...

Samuel 10:26. And Saul
went home to Gibeah; and there
went with him a band of men, whose hearts God had touched
1

...

Undoubtedly, Samuel maintained his grip on Saul through the
prophetic bands and yet Saul, after his victory at Jabesh-gilead, must
have been increasingly Irked at prophetic interference in his policies
and must have attempted on several occasions to establish his independence.
The crisis came over the battle with the Arnalekites. In rousing the
people against the tribesmen, Samuel demanded that the Amalekites
be exterminated entirely; a kind of "destroy the infidel" outlook.
Saul, more humane or mop practical, took Agag alive, and kept the
herds and other spoil froq useless destruction. Samuel was enraged
at this, executed Agag with his own hands, and told Saul:

1 Samuel 15:23.

. . .Because thou hast rejected the word of the

Lord, he hath also rejected thee front being fang.

Samuel, having moved into the opposition, needed someone to
put up against Saul, and turned to the tribe of Judah:
1

.

.

Samuel 16:4. And Samuel

. . . came to

BethIehern

..

Prior to the time of Saul, the tribe of Judah is almost ignored in
the Bible; so much so that there is strong suspicion that Judah was
not considered part of Israel up to that time.
In the Book of Judges, Caleb and Othniel appear early as conqueiars of southern Canaan, where later the tribe of Judah was to
he. They are not Israelites, however, hut members of Edomite clans.
The tribe is not mentioned in the Song of Deborah, or in the course of
the warlike deeds of Gideon or Jephthah.
In connection with the adventures of Samson, Judah's role is a
completely inglorious one. Judah is subjet to the Philistines and makes
no move to throw off the yoke. Instead, to avoid trouble, the men
of fidah hand Samson over to the Philistines.
Judah is mentioned in connection with Saul's battle at Jabeshg i i d , and is said to have supplied 10 per cent of the army. This,
however, may be a later and non-historical addition, intended to show
fudah as being involved in the national revival.
However,Saul in fighting the Arnalekites, who inhabited the desert
south of Judah, would have had to pass through Judah. It may he,
&en, that one of the consequences of the Philistine defeat at
Miohmash was the revolt of parts of Judah against the Philistines and
their formation of an alliance with Saul.
And yet Judah's allegiance to Saul would have to be relatively
weak. To the men of Judah, Saul would be a foreigner, and a Judean
would therefore be more likely to be a suitable instrument for Samuel
than wodd a member of the northern tribes who were becoming increasingly loyal to their hard-working, if not quite brilliant, king.
Then, too> Judah throughout its history was more sttongly Yahvistic
(ten (he remainder of Israel was. The populous cities of the Canaanites
had been in central and northern Canaan and it was there that the
'

religious influence of the Canaanites had more successfully diluted
the simpler desert rituals of Yahvism. Jqdah, closer always to the
desert, might be more influenced liy Samuel's Yahvistic point of view.
(It is interesting to compare Judah with Macedon. In ancient
Greece, Macedon was a border area, Greek in culture and language
but rather more primitive, and looked upon as semibarbaric by the
Greeks themselves. At the time the Greeks were fighting their national
war against Persia, Macedon remained under Persian domination, but
the time was to come when Macedon defeated Persia more thoroughly
than Greece ever did, and
to rule, briefly, over all of Greece.
In the same way, Judah Â¥wa a border area of Israel, Israelite in cultare and language but rather more primitive and looked upon, in all
probability, as semi-Canaanite by the 1skelite.s themselves. At the time
the Israelites were fighting their national war against the great Philistine enemy, Judah remained tinder Philistine domination, but the time
was to come when Judah defeated the Philistines more thoroughly
than Israel ever did, and was to rule, briefly, over all of Israel.)
David
In Bethlehem, Samuel visited Jesse, the grandson of Boaz and
Ruth (see page 264) and a man of Â¥wealtand substance. An a p
propriate member of his family would command widespread support
throughout Judah. Jesse had eight sons and Samuel was. most impressed
with the youngest, David:
1
Â ¥

Samuel

.

16:12.

. .. he -was ruddy, ...and goodly to look to

Samuel 16:13: The Samuel took the horn of oil and anointed
I
him in the midst of his brethren
1

. ..

Once again, Samuel had chosen a handsome young man to make
into a king.
Meanwhile, Saul, knowing that Samuel and the prophets had
turned against him, and suspecting they would rouse rebellion, had
grown, rather understandably, moody and suspicious. The courtiers
suggested music as therapy and one of them (it is very tempting to
suspect he was,in Samuel's pay). suggested that a certain David, whom
he praised as a skilled harpist, be brought to court

1

.

Judah in David's Time
1 Samuel

16:21. And David came to Saul,

. . .and he became his

mowbearer,

...*
I

Samuel

.

16:2;,

And

..

; Â¥whe the

&arfÃ = . David took nan harp, a d p k p d
freshedandwaswell.e,' :P
'

@dt

. .. was upon

. . . so Saul w<ts

re^

/

with David at court, gaining the confidof .$a& and w i n g
hisapprenticeship in war under him, Samuel's plan was working wd,
Goliath

a

There follows second tale describing the introduction of David to
Saul's court, one that is inconsistent with the first. Both are included,
without any attempt to enforce consistency, as though the Biblical
writers were saying, "On the other hand, some say this
.'I
The second tale begins with a confrontation between the Philistines
and the Israelites:
,
,

..

1 Samuel 17:1. Now the Phil15tinep gathered together their armies
t o battle
at Shocoh

...

...

Shocoh is a town in Judah, about thirteen miles west of Bethlehem.
If it is correct to assume that Saul's battlejgainst the Amalekites
was made
by his alliance with a Judah that was rebelling
against the Philistines, then it is reasonable to suppose that the Philistines would strive to restore Judah to the yoke by force, and that
Saul'? troops would be sent south to support the new ally.
At Shocoh, the armies faced each other in stalemate, each waiting
for some favorable moment or condition to attack and, during the
wait, a man of Gath challenged any member of the Israelite army to
single combat, suggesting that victory for the entire army rest with the
winner of the duel. He is described as a giant:
1 Samuel 17:4.
and a span.

...Gdiath of Goth, whose height was six cubits

Accepting the cubit as roughly seventeen inches, and the span as
nine inches, that would make his height
- .just over nine feet. (The
dramatic nature of this story, by the way, has so impressed later generations that "Goliath" has entered the English language as a term used
for anything of monstrous size.)
Jesse's three oldest sons were serving with the army, and Jesse sent
his youngest son, David, with supplies for his soldier brothers. The
youngster heard the challenge and was indignant that it remained unaccepted. David offered to fight Goliath and faced him, unarmored,
bearing only a sling. With a smooth stone, whirled speedily from the
sling and aimed unerringly, he killed the giant and the Philistines
fled.
This is one of the most famous stories in the Bible, so much so
that any unequally matched contest is considered a "David-and-Goliath
battle."
But the very drama of the story makes it suspect. In any real battle,
would either army risk the outcome on a single combat? The circumstances surrounding the fight seem to be the deliberate creation of a
skilled writer, intended to produce a profound emotional effect
Goliath's height and armor are stressed and exaggerated, as is David's
youth and unarmed courage.
Then, after the battle, it turns out that neither Saul nor his general
know the lad, and that it is only through his great fame as the slayer
of Goliath that David gains entry into the court. This is a direct contradiction to the more believable story in the previous chapter.
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GUIDE TO THE BIBLE

Actually, the Bible contains a hint as ta' how the story of David and
Goliath may have come to be written. Later, when the Bible lists
some of the important warriors fighting in David's armies and tells of
their feats of arms, we find:

...

Samuel 21;19.
Elhanan.
of Goliath the Gittite
,
2

..

. .a Bethlehemite, slew the brother

Since "Gittite" means "a man of Gath" the verse seems clear. Goliath
had a brother and he, too, was killed by anative of Bethlehem. But
the phrase "the brother of" was added by the translators of the
King James Version, who followed a similar verse in another book of
the Bible.
In the Book of I Chronicles, which retells the history given in the
Books of I Samuel and 2 Samuel, but which was written some centuries later, we have:

. . .and Elhanan . . :slew Lahmi the brother
...

1 Chronicles 20:s.
of Goliath the Gittite

Lahmi is not mentioned elsewhere in the Bible and it is at least
possible that it is an accidental spelling of "Bethlehemite." The writer
of this verse may have adsumbd that to leave out the phrase "the
brother of" would make the verse inconsistent with the well-known
story that David killed Goliath, so he put it in. The translators of the
King James Version followed suit in the original verse in 2 Samuel.
Nevertheless, there is no certainty that anything dropped out of the
verse in 2 Samuel, and the Revised Standard Version gives z ~amuel
the Bethlehemite, slew Goliath
21:19 as simply: ", Elhanan
!'
the Gittite
It might be, then, that the otherwise unknown Elhanan killed
Goliath i n the course of some battle and that a panegyricist in later
years wrote a little historical tale filled with romantic and edifying detail, in which he ascribed the feat to Israel's great hereking. Like the
story of George Washington and the cherry tree* it caught on and
came to be accepted as history. The telltale verse in z Samuel remained,
however, and had to be patched up in I Chronicles-and in the King
James translation.

..

..

...
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David and lonothan
In whatever fashion David came to court, whether as a harpist or as
a war hero, he met Jonathan the heir apparent there:

...

Samuel 18:~.
the soul of Jonathan was knit with the soul
David, and Jonathan loved him as his own soul.

1

of

The intensity and disinterest of this friendship is such that the
phrase "David and Jonathan" has become a byword for deep friendship, like the equivalent "Damon and Pythias" drawn from Greek
history.
The Bible takes pains to show David innocent of all wrongdoing
with respect to Saul, but even accepting the Biblical account, one
wonders if the innocence was complete. David bad been anointed by
Samuel and therefore knew he was king, in the eyes of the priestly
faction at least. How innocent toward Saul could he be?
Saul himself could eye David only with deep suspicion as time went
on and as David's charm and his skill in war gained popularity for
him. Even leaving the anointing episode to one side, we must remember that a popular general is always dangerous to a king.
Furthermore, Saul was probably suspicious of his own son as an
aftermath of the battle of Michmash. To watch the popular heir a p
parent join forces with the popular general could lead to only one
thought in the mind of any prudent king-they were plotting a coup.
1

Samuel 1%:~).
And Saul eyed David from that day and forward.

Nab
David could not remain unaware of the gathering coldness of
the suspicious Saul and when Jonathan warned him of the danger to
his life, David left court and joined those he felt to be sympathetic
toward him:
Samuel 19:18. So David fied,and escaped and came to Sdmuel
to Ramah
,
1

0

.

If anything was needed to convict David in Saul's eyes, this was it,
of course. Saul sent an aimed contingent to take David, who eventually
eluded them.
Samuel
finest...
1

21:i.

Then came David to Nob to Ahimeiech the

The actual location of Nob is uncertain. The best Biblical evidence
for that location comes from the Book of Isaiah. The prophet is
describing the advance of the Assyrian army against Jerusalem and
the climax comes:
Isaiah 10:p. As yet shall he [Assyria] remain at Nob that day:
he shall shake his hand a g a h
Jerusalem.

...

Since the Assyrian is advancing from the north that would make
it seem as though Nob were on a height not far from Jerusalem in
that direction, and in fact its site is traditionally identified with a
hill in Benjamite territory two miles north of that city.

The City of Nob: Dashed line indicates David's flight
David must logically have been striving to reach the safety of Judah
where his fellow tribesmen might rally round him. Saul must, equally
logically, have foreseen this and kept men watching the routes toward
Judah. David's doubling back into Benjamite territory and getting help
under the nose of the king succeeded through its unexpectedness.
Nob seems to have represented the remnant of the old Shilohworship. Ahimelech is described as the son of a man who is elsewhere
described as the grandson of Eli, the last High Priest at Shiloh, and it

may have been to Nob that the survivors of the Philistine sack of the
earlier holy city had fled.
Saul, angered at David's having eluded him, breaks out into repreaches against his courtiers, accusing' all of them of conspiracy
and making it quite clear he considers David merely a tool of Jonathan:

. ..

Samuel 22:8.
my son hath made a league with the son
of Jesse
my son hath stirred up my servant
1

. ..

...

One of the men about him, Doeg (identified as an Edomite), had
seen David in Nob and so informed Saul. The furious king jumped
at once to the conclusion that the priests were conspiring with David
(although the Biblical version shows Ahimelech to have helped David
under the impression that David was on state business for the king).
Saul had felt it impolitic to move directly against the influential Samuel,
but the relatively weak contingent of prophets and priests under
Ahimelech seemed fair game.
Saul marched against Nob, took and destroyed the city, then ordered
the eighty-five priests slaughtered. No Israelite dared perform the task,
but Doeg the Edomite did it. One son of Ahimelech, Abiathar,
escaped, however, and eventually joined David. He was the last survivor of the old line of Shiloh, the great-great-grandson of Eli.

Addlam
Meanwhile, David had finally made his way to Judah and was
joined by members of his tribe: ,
Samuel
David . . . escaped to the' cave Adullam: and
. . . all his father's h o w . .went down thither to him.
1

22:i.

...

. .

every one that was in distress
in debt .
discontented, gathered themseIves unto him;
there were with
him about four hundred men.
1 Samuel 22:~.And

...

Adullam is in the Judean hill country about fifteen miles from
Bethlehem and only two miles southeast of the place where David is
described as having killed Goliath. In that stronghold he fortified himself and became the leader of a guerrilla band. What followed was
virtually war between David and Israel.

In this war, Israel was much the stronger and David survived only by
skillful evasion tactics, moving from place to place and remaining always one step ahead of the vengeful and remorseless Saul. David
fully realized that war as coriducted in those days (and sometimes in
our own) extended death to the families of the enemy, so he took his
parents for safekeeping to Moab. (This tends to reflect the possibility
that David was part Moabite by ancestry; see page 265.)
I

Zikkg
A number of tales are told of the futile hunt of Saul after David, and
the Biblical writer takes obvious delight in the cleverness of David in
eluding the pursuit.
Nevertheless, it seemed clear to David that he could not count on
his luck holding forever. Sooner or later, a misstep would leave him
sufflounded by overwhelming forces. He decided, under tins pressure,
to join the Philistine as the only way of securing adequate protection:
..
i Samuel 27:2. And David
passed over with
six hundred
men.
unto Achish
king of Gath.

...

. ..

...

. ..

Achish could only be pleased to take into his service a tied captain
with a desperate band of men who could be viewed as deadly enemies
of Saul. In a sense, Judah, having allied itself with Saul against the
Philistines, was now allying itself with the Philistines against Saul.
'~chishas part of the bargain gave David what would, in medieval
times, have been called a fief of his own:
1

..

Samuel 27:6. Then A e M gave him Zi&g that day ,

Zildag was a city at the southern border of Judah, in what had
once been counted as Simeonite territory, but which was now still
under Philistine domination. Its exact site is unknown, but the best
guess seems to be that it was about twenty miles southwist of Gath
and a dozen miles from the sea.
David's role as a mercenary leader in the service of the Philistines
was acutely embarrassing to the Biblical writers. They take pains to assure die reader that while Achish thought David was raiding Israelite
outposts in Judah, David was rmUy raiding the Amalekites and other
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nomad tribes of the desert. It seems unlikely that Achish could possibly have been fooled in this manner. It is reasonable to suppose,
rather, that if David was serving as a ihertznary, he, did what he was
hired to do.
It is interesting that in the course erf his Philistine service, David,
is nowhere referred to by the Philistines as the slayer of Goliath.
This is rather suggestive of the non-historical nature of that famous
duel.

Mount Gilboa

I

The Philistines saw their chance now. fudah was alienated from Said
over the matter of David, and the priestly party had been offended
past repair, thanks to the slaughter at Not).The time was ideal for a
renewed attack on Israel.,
,
1 Samuel 28:4. And the Philistines adhered theraselves together,
and came and pitched in Shunem; and Saul gathered all Israel together, and they pitched in Gilboa.

Mount Gilboa, a mountain ridge about ten miles long, with its
highest point about 1700 feet above sea level, is in northern Israel
about seven miles west of the Jordan River, and some forty miles
north of Gibeah.
I

Shunem, where the Philistines were encamped, lay some ten miles
to the northwest; It is only five miles south of Mount Tabor, where
*

Barak had once gathered the forces of northern Israel against Sisera.
Saul feared the worst and turned for advice to the priests. They
.would not help him and Samuel, who might in this time of national
eaieericy have had the greatness to be reconciled, was recently dead.
Saul, in desperation, sought out a practitioner of the older Canaanite
cults. Upon inquiring, he was told:
Samuel 28:7.
spirit at En-dor.
1

. . .Behold?there is a woman that hath a familiar

A familiar spirit is one who serves the human being calling upon
it (the Latin famulus means "servant"), Saul sought to obtain advice
from Samuel by having this spirit bring him from the dead.
This woman with the familiar spirit is the well-known "witch of
Endor!' The town of Endqr is about two miles from Shunem, midway
between the latter town and Mount Tabor. Its only importance in
history or in the Bible is its connection with the witch in this one
chapter.
To get to the witch of Endor, Saul had to disguise himself and
pass through the enemy lines. It served him nothing, however. The
witch's magical rites resulted in a prophecy of disaster (as was logical,
considering the obvious desperation and despair of Saul) and that
prophecy further intensified the despair. Saul and the Israelite army
was broken in morale before ever the fight began.
The Biblical narrator pauses here to explain in considerable detail
{bat David (Israel's national hero) did not take part in the disastrous
Tsattte that followed. David offered to fight with the Philistine armies,
but flie Philistine leaders would not ha* it They feared that in the
'heat of the battle, David might attempt to improve his own situation
by defecting to Saul. David was forced to return to Zfldag and there
he was soon fnDy engaged in reversing a temporary victory of the
Amal6kites.
The Philistines then attacked the Israelite encampment on Gilboa
and won a complete victory. Jonathan was killed and Saul committed
suicide. The battle of Gilboa and the death of Saul are thought to
have taken place in 1013 B.G. Saul, therefore, had reigned fifteen

yeam*

,
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At one blow, all the hard-won pitis of Saul were destroyed. The
Philistines were again in control of virtually all Israelite territory west
of the Jordan. The Rachel tribes, which had been the core of the
national revival, were prostrate.
The extent of the Philistine 'victory is symbolized by the manner
in which the victors displayed Saul's ctep& as a means of expressing
their contempt for the beaten Mug and, destroying what remained of
Israelite morale:

..

1 Samuel 31:10.
.x,end they
body to the wall of Befh-shan.

[he. ^Philistines]
b

fastened his

Beth-shan was an important Canaanite center about six miles northeast of Mount Gilboa. It had been a Philistine outpost ever since
the battle of Aphek and waf,pt~bablywe center of Philistine power
in the regions to the north dt the Rachel faibesi; a power Saul had
never been able to break. (It is very probable that Saul was never
really king over more than the Rachel tribes of Benjamin, Ephraim,
and Manasseh, at the most. To the north and; west lay tile Philistines,
to the south Judah.)
But there was the east, too. The Trans-Jordanian tribes had been
allied with Saul since the battle against the Ammonites at Jabeshgilead. Jabesh-gilead, which lay about a dozen milq southeast of Bethshan, remembered Saul's service to them particularly, and now repaid
it in the only way they could, They mounted an attack against Bethshan, rescued Saul's body, a n d buried it with all due honor.
And thus, with the deathof Saul and with honor, at least, saved,
though all else seemed lost, the Book of i Samuel comes an end.

The Empire of David and Solomon

10. 2 SAMUEL
HEBRON MAHANAIM MICHAL * ZION TYWB ' VAUBY OF BEPHAIM
BAALE MOAB AMMON ' MEPH&&OSmTH WIAH THE HITTITE ABSALOM
@

KIDRON*SHIMEI*HUSHAI*SHEBA*ARAUNAH

With the death of Saul and the smashing defeat of Israel, the
Philistines controlled all of Canaan west of the Jordan. There wasn't
even, for the moment, a nucleus of resistance in the hill country
of the Rachel tribes where, for so many years before the coming
of the monarchy, Samuel had kept alive the hopes of Israel.
There was David, to be sure, but he was a man of Judah who
had been leading a guerrilla war against Saul and the kingdom

Israel, and was therefore not a man to whom patriotic Israelites could
easily turn. Besides, at the moment of Saul's death, David was actually
a Philistine vassal.
Yet it was not as a mere Philistine vassal that David viewed himself.
His first step was to establish his clear leadership over Judah at least:
2

up

Samuel 2:3. And his men that were with him did David bring

. . . and they dwelt in the cities of Hebron.

2 Samuel 2:4. And the men of Judah came, and there they
anointed David king over the house of Judah

..

David reigned as king of.Judah in Hebron from i o q to 1006 B.C.
David's assumption of the kingship would not have been possible
before.the battle of Gilboa, for Saul would quite naturally have viewed
an independent Judah under a strong king a s a threat to himself and
would have taken steps to crush David.
As it was, David was free not 'only from Israelite interference but
even from Philistine hostility. Presumably the Philistines felt him t o
be a safe puppet and considered his kingship a device to distract and
furtherdivide the subject peoples over whom they now ruled.
David, however, in choosing Hebron for his capital had selected a
well-fortified town in a thoroughly defensible hill area in the center
of Judah. He would not be easily dislodged if it came to war between
himself and the Philistines.
To prepare for that war-which David knew to be inevitable, if
the Philistines did not-David set about winning over the followers
of the dead Saul and the remnant of those who still cherished the
hope of an independent Israel. David aspired to leadership of the
Hebrew tribes generally.

Yet the Israelite kingdom was not quite wiped out, either. Saul had
had four sons. The three oldest had died at Gilboa:

. ..

i Samuel 31:~.
and the Philistines slew Jonathan, and Abinadab, and Malchishua, Saul's sons.

but there remained the fourth son, Ish-bosheth. Abner, Saul's general
in chief, who had survived the battle of Gilboa, fled with Ish-bosheth
to safely across the Jotdan:

Mahanaim

...

...

Samuel 2:8.
Abner
took I&-bosheth the son o f Saul,
and brought him over to Mahanaim;
2 Samuel 2:9. And made him king
,,
2

.

The Trans-Jordanians might be expected to be fiercely loyal to the
house of Saul in memory of that king's vigorous rescue' of Jabeshgilead. Since the Philistines apparently saw no profit t o be gained by
extending their lines of communication in a perilous advance across
the Jordan (something that had once served to destroy Ephraim; see
page 247), Ish-bosheth and Abner were momentarily safe.
The exact location of Mahanaim in the Trans-Jordan is not known.
Some place it south of. the Jabbok River and others north. One guess
is that it was located at a point some four miles east of Jabesh-gilead.

9
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David, the new king of ludifi, %;gk aQuise of difficult negotiation
with Abner in an attempt to establish a united kingdom. ~nfortu*
natdy, David's general in chief, Joah, was a war hawk who feltt that
r
only outright conquest was the: c o u p to pursye. He forced a ' a ~ in
which the Israelite army was defeated.
'.
The weakening kingdom of. Ish-bosh& heldout, however, and
David's purposes were blunted. He dvi not want to rule by right of
conquest, with the certainty of rebellion a f t m i d . He hoped, ratheq
for a legal accession .1t q. piwet&.
therho@.
ftf founding a
,1(
r .
united kingdom.
.,.,
.
;Â¥'
F . ;
J'
Fortunately for David, Abner qu^reled ^th Ish-bosheth and began
monarch's back. David, sensing
to dicker with David behind hi$
the coming of victory, set hfe price. In Eeturn for peace and, presumably, for a high post for Aboer in the united kingdom, David
said:
9
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, bring Michd Saul's
'
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his throne and David had served as a successful military leader under
him. After David's flight from court, Michal had been given inmarriage
to.someone else.
', ' David's intent here is clear. As husband to Michal and son-in-law
to the dead Saul, he would gain a land of legal right to the succession
to the throne of Israel. If, in particular, he were to have a son by
Michal, that son would represent the fusion of the houses of Saul
and of David and he could eventually be expected to reign over both
Nngd~msin peam and legality,
(Michal was delivered to Dayid by an Ish-bosheth too weak to dare
refuse and Abner proceeded to make his alliance with David. The
implacable Joab, however, sought out Abner and killed him. This
atened to upset the apple cart for &haex was highly regarded by
Israelites. David avoided disaster only by a public act of contrition.
gUsh-bosheth's court could noy see t h g j ~ q i t a b l eand two

.

-

t

of the army leaders assassinated the b g and brought his head to
David. David quickly dfeassocia
elf from this crime, too, executing the assassins.
But no grown son of Saul feinained and the despairing Israelites
could see that their only safety lay now in the hands 01 the shrewd
king of Judah:
2 Samuel $3. So d0 the elders of Jmel wme to the king to
Hebroq and feiÃˆi &&I?, w e a l e q p with them
and they
anointed David king over Jsrui!,

...

The united kingdom over k ~ c Dayid
h
&us came to rule in 1006 B.C.
is called, Isiael in th6 Bible, but the .kingdom was never really single.
The two halves of the 'nation, w&e never truly amalgamated. Israel
remained conscious of its greater sophistication arid wealth as compared to the rustic Judah and resendbeing governed by a dynasty
of Judah. It might be best to consider David, and his son after
him, to be kings of a dual monarchy, 1srael-Jkhh.

Zion
Having achieved legal rule aver Ismel as well as Judah, David wanted
to cement that rule in the will of the people generally. To gain that,
David realized he would have to give, up Hebron as his capital, for
that city was far too closely identified with Judah. David could not
afford to have himself considered nothing more than a man of Judah.
Nor could he transfer his government into Israel itself, for if that
gained the approval of the Israelites, it might lose him Judah, and
Judah was the core of his strength.
But between the territory of Judah and Israel, and belonging to
neither, was the city of Jerusalem. If that were David's capital it could
satisfy both parts of the dual monarchy since it would represent a
kind of neutral territoiy.
Furthermore, it was still occupied by a Canaanite tribe, the Jebusites, so that its existence represented an inconvenient barrier b e
tween the two halves of the kingdom, while its conquest would be
a national victory hailed by both halves alike.
Finally, Jerusalem held an extremely strong position, as was evidenced by the fact that the fcbusites had kept their ground steadily

Zion and the City of David

against all efforts on the part of the Israelites to dislodge them. If
David could take it, it would prove an equally sure stronghold for
him;,
Forall Aese excellent reasons of state, Jerusalem was therefore placed
under siege:
Samuel 5:6. And the king dmd his mqt went to Jerusalem unto
the Jebusites, the inhabitants of the land ,.

..

2

The course of the siege is not clearly given in the following verses,
but the outcome is certain. David won, and the magnitude of his
victory raised his stature as a .military leader in Israel as well as Judah,
ensuring his kingship on a wave of national pride.

.. .

2 Samuel 5:7.
David took the strong hold of Zion: the same
is the city of avid.

Zion was the fortified height (about z+p feet high) within the
townÃ‘th place where the defenders could hold out longest. It was
the equivalent of the Athenian Acropolis, for instance. When Zion
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was taken, Jerusalem was taken. Since it was upon Zion that David
built his palace, it became the "city of David." Later, David's son,
Solomon, was to build the Temple on Zion, so that the hill became

the military, political, and religious center of Israel.
As such, it came to symbolize (especially in poetic language) all
of Jerusalem, or even all of Israel. In {he last century, the movement
to restore a Jewish homeland in Palestine has been called "Zionism"
as a result
There seems no doubt that Zion in located in the southeastern portion of what is now called the "Old City" of Jerusalem. In Christian
times, the tradition arose that Zion lay on a ridge about half a mile to
the west, but this is no longer taken seriously.
The modem city of Jerusalem was divided between Jordan and
Israel in 1948. All of the "Old City," which is on the site of ancient
Jerusalem, including Zion, became part of Jordan then.
The "New City" built to the west of the "Old City" was begun
in 1860 thanks to the money and drive of the British-Jewish philanthropist Sir Moses aim Montefiore. It is now much larger than
the "Old City," with a population three times as numerous. The "New
City" serves as the capital of modem Israel, but it,is the "Old City"
that contains the holy relics of the past.
As a result of the $&-day War of 1967, Israel took all of Jerusalem
and declared its determination never to yield any part of it again.
Tyre
The Israelites under David were still largely a pastoral and agricultural people. If David wanted t o build an elaborate palace for
himself on his new stronghold of Zion, he had to seek help among
the relatively sophisticated inhabitants of the Canaanite cities.
2 Samuel 5: 11. And Hiram king of Tyre sent messengers to David,
and cedar trees, and carpenters, and masons: and they built David
an house.

Tyre is a Phoenician city situated on the Mediterranean coast about
twenty miles south of Zidon (aidon). According to Herodotus, the
Tyrians maintained that their city had been founded as far back as
2750 B.c., but undoubtedly local pride was imposing itself on the eager

Greek tourist. From mention (or lack of mention) in the old Egyptian
records it would seem that Tyre was not founded until 1450 B.C.

and in the beginning was a colony of the still older Zidon.
Originally, Tyre may have been located on the mainland, but its
greatness came when it shifted to a rocky island offshore, making itself
almost immune from conquest and, while its fleet remained in being,
from enforced starvation. Indeed, its name ('Zor" in Hebrew) means
"rock." Nowadays, the old rock upon which Tyre built its greatness
has joined the mainland, thanks to the silting up of the sea between.
The site is now a peninsula on the coast of modem Lebanon, and
is occupied by a town, Souro, with a population of about eight thousand.
T p a s merchants penetrated the western Mediterranean and even
passed outward into the Atlantic Ocean. As a result of gaining a
monopoly on trade with what was then the far west, Tyre grew rich
and powerful. During the time of the judges, it had been Zidon that
had Been the most important of the Phoenician cities (see page 2171,
but sometime during the reign of Saul, Tyre began to move ahead.
From then on, till the end of Phoenician history. Tyre remained the
leading city of the region.
The first king of Tyre of whom there is a reliable record is Abibaal,
who came to the throne about 1020 B.c,, when Saul reigned in Israel.
He remained on the throne through David's reign. His son, Hiram,
was, in turn, a contemporary of David's son, Solomon. It was Hiram
whose artisans built Solomon's Temple. The importance of Hiram's
role in connection with this supremely important structure sent its
shadow backward in time so that his artisans are reported as having
built David's palace, too, though that was certainly built during the
reign of Hiram's father.
Valley of Rephaim
By now it must have become clear to the Philistines that David
had grown too strong to serve as a safe puppet. His accession to the
kingship of Ismel, over and above that of Judah, had undoubtedly
taken place without Philistine permission and must automatically have
meant a break with them:
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2 Samuel 52x7.
when the Philistines heard that they had
anointed David king over Israel, all the Philistines came up to
seek David
,
2 Samuel 5:18.
and spread themselves in the valley of Re*
aim.

It would have been wise for the Philistines to have struck at once,
but perhaps the various cities, never firmly united, could not bring
themselves to act until David had captured Jerusalem and by then it
was really too late.
The valley of Rephaim lies between Jerusalem and Bethlehem and
very likely the Philistines placed Jerusalem under siege. That this is
so appears from the further statement:
2

Samuel 5:16. ,

. .David . . .went down to the hold.

The hold (stronghold) is almost certainly Jerusalem and within that
nearly impregnable fortress, David could allow the Philistines to blunt
their armor uselessly while armies gathered elsewhere in Israel and
he planned his counterattack.
In two separate battles, he defeated them handily. The erstwhile
puppet had become a conqueror and the Philistines fell back upon
their coastal cities. They were never again to control the interior and
David had become undisputed master of the territory of the twelve
tribes of Israel and Judah.

David realized that it was insufficient to have Jerusalem as the
political center only of the dual monarchy. Among the differences
separating Israel and Judah were variations in religious customs and
traditions. It would be wise, therefore, to take measures to centralize
and unify the religion of tiid new nation, focus it on Jerusalem, and
build a bridge between the north and south in the form of a common
ritual.
A marvelous opportunity presented itself in connection with the
ark of the covenant, the central object of worship or the Rachel
tribes in the days of file judges. It had been taken from Israel by
the Philistines (see page 272) and eves since had been kept at the
city of Kirjath-jearim' on the northern boundaries of Judah, about

ten mites west of Jerusalem. W h y not bring it to Jerusalem, and
establish it as a center of worship? The object was Israelite, theplace
was Judean, and both parts of the nation would be satisfied.
2 Samuel 6:2. And D
& arose, and went with aS the people
from Baale of Judah to bring up from thence the ark of God

. ..
. ..

Baale (or Baalejudah) is used here as an alternate name for Kirjathjearim.

Master in his own land, David's next step was to cast his eyes abroad
for imperial conquests-the common attitude of rulers of the time (and
of our time as well).
The conquest began with Moab, which he reduced to a tributary
nation. Considering David's earlier friendly relations with the Moabites
and his traditional descent from a Moabite woman (see page 265),
we would be curious to know what caused the war, but the Bible
gives no clue:
2 Samuel 8:2. And he [David] smote Moaf), and
became David's servants and brought gifts.

. . .the Moabites

This event bears a relation to one of the oracles traditionally assigned
to Balaam (see page 186). He had been hired by the king of Moab
to curse Israel and it seemed ironically just to the Biblical writers that
he was forced, in his trance, to curse Moab instead:

. ..

Numbers 24:17.
there shall come a Star out of Jacob, and
a Sceptre shall rise out of Israel, and shall smite the corners of

Moab

...

This verse has been taken by many Christians to represent a Messianic prophecy, and to forecast the coming of Jesus and the defeat
by him of idolatry and evil. It is for this reason that the words "Star"
and "Sceptre" are capitalized in the King James Version (but not in
the Revised Standard Version).
A more prosaic possibility is that the oracle (reduced to writing
only in the time of the kingdoms) is a triumphantly nationalistic
reference to David and his Moabite conquest.
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One by one the neighboring principalities fell before David, whose
foreign wars were uniformly successful.
When a new king acceded to the throne of Ammon, David sent
messages of congratulations as a routine courtesy. The new king, suspecting the messengers of,intended espionage, treated them with scomful disrespect, shaving half their beards and cutting off parts of their
garments. This amounted to a declaration of war.
David treated it as such and the Ammonites formed an alliance
with the Aramaean (Syrian) cities to the north, who also viewed with
alarm the sudden rise of the new kingdom of Israel-Judah.

..

2 Samuel 10:6.
; the children of A m n sent and hired the
Syrians of Beth-rehob, and the Syrians of Zoba

. ..

The Aramaeans had entered the area north of Israel (an area called
Syria by the Greeks and retaining that name to this day) after the
fall of the Hittite Empire, mingling, as (hey did so, with the remnants
of the Hittite people. Their coming was part of the sawe restless
movement that had brought the Philistines and the Hebrew tribes into
Canaan.
The united forces were defeated by David andhis general, Joab.
The Ammonites and Syrians were both conquered, and the Edomites
in the south as well, and by $ 3 ~ B.c., David ruled an empire that
stretched from the Red Sea to the upper Euphrates. I t took up all the
eastern border of the Medimean, except for part of the actual
shore which remained in the possession of the Phoenician cities. These
retained their independence but were careful to remain on friendly
terms with David.
David's realm was not large as empires go, covering, at its peak, an
area of only thirty thousand square miles~aboutthe size of the state
of Maine. It was feeble and small compared to the Egyptian and Hittite Empires (hat preceded 46,or the Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian
Empires that were to succeed it. Indeed, it existed at all only because of the accident of history that placed David in the midst of a
short and rare period when there happened to be no great empires
in Asia.

,

Nevertheless, David's empire remained a period of glory for Israel,
when compared with the centuries before and after, and was looked
back upon with pride and nostalgia by all the later generations that
followed David.

Mephibosheth

If David was extending his sway externally, he had to be at least
equally careful and vigorous in establishing his power internally. He
must have been perfectly aware that Israel was bound to remain restive under a Judean dynasty and 'that this restiveness might find a
tallying point about someone of the old Israelite dynasty of Saul.
It was customary in ancient' monarchies (and in some comparatively
. modem ones, too) to remove all remaining members of displaced
dynasties for the sake of the security .ofthe reigning long, or, if one
wanted to express matters more idealistically, for die peace and good
,
order of the realm.
To murder Saul's descendants in cold blood would have been bad
politically, possibly provoking the civil war David was trying t o pievent. The opportunity to do so safely eventually came, however:
'

2

a

Samuel 21:1. Then there was famine in the days of David three

years, year after year

That was David's chance. In the general anxiety to end the famine,
people would assent to actions that might otherwise be strongly disapproved-if those actions were taken as being designed to propitiate
ari angry Deity. The blame for t h e famine was therefore carefully
placed by the priesthood:
2

Samuel

21:i.

. . . It is for Saul, and for Jus bloody house,

because he slew the Gibedtes.

.The occasion upon which Saul slew the Gibeonites is not specifitally
mentioned in the Bible. Such an action on the part of Saul was a
serious violation of the treaty of peace between the Israelites and the
Gibeonites, a peace which, according to tradition, had been made in
the Sap of Joshua (see page 215). To the Giknites, such a violation
would e m to have well deserved the anger of God.
It is also just barely possible that this is a reference to Saul's slaughter

'"

'
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of the priests at Nob (see page 290). Abiathar had been the sole
survivor of the massacre and now served as a high priestly official under
David. His own rather understandable animus against the house of
Saul would, in that case, have made him more than willing to cooperate with David in this respect.
For the official purpose of appeasing the Gibeonites, then, David
hanged seven of the male descendants of Saul, including two sons
(by a concubine) and five grandsons. The rains, of course, eventually
came (they always do) and that seemed to justify the act. To inhibit
the chance of secondthoughts on the part of the Israelites once the
famine was over, David labored to keep their good will by paying
somber respects to those who had been executed, burying them with
honor in their ancestral tomb, and transferring the bodies of Saul and
Jonathan to that tomb also.
The male members of the house of Saul seemed done with, but
David wias not entirely certain:
2 Samuel Q:I.And David said!, Is there yet any that is
the house of Stttd, that I may shew him &ndness

. ..

left

of

This wise appears in the Bible a dozen chapters beforethe execution of the seven descendants d Saul, so (hat the irony is lost. This
event, however, must have come after the executions or David would
not have been forced t o search so hard for " a ~ ythat is left of the house
of Saul."
One member of that house remained. This was Mephibosheth, the
son of Jonathan. He had been five years old at the time of Saul's final
and fatal battle on Mount Gilboa. At the news that Saul and Jonathan
were dead and the army lost, there was wild confusion in the palace
at Gibeah. A nurse fled with Jonathan's youngster and dropped him.
His legs were damaged and he was crippled for the rest of his life.
. Mephibosheth was in hiding during David's reign (a course of action
rendered prudent by the executions) but his whereabouts were betrayed
to David, who found that he could not, in this case, readily solve
matters by another execution. First, Mephibosheth was a son of Jonathan, with whom he had once sworn a compact of friendship. Then,to
consider matters roore practically, the young roan was a cripple and not
likely to attract the loyalty of a rebel force, seeing that he was in no
position to lead an army.

And yet, David did not abandon caution entirely. H e allowed
Mephibosheth to live, but he kept him at court and under his eye:
2

Samuel ~:13.So Mephibosheth dwelt in Jerusalem; for he did

eat continudZIy at the ki&s table

,

..

U&h the Hittite
Another domestic affair related in detail was the manner in which
David came to make an addition to his harem. The importance of
this lay -in the fact that it was a son of David by this new woman who
eventually succeeded to the throne of Israel.
David first saw her bathing on the roof of her house. Much taken
by her appearance, he sent to find out her identity and was told:

...

2 Samuel 11:3.
Is not this Bathshebu, the daughter of Elium,
the wife of Uriah the Hittite?

It had been two centuries, now, since the Hittite Empire had disappeared, but their culture lingered. They had been driven out of
Asia Minor, a region in which the Phrygians were now dominant, but
Hittite principalities had been established southward in what is now
Syria. There, mingled with the Aramaeans, the Hittites maintained
themselves for two more centuries until the entire region-Hittites,
Aramaeans, Israelites together-went under the heel of the Assyrian
Empire.
But we are still in David's reign. David, in his northward drive of
conquest, had absorbed these Hittite city-states and it is not surprising
thata number of their soldiers, including Uriah, had entered his service.
Ftoni the fact that Uriah is a Hebrew name ("the Lord is light") it
may well be that Uriah had sought preferment by adjusting his religious beliefs to those of the king and had changed his name to suit.
In any case, he received a poor reward. David appropriated Uriah's
~ i f and
e then sent him out to battle (the war against the Ammonites
was proceeding at the time) with instructions to Joab to arrange for
Uriahs death. This was done.
Although the Biblical writers praise David all they can, they cannot
praise this. David is blamed and denounced by Nathan, a religious
leader of the time. The courage of the reproof and the manner in

.

which David accepted that reproof is one of the more moving passages
in the Bible. There are few enough occasions in history, both before
David and since, when an absolute monarch bowed before someone
who clearly set forth the difference between good and evil.

David's cautious eye on the house of Saul kept matters safe in that
direction, but when trouble came, it came from an unexpected quarter,
the royal family itself.
Unfortunately, civil wars based on family rivalries were all too common in the ancient monarchies, and the reasons are not hard to find.
Chiefly, they stemmed from the institution of polygamy, which was
quite widespread at the time, even among the Israelites.
A harem served the king's pleasure and it was also a matter of
status, for the power and glory of the king, and therefore of the people
he ruled, was held to be reflected by the luxury and richness of his
way of life. But polygamy also ensured a large supply of sons and in
an age of high infant mortality, a large supply was required in order
to make it likely that at least one or two might grow to healthy manhood and lead the nation after the death of the old king.
The value of this was largely negated, however, by the fact that
there was usually no rigorous rule of descent. Of the royal house, the
strongest, most decisive, or most unscrupulous might seize the throne
by rapid action at f^ie time of the king's death.
To prevent this, and the civil war that often took place thereafter,
the old king might choose a successor, a choice that would carry great
weight with the officialdom of the realm and with the people. To attain such a royal seal of approval, the different women of the harem
would intrigue endlessly.
Sometimes an overeager son, either not certain of the father's blessing, or overcertain of his backing, worid try to settle matters by striking
before the death of the old kipg. It was this which happened in David's
reign.
David's oldest son was Ananon, born while David was still merely
king of Judah and reigning in Hebron. Under ordinary circumstances,
he might be expected to have been the heir. David's second son was

Chileab, who is not mentioned after the verse recording his birth and
may, therefore, have died young. His third son was Absalom.
Both Amnon and Absalom were full-grown men in the latter part of
David's reign; both in the prime of life; and both, undoubtedly, with
their eye on the succession. They were half brothers only, being the
sons of different mothers. Under harem conditions: this meant there
was bound to be no feeling of brotherhood between them.
The open break came in connection with Tamar, the full sister
of Absalorn and the half sister of Amnon. Amnon brutally raped
Tamar, who fled in shame to the house of Absalom. Absalom, feeling
now he would have popular opinion on his side, waited his chance
to catch Amnon off guard.
Two years passed, during which, no doubt, Amnon felt the danger
had passed, the memory of his crime dimmed. Absalom arranged a
festival to which Amnon and the other princes were invited. Amnon
was deliberately allowed to get drunk and when merriment was at its
height, Absalom had his men strike and Amnon was killed.
That broke up the party, of course, and Absalom, uncertain of bis
father's reaction,
left the country.
2

Samuel

13:37,

But AbsaIom fie4 and went to Talmai

king of Geshur.

...

Talmai was his mother's father, and Geshur was one of the citystates to the north. It is usually placed just east of the Sea of Galilee.
Absalom was, however, the oldest surviving son of David and it
was dangerous to leave him in exile. Enemies of Israel could easily
invade the country on the pretext of placing Absalom on the throne
and many in Israel 'might side with him. The country would then be
divided against an essentially foreign invasion. This may have been in
the mind of Joab, the realistic commander in chief of David's army.
He maneuvered Absalom's return after three years, and his formal
reconciliation with David after two more years.
Absalom was not satisfied, however. He was now David5 logical
heir, but could he count on David's blessing? Would not David, mindful erf the hilling of Amnon, choose another of his sons for the kingship?
Absalom determined to take no chance, but to prepare for action
onhis own. He was popular with the people, because he was goodlooking and because of the natural sympathy he must have gained
'.

.
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as the aggrieved party in the affair with Amnon. More than that,
Absalom initiated a careful and deliberate campaign to ingratiate himself with the people by display of affability and graciousness and by a
studied appearance of concern for their problems.
2 Samuel 15:6.
Israel.

. . . so AbsaZom stole the hearts of the men of

After four years (the King James Version says "forty" but this is
widely considered a mistake and the Revised Standard Version says
'four") he felt the time had come. He received permission to visit
Hebron on what seemed a harmless pretext and once there, he had
himself declared king and raised the standards of rebellion.
Undoubtedly, he had paved the way in Hebron and many were
prepared, in advance, to back him. It is interesting that it was in
Hebmn, the Judean center, that Absalom made his first open move.
Apparently, Absalom had strong Jude@ backing. Why this should be
so the Bible does not specifically say, One might guess, however, that
David throughout his reign had been concerned to win over the good
will of the Israelites and had leaned over backward to avoid favoring
his own Judeans. And there aright well have been a strong Judean
party which reseated this and which would have prefixred a king
under whom a straightforward Judean hegemony over the empire might
have been arranged.
Amasa, a Judean and, in fact, a cousin of Joab and a somewhat
more distant relative of David himself, served as Absalom's general.
Ahithophel, a native of the Judean city of Giloh, also defected to
Absalom. He had been a member of David's council and had a formidable reputation for wisdom.
Later in the book, when the more eminent of David's soldiers are
listed, mention is made of:
2

Samuel 2y34.

. . . Elkm the son of Ahithophel the CiZomte.

This Eliam might conceivably be (he same Eliam earlier mentioned
as the father of Bafhsheba. I t might therefore be that Ahithophel was
the grandfather of the woman who turned out to be David's favorite
wife, and the great-grandfather of the man who turned out to be
David's successor. It doesn't seem likely that in that case, he would
defect to a son of David who twas no relative of his own. On the
other hand, he might have had no expectation that his own descendant

would someday be king and he might have experienced humiliation
at the,highhanded manner in which David had brought his grand*
daughter into the royal harem. There is no way of deciding this.

Kidron

Valley of the Kidron

David reacted at once. Absalom had prepared his net carefully and
Jerusalem was unsafe. The old king's one chance was to get out into
the open and across the Jordan where he might gather an army. Time
could be on his side if he could snatch time. The people mikht grow
disenchanted with Absalom; they might quail at the thought of atlacking David if David did not at once succumb; they might even
remember that the old king had found Israel and Jtidah in the grip of
the Philistines and had raised them to empire, and might grow
ashamed of their rebellion.
With his household, then, his staff and his armed bodyguard, he
left the city:

2

.. .
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Samuel i 5:23.
<mddllthe people passed over: the fang also
passed
over
the
brook Kidron
toward the way of the
himself
wilderness.
2

. ..

Jerusalem is bounded on the east by the Kidron valley, which is
now dry but which, in Biblical times; was the bed of a small stream,
the brook Kidron, which flowed south into the Dead Sea.
Having crossed the Kidron, David and his retinue mounted the line
of hills to the east,
Samuel 15:~i.And David went up by the ascent of Mount
Olivet
Mount Olivet, or, as it is better known, the Mount of Olives, is a
ridge about two and a half miles long, running north and south about
half a mile east of Jerusalem and separated from that city by the Kidron valley. The highest part of Mount Olivet, due east of Zion, is about
half a mile high.
2

...

Shimei
. Dangers multiplied, for it was not merely a question of David's
replacement by Absalom, but of the disintegration of the barely estab
lished empire. On Mount Olivet, David was overtaken by the servant
of Mephibosheth, the son of Jonathan and only living direct descendant
was remaining in
of Saul. According to (he servant, ~e~hib0she~t.h
Jerusalem in the hope of being called to the throne. After all, if, with
Judean support, Absalom gained A$ throw, it might be the throne of
Judah only, and Israel, regaining its independence, might tam to its
older dynasty.
The extent of this danger was made plainer in Bahurim '(a town
whose exact site is unknown but which lay somewhere between Jerusalem and the Jordan). Shimei lived (here, a Benjamite, a collateral relative of Saul, and presumably a man of influence in the area:

.. .

..

2 Samuel 1
6:;.
Shimei , came forth, and cursed still as
he came.
2 Samuel 16:6. And he cast stones czt 'David
2 Samuel 16:7. And thus said Shimei ,
a Samuel 16:8, The Lord hath returned upon thee all the blood

..

...

ffie how&of Saul, in whose stead thou host reigned; and the
Lwd hath delivered the kifigddrn into the hand of A b s h thy
son: and behold thou art taken in thy mischief, because thou art

q e r f

a ' bloody
man.
.
It sounds very much as theugh Shihei is referring to the execution
of Saul's descendants, (not described till several chapters later). T&e
mlditts with David offered to kill Shimei, but David did not allow
that. Shimei7s curses were doing him little harm but what Shimei
nay had the courage to say in ,David's adversity, others might be
thinking, and an unnecessary outrage against Shimei might simply
s e w &I swell Abs$om7s a w y yith Beojamites.

What strength David possessed now lay in the fact that the core of
his amy, his elite troops, remained faithful and were with him. They
were few in number but they could be counted on to give a good
account of themselves.
Mthophel, however, advised Absalom to attack David at once, even
whitethe king was retiring in disorder toward the Jordan and before
he & ~ l dcross the river and begin organizing an army. Move now,
while David is off balance, he urged in effect; strike while the iron is
hot.
Now Absalom made his fatal mistake.
Then said Absalom, Call now Hushai
let us hear ZIkewse whett he saith.
1Samuel 17:s.

.. . and

Hushgi was another of David's counselors, but was not a Judean.
He was of the city of Archi, which was included in the territory of
Ephraim. Unlflce Ahithophel, he had not defected to Absalom but had
been directed by David to remain
in Jerusalem as what we would
'
today call a "double agent."
Hushai gave the advice calculated to give David the one tiling he
needed-time. Hushai warned Absalom that a hasty attack on David
might lead to a preliminary defeat by David's hardened warriors. The
defeat might be minor and of no military significance but to the
people ii would prove that David was still the invincible conqueror

and they would lose heart and melt away from Absalom. Therefore,
said Hushai, do not attack till jou have built up a large army.
Absalom took Hushai7sadvice and waited to build up his large army
and that was his end. David got safely over the Jordan, where the
Trails-JordantoÂ¥berallied round him as they had rallied round Ishbusheth, the son of Saul, a generation earlier. Ahithophel, deciding
that victory for Absalom was now impossible, killed himself.
David's newly organized army, under his veteran officers, then
struck back across the Jordan, meeting Absalom's hastily raised and
poorly led levies, and utterly defeated them. Absalom was taken, and
although David had ordered that he be unharmed, the practical J a b
thought otherwise. A rebel left alive was one who would rebel again
someday, and so he had Absdlom killed.
David now returned to Jerusalem and resumed the undisputed kingship. Shimei, the Bhjamite who had cursed David, came quickly to
make his submission, while Mephibosheth came also, maintaining that
he had been slandered, and that no thought of assilming {he kingship had ever occurred to him.
David, aware that the victory did not necessarily wipe out the sources
of disaffection, was careful to take no revenge, Shimei was allowed to
live; Mephibosheth was taken back into favor. This was intended to
appease the Israelite nationalists. As a measure of reconciliation with
the Jttdean nationalists, he accepted Amasa, who had served as Absalom's general, as commander Un chifef in place of Joab. (Presumably,
David did not forget Joab's action in killing Absalom against orders.)

David's mildness was of no help. Certain factions among the Israelites, disappointed at the reestablishment of the Judean dynasty over
the united kingdom, revolted. Their, leader was Sheba, a Benjmite
and therefore of the tribe of Saul. He nillied Israel about him o n a
purely nationalistic slogan:

.

2 Samuel 20:1. . . upd he blew a trumpet, and said. W e have
no part in Dimd, neither have weinheritance in the son of ]esse:
every man to his tents, 0 Israel.

Once again David's army had to take the field. The resourcefuland ms~ipulbt.~s
Joab found, in &is renewed war, an opportunity to

gain his-generalship once more. He assassinated Amasa and took over
Aft army, leading it northward. Sheba retreated hastily but was caught
and topped in Abel of Beth-maqcah, a city in the north, fust adasS
{he Jordan River from Dan. The inhabitants of the city killed Sheba
in order to prevent the otherwise inevitable sack, and the rebellion
came t o an end.

The tale of David's reign is now essentially over. The Book of a
Samuel concludes with a summarizing list of David's heroes and of
some of their exploits, with a couple of psalms attributed to David,
and with one final tale included in the last chapter of 2 Samuel because
of its connection with the chief accomplishment of David's successor.
This last tale begins with a census:
.
Samuel 291. And again the anger of the Lord was ktndied
against Israel, and he moved David against them to say, Go, number
Israel and Juddh.
2

W h y a census is treated, in this chapter, as a sin, is uncertain. Twice,
a census was supposed to have taken place in the wilderness before the
entry into Canaan (see page 165) and neither time was this described
as a sin. Moses himself had, according to the Biblical story, instituted
it.
Of course, in ancient times, a census was not a regular procedure
designed to provide the statistical data necessary to help guide the
destinies of a nation. It was rather a course of procedure taken at
irregular periods for one of two specific reasons: a reorganization of
the military draft, or reorganization of the system of taxation.
The former purpose is indicated by the fact that in the census
described at the end of the Book of a Samuel only men of military
age were counted:
2

Samuel 24:9.

. . .and there Â¥werin Israel eight hundred thou-

sand valiant men that drew the sword; and the men of ju&h were
five hundred thousand.
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This estimate (a very rough one, for methods of enumeration in
ancient times are by no means to be compared with those of today) may
be rather exaggerated for it indicates a total population of about four
million, or very nearly the combined population of Israel and Jordan
today.
That a census might also be used for taxation is best indicated in
the famous chapter in the Gospel of St. Luke which begins:

.

Luke 2:1. And . . there went out a decree from Caesar Augustus
that all the world should be taxed,
and this involved first of all an enrollment of individuals, or what
amounts to a census. The verse in (he Revised Standard Version is
given as "a decree went out from Caesar Augustus that all the world
should be enrolled," while the New Catholic Edition translates the
verse as "a decree went forth from Caesar Augustus that a census of
the whole world should be taken."
In either case, whether for a military draft or for taxation, a census
was bound to be unpopular and, if any natural disaster followed, those
who opposed it would be sure to point to that as evidence of divine
displeasure.
In this case the disaster was a pestilence that is recorded as killing
seventy thousand men. The Biblical writers describe the occasion
dramatically by having God stop the angel of death when Jerusalem
was on the point of being destroyed. The exact position of the angel
at the time of the order to halt is given:

.

2 Samuel 24:16. . . And the angel of the Lord was by the
threshingpkice of Araunah the Jebusite.
2 Samuel 24:17. And David
saw the angel that smote the
people .

. .

. ..

David therefore purchased that threshing place and built an altar
upon it. His son Solomon was later to build the Temple upon this
same site, and it is tempting to think that the story of David and the
census was embroidered with supernatural detail by the later writers
in order to supply additional sanctification of the ground upon which
the Temple stood.

11. 1 KINGS

Adonqqh
i

The First Book of Kings opens in the year 973 B.c., the fortieth
and last year of the reign of David. The old king had clearly only a
short time to live and the matter of the succession came up again.
Now that the three oldest sons of David were dead, the fourth,
Adonijah, seemed (to himself, certainly) the natural successor.

Kings
be king
1

...

1:s.

Then Adonijah

. . . exalted himself, saying' I wSl

To be sure, David had not indicated him as successor, but then
neither had he indicated anyone else-at least not openly. Adonijah
made sure of the support of the army and of the priesthood by enlisting on his side Joab, the commander in chief, and Abiathar, the
survivor of the slaughter at Nob and the last priest of the house of
Eli.
Both Joab and Abiathar were now old men, however, and their
power was on the decline. In opposition t o Joab was the younger
soldier Benaiah, captain of the long's bodyguard, and in opposition to '
Abiathar was the younger priest Zadok.
The younger men had their own candidate, Soldinon, the son of
Bathsheba, who had retained her influence over David and who was
willing to take the chance of facing the old king concerning this matter.
On their side, also, was Nathan, head of the prophetic party. -= -.7
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The Empire of David and, Solomon
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Dayid was not proof against such-pressures and it might well have
been bis own intention to appoint Solomon his successor. In any case,
he was forced to act now, and Solomon was anointed king with all the
necessary ritual and trapping and, most important of all, with the
official blessing of David.
Upon news of this event, the feast being given by Adonijah to
celebrate his accession to the throne broke up at once. In the face
of David's will, there was no further argument, and popular support
shifted at once to Solomon.
Once David actually died and Solobon sat upon the throne, the
new king took action to make sure that no chance of civil war over
the succession remained. Adonifah and J a b were both killed at
Solomon's orders. Shimei, who still represented.*e remnant of those
who harked back to the dynasty of Saul (see page 315) was first
confined to Jerusalem and, when he left on some apparently innocent occasion, was taken and executed.
Abiathar was exiled to hi? home city of Anathoth in Benjamin,
and Zadok was made High fcfest in his place. The descendants of
Zadok remained the head of the Jerusalerp priesfihdod through the
history of the kingdom thereafter. In fbi? way, Solomon was seated
firmly on the throne.
Kings 2:46.
Solomon.

1

of

The Pharaoh

[of

. ..And the kingdom was established in the hand

Solomon]

Israel had now reached a peak of power and prestige which enabled
Solomon to take his place as a monarch of the first rank. In gathering
a harem, he need not confine himself to local girls and to mhor
princesses only, but could aspire to those of the highest prestige.
1 Kings 3:1. And Solomon made affinitywith Pharaoh king of
Egypt, and took Pharaoh's daughter and brought her into the city of
David , ,

This is the first mention of any Pharaoh since the one who
drowned in the Red Sea and as usual no name is given.
The social prestige of marriage into the family of Pharaoh is great
and a t the time it must have made a triumphant impression. The
1
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slaves who had fled Egypt centuries before now had grown so powerful that their king was worthy of a marriage alliance with Pharaoh.
The show was much more than the actuality, however, for Egypt
was by no means the Egypt it had ban.The 30th dynasty, which had
vegetated along under its line of9Rameses(see page 220) while the
judges dominated Canaan, came to an end about 107; B.C. in the lifetime of Samuel and a hundred years before the accession of Solomon.
Since then, Egypt had disintegrated. The Pharaohs of the 2ist
dynasty ruled only toe Nile delta, while upper Egypt was under the
domination of the priests of Ammon, who ruled as virtual monarchs
from Thebes, the capital of the conquering monarchs of the great
18th dynasty.
The Egyptian capital under the zist dynasty was Tanis or Zoan,
tile city which, seven centuries earlier, had served as the capital of the
Hyksos. About the time of David'@death, Psusennes I1 ascended
the Egyptian throne. His position as Pharaoh of the.delta was not
enviable. He had to face the constant hostilityof the Theban priests
and, in addition, &we was a growing pressure from the desert tribes
to the west.
No doubt he felt that an alliance with Solomon, via die usual route
of a dynastic marriage,might securehis eastern flank and give him some
dependable military help if this was needed. He was willing to pay far
it, too, for he sent an expedition to capture a Canaanite city, Gezer,
in Philistine territory and gave it to Solomon as a dowry with his
daughter. It is the single recorded territorial annexation of Solomon's

reign.
Solomon's army was not, in actual fact, called upon, but the then
high prestige of Israel might have helped, for Psusennes retained his
shaky throne for well over thirty years, dmost to the end of Solomon's
reign.

The two Books of Kings reached their final form four centuries after
the great days of Solomon, at a time when Jerusalem had been ruling
over sharply restricted t d t o r y for a long time and when its very life
-seemed at the mercy of powerful empires to the east. The reign o f ,
Solomon, at the ti= i n which Jenpalem's sway over surrounding

territory was at its maximum, is looked back upon with rhapsodic
delight. The extent of Solomon's kingdom is given:

..

1 Kings 4:'24, , he had dominion over all the region on the
side the river, from TIphsih even t o Assah [Gaza], over dl the
fan& on this side the river: and he
peace on all sides round
about him.
.,

The river is dearly the Euphtatm no one doubts that. Tiphsah
(meaning "ford") is commonly identified as the, city known to the
Greeks as Thapsacus, which is some (hree hundted miles northeast of
Je&&lem. There is indeed a ford at (hat spot and since it controlled
the most convenient place for crossing the middle Euphrates, it flourishedand was, in Greek times, a sizable and prosperous city.
No doubt, Solomon's hold that far north was quite tenuous, and rep
resented nothing more than the fact that the cities of Syria paid him
tribute and were otherwise undisturbed in their local rule.
Nwerlheless, thb boundaries of Solomon's kingdom, from Tiphsah
to Gaza, remained the ideal boundary in the eyes of the later
historians. (Each nation seems to consider its "rightful boundaries"
those it happened to7hold aft the peakof its power. Naturally, there
is 'overlapping in every direction with the "rightful boundaries" of
' e k q neighboring power.)
,
In a way, the reign of Solomon is the climax of early Biblical
histey. The promise of Canaan is fulfilled. The escaping slaves from
Egypt have made their way to Canaan, conquered it, held it, built it
into an empire and now finally, under Solomon:
'

,

1 Kings 4:25.

his

...

Judah and ~sraeldwelt safely, every man under
a@ under his fig tree, from Dan even to Beersheba ,

. .

One might almost be tempted to heave a sigh of relief at such
happiness after so many tribulations and to let it stand as a "they
lived happily ever after" ending, except that there are no endings in
history. Life goes on and a plateau of power will recede.

The House of the Lord
If Salomon's reign was the climax of early Israelite history, (he
building of the Temple was the climax of Solomon's reign in the
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The House ofi the Lord

r
i
t
e
r David,had planned a Temple but his
eyes of the Biblical w
E& had been too stonily to ,$ye hun (he required years of peace it
would have taken to build it. Sdoipon had those years of peace.
What Solomon needed were the necessary raw materials and skilled
artisans and for both of the& he could turn to Phoenicia. Hiram had
just become king of Tyre in 969 B.c., four years after Solomon had
ascended the throne and he, too, was ready for a large project (Hiram
was so famous to, the Biblical, writers in"connection with the Temple
that he was anachronistically placed on the throne of Tyro in David's
time-see page 304.)
1

Kings 5 : ~ And
.
Solomdn k t to ~ i r a msaying
,

....

..

...

Kings 5:5.
. behold, I purpose tb build an house unto the
name o f the Lord my God
..
1

.,..

..

...

1 Kings 6:1. And it came to pass
in the fourth year of
reign
that he began to build the house of the Lord.
Sol-n's

...

Undoubtedly, HiramÃa shrewd businessman, was well aware that
his neighbor's ambitious pJaw would redound to the profit of Tyre,

for he would supply the necessary timber and workmen at his own
price and it would be .a high one:
i Kings 97. And it came to pas, when Hirum, heard
of Solomon, that he rejoiced greatly

..

,

the words

There is nothing Wrong, in itself, in a building program. Fitted to
the economy of a nation, it supplies employment and builds natied pride. Unfortunately, the Jtemptatiqn is always present to go
too far and Solomon (like many other monarchs before and afteras, for example, Rameses I1 of Egypt and Louis XIV of France) went
too far.
For one thing, the building of the Temple meant the lavish use of
forced labor:
1 Kings 5:13. And fang Solomon raised a levy out of all Israel;
and the levy was thirty thousand men.
1 Kings 5:i4. A d he sent them to Lebanon ,

..

The Revised Standard Version translates the verse, "King Solomon
raised a levy of forced labor out of all Israel!'
Later it is Stated that it was the remaining Canaanites only who
ware-thus enslaved in fulfillment of the came recorded as having
been pronounced on Ham (see page 45).
'

-1

1 Kings 922. But of the chfldre~of Israel did Solomon make
no bondmen.

..

This last, however, sounds like a defense against the list of grievances
presented by the Israelites whd broke away from the Davidic dynasty.
It seems much more likely that theslabor gangs were formed from
all available sources, from Israelites as well as Canaanites. The same
mi@ be said for taxes, which, Solomon saw to it, were collected
efficiently.
The amount by which Solomon ,overextended his resources in his ,
building program is indicated by the fact that he could not pay
Hiram all the accumulated debt in either cash or goods but had to
cede land as well. Once the building program was complete:
1

Kings

9:11.

. . . king Solomon gave Hiram twwty cities . ..

The cities thus ceded were part of the tribal holdings of Naphtali
hi I&mel.This could not help but be offensive to Israelite pride and
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was another item in the gathering score against the Davidic dynasty.
The building of the Temple is such a key fact to the Biblical
writers that they give its date not only in terms of Solomon's reign
but in terms of the greater Sweep of Israelite history as well:
1 Kings 6:i. ~ n it
d came to pass in the four hundred and
eightieth year after the children of Isfael were come out of the
land of Egypt
that he [Soloixion] beg? to build the house of
the Lord.

.. .

This cannot be right. Four hundred eighty years before the b e
ginning of the building of the Temple was 1449 B.C. and that was in
the midst of the conquering reign of Thutrnose 111, Egypt's most
victorious monarch. To have the Exodus take place then is unthinkable.
The Biblical writers, frequently show themselves to be very number
conscious and, indeed, in Greek and Roman times an almost mystical
number lore grew up among them. This was called "gematria" (a
corruption of the ~ ~ e g
km
, a)and it was by no means unique
to the Jews. Numbers have a fascination fpr all peoples and mystical
associations and combinations of numbers are to be found in all
cultures. Even the rational Greeks were not immune and the great
philosopher Pythagoras founded a school that simultaneously did great
work in mathematics and foolishly wandered astray after number
mysticism.
The 48o-year period may in part hive been suggested by counting
the various judges as having ruled consecutively (see page 230) instead
of, in part, concurrently, and the exact figure may have been suggested
by the fact that 480 is equal to 12 multiplied by 4. After all, forty
years can be considered the length of a full generation, and twelve
has the mystical value o'f being the number of tribes (or, for that
matter, the numbers of signs of the zodiac). What the writers are saying then is that theTemple was built a dozen generations after the
Exodus.
Actually, 480 years is just about double the most likely figure.
Counting from 1211 B.c., the death of Merneptah (see page 143),
the beginning of the building of the Temple turns out t o be 242 years
after the Exodus.
Seven years were spent in building the Temple, which was therefore
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finished and dedicated in 962 B.C. and into which the ark of the
covenant was then placed. Solomon also built a palace for himself
and one for his Egyptian queen as well as fortifications for various
towns.
Before leaving the subject, one item in the description of the
Temple furnishings has attached to it an odd bit of mathematical
curiosa. This involves one of the items described as having been
made by a Tyrian metalworker:
1 Kings 7:23. And he made a molten sea, ten cubits from the
one brim to the other
and a line of thirty cubits did compass
it round about.

.. .

The exact function of the "molten sea" is not stated, though it
seems most likely that it was a container for water used in the
various rituals. The interesting point is that its upper rim seems to be
circular in shape with a diameter of ten cubits and a circumference
of thirty cubits. This is impossible, for the ratio of the circumference
to the diameter (a ratio called "pi" by mathematicians) is given here
as 30/19 or 3, whereas 'the real value of pi is an unending decimal
If the molten sea were really ten cubits in
which begins 3.14159
diameter it would have to be just under thirty-one and a half cubits
in circumference.
The explanation is, of course, that the Biblical writers were not
mathematicians or even interested in mathematics and were merely
giving approximate figures. Still, to those who are obsessed with the
notion that every word in the Bible is infallible (and who know a
little mathematics) it is bound to come as a shock to be told that the
Bible says that the value of pi is 3.

...

Ophir
Solomon used Hiram's help also in building a navy for Israel and
in supplying it with Tyrian sailors, then the best in the world. With
it, Solomon was able to engage in sea trade:
Kings 9:28. And they came to Ophir, and fetched from thence
gold . and brought it to king Solomon.
1

..

Where Ophir might be is completely unknown but the puzzle of
its whereabouts has never ceased to fascinate Biblical scholars, partly
because of the aura of wealth that lay about it. There are not many
places that serve as sources of gold, after all, and the gold of Ophir
was accounted so fine and high in quality that the proverbial association became inevitable, like the cedars of Lebanon, the balm of
G i l d , and the bulls of Bashan.
Thus, Job, in praising wisdom above all else and speaking of how
impossible it is to find a price for it, says:
'

- ,

.

Job a8:16. It cannot be valued with the, p l d

of

Ophir

. ..

The one clear hint as to the location of Ophir is given two verses
before this first mention in connection with Solomon's sea trade.
1 Kings 9:26. And king Solomon m$te a navy of ship in Eziongeber, which is beside Eloth, on the shore of the Red sea, in
the land of Edom.

Ezion-geber and Eloth (or Elath) stood at the northern tip of the
Gulf of Aqaba (see page 133). Since the independence of modem
Israel, Elath has been built up again and is once more the nation's
Red Sea port.
We might argue then that Ophir was located somewhere that could
be reached by way of the Red Sea. This still leaves the matter rather
wide open. India can be reached by way of the Red Sea and in aftertimes, Ophir was located still farther afield, h places which became
famous for riches and wealth-the Far East even Peru.
And yet the ships of the tenth century B.C. were not fit for long ocean
voyages. The closer Ophir can be located tp Israel, the more likely the
location.
The one other place which the Biblical writers pause to describe as a
source of fine .gold is Havilah (see page a8). The location of Havilah
is also uncertain but some scholars place it somewhere in southern
Arabia and it seems reasonable to suppose that ophir is also to be located there, perhaps on the site of what is n$m the kingdom of Yemen.
This is the more probable because the mention of Ophir is followed by
the mention of another kingdom (almost by reflex association, as it
were) which is more surely located in that area.
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Sheba
The penetration of Israel southward brought a return visit from a
monarch of the south:
1 Kings
solo^

10:i.

And when the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of

. . .she wane to proye him with hard questions.

The location of Sheba is by no means mysterious. In southwestern
Arabia, on the site of what is' now 'Yemen, there was a kingdom known
to the Arabs as Saba and to the Greeks and Romans as Sabaea. There
seems little doubt that this is ithe Biblical Sheba. And it might be that
Ophir represen& a district of Sbeba, for the queen is pictured as
wealthy;
1 Kings 10:~. And she came to Jerusalem with a very great train,
with camels that bare spices, and very much gold, and precious
stones
,

..

(Sabaea was so prosperous (hat Romans called the area Arabia Felix
-"fortunate Arabia"-in comparison with other parts of the peninsula,
which contained one of the most unpleasant deserts in the world.)
However prosaically definite we m
y be about Sheba itself, there is
little to be said about the queen. There is no record of any particular
queen of Sheba,. or of any such visit fp 'JmSalein,outside the Bible.
Nor is the queea as much as given a name in the Bible. The later Arabs
evolved the myth that her name; was, Balkis, and she is mentioned by
that name in the Koran. , '
The modem Ethiopians have a tradition that queen Balkis was
actually the queen of their own nation. This is not as completely odd as
it might sound. Modern Ethiopia is just across the Red Sea from
Sheba (or Yemen) at a point where that sea narrows down to a width
of twenty miles or so. There is rather easy communication between the
two nations and there haqe been times when Ethiopia dominated
sections of southwestern Arabia. To be sure, this was some twelve
centuries after Solomon but the connection is there to be remembered
with â‚¬ usual distortion.
The Ethiopians maintain that queen Balkis had a son by Solomon,
and name that son Menelik. From Menelik is supposed to he descended

the present ruling line of the emperors of Ethiopia. One of the traditional titles of the Ethiopian emperor, even today, is "Lion of Judah" in
reference to this supposed Judean ancestry.

Solomon's commerce stretched out in another direction as well:

...

1 Kings 10:zz.
the king had at sea a navy of Thurshish with
the navy of Hiram: once in three years came the navy of Tharshiih,
brindng gold, and silver, ivory, and apes and peacocks.

Tharshish, more commonly referred to in the Bible as Tarshish, is
sometimes considered as synonymous with Ophir. It is then suggested
that Ophir must be three years journey from Israel and must thus be
someplace distant like the Far East. However, it seems clear that two
differentfleets are here being described. There is the "navy of Hiram"
and the "navy of Tharshish"; Solomon has one "with" (together with,
or in addition to) another. The men of Hiram bring goods from
Ophir, and the men of Tarshish bring goods from elsewhere.
Actually, the whereabouts of T^ihish is almost as mysterious as that
of Ophir. There is no hint in the Bible of its location. It is very frequently equated with the district known to the Greeks and Romans as
Tartessus. The chief evidence for this is the similarity in names and the
fact that it is sufficiently far from Jerusalem to make the three-year
term for the round trip and the period of trading seem reasonable.
Tartasus was (he name given by the Greeks to that portion of Spain
west of Gibraltar. Its capital city (of the same name) was at the mouth
of the Guadalquivir River, about seventyfive miles northwest of
Gibraltar. It was founded by the Phoenicians about 1200 B.c.; that is,
atthe time of the Exodus. It was at the height of its commercial prosperity in Solomon's reign. (Eventually, though, all of the commerce of
the western Mediterranean was brought under the control of Carthage,
the most successful of the Phoenician colonies. About 480 B.c., Carthage, (hen at the height of its power, destroyed Tartessus.)
There might be some question as to whether "ivory, and apes and
peacocks" might be found in Spain, but why not? The Barbary ape (not
a true ape) is still to be found in Gibraltar and in ancient times it
must have been more widely spread. As for ivory, there were elephants
in north Africa in ancient times.
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The strength of the land (which Solomon poured freely into his
building projects and his efforts at imperial luxury) declined and this
made it more difficult to retain the hold over the increasingly restless
subject peoples.
Solomon did possess a certain imperial responsibility and attempted
to retain popularity with these peoples through an enlightened religious
policy. He not only allowed them freedom of worship but tried to
demonstrate himself to be king over all his subjects and not over the
Judeans and Israelites alone. He added women of the subject nations
to his harem (intended, and accepted, as an honor) and allowed temples to be built to theh gods for their coxivenience.
This was undoubtedly good pali'CT (it fits in with our modem not
h dislike and hostility
tions of religious freedom) but it was Viewed 4
by the prophetic party. hat hostility grew in the course of the later
centuries and the Biblical writers expressed their opinion of Solomon's
course of action unmistakably:

5. For Solomon went after

1 Kings 11:

tion
6..

of the Ammonites,

. . .M@m

the abomina-

.

1 Kings 11:7.

Then did Solomon build aa high plaz for Chemosh,
the abomination of Month..

.

That Solomon's attempts at placating the peoples of the realm were
not unnecessary is shown by tte fact that there were rebellions here
and there, marring the idyllic picture of the dgn which was drawn in
the earlier chapters. Edom gave trouble from the beginning of Solomon's reign:
1 Kings 11:14. And the Lord Stirred up an a d ~ ~ ~ unto
~ t f fSoloy
mon, H ~ d the
d Edomite ,

..

Hadad was a member of the old Edomite royal house, who had'survived the slaughter following Joab's conquest of Edom during David's
reign. H e had found sanctuary in Egypt but once David was dead, he
%

\

made his way back to Edom. Exactly how he played his part as "a4
versary" against Solomon we are not told, but it seems quite reasonable
to suppose he declared himself king of Edom and carried on a continuing guerrilla war with the royal army.

There were similar troubles in the north:
1 Kings 11:23. And God stirred him [Solomon] up another adversary, Rezon the son of Elia&h
i Kings 11:24. And he gathered men unto him , and they went
to D<tnuscus, and dwelt therein

...
. ..

..

The Syrian city-states had been placed under tributeby David, but
Solomon's less warlike hand did not suffice to keep them in subjection.
Rezon, gathering a guerrilla band about him, seized Damascus, and
established himself there as an independent power.

Ahijah
Israel's greatest danger, however, was from within. The hostility between Judah and Israel had never died but was merely sleeping-with
one eye open. That open eye consisted of the prophetic party.
Even in the days of Saul, Israel's first king, there had been the clash
between the royal power and that of the prophets under the leadership of Samuel (see page 283).
Under David and Solomon, with the power, prestige, and glory of
the monarchy at an all-time high, the role of the prophets sank accordingly and they made comparatively little impingement upon history.
Nathan the prophet, however, did not hesitate to beard David and
denounce him to his face in the matter of Uriah the Hittite (see page
310)-and was able to survive the encounter, too, and force the mighty
king to do penance. It was the support of Nathan and the prophetic
party that might have swung the balance to Solomon and against
Admijah when David lay dying.
Solomon's policy of religious toleration alienated the prophetic party,
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particularly those who were of Israelite (rather than Judean) origin.
The prophets of Israel may not even have entirely approved the centralization of worship at Jerusalem and the consequent lessening of importance of the various Israelitelshrines. For them, religious feelings went
hand in hand with nationalism.
Ahijah, an Israelite prophet of Shiloh in Ephraim (which, in Eli's
time a century before, had been the home of the most important shrine
in Israel), must have been one of these prophet-nationalists. He had
his eye on Jeroboam, also an Ephraimite, one who held high office under Solomon and who seemed to have (he qualities of leadership.

. ..

I

...

ii:29.
w h q Jeroboam went out of Jenisalem
the prophet Ahijah the Shilonite found him
1 Kings 11:30. And Ahifdh eaugftt the new garment that was on
him, and rent it .
i Kings 11:31. And he said to Jeroboam
thus saith the Lord
.Behold I will rend the kingdom out of the hand of S o h n .
1 Kings

..

..

...

...

. .

With the backing of the prophetic party and of many disgruntled
Israelites, Jeroboam rose in rebellion.
Shishak

,

The rebellion failed-for the while~andJeroboam had to flee, but
he had made himself an Israelite hero and Israel did not forget him.

:4u.

1 Kings 11

. . .And J e r o b h arose and fled into Egypt, unto

Shishak king of Egypt, and w a in Egypt until the death of Solomon.
Egypt had had its own increasing troubles. The aist dynasty which
ruled the delta came to an end with the death of Solomon's father-inlaw in 940 B.C. Anarchy increased further &en, as rival generals seized
at power. One of these was Sheshonk (the Biblical Shishak), who
was a member of a tribe occupying the regions west of the Nile valley.
The whole northern coast of Africa west of Egypt was (ailed Libya
by the Greeks (a name of unknown origin). To the Greek writers on
Egyptian .history, therefore, Shishak was a Libyan, and the 22nd dynasty, which he founded, was the "Libyan dynasty."

.

Shfehak's power extended only over the delta; upper Egypt continued
under the rule of the priests of Thebes. Shishak was the only member
of the dynasty who displayed any vigor at all. After him came a series
of rola who lorded it over separate sections of the delta and qwrreled among themselves.
Even Shishak could not have been very impressive, for the Bible nowhere refem to him as "Pharaoh," but mefeb 4s "long." The impression is that he was not considered a legitimate Egyptian monarch,
but merely a usurping general. He is the first ruler of Egypt, by the
way, to whom the Biblical writers give an actual name.
Shishak was shrewd enough to recognize that Jeroboam might bi a
useful tool in combating or even destroying the power of his neighbor to the northeast and he offered him 'ready asylum, as a predecessor
bad once offered asylum to Hadad theEdomite.

Solomon, like his father, reigned forty years, dying in 933 B.C. (These
forty-year reigns of David and Solomon are suspiciously even. Each king
reigned a full "generation." Still, the acceptance of Biblical chronology in this instance gives rise to no inconsistencies and there is no good
reason to suggest any alternative.)
Solomon must have had many sons but there is no talk of any
problems of succession. Only one son is mentioned and he becomes
the third king of the Davidic dynasty,
1 Kings ii:43.
in his stead.

.,.and Rehobwm his [Solomon's] son reigned

His crowning made him king of Judah only. To become king of
Israel as well, he had to undergo a similar rite at the old holy Ephraunite city of Shechem:
1 Kings 12:i.

And Rehobom went to Shechem: for all Israel were

come to Shechem to make him king.
(Perhaps David and Solomon had to do the same but that is not mentithed in the Bible. It is mentioned in Rehoboam's case because of the
events that now transpired.)
'Qe Israelites did not come to the crowning in any compliant mood.
It was not their intention to crown Rehoboam and make him legitimate
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Israel and Tudah Durinsr Rehoboam's Time

king of Israel unless ne would in turn guarantee some relief from repfession. They said to him:
1 Kings 12:4. Thy father made our yoke grievous: now therefore
make thou the grievous service
lighter, and we will serve thee.

...

The young Rehoboam, with deplorable lack of judgment, scorned
gentle speech. He threatened to make the yoke heavier still, and Israel
revolted in an explosion of nationalist fury.
It was Rehoboam's intention to subdue the rebellion by force, but
its strength and violence was ,surprising. Furthermore, the prophetic
party even in Judah was apparently not entirely unhappy over the split.
A weakening of the royal power meant a strengthening of the prophets.
The Judean prophet Shemaiah counseled against attempting to reunite the kingdom by force:
'

. ..

i Kiggs 12:z4.
Ye shall not goup, nor fi&t against your
brethren the children of Israel

. ..

The rebellion was successful, therefore, and the split was permanent.
Rehoboam was left the king of Judah only, though, ironically, the
territory of the tribe of Benjamin (which had given the first royal line
to Israel) remained with Judah, since the prosperity of the Benjamites
now depended on Judah's one metropolis, Jerusalem, which lay light
at the Benjamite borders.
The united kingdom of Israel-Judah had endured for only.three quarters of a century, from 1006 B.C. to 935 B.c.~ and under two monarchs
only. Now there were two sister kingdoms, Israel to the north and
Judah to the south. (They are sometimes called the northern kingdom
and southern kingdom respectively)
Nor did Rehoboam's troubles end once he had bowed to the inevitable and accepted the secession of Israel. Aside from the fact that bad
blood and border warfare remained between the two kingdoms, Shishak of Egypt seized the opportunity offered him by the chaos on his
borders to attack the divided and weakened nation in the fifth year of
, Rehoboam's reign (928 B.c.). He laid siege to Jerusalem, or perhaps
occupied it, and in either case carried off much loot.
Kings 14:26. And he [Shishak] took away the treasures of the
house of the Lord, and the treasures of the king's house; he
took
away all
,
1

..

...
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Not only had Solomon's kingdom broken in two but Solomon's material glory was gone. The Temple in its original golden splendor (if
we accept the description given by the Bible) lasted just forty years.

Jeroboam had returned from exile as soon as word of Solomon's
death reached him. It was he who led the Israelite party that demanded
concessions of Rehoboam: it was he who led the rebellion that followed Rehoboam's refusal; and it was he who was made the first king
of the re-established kingdom of Israel:

. ..

...

Kings iaiio.
when
Israel heard that Jeroboam was
come again .' they
made him king over all Israel
i

.

.

. ..

...

1siel thus regained its independence, which it had lost after the
death of Ish-bosheth. Jeroboam established his capital at Shechem at
first, then at the more centrally located Tirzah, twelve mil& to the northeast.
Having regained political independence for Israel, Jeroboam felt it
necessary to regain religious independence as well for he reasoned:
1 Kings i s : q .If this people go up to do saen'ftce in the house of
the Lord at Jerusalem, then shall the heart of this people turn again
unto Rehoboam.

...

Jeroboam therefore set up sanctuaries at the northern and southern
limits of his new kingdom, at Dan and Bethel, and there all Israelites
were to sacrifice. The schism was complete.
Undoubtedly, this action of Jeroboampswas popular with the Israelites, who might well have looked upon the Temple at Jerusalem as
a radical (and therefore irreligious) innovation, built on foreign soil by
a foreign dynasty through forced labor.
Nevertheless, the new policy did 'not suit the prophetic party. Probably they would have prefeiwd a closer adherence to ancient tradition, a
reactivation of the shrines at places like Sheeh'm and Shiloh, and a
High Priesthood like that of' Eli re-established. And this, precisely,
was what Jeroboam probably didn't want; he wanted a ritual tied in
with the new monarchy that would strengthen his dynasty. Then, too,
Jeroboam had compromised ffiith the desires of those people less capable

of wolshiping an abstract deity by placing the images of bulls in his
sanctuary, symbolizing the fructifying element in nature.
Ahifah, the prophet, quickly disenchanted with the king he had
helped to the throne, inveighed against him and delivered what he
proclaimed to be God's word of doom:

...

...

Kings 14:~).
thou hast
made thee other gods, and motten images
1Kings 1 4 : ~ Therefore,
~.
behold, I will bring evil upon the house
of lefoboam ,
1

...

..

Indeed, Jeroboam's dynasty was not to endure long, but the new
kingdom of Israel was to persevere under several different dynasties
for over two centuries. The kingdom of Judah, while always less prosperous and powerful than its northern sister, remained under the Davidic
dynasty-throughout and endured forthree and a half centuries.
It is very common to speak of Israel as consisting of ten tribes, since
there were traditionally twelve tribesin Israel and only Judah and Benjamin remained under Rehoboam. However, the tribal system had
faded under David and Solomon, and in any case Reuben and Simeon
had disappeared by the time of the schism. At best, then, the kingdom
of Israel consisted of eight tribes.
Rehoboam died in 917 B.C. after having reigned sixteen years. Jerobarn died in 912 B.c., having reigned twenty-one years.

r.

I

The division of the kingdom of David apd ~olomonmade a continuation of any policy of imperial conquest virtually impossible. Neither
half by itself had the strength ,to be a c w q u e ~ gnation, particularly
.since the energies of each were absorbed by a smolderingly continuous
hostility between them. Each nation; furthermore, sought allies among
the neighbors and enemies of the other and each labored to enfeeble
the other by any means.
In Judah, Abijam, the son of Rehoboam, bee/in his reign in 917
BE., and he was succeeded by his son Asa in 915 B.C. They 'were (he
fourth and fifth kings of t h e Davidic dynasty.
In Israel, Jeroboam's son Nadab began his rule in 912 B.C. A rebellion
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against him by one of his generals, Baasha, succeeded. Nadab was slain
and Baasha ascendgd the throne in 911 B.C. As a measure of prudence,
to prevent a counter-revolt, he did as was often customary in these cases
and had all the male members of Jeroboam's family executed. Jeroham's dynasty thus survived Jeroboam's death by 'just one year.
Both Asa of Judah and Baasha of Israel had long reigns, the former
reigning for forty years to 875 B.C. and the latter twenty-three years to
888 B.C. War between Israel and Judah-continued in those years, and
Asa, getting the worst of it, sought help abroad:

...

...

. ..

Kings 15:18. Then &a took
dver and
gold
and
sent them to Ben-hadud
king of Syria, that dwelt at Damascus,
saying,
1 Kings 15:q. There is a hp,e between me and thee ,
1

...

..

Ben-hadad was the third member of the dynasty founded by Rezon
(see page 334). In less than half a eentiuy, Damascus, from a small
principality precariously maintaining its' independence against Solomon, had grown to take oyer the lea46rshi~of the other Aramaean
regions so that one could speak of Ben-hadad as a "king of Syria." And
where David had crushed the Syrian towns and extorted tribute from
them, the great-great-grandson of David paid tribute to them in order
to gain their help.
Syria was now at least the equal of Israel in strength. It accepted
the alliance of Judah and attacked Israel's northern frontier, racking
the city of Dan, for instance, and apparently destroying it permanently,
for it is not further mentioned in the Bible. Baasha was forced to
make peace and for the next century and a half, Syria, rather than
Jadah, was Israel's chief enemy.

saw&

,

The history of Israel continued to be troubled with dynastic prob
lems. Baasha's son Elah succeeded in 888 B.C. and then history repeated itself. In a palace revolution, Zirnri, a leader among Elah's bodyguard, killed Elah and all the family of Baasha. He did not, however,
survive to establish a new dynasty.
The general of Israel's armed forces, Omri, was then engaged in

1

Samada

,

.A-

-

t

'

f

1

besieging a Philistine city. He was acclaimed kiagnofi Israel lay hfe
tecqa.and
oa Tirzsh. Z i d idfi^ in
fiery HKRs of his
anether conteodter for the throne Tihi, was ads& :defeated and
& ~ n byd 887 B.C. Orori.held the throne W y , the Ssst a w m k
fÂ @sTs fluid dynasty.
. ,%e espital city d Tim& had now seen Iwa djmasties .brutally
wiped out; the fast having endured only twenty-t^o, years, the s e e d
twenty-four years. That in itself wag enough to make it an uncomfortable rig-ce for the new king. He cast about for a suitable site for a new
capital, one that could be firmly identified with thenew dynasty.
I

,

. 1 Kiw 16234. And he bought the hill .S@TtlSfW.of S h ^ q
hiU
fhe city , , Â§a&&

and built
. . on the

.. ,.

.

i.

The Hebrew name of the city, Shomm, is derived from She+

..
-;

<beifcarhe of the clan, or the indivifltial, who o'med (he land bet*
O e s purchase. Samaria is, of course, the Greek version of the
,
name.
r

f
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Samaria lay about six miles northwest of Shechem, about midway between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean. It was centrally located in the kingdom and had considerable potentiality for defense
since it was located on an isolated hill. It remained the capital of Israel
through the remaining history of the kingdom (though its kings had
favorite residences elsewhere on occasion, notably at Jezreel) and
was sufficiently important to make Samaria a frequently used synonym
for the entire kingdom.
The energetic Omri reigned for only a dozen years but in that time,
secure in his new capital, he made Israel respected among her neighbors. To counter the danger of Syria, he made an alliance with the
Phoenician cities and so stabilized the kingdom that his son could reign
in peace after him-the first time that had happened in Israel's troubled history since the schism.
Such was the reputation of the king that in Assyrian inscriptions,
Israel is referred to as the "land of Omri."

Jezebel

e

Omri was succeeded by his son Ahab in 875 B.C. with the royal power
strengthened by the Phoenician alliance. At about the time that Omri
had come to the throne, the dynasty of Hiram (see page w ) had been
wiped out by Ithobaal (the Biblical "Ethbaal"), a priest of Ashtoreth,
who then succeeded to the throne. By Ahab's time. Ithobaal's seat on
the throne was clearly secure and Ahab felt safe in committing himself
not only to an alliance but to the reinforcing cement of a dynastic
marriage.

...

Kings 16:31.
he [Ahab] took to wife Jezebel the daughter
of Ethbaal king of the Zidonians ,
1

..

It was customary for kings in that time of religious inclusiveness to
allow foreign queens their own religious rites, as Solomon had done
for his owft numerous wives.
Jezebel, however, was a dominating woman who wanted not merely
to pursue the worship of her own particular "baal" (Melkart, a specific
name which does not appear in the Bible) but labored to establish
its worship throughout Israel (generally. This may have been more than

religious fervor; it may have been a device on her part to tie Israel more
firmly to the Phoenician cities for the benefit of both.
It apparently suited Ahab's purposes to encourage her in this, for the
prophetic party with its attempts to limit royal power and to dictate
foreign policy along supernationalist lines could, in his eyes, well stand
being weakened.
1 Kings 16:30. And he [Ahab] reared up an altar for Bad in the
house of Baal which he had built in Samaria.

Elijah
It was the good fortune of the prophetic party that it now found
itself in the hands of a strong leader, Elijah, the most dominating
prophetic figure since Samuel. In the face of persecution, Elijah and his
followers hardened their own stand and became increasingly intolerant of other worship.
Because of the deadly battle that followed, which was, in the long
run, won by the Yahvists, Jezebel has become the very byword of a
wicked, idolatrous woman, whereas Elijah was remembered by later
generations with a veneration second only to Moses'.
Elijah enters the Biblical story as the forecaster of a drought that
was to take place as punishment for the policies of Jezebel.
1 Kings 17:1. And Elijah the Tishbite, who was of the inhabitants
of GUead, said unto Ahab
there shall not be dew nor rain these
years

...

...

Elijah was from Tishbi, a town in Gilead, east of the Jordan. Its site
is uncertain but it has been identified with a small village just west of
Mahanaim.
Zarephath
Elijah's bearding of Ahab made it necessary for the prophet to remain in hiding thereafter; first in the Jordan valley and then far north
in Phoenicia itself (the very home of the religious enemy where, perbaas, it was least likely that the royalist forces would look for him).
1

Kings

17:10.

. . . he arose and went to ~arephath. . .
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Zarephath and Mount Carrnel
Zarephath is on the Phoenician seacoast, nearly twenty miles north of
Tyre (Jezebel's home city) and eight miles south of Sidon. The modern Arabic town of Sarafand stands near the place. Among the ruins of
the ancient town there stands a church on ,the traditional site of the
house in which Vlijah lodged during his stay there.
Back in Israel, the state of the prophetic party worsened. Only those
remained alive who escaped J-bel's
harah hand by flight or by going
into hiding. Thus, Obadiah, a,high official of Ahab's court and a secret
Yahvist, helped some to live:
Kings 18:4. . . . when Jevebel cut off the prophets of the Lord
. . .Obadiah took an hundred prophets, and hid them . . .and fed
1

them

...

MW& Cdrmel
After three years, however, Elijah took the chance of facing; Ahab
once ,more to foretell the imminent ending of the drought and to
propose a direct Contest between Yahveh and Melkart.
1

Kings 18i19. Now therefore send, and gather to me all Israel
unto Mount Carmel , ,
I

.

There,Elijah proposed, eight hundred and fiftyworshipers of.Melkart
and other Phoenician deities were to gather and attempt to light the
fire.under a sacrifice by means of their rites, while he alone and by him&lf was to try to do the Same by calling on Yahveh.
, C ~ e isl a mountainous ridge, about fifteen miles long, running
iiorthWKt-~utmt,just south of (lie ~ i s h o nWver (s& pqge ~ 3 8 ) .
Its Hebrew name means "gagen" or "vineyard" and, i n aoeierit times
partietiiarly, it was well wooded and attractive'. The maximum height,
at about the middle of the ridge, is 1732 feet. Where it flaeets the sea,,
it 4-a
promontory called Cape Camel. At fie sea, just north of the ,
ridgeis the city of Haifa. The whole area is now part of the modem
nation of Israel and Haifa is its second largest city. In ancient times,
however, the site of Haifa carrid no town of any importance.
The most important event in the history of Mount Carmel was the
&p^tion
between Elijah a d the woiship'dts of Melkart. PaTtly
bdcatyof this and partly because it made for a pleasant retrtaf, it was
a' hateit far anchorites in early Christian tithes. When Palestine
was t^tapbrarily in the hands of (he ~ n i k d e r sin the twdfth eentary
AJ), a monastery was built there and an order of Carmelites was
founded, an order which still, flourishes.
TKe competition at Mount Carmel, which the Bible relates with' loving detail, ended in a complete Victory forlElijah. The wood caught
fire at Elijah's word, after all the hundreds of competing priests found
themselves unable to do a thing.
Mab, witnessing the feat, was awed and impressed and allowed
Elijah to order the massacre of the Baalists at the Kishon Rivet,
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For the moment, the towering figure of Elijah dominated King
Ahab, all the more so as the drought ended at this time. Together,
king and prophet left Mount Camel:

...

...

Kings 18:45.
And Ahab rode, and went to Jezreel.
Kings 18~46.And
Elijah
rdn before Ahab to the
entrance of JezreeL
i

1

..
>.

The city of Jezreel was Iodated in (he valley of Jezieel (see page
about twenty-five miles southeast of Camel and an equal distance north of Samaria. It was a favorite residence of Ahab and Jezebel.
Ahab must have told J&bel of Elijah's deed with great enthusiasm
but Jezebel was not impressed. She undoubtedly knew how the priests
of Melkart arranged miracles when they wished to impress the populace, and she must have been certain that Elijah had merely managed
to outsmart her own group in.chicanery, nothing more.
We can well imagine that under her withering scorn, Ahab's newfound enthusiasm for the prophets' faded. He allowed Jezebel to take
over the reins of the religious policy once more and again Elijah was
forced into exile, traveling southward this time through ~ u d a hto
Mount Sinai, the traditional home of Yahveh.
It seemed to him that only $6 complete overthrow of the house
of Omri would save Yahvism and he began long-range plans in this
direction. Aware that the cons~inbationof those plans might outlast
h& own time, he selected a successor to himself, one strong enough, in
his estimation, to carry on the fight:
241)

..

Kings 19:19. So he departed thence, and found Elisha
,
who was plowing
and Elijah passed by him, and cast his
mantle upon him.
1

.. .

Meanwhile Ahab had his hands full with the Syrian problem.
Ben-hadad, who had defeated Israel badly in Baasha's time several

I

decades before had been succeeded by his son Hadad-ezer, who is
tefened to in the Bible as another Ben-hadad, and who can therefore
be called Ben-hadad 11. (Hadad was a storm-god, well known over
southwestern Asia and particularly popular at Damascus. He served as
the national god of the Syrians and his name was therefore commonly incorporated into the royal name. Ben-hadad means the "son
of Hadad.")
Ben-hadad I1 continued the firm, anti-Israel policy of his father:
1 Kings 20:1. And Ben-hadad the king of Syria gathered all his
and he went up and besieged Sumaria
host together

...

...

Samaria held out but was hard pressed indeed and, for a while,
was minded to surrender even under harsh terms. At this sign of
weakness, however, Ben-hadad raised the price for surrender and
Ahab was, forced into continued warfare. He decided to risk everything on a pitched battle and retorted to a threat of destruction sent
him by Ben-hadad with an aphorism that, in one form or another, is
famous:
1 Kings 20:11. And the king of Israel answered and said, Tell
Tdm, Let not hiin that girdeth on his harness boast himself as he
that puffeth it off.
\

In other words, "Don't boast at the start of a battle as you would
at the end of a victorious one." Or, in its most common form to
us: "Don't count your chickens before they are hatched."
And Ahab proved his meaning well, for the Israelites fought with the
fury of despair and the overconfident Syrian army was forced to
flee after many casualties.

Aphek

.

<

A second battle was rougnt tne next year.
1 Kings 20:26. And it came to pass at the return of the year,
that Ben-hadad numbered the Syrians and went up to Aphek, to
fight against Israel.

'Tilts is not the Aphek that figured in the wars against the
Philistines two centuries earlier (see page 271), but is rather a town
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that; is identified with the modem village of Fik, about three miles east
of the Sea of Galilee, and roughly midway between Samaria and
Damascus.
It was a measure of the size of the victory of the previous year that
Ahab, who had then been besieged in his capital, could now meet
the foe at the frontier.
This time the victory was again Israel's to an extent even greater
than the first. Ben-hadad was foiped to surrender, relinquish his
father's conquests, and allow Israel commercial privileges in Damascus.
Israel was stronger now than at.any time since the schism with Judah.
In Ahab's wars against Syria, theprophetic party was on his side.
Whatever the quarrels beweem prophets and monarch within the
land, they closed ranks against the foreigner. Thus, it was a prophet
who encouraged Ahab before the relief of Samaria:

..

...

i Kings 20:13.And
,;there wine a prophet unto Ahab
saying. Thus saith the Lord, Hast thou seen all this great multitude?
behold, I will deliver it into thine hand this day
,

..

But Ahab's relatively mqd peace with the Syrians bitterly displeased the ultranationalist prophetic party and intensified their opposition to the throne,
Yet Ahab seems to have bees statesmanlike in this respect. A living
Syria, allied with Israel, and unembittered by unnecessary destruction
and harsh oppression, could be a useful friend, particularly since
a new enemy to both loomed to the north.
Assyria, of which much bore will be said later, was under a strong
king, Shalmaneser 111, and was tspreading its domination over the
Fertile Crescent. According to Assyrian documents a battle was fought
in 854 B.C. at Karkar (or Qarqar), a city located about a hundred
miles north of Damascus, between Shalmaneser and an allied army
led by Ben-hadad and Ahab in alliance. The Assyrians claim a victory
but that is routine in the chronicles of the time.The fact is that the
Assyrians annexed no territory and were therefore held to a draw at
the least.
This stand against Assyria saved both Syria and Israel and gave.
each over a centmy of additional .life and that certainly vindicated
Ahab's policy of not fighting Syria to exhaustion so that both might
fall helplessly into the Assyrian throat.
Oddly enough, there is no mention of the battle of Karkar in the
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Bible. It may be that the Biblical writers were not willing to report
so clear an indication that the prophetic party was wrong and Ahab
right.

Naboth
Indeed, the Bible passes directly from the Syrian victory to the
darkest deed of Ahab's reign as though to neutralize his military
prowess by reference to his moral shortcomings.
Near Ahab's palace in Jezreel, there was a vineyard owned by
a man named Naboth, which Ahab would have liked to have for his
own.
1 Kings 2 1 : ~ . And Ahab spake unto Naboth saying, Give me
thy vineyard
and I will give thee for it a better vineyard
or
the worth of it in money.

.. .

. ..

...

Naboth refused to sell his ancestral holdings, however, and Ahab
was helpless. Jezebel, however, was not. She bribed two men to swear
that Naboth had committed treason and blasphemy and Naboth, thus
framed, was executed. His vineyard, naturally, was confiscated by the
throne, as was routine for the property of traitors.
The deed was very much like that in which David had arranged
the death of Uriah and the "confiscation" of Uriah's wife. As Nathan
had then denounced David to his face, so now Elijah appeared to denounce Ahab. Once more, the prophetic party placed itself on record
as favoring the liberties of the people against royal oppression.

Israel was strong enough now, in the last years of Ahab's reign,
to exert a clear domination over Judah, as well as over Syria. In
875 B.c., the same year in which Ahab had succeeded to the throne of
Israel, Asa of Judah had died and his son Jehoshaphat (the sixth king
of the Davidic dynasty) had succeeded. The continuing war with
Israel had brought little good to Judah, and Jehoshaphat discontinued
it and sought instead alliance and friendship with Ahab. He turned
his eyes southward for expansion, maintaining the old grip on Edom

and trying to reinstate Solomon's old trade on the Red Sea, Judah's
only gateway to the wide world outside. Here he was unsuccessful
as Judah lacked the necessary experience with seagoing. An offer of
help by Ahab was refused, for Jehoshaphat, though willing to be
friends with Ahab, was not willing to give Ahab too much power in
Judah.
The war with Syria had not been brought to a completely successful
conclusion in Ahab's eyes, however, for one important piece of
Israelite territory remained in Syrian hands. Ahab proposed to Jehoshaphat a united campaign against Syria for the recovery of the territory:
1 Kings 2z:4. And he [Ahab] said unto Jehoshaphat, Wilt thou
go with me to battle to Ramoth-gilead?

...

' '

,.

Ramoth-gilead is another of the Trans-Jordan cities. Its exact location is unknown but it is usually considered to be somewhere north
of Mahanaim.
There is an indication here that Yahvism was stronger in Judah
than in Israel. Before the battle, Ahab consulted the prophets (at

Jehoshaphat's suggestion) but chose four hundred prophets of the
Phoenician deities. They predicted victory, but Jehoshaphat would
not accept that:
1

Kings 22:7. And Jehoshafihat said, Is there not here a prophet
that we might inquire of him?

of the Lord besides,

',

Reluctantly, Ahab produced one, who promptly predicted defeat
and was placed in prison for his pains.
The battle took place. It was long and bloody and might indeed
have gone to the Israelites, but a chance arrow struck Ahab and
wounded him seriously. Though he fought on, death came by evening
and the Israelites broke off the battle.
With the death, in 853 B.C.$ of Ahab, after a reign of twenty-two
years, the First Book of Kings/comes to an end.

^%<
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Moab
The death of a strong king is bound to be followed by disorders,
as subject peoples seize the chance to rebel, and as surrounding independent nations take the opportunity to attack. Moab struck as soon
as news reached it of Ahab's death:
Kings
of Ahab.
2

1:i.

Then Moab rebelled against Israel after the death

The schism between Israel and Judah had made it almost impossible
for either nation to do much more than hold its own territory. Judah
maintained a precarious hold on Edom, and Israel held the TransJordan. Syria in the north of Israel was
independent
and when it was strong^ its power tended to stretch out over the
Trans-Jordan.
Similarly, when Israel was strong, its armies pressed south from
Gilead and controlled Moab. This happened in the reign of Omri
when that capable monarch (much underrated in the Bible) took
Moab about 880 B.C. Ahab held it through his own stormy reign, but
with his death Moab rose.

Israel and Judah

.'

*
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Ahab's son Ahaziah succeeded to (he throne (the first time an
Israelite dynasty survived to be represented by a third member) and
found himself faced with the Moabite insurrection. Unfortunately, he
sustained a bad fall, lay seriously ill, and was unable to lead the army.

...

Kings 1:2.
and he [Ahaziah] sent messengers and said
unto them, Go, inquire of Baakebub the god of Ekron whether
1 shall recover of this disease.
2

Baalzebub (more familiar in the New Testament version of the
spelling, Beelzebub) means "Lord of the Flies."
This sounds odd at first and there are at least two explanations
of its meaning. One is that the actual name was daalzebul, meaning
"Lord of the House," that is, "Lord of the Temple," a natural title
for people to give their chief god. It would then seem that the
Biblical writers, unable to bring themselves to give an idol a title
which seemed to them to belong .only to Ydhveh, converted it to
Baalzebub by the change of a letter.
A second explanation is that Baatebub really did m w "Lord of the
Flies" and that this was a legitimate title of the chief god of the
Philistine city of Ekron, for it meant he had the power to bring
or prevent insect plagues, which were great and fearful realities in the
ancient world. It is not unlikely that the ancients noticed the rise in
disease incidence where flies were plentiful and a "Lord of the Flies"
might be, in general, a god with special powers in the field of health
and medicine. This would explain why Ahaziah in his extremity should
seek out Baalzebub in particular even though (as he must have
known) this would enrage the prophetic party in Israel. And this it
did, for Elijah arrived at once to denounce the action.
For some reason, Baalzebub grew to receive particular attention
from the later Jews as the idolatrous god par excellence. Thus, when
the reports of Jesus' ability to heal men spread, some said skeptically:

...

Matthew 12:24.
This fellow doth not cast out devils, but
by Beelzebub the prince of the devils.

3y "prince" we mean leader or chief so that Beelzebub (the
New Testament spelling) was considered the chief devil, the being
more familiarly known to us as Satan. In Paradise Lost,John Milfew
makes use of a whole hierarchy of fallen angels and therefore has
Satan and Beelzebub as separate beings, but he makes Beelzebub
second only to Satan.
T o t e t u i ~to~ Ahaziah- His appeal to Baalzebub was of no help
to him. He died after reigning two years and his younger brother,
Jehoram, also referred to as Joram, fourth member of the dynasty of
Omri,, ascended the throne in 852 B.C.

Elisha

E&&, the great leader of the prophetic party, did not long survive
A h d h . TheBible recounts the legend that he was taken up alive
into heaven:

..

2 Kings 2:11.
, there appeared a chariof of fire, and horses
cf, fire, , . and Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven.

.

r

,

His lieutenant, Elisha, remained behind to inherit his position and
his aims. This is indicated by a physical action that has entered into
the language as a metaphor:
2 Kings 2:13. He [Elisha] took up
that felt upon him, and went back .
s

.

. . . the mantle of Bijah

..

Fmm (his point on, to his death a half aptply or more later,
Elisha headed the prophetic party and kept it in vigorous life^
Elijah lived on, however, in the awed memory of later generations.
His,bold stand against a powerful king and queen in fayor of Yahvisin,
his courageous denunciation of tyranny and absolutism, was infinitely
impressive and must have led to the feeling that nothing less than a
living translation into heaven could do for so holy a man. This,In
tuni, encouraged the thought that someone taken alive into heaven
might sobedayireturn alive from heaven.
In later generations when the kingdom of Israel and Tudah had
both been destroyed and when the surviving Jews looked forward with
mingled hope and dread to the day when the Lord would set up a
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new order on earth, it was felt .that Elijah would then play a key role.

Thus, the prophet Malachi, writing four centuries after Elijah, states
God's

as:

Malachi 4:s. Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before
the coming of the great and dread@ day of the Lord.
In the New Testament, in which the view is taken that the new
order on earth has been brought by Jesus, the forecoming of Elijah is
accepted. Jesus is quoted as saying:
Matthew 17:12. But I 9 unto you, That Elia [Elijah] is come'
already
Matthew 17:13. Then the disciples understood that he spake unto
them of John the Baptist.

. ..

Moab was still in successful rebellion at the time of Jehoram's
accession to the throne of Israel, and the faet is noted once more,
this time with the name of the Moabite ruler:

...

a Kings 3:4. And Mesh king of Moab
2 Kings 3:s.
rebelled against the king

...

6f Israel.

Israel under Jehoram was still allied with Jehoshaphat of Judah
and this fact offered the Israelite monarch a strategic opportunity.
Rather than attack Moab from the north in a straight head-to-head
clash, a combined Israelite-Judean army could move southward through
Edom (a Judean dependency) and around the southern edge of the
Dead Sea. Moab could then be attacked along her unprepared southern
frontier. The march, however, wasa difficult one. The heat and lack
of water must have badly damaged soldier morale and led Jehoram to
fear either an ignominious rebeat or a disastrous defeat.
Jehoshaphat at this point (as several years before with Ahab) suggested that a prophet be consulted. (This is good policy since if the
prophet predicts victory, soldier morale shoots upward and this may
indeed suffice to produce victory.) This time it was Elisha that stood
before the monarchs and again it is clear that the prophetic party

Meshass Kingdom

was closer at heart to rustic Judah than to citified Israel, for Elisha
says contemptuously to,Jehoram:

...
...

Kings yu.
were it not that I regard the presence of
Jehoshaphat
1 would not look toward thee, nor see thee.
2

Elisha predicts victory and, indeed, victories of the combined kings
over theMoabites 'are recorded. But then, in one cryptic verse, the
whole is nullified and Moab is left free and independent.

3:27. Then he [Mesha of Moab] took his eldest son
.was..Kings
and offeredhim for a burnt offeringupon the wall. And there
great indiption against Israel: and they [the allied forces]
2

departed from him, and returned to their own land.
T o understand this, we must remember that Moab's cultural and
religious level was much like that of Israel and Judah. In 1869, a
German missionary, F. A. Klein, discovered a memorial inscription
on a piece of black basalt, three and a half feet high and two feet
wide. It was found in the ruins of Dibon, a Moabite city about twelve
mites east of the Dead Sea and some four miles north of the Amon
Rivet.
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It turned out to be an inscription in ancient Hebrew (the oldest
lengthy inscription in that writing now extant) and it had been
set up by Mesha to commemorate the events of his reign. It is called
the "stone of Metiha" or the "Moabite stone!'
The language used has a Biblical sound except that the Moabite
god, Chemosh, replaces the Israelite God, Yahveh. Thus, the stone
says: "Omri, King of Israel, afflicted Moab for many days, because
Chemosh was a n m with his land." Also, "Chemosh said unto me,
Go, take Nebo against Israel" and "Ghemosh drave him out from
before me," and so on.
To many at this time it must have seemed that there was a rough
kind of democracy among gods, each having its own territory within
which it might ordinarily be supreme, until such time as one god might
develop greater strength than another so that the human agents of one
would then be able to invade the land and defeat the human agents
of the other. This view, "henotheism," was that of the vast majority
of ancient peoples.
It is very likely that even the Yahvists were at this time henotheists,
though this is hard to tell from the Bible, for the later writers, whose
views of Yahveh were considerably more exalted, would have been
embarrassed by such evidence as they might find in the traditional
legends and chronicles and would have modified them. Verse 3:z7
in 2 Kings is a case in point.
If a god is angry with his people, he may be 'propitiated by a
sacrifice; the more valued the object sacrificed the more certain the
propitiation. The sacrifice of a human would be better than that of
any animal and the-sacrifice of the heir to the throne would be best
of all. The Biblical writers are firm in their insistence &at Yahveh
was not like the gods of other nations and abhorred human sacrifice,
but Abraham's near sacrifice @f Isaac, and, Jephthah's actual sacrifice
of his daughter are traces of a more primitive view.
Certainly Chemosh did not disapprove of human sacrifice and
Mesha, driven to despair by the victorious advance of the allied army,
sacrificed his son. This could well be a useful act in a henotheistic
society. The Moabite army, aware of the sacrifice, would be certain
that Chemosh would now be fighting on their side. Since the battle
was on Moabite territory and Cbemosh was supreme in Moab, they
could fight with the assurance af victory.
The allied army, equally aware of the sacrifice, would feel Yahvehl

to be weak on alien soil and would fight in equal expectation of
defeat. With the Moabites sure of winning and the Israelites sure of
losing there could only be one outcome.
The phrase "there was great indignation against Israel" is given in
the Revised Standard Version as "there came great wrath upon Israel,"
and it seems very likely that the indignation or wrath here spoken
of was that of Chemosh. It is possible that the earliest form of the
verse was "there came the great wrath of Chefnosh upon Israel:
said the Biblical writers, unwilling to make it appear that Chemosh
was a real god who could display effective wrath, or was anything
more than a false idol, eliminated the mention of his name.

Naaman

The early chapters of 2 Kings include a number of wonder tales
concerning Elisha, and the best developed of these involves a Syrian
general who, according to Jewish legend (but not according to anything in the Bible) had been the one whose arrow had slain Ahab:
2
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91.

Now N u a m , captain of the host of the fang

. . . a mighty man in valour, but he was a leper.
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A young Israelite maidservant, taken captive in the wan with
Israel, suggested that Naaman consult the wonder-working Elisha in
Israel. Naaman followed this advice and was instructed to wash himself seven times in the Jordan RiVer. Despite Naaman's initial nationalistic indignation at the' suggestion that the Jordan had greater
curative powers than thei rivers of Syria, he did as he was told and
was cured.
This, naturally, convinced Naaman of the power of Yahveh:

. ..

2 Kings 5 : q . And Naaman said, Shall there not
be gfwn
to thy servant two mules' burden of earth? for thy servant will
henceforth offerneitherburnt offering nor Soonfice unto other gods,
but unto the Lord.

Henotheistically, he required the earth, for in sacrificing to Yahveh,
hewould have to stand on the soil of Israel, or it would do no good.
By bringing some Israelite soil to Damascus he would create for
himself a little island over which Yahveh would have power.

Israel and Syria (Aram)
Naaman also recognized that he could not carry his private worship
too far or make it too exclusive, and he said to Elisha:
2 Kings 5:18. In this thing the Lord pardon thy servant, that
when my master goeth into the house of Rirnmon to worship there,
and he leaneth on my hand, and I bok myself in the house of Rimmon...

Elisha's answer was a simple:
2

Kings 5: 19.

. . . Go in peace . . .

which was the equivalent of consent. Perhaps the earliest versions of
the story gave the consent more explicitly, f o r Elisha (who is not
recorded as objecting to Naaman's assumption that only on Israelite
soil could Yahveh be worshiped) might have been more of a henotheist himself than the later Biblical writers were willing to allow.
Rimmon, by the way, seems to be an alternate name for Hadad,
the national god of Damascus. Hadad was a storm-god and "Rimmon"
seems to mean "the Thunderer.': (This was precisely the epithet often
given to the Greek storm-god, Zeus.)

As a result of verse 5:~8,theexpression "to bow to Rimmon" has
come to mean the act .$ conforming to a social custom one knows
to be wrong merely in order to avoid trouble.
Jehoram of Judah
Judah continued her policy of careful subservience to Israel. When,
in ' 8 ~ 1B.c., Jehoshaphat of J d a h died, after having reigned for
twenty-four years:
z Kings 8:16.
to reign.

. . . Jehorunt the son of Jehoshuphat ... began

Jehoram (or Joram) of Judah, the seventh king of the Davidic
dynasty, happened to have the same name as that of the contemporary
king of Israel. Another link ,was in the form of a dynastic marriage,
for Jehoram of Judah was hitiied to Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab
and h b e l , and was therefore brother-in-law, as well as namesake,
to Jehoram of Israel.
While Jehoshaphat had been alive, Yahvism was in the ascendant
in judah at least, but Jehoram of Judah WS',apparently, as much under
the influence of Athaliah as Ahab of Israel had been under the influence of Jezebel:
2
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Kings 8:iB. And he nehoram of Judah] walked in the way
Ahab: for the daughter o f Ah@ w q his

.. . the house of

wife.
Then, too, just as after the death of Ahab, Moab had revolted
against Israel, so now after the death of Jehoshaphat, Edom revolted
e n s t Judah.
Jehbram died in 844 B.C. and his son Ahaziah, the eighth king of
fhft Davidic dynasty, came to the throne. (To add further to the
confusion of those trying to keep these names straight, Ahariah, the
son of Jehoram of Judah, was' the namesake of Ahaziah, the elder
brother of Jehoram of Israel.)
Ahaziah of Judah was a young man of twenty-two, completely
under the thumb of his mother Athaliah. Judah seemed doomed to be
absorbed by Israel.

I

That this did not happen was due, partly, to Israel's continuing
troubles with Syria.
About the time that Ahaziah became king of a shrunken and tottering Judah, a palace revolution took place in Damascus. When Benhadad I1 of Syria fell sick, one of his courtiep, Hazael, hastened the
death of the old king:

...

2 Kings 8:15.
he [Hazael] took a thick cloth, and dipped
it in water, and spread it on his [Ben-hadad's] face so that he
died: and Haxael reigned in his stead.

Hazael turned out to be a vigorous ruler and under him, in fact,
Syria rose to the peak of its power.
The war over ~amoth-gilead,where Ahab had received his fatal
wound a dozen years before, was renewed now. In the course of
the war, Jehoram of Israel was wounded and forced to retire to
Jezreel, leaving the army under the command of his general, Jehu.
While Jehoram remained in Jezreel, recuperating, his ally (and
nephew) Ahaziah of Judah came to Jezreel, as an assurance, presumably, of his loyalty. Jezebel was still alive, and in Jezreel, and it
might well have been a source of pride to her to see the two kings
together; one her son and the other her grandson. Disaster, however,
was close at hand.

Jehu

'

Jehoram's wound gave the prophetic
its opportunity. A disabled king was useless in time of war and the people might welcome
the opportunity to place a vigorous general on the throne instead.
Such a general was Jehu, who was either a Yahvist or was willing to
become one to gain the throne.
Elisha sent to assure him of the support of the prophetic party
and urged him to assume the kingship. His fellow officers were enthusiastically willing:
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. . .they basted . . .and blew with trumpets, say-

2 Kings 9:i3.
ing, Jehu is king.

Jehu marched instantly on Jezreel with the intention of laying it
under siege and establishing his kingship by executing Jehoram.
Jehoramand Ahaziah, the two kings, came out to meet Jehu's army
and did so, according to {he Biblical writer, in the very vineyard that
had once belonged to Naboth (see page 350). There Jehu killed
Jehoram and when Ahaziah attempted to escape, had him pursued
and killed likewise.
Jezebel, her son and grandson dead, retained her pride and courage
to the end.
2 Kings 9:30. And when Jehu was come to Jezreel, Jewbel
heard of it; and she painted her face, and tired her head, and
looked out at a window.

That is, she put on eye makeup (the Revised Standard Version
renders the phrase "she painted her eyes and adorned her head") to
hide any signs of grief and to show herself even at this last moment
a queen. Posterity, unwilling to give the old queen credit for any
virtue, even that of courage, uses the term "painted Jezebel" to
signify not bravery in the face of disaster, but merely to signify wickedness-usually sexual wickedness, of which there is no Biblical ground
for accusing Jezebel.
From the window, Jezebel taunted Jehu with being another Zimri,
who had killed a king but who had lived to rule only seven days
before giving way to Omri, the founder of the house which Jehu
was now destroying (see page 342).
Jehu did not allow himself to be disturbed by the comparison.
He had Jezebel thrown from the window and killed. Having done that,
he proceeded to take the usual dynastic precautions:
2 Kings 10:il. So Jehu slew dll that remained of the house of
Ahab in Jezreel, and all his great men, and his kInsfoIks, and his
priests, until he left him none renuti'ning.

The house of Omri, Israel's third dynasty, had thus lasted fortyfour years, and had seen four kings: Omri, Ahab, Ahaziah, and
Jehoram. Now, in 843 B.c., the line was at an end and Jehu founded
the fourth dynasty of Israel.

The woiship of the Phoenician god, Melkart, was so intimately
entwined with the house of Oaui that it was good policy for Jehu to
destroy the cult. He lulled its priests and desecrated its temples and
restored Yahvism to its wonted supremacy. However, it was Yahvism
after the fashion of Jeroboam, with its bull-worshiping sanctuaries. To
the more advanced of the prophetic party, this was insufficient
Moreover, the civil war in Israel was Hazael's opportunity. The
army in Kamoth-gilead could scarcely stand before him while Israel
itself was convulsed in political and religious revolution.

..

Kings 10:32. In those elqs *
Haxael smote them in aZl the
of Israel;
2 Kings 1~:33.from Jordan eastvwd, aU the land of Gilead
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Israel, its Trans-Jordanian territories lost, was penned between the
Jordan and the sea.
Jehu had to find help.. None could Ie received from Phoenicia
after ~ehu'sactions against $he Tyrian princess Jezebel and all that
she had represented. Nor could any be expected fromJudah, which
was, temporarily, in the grip of Jezebel's vengeful daughter, Athaliah.
Jehu therefom turned to the one remaining source of h e l p
AsSyria. That powerful nation was still under the rule of Shalmanesa
111, who, nearly fifteen yea& before, had been withstood by the united
forces of Syria and Israel. Now the new king of Israel paid tribute
to Assyria in 841 B.C. and acknowleQed Assyrian overlordship in return for Assyrian help against Syria, thus helping to hasten the day
when Syria and Israel alike would fall prey to the Assyrian power.
The fact of Jehu's tribute to Assyria is known from Assyrian inscriptions; it is not mentioned in the Bible. The Assyrian records call .
Jehu by the then usual title used by them for the kings of Israelthe "son of Omri." This, despite tile fact that Jehu, far from being a
descendant of Omri, had just Killed every such descendant he could
find. Jehu reigned for twenty-eight years, dying in 816 B.C.

The house of Omri still remained in Judah in the person of*
Ahaziah's mother, Athalii, the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel. She

Syria at Its Height

seized power at the news of the slaying of her son Ahaziah by the
usurper, Jehu. To keep herself in power, she destroyed all the males
of the house of David she could find.
2 Kings 11:2. But Jehosheba, the daughter of $ing Joram
[Jehoram of Judah], sistb of Ahaziah, took bash the son of
Ahaziah, and stole him from among the king's sons which were
slain; and they hid him
from Athaliah, so that he was not
slain.
2 Kings 11: 3. And he was with her hid in the house of the
Lord six years. And Athaliah did reign over the kind.

...

If Jehosheba was the daughter of king Jehoram and the sister of
Ahaziah, she must also have, been the daughter of Athaliah, unless
she was the daughter of Jehoram by a concubine. The Bible does not
make that clear. It seems difficult to believe that Athaliah would kill
her own grandsons and it may be that the "king's sons" referred to
are the various male members of the house of David, the sons and
grandsons of Jehoram by various concubines.
The hiding of Jehoash (or Joash) might conceivably have been
intended not so much to save him from death, but to save him from
an upbringing according to Athaliah's religions views.
In 837 B.c., Jehoiada the ~ i g hPriest (and husband of Jehosheba)
felt the time was right. He displayed the person of the boy-king to
the Judean generals and allowed the mystic aura of descent from
David to do its work.
The army was won over and Athaliah was killed. The cult of
Melkart which she had established in Jerusalem was wiped out, and
Jehoash reigned as the ninth king of the Davidic dynasty.
It is interesting to note, thopgh, that Jehoash was the grandson
of Athaliah and the great-grandson of Ahab and Jezebel. Through all
future kings of Judah ran the blood not only of David but also of
Jezebel.
The reign of Jehoash had its share of disasters. Hazael of Syria,
having swept up the Trans-Jordan, circled the Dead Sea, laid siege to
and conquered the Philistine city of Gath, and was then ready to
march against Jerusalem itself. The city was saved only when Jehoash
used the treasures of the Temple as tribute t o Hazael, bribing him,
in effect, to leave Jerusalem in peace.

.

wTWteHH&tted the army lead- of course, and enraged the prfesthood. In 797 B.Q., Jehoash, having so narrowly escaped one palace
revolution when a baby, fell prey to another, and was assassinated by
disaffected conspirators. He bad reigned tfaIT,<y'nine years-forty-five,
,
if the period of Athalidfs usurpation is added to the toll,
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After Jehu's death in 816 B.C. his son Jehoahaz succeeded to the
throne and continued to wage a losing fight against the formidable
Hftzad of Syria. Jehoahaz, after a
feign, died in 800 B.&
and was succeeded by his son Jehoash. (winthe reigning monarchs
of ?&el and Jhdah were, for a few years, nadsakk.)
TKe Syrian tide was beginning to ebb, howder. In 810 B.C, the
Syrian conqueror had died:
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This was Ben-hadad 111, whose proper name, apparently, before he

adapted the royal cognomen, was Mali Israel's temporary salvation lay
riotso much in its own efforts as in the fact that Syria was at this
time being pounded hard by Assyria.
Assyrian power was in a period of rapid decline after the death of
Shdniflneser 111in 824 B.C. (while Jehu was still Mng of Israel) but
id a brief flash of effort kinder Adadnirari 111, it managed to ,besiege
:..
Damascus in 805 B.C. and inflict serious punishment,
,' , ?
'."'Â¥@a' weakness prevented her from completing the conquest of
& f a , bat the hand of Benohadad 111 had been pmtanently enf&bld and Israel in three cgmpaigns under Jehoash was able to recover the territories lost to Hazael.
&The Israelite monarch was supported in these campaigns by the
ultaanationalist prophetic party, of course. In the course of
campaigns, Elisha died and a sorrowing Jehoash was at his bedside,
Â¥'^Elishwas not succeeded by anyone of similar force, and the
OfQpfaetic party in Israel declined and was not an important factor in
the final three quarters of a century of Israel's existence.
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The fortunes of Judah also seemed to take a temporary upturn.
In the reign of Amaziah, Edom, which had retained its independence
for fifty years since the death of Jehoshaphat, was retaken:
2

Kings q:7. He [Arnazkh] $

4of~Edom . . . ten thousand . . .

Amaziah, heartened by this victory, attempted then to break the
subservient alliance that the kings of Jttdah had maintained with the
kings of Israel for eighty years. Unforkately, he was not that strong.
He might beat Edom but in battle with Israel he lost. Jerusalem was
taken by Jehoash of Israd, part
its fortifications were destroyed,
and the Temple was sacked.
Amaziah, as a result of this military humiliation, met the same fate
as his father. In 780 B.c., afterpa ~henteen-~ear
reign, Amaziah was
assassinated and his son Azariah $it on the throne as the eleventh
king of the Davidic dynasty.
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Jeroboam II
In 785 B.C. Jehoash of Israel died and was succeeded by his son
Jeroboam 11, the fourth monarch of the line of Jehu. He reigned for
forty years till 744 B.C. and under him Israel reached the height of
prosperity and power.
Syria's desperate wounding by Assyria combined with the Assyrian
period of weakness that intensified a f t w a r d and left a power vacuum
to the north. Jeroboam I1 filled it:
2 Kings i4:25. He restored the coast of Israel from the entering
of Harnath unto the sea of the @in.

Hamath is a town in northern Syria and the sea of the plain is the
Dead Sea. By (his verse is meant thenthat Israel was in control of all
of Syria, probably in the sense that the cities of Syria were forced to
pay tribute to Jeroboam. (Syrian home rule continued, however, and
there was still a ruler in Damascus who might be called the king of

The Kingdom of Jeroboam I1

Syria.) Judah, as a result of its defeat during the previous reign, was
probably also a tributary, so that for the space of a few decades at
least, the empire of David and Solomon seemed restored.
It was but a brief bit of Indian summer, however, that could
endure only until giant Assyria was on its feet again. It lasted the time
of Jeroboam 11, but scarcely any more,
When Zachariah, the son 'of Jeroboam 11, ascended the throne of
Israel in 744 B.c., he represented the fifth generation of the line of
Jehu, whose great-great-grandson he was. The dynasty had endured
an unprecedented (for Israel) hundred years-but the end was at
hand. Zachariah had been reigning only six months when he was unseated and murdered by a palace conspiracy, and after a month of
confusion, an army officer named hem forced his o h acceptance
as the new lung.

Menahem's hold on the throne was insecure and, as is not uncommon in such cases, he sought foreign help:
2 Kings i5:19. And Pul the king of Assyria came against the
land: and Mendhem gave Put a thousand talents of stiver, that his
hand might be with him to confirm the kingdom in his hand.

Assyria had had prior contacts with Israel (see pages 349 and 365)
but until now it had been Syria that was the prime danger. Now it
was Assyria itself and so although the Biblical writers had ignored
Assyria before, they can do so no longer. In this verse, contact between Assyria and Israel is mentioned for the first time, and it
might be well here to review Assyria's history.
Assyria had been a wealthy and prosperous merchant realm in
Abraham's time and this period of its history is sometimes referred
to as the "Old Assyrian Empire." In the next few centuries, however, Assyria was hard put to it to survive under the pressures of the
great powers of the age: Egypt, the Hittites, and the Mitanni.
It was only after the destruction and anarchy that followed upon
the coming of the Peoples of the Sea that Assyria was to have its
chance again. With the Hittite and Mitanni realms virtually destroyed

and with Egypt weakened and driven out of Asia, Assyria stepped
forward.
About 1200 B.a, while the Israelites were making their way toward
Canaan, the Assyrian king Tukulti-Ninurta (the Biblical Nimrodsee page 53) conquered Babylonia, introducing a period sometimes
called the "Middle Assyrian Empire." T h e Middle Empire reached
the height of its power under Tiglath-Rileser I, who ruled from 1116
to 1078 B.C, during tile period of the judges in Israel.
Tighth-FiIeser I carried his conquests westward and was the first
Assyrian monarch to reach the Mediterranean, doing so in the region
north of Canaan.
T&e Assyrian. hold at t h a t distance was still light and after the
death of Tiglath-Pileser there was a decline. The Aramaean tribes,
advancing southward and eastward from Asia Minor, threw back the
Assyrians and put an end to their Middle Empire. It was as a result
of the gap that followed in Assyrian power that David was able to
establish his own empire over the western half of the Fertile Crescent.
The Aramaeans occupied Syria and were themselves subjected by
David, but in Solomon's time they established the kingdom of
Damascus that was to cost Israel so much in the days of &ab and his
successors.
Once again, Assyria revived. In 883 B.C, when Omri was king of
Israel, a strong Assyrian monarch, Ashumasirpal, came to the throne,
and founded the "Late Assyrian Empire." He reorganized the Assyrian
army and made maximum use of iron weapons and armor. These
were much cheaper than bronze weapons and made it possible for the
Assyrians to equip a mass army of infantry that could smash through
the lighter and more specialized chariot-led armies of their foes.
Ashumasirpal also introduced a policy of extreme cruelty. The
inhabitants of captured cities were fiendishly tortured to death. This
may have resulted from the king's innate sadism or as part of a
delibefate policy for weakening the will of "the enemy through terror.
If the latter was the case, it succeeded, and Ashurriasirpal re-established
the empire of Tiglath-Pileser I, which again reached the Mediterranean.
His son Shalmaneser I11 succeeded to the throne in 859 B.C.
during the reign of Ahab, and Assyrian force, firmly established to
the north, turned southward against Syria and Israel. The battle bf
Karhar in 854 B.C. (see page 349) blunted that drive for the while.
,
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Nevertheless, Assyria's giant strength hovered remorselessly over the
two kingdoms and both, at various times, were forced to pay tribute
to her. The case of ~ e h uhas been mentioned (see page 365).
Shalmaneser died in 824 B.C. and once. again, Assyria was governed
by incompetent rulers and the threat of her armies receded, as she
found herself fighting for her life against the growing might of the
new kingdom of Urartu to the northwest (see page 41). It was in
this interval that first Hazael of Syria and then Jeroboam I1 of Israel
were able to enjoy brief periods of illusory power.
In 745 B.c., just before the death of Jeroboam 11, an Assyrian
general deposed the feeble Assyrian monarch of the moment and
placed himself on the throne as the first of a new dynasty of Assyrian
kings. For a final period of a century and a half Assyria grew great
again-greater than it had ever been before.
The new king is the Biblical "Pul," and this may be a form of
his real name, "Pulu," by which he is listed in the Babylonian annals.
A usurper needs to pile about himself all the emotional values he
can manage and so Pul adopted the glorious name (to Assyrians)
of Tiglath-Pileser and became the third to be so called.
It was Pul, or Tiglath-Pileser 111, who checked the career of the
kingdom of Urartu, defeating it in 743 B.C. And it was to TiglathPileser 111 that Menahem paid tribute.

Rezin
Worse was to follow. In 738 B.c., Menahem's son Pekahiah, the
second king of Israel's fifth dynasty, succeeded to the throne and
carried on his father's pro-Assyrian policy (actually the only safe
and logical one for the times). This did not suit the more rabid war
hawks, however, and the general in chief, Pekah, initiated a conspiracy and killed him, becoming king in 737 B.C. The fifth dynasty
had lasted only seven years.
Pekah then set about forming an anti-Assyrian alliance like that
which had been at least reasonably successful a little over a century
before at Karkar. He allied himself with Rezin of Damascus for
that purpose and they endeavored to bring in Judah as a third member.
Judah had just come through a comparatively prosperous period
in her history. In 780 B.c., Azariah, the eleventh king of the Davidic

line, had succeeded his father Amaziah. In a forty-year reign he led
a Judah which remained quietly in the shadow of Jeroboam 11, and
experienced a reasonable peace and prosperity.
In later life, Azariah developed leprosy and his son Jotham became
regent about 750 B.c., succeeding to the throne as twelfth king of the
Davidic line in 740 B.C.
Jotham was not ready to join the anti-Assyrian alliance, suspecting,
and quite rightly, that the alliance would not succeed and would
merely hasten the day it was intended to stave off. The kings of
Syria and Israel attempted to change Jotham's mind by force.
z Kings 15:37. In those days the Lord began to send agdnst
ludah, Resin the king of Syria, and Pekah [of Israel] ,

..

Judah resisted and the war was still continuing when, Jotham died
and was succeeded by his son Ahaz, thirteenth king of the Davidic
line, in 736 B.C.
The Syrian forces occupied Edom and besieged Jerusalem. In this
connection, the King James Version first makes use of the word "Jew"
as an alternate form of "Judean" or "man of Judah!'
z Kings 16:6.

. . .Resin . . .recovered Ehth . . .and drove the
...

Jews from Elath

although the Revised Standard Version translates the phrase "and
drove the men of Judah from Elath."
Ahaz, seeing the inevitable defeat before him, took the truly desperate expedient of sending tribute to Tiglath-Pileser I11 as a token of
submission, and appealing to him for help.
The Assyrian monarch responded at once and with a strong hand:
2

...

Kings 15:29. In the day8 of Pekah
came TiglathvPibser
and took
Gileud, and
dl the land of Naphtdi.

...

...

...

Nor was Syria to be neglected:

...

Kings 16:9.
the king of As&
and took it
and slew Resin.
2

In 732

...

B.C.

went up against Damascus

the Syrian kingdom came to an end after an existence

of two and a half centuries. Damascus has remained an important and
flourishing city ever since but it came under foreign rule in 732

B.C.
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and remained under foreign rule in unbroken fashion for over twentysix hundred years. Not until AJ). 1941 did Damascus again become
the capital of a native Syrian nation (although it has in times past
become the capital of a large empire under a foreign dynasty).
Thus only thirteen years after (he death of Jeroboam 11, Israel
was virtually confined to the district surrounding Samaria.

With Syria crushed and Israel chastened, all attempts at resistance
in the western end of the Fertile Crescent came, at least temporarily,
to
end. Tiglath-Pileser 111 could turn to the eastern end and
crush a rebellion in Babylonia. (Babylonia was in a state of perennial
revolt against Assyria but all the revolts were crushed~exceptthe
last one.)
Meanwhile, another palace revolutions-tile last one-had upset the
throne of Israel. Pekah, whose reign had been unsuccessful and who
had led his kingdom into disaster against the Assyrians, was assassinated
as a result of a conspiracy led by a man named Hoshea. Hoshea became king in 732 B.C. According to the Assyrian records, Hoshea was
appointed by Tiglath-Pileser I11 or, a t least, did not become king until
he had received Assyrian approval.
While Tiglath-Pileser lived, Hoshea remained submissive to Assyria.
When Tiglath-Pileser died, in 726 B.c., there was an instant stirring.
As stated earlier, the death of a strong king calls forth prompt rebellions on the chance that his successor will be a weakling and that
the confusion of an interregnum will last long enough t o make the
rebellion successful.
Tiglath's son and successor, Shalmaneser V, took quick action,
however. Hoshea was one of those who placed himself in rebellion
on the death of the old king and Shalmaneser turned on him.
2 Kings 17:3. Against him [Hoshea] came up Shalmuneser king
him presents.
of Assyria; and Hoshea became his servant, and

In other words, Hoshea acknowledged Assyrian domination and
Israel became a tributary kingdom. Even so, Hoshea would not have
gotten off so lightly, in all'probability, if Shalmaneser had not had
pressing problems elsewhere.

At the first opportunity after the departure of Shalmaneser's army,
Hoshea judged that various complications would keep the Assyrian
busy indefinitely, and rebelled again. He sought further assurance by
sending for help from abroad:
2

Kings 17:4.

. . . he . . . sent messengers to So king of Egypt,

and brought no present to the king of Assyria

. ..

Again Egypt makes a shadowy appearance in the Bible. The
Libyan dynasty of Sheshonk (the Biblical Shishak) was petering out
into the usual final whimper at about this time. In the delta, a pair of
native kings (the 24th dynasty) ruled briefly, and a line of kings from
Ethiopia in the south also seized power, forming the 25th dynasty.
This is the first impingement of Ethiopia upon Israel, if one
eliminates the highly dubious case of the queen of Sheba (see page
334.
The main core of ancient Ethiopia was located northwest of the
aaodsrn kingdom of that name. It was to be found just south of Egypt
in the territory now occupied by the Sudan. Under the conquering
Pharaohs of the 18th dynasty, Ethiopia was conquered by Egypt
and remained a subject province for four centuries.
About 1100 B.c., toward the end of Egypt's zofh dynasty and well
after the death of her last powerful Pharaoh, Rameses 111, Ethiopia
gained her independence and formed an increasingly powerful state
centered about the city of Napata. This was located on the upper
Nile, near the fourth cataract, quite dose to the modem city of
Merowe in northern Sudan.
This kingdom, consistently called Ethiopia in the English version
of the Bible (and Cush in the Hebrew original) is sometimes called
Nubia to distinguish it from the modem Ethiopia.
By 736 B.C. Ethiopia was beginning to turn the tables on Egypt
and while Assyria was destroying Syria and Israel, the Ethiopians took
over parts of the Nile delta.
It was to the aggressors on the south that Hoshea turned for
salvation from the aggressors of the north. So, king of Egypt, is referred to as Shab'i in the Assyrian records and it is just possible he
may represent Shabaka of the 25th dynasty.

-
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Egypt's motivation is clear. She could not help but view the continuing growth of Assyrian strength with alarm and she did everything
she 'could to encourage rebellions among tile Assyrian vassal states.
Unfortunately, she had virtually no power of her own, and although
she could subsidize and bribe, she could not support. Those nations
which listened to Egyptian bhdishinents and accepted Egyptian
gold invariably found that at the crucial moment, when they faced the
Assyrian army, Egyptian help was nowhere to be found or was, at,best,
inadequate.
In the end it was disaster for everybody-including Egypt

Shalmaneser reacted vigorously again at the news of the renewed
rebellion. He marched against Israel, laid it waste, captured and
deposed Hoshea, and then, in 72; B.c., laid siege to Samaria.
With the courage of despair, Samaria, isolated and hopeless, managed to continue its resistance for three years. Perhaps this resistance
exasperated the Assyrians generally and Shalmaneser was made the
scapegoat In any case, Shalmaneser died in 722 B.c., possibly through
assassination, since a usurper (possibly the conspirator who arranged
the assassination) came to the throne and served as the first monarch
of Assyria's last and most spectacular dynasty.
The usurper again chose a glorious name intended to shed a glow
of honored tradition about himself. He went fat, far back to the
days of S a w n of Agade (see page 50) seventeen centuries before, for
the purpose. Since there was an earlier Sargon in-the list of Assyrian
kings, this new one is known as Sargon 11.
It was Saigon I1 who completed Shalmaneser's work and brought
the siege of Samaria to a quick and successful conclusion, even though
{he Bible does not take note of 'the change in monarch but refers
to him only as "the king of Assyria!'
2 Kings 17:6. In ffus ninth year of Hoshea, the King of Assyria
[Sargon] took SdTfttttW and c a d d Israel away into Assyriu, and
placed them in Halah and in Hdbm "bythe river of Gown, and
in the cities of the Medes.

Habor (Khabur), the River of Gozan
Thus, in 722 B.c., there came to a permanent end the kingdom
of Israel, which had existed for a little over two hundred years since
tlie successful rebellion led by Jeroboam. To those interested in
coincidences, it might be noted that Israel entered Canaan four and
a half centuries before under a Hoshea (Joshua) and now left under
another Hoshea.
Sargon .adopted a procedure introduced by Tiglath-Pileser 111. Instead of pacifying ,a territory by wholesale minder and destruction,
which made it less profitable thereafter to its Assyrian masters, the
same end was attained by deporting #e leading citizens of a nation
to another portion of the empire, while new colonists were brought in.
1p this way, the ties and tradition that bound peoples to the land
were brokep-an important matter to a henotheistic people who
felt themselves deserted by their god-and the will to resist and rebel
atrophied.
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In this case, some twenty-seven thousand Israelites were deported.
This obviously did not rep~sentthe entire population of Israel but it
probably included virtually all the ruling classes: the landowners and
leaders.
They were never heard of again, and they have long been known
to tradition as the "Ten Lost Tribes" of Israel.
Later generations found it difficult to believe that the tribes to
whom God had made so many promises could really be wiped out even
though the Bible ascribes the destruction of those tribes to the fact .
that they had abandoned Yahvism and worshiped idols.
Many people believed legends to the effect that the Ten Tribes
still existed in some remote fastness of Asia or Africa, that they had
established a powerful kingdom, and tfiat they wbuld someday emerge,
glowing with true religion, to rescue the downtrodden Jews (or
Christians, depending on who was devising the legends) from theix
oppressors.
The Jewish historian Josephus, writing eight centuries after the
destruction of Israel, reported that the Ten Tribes still existed beyond
the Euphrates and were a powerful nation. After that. the stories grew
wilder and wilder. The Ten Tribes were supposed to form a powerful kingdom in Ethiopia, or in Mongolia, or even in America.
Some even believed that existing modem nations might be the
descendants of the Ten Tribes. In the nineteenth century, the notion
grew in some circles that the Ten Tribes somehow became the Scythians,
living north of the Black Sea in Greek times, that these became the
Saxons ("Isaac's sons"), and, since these invaded Britain, that the
English people are therefore the descendants of the Ten Tribes.
Surely it is hard to imagine anything more silly than these beliefs
of the so-called "British-Israelite" cult,
What really happened to the Tea Tribes? The apparent truth is
completely unromantic. The Second Book of Kings says, in a slightly
garbled verse, that they were deported to "Halah and in Habor by
the river of Gozan, and in the cities of the Medes."
Habor is almost certainly the river now known as Khabur, which
is a tributary of the Euphrates, flowing into it from the north. The
Khabur River rises in southeastern Turkey and flows generally southward for about two hundred miles through what is now northeastern
Syria. It enters the Euphrates about thirty smiles south of the Syrian
provincial town of Deir wi Zor. Gozan and Halah are cities on the

Khabur. They are referred to as the "cities of the Medes" not because
they werein Median territory at the time, but because they had
come under Median domination a century and a half later whenfe
the material in the Second Book of Kings reached its final f~rm.'-'I-~~;
: W h a t it amounts to, then, is that the Israelites were moved about
450 miles northeastward to the top of the Fertile Crescent. The#
were indeed only about sixty miles east of the city of Haran where
Abraham had sojourned on his way to Canaan (see page 59).
':
- And what happened to the Ten Tribes on the Khabnr 1 b r #
Nothing very 'startling. They undoubtedly intermarried with th^
people of the region, adopted the gods and customs of the'.region,
, . ::it9,.
; A . , ;
and "vanis'hed" by mimilation.
This is what usually happens to tribes who come to be iklat&f
frhm "home base." What happened to the Vandals who l a d 6nc<^.
invaded and conquered North Africa? To the Aiais, who had once"
conquered Hungary? To t h e Khazars, who once controlled
the
. ,
Ukraine? '
'"To be sure, two centuries later, the inhabitants of Judah were dt$
portedand did not assimilate themselves into the new surroundings,
Because the Jews survived (and there )%$kg reasonsp for it), b n ~
wonders why the Israelites did not. That 'however, isthe reverse of
the real problem. One should accept the fact that the Israelitesdid
not survive, arid wonder why the Jews did1 , '
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To eke out the depleted populatimhof Israel, Sargon brought
.
-ih ;:
.
,
mists from other-parts of the Assyrian Empire. r I ' . i
^ ' 2 Kings 17:24. And the king of Assyria brought men from Baby"
'"Ion . and placed them in the cities of %maria instead of th&
,
>
,
.. .
.children of Israel
;
, f ,
,:
,
!<
,
. 11
5 It is these colonists and their
dants that in later books. of .the
.. . I , , > i t } i '.:/l
Bible are referred to as "Sam&ritans,^
A t first the immigrants tried to maintain their own religious thd%
tions, but henotheistic feelings were strong and when natural disaster
.
struck the blame was placed on the fact that:
.I
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Samaria and Surrounding Lands

2 Kings 17:26.
land.

.. .they know not the manner of the God of the

One of the deported priests was therefore returned,

...

...

Kings 17:28.
one of the priests
dwelt in Bethel, and
taught them how they should fear the Lord.
2

This did not, however, bring about friendly relations with the
people of Judah. The Yahvism they were taught was admixed with
what seemed to the Judeans to be all sorts of error.
2 Kings 17:33. They feared the Lord, and served their own gods,
after the manner of the nations [from which they came] ,
2 Kings 17:34. Unto thk day they do after their former manners...

..

The Samaritan religion became, in effect, a kind of Yahvistic
heresy, and the orthodox of Judah would by no means accept that and
. seemed more hostile at times to the heretics than to the outright
pagan. (This kind of attitude also existed among Christians of later
centuries, so it is not as puzzling as it 'might be.) Much of later
Biblical history involves a running and irreconcilable feud between
the Judeans and the Samaritans, an odd shadow of the original feud
with a similar territorial basis between David and Saul and between
Rehoboam and Jeroboam.
Sennacherib

,

Only Judah was left now. In 720 B.c., two years after the end of
Israel, Ahaz died, and his son Hezekiah (the fourteenth king of the
Davidic dynasty) came to the throne.
Under him for some years there was a period of peace and even of
relative prosperity as he. was careful to do nothing to offend Assyria.
Under him also, the prophetic party achieved full domination. Isaiah,
an important and influential spokesman of -Yahvism, flourished in his
reign, and no doubt the Judeans were impressed by the continual insistence on the part of the Yahvists that the reason Israel had come to
a bad end was its addiction to idol worship.
Sargon meanwhile continued his victorious career, defeating Urartu

to the north so badly that it entered a period of decline and played
no significant part in history thereafter. He also managed to keep the
turbulent Chaldean tribes, which now controlled. Babylonia, under contrdi, though they were a continual source of trouble for him.
However, in 705 B.C. Sargon died, and this was the signal for conspirades and rebellions against Assyria. Hezekiah, encouraged by the
nationalist prophetic party, was among those who stopped payment of
tribute.
Sdrgon's son, however, had succeeded to the throne and was not to
N trifled with. He had to tend to serious rebellions i n Babylonia but
eventually, in 701 B.c., he turned his attention to Judah:

. . . did senmeherib king of Assyrid - come

- 2 Kings 18:13. Now

Â¥u against all the fenced cities of

fidah, and took them.

Sennacherib is the Biblical version of the name .of Sawn's son,
which might, more accurately, be given as Sinakhe-erba.
Hezekiah at once gave in and offered tribute but Sennacherib was
not to be so mollified. His army advanced and laid siege to Jerusalem.
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It would seem that if the ~ssy&n army hid been allowedto concentrate its full efforts upon Jerusalem, the city must have fallen.
However, that was not to be. Assyria's cruelties in establishing its empire brought its own nemesis in its wake for its subjects revolted at
every possible chance and the last century of Assyria's existence was
one long battle against rebellion with her monarchs scarcely able to
draw a free breath between.
The Bible, unfortunately, is not entirely clear as to exactly what
happened in this particular case, since attention is concentrated on the
propaganda exchanges between the besiegers and besieged, rather than
upon military events beyond ~erusalqn.However, one can deduce that
Sennacherib had to detach forces to take care of trouble farther west.

..

2 Kings 19:9.
. he heard say of Tirhakah king of Ethiopia,
Behold he is come out to fight against thee

. ..

By the king of Ethiopia is meant one of the Ethiopian rulers of the
Nile delta. The one in question may be Taharqa.

,

Tirhakah, or Taharqa, was badly defeated, but even the defeat distracted the Assyrians and helped Jerusalem, and in the end Sennacherib
was forced to leave Judah without taking the capital.
The reasons for this are varied. The Bible attributes it to a plague
which suddenly struck and killed 185,000 Assyrians in the army in
I
one night.
The Greek historian Herodotus doesn't mention the siege of Jerusalem, but he does speak of Sennacherib's campaign against Egypt
and he describes a sudden retreat of the Assyrians, too, explaining that
it took place because a plague of mice had gnawed their arrows and
quivers and the leatherwork of their shields.
As for the records of Sennacherib, they speak only of victories, of
a besieged Jerusalem, of tribute sent him by Hezekiah.
The indisputable fact, however, is that while Jerusalem was besieged as Samaria had been besieged a quarter century earlier, Jerusalem survived, where %maria did not Judah retained its national
identity where Israel had not.
On the other hand, the fact is just as indisputable that J d a h sustained severe damage, that its land had been laid waste, that its
capital had barely escaped destruction, and that the end was merely
that Judah was still a tributary of Assyria. ,
Undoubtedly, although ,the Bible treats the episode as a great victory redounding to the credit of Isaiah and the prophetic party, the
prophetic party lost much prestige. It was a victory that was hard to
distinguish from a disaster.

Sennacherib came to a bad end, for he was assassinated while
supervising at religious rites in 681 B.C. Two of his own so* we& the
assassins, but a third son defeated the parricides and drove them into
exile, assuming die throne himself:
2

Kings 19:37.

. . .And Esarhaddoa his son reigned in his stead.

The Bible tells us nothing more of Esarhaddon (Assur-ah-iddin),
but he was the third capable member of the line of Sargon 11.
Esarhaddon recognized the fact that Assyria would never have rest
until the rebellions that cropped up constantly here and there in die

The Assyrian Empire under Esarhaddon

realm ceased. He did not see that it was Assyrian policy itself that
was responsible, but placed the blame on Egyptian gold.
He therefore decided to strike the poison at the source. He marched
an army into the Nile delta, defeated the Egyptians in 671 B.c., and
took over control of Egypt. For the space of a generation, the northern
half of the kingdom was more or less under Assyrian control, though
it remained restless and the native leaders still waited their chance in
the south.

There is no question but that one of the reasons forthe survival of
Judah lay in the fact that the Assyrian kings had always to concentrate
on, first and foremost, Babyloiiia.
For three centuries, Babylonia had been more or less under the
domination of Assyria. Conscious of a past history af over two thousand years and of great empires of their own, the Babylonians never
entirely submitted but rose time and again.
In the last few decades, the rough Chaldean tribes that had emerged
from the Arabian deserts south of Babylonia had been encroaching on
Babylonia and by Sargon's time, they were in control of Babylon itself.
Sargon and Sennacherib were forced into chronic warfare with the
Chaldean leader Marduk-apal-iddin, a name which, in the Bible,
is distorted into Merodach-baladan and, in the Second Book of Kings,
through a misprint which has been piously retained across the centuries,
into Berodach-baladan. ,
The Chaldean sought for allies everywhere among the enemies outside the Assyrian Empire and the rebels within the empire. Among the
latter was Hezekiah,

. ..king of Baby-

a Kings 20:12. At that time Berodach+bdladan
lon, sent letters and a present to Hezekidk

It is not certain when this embassy took place. It may have occurred
in the early days of Sennacherib's reign and may have been a direct
cause of the campaign of that monarch against Jerusalem. Perhaps, too,
it was action by Merodach-baladan that forced Sennacherib to lift the
siege of Jerusalem.
Merodach-baladan was eventually defeated by Sennacherib, but while

he<-occupiedAssyrian energies, so much the less temained to be expemded on Judah.
,
The propheticparty disapproved of dealings of this sort, for they were
isolationists as well as nationalists. To the monarchs of thetime, the
combination of isolationism and nationalism-seemed suicide. One
either submitted to the ruling empire, or one sought andfound allies
before rebelling.
Manasseh

'

Hezekiah died in 693 B.c., and his twelve-year-old son Manasseh,
the fifteenth king of the Davidic line, ascended the throne and ruled
for fifty-five years.
,
Now the disastrous rebellion against Sennacherib came back to
plague the prophetic party. Assyria continued strong and was simply
not to be withstood. Undoubtedly, the prophets continued 'to preach
singlehanded rebellion and trust in God, but Manasseh and his advisers would not have any of that
l
The prophetic party was therefore suppressed with violence;

a Kings
MUCH...

21:16.

Moreover Manasseh shed innocent blood very

and tradition has it that Isaiah himself found a martyr's death in the
course of this reign.
And yet, Manasseh's reward was that he secured for Judah pea* and
prosperity during a long fifty-five-year reign-the .longest in Biblical
annals. It might seem on the face of it that Man~sehand Judah were
being rewarded by a pleased Deity but ,when the Yahvists gain4 control later on, Manasseh's memory was vilified. If he had statesmanlike
motives for his actions, they were suppressed and forgotten.
Manasseh's system continued in the short reign of his son Amon,
who ruled from 639 to 638 B.C. as the sixteenth king of the Davidic line.

In 638 B.c., Amon's son Josiah, the seventeenth king of the Davidic
line, ascended the throne as an eight-yearold boy, and now there
came a mighty change.
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For one thing, Assyria was suddenly, and quite unexpectedly, falling
upon evil days. She was suppressing rebellions with clearly greater
effort. The hopes of all the subject nations, including Judah, were rising. The vision of freedom was before theireyes and nationalist movements woe gaining strength everywhere. In Judah, that nationalist
movement was embodied in the prophetic party.
As the young Josiah matured, he proved to be susceptible to the
regenerating nationalism and was sympathetic to Yahvism. The last
strong king died in 625 B.C. when Josiah was twenty-one and the
Assyrian Empire began to fall apart almost at once. By 620 B.Cv things
had matured to the point where the priesthood could safely suggest the
appropriation of funds for the repair of the Temple. The Temple
had, naturally, undergone considerable deterioration during the long
period under which the anti-Yahvist kings Manasseh and Amon had
been on the throne.
In the course of these repairs, a discovery was made:

Kings 22:8. And Hilkiah the high- priest said unto Shaphmz the
scribe, I have found the book of the law in the house of the Lord.
2

The "book of the law" is usually identified by Biblical scholars as
part of the Book of Deuteronomy. This may actually have been reduced
to writing in 650 B.C. during the long and, for the Yahvists, horrible
reign of Manasseh. The Yahvist tradition play well have seemed in danger of perishing and the set@ commitment of that tradition to writing
may have seemed the only way out. The book would then have been
hidden in the Temple and been brought forth only when a new king,
sympathetic to Yahvism, was on the throne.
Josiah, greatly impressed by the words of Deuteronomy, led Judah
into a complete and thoroughgoing revival. Ebry scrap of idolatry was
removed from the land. For instance:
2 Kings 23:10. And he defiled Topheth, which is in the Vaney of
the children of Hinnom, that no k z might make his son or his
daughter to pass through, the fire to Molech.

Manasseh had, according to the Bible, himself sacrificed his son to
Molech (see page 163) and Topheth was (he name given to the furnaces at which this was done.
The furnace used for the rites in Judah was located in the "valley of
the children of Hinnom." The phrase "of Hinnom" is "Ge-Hin-

nom" in Hebrew. This valley curves past the southern end of Jerusalem
and joins the valley of Kidron.
Such was the horror felt by the later Jews at the sort of religious
rites that went on at the Topheth in'&?-Hinnom, and such the strong
association with a kind of destructive fire, that both words (Tophet
and Gehenna in English) became synonymous with Hell.
Josiah's reformation was complete and was climaxed by a celebration
of the Passover:
2 Kings 2322. Surely there was not hold/en such a +over
from
the days of the iudges that iudged Israel, nor in all the days of the
kings of Israel, nor of the kings of Judah.

This was the final victory of Yahvism among the Judeans. Succeeding
kings might backslide but the people did not. Military disaster seemed
but to strengthen their beliefs. From this point on, then, Yahvisa
which had earlier been merely one of the sects competing for a hold on
the people of Israel and Judah, begins its transition to Judaism, the r e
ligion of the Jewish people.
Pharaoh-wchh
But Josiah's fate was bound up with the great events taking place
in the world beyond the narrow confines of Judah.
Esarhaddon's conquest of Egypt did not end rebellions in Assyxia.
Rather, it meant that Assyria had a new area of rebellion to worry
about, for Egypt was itself seedling with continual unrest. Indeed,
when Esarhaddon died in 668 B.c., it was while he was marching
toward Egypt to put down a rebellion.
He was succeeded by his son As~hurbanipal,the fourth king of the
line of Saigon I1 and the last great king of Assyria, but one who is not
mentioned in the Bible at all. Asshurbanipal was not a great conquering
king, though he managed to put down rebellions and defend the empire against barbarian incursions. He is best known as a patron of culture and he collected the greatest library the world had yet seen.
Ever since the reign of Sargon 11, the Cimmerians, barbarians from
the north of the Black Sea (see page 46), had been pouring southward into Asia Minor and into Assyrian territory. Assyria had been able
to defeat them only with great effort and at great cost Asshurbanipal
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Necho's Expedition
had to lead two expeditions into rebellious Egypt and fight two bitter
campaigns against the Chaldeans in Babylonia. He had also to fight
against the barbarian Medes to the east of Babylonia.
By main force, Assyria was held together, but mote and more its
strength was a matter of outer show only. The Assyrian Empire was like
a hollow structure with the walls growing thinner and thinner. It
looked well but one good, hard knockThe subject nations sensed this and waited eagerly and, as mentioned
earlier, nationalist movements grew stronger.
Asshurbanipal died in 625 B.c., five years before Josiah's reformation, and that was the signal for (he final rebellion. The Chaldeans of
Babylonia joined forces with the Medes and together they attacked the
'Assyrian homeland. The.Assyrian arniy, finally stretched beyond endurance, broke. Nineveh, the Assyrian capital, was taken in 612 B.C. and
the Assyrian Empire came to an end and the conquerors divided the
spoil among themselves.
For a few years, however, a remnant of the Assyrian Empire, centered

Haran (see page 59), held out under a general named Ashur-

a-

uballit.

-

Meanwhile, important events were transpiring in Egypt,too. The rebellion that had been in progress &ere at the
of Esarhaddon's
death was never properly repressed by Asshurbanipal, who found
himself intensely busy elsewhere. Egypt could not be quieted.
Psamtik, an Egyptian general who ruled the delta as a viceroy for
the Assyrians, took over in his own name andby 652 B.C. he controlled
the country. He became Psamtik I, first Pharaoh of the 26th dynasty,
and established his capital at Sals, a city on a western branch of the
Nile,near the Mediterranean, about 17s miles northwest of Memphis.
For this reason, the period during which the 26th dynasty ruled is
known as {he Saitic period.
In 610 B.c., two years after the destruction of Nineveh, Psimt& I
died and was succeeded by his son Necho, known in the Bible as
Pharaoh-nechoh.
Kings 23:q. In his[Josiah's] days Pharaoh-nechoh king of Egypt
4 @nst the king of Assyria to the river Euphrates': and
king J W h went (tsflinst him; and. he [Pharaoh-nechoh] slew him
[Josiah] at Megiddo,
2

went

. ..

The king of Assyria here referred to can only have been Ashur-uballit
at Haran. Necho wanted his share of the Assyrian spoils, and to keep
W d e a from becoming too powerful, while Josiah &s anxious to keep
Necho out of Asia in order that he himself might control Syria as in the
tune of Solomon.
The armies met at Megiddo in Samaritan tenitoly about fifty-five
miles north of Jerusalem in 608 B.C. It was a spot where, over six centunes before, Thutmose I11 had fought a gigantic battle against the
Canaanites (see page 122). Almost as though the days of the Egyptian
Empire had returned, Necho won a victory, Josiah was killed, and
Egyptian power was established in the soufhwest comer of Asia.
Josiahhad reigned for thirty years and now he was succeeded by .his
son Jehoahaz, the eighteenth Idng of the Davidic line, but the choice
did not please Necho. He eamed off Jehoahaz to life imprisonment
in Egypt and established Jehoialdm, another son of Josiah (and the
nineteenth king of the Davidic line) in his place.
For a while Jehoiakim remained an Egyptian puppet, faithfully
paying tribute to Necho. To do that, he had to recede from the Yahdst
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position of his father. He could not listen to the nationalist prophetic
party which had brought death to Josiah when he fought Egypt without
allies, in the approved prophetic fashion.
2 Kings z&.
And he [Jehoiakim] did
the sight of the Lord

...

that which

was aS in

Necho's adventure in imperialism did not last long.
The Chaldean leader who had mounted the successful campaign"
against the Assyrian Empire and who had taken the Assyrian capital at
Nineveh was Nabopolassar, who, under &shurbanipal, had served as
viceroy of Babylonia.
Having accomplished that task of taking Nineveh, and spending
some years in consolidating his victory, he then sent his forces westward
against Necho, placing those forces d a h i s son. The son's name was
Nabu-kudum-usur ("Nebo defend @e boundary"), which comes out
in the Bible as Nebuchadrezzar. The father died in 605 B.C. before the
campaign was finished and (he son ascended the throne as Nebuchadnezzar I1 (Nebuchadnezzar I bad reigned five bundled years earlier
over Babylonia).
The empire of Nabopolayar and Nebuchadnezzar is variously known
as the "New Babylonian Empire^'? fbe "Nep-Babylonian Empire," and
the "Chaldean Empire."
In the first year of his reign, ~ e b q c h q d n m
ke~t Nedio at Carche.
mish. Carchemish had once been an important city of the Mitanni and,
later, of the Hittites. It had been captured'hy Thutmose I11 for the
Egyptian Empire, and by Sargon I1 for (he Assyrian Empire. It was
located on the upper Euphrates River on what is now the boundary
between Syria and Turkey, about sixty miles west of Haran and nearly
five hundred miles north of Jerusalem.
Nebuchadnezzar was completely victorious at Carchemish and
Necho, his dreams of Asian glory forever gone, scuttled back to Egypt
and remained there till his death in 593 B.C.
Meanwhile Nebuchadnezzar cleaned up the last pockets of Assyrian
resistance at Haran by 601 B.C. He could then turn his attention in
600 LC. to minor problems such as Judah.

.
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2 Kings 24:~.
Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came up, and
Jehoiakim became his servant three years: then he turned and rebelled against him.

Judah switched from being an Egyptian tributary to being a Babylonian one. Its rebellion in 597 B.C. was, of course, worse than useless.
Jehoiakim died at its beginning after an eleven-year reign and his son
Jehoiachin ascended the throne as the twentieth king of the Davidic
line.
Jehoiachin only feigned for three months, for Nebuchadnezzar laid
siege to the rebellious Jerusalem in 597 B.c., taking the city, stripping it
of whatever he could find, and carrying off the king and the principal
men to the number of ten thousand.
Jerusalem and Judah remained in being, however, and Nebuchadnezzar appointed Jehoiachin's uncle' (the brother of Jehoiakim and the
third son of Josiah to sit on the throne) to the throne. The new king,
taking the name of Zedeldah, was the twenty-first king of the Davidic
line-and the last.
He began as a docile puppet of the Chaldean monarch, but as once
Hoshea had been lured into fatal revolt by promised help from So of
Egypt that never materialized, so now Zedekiah was lured into a revolt
just as fatal by an Egyptian promise just as false.
In 587 B.C. Zedekiah rose and the Babylonian army returned to the
siege. After a year and a half, the city was taken. Zedeldah and a
remnant of the army tried to flee but were smashed near Jericho.
Zedekiah was imprisoned and blinded, his sons were executed, and
further deportations depopulated the land. The kingdom of Judah came
to an end 427 years after the accession of David to the throne, and the
Temple itself was destroyed.

There remained Judeans in Judah, of course, even after the deportations, and Nebuchadnezzar appointed a governor to rule them.
z Kings 2s:zz.

. . . Nebuchadnezzur . . . over them . . . made

Gedaliah the son of Ahikam, the son

of Shaphan, ruler.

Gedaliah was the grandson of the scribe who, in the reign of Josiah,
had received the news of the discovery of the Book of Deuteronomy

and who had carried that news to Josiah. Now, thirty-four years after
that discovery and the great Passover that had climaxed it, Judah was
half empty and the scribe's grandson ruled over the remnant
Gedaliah tried to build anew but the people, fearing further punishment hom Nebuchadnezzar, assassinated him and many fled to Egypt.
Judah was more desolate than ever.

The Jews in Babylonia might well have been assimilated and might
have*disappeared" as the Israelites in Assyria had a century and a half
before. As it turned out (with important consequences in world history) they did not. They survived to return to Judah and to cany on
their,traditions and their culture.
It is rather fitting, therefore, that the SecondBook of Kings does not
end with the destruction of ~erusaleband the Temple, the end of
Judah, and the emptying of the land. Rather, if goes a little past that
to show something that leads like the faint promise of a beginning of
better days.

. . .in the seven.and thiweth year of the captivity
. . .EvO-vfv~fodach.. .did lift up the
head of Jehoiachin . . . out of #&on.
z Kings zs:z7.

of Jehoiachin king of ]u&h

Nebbchadnezzar had died in 562 B.C. and was succeeded by his s&
Amd-Marduk ("man of Marduk"), which, in the Bible, becomes "Evilmeeod&h."
He apparently took a kindlier attitude toward the captive Jews, freeing Jehoiachin, who had been briefly king of Judah at the time of
Nebuchadnezzar's first siege of the city.
He may have thought of re-establishing the Jews in their homeland
but he did not reign long enough to carry that thought through, if he
had it at all. In 560 B.C, he was lolled pi a palace conspiracy, and the
Jews remained captive for another generation.
It is on this moment of renewed optimism, however, that the Second
Book of Kings ends.

.
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Adam
Following the Book of 2 Kings is a pair of books ( I Chronicles and
2 Chronicles) that, in a sense, recapitulate the whole of the Bible from
the beginning to the fall of Jerusalem.,
These books were written after the return &om e
aak in Babylon. It
was usual to suppose, earlier, that they were written as late as 300 or
even 250 B.c., but more recent dainldng on Qss subject seems to favor
a date as early as 400 B.C.
The Hebrew tifle of the books is '"DflMC Hayyainh" meaning "reoords of the times," for which "chronicles"
certainly an adequate
translation. When the Bible was translated feto the Greek,however,
the translators found the books roost significant in the sense that they
supplied fuller information concerning the history of Judah than was
contained in (he Boob 6f 1 and 2 Kings. For that reason they referred
to the books as "Paialeipomenon" (concerning things omitted").
This name & retained (in Latin spelling) in the Catholic translations
of the Bible, where one can find i and 2 Paralipomenon in place of
I and 2 Chronicles.
In the Hebrew Bible, the Books of i and a Chronicles are placed in
(he third and least esteemed division, "The Writings,".because of their
late composition. What's mow, they are placed at the very end of the
section, which makes them the last of all the books in the Hebrew
canon.
In the Latin translation and in the various English versions that

T h e Empire of David and Solomon
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stem from it, the Books of i and 2 Chronicles follow (more logically,
perhaps) immediately after i and 2 Kings, so much of which they
repeat.
The situation at the time the "Chronicler" was writing was one that
was completely different from that prevailing while the kingdom of
Judah existed. It was then only patriotic to believe that the kingdom
and the Davidic line that ruled it would continue forever, and this
belief is reflected in the Bible. Thus, Nathan the Prophet quotes the
words of the Lord to David:
2 Samuel '7116.And t h h house and thy longdom shall be d a b
Ushed for ever before thee

. ..

But the Chronicler and his generation knew well that the kingdom
of Judah had come to an end in 586 B.C. and that no Icing of the
line of David had reigned for nearly two centuries and that, moreover,
there was no immediate prospect of the re-establishment of the kingdom
under a Davidic monarch.
It became necessary to interpret history in another fashion, then,
and to understand the words of God, as given in tradition, in another
way. The Chronicler therefore set about writing a history that would
yield that interpretation.
For his purposes, it was necessary to get through the very earliest
ages in only the briefest possible way and this could be done through
a list of genealogies. Not only would' genealogies be the most economical way of reaching the essential moment at, which he wanted to begin his history proper, but it would also be of devouring interest to the
Jews*
The Exile had broken the chain of tradition that had marched
down the centuries during the time of the kingdoms, and had wiped
out many records. Family relationships may have become fuzzy and
national pride had bitten the dust in the decades of imprisonment.
Through an adequate listing of authentic genealogies, each returning
Jew could place himself accurately in the tribal system and society
could renew itself properly.
And so it comes about that the first word of i Chronicles is Adam:
1

Chpicles

1:i.

Adam, Sheth, Enosfh

JuM
The first chapter suffices for the hasty recital of names that serves
to take care of all the Biblical genealogies bat those of Jacob (Israel);.
Beginning with Chapter 2, the genealogy of the twelve tribes of Israel
.
can bfpven.
I n the earlier books of the Bible, the tnties are treated in the
traditional order of their seniority. Reuben comes first, then Simeon,
then Levi, and only then Judah-the fourtheborn. The Chmnicler was
aware of this:

.

,

1 Chronicles 5:1.
rael..

.

... the sons of Reuben the firstborn of Is-

Nevertheless, from the vantage point of 400 LC., it is dear that the.
important tribe is Judah:
,
1 Chronicles 5:z. For Judah prevailed above
him came the chief r u b

. ..

brethren, and of

and therefore the genealogy of Judah was taken up first in defiance
of birthright. It was, moreover, taken up in greater detail than that
of atay of 'the other t o i s . ^In fact, the fourtribes that made up the
kingdom of Judah (Judahibelf; Simeon, which had been amalgamated
into Judah's tribal system before David; Benjamin; and ~ e v i )are
treated in' a total of 258 verses, while the h i n i n g tribes of the
forever-vanished kingdom of Israel receive a total of fifty verses. And
Judah itself has the lion's share~onehundred verses.

Boaz
As quickly as he can, the ~hroniclerproceeds to the ancestry o f
David and this goes in part:
1

I

...

Chronicles 6:11.
and Salma begat Boaz,
Chronicles 6x2. And Booz begat Obed

...
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No mention is made of Boaz having begotten Obed by Ruth (see
page 265). This is not because the Chronicler ignores women corn
pletely, for in listing the sons of Judah, he says:
1 Chronicles z:+

and Zen&

.. .

And T a m his daughter in law bare him Pharez

The Book of Ruth may have been written at about the time that
the Chronicler was working on his own writings and it is not at all
hard to believe that he was aware of its contents (for it had to be
popular or it would not have g o b into tile Hebrew canon).
Two possibilities suggest themselves, each with a certain plausibility.
The Book of Ruth may, indeed, have been a piece of historical fiction
and no such woman as Ruth may have appeared in the early records
,
which the Chronicler used as his source material.
Or else, if the writer of the Book of Ruth,made use of an authentic
tradition then it may be that the Chronicler deliberately refused to
use it. The Chronicler was on the side of those who favored a rigid
exclusivism among the returning Jews, a putting away of foreign wives,
and the Book of Ruth was written to ptesent the other side (see page
265). The Chronicler might have preferred to ignore, therefore, the
part-Moabite ancestry of David

When Jesse is reached, his children are listed, including David (his
youngest son) and two sisters:

.

Chronicles 2:15.. . D a v i d . , ,
1 Chronicles 2:16. Whose sisters were Z@ah and Abigail
i

...

If the Chronicler is correct then some af David's heroes are close
relatives. Thus, h i a h had three Sons: Abishai, Joab, and Asahel, who
were all David's lieutenants in his early days as an outlaw. In particular,
Joab rose to be commaqder in chief. All three were David's nephews.
Again, Abigail was the mother of h a w , who was Absalom's general
(see page 313) and who briefly replaced Joab as commander in chief.
He, too, was a nephew of David, which may help account for David's
leniency after the crushing of Absalom's rebellion.

Solomon
I

The third chapter begins with a listing of David's sons. Nineteen
of them are listed and the list is by no means exhaustive.
1 Chronicles 3:9. These were all the sons
sons of the concubines

. ..

of David, beside the

Of these Solomon is the tenth listed so that thew might possibly
have been at least nine sons ahead of him in line for the throne.
The deaths of the first and third (Amnon and Absalom) in the life
time of avid are described in 2 Samuel, and the fourth (Adonijah)
lived to dispute the succession. Of the rest nothing is known.
Theye follows immediately the line of descent of Solomon, which
includes only 'those who were Icings of Judah:
1 Chronicles 3:10. And Solomon's son was Rehoboam, Abut [Abijam] his son, Asa his son, Jehoshaphat his son,
,
1 Chronicles 3:11. Joram his son

. ..

Starting with David, son succeeded father as king of Judah down
to Josiah, a list of seventeen generations, quite a remarkable record for
any dynasty.

With Josiah, there is for the first time more than one son listed:

...

3:15. And the sons of Josiah were
Johanan
Jehoiakim . Zedekiah
Shallum.
1 Chronicles 3:16. And the sons of Jehoiakitn; Jeconiah
1 Chronicles

...

..

...
. ..

Upon Josiah's death in the battle of Megiddo, one of his sons
succeeded to the throne, Jeboahaz, and this one is not listed by that
name in verse 3:15. In the Book of Jeremiah, however, that prophet
(who lived at the time and witnessed the events) speaks of the matter:

. . . Shallum the son of Jw'ah . . . reigned in. ..

Jeremiah 22:13..
stead of Josiah

...
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Jeremiah 22:12.
he shoB die in the p&ice whither they have
led him cafstive.
Jehoahaz was indeed taken captive by Pharaoh-nechoh and kept in
captivity to his death (see page 392). It would seem, then, that
Shallum was the personal name of the prince and Jehoahaz was his
"throne name," assumed when he became king. kt is not at all an
uncommon practice fox a person to change his nape upon becoming
ling. Sometimes the name is changed in order to choose one that
has associations with the throne, so that Mad of Syria became Benhadad upon becoming king (see page 368) and Pulu of Assyria became Tiglath-Pileser (see page 373). In modem times,(he best-known
case of systematic name-changing upon achieving high position is the
case of the Pope. at om& Achille Ratti became Pins XI in. 1922;
Eugenio Pacelli &cceeded him as Pius XI1 in 1939; Angelo Roncalli .
succeeded him as John -11
in 1958; and Gioyanni Montini sue,
ceeded him as Paul VI in 1963.
Apparently Shallum/Jehoahaz was appointed king by popular acclaim despite the fact that h e h the youngest of Josiah's sons:
2 Kings 23:30.
And the people of the land took Jehoahax,
andmadehimhg...

.

.. .

It might be conjectured that this was because he was the most antiEgyptian of Josiah's sons and therefore most popular. This may be
why Necho had him removed at once and replaced with Jehoialjm,
whom he may have considered more tractable and who was, in any
case, the oldest surviving son of Josiah and therefore the one with
the best claim to the throne pyway. (The eldest son, Johanan, of
whom nothing more is heard, may have died in Josiah's lifetime.)
Jehoiakim is the first long of Judah to replace a brother rather than
a father. In his case, the name by which he is listed in I Chronicles
is already his throne name:
2 Kings 23:34. And FWraoh-nechoh made Eliakim
King.
and turned his name to Jehoidkim.
Jehoialdtn was succeeded by his son Jehoiachin, whose name is given
in i Chronicles as Jeconiah.
Jehoiachin (Jeconiah) was on the throne only a short while before
being taken and earned off into lifelong captivity by Nebuchadnezzar
(sharing the fate, .if not the captor, of Ins uncle Jehoahaz).

.. . . .
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In his place, Nebuchadnezzar put on the throne the one remaining
son of Josiah; the prince whose name is given as Zedekiah in yi5.
This, too, is a throne name:

z Kings 24:17. And the king of Babylon mode Mattunidh
and changed his name to Zedekiah.

king

...

...

Zedekiah was the last reigning king of Judah.

Johanan

,

In-a way, though, it is Johanan, Josiah's first-born (who probably
died young) who bears the most interesting name. Johanan is a shortened version of ~ehohanai,meaning "Yahveh is gracious."
he name "Johanan" appears only once in the Biblical books coming before i Chronicles and that once is at the very end of the book
immediately preceding-2 Kings. The name was that of an army officer
of the time of Gedaliah:

z Kings 25:23.
son of Careah,

.. . there came to Geddliah . .. Johanan the

...

In the later books of the Bible, the name is mentioned more often.
Remember, now, that the initial "J" in English versions of Biblical
namesr is equivalent to the Hebrew lettet "yodh," which represents the
sound "y." The Greeks would start such a name with their letter
"iota" which we write "1,"and which also sounds like a "y" at the
beginning of a word. I t is natural, then, that the Greek version of
"Johanan" would be "loannes" if we allow further for the absence
of the "h" in the Greek alphabet and for the Greek habit of placing
an "s" at the end of almost all names. This is easily seen to be
equivalent to the German "Johanna," and this, in turn, is easily
shortened to the English "John."
In. other words, however strange the name "Johanan" may appear
to us when we come across it in the Old Testament, it is the same
name that we find as "John" in English versions of the New Testament, and is the name that in one form or another is most common
of all among Europeans and men of European ancestry.
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Jeconiah

The last part of the third chapter tncw the line of David through

the Exile. It begins with Jeconiah (Jehoiachin),the grandson of Josiah,

who was briefly king of Judah in 597 B.C. and who was carried off
to dale by Nebuchadnezzar. He remained alive add even survived to
be well treated by Amel-Marduk (Eviknerodach) after Nebuchadnezzaes death (see page 396).
1

Chronicles 3x7. And the sons of Jewniah; Assfr, Sakithiel

...

Eight sons are listed, but the first, Assir, is not really a son. It
means "captive" and the Revised Standard Version translates verse
3:17 (using an alternate version of Salathiel's name) : "and the sons
of Jeconiah, the captive; Shealtiel."
The sons of Pediab, Jmniah's third son, are given, and then those
of Zerubbabel the oldest son of Pediah, and so on.
In the volume of the Anchor Bible which deals 1 with 1 Chronicles,
the following approximate birth years are given:
Pedaiah
Zerubbabcl
Hananiah
Shechaniah
aemaiah
Neariah
Elioenai
Hodaviah

'

I

595 B-cL
570 B.C.
545 B.G ,
520 B.C.
495 3.0.
470
445 B.c*
420 B.C.

~

Hodaviah, according to the genealogy, is the eighth generation after
Jeconiah and the twenty-sixth generation after David.
Hodaviah was the eldest son of Elioenai and he had six younger
brothers, of whom Anani was the youngest The Anchor Bible estimates that the birth date of the youngest son &as about 40; B.C.
Thus, the line of David is followed through for +early two centuries
after the end of the kingdom and the fact that the record ends with
Anani is one indication that the Chronicler might have been writing
about p B.C.
The careful manner in which the Chronicler details the genealogy

'
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through Benjamin that one approaches the genealogy of Saul and it
is with the death of Saul that the Chronicler intends to begin his
history proper.

.. .

. ..

Chronicles 8:33.
Saul begat Jonathan
Chronicles 8:34, And the son of Jonathan was Merib-bad;
and Merib-baal begat Micah. '
I

1

I

Merib-baal is an alternate name of Mephibosheth (see page 309)
and through Micah, Saul's daeeadants are continued many generations, presumably to the ti- of exile. Apparently, the line of Saul
(though reduced by David's policy to Mephibosheth alone) managed
to flourish. Referring to the later members of the line:
1 Chronicles 8:40. -And the sons o f Vlam
and sons' sons, an hundred and fifey.

... had many sons,

It is interesting to note> though, that at PO time,past David's reign
is there a record of any attempt to restore the line of Saul.
David
David, the human hero of the Chronicler's history, is not a hero in
his capacity as a human being, but rather as an ideal founder of Temple-worship. Of his life story only the central "Temple-core" is kept;
that plus lists of names of genealogical interest. His youth, his adventures with Saul and Jonathan, the personal sin$ and problems of
later lifeÃ‘al are eliminated. Evexi his conquests, when mentioned, ate
important only because the loot gained makes it possible for the Ternpie to be built, furnished, and ornamented.
Thus,,Saul's death is described and then:

..

... to
. ..

1 Chronicles 11:3.
came aU the elders ofi-WaeZ
Hebron
and they anointed David king over Israel

...

'

There is no mention of the seven years in which Ish-bosheih was
king of Israel in the Trans-Jordan, of Abner's defection and of the
political intrigues that followed (see page 300). One would suppose
that in a single moment of exaltation, David was unanimously raised
to the kingship. .
Once David is king, the Chronicler moves on to the capture of

Jerusalem, so that we now have the man who initiates Templeworship,
atid the place where it is initiated. The bringing of the ax% of the
covenant to Jerusalem is told in great detail, as is David's thwarted
intention to build the actual Temple himself, and the preparation he
makes to have his successor do so. p e n we pass on to his death and
the succession of Solomon to the thrbne.'There is no mention of the
dynastic dispute between Solomon and ~donijah(see page 320).
This-picture of David's reign is, in out modern view, so limited
and partial as to amount to a falsification of history. There was,
hoover, undoubtedly no conscious attempt at falsification as such on
the part of the Chronicler, who did not have our view of history. Rather,
he was trying, according to his lights, to "tnithify'*-history, so to speak.
That is, he saw in the history of the ,Davidic monarchy a central thread
which he wished to expose more clearly' to 8lL men. He therefore cut
away what were to him obscuring irrelevancies and painted that
central thread in brighter colors to iriake it more visible. The result is
history which w6 might call 'gimpressionistic" arid its purpose, as with
impressionistic art, is to make apparent what realism might hide,
Satan

Only once in the- Chronicler's history does David appear less than
1

and that is in connection with his sin in talcing a census. This

item; however, must be included, for it is central to the theme. It was
e n the threshing floor where David, according to the legend, had seen
the angel" (see page 319) that the Temple was to be built. Yet, even
so, the tale is told with an important difference.
In the pre-Exilic version of the story, it is stated:

...

2 Samuel 24:i.
the anger of the Lord was kindled against
~srael,and he moved David against them to say. Go, number Israel
and Judah.

Gad alone isf here viewed as the source of all things and it is God
who inspires David's evil impulse. By the time of the Chronicler,
however, there had come to seem to be a flavor of blasphemy in
supposing that God would punish Israel by first inspiring an evil act
that he could then use as an excuse for the punishment. As the
Chronicler tells the story, then:
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up against Israel, and proI

The Hebrew word satan means "adversary"; that is, one who o p
poses. It docs not necessarily have to have a supernatural sense, and is
occasionally used in the Bible to represent an ordinary human adversary. The Hebrew word is then translated as simply "adversary." A
case of this kind is in the Book of i Kings, where Rezon of Syria rebels
against Solomon:
I

i Kings
Solomon

. ..

11:24.

And he VMS an adversary to Israel all the days

of

Sometime after the Babylonian captivity, however, the notion arose
that there was a supernatural Adversary; a being whose official duty it
was to work for man's evil as God worked for man's good. This
capital-S Satan whs without power to force men to do evil, but he could
tempt men to sin and turn against God, and it was by succumbing to
such temptation that man brought evil into die world.
Such a concept was useful in that it helped explain the source of
evil, for it is always difficult to &plain the existence of evil and misery
in the world and the frequent apparent triumph of bad over good in
the face of the existence of an all-powerful, all-good bod. Even if one
explained that evil came as a punishment to sinning mankind, where
came the evil within man that caused him to sin in the first place?
Thus, the notion of a supernatural Satan pushing man toward sin was
convenient.
And the concept came, very likely, by way of the Persians.
By 400 B.c., when the Chronicler was writing, ,the Persians had
become the dominant nation in Asia, and Persian thought would be
expected to be very influential awong all nations which, like Judah,
were under Persian rule. This was particularly so since Persian religion
had just been systematized by a great prophet, Zaiathustra (Zoroastcr,
in the Latinized form of the name), at about the time of fhe return
from Babylonian captivity, and the earth rang, so to speak, with the
new doctrine.
Zoroastrianism offered a dualistic view of the universe. There was
a principle of good, Ahura-Mazda (or Onnuzd), and a principle of
evil, Ahriman, which were viewed as virtually independent of each
other and very nearly equal. The creation of the1world, its develop

ment and history, were all incidents in the unending celestial warfare
between these two principles, each at the head of a separate army of
innumerable spirits.
There is a certain exciting drama to such a view of the universe,
and Judaism was penetrated by it to a limited extent. A principle of
evil, Satan, was conceived of, but never viewed as independent of
God or equal to Him. Instead, Satan is considered to be as surely a
creation of God as man himself is.
In later times, he was described as having been an angel originally,
even the chief of the angels. Through pride, however, he refused to
obey God and bow down to man at the time of the creation of Adam.
He was therefore, with numerous followers, ejected from heaven.. Once
fallen, he became twisted with envy and infinite malice and took on
the task of tempting mankind to fall from grace as he himself had.
Satan is not mentioned, as such, in any of the books of the Bible
before, i Chronicles, but the workings of evil found here and there
could be reinterpreted in the new light. Most importantly, Satan was
equated with the serpent who tempted Eve in the garden of Eden.
The tale of Satan, of his rebellion against God, and of his fall
from heaven, forms the central framework of Milton's great epic
Paradise Lost, which is based on the first chapters of Genesis.
Furthermore, Satan does not perform his evil task without remaining
under the firm control of God. It is even possible to view Satan as
fulfilling the necessary function of tempting mankind and of improving the nature of the soul by exercising it, so to speak; keeping it
muscular by giving it temptations to overcome. Satan might then, too,
act as a sieve separating the better souls from the worse.
It was part of Satan's function to cany an evil report of man to
God, to slander them. (This shows itself best in the Book of Job.)
The Greek word for "slanderer" is diabolos (literally "to throw across,"
sin& slanderous words are like obstacles 'thrown across the path to
bbek progress) and from this comes our word "devil" and the adjective
"diabolical." The word "devil" is used in places in the King James
Version to refer to woodland fertility spirits, which are called "satyrs" in
the Revised Standard Version (see page 159), but the capital-D Devil
is Satan. Satan, the Adversary, is also the Devil, the Slanderer. The
Mohammedans call the Adversary Eblis, also from diabolos.
In Zoroastrianism, the powers of evil who fight under the banner of
Ahriman are the 'fdevas," but this has nothing to do with "devil,"

Quite the contrary! The same word occurs in Sanskrit and is given to
the gods and the spirits of good in India.
This is not really surprising for the gods of one people are the
demons of their neighbors. Undoubtedly, Indian religious thought was
penetrating Persia in Zarathustra's time and in beating it back, the
Persians stigmatized the alien gods as demons-as the Jews considered
Canaanite gods to be abominations, and as the Christians later converted the Greek and Roman gods into evil spirits.
The word "deva" reaches us not through Persian but through Sanskrit and therefore retains its godlike aspect. From it we get the
Greek dios, the Latin deus, and the French dieu, all meaning "God,"
as well as our English adjective "divine." '
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What interests the Chronicler concerning the reign of Solomon is
his building of the Temple and his wealth. Since, to the Chronicler,
material benefits accompany righteous action, and since no righteous
action is greater than the building of the Temple, Solomon's wealth is
described in terms of unbridled exaggeration.
Solomon arranges with Hiram of Tyre (here called Huram) for
the supplies needed for the Temple. Hiram agrees:!

...

...

2 Chronicles 2:16. And we will cut wood
and
bring it
to thee in floats by sea to Joppa; and thou shalt c e it up to
Jerusalem.

Joppa (the modem Jaffa) is a port on the Mediterranean about
thirty-five miles northwest of Jerusalem. It was the nearest sizable harbor (though not a very good one) to the capital city and was the natural seaport to which to send material bound for Jerusalem.
It first enters history as one of the towns captured by Thutrnose I11
when that Egyptian conqueror established his empire in Asia. After
~ ~ came
t , under Phoenician control. It is menthe decline o f ' ~ ~Joppa
tioned in the Book of Joshua as part of the idealized territory of the
tribe of Dan, but it never came under Israelite control at any time b e
fore David (none of the coastal strip did-that remained Philistine
to the south and Phoenician to the north). It is only now, therefore,
except for the mention in Joshua, that Joppa appears in the Bible.

,
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As @e seaport of Jerusalem, Joppa was of considerable importance
at the time of the crusades, changing hand! between the Christians and
Moslems several times, but eventually settling down to a long, Turkish
control.
In iqq, yhen Palestine was still part of the Ottoman Empire and
when Joppa or Jaffa was a strongly Arabic town, the Jews of tike
city established a suburb of their own, threemiles to the north, which
6Ãˆe cded Tel Aviv. After Wodd W
ar I, when Palestine became a
British mandate, the Jewish town, hanks to immigration and financial
help from abroad, quickly pew into a modem city designed along
Western lines.
After Israel won its independence i n 1948, Td Aviv served as the
interim capital until 1950, when the new city of Jerusalem tools its
place. In 1950, Tel Aviv &s combined w&$ Jaffa (from which most .
of the Arabs had departed) into a single municipality. Tel AvivIJaffa
is now the largest city in Israel, w i t h i,j. mulation of about four
hundred thousand.
Joppa bears the rather odd distindion bf bang one of the few
Canaanite cities to play a role in a Gteekmytfi. 'Hie hero Perseus had
lolled the monstrous Medusa in the far-off land o f the Hyperboreans
and was hurrying home when he spied,jtini@d woman chained to a
rock on a cliff outside the city of Joph: W s was &ifaomeda, being
and her mother
spcrificed to a sea monster by her father ~ + h & $
Cassiopeia, who yere the Ethiopian-king and queenof Joppa. He
rescued her, of &rse.
But why should the mien of Jopw He described as ~thio~ian!?
If it is not to be dismissed as merely the iporance of gedgraphy on the
part o f {he Greek mythmakers, we kin speculate, perhaps,
as fob
l0l.mWhile the Greek legends may havereached their l a p , relatively
sophisticated, forms at the hands of Greek poets of the Gold+ Age,
they were undoubtedly based oft hoary old tales stretching baefe iato
the dim past. The legends are placed in Myeeaaean times before the
Trojan War- time when Egypt was the greatest power inthe world
and the Pharaohs of the 18th and igth dynasties controlled adjacent
portions of Asia, including Canaan. Therefore, it was fair enough to
speak of an Egyptian king of Joppa, meaning the governor who ruled
under Phapoh.
'hthe eighth century B.c., however, when Greece was becoming a
a

,I.,

'

I

a
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colonizing land and when her ships were pushing out over the Mediterranean for the first time since the faH of the great kingdoms of
Trojan times, she became aware of an Egypt that was then under an
Ethiopian dynasty. It was easy to read this backward into time and
replace the Egyptian "king" at Joppa by an Ethiopian one.
&V ,~~

&ZUR jii wllnt

Mount Moridh

t

3xr.I

,.

I
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The building of the Temple is begun:
Chronicles 3:1. Then Solomon began to build the house
. in the place that
David had prepared in the threshhgftoor of Oman the Jebusite.
2

of the Lord at Jerusalem in Mount Moriah

..

Thus, the place of the ~ e m ~ isl ehere tied in with two awesome
episodes of the past, something that the description in i Kings did not
do. At the threshingfloor of Oman (called Araunah in 2 Samuel; see
page 319) David had seen an angel, and in the land of Moriah, Abraham had nearly sacrificed Isaac (see page 87).
(The Samaritans, on the other hand, maintained that Abraham
, since that was their
had nearly sacrificed Isaac on
sacred mountain.)
I

Arabia
Once the Temple is completed, the Chronicler tells of the visit of
the queen of Sheba and continues to describe the wealth and glory of
Solomon:

. . . tk the kim of AnUd . . .brought

2 Chronicles 9:q.
Ami
gold and silver to Solomon.

In the earlier books of the Bible, the tribes in the arid regions south
and east of Canaan were named separately, so that there is mention
of Ammonites, Moabftes, Edomites, Amalekites, Midianites, and so
on.
Only now is the general geographic term "~rabia" used. "Arabia"
is the Latinized version of "Arab," which is the general Semitic term
for the people of the desert beyond Canaan. The meaning of "Arab"

fe a& certain. It might sittlply mean "nomad" for tb,
word resembles

the Hebrew arabah, meaning "steppe." It -might also mean someQuag self-glorifying like "man of, the master race."
. In any case, Arabia is now the name given to the large, mostly
desert peninsula south of the Fertile descent, which is about one
million square miles in area and has a population, nowadays, of about
ten million.
Many people think of it as the original home of the peoples speaking Semitic languages. Since it is not a fertile temtory, its population
easily multiplies past the point where the land will support it and
triies,will therefore wander northward into one portion or another of
tile Fertile Crescent. This tendency may well have been most marked
& pbistoric tines, when the trend to aridity was first making itself
felt but it has continued well into historic times, the most recent and,
in some respects, greatest eruption coining in the seventh century
A.D., when Arabs spread Mohammedanism across vast tracts in Asia and
Afriq.
The AHadians may have emerged from Arabia to invade Sum&
at the dawn of history and give the area its conquering hero, Sargon.
The various Canaanite groups may have come from Arabia, as may the
later Aramaeans and Chaldeans, to say nothing of the Hebrew tribes,
themselves.

for the period after solomon's death, the Chronicler follows the
history of Judah, and of Judah only. The history of ~srael,except where
it impinges on Judah, is ignored, for in the Chronicler's time it was
clear that Israel had been a dead end and was gone. Even Elijah and
Elisha are ignored. It was through Judah and Judah alone, the ~hr&nicler was certain, that the e t d nature of God's promises were to be

fulfilled.
The history of Judah is a history of the Templeand of the monarchy. The Temple is a great constant; the ideal place of worship and
{he true hero of the history. The monarchy, on the other hand, is a
swinging pendulum. There are good kings who reform worship and
bring it in line with the Temple ideal, there are bad kings who pervert
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worship and encourage idolatry. There are kings who are at times good
and at times bad.
The Chronicler's thesis is that true religion and worldly prosperity
go hand in hand; good kings prosper and bad kin@ suffer. To make
that thesis clear, both prosperity and suffering are enormously exaggerated. Good kings win over vast hotdm of enemies and are wealthy
indeed; bad kings lose enormous battles. Repentance converts bad to
good at once; apostasy as quickly converts good to bad, and at every
stage of the game there is some prophet or priest to encourage the
good and denounce the bad.
In the Book of I Kings, for instance, Rehoboam, the successor of
Solomon, is briefly dealt with and is described as uniformly unfortunate. He brings about the schism between Israel and Judah through
nothing less than criminal folly, and he suffers the invasion of Shishak
of Egypt.
In the Book of 2 Chronicles, however, there is a pendulum swing.
Immediately after the ~chism,the Levit& in Israel are described as
flocking to Judah:
I

I

Chronicles 11:13. And the priests and the Levites that were
in dll Israel resorted to him [Rehoboam] out of dll their coasts.
2

The Book of I Kings does say fh?t Jeroboam is setting up his
shrines in Bethel and Dan appointed nonkevites as priests-

. .. . . .

Kings I Z : ~ .
he
made priests of the lowest of the
people, which were not of the sons of Levi.
i

- s o that it seems reasonable that Levites should emigrate to Judah
where the Templeworship and priestly honor would be open to them.
This is not specified in i Kings, but it suits the Chronicler's purpose
to emphasize this and possibly exaggerate it since it shows that only
in Judah did true religion continue and that what religion remained
in Israel was totally false.
Rehoboam and the Levites at first behaved themselves:

of

. . .for three years they walked in the way

Chronicles 11:17.
David and SoZomon.

2

and therefore Rehoboam prospered:

...

z Chronicles 1i:zi.
he took eighteen wives, and threescore
concubines; and begat twenty and eight sons, and threescore dough-

tm.
But then he backslid:

. ..Rehoboam ...forsook the law ...and
Chronicles
And . . . Shishak king of Egypt came up
against Jerusalem, because they had transgressed . . .
Chronicles 12:3. With twelve hundred chariots, and threescore
thousand horsemen: and . . . people . , . without number . . .
2

Chronicles 1z:i.

all Israel with him.
2

12:~.

2

the Lubims, the Sukkiims, and the Ethiopians.

The Chronicler exaggerates the size of the army, but the details are
otherwise plausible. Shishak is the first of the Libyan dynasty and the
"Lubims" are, without much question, the Libyan cohorts that served
under him. The Ethiopians are mercenaries from the south. The SukEims are less easily identifiable but it may be a reference to Succoth
(or Sukkoth), a town in the eastern portion of the Nile delta (see
page 141). The Sukkiims may therefore be the native Egyptians of the
delta.
As a result of the invasion, Rehoboam and the nation swung back in
response to a warning by Shemaiah the prophet:
z Chronicles ,12:6. Whereupon the princes of Israel and the king
humbled themselves

...

In consequence of that, while Jerusalem and the Temple were looted,

Icing and nation were not entirely destroyed.
Abijah
Succeeding Rehoboam was his son Abijah, which may be the thtone
name, where Abijam (the name used in i Kings) was the proper
name.
The Chrbnicler usually gives the name of the king's mother at the
time his accession is noted, since this is of genealogical interest. In the
case of Abijam there seems to be some ,confusion in this respect*
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1 Kings 192.
his [Abijam's] mothers name was Maachah,
the daughter of Abishalom.
2 Chronicle 11:20.
fie [Rehoboam] took Mddehah the
daughter of Ahsalom, which bare him Abijah
2 Chronicles 13:~.
His [Abijah's] mother's mme
was
Michiah the daughter of Uiiel o f Gibeah5.

...
...

..
..
ai

.. .

Absalom, David's rebel son, did have a mother named Maachah,
and may have had a daughter (or granddaughter) of the same name,
although she is never mentioned in the chapters dealing with Absalom.
And who Uriel might be is unknown. There is no likelihood that the
confusion can ever be straightened oyt but it is interesting that if
Absalom is really Abijab's grandfather (or great-grandfather) then for
all that his bid for the' throne was lost, his blood flows in all the
kings of the Davidic line after Rehoboam.
In I Kings, it is simply stated that Abijah (Abijam) of Judah and
Jeroboam of Israel were at war, and no details are given. However,
the stronger Israel did not manage to beat down the weaker Judah
and the Chronicler uses Oat as a way of demonstrating his thesis. He
describes a battle in which eight hundred thousand men of Israel
fought four hundred thousand men of Pdah. Abijah made a rousing
pro-Temple speech to the enemy bqfore the tattle and even though the
Israelites outnumbered the Judeans and surrounded them besides, the
Judeans won a great victory' and'
Chronicles q:q.
dred thousdnd men
2

...there fell down slain of Israel five hun-

so that Jeroboam was permanently enfeebled and soon died:
2

Chronicles 13:21. But Abijah waxed mighty, and married four-

teen wives

Asa

. ..

.

I

Asa, the son of Abijah, is described as a reforming king. Consequently, one can be confident that he has nothing to fear in the face
of a new invasion-one that is not mentioned in I kings:

z Chronicles U:Q. And there came out against them [Judah]
Zerah the Ethiopian with an host of a thousand thousand and three
hundred chariots and came unto Mdreshuh.

The thought of a million-man army swarming into Judah (Mareshah
is about twenty-five miles southwest of Jerusalem) in the ninth century B.C. rather staggers the imagination. The Chronicler, however, is
just emphasizing the glory of Asa's eventual victory and the figure need
not be taken seriously.
Chronicles

14:11.

z Chronicles

14:12.

t

...

And Asa cried unto the Lord
So the Lord smote the Ethiof>ians before

Asa...

...

. ..

z Chronicles 14:13, And Asa
pursued them unto Germ
z Chronicles i4:14. And they smote dl the cities round about
Gerar

.. .

The Chronicler may exaggerate and moralize but he does not, apparently, manufacture stories outright Zerah and his invasion are not
mentioned in i Kings, which, however, concentrates to a large extent
on Israel, and it may well be that Zerah's attack was actually only a
minor raid by a border chieftain.
Shishak, after his own successful raid, may have placed an army
detachment at Gerar, south of Judah, and in &a's time, an Ethiopian
mercenary may have been in charge of that detachment. It would be
his raid that was beaten off.
Am reigned from 915 to 875 B.O. and in ibis period the second
Pharaoh of the Libyan dynasty reigned. He was Osorkon I, who reigned
from 919 to 883 B.C. It is not beyond the realm of the possible that
Zerah was Osorkon.
In Asa's case, however, the pendulum swings back. He is pressed
hard by Baasha of Israel and therefore makes an alliance with Syria.
Such trust in worldly alliances lather than in the Lord offends the
prophetic party, and the Chronicler hastens from that to an account of
Asa's death through a disease of the feet. He puts in a further touch of
disapproval in a pair of verses that are sometimes used in modem
times as a jibe at the medical profession:
z Chronicles 16:iz.
yet in his disease he sought not to the
Lord but to the phpsicians.
2 Chronicle? 16:13. And Asa slept with his fathers

...

...

The next king, Jehoshaphat, is described by the Chronicler as a
great reforming monarch, and his reign is therefoe a time of peace
and power:
2

Chronicles 17:12. And Jehoshaphat Â¥waxegreat exceedingly

. ..

The fact that Jehoshaphat was a loyal and even subservient ally
of Ahab of Israel (the worldly reason for Judah's peace and prosperity
at this time) is mentioned in connection with their combined war
at Ramoth-gilead, during the course of which' Ahab died (see page
352). Jehoshaphat is only mildly denounced for this, however.
His continuing reform policy leads to a great, victory over the
Moabites and Ammonites, but his continuing alliance with Israel is
blamed for the failure of his trading fleet (see page 351).
Jehoiada

With J&oram, the husband of Athaliah and therefore the son-in-law
of Ahab and Jezebel (see page 562), and his son L4haziah (the son
also of Athaliah) there is a serious reaction. Under the influence of
Athaliah, Phoenician cults are brought into ~udah. Both monarchs
came to a bad end, therefore. Under Jehoram, Jerhlem was taken
and sacked by Phflistines and Arabs and the king died soon after of
an incurable disease of the intestines. As for Ahaziah, he was slain in
Israel, in the course of the revolution of Jehu (see page 364).
Athaliah's usurpation and the saving of Joash is then taken up (see
page 367) and here the hero is Jehoiada the High Priest and the
husband of Jehoshabeath (Jehosheba), the royal infant's aunt.
Jehoiada organizes the conspiracy that kills Athaliah and places
Joash on the throne, but does so with meticulous cad that the Temple
ritual be observed in all its details. He reinstates reform and as long
as he lives all goes well. His death is recorded in a way that is reminiscent of Genesis:
l

Chronicles *is. But Jehoiada waxed old, a was fuV. o f days
when he died; m hundrecf ah2 thirty y&s d ~ w m
he when he
died.
I
a
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Thereafter Joash backslid and when he is reproved for this by
Zechariah; the son of Jehoiada, the king has Zechariah stoned to death
in the court of the Temple:
2 Chronicles 24:22. Thus Joash t?ze king remembered not the
kindness which Jehoiada . . had done to him, but slew his son

. ..

.

As a result a small Syrian army invaded the land and defeated a
larger Judean defending force; Joash was afflicted with disease and,
finally, was assassinated by men of his court.

The nest king, Amaziah, began his reign quite well. Having de
cided to reconquer Edom, which had rebelled after Jehoshaphat's death,
he hired a hundred thousand Israelite mercenaries. When the prophetic
party objected to this dependence on worldly help, Amaziah released
them and forfeited the money with which he had hired them. As a
result:

a Chronicles 25:ii. And Anwiah
ten thousand.

...smote of the children of

Atsmiah's victory led him into trouble, however, for he was attracted by the Edomite gods.
2 Chronicles 25:14.
children of Seir, and

. . . Amaziah ...brought the gods of the
. . . bowed down . . . before them .

lt is this which the Chronicler finds to be die cause of Amaziah's
subsequent defeat by Joash ofIsrael (see page 369) and his final as-

- sassination at the hands of conspirators.

Amaziah was succeeded by his son:

z Chronicles 26:i. Then dl the (Kiopkof Ju&h took Uz&h
anS made him king

...

. ..

'
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Vzziah is, apparently, the throne name of the king, while his proper
name (used in 2 Kings) is Azariah. U d a h was a reforming king and
this accounted to the Chronicler for (he -fact that he defeated the
Philistines and Ammonites, that he successfully reorganized the Judean
army and strongly fortified Jerusalem.

. ..

2 Chronicles 26:15.
And his name spread far abroad; for he
was mamUously helped, tin he w d strong,

I

In a worldly sense, U&&s prosperity was probably due to his careful subservience to the successful Jeroboam 11 of Israel. The prosperous
Uzziah, however, overstepped the bounds and trespassed on the prerogatives of the priesthoQd. (David and Solomon had successfully done
so, but the position of the priests had hardened since those days.)

...

Chronicles 26:16.
when he [Uzziah] was strong, his heart
w e lifted up
and [he] went into the temple ef the Lord to
bum incense
2

. ..

...

He was promptly stricken with leprosy and remained a leper till he
died.
I

The Chroniclds pendulum continues to swing. Jotham succeeds
his father Uzziah and continues the refom policy. In consequence, he
defeats the Ammonites.
Under Ahaz, the next king, there is a reaction and Judah is
promptly defeated by the Syrians, And as Ah&'s idolatry is particularly
heinous, the
described is extravagantly high:
2 Chronicles 28:6. For Pekah [of Israel]
hundred and twenty thousand in one day
saken the Lord

. ..

. . . slew in Jwbh

an

. . .because they had forI

I

Ahaz's son Hezekiah is, however (he greatest &former of all, in
the Chronicler's view. Hezddah is, indeed, exalted by him to a point
of equality with the later king, Josiah. This makes sense horn the

I

G$mnicler's{standpoint,~~ince
Hezekiah was victorious in battle and
Josiah was defeated, so that the reforming deeds of the former must
a t least equal, if not surpass; those of the latter. ? A; 2 -PE-iii*
H~zekiahbegan by reopening and rededicating the Tern
apparently had been closed during the disastrous reign of
thekprepared and kept an extremely elaborate Passover and f o l l ~ e f l
that by the destruction of all idolatrous altars in the kingdo&
Following all this righteous behavior, Sennacherib invaded Judah
and laid siege to Jerusalem (see p&e384), and to the Ohronidler
it seems perfectly natural that the Assyrian should retreat without be> "- ,>+^
,c;:y-Ai
hg*&le to take the city.4 ; Â ¥ ' I '
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brought upon him the a+
tains of the host of the king, of Assyria, which took Manasseh ,
and bound him
and carried him to Babylon.
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Now the Chronicler may color heavily, but he does not, apparently,
*tempt outright invention. We may assume then that somethinghap
3$tmed in the reign of Manasseh which the Chronicler was able b
,%as captivity.
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It is certain that Judah was an Assyrian tributary in the days of
Manasseh and tributary kings was not uncommonly forced to visit
the?capital as an expression of loyalty or to engage in some administrative function or other. Assyrian records speak of two occasions on which
Manasseh was present in the capital. One of these occasions was in
672 B.C. after Manasseh had been reigning for twenty years. Esarhaddon was then king of Assyria and was anxiow to assure his son and
heir, Asshurbanipal, a quiet succession. He therefore ordered the various vassal lings, including Manasseb to Assyria th swear allegiance
and vow loyalty.
Manasseh was not actually taken to Assyria by a conquering army
but it is quite possible @at he left in the company of an Assyrian
military guard and the people (and even Manasseh himself) could not
be quite sure {bat the dread Esarhaddon might dot decide to keep
him captive and replace him on the throne 9
t
h someone else. Out of
this, it was easy for the Chronicler to devise Manadseh's captivity and
point the moral.
However, Manasseh returned from Assyria and I ruled for another
generation. That could not be denied and it had to be explained
according to the Chronicler's system. The only way was to have
Manasseh repent and then return to Jerusalem as a reforming long
(something that is not mentioned in 2 Kings, nor in the words of the
contemporary prophet Jeremiah).
I

2 Chronicles 93:12, And when he [Manasseh] was in fiction,
he besought the Lord
and humbkd himself greatly
2 Chronicles 33x13. And prayed unto him; and he [the Lord]
heard his suppluSation, 'and brought him again t o Jerusalem

. ..

...

...
...

The Prayw of Manasses
Particular interest would naturally be centered about the prayer of
Manasseh. Because Manasseh was so consummate and notorious a sinner, his redemption by prayer was a clear indication that all men might
find forgiveness if properly penitent and this was a matter of great t h e
logical interest Naturally, there was curiosity as -to the nature of the
prayer, particularly since the Chronicler says the prayer mists in the
records, even though he does not give it himself,

,

2 Chronicles 33:18. Now the rest of the acts of Mandsseh, rind
his prayer unto his God
are written in the book of the kings of
Israel.
2 Chronicles wiq. His prayer also, and how God was intreated of
him,
are written among the sayings of the seers.

...

...

I

If, by "the book of the kings of Israel," the Biblical Book of 2 Kings
is meant, the Chronicler ens, for the prayer is not to be found there
(or is no longer to be found there, at any rate). As for the "sayings
of the seers" in which the prayer is to be found, this is lost.
In later years, however, perhaps about 100 B.c., a prayer was written
by an unnamed poet, a prayer designed for the use of sinners who
craved mercy. It was a short prayer, only fifteen verses long, but was
so beautiful that it became easy to believe that it was indeed the prayer
that had been uttered by Manasseh in his Assyrian dungeon. It therefore came to be included in some editions of the Bible as that prayer.
In particular, it was included in the Greek translation of the Bible
that circulated among the Greek-speaking Jews of the city of Alexandria, in Egypt.
This translation is called the Septuagint, from the Latin word for
"seventy." According to legend, Ptolemy 11, king of Egypt, was on
good terms with his subjects, the Alexandrian Jews, and agreed to
help them prepare a translation of their holy books. He brought in
seventy-two scholars (altered by later legends to an even seventy) from
Jerusalem at his own expense and had them translate the first five.
books of the Bible (the Pentateuch) into Greek. It was the first translation of any of the Biblical books into a foreign language. Over the
next two centuries, additional books were translated and these eventually included the supposed prayer of Manasseh (which may, to be
sure, have been written in Greek to begin with).
About 90 AD., Jewish scholars gathered in a Judean town named
Jamnia, about thirty miles west of Jerusalem. Twenty years before,
(he Romans had sacked Jerusalem and destroyed the Temple and the
Jews were scattered abroad. Only the Bible and the tenets of Judaism
which it contained could be counted on to hold them together. There
had therefore to be one standard Bible for all Jews and the scholars
had to decide of what books this Bible would consist.
The books they accepted now make up the Jewish Bible. In general,
though, they did not accept those books, however edifying, that were
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written after about 150 B.G. Those were too clearly the work of men
rather than of God. One of the books not accepted by the Jewish
scholars was the prayer of Manasseh.
Some of the eliminated books nevertheless remained in the Septuagint. Christian scholars made use of the Septuagint, and when
Latin translations were made, the books eliminated by the Jewish
scholars were translated and kept. Some are still to be found in En&
lish-language Bibles used by Catholics today.
Jerome, who about AS.40prepared the Vulgate, or the official
Latin Bible now used by the Catholic Church, wdrked in Palestine,
learned Hebrew, used the assistancetmof rabbis, and consulted Hebrew
versions of the Bible as well as the Septuagint. He F e w of the difference in the books they contained.
For those books contained in the Greek version and not in the '
Hebrew, Jerome used the 'word "Apocrypha." This word means "hidden" and, after all, some of the books in the Greek Bible had been
withdrawn and, therefore, "hidden" b m the reader who studied the
Hebrew Bible. Thus, the prayer of Manasseh becomes one of the
in a slightly different form,
apocryphal books, or, to put the
part of the Apocrypha.
(
.
The Protestant versions of the Bible (including the King James)
follow the Hebrew system and do not include the Apocrypha. For that
reason, the prayer of Manasseh, is not to be found in the King
James version of the Bible. Nevertheless, the apocryphal books were
put into English by the translators of the King James Version and
exist also in the Revised Standard Version. Since (he translation was
from the Greek,the Greek form of Manasseh is used and the final "-s"
used in Greek names makes the book 'The Prayer of Manasses." In
the Revised Standard Version, however, it is "The Prayer of Manasseh."
- -, .,- -
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Amon, who follows Manasseh, is another bac lider and is assassinated-but then comes Josiah.
Although the Chronicler has placed-as much of the reforming credit
as possible upon Hezeldah, there iq no question but that after the

,

reigns of Manasseh and Amon, reform is once again needed, and the
tradition of Josiah's work is, in any case, too strong to be ignored. The
tale is therefore repeated, complete with the discovery of the Book of
Deuteronomy and the celebration of the great Passover.
Yet Josiah died in battle and the Chronicler had to explain that. Of
course, the death was, in one sense, a blessing, for it meant that
Josiah would not survive to see the destruction of the Temple and of
the kingdom.
This is not, however, enough for the Chronicler, who needs a positive
cause. Therefore, on the occasion of Josiah's fatal war against Necho
of Egypt, the Chronicler adds something not present in 2 Kings. As
the battle of Megiddo approaches, the Egyptian monarch sends ambassadors to the Judean, with the message:

...

...

2 Chronicles 36:21.
I come not against thee this day
God commanded me to make haste: forbear thee from meddling
,
with God, who is with me
2 Chronicles 36:22. Nevertheless Josiah
hearkened not unto
the words of Necho from the mouth of God

..

.. .

. ..

In other words, Josiah died because in this case he was disobedient
to God.
King

ef the Chaldees

The reigns of the sons and grandson of Josiah, ending with Zedekiah,
axe hastened through briefly. All backslid as did the people and (he
priests:
Chronicles 36:14. Moreover aU the chief
people, transgressed very much
2

...

of

the priests, and the

They were warned by prophets but that did no good:
2 Chronicles 36:16. But they [the people] mocked the messengers of God, and despised his words, and misused his prophets,
until the wrath of the Lord arose against his people, till there was
no remedy.
2 Chronicles 36:17. Therefore he brought upon them the king of
the Chaldees [Nebuchadnezzar]

...
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So, ironically, history comes full circle. One wonders if the Chronicler, in using the phrase "king of the Chaldees*' rather than the more
natural "king of Babylon," does not deliberately stress the irony.
After all, Abraham, to whom Canaan was first promised, reached that
land from Ur of the Chaldees (see page 56) and now the Jews are
carried out of that land by the king of the Chaldhes.

15. EZRA

THE CHRONICLER ' CYRUS, KING OF PERSIA JEREMIAH ' SHESHBAZZAR
ZERUBBABEL
JESHUA * THE ADVERSARIES OF JURAH
DAKIUS I
AHASUERUS ARTAXERXES * ARAMAIC ' ASNAPPES. ACHMETHA EZRA
HATTUSH

The Chronicler
The Chronicler did not complete his story with the downfall of
Zedekiah and the destruction of the Temple in 586 B.C. He was
writing, after all, about 400 B.C. at the earliest estimate and much
remained to be told.
The actual period of exile was of little interest to him, for the
Temple, the non-human hero of his history, did not then exist. He
therefore fills in that period with nothing more than genealogies like
that of the line of descent of Jeconiah in the third chapter of i Chronides (see page 405).
A half century after Zedekiah's death, however, there begins a period
in which the project of the rebuilding of the Temple comes under
discussion and now the Chronicler's interest is aroused once more.
Immediately after his account of the end of the kingdom of Judah,
therefore, the Chronicler passes on to an account of a royal proclamation by the new king of a new nation; a proclamation which led to
the construction of a new Temple.
Because of this gap in time and the radically sudden change in
atmosphere from an established kingdom and a centuries-ald Temple
to a band of impoverished returnees trying desperately to build a house
of worship, there was a tendency to divide the Chronicler's' history
at this point. The earlier portion makes up i Chronicles and a Chron-
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ides* The later portion might be called the Book of Ezra, or perhaps

,A?Book of Em and Nehemiah, because these two men, Ezra the

scribe and Nkhemiah the governor, played important roles in the reestablishment of the Temple and of the community.
In Jewish tradition, it was Ezra the scribe who wrote these books;
who was the. plan I have been referring to as the Chronicler. There
is no certainty about this, but, on theother hand, there is nothing
implausible about it either.
The ~ewishscholars who placed the Bible in its final form toward
the end of the first century A.D. recognized that the Book of Ezra
and Nehemiah, like i and a Chronicles, could appear only in "the
Writings" because of its comparativel~late date of composition. However, whereas i and 2 Chronitlqs duplicated, to a very large extent,
the eqrly historical books of the Bible, Ezra and Nehemiah added new
paterial not present elsewhere. For that reason Ezra and Nehemiah
was more useful and was placed ahead of i and 2 Chronicles, even
though from the historical viewpoint it came afterward.
In order to make the historical connection clear despite this reversal
of chronology, the verses at the dividing line are duplicated. The first
three verses of Ezra are quoted virtually verbatim at the very end of
the last chapter of 2 Chronicles.
In the various versions of the Bible used by Christians, i and 2
Chronicles areplaced not at the end of the Old Testament but immediately after i and 2 Kings. Then, a$ an additional piece of logical
arrangement, the Book of Ezra appears not before but after i and a
Chronicles, so that the Chronicler's history can be read as a unit,
with t h e only }og coming a t the point where the verses ending z
Chronicles are repeated at the beginning of Ezra. (The repetition is
retained.)
It,eventually became customary to divide the final part of the Chronicler's history into two parts, the Book of Ezra, and the Book of
Neh+iab. In view of the belief that Ezra was the Chronicler and
wrote both books, and since he appears in both books, i t is also
possible to call the books i Ezra and 2 Ezra. This is adhered to
in Catholic versions of the Bible, which,, however, make use of the
Greek f b k of the name so that the books become i Esdras and 2
Esdras.
*These are handled as two separate books only for convenience sake, as in the
of I and 2 Samuel and i and 2 Kings, with full recognition that actually
they form a single work.

O.W

C p s , king of Persia

The Book of Ezra begins with the event that k t initiated the
rebuilding of the Temple and dates it in the fashion of ancient times:
Ezra

'

.

i:i.

Now in t h first yea of Gyms king of Pda

..

In this way, the Chronicler skips lightly over a vast change that
had come over the poli'tical complexion of western M a .
The Chaldeans, in defeating the Assyrians and taking .Nineveh,
had been in alliance with the Medes, people living to the north
of Assyria and south of the Caspian Sea* region known as Media.
After the fall of Nineveh, the Chaldeans? d i n g from Babylon, had
taken control of the entim F e d e Crescent, while the Medes extended
their rule over a vast stretch of land to the north and east.
The Median Empire was much the larger in area but it sfretched
over barbaric areas of nomad tribes. The Ghaldeans, on the other
handt ruled the very cradle of civilk~on,a hnd of intensely irrigated,
agriculturally rich land, full of large and luxmiow cities. Under Neb=
uchadnezzar, who came to the throne of Chaldea in 695 B.c., Babylon
was the largesc wealthiest, and most powerful city in the world and
was capital of its mightiest empire.
Nebuchadnezzar died in 561 B.C. after a most successful rule of
forty-four yeas, having survived the capture of Jerusalem by a full
quarter century. The monarchs who followed him were, however, much
W e r than he, His son Amel-Marduk (the Evil-merodach of the
B i b l ~see page 396) succeeded him but was dethroned by a conspiracy in 560 B.C. After several years of instabilityp Nabonidus, who
was not of the line of Nebuchadnezzar? ascended the throne in 556
B.C. He was a scholar rather than a soldier and left the rule of Babylon
to others while he involved himself in antiquarian studies.
M q k , the one p t power wbich might have taken advantage of
the weakness of the Babylonian kings, was not particularly warlike
either. In 593 B.c., while Nehhadnezzar was still comparaiiv~lynew
on the throne, Astyages became king of the Medes. He was still king
when Nebuchadnezzar died and his long reign was peaceful. It h a p
pened, however, that within a decade of N e b u c h a d n d s death, the

Median Empire was shaken by war and a new tribe,became dominant.
This tribe had been living under Median rule, in a district now
called Fars? which lies along the northern shores of the Persian Gulf.
To the ancient inhabitants of the land, it was Pam, and to the Greeks,
Persis. It is hom the last that we get our present words "Persia?' and
'$Persian
The Persians were closely akin to the Medes? with similar language
and similar traditions, so that there was much confusion concerning
the two among foreigners. Sometimes they were spoken of as "the
Medes and the Persians!' Sometimes? Jews and Creeks alike spoke of
"Medes" when they really meant "Persians."
About 6co B.c., there was born to one of the leading Persian families
a child they named Kurush. In Hebrew, this name became Koresh,
and in Creek, Kuros. The last, in Latin spelling, is Cyrus? and it is
by that name that we know him. Lateq, legends arose which made
Cyrus thq grandson of Astyages, and stated that the Median king had
exposed the baby to certain death because an oracle had foretold
that he would be killed and replaced on the throne by the infant
once he had grown to manhood. Cyrus was suckled and kept alive
by a dog and then taken care of by a shepherd till he was grown.
This legend can be dismissed. Similar stones are told of the founders
of other nations4f Romulus? the legendary founder of Rome, for
instance. ,Such a story has the ulterior purpose of serving to cast a
mantle of legitimacy over a usurper and making him seem the lawful
successor to the king he has replaced by force. '
It is much more likely that Cyrus was exactly what he seemed: a
Persian leader who was no member of the royal line at all. He
rebelled against Astyages, and about 550 B.C. succeeded in placing
himgelf upon the throne. What had been the Median Empire was
now the Persian Empire.
Cyms now entered upon a careex of conquest. He took all of
Asia Minor and extended the borders of his kingdom to the shores
of the Aegean Sea. In 538 B.G. he took Babylcin from i b disorganized
rulers and all the Fertile Crescent was in his hanps. To the Jews in
Babylon, this was the "first year of Cyms king 04 Persia.?'
The Persian Empire, as put together by Cyrud? was the greatest
realm that westem Asia had yet s e n . It'encompassed all the Asian
territory of Assyria, plus Asia Minor and large tracts to the east.
.?*
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Gyms was completely unlike the conqaerors who had flourished b

fore him. He did not engage in wholesale killings and deportationsm
he chose to treat the ~conqumedp p l q ; gently? allowiug them
their a&-respect and even considerable h ~ m rule.
e me mult w that
the, Fenian Empire was an administrativq mccet~a well as,a territorial
QW. qt experienced revoltsp to be surep but it dm enjoyed M o d s ,of
peace over wide areas. The rn~ra4for conquerors, would geem to be
plain: The lighter the grip, fie firmer *e hold.
' .The Jmwere one of the group that benefited from Cyrus's p
&y.
Thel$ersian king found a group of them making up a rather prosperoui colony in Babylon ,and he offered to allow them to return:

Raw

:3. W h o is there among you all his [God's] pm@?
.h+rh.dleta. 1him
go up to ] m d m .. . and build the howe #he
.
of

of,

,.

The Cbronicler poinb out 'that thus was fulillled a prophecy of
Jeremiah, something &at is mentioned briefly here but more fully at
the end of 2 Chronicles:

..

z Chronicles 36:ao.
, thy [the Jewish d e s ] w e sewasfa
ta him webuchadnezzar] and his eonti unt# the dp of Fm&:
2 Chronicles 9:zi. T a
the word of fbLor$ by. Jmm&
until the lmd
luy d w & t e
threesme and ten yws.

...

,

wfl

..

.. .

The prophecy is recorded h the h o k of Jeremiah? thug
Jeremiah 29:10, For thw with the b r d , Thd after S @ W YWS
~
be acrhmpliskd at Babyton 1 will *it you
you to
r&wn to this p&w.

.. .

And yet the period of esile was not seventy p r s . Fmm the, destmcb
tion of the Temple in 586 B.C. to Gyms's pmclarnathn in 538 'R.&
was a lapse, of time of orily forty+ht y a m .
Of course, Jeremiah and the Chronicler may not have thm@t d
mmty yem as representing a precise length of time. (Ancient hh
&dam were mueh less time conscious than we am.) Sevmty yean
may merely have meant the "lifehe of a man'? ta them,

accomplished at
On the other hand7 'the seventy years that
Babylon may refer to the duration of the Chaldean Empire, which
from the a c d n of Nebuchadnmzar to that of Cyrus lasted sixtyseven years.
And again? the reference m a y be to the Temple itself rather than
to the people, as I shall -plain later in the chapter.

There was a quick rapowe to Cyrus's edict:

E m 1:s. Then rose up the chief of the fathers of \u&h and
Benjamin, and the
Mte
to go up to build the h o w
of the h r d
Ezra 1:6. And aU they th& were about them strengthened the5
hands with
dver
gold
goods , , beats

. ..

...

...

...

. ..

. ..

.

...

The specific mention of the tribes of Judah, Benjamin, and hvi
makes it clear that only bhe &la ~f the king&& of Judah are involved. The descendants of earlier exiles from the kingdom of Israel? carried off by Sargon of Assyria7 would still be 8omewhere in
the dominions of Gym8 and might' conceivably have been included
in the edict. However, it was now nearly two pnturies since the
Israelite had been c a m 4 off. By now, apparently? they had been
absorbed and had lost all consciousness of, being Israelites.
Even the Jews in Babylon had assimilated themselves to an extent.
Not all went rushing back to Jerusalem. Some remained behind. The
faot that they donated objects of vahw to help those who were planning
to make the trip indicates that they were reasonably well-to-do and
might have seen no point in laving a place whem they were prosperous and secure and where by now they felt at home. (This is
precisely the situation in which modern American J ~ Wfind
S themselves.
Many are pmptzzous and secure and see no reason to leave their homes
and flock to Israel-though they are willing to make financial contibutions.)
Cyrus is described as also mntriiuting to the returnees, ordering
that the various Temple furnishings, which had been carried off by
Neb~chadnezzar~
be returned:

+$a

. ..

.. .
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b r a 3~7.
C p
brought foeh the vessels of the home
@tl8f%LoTdi..
E m 1:8. Bven those did Cyrus , bdng firth by the hund
of Mithredath
and numbered them unto Shmhbama, the prim
of 1-â
Mithredath is an interesting name, It means "given by Mithra:'
one of &e important Persian deities on the side of Ormuzd and
the forces of good (see page 4 9 ) . A later version of the Persian
religion, built about Mithra as a sun symbol, was known as Mithrakm
and? in the time of the Roman Empire, it vied with Christianity for
supremacy. The Greek version of the name Mithredath is Mithridates,
Rulers by this name reiped over the kingdoms of Parthia and of
POQ&Sin Roman times. In particular*Mithridates VI of Pontus (some
times known as Mithradates the Great) fought Rome nearly to a
standstill in the first century B.C.
The name "Sheshbazzar" is a puzzle, Its meaning is unclear but it
is certainly a Babylonian name and not a Hebrew one. Yet it is
borne by someone who is "the prince of Judah? Presumably the Jews
d e d in Babylon tended to adopt Babylonian names just as American
Jmtead to adopt American names.
Since Sheshbazzar is "the prince of Judah? it is natural to look
far him among those of the Davidic line listed earlier by the Chmnicler. The sons of Jeconiah* the exiled king of Judah, are there given:

..

...

i
I

.. .

Chronicles 3:17.
&&hieâ hia [Jeconiah7s]son7
Chronicles 3: 18. Mdchiram also7and Pediah, and S h m m

...

It is very tempting to identify Shenazar (itself apparently a Babylariian name) with Sheshbazzar, If so7Shahbazzar would be. the fourth
mn of Jmniah. If the three older sons were dead or incapacitated,
Shahbtmar would be literally the prince of Judah, the legal king of
the land. It is even conceivable that the difference between Shmzar
and Sheshbazzar arises because the son of Jeconiah adopted t h latter
~
as a throne name once his leadership of Judah was thus officially
rec~grlizd.
To be sure, Gyms had no intention of restoring Judah as a political
kingdom, whether independent or tribufary, but merely wished to
restore J m s a l m as the center of what seemed to him to be an unimportant cult.

Zerubbabel
Sheshbazzar led a party to Jerusalem and under him, apparently*
the work began:
Ezra 5:16.

of God

. ..

. . .Sheshbazmr . ..&id the foundation of the house
I

H~wever,if so, he w a g apparently only a tftnlar head; cut in the
role as (perhaps) the oldest living mion of the hduse of David and
therefore lending an air ~f sanctity and legitimacy to the project. As
the son of Jeconiah he mmt b v e bwn an old man at the time of
this first return, and a younga man would have taken over after
Sheshbazzar's ceremonial laying of the cornerstone, so ta speak. Later
on, it is only this younger man who is mentioned:

. . . t&t
. ..

Ezra 2 3 . Now these are the children
the captivity
Ezra 2:2. Which came with Zerubbabel

...

went u# out of

Some suggest that Zerubbabel (also a Babyloniqn name, meaning
"child of Babylon") is simply another name for ~hahbaz&r,but nothing forces this assumption. Zembbabel is a distinct individual also
mentioned among the descendants of Jeconiah:
i Chronicles 3:19. And the
md S h i d .

E

O

wm, Zembbabel,

of~ Fe&i&

~lsewhere,to be sure, he ig listed as the mn of another:

Ezra 5 : ~ .Z%en rose up Zdrubbabel the son, of SheaMel

...

However, Shealtiel is commonly equated with Sqlathiel, listed in i
Chrmiclw as Jeconiah's aldest son. In efther case, Zerubbabel is the
nephew ii~fShahbazaar? thi p n d s m of Jeconiah, and therefore the
great-greatppndson uf Josiah and the descendant4 in the twentieth
generation, of David.
I

1

I

Eventually, an altar was built upon which sacrifices might be per.
-. , , ,
formed: *
>
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Ezra 33. Then stood up Jeshua the son of ] d k
Z ~ b ~ e l and
. buil&d the dtm
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The name Jeshua is a form of the earlier Joshua? which, is i&elf
a s b r t e n d form of Jehoshua. This form appears commonly in the
C&dclef8 hktory9 and it has tpecfal hWak h a w e it is this name
which, h the Greek fom, is Jaus.
Jwhw is the son of Joz&W (Jehozadak)? who is listed i w
sixth: chapter of i Chronioles as the Hi&
at the the of tlm
fall of the kingdom, the High Priest who went into Babylonian cap
tivie (seepage@6).~<. I - : , ,.
,
:kL
, . f,.~. .*',!IC*
Now his son had ~eturnedt~ &ciate g&dhedtar*::Thu$,mt only
18 the secular power unbroken in the line from Jmniah to %eshbamar
&
Zmibbabek
i
but the priestly m
r is unbroken, tuo, from-Jehozadak
-'I,F
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But the m&rneesl were iot- bdlding t i e Temple in a -vacuutn.
There were people living in what had once been the kingdoms of
I~wsI m d ~udah.These-inchidad t h o s ~who hadj n m r &n miled
in the Erst place. Sargon of Assyria canid off only a ~ ~ p~rkion
1 1
of the Israelites, and Nebuchadaezzar of Babylon only a smaR portipn
of the Judeans. In' both cases, though, the miles had been bken
from the upper qlasses-the add~istrators,landownw, artisansz scholars, and intellectuals 'generally, 'I'hose who remained behind were the
peamnts and the unlattered.
Then, tad* the AsMan kings had resettled I s a d with oubidm and
these had Lundonbtedlyinternwried with the remaining native to form
Samaritans (s& page 380) Mtm the exile from Judah* thm
$kma&ris had spread southward to take over paris of what had ,onGe

h

been northern Judah, while the Edomites moved northward from
their desert fastnesses into what had once been southern Judah.
The Jewish exiles in Babylon, on the other hand, had prospered
and had further developed Judaism. As 'compensation for the loss of
their land and freedom, they turned to that which alone distinguished
them clearly from their neighbors-their sacred writings. The various
traditions and law codes may have h a d e n d and fused md the early
book& of the Bible may have appathed their final fork during the
Exile. (It may be for this reason that so much of3the first few chapters
of Genesis has a marked tinge of Babylodic myth abut it-see page
40*1
Then, too, i m p a n t pmphets helped &velop.the idas of Judaism
further, so that the
of Babylon had a religion advanced and
etherealized in many respects beyond that which #VBS held traditionally
by the remaining inhabitants of Judah.
For these reasons the rebuilding of the Temple was bound to bring
trouble. To the p p l e living in fie land about Jerusdlem, the returnees
were foreigners who came # d i n g into the land,i? a highhanded
fashion, with stmnge religious mys a i d haughty s g c h . To the returnees, on the other han4 the pmple living on the land were strangers
and foreigners, occupying usurped space, and practicing a debased reli@on only s u p f i ~ l l yresembling Jpdaism.
The,sihiation was precisely the same as that in.the twentieth century
w h h Jews from Europe and Amdm returned to an Israel they considered their ancestral home md found themselves face to face with
Arab dwllers who considered ,tl~emstrangers and intruders. The a p
parently irreconcilable hostility of Israel and its Amb neighbors mimrs
&e hostility of the Jews and Samaritqns in Pmim times and later.

...

Ezra 4:1.
the advemtrh of 1ada-hdnd Benimin [the Samaritans]
Ezra 4:2.
came to Zmbbubd
, and wid
let us h a d
, ,
~ 4 t hyou , ,
~ z r a4:3 But Zerubbabel
,.wid unto them, You have nothing
to do with us.

. ..
...
.

..

..

..

indicate that the offer of the
There is nothing at t h i ~p i n t
%maritan&was indinkere. k b b a b d might liave bee* more diplomatic,
but, Eke Rehoboam four centuries before (see page 338), he was

,.

&*I

harsh and insulting, and the mult was the same, enmity in place of
possible cwpration.

The Samaritans could not oppme the Jm directly since both alike
were under the firm eye of the Persian kings. The Samaritans could,
however, try to influence those'kings by pointing out the possible
dangers of allowing an exclu8ivistic religious group to come to power
in a place as s'&ategically situated as Jerusalem.

EBIQ4:4. Then the, people of th& lmd wedkmed the hdn& of
the +ople of Judgh, and trodled them in Building.
E m 4:s. And hired aoumellors a ~ * mthem
t
to f ~ ~ ~ & at ht ei ~
Wrpose all the days of C p king of Pars& w e n until the rdgn
Qf Dm.w king of Pm3ia.
Gyms died in 530 B.c., eight years after &is edict allowing the Jews
to return to Jerusalem. Succeeding him was his son Cambpes, (Kam
bujiya, in Persian) who had been ruling Babylon while his father was
off on his chmpaigns. In order to emu* his place on the throne,
Cambyses had his brother Smerdis executed. He &en set out to conquer Egypt, the one portion of the hsyrian Empire which had not
yet bean taken over by the conquering Persians.
In Egypt the 26th dynasty was still in power. Seventy years had
@ since Necho (against whom Josiah of Judah had fof~ght)had
dl& and now the Pharaoh was Psmtik -111. In 525 B.C. Cambyses
mmthed against him and won an easy victory, Psamtik I11 was overthrown and later executed, so that Saitic Egypt came to an end. For
over a century afterward, Persian kings were to rule as the z@ dynasty.
Cambyses attempted to extend his African dominions even more,
with plans to attack Ethiopia to the south, or Carthage to thd west
but the deserts were too hostile and his line of communi&tions too
long. ~urtheAore,a Zoroastrian priest, pretending to
Cambyses'
dead brother Smerdis, was proclaiming himself king back h Persia
aad Cambyses had to hurry home. On the way back, in 521 B.c., he
died, whether through natural muses, or as a result of assassination
or suicide.

For some monthsthereafter, the usurper was in control of Persia,
but opposition to him centered about Darius (Paptyavaush, in Persian)
who was a member of the younger branch of the Persian royal family.
Gathering other noblemen about himself, he attacked the usurper, defeated him, and made himself king.
DwSas faced rebellions in his turn almost at once, but he put them
dam with a sure hand and with great skill; He then proceeded to
reorganize the kingdom, dividing it up into provinces (satrapies), establishing good roads and canals, arranging for a sound monetary
system, and generally overseeing a strong and efficient
He also continued Persian conquests. He extend4 Persian control
eastward over sections of northwestern India (the modem Pakistan)
and, about 512 B.c., led an army across the Hellespont into Thrace(the region making up modern Bulgaria). It was the first time any
Asian monarch had led an anny into Europe and he brought his
dominions up to the Danube River.
Darius is best remembered among Westerners for the events of the
last decade of his thirty-five-year-long reign. The. Greek cities on the
Aegean coast of Asia Minor revolted in 500 B.C. and received help
from Athens. The revolt was crushed and Darius pet about punishing
the Athenians. A Persian expeditionary force landed on Athenian territory near the village of Marathon in 400 B.C. and there, in one
of the most famous battles of ancient times, was defeated. Darius died
in 486 B.C. with Athens still unpunished.
This last defeat was a very minor one as far as the Persian Empire
was concerned and should not be allowed to obscure the fact that
Dadus's reign was essentially one of great achievements both abroad
and at home. Under him, Persia reached the peak of its power.
The short reign of Cambyses tends to be overshadowed by the
greater achievements of Cyrus who preceded hipi and Darius who
followed him, and the Book of Ezra moves straight from Cyms to
Darius, slurring over Cambyses. Indeed, Cambyses is nowhere mentioned in the Bible.

Before going into details concerning the results of the intrigues
carried on by the Samaritans at the courts of Cyrus and Darius, the

Book of Ezra rounds off those intrigues by describing their continuation into the following reigns:

. ..

Ezra 4:6. And in the reign of Ahasuerus
wrote they unto
him an accusation agdnst the inhabitants of Judah and Jerusalem.
After the death of Darius I in 486 B.c., his son Xerxes succeeded
to the throne. Xerxes continued his father's plan of punishing the
Greeks. He had to pause first, though, to suppress a serious revolt in
Egypt and took several years; time used by the Greeks in desperate
preparation for the coming Persian assault
Finally, a mighty Persian army invaded Greece and an equally mighty
Persian fleet (manned by Phoenicians, for the most part) swept the
Aegean. Xerxes' navy was defeated in 480 B.C. in the battle of Salamis
and his army was defeated on land the next year at Plataea. Xerxes
gave up the plan to conquer Greece and retired to a life of ease with
his harem.
The "Persian War" makes up the main body of the history of H e
rodotus, the first great history of Western tradition, and its events have
made up a drama almost without parallel in all the twenty-five hundred
years that have since elapsed. Those mighty events, however, cast
no ripple in Biblical affairs for they did not affect the Jews, and
no mention is made of them in the Bible. .
It is generally accepted that Xerxes is the Ahasuerus referred to in
Ezra 4:6. The names do not seem similar but "Xerxes" is, after all,
only the Greek version of the long's name. To the Persians, Xerxes
was Khshayarsha. Place an "A" in front and the change to Ahasuerus
is not a difficult one to see.

The tale of Samaritan intrigues continues:

Ezra 4:7. And in the days of Artaxerxes

. ..

In 46; B.c., Xerxes was assassinated in a court intrigue and his
son Artaxerxes I (Artakhshatra) succeeded. During Artaxences' fortyyear reign, the Persian Empire held its own. It kept off the Greeks,
not so much with armies as with money, encouraging them to fight
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among themselves. Rebellions flared here and there in the vast Persian
dominions but they were easily put down and in the end Artaxerxes
died in peace in 424 B.C.

.

Aramaic
To be sure, by the time of Xerxes and ~rtaxerx&,it was not the
Temple that was in question; that had been completed in Darius's
reign, as will be explained later, and was a dead issue. Rather, it
was the fact that the Jews were also attempting to build walls about
Jerusalem that was now in question.
This could easily be interpreted as a rebellious act, since the Jews
might be planning to protect themselves by these walls against
the Persian army. The Samaritans therefore wrote to Artaxerxes, pointing out that the Jews had once controlled large sections of the Fertile
Crescent from Jerusalem and had a bad record as rebels against the
Assyrians and Babylonians who had preceded the Persians. And, as
the Bible says,
Ezra 4:7.

.

. . . the letter was written in the Syrian tongue . . .

In fact, in the original version of the Book of Ezra, this letter is
quoted in Aramaic (Syrian).
Aramaic is a Semitic dialect, closely related to Hebrew but sufficiently different so that a person understanding one would have
trouble understanding the other. The relationship is perhaps like that
of German to Dutch, or French to Spanish.
~ramaicwas more widely spread than Hebrew. At the time of the
Exodus, the Aramaean tribes had drifted not only into Syria (Aram)
but into many of the regions of the Fertilecrescent, including Babylonia. It followed that knowledge of Aramaic came to be widespread
through the area. The Aramaeans prospered as merchants, traveled
widely, and their language became a kind of lingua franca, a language
in which most educated people could manage to make themselves
understood, even though one might not understand the native language
of the other.
Thus,at the time the Assyrians under Sennacherib were besieging
Jerusalem, Assyrian emissaries shouted propaganda messages in Hebrew
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from outside the walls in order to dishearten the defenders. The Judean
emissaries, hoping to stop this, asked humbly:

...

2 Kings 18:26.
Speak,I pray thee ,
for we understand it

. ..

..in the Syrian language;

Both Assyrians and Judeans could meet on the common ground
of the Aramaic tongue.
Presumably, the Jews in Babylon found it easy to get along with
Aramaic until they learned Babylonian, so that Hebrew began to be
almost foreign to them (as it is to most Jews outside Israel today).
Furthermore, the mixed population in what had once been Israel and
Judah probably found themselves drifting to Aramaic.
For that reason certain books written late in Biblical times, sections
of the Book of Daniel in particular, were written in Aramaic. And
in New Testament times, Aramaic was the language of the Jewish people generally. Thus, Jesus spoke in Aramaic rather +an in Hebrew.

In the course of this letter in Aramaic, the original petitioners describe themselves by the cities they had inhabited before the Assyrian
resettlement of peoples. The list' concludes:
Ezra 4:10. And the rest of the nab*onswhom the great and noble
Asnapper brought over, and set in the cities of Samaria .
Clearly, Asnapper must refer to some important Assyrian monarch

..

who ruled after the destruction of the kingdom of Israel. There were
four of these and the first three-Saigon, Sennacherib, and Esarhaddon
- a r e mentioned by name in the Bible so that Asnapper is not likely
to be one of them. That leaves the fourth-Asshurbanipal (see page
39o)-and it is generally accepted that this is who is meant by Asnap
Per*
~tf*,'?, r

Achtnetha

;0;

,

With the record of Samaritan obstructionism through the century
following Cyrus's decree made clear, the story goes back to the first

decades of work. Apparently Samaritan hostility at the start had interrupted work on the Temple itself:

Ezra 4:2+ Then ceased the work of the house
thy second year of the reign of Darius

...

of

God

.'..unto

The work was still in a state of suspended animation in 520 'B.c.,
in other words, eighteen years after Cyrus's original edict. Under the
verbal lash of enthusiasts such as Haggai and Zechariah, work skrted
again :

.
.. and, Jeshua. . .and
b e p to build the house of Cod . . .
Ezra 5:~.Then rose up Zwbbabel

But now there were new Persian governors over the area and Some
q , ~ t i o narose as to what structure was being erected and by what
right.The Jews referred to the edict under Cyrus, but Cyrus was
dead, as was his successor, and the confusion of a civil war had just
taken place. The matter had to be referred to Darius himself, and the
records were successfully searched:
Ezra 6:2. And there was found at Achmetha, in the palace that
is in the province of the Medes, aroll, and therein was a record

...

,

AchGetha is about 280 miles northeast of Babylon. Its name in
the language of its ancient inhabitants was Hangmatana, which became ~cbatanato the Greeks and Hamadan to the modem-inhabitants. Hamadan is now part of modem -Iran, 180 miles west of the ,
Iranian capital, Teheran, and possessing a population of over one
hundred thousand.
Ecbatana, to use its most familiar ancient name, had its greatest
importance in the half century folloiying the fall of Nneveh,
for ,it was then the capital of tlye Median (Empire. Cyrus took it
in $50 B.C. and it lost its status as capital in favor of cities-in Persia
itself. However, its location among the mountains made it a good
place for a summer residence so that it continued to serve as a kind
of subsidiary royal center.
Darius, having located the decree, confirmed it, and ordered his
local officials in Judea to hasten and encourage the building.

'Ezra 6x5. And this house (the Temple] was finished
the sixth year of the reign of Darius the King.

.. . in
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Since Darius became king in 521 B,Q. and that year counts as his
first, the Temple was completed in 516 B.C. just twenty-two years after
Cyrus's decree and just seventy years after the Temple had been
destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar. It is certainly tempting to feel that the
seventy years of exile referred to by Jeremiah can be interpreted as
applying not to the physical exile of the Jews in Babylon so much as
,
to their spiritual exile from the Temple.
Sometimes the rebuilt Temple is called the '^second Temple."
The first had endured from923 to 586 B.C.Ã‘ stretch of 337 years.
The second Temple was to do better. It was to 'endud 586 years
until its destruction by the Romans in A.D. 70.

E m
I

There is now a lapse of at l&t half a century and Ezra appears
on the scene. The name is a shortened form of Azariah, a common
name carried by some two dozen people mentioned in the Bible,
including that king of Judah who is also known by the throne name
of Uzziah.
Ezra 7:6.
Ezra 7:7.

.. ....Ezra
went up fromBabylon . .
in the sewnth par of ~rtaxerxkthe king.
,

If we assume that it is Arfaxerxes I who is meant, he came to
the throne in 465 B.C. and his seventh year wodd be 459-58 B.C.
That would be the year, then, of Ezra's visit to Jerusalem.
If Ezra is considered the Chronicler, a pointiin' favor is the fact
that on int&ducing himself he proudly gives his w e , talcing it
bad; to Aaron (but skipping a number of generations in doing so).
He also describes his function:
Ezra 7:6.

. . .he [Ezra]was a ready m*bein the law of Moses. . .

A scribe is "one who writes," a secretary; and it was precisely during
the Exile that scribes became particularly important. The legal, the
ological, and historical traditions of (he Jews had t o be reduced to
writing and prepared in many copies now that the1 people were scattered; otherwise isolated groups would forget.
Ezra was one of the poupa who copied and Studied the books
I

and since these books contained the Jewish ritual law, he (and other
scribes, too) was the equivalent of what we might today call a lawyer.
There is an important difference between a prophet and a scribe.
A prophet speaks from inspiration and not only can, but often does,
break new ground. A scribe is bound to the letter and, in fact, has a
vested interest in the preservation of the letter since only by its exact
knowledge does he fulfill his function. There iis for that reason a certain;aridity about scribes, a certain lack of flexibility which, in periods
of stress and emergency, keeps them from moving with the times
and forces them into what may prove unpopular and even untenable
positions. In the New Testament, scribes are usually mentioned with
disapproval,
One difficulty arises concerning the date 458 B.C. given above as
the year of Ezra's arrival in Jerusalem. If Ezra is indeed the Chronicler then it might seem he would have to be alive at least as late
as 400 B.C. since some of the genealogies in I Chronicles stretch that
far. Yet Ezra had already obtained a reputation by the time of his
visit to Jerusalem and could not have been a young man. If mature in
in 458 B.c., could he still be alive in 400 B.c.?
It is possible, of course, that he might have written the history before 400 B.C. and that a disciple added the verses required to bring
it up to date, so to speak. On the other hand, Ezra may have come
to Jerusalem considerably later than 458 B.C.
Artaxerxes I was not the only king of his name to role over Persia.
~ f t e the
r death of Artaxerxes I in 424 B.c., one of his sons ruled under
the name of Xerxes I1 and then another as Darius 11. In 404 B.c.,
Darius I1 died, and his son, Artaxerxes 11, came to the throne. If it
is this second Artaxerxes to whom Ezra refers in 7:7, then Ezra came
to Jerusalem in 398 B.C.
Unfortunately, there is no easy way of determining from the Biblical
account which Artaxerxes is meant and of deciding whether Ezra arrived in 458 or 398 B.C.

One possible hint lies with one of the heads of the families that are
described as coming to Jerusalem with Ezra:

Ezra 8:z..

. . of the sons of David; Hattush.
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Hattush is listed in the Davidic genealogy in the third chapter of
Chronicles:

...
.
.
...*
Chronicles
And the

1 Chronicles 3:q.
and Hananiah

a d ^t? sons of &rubbabel; Mahullam

...

3:21.
sons of Hanamdh
Shechaimh.
Chronicles 3:'22. And the sons of Shechamah; Shemaulh; and
the sons of ~hettmiah;Haftush

1

1

. ..

I

Hattush was thus the great-greatwndson of Zerubbabel, and a member of the twenty-fourth generation after David.
According to the Anchor Bible, Hattush's younger brother Neariah
has an estimated birth year of 470 B.C. (see page 405). W e might
suppose then that Hattush was born in 475 B.C. If, then, Ezra had
come to Jerusalem in 458 B.c., Hattush would have been seventeen
years old; a fine age for {be trip, but would he then be considered
among those described by Ezra as:
Ezra 8:1. These are now the chief of their fathers

..

or, to use the phraseology of the Revised Standard Version, 'These
are the heads of their fathers' houses,. . ."?
Surely a seventeen-yearold boy woyld scarcely be the head of the
house of David. There would very likely be older members to serve that
function.
Yet if Ezra had come t o Jerusalem in 398 B.c., Hattush would be
seventy-seven years old and would make a good patriarchal head of
the royal house, but is it likely that a man of that age would decide
to make the arduous trip to Jerusalem?
So one still stands irresolute as to which of the two dates to choose.
Regardless of the date, though, the line of David had lost its political
significance. Even the nominal sovereignty of a Sheshbazzar or a Zerub
babel was gone. The Jewish community was become a theocracy and
when Ezra arrived it was he, the scribe, and not Hattush, the prince,
who was in charge.
He found that in the time that had elapsed since the rebuilding
of the Temple, there had been much intermarrying between the returnees and those who had been. in {he land all along. Horrified,
Ezra demanded and enforced the end of such mahiages and the
ejection of foreign wives and their children from the community.

This was thought of at the time as the only sure way in which
Judaism could be preserved in pure form. Intermarriage was bound
to be followed by a dilution of social custom and a distortion of
ritual, it seemed. This may be so, in fact,' but to those of us who
now live in a pluralistic society and try to measure up to its ideals,
Ezra's policy seems inhumane, narrow, and wrong. That there were
those among the Jews themselves who also thought so, is evidenced
by the fact that at about this time the beautiful little Book of Ruth
was written (see page 265) and proved so popular that it was included
in the Hebrew Bible despite die fact that its heroine was a Moabitess.
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Shushan

The events of the next book also deal with the period of the
restoration of the Temple and it, begins at once with the identity of
the chief character:
1,'

Nehemiah

1:i.

The wonk of Nehemiah

..

1

I

Nehemiah
and, again:

Nehemiah

Vms,...

1:2.

..

21.

*

&-?

1

from which the name of the book is derived. Much of the book consists of the memoirs of Nehemiah, presumably quoted and edited into
a larger whole by the Chronicler (or Ezra, if that 'be he).
The date of the beginning of the events of the book is also given;
twice, in fact:

the palace

..-.
. ,1. .
*

...in the twentieth year, as I was in Shvshan
... in the twentieth year of Artaxerxes the
I

If the king is Artaxerxes I, then his twentieth year is 446-45 B.c.;
if Artaxerxes 11, it is 385-84 B.C. The second date is too late if we
are to accept the fact that the Chronicler was writing in 400 A.c.
Therefore we can place ourselves in the year 445 B.c., some seventy
years after the completion of the second Temple.

Jerusalem at the Time of Nehemiah

Nehemiah held an honorable post as cupbearer to the Persian kin&
which gave him the chance to talk to him personally:
Nehemiah
king

. ..

xi.

. . . Z took up the wiw, and gave it unto the

and such conversations could, apparently, take place in the presence
of the queen:
Nehemiah 2:6. And the king said unto me, (the queen also
&ing by him)

...

Penanal service in the presence of the queen would seem to man,
in an eastern court of the time, that Nehemiah was a eunuch. The
Bible does not, however, make that clear.
Shushan, the scene in which we first find Nehemiah, is better known
to us by the Greek version of its name, Susa. Susa is far more ancient
than the Persian kingdom, since it was in its earliest history the
apikd of the kingdom of Elam, which lay northeast of Babylonia
and northwest of Fars, the Persian homeland.
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Elam was a r i d of Babylonia men before the Idme of Abraham.
It was conquered by argon of Agade (see page 50) and by Hammurabi (see page $). When Babylon was weak? homer, Elam had
occasional periods of domination, Chedorlaomer (see page 68) was
a king of Elam? for instance.
The most dramatic period of Elam's history* however, came in the
time of Assyrian domination. Just as Egypt sought to save itself from
Assyria by encouraging remits against that land in Judah, Israel? and
Syria, so Elam enmuraged revolts in Eabylon. Merodach-baladan (see
p a p 387) managed to maintain himself agqinst Ass*
only with
had its hands
Elamite support. It was probably only because &s@
continually full with E l m that Judah man&ed tb havg on to a
nominal independence and suwiv9 to see Assyia destroyed.
Elam did not have J u W s good f a n e , however. It did not SUM*.
It fought Assyria .in campaign after campaign for a century, coming
back after defeat, always resoluteT always defht. It is a great epic
of it$ sort, but because there is no Elamite litmature that survives
today that can compare with thi historical books of khe Bible, or with
the writings of the Greeks9the Eladte struggle is carried on in soundless darkness and is all but vanished from modern consciousness.
Finally, in 6p B.C-,after several &mpaignsby Asshurbanipal, Elam was
utterly destroyed and devastated and Susa was razed to the ground.
The best of what remained of the Eladte ppuldtion was deported
and some of them must have been added to the Samaritans for
among the people represented by the letter to Mama (see page
446) are:

1

. . .the SmpcMtds . . . md the Elurnites?
. . whom . . .Asnu#w hmught over, and set in the

E m 4:9.
Ezra 4:io. ,
cities of

s

m

..

'

Here is the additional reason for considering Asnapper to be Asshurbanipl.
Elam played no fu#m mle in %istory but it had its posthumous
revenge. .The effort in erugh Elam cost the last bit bf strength Assyria
could muster. It ms exhaasted and within a generdtion it fell before
the combined might of the Chaldeans and the Medes, and was wiped
'
out every bit as thoroughly as Elam had been.
Meanwhile, the Pm&ms mable to expand ndrthwesbmrd from
Fars i n t ~~ 1 & , thereafter generally called Susianah and make it an
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integd part of Persia. Susa was mbuilt by Dafius. I a d mad^ hito
the winter cqital of the empire. Its sit& (in what is now.southw&erfr
Iraxi) is marked only by ruins and by a little village n%m& Shush:

At the time that the Book of N&emfah opens9 a party of Jews
had asrived in Susa. B e i r business is not described but one can
rei~onablyspeculate thdt it might have been in connection with the
1etW to Artaxesxes sent by the Samaritans, The, Jews of JerusaIem
hied its cansequences and might well have sent a depuhdofi to
Artaxema to present their own case, 3d doifig -so7 they wo&d have
ap3oached Nehemiah, as a Jew who ha& access-to the ear of the icing.
They informed Nehemiah that conditions'in Jerusalem were bad and
that the walls about the city had be& destmied, presumably by
&&dtax~ enemies supported by the local Persian officials.
Aft& sevesal months? Nehemiah s u c ~ e in
d appsoaching Artaxesxes
andLinpersuading him to gsant pesmfssio~foc the walls ta be built
and for Nehemiph to travel to Jerusilem to oversee the matte'r. Accor&gg to the later Jewish historian Josephus, Nehemiah did not assive ip Jerusalem till 440 B.G.
In Jehsalem, Nehemiah faced opposition &om thk @a1 governors.
After he bad surveyed the state of the walls, he proposed an immediate
drive to rebuild them:
Nehemiah z : q . But when Sadwillat,the Horonite7 u d Tobiuh

. . the Ammonite, and Ceshem the Arubkn* heard it, they . . .
suid . . . will ye rebel uguimt the king?

+?.

,

Sanballat bars a Babylonian namg (Sin-uhlEk, which mans "Sin
[the moon-goddess] has given life"). This do2 not necessarily mean
t h ~ he
t was a smwn-gddas worshipes, since he may just have b m
using a popular name? of the periodt just as'a modem Amerian might
have Hannibal as a first name without an9 intention of showing himself to be a worshiper of t h ~Casthaginian Baal. As a Homnite,
a town ten miles northwest
Sanballat was a native of Eeth-hor~n~
of Jewalem, Pieum~blyhe was a Samasitan and perhaps even the
had governor of !%maria.
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Tobiah has a Hebrew name and is dasaribed, lpter in the book,
as being uonnected to various Jews by marriage. Hq is called an Ammonite probably because he was the local governor of districts in
the Trans-Jordan. It is quite likely that he was a, Yahvist but was
certainly not an orthodox Jew as orthodoxy was then viewed. Either
he was a Samaritan, or a Jew who was in sympathy. with the Samaritans.
Geshem the Arabian apparently was a Nabataean, a member of an
Arabic tribe that now appears on the Biblical horizon, After the d e
struction of the kingdom of Judah, the Edomites moved northward
into Judah and behind them came the Nabataeans, who "occupied
what had previoudy been Edom. Their capital was established at
Petra, a city which had elaborate house and temple fronts earned out
of the pink cliffside. It attained prosptdty because it was an important
crossing point for various trade routes. Its site is aften equated with
the Edomite city of Selaht which is mentioned in the Bible in conneetion with Amaziah's reconquest of Edom [see 'page 369):
2

Kings 14~7.He [Amaziah]

. . . took !$e!ah by war . .

In the third century E.C. the Nabataeans were to form a prosperous
kingdom, At the time the Romans were cmshing the Jewish rebellion
in A.D. 68, they also annexed the Nababean kingdom. It became
the province of Arabia Petraea. N~arlytwo centuriesmlater,the province
wen gave an emperor to Romq Philip "the Arabian."

The building of the walls began, with the High Priest initiating
the proceedings:
Nehemiah 3:i. Then Eliashib the high prieq rose up with his
, pri~sts,and they budded the sheep gate , ,

..

.

Eliashib continua the line of priests descendin' from Zadok, the
?
High Priest under Solomon, for he is the grandspn of Jeshua who
I
returned with Zembbabel (see page 40):
I
Nehemiah ~z:io. And leshua b w t Joiakiqa, iokkim also begat
Eliashib
I

...

I

The walls as built enclosed a tiny city indeed; the "city of David"
in khe south (that is7 the rocky heighQ of Zion on which David had
built hi8 palace six mnturia before) and the Temple and its environs
to the north. The entire enclos@remay have been seven modern city
blocks long and an average of two city bloob wide.
Ashdodites
'The %mantans and other surrounding nations, annoyed at the prog~LVSof the wall, were prepared to "bke mob action against it.
In a very real sense, the little 'Judean enclave at Jerusalem was
surrounded. There were Samaritans under Sanballat to the north; the
Trang-Jordanian tribes under Tobi~hto the cast, and the Nabataeans
under Geshem to the sou*. To complete the circle there was also
an enemy to the west:

..

Nehemiah 4:7. , the Arabians, and the Ammonites, and the
Ashdodites
were very wroth.

...

'

The Ashdodites refer, ip a narrow sense, to the inhabitants of the
Fhilititine city of Asbdod (see page m).
The phrase has come to
m a n more than that in post-Exilic times.
f i e Philistines had been snbdued by Qadd and had f o m d park
of (theunited kingdom first and then9later7,of the kingdom of Judah,
but they had continued to mainbin their a~lturalidentity. At vario~s
times they rebelled but under Uzziah they were reduced to submission
again:

... ...

&ronicIes 26~6.And he [Uzziah]
warred against the Philistines, and brake down the w d of Gath
and the wall of
Ashdod
2

. ..

However, the Philistines suffered with Judah in the days of Assyrian
ascendance, for in 711 B.c.:

...

Isaiah zo:~.
Sargon the &ing
Ashdod a d took it.

of Assyria

. .. fought againat

The Assyrian governor who thencefo* ruled Philistine territory hwl
his seat at Ashdod. The term "Ashdodite'' came7 therefore, to mean
the Philistines generally7so that Nehemiah was facing the Philistines as
seven centuries before Samson had faced them.

Nehemiah's answer was a resolute defense. Half the Jews built the
walls and half patrolled the environs of the city, armed and ready for
war. The builders themselves wore swords and the atmosphere was very
much like that in the frontier villages of modem Israel, where farmers
plow their fields with rifles strapped to their backs.
Presumably, the Samaritans were not ready to make actual war. That
would get them in trouble with Persia since Nehemiah had the royal
permission for the work. Since Nehemiah refused to be thwarted by
the mere war of nerves involved in continuing threats and menacing
scowls, the raising of the walls continued and, according to Josephus,
they were completed in 437 B.C.
Nehemiah also labored to solve the economic difficulties of the tiny
community and mentions a date still later, for a t one point he says:

. ..
...

.. .

Nehemiah 6:14.
from the .h
that I was appointed
governor
from the twentieth year, even unto the two and thirtieth year of Artaxerxes

. ..

You might think that this ought to settle which of the Artaxaxes
Nehemiah worked under since surely both would not have reigned for
the comparatively long time of thirty-two years. However, through a
coincidence, Artaxerxes I reigned forty-one years and Artaxerxes I1
reigned forty-six years. If, however, we still consider the king to have
been Artaxerxes I, the year that Nehemiah now meptions as the thirtysecond of the king is 433 B.C.

Ezra
Chapters 8, 9, and 10 of Nehemiah suddenly return to Ezra, who is
described as reading to the population of Jerusalem out of the sacred
writings:
Nehemiah 8:1. And aH the people gathered themselves together

. . and they spake unto Ezra the scribe to bring the book of the
law of Moses . , .
Nehemiah 8:2. And Ezra . . .brought the law before the congregation . . .
,

Nehemiah 8:3. And he read therein
Â¥women..

. . .before the men and the

Ezra then led a religious reform which was different from all those
(hat had preceded. Now there was no longer merely the spoken word
of a prophet, or even just the book found in the Temple in Josiah's
time (which may have possessed only dubious authority in the eyes of
many of the men of the time). There was now the whole body of
the Torah, the first five books of the Bible, written, expounded, and
interpreted by the scribes so that all men might now study, understand, and observe the very letter of the law.
The presence of the written law (to which the prophetic books and
the "Writings" were later added to form the Bible) made it impossible
for the Jews ever again to waver from Judaism. The Jews kept the faith
thereafter, through exiles far more widespread,. prolonged, and inhumanly cruel than that visited upon them by Nebuchadnezzar.
This episode of the reading of the law brings up once again the
problem of the chronology of Ezra. Ezra appears in two places; first at
the end of the Book of Ezra, where he breaks up the mixed marriages,
and second at the end of the Book of Nehemiah, where he leads the
religious reform. It would seem that these two sections belong together;
that the breakup of the mixed marriages ought to be followed at once
, by the religious reform and that the interposition of the Nehemiah
chapters is artificial.
The question then is whether the Ezra story, as a whole, comes
before Nehemiah or after Nehemiah, and this again depends on which
Artaxerxes is referred to in Ezra 7:7 (see page 449). If Nehemiah's work
in Jerusalem took place from 445 to 433 B.c., then Ezra's work comes
first if he really came to Jerusalem in 458 B.C. in the seventh year of
Artaxerxes I. It comes afterward, on the other hand, if he came to
Jerusalem in 398 B.C. in the seventh year of Artaxerxes 11.
One additional verse can now be called upon to help make the
decision. When Ezra arrived in Jerusalem and was shocked to discover
the prevalence of mixed marriages:

. . . and went into the chamber
. . .did eat no bread, nor drink

Ezra 10:6. Then Ezra rose up
of lohanun the son of Elhhib: and
water: for he mourned

. ..

Is it possible that the Eliashib mentioned here is the Eliashib who
was High Priest in Nehemiah's time (see pag 457)? Eliashib did have
a son or grandson named Johanan:

Nehemiah 12:22. The Levites in the duyi~of Eliashib, Joiada, and
Johanan

...

What's more, Johanan did serve as High Priest. The Jewish colony in
Elephantine, a city in upper Egypt, addressed letters to him dated 408
B.C. and he is further mentioned in Josephus.
If the Johanan of Ezra 10:6 is this Johanan, it would be very strong
cadence in favor of Ezra's arrival in Jerusalem in 398 B.C. in the scventh year of Artaxeixes 11.
And yet not all doubt is removed. Neither Johanan nor Eliashib is
described here as a High Priest or even as a priest and it is possible
(though perhaps not likely) that Ezra's host for the night was just an
ordinary individual with {be increasingly common name of Johanan.

i

Esdras

The tale told by the Chronicler concerning the destruction and rebuilding of the Temple is told over again in another book, also attributed to Ezra. This one is considered apocryphal, however, and to distinguish it from the canonical Book of Ezra, use is made of the
Greek equivalent of the name and it is called i Esdras (for there is
another apocryphal book called 2 Esdras). To those who adhere to
the Catholic system of referring to the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah
as i Esdras and z Esdras, the apocryphal books are 3 Esdras and 4
Esdras.
Both i and z Esdras were included in some Greek versions of the
Bible. At the Council of Trent in 1546, however, the Catholic Church
decided officially which books it would consider canonical and these
did not include the Prayer of Manasses (see page 425) or either of the
Esdras books. These are apocryphal to Catholics as well as to Jews and
Protestants.
1Esdras was written no earlier than 150 B.C. and perhaps considerably
later (though not later than AD. 50 since Josephus refers to it). In
general, 1 Esdras deviates from Ezra-Nehemiah only in unimportant
details and its chief point of interest lies in {be retelling of an old fable.
The fable is told as taking place in (he reign of Darius, who, after
a feast, retired to sleep. Three of his bodyguard pass the time by each

stating what he thinks is the strongest. The first chooses wine, the see
ond the king, and the third, women.
(In the original tale, it would have made more sense if the first chose
the king-the obvious choice-the second wine, and the third women.
The second can then point out that even the king succumbs to wine,
and the third that even the king respects his mother and loves his wife.
Both second and third are correct but since the third would undoubtedly please the women of the court he would be the sure winner.)
In i.Esdras, the story is modified to suit the writer's purposes. The
Quid guardsman chooses more than merely women:
i Esdras 3:12. The third wrote, Women are strongest: but
above all things Truth beareth away the -victory.

Darius is told of the contest, is amused, and demands that each
guardsman defend his point of view before the open court. The first
and second speak in favor of wine and the king. Then the third guards'
man is, for the first time, identified:
Esdras 4:a3. Then the third, who had spoken of women, and of
the truth, (this was Zorobabel} began to speak.
1

(Since the apocryphal books appear in the Greek and not in the
H e b h , proper names are given closer to the Greek than the Hebrew
forms in the King James Version-unlike the situation in connection
with the canonical books. Hence we have Zorobabel rather than Zerubbabel.)
Zerubbabel speaks of women, as in the old fable, but then launches
into an impressive encomium on truth, ending:

.. .. ..

Esdms 4 : ~ . Blessed be theGod of truth,
Esdras 4:4i.
And all the w
l
e then shouted, and
Gred is T~ruth,and mighty above all things.
1

1

said,

Since Zerubbabel had won, Darius offered to grant him whatever he
might wish, and Zerubbabel immediately asked him to confirm Cyrus's
decree that the Temple be rebuilt Thus, this fable is tied inwith Jewish history.
It is unlikely in the extreme that anything like this ever happened,
but it is a pretty story.

AHASWEPUS

VASITO ' MORDECAI

INDIA

' HAMAN

FOR

ZERESH ' THE

BEST OF ESTHER

Ahasuerus
Following the historical books conies what can only be described
as a piece of historical fiction, the Book of Esther.
Esther does not have the gentle charm of the Book of Ruth, the
earlier book that seems to have fictional elements. It is, instead, a savage
book. The Book of Esther is, in fact, the one book of the Bible in which
the word "God" does not occur.
d it breathes the
Esther may have been written as late as
air of nationalism one would expect of that period in which the Jews
were finally living in an independent kingdom again after having undergone a period ,of savage persecution. It is probably the chauvinistic
nationalism of the book that bade it so popular-among Jews as to force
its inclusion in the ~ibli&lcanon.
,
The book begins by placing itself in time.
Esther

1:i.

Now it came to

pass in the days of AhasuW..

.

,

Ahasuerus is usually identified with Xerxes I (see page 445), who
reigned from 486 to 465 B.C. At this period the Persian Empire was
still apparently at the peak of its power, as it had been under Darius,
but the downhill slide was already beginning. Xerxes is best known to
history in connection with his great expedition against Greece, which
failed so miserably.

Indid
I

A good indication of the late date of publication of the hook is the
fact that it is not enough to mention Ahasuerus. The monarch must be
identified:

..

Esther 1:i.
(this is Afusuems which reigned, from India 6
unto Ethiopia, over anhundred and s&n and tw&ty provinces:)

This describes, accurately enough, the wide extent of the territory of
the Persian Empire at its height. The verse i$ also remarkable for being
the one place (except for a similar expression in another verse later in
this same book) where India is mentioned in the Bible.
Nor can there be any doubt that the Hebrew word wed in this place,
"Hoddu," can mean anything but India, Not only did Ahasuerus
(Xerxes) actually rule from Ethiopia to India, but the words "Hoddu"
and "India" come from t h e same source.
Indian civilization dates far back indeed: farther back than modem
archaeologists suspected early in this century. Since 1920, ruins along
the Indus River have been eitcavated, yielding traces of unexpectedly
large and well-planned cities near the sites of villages now known as
Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro; cities that might date as far back as
33oo B.C. This Indus civilization was one of the three ancient ones of
the dawn of city 'building,for it was contemporaneous with the Sumerian culture (see page 30) and with the Egyptian Old Kingdom (see
Page 63).
About 1200 B.c., the Indus valley was invaded by people whom we
call "Aryans!' They spoke an early form of the Indo-European group
of languages, Sanskrit, so that one sometimes speaks of that group as
the "Aryan languages." They c q e from what is now called Iran, the
nation which lira to the west of the Indus valley. Indeed, Iran (and
Iraq, too) are forms of the word "Aryan."
Aryan invasion came in. the era in which there were vast movements
of peoples evewhere, and it was part of the same unsettlement that
brought the Philistines and Hebrews into Canaan.
What the name of the Indus River was before the Aryans came, we
don't know. The Aryans, however, called it '^Sindhu," which, in Sanskrit, simply means "river." The name was applied to the region

traversed by the river and the area about the mouth of the river is still
called "Sind."
Persia invaded the region of the Indus about 500 B.C. in the reign
of Darius I. In Persian, Sind became "Hind" or "Hindu." The name
&dually spread from the Indus valley through all the vast subcontinent, which became "Hindustan" ("the land of Hind"). W e still
speak of the natives as "Hindus," their religion as "Hinduism," and
their chief language as "Hindi!'
The Jews adopted the Persian word with a little distortion and
"Hindu" became "Hoddu."
The Greeks also adopted the Persian word with a different sort of
distortion and "Hindu" became "Indos." From this comes the English
version of "Indus" for the river and "India" for the subcontinent, these
being the Latin forms.
Ironically enough, in 1947, when the Indian subcontinent achieved
independence, it was broken into two nations, and the area about the
Indus River, the original India, lost the name and is now called Paidstan. It is the rest of the region that is called India.
Only from the time of Darius, to shortly after the death of Alexander the Great-500 to 300 B.c.-were the Indus valley and the Jordan
valley under the control of a single political system. Before that period
India was, beyond the Biblical horizon and after that period it receded
again (though never completely) until A.D. 1500, when Westeq
civilization again impinged upon it, this time permanently.

Vasfeti

,

The tale of tide Book of Esther begins in the third year of the reign
of Ahasuerus (484 B.c.) with a tremendously elaborate feast in Shushan,
a feast lasting half a year. (This was at a time when the real Xerxes had
just crushed a rebellion in Egypt and another in Babylon, and was
preparing a tremendous army for the ill-fated invasion of Greece.) At
the end of the great feast, a more intimate, week-long feast for the
officials of the kingdom was initiated. '
Esther 1:9. Also Vashti the queen made a feast for the women in
the royal house ,

..

Vashtiis unknown to history and, indeed, goes unmentioned in the
Bible outside the Book of Esther. Xerxes' real wife during the early
portion of his reign was Amestris, the daughter of a Persian general, if
we go by Herodotus.
Yet Vashti is not a purely made-up name. It has a definite source,
the same source from which the names of all the chief characters of the
book (aside from Ahasuerus) are drawn. This source is simply Babylonian mythology. Vashti is the name of an Elamite goddess.

Toward the endof this final feast, when Ahasuerus was quite drunk,

he ordered Vashti to come to him in order that he might display her
beauty. Vashti refused this indignity and Ahasuerus, in a fit of anger,
had her deposed as queen. He then ordered that beautiful women
be gathered together in order that out of them he might pick another
queen.
Esther 2:s. Now in Shushan the palace there -was a certain Jew,
whose name was Mordecai
Esther 2 6 . Who had been earned away from Jerusalem
with
Jeconiah , whom Nebwhadneauw
had (wried away.
Esther 2:7. And he brought up Hadassah, that is, Esther, his
uncle's daughter

...

...

. .

. ..

. ..

Mordecai is here described as having been carried off with Jeconiah
(Jehoiachin; see page 395), an event that took place in 597 B.c., and
as still being alive in 484 B.C. This would imply that Mordecai, and
Esther too, were centenarians at the time of this tale. This indicates the
author of the book, who is living three arid a half centuries after the
events he describes, is not following ancient records but is inventing
things and is uncertain of his chronology.
The name Mordhi is not Hebrew and, instead, seems to be suspiciously like that of the chief god of the Babylonians, Marduk, which, in
its Hebrew fm,is Merodach. As for Esther (the official throne name
by Mordecai's cousin), that is even more
that came to be
clearly a form of Ishtar, the chief Babylonian goddess. Indeed, the
Aramaic version of that goddess's name is indeed Esther. The name
Hadassah, by which Esther was originally known within the family, is

closely related to a Babylonian word for "bride," which is used as a title
Ssw &&tar. And in Babylonian mythology Marduk and Ishtar are c o w
ins, as are Mordecai and Esther in the Book of Esther.
It is very tempting to suppose that the writer of Esther is adapting
Babylonian mythology into a supposedly historical tale designed to
please the ears of his readers.
Be that as it may, the tale goes on to relate that Esther was included
among the maidens brought to Ahasuerus and that he preferred her
to the others and made her his queen.

...

Esther 2:16. So Esther was taken unto king Ahasuenis
in the
seventh year of his reign.
Esther 2:17. And the king ,made her queen instead of Vashti.

..

According to this tale, then, Esther became queen in 480 B.c., the
year of the battle of Salamis. To be sure, the name Esther is rather like
the name of Xerxes' queen, Amestris, but there is nothing about the
known facts concerning Amestris that in any way resembles what is
told in this book concerning Esther.
At the advice of her cousin Mordecai, Esther does not tell the king
that she is Jewish, but Mordecai remains in clandestine touch with her.
This turns out to be useful for when Mordecai learns of a palace intrigue against Ahasuerus, he informs Esther, who, in turn, warns the
king. The intriguers are hanged and Mordecai is officially commended
in the records.

Now the chief villain appeals:
Esther 3:1. After these things did king Ahasuerus promote Hainan
the son o f Hammedatha the Agagite, and advanced Jam
above
all the princes ;

..

...

Haman is made the equivalent of prime minister, in other words. As
prime minister of Ahasuerus (Xerxes), one would expect that the
Greeks would have heard of him. He is not to be found in Herodotus,
however, or in any of the other Greek historians, nor is anyone to he
found with any similar name.

On the other hand, the chief male deity of the Elamites was named
Hamman.
This introduces an interesting speculation. In the centuries before
the establishment of the Persian Empire, Elam was at intermittent war
with whichever nation ruled the Tigris-Euphrates region to the northwest. The final round in thestruggle came under Asshurbanipal, when
the Assyrians once and for all destroyed Elam (see page 455).
In a sense then, Babylonia replaced Elam in the city of Susa during
the final decades of the Assyrian Empire; and according to the thinking
of the time, the Babylonian gods replaced the Elamite gods. The chief
Babylonian god, Marduk, replaced the chief Elamite god, Hamman,
and the chief Babylonian goddess, Ishtar, replaced the Elamite goddess,
Vashti. This is similar to the events in the Book of Esther, in which
Esther replaces Vashti as queen in Shushan (Susa), and, as is recounted
later in the book, Mordecai replaces Haman as prime minister.
Haman is identified as the son of an "Agagite." There is no mention
of this tribe in secular history or, indeed, anywhere in the Bible outside
this book. However, Agag is the name given in the Bible to the king
of the Amalekites who was captured by Saul and killed by Samuel.
1 Samuel

15:3z. Then said Samuel, Bring ye hither to me Agag the

...

king of the Adekites
1 Samuel 15:33.
And Samuel hewed Agag in pieces

...

. ..

1t is to be assumed, then, that Haman is being described as an
Amalekite.
This would have special significance to the readers of the book for
the Amalekites were considered prototypes of the enemies of Israel;
and with the Amalekites the Bible predicted nothing but unrelenting
war. It seemed reasonable that a remaining individual of that antiJewish tribe would now set himself about, destroying the Jews.
Furthermore, Mordecai's ancestry was described upon his introduction: '

. ..

Esther 2:s.
Mordecai, the son of Jair, the son of Shinwi, the
son of Kish, a Benjamite.
He was of the tribe of Saul then, and possibly even a descendant of
Saul, who had once defeated and captured the ancestor of Haman.
Thus, the conflict in the Book of Esther would echo the conflict in the
First Book of Samuel.
i
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Haman's hatred of the Jews is goaded on by the fact that Mordecai
refused to bow before him when all others showed him .the respect
due a prime minister. The reason for Mordecai's refusal is not given
hut the usual explanation is that he was unwilling to give to a mere
human the kind of reverence due only, to God.
Haman is then depicted as turning to some ritualistic device for
determining a fortunate day for the forthcoming massacre of the Jew.

...

in the twelfth yew of long Ahasuerus, they cast
Esther 3:7.
Fur, that is, the lot

. ..

In other words, the writer of the Book of Esther equates "PUP
("Purim" in the plural) with lots, possibly like the Urim and 'I'hum:
mini (see page 150) used in ancient Yahvistic rituals. Later on, the
events recounted in this book are made the occasion for a commemorative feast which the author names Purim because of this. This feast is
still celebrated by Jews to this day.
Actually, it is quite uncertain that Purim really means "lots," or what
the origin of the festival might be.
There are suggestions that Purim might actually be a Babylonian
spring festival which involved some mythic tale of the seasons involving
Marduk and Ishtar. This festival was adopted by the Jews in Babylon,
just as Jews in America are unable to resist the gigantic social pressure of the season and adopt the secular aspects of the Christmas cele.
brations. It may have been one of the purposes of the writer of the
Book of Esther to revise the Babylonian myth into Jewish history and
convert a pagan festival into a patriotic Jewish observance.
Having established the day of reckoning (which turns out to be
nearly a year in the future), Haman persuades Ahasuerus to give him
carte blanche to destroy the Jews, who, Haman assures the king, do
not consider themselves bound by the king's laws and are therefore
rebels. Ahasuerus allows Haman his way.
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Zeresh
Mordecai at once appeals to Esther to use her influence with {he king
to nullify the decree. Esther begins by requesting that Ahasuerus and
Haman attend a banquet she will give. They agree and Hainan in
particular is in high spirits a t this mark of royal favor.
Yet on seeing Mordecai, who still refuses to bow to him, he is enraged and frustrated. When he returns home, he recounts all his good
fortune ip his wife and family but admits that it all means nothing as
long as Mordecai lives.
Esther
made

. ..

unto the banquet

,

..

Then said Zeresh his wife . Let a gallows be
that Mordecai may be hanged thereon: then go thou

5:1+

...

.. .

Now in Elamite mythology, the chief god, Hamman, has as his wife
the goddess Kirisha. This is suspidously similar to Zeresh and is another
point in favor of the mythological inspiration of this book.
Thenight before the banquet, the king, sleepless, has the records read
to him and learns of Mordecai'is part in frustrating the palace plot. He
therefore calls in Haman to ask his advice on the method of honoring
a man who deserved great gratitude from the king. Haman, feeling
it is himself who is in question, describes an elaborate ceremony which
is then, to Haman's infinite disgust, applied to Mordecai.
Then, at the banquet, Esther reveils herself to be Jewish and demands the life of Haman. Ahasuerus grants her request and Haman is
hanged on the very gallows he had designed for Mordecai. Mordecai is
made prime minister in Haman's place.
Thedecree that the Jews be slaughtered could not be rescinded for,
as the book relates, the laws of the Modes and Persians cannot be
altered. However, the Jews are allowed to defend themselves and there
is a kind of civil war in which the Jewsare victorious. (These last events
axe completely implausible and there is no record of such a civil war
anywhere outside this book.)

The Rest of Esther
The.Book of Esther, as it stands, however pleasing it might be to
nationalistic Jews, was troublesome to others, if only because it made
no reference to God. For that reason, a number of additions were
made to supply the lack, together with circumstantial quotes from supposed documents (quotations that are so unrealistic as to detract still
further from the possible historicity of the book).
The Jewish. scholars did not accept these additions b u t they appear
in the Septuagint. These additions, called "The Rest of Esther"-by
the translators of the King James Version, therefore make up part of
the

Apocrypha.

Jerome, in translating the Bible into Latin, recognized the a p e
ryphal nature of the additions but did not eliminate them. Instead, he
removed them from their proper place in fie book and 'put them at
the end as a series of supplements. This arrangement is to be found in
Catholic versions of English Bibles.
The Rest of Esther contains a verse whjch seems to give the name
of the translator of part (or perhaps all) of the Book of Esther into
Greek:

the fourth year of the & of P t o b n ~and
brought this e#d&
which they said
. Lysimuchus the son of Ptoleaiew, that was in ~e&lem, had
interpreted
Esther

1 1 : ~In

Cleopatra, Dosltheus

..

'

...

...

...

AH O s kings of Egypt from 305 to 44 B.C. (Macedonian in extras
tion) were named Ptolemaios, or Ptolemy in the English version. A very
common name for the Egyptian queens at this time was Cleopatra. In
116 ,a.c. Ptolerny VIII came to the throne and ruled in conjunction
with his mother, Cleopatra 111. If this isthe Ptolemy and Cleopatra
intended, then the fourth year of their reign would be 113 B.C.
As for Ly4imachusÃhe must be an Alexandhn Jew living in Jerusalem. The Alexandrian Jews at the time would frequently have Greek
names as American Jews today frequently have American names. That
his father's name was Ptolemy would not make him a prince, either.
No doubt many men carried the name who were by no means part of
(he royal family.
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The Rest of Esther goes on to talk of Mordecai's dreams, and of the
details of the plot against the king which he foils. Mordecai's prayers,
and Esther's, are quoted. (In his prayer, Mordecai explains that it is
not out of pride that he refuses to bow to Haman, but in order that he
might not give to man what ought only to be given to God.) In
addition, two letters are quoted which purport to be official orders
from Ahasuerbs, the first ordering that the Jews be exterminated and
the second permitting the Jews to defend themselves and to live under
their own laws.
One oddity in the last letter is a strange accusation against Haman:
Esther 16:10. For Amun [Haman], a Macedonian
from the Persian blood ,

..

. . .a stranger

For Ahasuerus (Xerxes) to denounce Haman as a Macedonian is
a clear anachronism. The time was to come, a century and a half
after the incidents in Esther were supposed to have happened, when
the Macedonian conqueror Alexander the Great was to destroy the
Persian Empire and make it his own, but in Xerxes' time, Macedon
was a kingdom under Persian domination, not dangerous to anybody.
Still, at the time Esther was written it was the Macedonian kings of
the Seleucid Empire, and not the ancient and nearly forgotten Arnale
kites, who were the great enemies of the Jews, and this verse can be
considered a thrust at them.

JOB ' UZ
MA?+UOTH

SATAN TEMAN ORION THE PLEIADES
BEHEMOTH LEVIATHAN

ARCTURUS

BOZ

Job
The Book of Job, which follows Esther, is a philosophic drama
dealingwith the problem of good and evil. It is so little concerned
with secular history that the question of whether it describes events
that &ally happened does not really arise. Its religious and ethical
message would be the same even if it, is the fiction it seems to be.
Wo one can say exactly when the book might have been written.
Most scholars stem to conclude that the book a8 we now have it is
post-Exilic, and was composed sometime during {he Persian period. It
begins:
Job

1:i.

There was a man ,

. .whose mane was Job . . .

No genealogy is given for Job, and no connection with Biblical
history is attempted. Perhaps none was needed at the time of writing,
for Job seems to have been the hero of a well-known legend; a legend
describing a good man of superhuman patience who bore up under
great misfortune without ever losing his faith in God.
The original legend must be ancient (there is even a form of it
existing in Babylonian literature) and the writer of the Biblical Book
of Job includes it as a prose introduction and a prose ending to the
book. In between that beginning and ending, however, he inserts his
own deep poetic probing of the relationship between God and man,
allowing it to be carried like rich cargo within the simple and sturdy
vessel of the well-known Job legend.

Canaan Before the Conquest

There is one Biblical reference that seems to deal with the original
Job legend. This is to be found in the writings of the prophet Ezekiel,
who lived daring the Exile and therefore, very likely, before the Book
of Job was written. When Ezekiel quotes God's warning that He will
destroy idolators, it is specified that evildoers will not escape because
of the merits of the pious among them.

...

...

when the land sinneth against me
then
Ezekiel i4:13.
wSl I
cut off man and beast from it:
Ezekiel I&. Though these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job
were in it, they should deliver but their own souls ,

...

..

Job's genealogy may not be given, but his home is.
Job

1:i.

was Job

...*

Job

There was a man in the land of Uz, whose name

...

1:3.

east.

. .. this man was the greatest of all the men of the

At once the question arises: Where was Uz? As far as the essential
point of the book ik concernedy the question need not be asked, for
the great problem dealt with in the Book of Job transcends time and
a c e . But here we are devoting ourselves to the secular side of the
Bible and the "land of Uz" must have had some significance to the
original readers of the book. What was that significance?
The fact that Job is characterized as "the greatest of all the men of
the east" would seem to imply that he was a wealthy sheik,dwelling
to the east of Canaan on the border of the desert.
If, however, we turn back to the genealogical lists of Genesis, we
find:
Genesis

Genesis

10:22.
10:25.

.. .

The children of Shem;
Aram.
And the children of Aram; Vs.

. ..

The names in these early genealogies stand for eponymous ancestors,
and individuals are said to be related when the areas or tribes they
represent are neighboring. If the individual Uz is said to be a son of

,

Aram, it is reasonable to suppose (hat the land of Uz is a district in
Aram (that is, Syria) and that Uz is therefore north of Canaan. Indeed, Assyrian inscriptions speak of a district called "Ussai" in Syria.
Yet, on the other hand, the prophet Jeremiah at one point lists the
kingdoms slated to meet God's wrath and works his way up the
Mediterranean coast from Egypt to Phoenicia:

. ..
...

Jeremiah 25: 19. Pharaoh king of Egypt
Jeremiah 25:20.
and all the kings of the land of USE,and
dl the kings of the land of the Ph~ishnes

. ..

,

This would seem to place Uz between Egypt and Philistia and,
therefore, to the south of Canaan.
An even clearer indication of this is to be found in a verse in the
Book of Lamentations. In that book, the writer, bewailing the fate of
Jerusalem after its destruction by Nebuchadnezzar, bursts out into a
sarcastically bitter denunciation of Edom, which he pictures as r e
joicing over Jerusalem's fall:
Lamentations 4:21. Rejoice and be gfadp 0 daughter
that dwellest in the land of Uz

. ..

of Edom,

There are thus Biblical reasons for supposing Uz to be either east,
north, or south of Caman, and this k a x b h l y an u s a t h f a c t o ~state
of affairs.
Still, when the descendants of Esau are given in Genesis, Uz crops
up again among them:

Genesis 36:28. The children of D i s h are these; Uz
A few verses later on the rulers of Edom are listed:

of

...

Genesis 36:31. And these are the &iwthat r e i p d in the land
Edam before there reigned any king over
Israel.
Genesis 36:32.
Bela the son of Beor reigned in Edom
Genesis 36:33. And Beta died and Jobab
reigned in his

stead.

...

. ..
.. .

...

Could Jobab have been Job? Could the writer of the book have
viewed Job as a king in Edom while the Israelites were still struggling
to establish themselves in Canaan? Certainly, the later rabbis seemed
to think that Uz was in Edoin and that Job was a wealthy dom mite
who lived during the time when the Israelites were enslaved in Egypt

(Bemuse the story was placed at this time, rabbinic tradition, had ft
that the. Book of Job was written by Moses, something modem
scholars do not accept, of course.)
Satan

With Job introduced, the scene switches to heaven:

...

there was a day when the sens of God came to
Job 1:6.
present themselves before the Lord, and Satan came also among
them.
This .mention of Satan, whose name is not to be found in any of
the books based on pre-Exilic records, is one of the reasons for supposing the book to be post-Exilic.
The Persian influence is shown in the picture of Cod as the
head of a numerous court of assisting spirits. T h e difference from
the Persian view ,rests in the fact that Satan is not the coequal head
of 4 band of evil spirits but is merely a single spirit, as much subject
to God as are the others. Satan has, apparently, the important
and useful role of testing human beings to see whether their faith
in God is staunch, or merely superficial. In this role, he acts only with
God's permission and only as far as God permits.
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God praises Job's piety to Satan, who at once points out that it is
easy for a wealthy and fortunate man to be grateful for the 'rewards
he receives. God therefore gives Satan permission to visit Job with
misfortune in order 'to demonstrate that Job will remain pious.
Job's flocks and goods are destroyed; his sons and daughters are
killed; he himself is afflicted with boils. At no time, however, does
Job allow any blasphemous expression to cross his lips. He remains
pious and continues to praise God,
Three friends then come to Job:

...

Job 2:ii.
Eliphaz the Tcownite and Bildad the Shuhite
and Zophar the Naamathite:
to mowm Â¥wit him' and to
comfort him.

...

Eliphaz the Temanite is certainly intended to be considered an
Edomite:
Genesis 36:4. And Adah bare to Esau Eliphaz

....

., .

Genesis 36:11. And the sons of Eliphaz were T e m n

. ..

Teman (a word meaning "south'* in Hebrew) seems to have been
the name of a district in Edom (an alternate name for Esau; see
page 93). In several places in the Bible, Ternan is used as a poetic
synonym for all of Edom. Thus, in the Book of Jeremiah, the prophet
says:
Jeremiah 49:7. Concerning Edom, thus saith the Lord of hosts;
Is wisdom no more in Teman? ,

.

.

If we say then "Eliphaz the Temanite," we might as well say
"Eliphaz the southerner" or "Eliphaz the Edomite." Perhaps the writer
even meant Eliphaz the son of Esau. In all likelihood, the original
readers of the book took him to be either this Eliphaz or a near
descendant of him.
Bildad the Shuhite is, apparently, a descendant of Shuah:
Genesis 2 5 : ~ .And she [Keturah] bare him [Abraham]

. . .Shuith.

Abraham's sons by Ketorah apparently serve as the eponymous
ancestors for the various Arabian tribes, Midian being the best known.
The Shuhites, Bildad among them, would be .Arabians then, living
to the south or southeast of Edom.
Zophar the Naamathite was an inhabitant of the town of Naamah.
There was a town in Judah by that name but no one thinks that
town was meant. Presumably, it was another town of that name
farther to the south.
Even if the case of Zophar is omitted, the probable locations of
Eliphaz and Bildad make it seem all the more likely that the writer
viewed Job as dwelling south of Canaan and that he was probably
considered an Edomite.
In the original story, the constancy of Job was rewarded by a return
of His prosperity and a growth of new happiness-as is, indeed,
recorded at the end of the book. Between the beginning just
described and that ending, however, the writer has put in a series
of speeches by Job and answers by his friends (plus a final answer

fey; God) that hold the meat of the book. In these speechqtpJebn'is
anything but patient and uncomplaining, and seriously questioh4 the
fustice of God. Nevertheless, thishas not, for some reason, altered the
common conception of Job as a patient, uncomplaining man:
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e brilliantly poetical y t ~ n d - t a k eof thfe Book of Job
ethical , Ãˆ
theological
Ã
questions nob lfcjeconcem of this
, Yet amid the flow of metaphor some interesting material
jects are mentioned. Most of the few specific astronomical referAces to be found in the Bible, for instance, are here in Job.
Job reasons that misfortunes have fallen upon him undeservedly
qtd that God is acting as a capricious tyrant. He lists the great accomishments of God, accomplishments which prove Him to be far bend the reach of mere man and make His presumed tyranny impossible to challenge. Job includes among God's accomplishments:
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Job 9:9. .\ [God] maketh Arcturus, Orion, and Pleutdes,
._ and
the chambers of the south.
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The Hebrew word translated here
Orion km1 which means
^fml." How do we go from "fool'? yi "Orion"? Let's begin with
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By all odds, &$'most spectacular co~stellationof fne heavens, pa?

Hcularly in the winter when nights are longest and casual observatiotf
Ã§tthe sky most likely, is Orion. No other constellation contains so
h a y bright stars.
.
,, ,$/.!
:.
The seven brightest stars are arranged in:& particularly suggestive
ftanner. Two are on top, two on bottom, while the remaining three
terra- a closely spaced line between. It is not very difficult t o see in this
arrangement a.large man. The two upper stars represent the shod4ers, the two lower stars the legs, and the three middle stars the
waistline or belt. If fainter stars are added there are three stars in
a'.sgrtical line suspended from the belt, making a kind of sword,
@&;there are stars above one shoulder which can be pictured as
&presenting an arm and a club. T h e e aft. even stars beyond the
ather shoulder that can, without stretching matters too badly, represent
@,.jirf shield.
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Ik is almost inevitable, then, that the constellation be interpreted
as representing either a giant warrior or a giant hunter. In the Greek
myths, Orion was a giant hunter whose deeds are reminiscent of the
better-known Hercules. According to one version, he was beloved by
Artemis, the goddess of the hunt (naturally, a great hunter would
be). His boasting and conceit offended the other gods, however, and
Apollo paid him back by playing on Artemis' vanity. He dared her to
shoot at a target she could barely see, expressing doubt of her ability
to hit it. In vainglorious display, she shot at it accurately and when
she raced for the target t o retrieve her kill she found it had been
Orion and she had slain him. In grief, she placed him in the sky.
However, the early Greeks borrowed most or all of their astronomy
from the Babylonians; and among them this concept of a giant in the
sky. The Babylonians pictured the constellation as a bound giant;
bound presumably for some act of rebellion against the gods. The
Jews in the course of the Exile would naturally pick up Babylonian
astronomy. They might easily have viewed the bound giant as Nimrod,
punished for his presumption in attempting to erect the Tower of
Babel (itself a Babylon-inspired legend; see page 55). Clearly, any man
who tried to defy God was a fool and to the Jews it would be natural,
then, to refer to the constellation we call Orion as "The Fool."
The chains binding Orion are mentioned later in the Book of Job,
when God challenges man to match the divine powers:
Job 38:31. Canst thou

. . . loose the bands of Orion?

The Pleiades

A second constellation mentioned in Job 9:9 is kimah. This is
taken to mean a closely bound group of stars, and the best known of
all closely bottnd groups is a small cluster of medium-bright stars
called the Pleiades. The tiotion of a close-bound cluster arises from
the later verse just mentioned, of which the first part is:
Job 38:31. Canst thou bind the sweet inftuences of Pleiades
,

.. .

The "sweet influences" are the forces of attraction holding the
stars of the Pleiades together and the Revised Standard Version has
the verse read, "Can you bind the chains of the Pleiades . ."

.

In Greek mythology, the Pleiades were seven sisters whom, in life,
Orion the hunter chased. They were rescued by the gods, who changed
them into doves, then placed them in the heavens. However, they are
not far to one side of the constellation Orion, who seems still to be
pursuing them across the skies.

The third constellation irientioned in fob 9:9 is ash. It is translated
as "Arcturus7' in the King James Version but this is the least certain
of the three translations. Arcturus is not a constellation (that is, a
group of apparently connected stars) but a single star; one of the
brightest in the heavens, to be sure.
It is referred to again in God's speech questioning man's powers;
Job 38:32. Canst thou

. . .guide Arcturn with his sons?

The reference to "sons" makes little sense in connection with
Arcturus. However, if we search for another constellation in the skies
as notable as Orion or as unusual as the Pleiades, we must consider
Ursa Major, the Great Bear. Its most noticeable feature is the group of
seven stars we know as the "Big Dipper," Not only are these stars quite
bright and eye-catching, but they are so near the north celestial pole
that they never set in North Temperate latitudes at any time of night
or year. Even today, people who know nothing else about the night
sky will point out the Big Dipper without trouble.
If one considers ash to signify the Great Bear, then the "sons" might
refer to the three stars in the handle of the Big Dipper (often
pictured as an incongruously long tail to the hear). The cup of the
Dipper,would be part of the constellation proper, and the three stars
of the handle would be the sons tagging along in polite single file.
.The Revised Standard Version therefore translates Job 9:9 as "Who
made the Bear and Orion, the Pleaides, and the chambers of the
guide the Bear
south" and translates Job 38:32 as "Can you
with its children?"
As for the fourth object mentioned in Jab q:cpkhadrf t m its significance is completely lost. It is translated literally as "chambers
of the south" in the King James Version, in the Revised Standard
Version and in the Anchor Bible. Further than that no one can go.

...

Buz
Eventually, Job's eloquence in his own defense confounds his three
friends and Job's accusations against God, which have been mounting
in intensity and fervor, demand a divine answer. This is delayed six
chapters, however, when a fourth friend is suddenly introduced. He
is described as being angry that Job's view of God as a tyrant had
seemingly prevailed.
Job 32:~. Then was kindled the wroth of EKhu the son
Barachel the Bwite, of the kindred of Ram

. ..

of

Here, too, arises the question of a Syrian versus an Edomite scene
for the story. As a Buzite, Elihu may be considered a descendant
of someone named Buz, or as a n inhabitant of a land named Buz.
Buz appears in Genesis among the descendants of Nahor, the brother
of Abraham. These are listed as:
Genesis

22:21.

Hwc his firstborn, and Buz his brother

. ..

Since Nahor was living in Haran at die time, well north of Canaan,
a northern or Syrian locale for Buz might be indicated. This is
particularly interesting since "Huz" might more accurately be rendered "Uz" and is so rendered in the Revised Standard Versiort and
in the Anchor Bible. Both Uz, the home Job, and Buz, the home
of Elihu's father, are indicated to be in the north. This is made
more pointed by the statement that Elihu was "of the kindred of
Ram" for some feel that Ram is a misprint for "Aram" or Syria.
Against all this is the fact that Jeremiah, in listing the nations
being warned by God (see page477), mentions Buz as follows:

of

Jeremiah

25:23.

Dedan and Terna, and Buz

. ..

Now in the Book of Genesis, Dedan is listed as a grandson of
Abraham by Keturah:

. ..

Abraham took a wife, and her name was
Genesis 25:i.
Keturah.
Jokshan
Genesis 25:~.And she &re him
Genesis 25:3. And Jokshan begat
Dedan

...
...

. ..
...

while Tema is a son of Ishmael:
Genesis 25:13.

. . .these are the numes of the sons of k h m e l . ..

Genesis

Hadar? and Tern, ,

....

25:15.

..

Since Dedan and Tema are thus shown to be Arabic clans, Jeremiah's
grouping of Buz with these two would mean that Buz also was an
Arabic clan, and the southern scene for Job is again indicated.
The long speech of Elihu that follows his introduction seems to be
a late interpolation. At least, Elihu adds nothing particularly new to
previous arguments, he is not answered by Job? nor is he mentioned
later in the book

At the conclusion of Elihu's speech, God is suddenly introduced,
and personally answers Job, contrastfng divine omnipoten& with
human limitations. He points out, for instance* that man is unable
to order the heavens* He introduces one astronomical object not
mentioned earlier in the book:
Job 38:32. Canst thau bring for4h Mawroth in his ~@USQM
Mazzaroth occurs only in this one verse of the Bihle and is a
tansliteration of the Hebrew word. The conneetion of Mamaroth with
mis~nalp r o p s i o n (it is brought forth "in his sea$onV')rauses same
spe&uIa+ion that it might mean the zddiacal cons~llationsas a group.
Eacb ,of &me reaches the genith at a different month of the year
w that the whole acts as a primitive calendar of the yeafs seasons.
"IlIes is also the possibility that Mazmtoth means ."the planets?
whose paths follow a much more compl#mtd pattan agaifisg the
sky and which therefore require much greater virtuosity to govern and
regulate.
Behemoth
God goes on to describe further the wonders of nature which have
been divinely created* guided? and regulated and which m~nkindis
hmmpetent to cope with.

Job 40:15. Behold now -eb
eateth gma a an ox.

which 1 made with thee; he

The Hebrew word behemoth is the plural of behemah, meaning
"beast." The word is placed in the plural to imply9 apparently9
that the behemoth is many beasts in size and strength; it is the
greatest of beasts.
We have here a description of a huge herbivorous creature of powerfa1 strength, and it would be natural to equate behemoth with the
elepbnt, which is the largest land animal alive today and which
"kateth grass as an ox."
Further verses, however, rather pil this notion:

...

in the covert of the reed, and few.
Job 4~x21.He lieth
Job 40:aa.
, the w i U m of the bmok compass him about.

..

This gives the impression of a river animal and turns the attention
to the hippopotamus, the second largest land animal. It, too, is
herbivorous.
In ancient times, the hippopotamus was quite common along the
Nile and it is to be expected that the writer of the Book of Job was
familiar with it. ('hdeed, might not the writer have lived in Egypt
and been a little hazy about Palestinian geography, thus giving rise
to some of the uncertainties concerning the geographic setting of the
book?)
the beheinoth seems
Nevertheless, as the Anchor Bible points.
to be larger and stronger.than even a hippopotamus or elephant.
Instead* it bears a mythological character, especially in the later
rabbinical tales?and in some of the Apocrypha, where the behemoth is
pictured as unimaginably colossal and as designed to be killed in the
Messianic age to feed all the righteous at once. T h e Anchor Bible
suggests that it might be a hang~verfrom a Mesopotamian myth
of the great bull killed by Gilgamesh.

one

God, having described behemoth at some length, goes on at even
greater length to describe another creature.
Job 4 1 : ~C a d thou draw out leviathan with an hook?

The leviathan is obviously a sea crature and is1desaribed as the
largest and most fearsome of them. Most Biblical ~ommen~tatos
wnaider Leviathan* at least in this passage, to represent the deadly mane a f i crocodiIe
~
of the Nile7 a fit companion $ece for the hippopotamus >of the Nile.
Very commonly, in poetic imagery, the term is applied to a sea
creature which far surpasses the crocodile in size-the whale. The
largest whale* the blue whale of Antarctic waters* is up to a hundred
f ~ long
t and weighs as much as 150 tons. I t i8 not only the largest
antha1 now alive*but the largest animal that evn lived* the dinosaurs
and other extinct animals of aeons past included.
But again there seem to be strong mythological components to
Leviabhati* as to behemoth. In many mythdogia7 the supreme god,
shortly after his birth* or hi8 coming into bdng, ,is described as defeating- some huge monster. -Often7he creates the universe out of tbe
remnants of that monster. This can be taken as symbolizing the victory
af mder over &isorder; of cosmos over chaos.
In Babylonian mythology7 ward&* the chief god, destroys the
monster Tiamat and c
r the ~universe
~ put bf it, Tiamat is sup
p&i~$, to be the symbolic representation of the sea* and MadnPs
creation bf the universe thus parallels the creation ~f civilizatfon by
thi Suinerians. To create a settled agricuitural society* the Sumedans
had to tame the rivers in order that floods might be prevented and
orderly inigation ensured.
This Babylonian myth representing tbe origin of civilizatfon can
be t m d very shadowily into the ~ i b l e .At the very start of Genesis,
6;creq9on is described:

Genesis 1:2. And the earth was, without form and voi& and
&rk~ess was upon the face of the dwp

. ..

'me deep7'-th& is7 the chaotik and unorganized sea-is a tramlation of the Hebrew tehom* which is rather similar to Tiamat.
God does not fight the deep or kill it, but by the sheer force of
divine command creates the world. Nevertheless7 this version may be
a late one, superimposed by a more sophisticated priesthood upon an
earlier and more primitive version of the creation that hewed closer
to the common mythological notion$.
For instance* in the 74th Psalm* the power of Cod is described as
follows:
-

Psalms 74:13. Thou didst divide the sea by thy strength: thou
brakest the heads of the dragons in the waters.
Psalms 74:q. Thou brakest the heads of leviathan in pkces

.. .

This is often taken as a symbolic description of God's punishment
of the Egyptians (represented as "leviathan" and as a "dragon")
prior to the Exodus, and of his fwt in parting the Red Sea. This is
a reasonable interpretation, since it could easily be considered poetically appropriate to represent Egypt as a crocodile, just as today we
represent bhe United States by an eagle and the Soviet Union by a
bear. But it is also possible *that this is a reference to a primitive
myth in which God is pi&ured as bringing about the creation by
destroying the monstei representing the chaotic sea.
Leviathan can also represent the forces of evil in the world, to be
slain (symbolically) by God at the end of days in order to createf
a new world of righteousness and gobd, just as it was slain at the
beginning of days to create the world that now exists. Thus, in the
words of the prophet Isaiah:

.

Isaiah 27:i. In that day the Lord , , sbll puni~hlm'athan the
and he shdl sky the dragon that iA in the sea.
piercing serpent

...

At the end of God's speech, jog realize divine omnipotence and
understands the folly of trying to penetrate God's plans and purposes
with the limited mind of a human being. He repenk and is then
restored to more wealth than he originally had. He has a new set of
sons and daughters and dies in happiness after a long life.
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The Book of Psalms consists of 150 aevonona1 poems7 intended to
be lcharttd. The Hebrew name of the b o d is ~'T&ilIim/ meaning
"prais&," since a great many of tbem p d e God. The apmsion
"psalm7' ig from a Greek word meaning "to pluck at strings; a clew
indication of the musical instruments intended to accompany the
c!anting. ' ~ d t d o is
n the Greek word for a stringed instmment and
ti16 mjlmtion of psalms is called the "~salta."
Traditionally7 the authorship of most of the psalms is attriiuted
to king David, so that the book is sometimes referred to as "The
Psalms of David." Fully 101 of the psalms have captions that state
the name of the author and in seventy-three cases he is given as
David, sometimes with details as to the circumstances under which
the psalm was written,
Nevertheless7 there is no way of proving the authorship of any
individual psalm. The Psalter is a collection of five separate anthologies
of psalms and may not have reached its present form till 150 B.C.
Some of the psalms clearly indicate their post-Exilic origin, although
it is quite possible that others may date back to quite early times,
wen to David's.
The temptation to attribute psalms to David is a natural one. He
is stated in the historical books to be a skilled harpist. When Saul
was troubled with melancholia7 the monarch sought surcease in music:

~

*

~

...

1 Samuel 16:17. And Saul said
Provide me now a man
that can play well, and bring him to me.
1 Samuel 16:18. Then answered one of the servants and said,
Behold, 1 have seen a son of Jesse
that is cunning in playing

...

. ..

And when David was brought to court:

...

1 Samuel 16:23.
David took an harp, and played with his hand:
so Saul was refreshed

. ..

Furthermore, poetic works arc introduced into the Second Book
of Samuel and attributed toDavid. The most notable is the dirge over
Saul and Jonathan, supposed to have been composed by David after
the disastrous battle of Gilboa; a dirge that begins:
2 Samuel 1:q. The beauty of Israel is slain upon thy high places:
how are the mighty fallen!

Outright psalms are attributed to him, too:
2

..

Samuel 23.1. Now these be the last words of David. David
the sweet psalmist of Israel, said,

It might be natural, then, to attribute any particularly good, or
particularly popular, psalm to the sweet psalmist of Israel.
The Son
Psalm 2 is an example of one that sounds as though it could be
pre-Exilic. It is clearly written in celebration of the coronation of a
new king, and from the archaic nature of the language, it is generally
placed in the time of the monarchy.
The psalm visualizes subject peoples planning rebellion and enemies
planning to attack (as was but too often customary in the unsettled
times when a new king was ascending the throne). Then the new
king himself speaks and pictures God as standing behind him and as
promising him dominion and power:

...

the Lord hath said unto me, Thou art my Son;
Psalm z:7.
this day have I begotten thee.

The kings of the ancient monarchies of the Middle East customarily
considered themselves to be the adopted sons of the national god,

and the day of the coronation was the day on which they were "begotten" as such sons. The Jews were not entirely free of this view.
Thus, when the prophet Nathan informs David that God does not
wish him, as a man of war, to build the Temple, he nevertheless adds
that God will establish David's line upon the throne and take particular care of the dynasty:

. ..

2 Samuel 7:13.
1 will stablish the throne of his [David's]
kingdom for ever.
2 Samuel 7:14. 1 will be his father, tpid he shall be my son

. ..

Later Christian thought saw more to it than this, however. Jesus,
as the Messiah, was considered as bearing a special relationship to
God; a relationship that was most easily expressed in the word "son!'
This psalm was therefore considered to have Messianic significance, and
even if it were written with a particular qarthly king in mind, it nevertheless had a further, deeper meaning, and applied to the Messiah.
It is for this reason that the King James Version capitalizes the word
"Son" in the twelfth verse of the psalm. The Revised Standard
Version, which is less concerned with Messianic prophecies, puts the
word in the lower case.
Selah
The 3rd Psalm is the first to have a title;
Psalm 3: A Psalm of David, when, he fied from Absalom his
son.
The Hebrew could mean either "A Psalm Written by David" or
' A Psalm Concerning David" and it is to be noted that the phrase
"A Psalm of David" can also have either of these two meanings in
'

. English. However, the traditional assumption is that it means "written
by."
The psalm contains an odd word at the end of three of the verses:

Psalm 3:z. Many there be which say of my sod, There is no
help for him in God. Selah.
The expression "Selah" occurs seventy-one times altogether in the

Book of Psalms, almost always at the end of a verse, and usually at
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the end of a natural pause in the thought. Presumably, it gives
some direction to those chanting the psalm. but what that direction
might be,' nobody knows.
Neginoth
Other directions involving the musical accompaniment of the psalms
are sometimes given in the titles.

.. .
. .,

Psalm 4. To the chief Musician on Neginoth
Psalm 5. To the chwf Musician upon Nehiloth

Neginoth means '^stringed instruments," while mhiloth means
"pipes" or "wind instruments." In the Revised Standard Version, the
title to Psalm 4 is given as "To the choirmaster, with stringed in."
struments," while that to Psalm 5 is given as ". for the flutes
The title of Psalm 6 is less easily interpreted:

..

..
Psalm 6. To the chief Musician on Neginoth upon Sheminith . . .

Sheminith means "the eighth" and .this coold mean an eightstringed instrument. I t could also refer to an octave, and means
perhaps that the psalm is to be sung in two voices an octave apart.
The title of Psalm 7 is more puzzling still:
Psalm 7. Shiggaion of David, which he sang unto the Lord,
concerning the words of Cush the Beniamite.
The meaning of shiggaion is unknown and, out of desperation, it
is usually considered as simply meaning "psalm." And if that were not
puzzle enough, (he reference to Cush t h e Benjamite is likewise
mysterious, for no reference to this incident occurs elsewhere in the
Bible.
It also seems useless to attempt to interpret the titles of the next
two psalms:

...

Psalm 8. To the chief Musician upon Gittith
Psalm 9. To the chief MUS-1cidn upon Muthlabben

. ..

Gittith is, presumably, some sort of musical instrument,' but no one
can say what. Muthldbben might be dismissed in similar fashion but
it seems to mean ^death of" and that cannot be right. Either it also

means something else, or it is the result of a copyist's error, and the
original meaning can no longer be salvaged.
Psalm 9 contains still another mysterious word:

...

the wicked is snared in the work of his own
Psalm 9:16.
hands. Hig&uion. Seluh.
Higguion means "meditation" and perhaps it directs a pause during
which the singers may meditate on what has been chanted.
The title of Psalm 16 is:
Psalm 16. Michtfim of David.
Michtum has been connected with the Hebrew word for gold, and
it is conceivable that the 16th Psalm is estimated by ,the anthologists
who gathered this group as a particularly good one; a "golden psalm,"
in other words.
Sheol
The 18th Psalm, one of the longer ones, has a tide to suit:

...

. ..

Psalm 18.
A Psalm of David
in the day that the Lord
delivered him from the hand of all his enemies, and from the hand
of Saul

. ..

'This particular psalm is quoted in the twenty-second chapter of
2 Samuel after the description of t h e rebellions of Absalom and of
Sheba are done with. (see page 318). David has indeed been delivered
from the hand of all his enemies but it is puzzling why Saul, the
e n w y disposed of a generation earlier, should be singled out for
men tion.
One possibility (accepted by the Anchor Bible) is that "Saul" is a
copyist's error for Sheol, the afterworld (see page 173). The psalm
would then be one of gratitude for the psalmist's escape from death.
This seems to fit in with the subject matter of the psalm:

. ..

Psalm 18:4. The sorrows of death compassed me
Psalm 18:s. The sorrows of hell [Sheol] compassed me about

.. .

-Even in the immediate post-Exilic period, the picture of Sheol is
still that of a shadowy existence, like that of &e Greek Hades rather

'
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than of the later notions of Hell. The word is usually associated with
existence underground, as is indicated by the common use of the term
"pit" for Sheol:
Psalm
pit...

28:1.

... I become like them that go down into the

There are synonyms for Sheol that indicate something worse than
more shadowy non-existence. Thus, in the Book of Job, Job describes
his own misery as creating a visible Hell for him while he is yet alive:
Job 26:6. Hell [Sheol] is naked before him, and destruction
hath no covering.
And in the Book of Psalins:

Psalm 88:11. Shall thy iw@kindness be declared in the grave?
or thy faithfulness in destruction?
In both these verses, the parallelism of Hebrew poetry makes
"destruction" a synonym of the grave, or ~f Sheol. 'Destruction" is a
direct taanslation of the Hebrew word Abaddon. This is left untranslated in the Revised Standard Version to make it clearer that a
place is meant and not an abstract process.
The fact that Abaddon means "destruction" or "ruin" carries a more
dreadful aura about it than is achieved by the comparatively neutral
word "Sheol." The Anchor Bible translates Abaddon as "Perdition"
in Job 26:6, This word comes from a Latin term meaning "ruin"
or "loss," again emphasizing the worse aspects of Sheol and illustrating the growing concept of Hell as a place of torture and eternal
punishment.
Gradually, Abaddon changed from a place to a fiend in charge of
that place. Abaddon became the evil spirit of Hell's tortures, a kind
of infernal Torquemada. Abaddon is mentioned in this guise in the
Book of Revelation in the New Testament:

...

the angel of the bottomless pit, whose
Revelation 9:ii.
name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue
hath his name Afiollyon.
Apollyon (from a Greek word meaning "to destroy completely")
is one of the allegorical elements in John Banyan's book The Pilgrim's
Progress, published in the 1680's. The extreme popularity ~f Bunyan's

book has made Apollyon familiar in the guise of a fiend armed with
fiery m w s .

At least parts of the 18th Psalm may be very old, for Yahveh is
pictured as a storm-god, in the fashion of the archaicsong of Deborah
(see page 239).
Psalm 18:io. And he [the Lord] rode upon a cherub and did
fty: yea, he did fly upon the wings of the wind.

The cherubim arc usually pictured a~thropomorphicallyas powerful supernatural winged creatures (see page 1481, but here one gets
a glimpse beyond, to the natural phenomena that inspired the thought.
This passage of the psalm describes the terrific natural catastrophesearthquakes, volcanoes, hail; thunderstorms-that seem to bear direct
witness to the overwhelming power of God. The cherub may represent
(he storm blast, the terrifyingly destructive power of the invisible air.

The title of the 22nd Psalm is:
Psalm
,

22.

To the chief Musician upon Aijeleth Shahar.

Axfeleth SJuthar is translated "The Hind of the Dawn" in the R e
vised Standard Version. I t is possible that this is the name (or the first
phrase) of some well-known melody to which the psalm was supposed
to te sang. If so, the same may betrue in several other cases:
,

Psalm
Psalm
Psalm
Psalm

.

. . A Song upon Almoth.
56. To the chief Musician upon Jowth-elemrechokim
57. To the chief Musician, Al-taschith .

46.

...
60. To the chief MUS1dan upon Shushan-eduth . . .
..

In the Revised Standard Version, Jonath-elernrechokim is translated as "The Dove on Far-off Terebinths." As for Alamoth and
Shushan-eduth, these are left untranslated in the Revised Standard
Version, but seem to mean "The Young Maidens" and "Lily of the
Testimony."
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Al-taschith means "do not destroy." Can this, too, be the first words
of a well-known melody of the times? Or did some copyist make a
hasty note to ensure the safety of a copy he had just prepared and
did the little notation then get frozen into the Biblical canon?
ss asiyniwm 9Ã§
vs

Acrostics
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The 25th Psalm has a structure that is completely lost in English
translation. Each line begins with a different letter of the Hebrew
alphabet, in order. The first line begins with aleph, the second with
beth, the third with gimmel, and so on.
Such an arrangement, in which the initial letters of successive
verses (or final letters, or both) give the alphabet in order, or spell
out words, are called "acrostics," from a Greek expression meaning
"the ends of verses."
The25th Psalm is by no means the only acrostic psalm. The 34th
is another example. The 119th Psalm is a particularly complicated
one for it consists of twenty-two parts, each of which contains eight
lines. Each part is headed by a successive letter of the alphabet, and
each of the eight lines of that part begins with that letter.
Biblical acrostics are found outside the Book of Psalms, too. The
last section of the last chapter of Proverbs is an anacrostic poem
praising the virtuous woman. Again, each of the first four chapters of
lamentations is an acrostic poem.
Acrostics have their uses. By starting each line with a letter in
alphabetic order, an aid to memory is granted the reciter. Then, too,
it is pleasant for a poet to display his virtuosity by writing an attractive
poem within the limits of an artificial convention. On the other
hand, the limits so set often force a writer to settle for less than the
best, and acrostic poems in the Bible tend to display a certain illogicality in sequence. A line has to be written to fit the new initial
rather than to carry on the previous thought.

Sirion
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The 29th Psalm describes the might of God in terms of nature
images:

...

Psalm 29:s. The voice of the Lord breaketh the cedars
Psalm 29:6. He mketh them also to skip like a calf; Lebanon
and Sirion like a young unicorn.
Sirion, here, is the Phoenician term for Mount Hennon (see page
202) in Lebanon. This is stated specifically in Deuteronomy:
Deuteronomy 3:9. (Which Hermon the Sidonians call Sirion; and
the ~moritescall it Shenir;)

The use of a Phoenician name is no accident. Apparently, this
psalm is a Yahvistic adaptation of an older Canaanite hymn to the
stkn-god. The parallelism in verse 6 between "calf' and "young
unicorn" again shows the unicorn to be a wild ox (see page 186).
The Revised Standard Version has the verse read, "He makes Lebanon
to skip like a calf, and Sirion like a young wild ox."

The sand Psalm has the title:
Psalm

32.

A Psalm of David. Maschil.

The word Maschil is left untranslated in both the Revised Standard

version and the Anchor Bible, here and in the title of several other
psalms, but seems to carry the connotation of "instruction," Perhaps
the psalms so denoted were supposed to cany special occult meanings
apparent only to the initiated, but this is fust a guess.

a
AMmeleeh
The 34th Psalm has a circumstantial title:
Psalm 34. A Psalm of David, when he changed his behaviour
before Abimelech

...

This must surely refer to the episode in David's life when, as a
fugitive from Saul, he sought refuge in the court of Achish, king of
GÃˆth Fearing that the Philistines woulcl kill him or give him up to
Saul, he feigned madness in order to ensure his release:
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Samuel 21:13. And he pavid] changed his behaviour before
them [the Philistines], and feigned himself mad
1

...

It is usual to suppose that the reference to Abimelech in the title
of the 34th Psalm is a copyist's mistake for Achish. However, it is
just possible that Abimelech was a general title for Philistine kings.
In Genesis, Abimelech, king of Gerar, is mentioned in two different
tales. The Genesis tales refer to a time before the coming of the
Philistines, to be sure, but the title may have lingered on, as Egyptian
lanes were called Pharaoh regardless of (heir name or dynasty.

Jeduthun

The 39th Psalm seems to be dedicated to an individual:
Psalm 39. To the chief Musician, even to Jeduthun

. ..

There were, apparently, three chief clans devoted to the musical
service of the Temple. The Chronicler traced back the ancestry of
these clans to the time of David:

...

Chronicles 2 9 1 . Moreover David
separated to the m ' c e
of the sons of Asaph, and of Heman, and of ~eduthun,who should
prophesy with harp$, with psalteries, and with cymbals.
1

,

What the title may really mean is that the palm is "after the
manner of Jeduthun"; that is, in the style made use of by the clan.
Or perhaps it had been composed by members of the claq, despite the
routine ascription of the psalm to David.
One psalm is ascribed .to Heman:
Psalm 88.

. ..Maschil of Heman the Ezrahite.

(where Ezrahite should really be Zerahite; see page 107).
Quite a number are ascribed to Asaph:
Psalm 50. A Psalm

of Asapft.

The eleven psalms from 73 to 83 inclusive arc all attributed to
Asaph and they may represent a collection used by the Asaphic clan.

The Sons of Korah
The 41st Psalm ends with a verse praising God:
Psalm 41 :i3. Blessed be the Lord God of Israel from everlasting,
and to everlasting. Amen, and Amen.
This is not considered part of the psalm, but is, rather, a ritualistic
formula of praise which serves to end a collection of psalms. Such
praise of God is called a "doxology," from a Greek word meaning
"giving praise."
Psalms I to 41 inclusive are considered to be the first of the five
collections making up our Book of Psalms. All of the psalms of this
first collection are ascribed to David, or in a few cases are left unascribed. The 42nd Psalm, however, which is the first of the second
collection, has a title, but does not include David's name.
Psalm 42. To the chief Musician, Maschil, for the sons of Korah.
Although Korah is pictured as a rebellious Levite during the time
of the Exodus (see page 172), and as one who was destroyed by
Moses, his family remained and survived to form an important group
in the Temple ritual:

. .

Chronicles 9:q. . the, Korahites, were over the work
service, keepers of the gates of the tabernacle
1

The Daughter

of

the

of Tyre

The 45th Psalm is rather secular. Its title includes a significant
phrase:

Psalm 45.

. . . A song of loves.

It is written, apparently, in honor of a toyal marriage and is what
the Greeks would call an epithalamion ("at the bridal chambe?).
The bride is a foreign princess:
Psalip 4 5 : ~ ~And
. the daughter

of Tyre shall

be there with a
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The natural assumption might be that the wedding being described
is that between Ahab of Israel and Jezebel of Tyre, or between
Jehoram of Judah and Athaliah, the daughter of Jezebel (see page
362). It has also been suggested, with perhaps less likelihood, that it
celebrates the wedding of Solomon and the Egyptian princess, or of
Jeroboam I1 (see page 369) and some foreign princess.
Solomon
Psalm 72 is one of two in (he Book of Psalms that mention Solomon
in the title. (The other is the 127th Psalm.)
Psalm 72. A Psalm for Solomon.

It is a prayer that the reigning king, probably newly come to the
throne, reign long and justly; that he be rich and powerful. The notion
that Solomon in particular is concerned arises naturally out of the
mention of nations that were traditionally involved with his trading
ventures (see page 332).
Psalm 7z:io. The kings of Tarshi& and of the isles shall bring
presents: the kings of Sheba and Seba shall offer gifts.
Sheba and Seba are intended to describe two different sections
of Arabia,.'Thus, in the listing of the nations in the tenth chapter of
Genesis, both are mentioned in a related fashion:

..

, and Raamah:
Genesis lo:,. And the sons of Cwfu Seba
end the sons of Rdctnuh; Sheba
Psalm 72 is the last psalm of the second book. It ends with a

. ..

doxology and then with a h a 1 verse:
Psalm 7x20. The 'prayers of David the son of Jesse are ended.
And so they are as far as this second collection is concerned.
The first two collections of psalms are not entirely independent.
As might be expected of different anthologies, there are some duplications.Thus, the 14th psalm in the first collection is virtually identical
with the ~ 3 r dPsalm in the second book. Then again, the 70th Psalm
in the second book is virtually a repeat of the last five verses' of the
40th Psalm in the first book.

The 74th Psalm pictures a land in ruins, with the enemy triumphant. Unless one pictures David speaking in allegories or in prophetic vision, it becomes impossible to ascribe it to him or, in
fact, to any period in the history of the kingdoms. At the earliest it
must be after the destruction of the Temple by Nebuchadnezzar:
Psalm 74:7. They hove cast fire into thy sanctuary, they have
defiled by casting dawn the dwelling place of thy name to the
ground.
Indeed, the psalm might possibly be dated later still, for the very
next verse goes on to say:

Psalm 74:8. They said in their hea* Let us destroy them together: they have burned up all the synagoglies of God in the

land.

,

The word "synagogue" is from the Greek expression meaning "an
assembling together" and is precisely analogous to the Latinderived
"co~gregation"or the Anglo-Saxon-derived '4meeting place." The Revised Standard Version uses the Anglo-Saxon equivalent and translate~
the verse: "they burned all the meeting places of God in the land."
The synagogue did not become prominent until the time of the
Sale. With the Temple destroyed and the ritualistic paraphernalia of a
centralized worship gone, something had to be improvised ii Judaism
were to survive. Worship came to be centered about the written books
being produced by the scribes. Groups of Jews gathered at meeting
places, or synagogues, to study the books, read them aloud, sing the
hymns, and so on.
Even after the return and the rebuilding of the Temple, the new
habit pensisted. Not all Jews had returned, after all, and even those
who were back in the land had become used to the relatively informal
gatherings and continued them. By Greek times, the synagogue had
grown important indeed, and it was only then, during the Sdeucid
,persecu.tion, that one might say "they have burned up all the synagogues." It is for this reason that suggestions axe made that the 74th
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Psalm, or at least the version we now possess, may be among the latest,
ones and may have been composed in x6e B.C.
Rahab
The 87th Psalm lists the heathen nations surrounding Judea, and
predicts that all will turn to God and Jerusalem eventually. (Or
perhaps the reference is to the Jews who were scattered abroad among
the surrounding nations even after the rebuilding of the Temple,
with the psalm containing the hope that all would eventually return.)
The list of nations contains one strange name, however:
Psalm 87:4. I will make mention of Rahab and Babylon
behold Philistia, and Tyre, with Ethiopia

. ..

. ..

Rahab seems to be another name for the mythical monster destroyed
by God at the beginning of time to create the world:
Psalm
slain..

.

+:lo.

Thou hast broken Rahab in pieces, as one that is

or:
Isaiah 5iq. Awake,
put on strength, 0 aim of the Lord
.dragon?
. . Art thou not it that has cut Rahab, and wounded the
wafte,

Rahab, like Leviathan (also used as the name for the primitive
monster; see page 4871, seems to make reference to a nature myth.
Where Leviathan is the chaotic sea tamed by the forces of order,
so Rahab (meaning "storm") would seem to be the howling of the
elements; elements that had to be subdued by the forces of order
before they subverted the universe.
But Rahab, like Leviathan, could be used as a symbolic representation of Egypt; and talk of breaking or cutting or wounding could
then be equated with God's punishment of Egypt at the time of the
Exodus.
The representation of Egypt as a monstrous dragon is a rather
appropriate one. Egypt is, essentially, the banks of the Nile River, the
ever-fertile ribbon through the desert that saw the growth of a mighty
civilization and was the richest pottion of the world for thousands

,

ef years. The river wound like a great snake or dragon across the
land, and Ezekiel uses this metaphor very effectively when he quotes
God as saying to Egypt:

...
. ..

Ezekiel 29:3.
Behold, I am against thee, Pharaoh king of
Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst of his rivers . ,
Ezekiel q:4.
1 will put hooks in thy jaws
and I d l 1
bring thee up out of the midst of thy rivers

. ..

.

...

Hes?ethe language that might be appropriate for the battle between
the God of order and the monster of chaos i s made into a metaphoric
description of a battle between God and Egypt.
Ezekiel wrote during the Exile, and by post-Exilic times, Rahab
had apparently become an accepted synonym for Egypt. In the 87th
- Psalm, it seems clearly to be used in this manner.
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The 89th Psalm, a sad one apparently composed during the Exile,
ends the third collection and closes with a doxology. The y t h Psalm,
the first of the fourth collection, is the only one in the Book of Psalms
that is attributed to none other than Moses:

;,
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Psalm 90. A Prayer of Moses the man of God.

This may be because it speaks of the creation-the peculiar province
of Genesis, a book traditiondy written by Moses.

. ..
...

Psalm 90:~.Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place
Psalm 9 0 : ~Before
.
ever thou hadst formed the earth

...

Hallelujah
The 104th Psalm ends:
Psalm 104:35.
the Lord.

. . . Bless thou the Lord, 0 my soul. Praise ye

The 105th Psalm, immediately afterward, ends also with "Praise ye
the Lord." In fact, "Praise ye the Lord" occurs at the beginning or end
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(or both beginning and end) of fifteen different psalms in the last two
collections of the Book of Psalms. In Hebrew, the expression is
"Hallelujah" ("praise Yah")
The Greek form of the word is "Alleluia" and that occurs in
Revelation:

.

...

Revelation 19:1.
I heard a great voice of much people in
heaven, saying, Alleluia

...
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Mine Anointed
The 105th Psalm has a curiously influential verse. The care of God
for those who follow him is detailed; as in the Patriarchal Age, when
he cared for Abraham and his few descendants, precariously existing
in a hostile land:
Psalm 105:14. He suffered no man to do them wrong: yea, he reproved kings for their sakes;
Psalm io>:i5. Saying, Touch not mine anointed, and do my prophets no harm.
2 5 i 11:ri.
1; .T
r*
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The reference seems to be to the passage in Genesis when God reproves Abimelech, king of Gerar, in a dream, after Abimelech has taken
Abraham's wife, Sarah', into his harem. God says:
Genesis 20:7. Now therefore restore the man his wife; for he is a
and if thou restore her not, know thou that thou shalt
surely fie

p~ophet.

..
...

This passage in the 105th Psalm served as a kind of shield for the
priesthood against the secular power. In the middle ages, it was used to
protect
from being tried by secular courts, since the king must
do God's prophets (a term extended, liberally, over the clergy generally) no harm. This was valuable for the clergy, since the clerical courts
did not pronounce the death sentence, and this was called "benefit of
clergy."
This was eventually extended to all who could read (since literacy
was virtually confined to the clergy in the middle ages). If a person
convicted of murder could read iz passage from the Bible, he was exempt from execution but was merely branded on the hand. A second

murder, however, would mean execution. Literacy meant one murder
b, to speak, but no more. Soon after 1800, this practice was ended
Perhaps too many people were learning to read.

.

The 105th Psalm recalls the days of Egyptian slavery,
Exodus that followed:
Psalm 105:q. Israel also came into
in the land of Ham.

TOO,

and the

Egypt; and Jacob sojourned

The parallelism of Hebrew poetry shows that "land of Ham" is a
name for Egypt. Ham is that son of Noah from whom the nations of
northeastern Africa are descended, according to the genealogical lists
in Genesis:
Genesis 10:6. And the sons of Ham: Cwh, and Miysraim

. ..

Mizraim is the Hebrew word for Egypt, so that what is really being
said is that Egypt is the son of Ham, and Ham can therefore be used
poetically to represent Egypt as well a s Miziaim can.
Indeed, Ham is the better name of the two, since the ancient
Egyptians' name for their own land was a word very like Ham. The
wprd was usually taken to mean "black" as a reference to the black
fertile land bordering the Nile, in contrast to the arid yellow sands of
the desert on either side.

The 106th Psalm ends with a doxology and the 107th begins the
fifth and last e6llection incorporated into the Book of Psalms. The
110th Psalm is another one of those which praises a king, perhaps on
the occasion of his coronation, promising him greatness and power.
More than that, he is promised priesthood:

Psalm 110:4. The Lord hath sworn, and will not repent, Thou
drt a priest for ever after the order. of Melchizedek.

This might well be a reference to the struggle between king and
High Priest for control of the Temple ritual. This struggle appears
most prominently in the ~ i b l ein connection with the tradition that
Uzziah was struck with leprosy as punishment for attempting to lead
the Temple rites (see page 423). The priestly position was that only
Levites of the line of Zadok could properly conduct them. The king,
a member of the tribe of Judah and a descendant of David, could
have nothing to do with them.
The Psalm recalls, however, that there was a king of Jerusalem
named Melchizedek (see page 73). This was a priest so acceptable
to God that Abraham himself did him reverence. The capacity for
priesthood might therefore be viewed as adhering to the king in
Jerusalem from earliest times, well before the birth of &evi himself.
If the king were considered as inheriting that priesthood by virtue
of his office, he was a priest "after the order of Melchizedek."

Song of Degrees
r

Psalms

120

Psalm

2

to 134 inclusive bear titles such as:

120.

,

'

A Song. of degrees;

"Degrees" means "steps." One might picture such psalms being
sung as a priestly procession moves up one of the stairways associated
with the Temple. For that reason, the title is given as "A Song of
Ascents" in the Revised Standard Version.
On the other hand, these psalms might have been used by pilgrims
going to the Temple for one of the great festivals. They would
"go up" to Jerusalem in stages-or "ascend by degrees." The possibility of pilgrim usage is strengthened by the fact that the writer of
. the 120th Psalm bemoans the fact that he lives among the heathen:
Psalm 120:s. Woe is me, that I sojourn in Mesech, that I dwell
in the tents of Kedar,
Mesech, or Meshech, is described in the genealogies of Genesis
as being a son of Japheth.
Genesis
and Tiras.

1 0 : ~ .The

sons of Japheth;

. . . T d a l , and

Meshech,

,

while Kedar is a son of Ishmael:

. . . The sons of Ishmael ... Nabafvth; and
. ..

Genesis 25:13.
Kedar, and Adbeel

These two terms, Mesech and Kedar, are used poetically here to
signify non-Jewish societies in general.
,

The fivers of Babylon
The 137th Psalm is clearly of Exilic origin:
Psalm 137:~.By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, yea,
we wept, when <we remembered Zfon.

,

Babylon is, of course, on the Euphrates River and the Tigris River
is about forty miles to the east. The exiled Jews, spread over the region,
might, conceivably, have been referring to these two as the rivers of
Babylon.
However, Babylonia was an irrigated land and the reference is
much more likely to be to the numerous intersecting canals. We
would get a truer picture if we were to read the phrase, "By the
canals of Babylon
." Indeed, the Revised Standard Version avoids
making use of the misleading "rivers" and translates the phrase, "By
the wafers of Babylon
."

..

..

20. PROVERBS
SOLOMON
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Solomon
The Book of Proverbs gets its nanpffWt ifs first phrase:
Proverbs 1:i. The provetbs of

. .'

This phrase, in Hebrew, [is "MishB," d@his the title of the
book in Hebrew. The word q&hii might m^ws accurately be translated
as "the wise sayings of," as;is done 'in the b h o r Bible.
"Proverb" is a narrow t e b for it 'is1not only a "wise saying,"
but it is also a "folk saying," aqithy one, usually; that has arisen out
of the experience of people genwafly."Itis usually of uateown origin
d everyday speech.
and frequently ( ~ e in
The Book of Proverbs is a heterogeneous collectidax.that includes
proverbs in this narrow sense, and 'more elaborate "wise sayings" as
well. It is an example of the "wisdom li&iatwe" that was gathered
by writers of many ancient nation%; the teachings of experience,
usually with a strong moBalistie or religious bent.
In the case of the Jews, most wisdom literature was ascribed to
, Solomon almost as a maffier of course, -for he was, tiaiditionally, the
wisest of men:
1 Kings 4:p. And Solomon's wisdom &ed
the wisdom of dll
the children of the east country, and aU t h wisdom of Egypt.
1 Kings 4:3i. Fw fte weswiser than all men
1 Kings 4:32. And he qake three thousand proverbs

..

...

, Two sections of the Book of Proverbs are indeed made up of a
group of short aphorisms which are specifically ascribed to Solomon.

,
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PROVERBS

The first extends from Chapter
22 and begins:
Proverbs

10:1.

10

The proverbs

through the first half of Chapter

of Solomon

The second collection covers chapters
Proverbs

25:1.

509

25

...

through 29 and begins:

These are dso imverbs of Solomon .

..

There is no doubt but that many of the proverbs are ancient indeed
and could have reached back to Solomon's time and even earlier.
There is nothing impossible in Solomon having collected a group of
proverbs or even having put them into literary form. Still, much of
the atmosphere of the book seems to make it almost certainly belong
to a period considerably later than Solomon's time, and the final
form of the collection, including the two lists of proverbs assigned to
Solomon, may not have reached its present form till post-Exilic times,
say about 300 B.C. At that time, (he general ascription m y t have been
placed at the beginning to cover the entire book:
Proverbs 1:i. The proverbs of Solomon the son of David, king of

Israel.

The Book of Proverbs itself implies that at least some of the material
in it underwent editing well after the time of Solomon. Thus, in
introducing the second collection of Solomonic proverbs:
Proverbs 25: 1. These are also proverbs of Solomon, which the
of Hezekiah king of Judah copied out.

wen

Hezekiah ruled two centuries after Solomon and was a firm Yahvist.
Apparently, he patronized a school of scribes, one of whose tasks
was the collection and organization of the Yahvist literature of the
past.
Spare the Rod
Some of the Solomonic proverbs are indeed household expressions,
in one form or another, even today:
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. Proverbs 13:24. He that spareth his rod hateth his
that loveth him chasteneth him betimes.

SQIV

but-he

This is almost invariably cited as "Spare the rod and- spoil the

child." More apt to be correctly quote is:
Proverbs 15:~. A soft answer twneth away wrath

...

Then there is;
~roverbs16118. Pride gwth before Wroctian, and an haughty
before a fall.
which is almost universally condensed to "Pride goes before a fall?

Â¥Agu
The thirtieth chapter of the book begins with a completely obscure
line; at least in the King James Version:
Proverbs 30:1. The words of Agur the son of Jdkeh, even the
prophecy: the mart spake unto Ithiel, even unto Ithiel and Ucal.
The phrase "even the prophecy" seems to be the translation of the
Hebrew word mussa and, apparently, this should not be translated,
for it is meant here as the name of a locality. The first line should
speak of "Agur the son of Jakeh of Massa."
In the Book of Genesis, Massa is mentioned in the genealogical
tables:

...

. ..

the sons of Ishmael
Genesis 25: 13.
Genesis 2s:i4. And MIShma, and Dumah, and Massu,
Massa might therefore be assumed to be found in Ishmaelite territory
in northern Arabia.
The reference to Ithiel and Ucal makes no sense as such, for
these do not seem to be proper names. The Anchor Bible translates the
verse as: 'The words of Agur ben Jakeh of Massa. The man solemnly
affirmed, "There is no God! There is no God, and I can[not know
anything].' "
It would seem, then, that the verse inquestion describes the statement of an agnostic, which the chapter then goes on to counter.

The first half of the last chapter of Proverbs is assigned to a king
other than Solomon; or at least, it appears to be:
Proverbs 31:1. The words of king Lemuel, the prophecy that his
mother taught him.

Here again "prophecy" might be an unnecessary translation of a
place name, and the Revised Standard Version has it: "The words of
Lemuel, king of Massa."
There has been some tendency in the past to assume that Lemuel
was another name for Solomon, but this is not at all likely. In fact,
the Anchor Bible wipes out Lemuel altogether by supposing it to be a
copyist's error for a very similar Hebrew word which, when translated, would make the first verse, "Words [of advice] to a king acting
foolishly, A solemn injunction which his mother lays on him:"
The last half of this last chapter consists of an acrostic poem in
praise of the industrious housewife that begins with the well-known:
Proverbs 31:10. Who can find a virtuous woman? for her price
is far above rubies.

2 1 . ECCLESIASTES
THE PREACHER

VANITY

THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON

' ECCLESIASTICUS

TN h e h e r
coming under the

Following the Book of Proverbs is a second i&
heading of "wisdom literature." This begins:
.Ecdesiastes 1:i. The words

of the Preach*

.

"Preacher" is a translation of the Hebrew word koheleth, which is of
uncertain meaning. Usually, it is associated with the word kaW,
meaning "an open assembly," so that koheleth might be one who
convenes such an assembly or addresses it. If the assembly is gathered
together for the purpose of religious instruction, then its addresser
would be a preacher.
The Greek word for an assenibly is ekklesut and one who addresses
it would be ekklesiastes. In Latin spelling that is ecc&siastes and this is
the title to the book.
The Preacher announces his identity as:
\

Ecclesiastes 1:i. The words of the Preacher, the son of David, king
in Jerusalem.
This seems to be a clear indication that it is Solomon talking, and
has often been taken as such. However, this is merely the commonq
ascription of almost any piece of wisdom literature to Solomon. Actually, the book seems to be post-Exilic and to have been written, at the
best guess, between 300 and 200 B.C.
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Vanity

The book opens with the author's general thesis:
Ecclesiastes 1:z. Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher, vanity of
vanities; all is vapity.
The Hebtbw word translated here as "vanity" implies something as
insubstantial as air, so that the Anchor Bible translates the verse "A
vapor of vapors!
All is vapor."
The word "vanity" comes from a Latin term meaning "empty." The
expression "vanity of vanities" in Hebrew idiom implies a land of
maximum vanity, just as "song of songs" is the greatest song and "king
of kings" is the greatest king,
Perhaps, then, the verse, in modem terms, could be translated "All
is nothing
Nothing means anything."
That, in effect, $ the central thesis of the book-the emptiness of
earthly things.
In order to impress this fact, the Preacher maintained that life was
empty not only for the poor and weale, but for the rich and powerful
as well. He therefore continues his role as king.

...

...

Ecclesiastes 1:1 2 . 1 the Preacher was.king over Israel in Jerusalem.
Ecclesiastes 1:I 3. And I gave my heart to seek and search out by
wisdom concerning all things that are done under heaven '.

..

Here it seems even clearer than before (hat the Preacher is inapesonating Solomon. Yet this impersonation coritinues only through the first
two chapters of the book and it would appear to be metely a literary
device. Even the roost magnificent and happiest of all kings (in Jewish
eyes), Solomon himself, is pictured & being unable, in the long run,
to find anything meaningful in life.
In the end the Preacher feels all that can be done is to seize the
temporary and ephemeral joys that come along and to remain unconcerned for anything more lasting:

...

Ecclesiastes 8:15.
a man hath no betfar thing under the sun,
than to eat, and to drink, and to be merry

...

And in the end he returns to his original thesis:
Ecclesiastes 12:8. Vanity of vanities, scdth the preacher, all is vanity.
Another writer, apparently appalled at the pessimism of the Preacher,
added an addendum to the book; an addendum which came to be
included in the canon. Its nub is:
Ecclesiastes
ments*..

The Wisdom

12:13.

... Few God, and

keep his command-

of Solomon

Not all wisdom literature succeeded in being admitted to the Jewish canon, even though ascribed to Solomon. This happened when the
books supposedly written by Solomon were actually composed after the
approximate cutoff date of 150 B.C. A case in point is that of a book
apparently written by an Alexandrian Jew sometime between 100 and

50 B.C.
The writer, himself unknown, assumes the personality of Solomon in
order to dramatize his praise of a personified Wisdom. For this reason
the book is known as "The Wisdom of Soloxhon."
The author's personification of Solomon is dearest in the seventh
chapter:
Wisdom of Solomon 7:7. Wherefore I prayed* and understanding
Â¥wagiven me: I called upon God, and the spirit of wisdom came to

m.
This clearly refers back to the passage in the First Book of Kings in
which Solomon is described as seeing God in a dream and being offered
anything he wishes. Solomon, in the d k m , replies:

...

i Kin@ 3:9. Give
thy s m t 'an understanding heart to
judge thy people, that I may discern between good and bad

. ..

Since,Solomon is, however, certainly not (be author, this apocryphal
" it
book is often called more appropriately "The Book of ~ i s d o m and
is by that name that it appears in the Catholic versions of the Bible.

Another piece of wisdom literature is notable for bearing within it
the name of the author, speaking in his own right and making no
attempt to ascribe his words to an ancient worthy.
Ecclesiasticus 50:27. Jesus the son of Sirach of Jerusalem hath
in this book the instruction of understanding and, knowledge.
For this reason, the title of the book is given as Wisdom of Jesus,
Son of Sirach." The name is here presented in Greek form. In Hebrew
it would be "Joshua ben Sira." This book was composed too late to
qualify for the Jewish canon and was consigned to the Apocrypha. It
is, however, to be found in the Catholic version of the Bible.
Because of (he high caliber of its ethical teachings, the book was
much used as a source of texts for sermons and w& closely associated
with churchly preaching from quite early times. ~yphan,the bishop
of Cartilage,took to calling this book "Ecciesiasticus" ("the church
book") as early as A.D. 250 and the custom has continued ever since.
Something about the date at which the book was written may be
deduced from a reference toward the end of the book. The writer begifts ,
Ecclesiasticus #:I. Let us now praise famous men, and our fathers
that begat vs.
He goes on to call the list of notables from Biblical history: Enoch,
,
Phinehas, Joshua, Caleb,
Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, ~ o s e s Aaron,
Samuel, Nathan, David, Solomon, Elijah, Elisha, Hezekiah, Isaiah, Josiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Zembbabel, and Nehemiah.
Having gone through the list, he then proceeds to reach a natural
climax by praising a recent spiritual leader of the peopleÃ‘carryin his
brief review of history to what was then the contemporary era:
Ecclesiasticus 50:1. Simon the high priest, the son of Onias, who
in his life repaired the house as/sih, and in his days fortified the
temple:
The trouble is that there were two High Priests by the name of
Simon in the early Greek era. The first, whom we might call 'Simon I,
was High Priest about 300 B.C, while the second, Simon 11, was High
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Priest about zoo B.C. What's more, both had fathers who were named
Onias. It is much more likely, though, that Simon I1 is the one being
referred to, for if the book had been written in 300 B.C. or shortly
thereafter it would, very likely, have entered the canon.
Backing this view1 is a reference in the preface to the bookEcclesiasticus was originally written in Hebrew. This Hebrew version
was lost and, throughout Christian times, the book was known only in
Greek and Aramaic, and in translations from manuscripts in those languages. The fact that the Hebrew version did exist, however, was assumed from the statement of a grandson of the writer. He came to
Egypt,where the Jews spoke Greek, and in a preface that is usually
included with the hook, he explains (with becoming modesty) that he
labored to prepare a Greek translation from the Hebrew. As for his
time of arrival in Egypt, that was "in the eight and thirtieth year
when Euergetes was king.'?
The thirteen Macedonian kings of Egypt, who ruled from 305 to
44 B.c., each took the name Ptolemy, but each added a second name
(or had it added by sycophantic courtiers), usually of self-praise. The
name "Euergetes" means "benefactor," for instance. There were two
Ptolemies so named. One was Ptolemy 111, who reigned from 246
to 221 B.c., and the other was Ptolemy VII, who reigned from 145 to
116 B.C. The former reigned twenty-five years and the latter reigned
twenty-nine years, so that neither could be said to have an "eight and
thirtieth year."
In the case of p&my WI,however, the 14s to 116 B.C. stretch
covers only the period in which he was sole ruler. His older brother
had begun to rule in .i81 B.C. as Ptolemy VI but his record was
wretched. In 170 B.c., he had sho>wnhimself so incompetent a war
leader that public opinion forced him to associate his younger brother
with him on the throne. Ptolemy VII might therefore be said to have
begun to reign in 170 B.C. and his "eight and thirtieth year" would
then be about 132 B.C.
If we assume the translator's grandfather to have written the book
half a century before, that would make the date of Ecclesiasticus about
180 B.C.
The existence of a Hebrew version of Ecclesiasticus was confirmed in
1896 when portions of Hebrew manuscripts were found which contained about two thirds of the book Still older scraps of Ecclesiasticus
were found among the Dead Sea Scrolls.

...

SOLOMON

EN-CEDI

W O N

THE VOICE OF

THE TURTLE

TIRZAH

SHULAMITE

The third of the canonical books to be attributed to Solomon is
The Song of Solomon. Its first verse is its title:
Song of Solomon

1:i.

The song of songs, which is Solomon9si

By "song of songs" the Hebrew idiom expresses a maximum. It is
the best or most beautiful song to have been-written by Solomon. In
the Catholic version of the Bible, the book is known as "The Canticle
of Canticles," from the Latin title "Canticum Canticom*' ("Song of
Songs"). The Hebrew title is "Shir Ha-shirim," also meaning "Song
of 96tigs."
As in the case of Ecclesiastes, the author of this book is surely not
Solomod The book is post-~xflicand seems to have been written about
E.C. or even later. It is attributed to Solomon because of the latter's
traditional literary ability:
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1 Kings 4:3z. And he [Solomon] spake three thousand proverbs:
and his songs were a thousand and five.

The Song of Solomon is a love poem, frankly erotic, apparently
composed to celebrate a wedding. This, too, is appropriate, for Solomon had numerous wives and was, presumably, an experienced lover:

...

1 Kings 11: 3.
he had seven hundred wives
hundred concubines

. ..

. . . and three
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-&*use of the erotic nature of the book, it has been customary to
find allegorical values in it that would make more of it than a description df bodily passion. In the guise the portrayal of the love of a
man and a woman, Jews would have if speak of the love betweed
Yahveh and Israel; Catholics of the love between Chest and the
Chur4; Protestants of the love &$ween God and man's soul.
However, if we simply accept the words as they stand, the book is a
human ,love poem and a very bqutiful one.
Interpreting the took literally, it would seem to be a kind of poetic
drama, in which a number of different characters speak: the bride
groom, the bride, a chorus of w o m e n ~ n dperhaps others. Since the
book, as it appears in thq Bible, gives no hint as to when one character
stops speaking and another starts, or which character says what, the
sorting out of the speeches presents a.d,ifficdt
<,
problem but one which,
fortunately, need not concern us.
Some speeches are, of course, transparent
enough. Surely, it is the
, bride who says:

of

7

Song of Solomon 1 :5. I dm black,'but comety ,

of Solomon.
Song of Solomon 1 :6.
upon me

. ..

.os the curtains

. . . I am.black,
. because the sun has looked

The adjective "Mack" does not me@ that the bride is a Negress for
the blackness is the result of exposure to th&sun. She is tanned. The
Revised Standard Version has the fifth verse read "I am very dark," and
the sixth verse, "I am swarthy."
There might be a tendency to think of her as the Egyptian princess
who married Solomon, since she mightbe @ted to be dark in coloring. Or else it might be the queen of ~heba;a swarthy Arabian woman.
Yet that is only forced upon us if we imagine the poem to be written
literally by or about Solomon. Viewed simply as a love poem in the
tradition of Solomon, the bride is probably a peasant girl:
Song of Solomon 1 :6.
keeper of the vineyards

. . .my mother's chiMren . . .made me the

...

The bride speaks of her lover:

Song of Solomon 1:14 My beloved is unto me as a cluster of
camphire in the vineyards of En-gedi.

'

En-gedi is a site midway along the western shores of the Dead Sea. It
would seem an unlikely place for anything but desolation, yet it is an
oasis, thanks to the presence of natural spring water. The name "Engedi" means "spring of the kid." The site was famous in Jewish history
as one of the places in which David found refuge from the pursuing
Saul:
1

Samuel 23:zg. And David

. ..dwZf in strongholds at En-gedi.

The expression "camphire," by the way, is a transliteration of the
Hebrew k0f)her. By it is meant henna, a shrub with fragrant white
flowers. The Revised Standard Version translates i t "My beloved is .to
me a cluster of henna blossoms!'
Sharon

The bride describes herself again:
Song of Solomon 2:i.I am the rose of Sharon, and the lily
valleys.

of the

Sharon is a coastal, plain lying between Jaffa and Mount Carmel,
about fifty miles long and six; to twelve miles wide* It doesn't figure
often in the Bible for through much of Biblical history it was occupied
by the Phoenician and Philistine,power.
It passed into Israelite hands under David. He owned flocks of cattle
that grazed there under a native herdsman:
1 Chronicles 27.29. And over the herds that fed in Sharon was
Shitrai the Sharonite

...

The Voice

of the Turtle

The Song of Solomon is full of beautiful nature imagery but one
image rings false in modem ears through no fault of its own. The
bride describes herbeloved as pleading with her to come with him for
it is springtime:
r

-

&r

Song of Solomon 2:12. The flowers appear on the earth; the time
of the singing of birds is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard
in our land.
'

The phrase "voice

of the turtle" seems odd, for to us the turtle is
an ugly, slow-moving, shelled reptile that is voiceless, that is not associated with spying, and that certainly doesn't bear
beauties of flowers and birds.
'hi :
W
It is we, however, who are wrong, and not the verse. There is a type
of bird we call a dove, deriving that name from an old Teutonic word
that may make reference to its dull, &Her dark plumage. It makes a
cooing sound which to some ears may sound like tur-&r-tur-tur. The
Hebrew word for it, imitating this sound, is tur, and the Latin word is
@rtur. By substituting "1" for "r" at the end, this becomes "turtle."
The "voice of the turtle" refers to the cooing- of this migratory
dove
which reaches Jerusalem in the springtime,
However, there is also the shelled reptile earlier mentioned. This is
called a tortoise, perhaps (but not certainly) from a Latin word meaning "crooked" because of its curved legs. To the ears of Englishspeaking sailors, "tortoise" seemed an odd~soundingword and they substituted for it the more familiar "turtle," thus giving the ugly reptile
the name of a pleasant bird.
In order to distinguish the bird from the reptile, it became necessary
to tall the b M a "turtledove." It is so spoken of elsewhere in the King
James Version, but not here in the Song of Solomon. The Revised
Standard Version removes the apparent anomaly by having the. clause
read "and the voice of the turtledove is heard in our land."

The pangs of love temporarily lost and the thrill? of love regained are
described and at one point the bridegroom says to the bride:
Song of Solomon 6:4.Thou art beautiful, 0 my love, as Tirwh,
comely as Jerusalem

. ..

The parallelism of Hebrew poetry forces the writer to seek a synoajrm or analogy for Jerusalem. He might have used Zion, but was search-

ing for something less routine, perhaps, And chose Tirzah. As Jerusa-

,
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lem was the capital of the southern kingdom, so Tirzah was the capital
of the northern kingdom from the time of Jeroboam I to Omri, about
900 to 880 B.C. (see page 339). This is an indication that the poem
had to be written after the time of Solomon, for Tirzah was in no way
analogous to Jerusalem in the reign of a king ruling over a united kingdom.
On the other hand, we cannot use this verse as evidence that the
poem was necessarily written before the time of Omri, when Samaria
displaced Tirzah as the capital of Israel. To have made use of Samaria
as an analogue of Jerusalem in post-Exilic times would have seemed
blasphemous for by then Samaria was (he center of the hated and
heretical Samaritans. The writer was thus-forced to reach back beyond
Samaria to ~irzah,which had no impossible associations.

Shulamite
The bride is addressed by her native town, either by the bridegroom
or by a chorus:
Song of Solomon 6x3. Return, return* 0 Shukmite

...

It is usually supposed that Shulamite is a copyist's error for Shunammite, a woman of the town of Shunam, which is about three miles
north of Jezreel.
Finally the book leaches its climax in a passionate declaration of
the strength of true love:
Song of Solomon 8:7. Many waters cannot quench love, neither
can the floods drown it: if a man would give all the substance of his
house for love, it would utterly be contemned.
In other words, love cannot be destroyed if present; but cannot be
bought if absent.
I
I

ISAIAH

1

ISAIAH ' AMOZ SERAPHIM SHEAR-JASHUB IMMAMTJEL THE BRANCH
COCKATRICE LUCIFER APOCALYPSE OF ISAIAH * ARIEL * LILITH THE
MARTYRDOM Of ISAIAH * SECOND ISAIAH CYRUS THE SERVANT OF
LORD BEL BEULAH

Isaiah

The Old Testament books that follow the Song of Solomon in the
Christian versions of the Bible record the work of sixteen named prophets who were supposed to have flourished during the three-century
period from 750 to 450 B.C.
These books are not placed entirely in chronological order. They are
divided into two sections on the basis of length. Fplly two thirds of
the material in these prophetic books is to be found in the first three,
dealing with the prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, a i d Ezekiel. These are the
"major prophets" and they, at least, are placed in chronological order.
The Book of Isaiah, dealing with the period, of I Assyrian ascendancy,
conies first.
From a strictly historical and secular viewpoint the Book of Isaiah
presents many confusions. Isaiah is not likely to have systematically
kitten down his utterances. Rather, his sayings were, presumably, written down by his disciples and followers, with what changes and additions we can only guess. These made up separate collections which some
later editor put together, not necessarily in chronological order but
rather in that order which he thought would produce the greatest effect.
What's more, as time passed, additional material was added to the
book and made to seem the product of Isaiah. The later portions of the
book are certainly not Isaiah's work but are the product of a man
(possibly two men) living centuries later. The Book of Isaiah may not

,

Judah in the Time of Hezddah

have been put into its present form until as late as 350 B.c., or well
over three centuries after Isaiah's death.
The general period in which Isaiah carried out his prophetic mission
is given in the first verse of the book:

. ..

.. .

.
vision of Isaiah
which he saw
in the days
Isaiah i : ~The
of Uxsuih, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hesekwh, kings of Judah.

Since Uzziah came to the throne in 780 B.C. and Hezekiah died in
692 B.c., this at once makes Isaiah a man of the eighth century B.C.
For the actual year of the beginning of his mission, there is more
information later in the sixth chapter, a chapter which should, if the
final editors of the book had been following a chronological scheme,
have come first. Isaiah recounts the miraculous manner in which he became a prophet, and begins his description of the event with a date:
Isaiah

6:1. In

the year that king U&ah died

...

Uzziah died in 740 B.C. and that, therefore, can be taken as the date
when Isaiah began his work. Presumably, he was a relatively young man
at the time, for he was still, active during Sennacherib's siege of Jerusalem nearly forty years later. If we consider, Isaiah to have been a young
man of twenty when he saw his vision, he would have been born in
760 B.C. at a time when the fortunes of Israel and Judah were flourishing.
In 760 B.C. Jeroboam I1 of Israel had extended Israel's borders to
their broadest extent since the time of Solomon, and under Uzziah,
Judah, too, was prosperous and content (see page.423). The men of
the kingdoms must have been contented, foreseeing no evil.
In 745 B.c., however, Jeroboam I1 died and almost at once Israel
began to fall prey to dynastic disorders. In that same year, the strong
Tiglath-Pileser I11 became king of Assyria, and that nation entered
on its last and mightiest period of aggression. 1sraelhad less than a quarter century of life left it.
Apparently, Isaiah could clearly see, by 740 B,c., that the good
days were gone and the evil times had come and he said so in the manner made necessary by the way of thought of the time. He announced
the judgment of Yahveh upon a sinful people.
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Amoz
The name of Isaiah's father is given:
Isaiah

1:1

The vision of Isaiah the son of Amoz

. ..

Absolutely nothing is known concerning Amoz, for Tie is not mentioned in the Bible except as the father of Isaiah in this verse and in a
few others like i t He is to be carefully distinguished from Amos, a
prophet who was an older contemporary of Isaiah. (The two names,
Amoz and Amos, are less similar in Hebrew than in English.)
There is a rabbinic tradition (based on no more, perhaps, than a
similarity in names) that Amoz was a brother of king Akaziah, who
was Uzziah's father. If this ware so, Isaiah would be a member of the
royal family and a first cousin to king Uzziah, H e and Uzziah would
both be grandsons of Joash, who had been saved as an infant in
Athaliah's time (see page 367).
If so, Isaiah is rather unusual, for it would seem natural for prophets
of his sort to have been drawn from among the poor, since the prophets
were spokesmen of protest. The prophets were, generally, the radicals of
their day, frequently standing in opposition to the formal priesthood,
which (as long as1 their prerogatives were preserved) acted in coalition
with the monarchy.
The priesthood then, as always, was primarily interested in the minutiae of ritual. This was something that could easily be followed by anyone and generally presented no difficulties. It might be a tedious way
of gaining God's favor, but it was not really painful.
The prophets, however, were likely to disdain ritual and to insist,
instead, on a high ethical code of behavior, something that could pre
sent serious difficulties. After all, it is not only often difficult to perform the ethical good; it is sometimes puzzling to determine what the
ethical good might be.
Isaiah, himself, put it this way:
Isaiah 1 :ii. To what purpose is the multitude of your sacrifices
unto me? with the Lord
,

....

..

t
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Isaiah 1:13. Bring no more vain oblations; incense is an abomination to me .
Isaiah
Your new moons and your appointed feasts my soul
hateth .

. .

..

..,.
. .

Isaiah i:16. Wash you, make you clean; put away the evil of your
doings .
Isaiah 1:17. Learn to do well; seek judgement, relieve the o p
presSed,, fudge the fatherless, plead for the widow.
Furthermore, there was a tendency for the prophets to denounce the
rich and powerful, for these were apt to be the most worldly, moqt
satisfied to let ritual (if anything) serve as religion. Isaiah speaks against
the tendency of these rich to squeeze out the poor fanner and to
multiply their own holdings, polarizing society into a few large landowners and many tenant farmers or slaves. (This is a development
that tends to affect societies generally, and riot ancient Judah alone.)
Isaiah says:
Isaiah 5:8. Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay W.d
to field, till there be no place, that they may be placed alone in the
midst of the earth.
And yet scholars judge from Isaiah's style of writing that he did in-

deed belong to the upper classes and certainly there are cases in history
where aristocrats have lived and fought on behalf of the dispossessed of
the world and against, as the saying has ,it, their own class. The example of the Russian novelist Count Leo Tolstoy springs to mind, for
instance.

Seraphim
Isaiah describes his call in terms of a vision of God experienced by
him within the Temple:
Isaiah 6:1. In the year that king Uzxiah died I saw also the Lord
sitting upon a throne, high and lifted up, and his train filed the
temple.
Isaiah 6:~.
Above it stood the seraphims: each one had six wings;
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with twain he covered his face, and with twain he covered his feet,
and with twain he did fly.
Isaiah 6:3. And one cried, unto another and said, Holy, holy, holy,
is the Lord of hosts: the whole earth is full of his glory.
"Seraphim" is the Hebrew plural of seraph, so that the word "seraphims" in the King James version is a double plural, the English form
grafted on to the ~ e b r e w In
. the Revised Standard Version, the final
'sf' is dropped.
The seraphim are mentioned only here in the Bible, and they are
taken to be winged manlike creatures rather similar to the cherubs described*in connection with other visions of God.
In later times, the seraphim were included among the complicated
celestial hierarchy worked out by mystical writers. The best-known such
hierarchy was produced about A.D. 450, perhaps, by an unknown writer
whose work was ascribed to an earlier worthy named Dionysius the
Areopagite, and who is himself referred to, in consequence, as the
"pseudo-Dionysius."
According to the system of the pseudo-Dionysius there were nine
classifications of beings between man and God and of these the angels
were lowest and archangels next to the lowest. Above these, in order,
came principalities, powers, virtues, dominations, thrones, cherubim,
and seraphim. Because the cherubim and seraphim were described in
prophetic visions as being in immediate attendance upon God, they
naturally rated highest.
In our present age, less wedded to such speculation, a seraph has become merely another word for qn angel,
The word "seraph" is related to the Hebrew word saraph, meaning
"to bum." The seraphim. may therefore be spoken of in English
as "the Burning Ones." This may refer to the gleaming radiance
issuing from them, or the burning ardor with which they serve God.
On the other hand, the word is used elsewhere in the Bible, where
it refers not to angelic beings but to "fiery serpents" (as the word
is then translated), the adjective presumably referring to the agonizing
burning of their poisonous bite.
Numbers
people

...

21:6.

And the .Lord sent fiery serpents among the
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If the image of a "fiery serpent" is taken literally, one can scarcely
avoid thinking of the lightning. If the eatlie'st view of Yahveh wqs
that of a stonn-god, as one would suspect from the Song of Deborah
(see page 239) and some of the Psalms (see page 494) then it
is thoroughly natural that His manifestation be accompanied by a fearsome display of lightning and by the scudding of the dark storm blast.
By the time of the prophets, however, the lightning had apparently
been personified into the winged seraphim, as the storm blast had
become the cherubim (see page 494).
-

-4.

l'-,^.,!

Shear-jashub
Already, d Isaiah had received his call, the times were growing
manifestly turbulent. Israel and Syria were attempting to organize a
coalition against the power of Assyria, When Jotham, who had succeeded Uzziah to the throne of Judah, preferred to remain outside the
coalition (judging, rightly, that it was doomed to disastrous failure),
the allied forces of Israel and Syria invaded Judah (see page 374).
The war continued through 735 B.c., when Jotham died and his son
Ahaz succeeded to the throne.
The new king, young and irresolute, required strengthening:
Isaiah 7:3. Then said the Lord m t o Isaiafl, Go forth now to
meet Ahaz, thou, and Shear-+hub thy son

. ..

The fact that Isaiah could, on a moment's notice, approach the
king is usually taken as another indication of his position in the royal
family.
Sheapjashub, the name of Isaiah's son, was chosen deliberately by
â‚¬ father for its meaning in connection with the prophetic message.
Isaiah says as much:

...

the children whom the Lord hath given me are
Isaiah 8:18.
for signs
from the Lord

...

...

The meaning of "Shear-jashub" is "a remnant shall return." This
reflects the feeling, common to Isaiah and the proppep generally,
that an evil time at hand was to be succeeded eventually by better
times.If the nation is left desolate and the population carried off into
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nevertheless "a remnant shall return" and the nation shall
live again.
Perhaps Isaiah's son was born shortly after the prophet's call and
was four or five years old at the time of the meeting with Ahaz.
exile,

Isaiah assures Ahaz that he need not fear Israel or Syria, for destruction is almost upon them. All Judah need do is to hold out
mlntdy.
Viewed secularly, we can see reason behind Isaiah's point of view.
The energetic T i g l a t h - P i k o f Assyria must have known that Israel
and Syria were attempting to establish a coalition against him and
it was certain that he would attack the coalition before they could
complete their plans. It was also certain that Assyria would smash the
small western nations. Judah, for its safety, need only remain neutral
and wait '
Ahaz, however, did not feel it safe to do nothing but hold on.
Neutrality in times of great conflict laid one open to the enmity of
both sides and Tiglath-Pileser, even if victorious, might consider
Judah's neutrality to be a sign of secret enmity. Ahaz felt it politically
wise to declare himself on the Assyrian side and accept Assyrian
overlordship.
This Isaiah opposed vehemently. He may well have felt that Assyrian
overlordship would mean the ascendancy of Assyrian religious practices
and the persecution of the nationalistic Yahvists (as in fact came to
pass a half century later in the reign of Manasseh) and he argued
hard for a go-it-alone policy, promising God's help.

.. .

k thee a sign of the Lord
Isaiah 7:ii. h
Isaiah 7:12. But Ahaz said, I win not ask, neither will I tempt
the Lord.
The word "tempt" is translated as "test" in the Revised Standard
Veision. Ahaz, in refusing to ask God to meet some test, is technically
correct since the Bible on more than one occasion makes it plain that
it is not for man to imagine he can make God jump through hoops
on demand. Besides, Ahaz has undoubtedly made up his mind and
is anxious to end the interview.

Isaiah is annoyed, however, and proceeds to advance a sign anyway:

...

Isaiah 7:q.
Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son,
and shall call his name Immanuel.

....

.. .

Isaiah 7:16.
before the child shall know to refuse the mil,
and choose the good, the land thou abhorrest shall be forsaken o f
both her kings.

In other words, in two or three years, before the time when a child,
born in the near future, becomes old enough to exert even the
simplest judgment, the attacking longs shall be defeated. Andif this
happens, Ahaz will be forced to realize that Isaiah. sees clearly and
speaks truly. (And, indeed, three years later, in 732 B.c., TilathPileser I11 took Damascus, executed the Syrian king and permanently
destroyed the Syrian kingdom, while Israel, rendered powerless, was
allowed a limping life for ten more years; see page 375.)
The most interesting part of Isaiah's "sign," however, is the identity
of the child who was to be called Immanuel.
To Christians generally, this is a reference to the virgin birth of Jesus,
but that rests, of course, upon the ward translated in the King James
Version as "virgin." In the Hebrew, the word so translated is aImdh
and this is actually used to refer to a young woman who might or might
not be a virgin. The Hebrew language has a specific word (bethulah)
for "virgin" but that is not used here. The Revised Standard Version
therefore translates Isaiah 7:14 as "Behold, a young woman shall conceive and bear a son
."
But let us leave the Messianic aspect of the verse to one side.
Whatever the merits or demerits of the traditional Christian interpretatibn of the verse, it must have a more immediate meaning. Isaiah could
scarcely offer to Ahaz, as a sign for the present predicament, the birth
of a child more than seven centuries later.
But what child of his own time can Isaiah be referring to? The
name Immanuel means "God is with us" and this has symbolic meaning in connection with Isaiah's message of the moment Godis with
Judah and will not allow it to be destroyed by Syria and Israel. No
d$d named Immanuel is, .however, recorded as having been born in
that period of history, or anywhere in the Bible, for that matter; Still,
if the name is symbolic, any other name of equal symbolism might do.

..
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Sometimes it is suggested that the reference may be to Ahaz's own
son, Heaekiah, who was to come to the throne eventually. Since he
was to be one of the three great Yahvistic kings of Judah (the other
two being Jehoshaphat and Josiah) later interpreters tended to apply
flattering verses to him. However, Hezekiah became king in 720 B.C.
and was already an adult at that time:

...

...

Kings i8:i.
Hezekiah the son of Ahaz
began to reign.
2 Kings 18:~.Twenty and ftve years old was he when he began to
reign
2

...

This means he was born in 745 B.C. and at the time of the interview
between Ahaz and Isaiah must have been ten years old and-had already
reached an age at which he was capable of making judgments. Hezekiah
is not, therefore, a reasonable choice for Immanuel.
Indeed, if we seek for the simplest and most straightforward solution
to the problem, what seems more likely than that Isaiah's reference to
a young woman is a reference to his own wife. (Isaiah was only twentyfive at the time and his wife may well have been little more than
twenty.) In fact, immediately after the description of the meeting with
Ahaz, Isaiah records the birth of a second son:

...

Isaiah 8:3.
Then said the Lord to me, Call his name Mahershalal-hash-bag.
Isaiah 8 4 . For before the child shall have knowledge to cry, My
father, and my mother, the riches of Damascus and the spoil of
Samaria shall be taken away before the king o f Assyria.
The name "Maher-shalal-hash-baz7'means "haste-spoil, speed-booty."
The referencd is to Syria and Israel, which are hastening onward to
become spoil and booty for the Assyrians. And before the child is old
enough to say "mama," the end will come for the northern kingdoms.
Thus, Isaiah says precisely the same things for the predicted child
Immanuel and for the actual child Maher-shalal-hash-bag. The names
are the obverse sides of the coin for Immanuel refers to Judah's good
fortune and Maher-shalal-hash-baz to Syria's and to Israel's bad fortune.
The names are different but the symbolism is the same and that is
what counts.
It seems perfectfy reasonable, then, to suppose Isaiah's own son is the
predicted Immanuel.
Nevertheless, Ahaz followed his own judgment as to the proper
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course and became tributary to Assyria. Isaiah had failed to swing the
long to the Yahvist way of thinking, and nothing is heard of the
prophet in connection with specific political events until the Assyrian
siege of Jerusalem a generation later.

The Branch
Some of the writings in the Book of Isaiah expand the prophet's
notion that after some disaster of the future, a remnant of the faithful
would return and build anew. This remnant, purged of the sins that
brought about the disaster, would be ruled by an ideal king:
Isaiah 9:6. For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given;
and the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shaU
be called Wonderful, CounsoHer, The mighty God, The ev@&zg
Father, The Prince of Peace.
Isaiah 97. Of the increase of his government and peace there
shdlbenoend...

It may be that such rhapsodic praises of an ideal king might have
grown out of odes written in honor of a coronation. In Isaiah's time,
such praises might have been sung in honor of Hezeki+h's coming to
the throne in 720 B.C. The phrase "unto us a child is born, unto us a
son is given" would refer to the coronation process by which a king
becomes an adopted son of the national god (see page 490). The
flattering names given the king and the promise of a reign of perfect
happiness would be the lavish poetic license usually taken on such an
occa#on.
Or, alternatively, the ode might have been written in honor of
Josiah, who ascended the throne nearly a century later, in 658 B.C. The
ode might then, because of its poetic beauty, have been placed within
the Isaianic collection.
However, even if the verses originally referred to a specific king such
as Hezekiah or Josiah, the later Jews could not have been-satisfied to
read no further meaning into them. Neither Hezekiah nor Josiah had
bad truly successful reigns. Hezekiah had survived the siege of Jerusalem
but only just barely and Judah had been devastated. Josiah died in
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battle and a generation after %is death, the Jewish kingdom was destroyed.
More and more, therefore, the references were taken to stand for
some ideal king who had not yet arisen, who was to come at some
vague time in the future.
The king, of course, would be of the Davidic dynasty; nothing else
seemed possible for only the line of David had ever ruled over Judah,
and it had been promised eternal kingship in the Bible:
Isaiah 11:1. And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of
Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out o f His roots:
Isaiah 11:z. And, the,spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him
,

..

Again this might be the routine flattery applied to a new king such
as Hezekiah or Josiah. The new king is always a flourishing new growth;
the old king always a decayed old one. If, however, the reference is
shifted to an ideal king of the future, the Davidic dynasty might be
viewed as cut down (a stem, or more pmperly translated, a stump, is all
that is left) and a new and flourishing growth arises out of it.
In the reign of the ideal king all of creation is restored to the kind
of absolute peace one might envision as having originally been found
in the garden of Eden:
Isaiah ii:6. The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the
leopard shall lie down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion
and the fatling together; and. a little child shall lead them.
Another such glowing picture of an ideal future, and one even more
frequently quoted, occurs near the beginning of the Book of Isaiah:
Isaiah 2:2. And it shall come to pass in the last days, that the
mountain of the Lord's house shall be
exalted
and all nations shall flow into it.

...

....

...

...

Isaiah 2:4.
and they shall beat their swords into plowshares
and their spears into pruningftoo?zs: nation shall not lift I$ sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.
This vision of an ideal future may have begun to grow before the
eyes of Jews despondent over the reality of a triumphant Assyria in
Isaiah's time. It grew stronger as the disasters of the Babylonian Exile,
die disappointments of the return from exile, and the honors of the

Sdeucid p e c u t i o n overtook fbe Jew?, By New Testament times,tfus
orientation to the future had become the dominant note in J~da&m
and
indeed, responsible for the events of the New Testament
and for die great turning point in human history-heralded by those
events.
The ideal future centered about the Icing of David's line who w@$to
arise. Kings are anointed with oil as part of the religious ceremony
that makes them king. Therefore kings can be referred to as '^the
anointed" and are indeed so refened to in the Bible. Thus, when David
had come upon Saul sleeping and had cut off a portion of Saul's
qbe, his conscience forbade h i m to do more, although self-interest
alone might have counseled a quick assassination:

...

. ..

Samuel 24:6.
the Lord forbid tfutt I should
stretch
forthdn~hand flgfftnsf him, seeing he is the anointed of the Lord.
1

Nos need the term be restricted to kings anointed according to
Yahvistic ritual. Cyrus of Persia is referred to in this manner in the
later portions of the Book of Isaiah:
Isaiah

,45:1.

..

Thus saith the Lord to his anointed, to Cyrus ,

The Hebrew word for "anointed" is mashia-kh which is given in
transliterated English as "messiah!' Moreand more, as time passed, and
astihe Jewish vision was fixed with increasing fervor on the ideal king
of the future, the term was confined to him. W e can therefore spealc
of the ideal king as (with a capital) the Messiah.
-According to Christian thought, of course, the Messiah is Jesus, and
and
the word "Branch" in Isaiah i1:1 is taken as a reference to JPSUS
is therefore capitalized in the King James Version. In the Revised
Standard Version,, the word is not capitalized.
!.
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Cockatrice

'

In the description of the ideal Messianic kingdom, several ways of
indicating the total absence of danger or harm are to be found. In
each, the trick is to combine the utterly helpless with the completely
harmful. The climax is reached when infants are mingled with serpents.
Isaiah 11 :8. And the sucking child shall play on the hole o f the asfr,
and the .weaned child shall put his hand on the cockatrice? den.

,

Ã

The two parts of the verse contain the parallelism that is the essence
of Hebrew poetry, and it may be taken that the Hebrew words translated as "asp" and as "cockatrice" both signify some venomous serpent.
The asp is, indeed, a small poisonous snake found in Egypt. (Cleopatra
was supposed to have committed suicide by allowing an asp to bite her.)
The cockatrice, however, is something else again. The word may
have originated in medieval times as a form of "crocodile." The crocodile, like the serpent, is a dddly reptile. It might almost be viewed as a
gigantic, thick snake, with stubby legs. T o Europeans, unfamiliar with
the crocodile except by distant report, the snaky aspects of the creature
could easily become dominant.
Moreover, once "cockatrice" is formed from "crocodile," the first
syllable is suggestive, and the fevered imagination develops the thought
that the monster originates in a cock's egg. This is itself a monstrous
perversion of nature for, of course, cocks are male birds that do not lay
eggs. The egg, thus perversely laid, must, moreover, be hatched by a
serpent, and the product, then, is a creature with a snake's body and a
cock's head.
The cockatrice is pictured as the ultimate snake. It kills not by a bite
but merely by a look. Not ,perely its venom, but its very breath is
fatal. Because the cockatrice is the most deadly snake and therefore
the king of snakes, or because of the cock's comb which may be
pictured as a crown, the cockatrice is also called a "basilisk" (from
Greek words meaning "little king").
Of course, the Biblical passage in Isaiah (and there are a couple of
other verses in this book and in that of Jeremiah which mention the
cockatrice) cannot be used as evidence in favor of the reality of this
completely imaginary creature. The Hebrew word, translated as "cockatrice" in the King James Version, signified no cock-headed serpent
that can kill with a look; it signifies merely a poisonous snake.'
1n the Revised Standard Version, the word is translated as "adder,"
which is the name of a common European poisonous snake and, it
should perhaps be noted, the only venomous snake to be found in the
British Isles. "Adder" is a much less misleading translation of the
Hebrew term than "cockatrice" is, but in actuality the adder is not
likely to be the actual creature meant by Isaiah. Instead, the homed
viper, a poisonous snake found in the Near East, is the most likely
candidate.
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It.is not only Jerusalem and Judah that are warned in the BO& of '
Isaiah concerning the wrath of God, The surrounding heathen nations
are also warned of doom, and first in line is Babylon,
It is easy to suspect that chapters 13 grid 1% in which the doom of
Babylop is foretold with savage imagery, is not really Isaianie. In Isaiah's
time, it was Assyria that was the conquering nation and Babylon lay
under its thumb in more devastating fashion than Judah did. The
paean pf hatred and scorn should, (t would be expected, be turned
against Assyria and the new capital that Sennacherib had built at
Nineveh.
Oii the other hand, a century after Isaiah's time, it wasBabylon
under Nebuchadnezzar that was thq oppressor. It is reasonably likely,
then, that this passage is of later origin and was possibly composed
during the Exile at a time when Babylon seemed doomed to fall before
the conquering armies of Cyrus the Persian.
Picturing Babylon as already fallen, the writer recites a taunting
poem of sarcastic contempt for the mighty Babylonian monarch now
brought low. In part, it goes:

,'
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Isaiah 14:12. How art thou fallen from henvyeh, 0 Lucifer, son o f
the morning!
Isaiah 14:13. For thou hat said in thine heart, I d
l ascend into
heaven
Isaiah 14:1+ , I will be like the most High.
Isaiah 14:1$. Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell

...

..

.

.

. ..

The Hebrew word here translated as "Lucifer" is helel. Literally, it
means "The Shining One," and is thought to refer to the planetaq
body we call Venus.
Venus is tile brightest of the planets in our s l y and, next to the
sun and the moon, the brightest object in the heavens. Because of the
position of its orbit between the earth's orbit and the sun, it is always
seen (from earth) to be fairly closeto the sun. When it is in that part
of its orbit that puts it to the east of the sun, it shines out most clearly
after sunset, and sets never more than three hours afterward. It is then
visible only in the evening and is called the evening star.
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On the other side of its orbit, when Venus is to the west o f the
sun, the planet rises first and for a short period of time (never more
than three hours), it shines in the eastern sky as dawn gradually
breaks. It is then the morning star.
It is only natural that cultures unlearned in astronomy and not
particularly observant of the heavens would consider the evening star
and the morning star to be two separate bodies. In Isaiah's time, even
the clever Greeks were of this opinion. It was not until two centuries
after Isaiah's time that the Greek philosopher Pythagoras discovered the
two to be the single body that the Greeks the0 came to call Aphrodite
and the Romans (and ourselves) Venus. It is very likely that Pythagoras
discovered this in the course of his travels in the East (tradition says
he visited Babylonia and it was the Babylonians who were the great
astronomers of ancient times).
Venus, in its morning star aspect, could be called the "daystar" for
its rising heralds the coming of day. It is also the "son of the morning"
for it is only as morning approaches that it is possible to see it. Thus,
the Revised Standard Version translates verse i4:iz as "How art thou
fallen from heaven, 0 day-star, son of the morning."
The Greeks, in the period when they thought Venus to be two bodies, called the evening star "Hesperos" and the morning star "Phosphoros!' Hesperos means "west" and it is always in the west that the
evening star appears. Phosphoros means "light-bringer" and it is therefore the essential equivalent of "daystar." By the Romans, the Greek
terms were translated directly into Latin. The evening star became
'Vesper" ("west") and the morning star became "Lucifer" ("lightbringer"),
The Hebrew helel is therefore translated as Phosphoros in Greek
versions of the Bible; and as Lucifer in Latin versions.
The use of the term "Lucifer" in connection with the overweening
pride of the Babylonian king is an ironic thrust at the habit of applying
fulsome metaphors for royalty. Flattering courtiers would think nothing
of naming their king the Morning Star, as though to imply that the
sight of him was as welcome as that of the morning star heralding the
dawn after a long, cold winter's night. This habit of flattery is confined
neither to the East nor to ancient times. Louis XIV of France, two
and a half centuries ago, was well known as the Sun King.
The writer of the verses concerning Lucifer ironically described his

fall from absolute power to captivity and death as the fall of the moming star' from the heavens to Hell.
With time, however, these verses came to gain a more esoteric meaning. By New Testament times, the Jews had developed, in full detail,
the legend that Satan had been the leader of the "fallen angels."
These were angels who rebelled against God by refusing to bow down
before Adam when that first man was created, using as their argument
that they were made of light and man only of clay. Satan, the leader of
the rebels, thought, in his pride;, to supplant God. The rebelling angels
were, however, hurled out of Heaven and into Hell, By the time thig
legend was developed the Jews had come under Greek influence a d
they may have perhaps been swayed by Greek myths concerning the
attempts of the Titans, and later the Giants, to defeat Zeus and assume
,mastery of the universe. Both Titans and Giants were defeated and
imprisoned underground.
But whether Greek-inspired or not, the legend came to be firmly
fixed in Jewish consciousness. Jesus refers to it at one point in the
Gospel of St. Luke:
Luke 10:18. And he [Jesus] said
f d from heaven.

. . .I beheld Satan as lightning

It seemed natural to associate the legend with the Isaianic statement;
indeed, that statement about Lucifer may even have helped give rise
totthe legend. In any ease, the early Church fathers considered Isaiah's
statement to be a reference to the eviction of the devil from Heaven,
and supposed Lucifer to be the angelic name of the creature who,
after his fall, came to be known as Satan. It is from this line of argument that our common simile "proud as Lucifer" arose.
.
Apocalypse of Isaiah

After oracles predicting disaster for a number of individual nations
(Moab, Egypt, Tyre, etc.) are presented, there comes a four-chapter
sequence (chapters 24 to 27 inclusive) in which extreme disaster for
the earth generally is forecast.
These chapters are an example of what is called "apocalyptic" literature, from Greek terms meaning "to uncover"; that is, "to reveal."

I
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Apocalyptic literature purported, in other words, to describe matters
that could not be known to man except by inspired revelation. Subjects
included in such revelation might be the machinery that controlled the
movements of heavenly bodies; the details of the manner in which the
universe was created; or, most commonly of all, the details of the fate
to befall the earth in the future, particularly the story of the end of
earthly history.
The study of the end of days is called "eschatology," from a Greek
word meaning "last things." Much apocalyptic writing is eschatological
in nature.
After zoo B.C. apocalyptic writing became very common among Jews.
The situation seemed to call for it,
Before that time, there had been a tendency to consider the return
from the Exile a sort of happy ending of the Biblical story. The Old
Testament, as we have it, almost makes it seem so for the latest of the
authentic historical books in the Jewish canon is Nehemiah, featuring
the restoration of the walls of Jerusalem.
And yet die happy ending seemed to dissolve into nothing; into
worse than nothing, for persecution under the Seleucid Empire rose to a
high pitch after 200 B.C. and the condition of the Jews was suddenly
more miserable than it had be& even in the days of Nebuchadnezzar.
The frustration was the greater since the new miseries seemed to be
without cause.
In the time of the old kingdoms of Israel and Judah, the kings and
the people had been periodic idolaters and had been constantly backsliding add were therefore viewed as having been properly punished.
After the Exile, however, the Jews had been faithful monotheists, and
had not sinned in the same fashion as the generations before the
Exile had sinned. Why, then, did matters go so poorly and why was
the Seleucid Empire (and, in later centuries, the Roman Empire) so
triumphant in its pagan cruelty?
The theory developed that the earth as a whole had grown so
wicked that, as in the days just before Noah's Flood, it was past saving,
and that it was part of God's scheme to bring all the earth to a destruction from which only a few of the faithful would be saved.
The writers of such literature found a kind of recompense for present
injustice in the view of a future in which the mighty tyrants of the
earth would be properly punished while the oppressed faithful would be
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Kberatd and brought to joy. God would judge between the good and
the evil in that final day of destruction; even the dead would come
back to life if they were worthy; and there would be the final glorious
role of God.
In other words, if all were not right now, all would be made right in
the future.
The writers of apocalyptic literature generally ascribed their writing
to some 'ancient whose name would carry weight and who, for his
holiness, would be considered to have had the whole scheme of history
revealed to him by God. A number were ascribed to Enoch; others were
ascribed to Moses, to Ezra, to Noah, and so on.
At least one rather early apocalypse must have been ascribed to
Isaiah, and successfully so, for it appears in the Book of Isaiah, even
though scholars agree it cannot have been written by him, but must
have been composed some centuries after his death. Chapters 24 to 27
of the Book of Isaiah are commonly referred to as "The Apocalypse of
I&&"
and that is a good name if it is remembered that it refers to the
book in which it is found rather than the person who uttered it.
The Apocalypse of Isaiah begins with a picture of destruction:
Isaiah 24:i. Behold, the Lord rnaketh the earth empty, and mketh
it waste, and tumeth it upside down.

It makes veiled allusions, as is common in apocalyptic literature.
After all, since such writings are describing the fall of empires that
are then in secure power, to be too plain in the description would
be to invite an accusation of treason and the inevitable punishment that
would fdllow. The veiled allusions would be clear enough to the initiated readers. Thus:
Isaiah
Isaiah
Isaiah

24:10.
24:11.
24:12.

The city of confusion is broken down
all joy is darkened ' ,
I n the city is left desolation

...

.

. .,

...

Which is the city of confusion? Clearly, whichever city was acting
the part of tyrant at the time the passage was written. If it were written
in the time of the Exile, it could only mean Babylon and all the 'eaders
would see that at once. Later on, it could be reinterpreted to mean
Antioch, capital of the Seleucid kings, and still later, to mean Rome.
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At every period the oppressed Jews of the time would have no doubt
as to which was "the city of confusion" (or "city of chaos" as the
Revised Standard Version has it), while the authorities, if made aware
of the verse, would find it difficult to prove treason in it.
Another example of circumspect allusion is to be found in a rcference to Moab:
Isaiah 25:10.

. . .Moab shall be trodden down .. .even as straw

is trodden down for the dunghill.
Moab is the traditional enemy of Israel from the time of Moses
(see page 183) but it rarely had its independence, or served as a real
danger, after the time of David. Nevertheless, it remained as a personification of all the enemies of the Jew's and the readers of Isaiah would
clearly see Moab as standing for Babylon, Antioch, or Rome, depending
on the period in which the verse was read.
At the end of time, the powerful are punished:

...
...
..

...

. ..

Isaiah 2 p i .
in that day
the Lord Ml p&h
the
Jangs of the earth
Isaiah 2 4 : ~ ~And
. they shall be gathered together as prisoners
and shall be shut up
,

...

The oppressed faithful ate uplifted:

...

the Lord ,God will wipe away tears
Isaiah 25~8.
rebuke of his people shall he take away

...

The dead faithful shall be resurrected:
Isaiah 26:19. T h y dead men shall live
out the dead.

. . .and the

...and the earth shall cast

This verse is good evidence for the lateness of the apocalypse, for
the doctrine of resurrection of the dead reaches its development in the
post-Exilic period, certainly not as early as the lifetime of Isaiah.
God will then put an end to all evil and establish a new order:

...

Isaiah 27:1. In that day the Lord
shall punish levidthan
and he shall slay the dragon that is in the sea.

...

Jews will then return from M e (another sign that the passage is to

be dated long after the time of Isaiah) to worship God:

. Isaiah 2712.

...
...

...

in that day
@ shdI be gdtfcered,one by one,
of Israel.
Isaiah 27:13.
and shall worship the? Lord in the holy mount of
Jerusalem.

. 0 ye children

Ariel
After the apocalyptic chapters there is a return to clearly Isaianic
prophecies concerning the immediate problems of his time. Judali had
remained a loyal Assyrian tributary sin& 735 B.C. and had remained
secure while Saigon destroyed Israel and carried its leaders off into an
,&le from which they never returned (see page 378).
But in 705 B.c., Sargon had died and his son Sennacherib had sueceded to the throne. The various provinces of the Assyrian Empire,
taking advantage of possible confusion, of the possible weakness of the
new king, rebelled at once. Hezekiah, the son of Ahaz, who was now
Idng of Israel, joined in this rebellioni by refusing his tribute. For a
while, Judah could do this with impunity for Sennacherib was busy
with other, more important, portions of the Assyrian realm. Judah might
gamble further that Sennacherib might be defeated resoundingly and
that the Assyrian realm might be sufficientlyweakened to secure Judah
against all retaliation. Such a thing had happened before.
Isaiah, however, did not think it would happen this time.
Isaiah
dwelt!

29:1.

. ..

Woe to Ariel, to Ariel, the city where David

Ariel is variously translated as "the lion of God," "the hearth of
God," or "the fireplace of God,?' but by whatever translation it is called
it is clearly Jerusalem. Since Jerusalem is the site o f the Temple,
upon whose alter sacrifices are burnt (hence "hearth" or "fireplace"),
Ariel plight perhaps be roost fairly translated as the "altar of God."
Judah's rebellion was carried through partly at the instigation-of
Egypt, which was still independent of Assyria, but which feared the
inevitable day when Assyria would attack and, probably, conquer. Only
by keeping the Assyrian realm in periodic turmoil could she hope to
staw off the evil day, and for that purpose, Egypt's .wealth was always
ready to be handed out to those who determined policy among the
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subject nations of Assyria. Egypt was also constantly ready to promise
military assistance; a useless promise since this was a period in which
Egypt was militarily weak.
Isaiah saw clearly that any reliance upon Egypt was bound to lead
to disaster and (in the King James Version) pictured her, mockingly, as
one who is barely strong enough to do anything.
Isaiah 30:7. Fen-the Egyptians shall help in vain ami to no purpose:
therefore have I cried concerning t@, Their strength is to sit still.
In this verse, the King James Version translates Rahdb as "strength!'
The word might also be take as the usual personification of Egypt,
so that the Revised Standard Version leaves it untranslated and has the
verse read: "For Egypt's help fs worthless and empty, therefore I have
called her 'Rahab who site still."'
The climax of the Judean rebellion, the Slege of Jerusalem by
Sennacherib, is described in four chapters of Isaiah (36 to 39 inclusive)
which virtually repeat the History of thdt siege contained in three chapters (18 to 20) of the Second Book of Kings.

'

s

I

In the course of this middle section of the Book of Isaiah, there is
another piece of apocalyptic writing, describing the end of the old
order and the coming of a new, ideal world. As part of the destruction,
we have:
Isaiah 34:s. For my SWOT^

..,shall come down upon Idurn . ..

Idumaea is the name given to Edom in Greek and Roman times,
and the Revised Standard Version uses "Edom" in its place. Here
again, as in the case of Moab earlier, Edom is not meant merely as itself
but as a representation of heathen oppressors generally.
The desolation that is to befall ^doiq (the oppressing heathen empires) is described in savage terms. It 4 to be swept clear of humanity
and given over to all the noxi~usforms of life from nettles to dragons.
One passage, unnecessarily &kened in the King James Version, is:
Isaiah %:14.

. , .the screech owl idso s

W rest there

. ..

The flebrew word translated here as "screech owl" is lilith and that
is the name given to a monster of the night. It is derived from lffitu,
the name given it in Babylonian mythology and that is itself derived
from ,the Semitic word for "night," The Revised Standard Version
strengthens the verse by making it read: ^there shall the night hag
alight."
(The darkness has always been filled with fearsome things, both in
reality; when mankind had to face the nocturnal predators, and in itnagination, when things half-seen in dim moonlight took on menacing
shapes, and sounds from objects unseen rent the soul,with fright. W e
who now live in a world where artificial lighting has abolished the
dhrk'tend to forget just how frightening the night (an be and how
easy it is to people the night with monstw.)
The later rabbis personified the night hag and made her into Libth,
a beautiful woman who was Adam's wife before Eve was created. He
could not endure her because she was so shrewish (or perhaps she could
not endure him because he was so sober and grave) and they parted.
She became a demon of the night who, according to some stories, joined
with the serpent to bring about the fall of Adam and Eve, and who
is of special danger to children ever since, perhaps because of her rage
at her own childlessness.

The Martyrdom of Isaiah
Nothing is known of the life of Isaiah after the failure of Sennacherib's siege of Jerusalem. Since the first verseof the book mentions
no king later than Hezelsiah? it might easily be assumed that Isaiah
died a natural death shortly after the siege and before 692 B.C. when
Hezekiah himself died. This would be a natural event, for Isaiah would
be in his sixties and men do die in their sixties.
Nevertheless, later tradition had it that he lived on into the reign
of Manasseh and that is not impossible. If so, times must have grown
dangerous for the prophet. If Sennacherib had not succeeded in actually
taking and sacking Jerusalem, he had nevertheless taught Judah a painful lesson. In Manasseh's reign, Judah accepted a completely pro-ASqrian policy, 'paying its tribute and remaining a faithful puppet.
The Yahvists, as dangerous nationalists who would certainly bring
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ruin upon the nation (so Manahseh would be convinced) with their
inflammatory calls for reliance upon God alone, were suppressed. No
doubt many of the mote inksigent were executed:

.. .

z Kings 21x6.
M o ~ s s e hshed innocent blood very much, till
he had filled jemdem from one end to another

. ..

It is not specified thai Isaiah was killed and it is rather unlikely
that he would have been, without its being specifically mentioned.
Besides, Manasseh was only twelve when he came to the throne and it
might not have been tffl well on into his reign that his anti-Yahvist
policies reached their extreme. Isaiah would have had to be quite old
by that time.
But die tradition arose in later times that Isaiah was executed in
Manasseh's time. The legend even goes into the gory detail that Isaiah,
in trying to escape Manasseh's malignant wrath, hid in a hollow tree
and that Manasseh ordered the tree, with Isaiah inside, to be sawed in
I

two.
About AJ).

ico

this legend

was incorporated into a tale of Jewish

origin called 'The Martyrdom of Isaiah."
The legend was sufficiently well known even before its commitment
to writing (at that there may have been earlier written versions that
have not survived) to cast a reflection of itself into the New Testament.
Thus, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, the writer is listing the great
deeds of Jewish history, and having reached the time of Joshua, merely
summarizes the rest. In hastily listing the hard fates unflinchingly faced
by the prophets, he says:
Hebrews 11 :37. They were stoned, they were sawn asunder, were
tempted, were slain by the sword

. ..

The phrase "sawn asunder" is thought to be a reference to Isaiah.
Second Isaiah

The Book of Isaiah continues after the end of the Sennacherii
chapters-but with a marked and sudden change. The language, style,
and background all shift, In the earlier chapters, Judah is a kingdom facing destruction and
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it is castigated unsparingly by the harsh p p h e t i c tongue. In the later
chapters, Judah is in exile and despair and it is uplifted with lyric
enthusiasm by a prophet promising rescue.
It begins at once:
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Isaiah ASH, Thw.with the Lss[d ,.to-Cyrus, whose right hand
I have holden, to subdue nations before him

. ..

It is possible to argue, if one is wedded to the literal word of the
Bible, that the Isaiah of; HezeMahVstime foresaw the period of the
Exile in great detail, down to the name and deeds of the monarch
who was to establish the Persian Empire and liberate the Jews, and
that he spoke his vision
style that was altered from what it had
. in.. a;."I(,,
!>'
, ,
,
~been. .'
iinpo&nt advocates today. It
" Thii point of vie%, h o d , }w
is assumed instead that a prophet of the period of the Exile wrote
under the honored name'of Isaiah and that, since he was every bit as
&eat a poet as.Isaiah, if not actually greater, his work was included
with that of the earlier prophet in the present Book of Isaiah.
So it comes to pass that the great prophet of the Exile, certainly one
of the great influential voices of history, is doomed to complete
anonymity forever (as far as we can now tell). He can be referred
to only as the "second Isaiah," or, using the Greek term for "second,"
as the "Deutero-Isaiah," . , ,
r
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The Second Isaiah istmhvinced that the Exile is soon to be broken
and he even sees the one whose worldly hands will be used by God
to break (hat exile. Cyrus of Persia has, apparently, just taken Ecbatana,
destroyed the Median Empire, and replaced it with the still more powerful Persian Empire. This is considered by the Second Isaiah to be the
q r ^ . of,. pod:
,
. <I'
,
'

..

Isaiah 41:2.
j [God] rased up ifw' rigfited d n from the
&,culled h i b i d %is foot,
g m the
~ do^ before him and made
>
him rule over kings?

I,,,

1

. I!.<

:,

:J;,>

'

Cyrus's home province is Persia, which lies east of ~ a b ~ l o nTo
i . the
Jews in Babylonian Exfle, he is therefore the "man from the east." Now
that Cyrus has established himself in the royal seat of Ecbatana, he
hoveis to the north of Babylonia like a thundercloud and the Second
, . , Isaiah gladly waits his coming:

Isaiah 41:~s. 1 [God] have raised up one from the north, and he
shall come

...

Cyrus conquered Media in 549 B.C. but it was not until 538 B.C.
that he took Babylon. The writings of Second Isaiah seem to fall between these two dates and can be placed about 540 B.c., or just two
centuries after the call of the First Isaiah.
We have in the views of the Second Isaiah a clear departure from
henotheism (see page 359). The Second Isaiah seems to be certain
that Yahveh is as powerful outside Judah as ever He was inside it. Nor
does he imagine for a moment that the Babylonian gods are stronger
than Yahveh just because the Babylonians had defeated and scattered
Yahveh's people. Instead, he pictures a universal God. He thinks of
Yahveh as not merely the supreme and only God of Israel, but the
supreme and only God of the universe. If Judah was defeated and
destroyed and the Jews were driven into exile that was the action of
none other than God and served the divine purpose. And if the great
heathen conqueror Cyrus appeared on the scene, he too was but another tool in the hand of Yahveh.
The Second Isaiah was even confident that the universality of the
only God was something that eventually all people would acknowledge:
t

Isaiah 45:14. Thus saith the Lord, the labour of Egypt and merchandise of Ethiopia and of the Sabeans
shall come after thee
and
they shall make supplication unto thee, saying, Surely
God is in thee, and there is none else, there .is no God.

.. .

...

.. .

The Servant of the Lord
The anonymity of the Second Isaiah might be considered broken by
certain passages in which, just conceivably, he may be speaking of himself. The Second Isaiah pictures Israel as particularly serving God's purposes for all the world. He quotes God as saying:
Isaiah 41:9. But thou Israel art my servant

...

The servant may be meek and passive, but he will hold to God's
law faithfully until all the world comes to accept it:
Isaiah 42:4. He shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he have set
judgement in the earth: and the isles shall wait for his law.

*

But then, at the beginningaf the forty-ninth chapter, the Servant
is personified. The Second isaiahspeaks in the first person as though he
himself represents the idealized I d serving its God. He is discouraged
at the fruitiessness of his' efforts:
Isaiah 494. Then I wid, I have laboured
strength for nought, and iii vain

. ..

b

win, I have spent my

God encourages himpinforminghim (in line with the Second Isaiah's
views as to the universality of Yahveh) that his mission is not for Jews
only:

. .".

I wiff <Sso glve thee for a light to the Gentiles,
Isaiah 49:6.
that thou mayest be my salvation unto the end of the k h .
I

The Second Isaiah describes the Servant of the Lord as suffering for
his labors; and if he is talking about himself (in an access of self-pity)
if is easy to see that his advan@ views on the nature of God might
have been found unacceptable not only by the heathen but by most of
fee Jews of the tune arid that he would therefore have reason to feel
rejected:
Isaiah 53:3. Hfe [the Stervant] is despised and refeeted of men;
a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief:
he was despised,
-*\..
and we esteemed him not.

...

According to the later .Christian view, the picture drawn by the Second Isaiah is a prophetic foretelling of the career of Jesus. This would
be, by that interpretation; a new kind of Messianic prophecy. The
Messiah is not pictured as the ideal king of the First Isaiah, who establishes his power with force and who reigns in glory; but rather as a
prophet, beaten, bruised, and killed, who even in this fashion was,
through apparent total defeat, fulfilling the will of God.

Bet
Thesecond Isaiah foresees the inevitable destruction of Babylon by
Cyrus and rejoices at the downfall of its idols:

Isaiah 46:~.Bet boweth .down,
. Nebo stoopefh

. ..

Be1 is (he Babylonian word for "lord," the equivalent of the Phoenic k "Baal." Originally, Bd w the name given particularly to the
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important Sumerian god En-lib who was, a god of the air and sky; a
storm-god originally, like the Greek &&or
themost primitive conceptions of Yahveh. The seat of En-lil's worship was in the Sumerian~
city of Nippur on the Euphrates, about fifty miles downstream from
Babylon.
When Babylon became powerful a$ key to,,douiinate me land
under Hammurabi (see page 69) its local god, Marduk (Merodach to
the Jews) naturally &Ww, henotbeistieajly, in importance. Marduk assimilated the attributes of En~liland. bekame the new Bel. (Nippur,
however, remained an important center of worship long after it had
lost its political importance. Religious ritual is just about the most
conservative aspect of human culture.)
he importance of Marduk was emphasized b y the creation myth
thatoriginated in Babylon. When Tiamat (fee chaotic force of the sea)
threatened the old Sumerian gods, they dared not battle (he monster.
It was Marduk, a second-generation god; the son of Ed (a Sumerhn
god worshiped particularly at Eridu, near what was then the mouth of
t 4 kqphrates),
~
whd dared venture forth intfr battle. He destroy&
Tiamat and formed the universe out of its remains. With that deed,
Maiduh was promoted to supremacy over the older Sumerian pantheon,
a reflection in heaven of thesiroremacy on earth, of Babylon over the
older ~Gmeriancities.
Of course, when Assyria dominated ~abylon,they considered their
M national god, Asshur, to have been& hero of the Tiainat story;
bat under Nebuchadnezzar, with ~abylbnAgain supreme, Mardufc was
also the great god once more. He was Bel-Mardbk ("Lord Marduk")
, ,
or fust Bel.
Thfi was understood by the Jews, ,for the prophet Jeremiah, in pm
dictingthe fall of Babylon, uses the two names of the god in poetic
,
,
parallelism:
I

. . .Babylon is taken, Be1 is confounded, Merodach
..,

Jeremiah 5 0 : ~ .
is broken in pieces

N e b (Nabu in Babylonian) was originally a Surnerian god, worshiped a t Borsippa, just a couple of miles south of Babylon. He was
viewed as a god of wisdom, who had, for instance, invented writing.
When Babylon became supreme over Sumeria, Nebo was accepted into
the Babylonian system of gods. Because of Borsippa's closeness to
Babylon, Nebo may have been' familiar to them and h a ~ been
e
a&

,
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cepted as a near neighbor of Marduk, so to speak. He was therefore
given an honored placdin the pantheon, made the son of Marduk in
the Babylonian mythology, and placed second in power to him. Nebo's
name occurs in that of Nebuchadnezzar.

Beulah
The final eleven chapters of Isaiah seem to strike a lower note than
those that went before and many suggest that the Second Isaiah ends
with the fifty-fifth chapter. Those that follow, then, are thought to have
been written by another and still later hand, the Third Isaiah, or the
Trito-Isaiah.
In these final chapters the return from exile is no longer imminent,
as it is with the Second Isaiah, but seems actually to have taken place.
Where in the Second Isaiah the return is anticipated with jubilation
and seen as the coming of an ideal state, there is disillusion with the
actuality in the Third Isaiah. Idolatry is denounced; and the reference appears to be to the Samaritans, or to the Jews who had returned
and who were falling in with the practices of those who inhabited the
land. The leaders of the new community are denounced.
However, as is almost always the case in the prophetic books, there is
hope for the future; there is always the idealized state on the horizon.
A new and glorified Jerusalem is envisaged:
Isaiah 60:10.And the sons of strangers shall build up thy walls

...

If this verse is taken literally then the walls of Jerusalem had not
yet been rebuilt and the Third Isaiah must be writing about 450 B.c.,
before the coming of Nehemiah. His words would fall about a century
after the Second Isaiah and nearly three centuries after the First.
The new, ideal land is described glowingly and, speaking to the personified Jerusalem, the writer says:
Isaiah 62:4. Thou shalt no more be termed Forsaken; neither
shall thy land anymore be termed Desolate: but thou shalt be called
Hephzi-bah, and thy land Beulah

...

Hephzibah means "My delight is in her" and Beulah means "Married." The picture is of God loving and marrying the land. God and
His people will be united and inseparable. The Revised Standard Ver-

". . .

sion translates the terms so that the end of the verse reads:
your
shall be called My delight is in her, and your land Married."
land'.
Because of this verse, the "land of Beulah" has come to mean something very close to heaven and in Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress it
represents a kind of pleasant anteroom in which the pilgrims rest till
they are invited into the Celestial City.

..

,
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Jeremiah
The second of the major prophets, chronologically as well as in his
position in the Bible, is' Jeremiah ("Yahveh is exalted"). The book
announces its authorship at once:
.
words of Jeremiah the son of flilkiah, of the
Jeremiah i : ~The
priests that were in. Anathoth in the Und of Benjamin.
Jeremiah 1:2. To whom the word of the Lord came in the days
of Josiah
in the thirteenth year of his reign.
Jeremiah 1:3.
unto the carrying away of Jerusalem, captive

...

...

...

Since Josiah came to the throne in 638 B.c., the thirteenth year of his
reign would be 626.~.c.and in that year, Jeremiah began a prophetic
mission that was to carry butt through more than forty years of tragedy,
to the final fall of Jerusalem and a little beyond. It was a time of
gathering doom, reaching a climax of total disaster, and this is reflected in Jeremiah's writings.
There was in Josiah's time a Hilkiah of importance. Indeed, he was
no less than the High Priest whose discovery of the Book of Deuteronomy in the Temple cryhllized the reforms of Josiah:
Kings 22:8. And Httkiah the high priest said unto Shaphan the
scribe, I have found the book of the law in the house of the Lord
2

. ..

Judah and the Chaldean Empire
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There might be an impulse to think of Jeremiah as the son of this
High Priest, but this is completely uftlhly. If he were, he would be
high in the priestly hierarchy. Instead, the first verse makes it plain he
is of provincial origin, a member of a priestly clan of the Benjamite
town of Anathoth, some four miles northeast of Jerusalem.
As it happeas, fee Bible speaks earlier of a priest who had his holdings in Anathoth. This was Abiathar, the only survivor of the slaughter
at Nob (see page q i ) and the last representative of the house of Eli
to hold an official position in the priesthood. After David's death,
Abiathar had supported Admijah for the succession (see page 320).
When Solomon outmaneuvered Adonijah and established himself on
the throne, Abiathar suffered the penalty for having guessed wrong:
Kings 2:26. And unto Abiathar the priest said the king [Solomon'j, Get thee to Amthothoth, unto thine own fields
1 Kings 227. So Solomon thrust out AbMthar from being
unto the Lord
1

. ..

. ..

Zadok, who had earlier been associated with Abiathar in the highest
rank of the priesthood under David, now became sole High Priest, and
from him the entire line of High Priests descended, down to the Exile
and even beyond.
Far from bring of the High Priestly Zadokite line, then, Jeremiah is
very likely to have been a descendant of Abiathar and, through him, of
Eli, a member of the line that had been displaced by Zadok and
his descendants and that had lived in obscurity at Anathoth for three
centuries as a result.
Jeremiah, like Isaiah, was presumably quite young when he first
received his call. He implies this himself' fot in describing the call, he
quotes himself as answering:
Jeremiah 1:6.
am a child.

. . .Ah, Lord God! behold, I cannot speak: for I

This might be metaphorical; a modest claim to be only a child in
understanding. However, if he remained an active prophet for forty
years, he must have been a young man at the beginning. If he were
"twenty at the ti=, then he was born in 646 B.c., when idolatrous king
Manasseh (see page 424) had been on the throne nearly half a century.
It would make Jeremiah just about the same age as king Josiah, during
whose reign the call had come.

The call came to Jeremiah at a crisis in history, as it had come to
Isaiah. To Isaiah it came when the Assyrian menace suddenly rose and
overshadowed all else. Now it came to Jeremiah at the time when the
~ssyrianEmpire was beginning its astonishingly rapid collapse and all
the Fertile Crescent was thrown into confusion.
I n 626 B.G, the very year of Jeremiah's call, Asshurbanipal, the last
s w (Assyrian bg,had ; died. Rebellions arose everywhere and the
strength of the Assyrian army was no longer sufficient to cope with
them. Invasions of the Cirnrherian nomads from the north had kept
Asia Kfim~in turmoil during Asshurbanipal's reign. They had. finally
been very largely destroyed but the effort had stretched Assyrian
strength past its limits.
Now, with Asshurbanipal's death, the Cimmerians, in what proved to
be a last gasp, were raiding southward again, and. the distraught AsSyrians, busied with revolts in Babylonia and elsewhere, could do nothingabout it. It may h a 3 been to these Cimmerian raids that an early
verse in Jeremiah refers:

fiemiah 1:14. Out of the north
an evil shall break forth z#mz dl
'
.thq inhabitants of the land.
However, the Cimmerians could not take fortified towns and their
ralativdy undisciplined hordes were most suited to hit-and-run. Their
{bread was soon done. Other, far bore dangerous threats were to follow.
Tahapanes

The chronology of the Book of Jeremiah is incredibly tangled. The
Anchor Bible, in order to achieve a kind of chronological order, is
forced to shufflethe chapters of Jeremiah, but even so, some passages
which are not dated and which do not refer to events that can be
dated remain puzzling as far as chronology is concerned.
In the second chapter, Jeremiah complains bitterly of Judah's apostasy: of its following after strange gods and its acceptance of idolatrous
customs. This section may therefore come at the beginning of his
ministry, before the reforms of Josiah. (The Book of Deuteronomy was
found in the Temple five years after Jeremiah's call.)
At one point, in describing the misfortunes that befell ~udahas a
result of its apostasy, he says:
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Jeremiah 2:16. Aha the children of Noph and Tahapnes have
broken the crown of thy heud.
Egypt had regained its independence from Assyria in 664 B.c.? a
generation before Jeremiah's call, and as Assyria declined rapidly,
Egypt's relative power increased. For the first time in five centuries it
was to play an effective role in interqational affiirs.
The 26th dynasty, which then ruled Egypt, had its power centered
in the delta, in the city of Says, so that the nation in this period is
spoken of as "Saitic Egypt." Noph is Memphis, the ancient capital of
the delta (see page 63),so that "the chqdren of Noph" makes a logical
metaphorical representation of Egypt.
Tahapanes (spelled Tahpanhes later in Je~miah,and Tehaphnehes
in' the Book of Ezekiel) was a frontier 'town in the northeast of
Egypt, near the Mediterranean coast and just about at the site of what
is now the Suez Canal. When Saitic Egypt began to face eastward and
to dream of expansion into Asia, Tahapanes was fortified and converted
into a strong base for military operations. It would be the nearest important Egyptian city to Judah, and the people in Jeremiah's time
woi~ldbe conscious of it as a representation of Egyptian might.
The verse is interpreted by some as refemng to the defeat of Judah
by Egypt in 608 B.C. when Josiah was killed. Surely the king of Judah
might be referred to as "the crown of thy h a d " by someone addressing
the men of Judah. If so, however, Jeremiah's strictures against apostasy
would be out of place, for Josiah's reform was approved of, in general,
by Jeremiah. Thus, Jeremiah, in addressing the son of Josiah rhetorically:
Jeremiah zz:is. , , did not thy fathm
do judgment and
justice
Jeremiah 22:16. He judged the came of the poor and needy
If, thm, the second chapter ielates to a time before Josiah's reform,
2:16 cannot refer to Josiah's death and may merely have the general
meaning of "even the Egyptians are now stronger than you," a scornful reference to the Egypt that had been weak for so long.
The Greeks called Tahapanes Daphne, and the Anchor Bible uses
the Greek terms for both cities, "The men of Memphis and Daphne?
They too have cracked your skull.'' Tahapanes is in ruins now but the
mound under which it is buried is called Tel Defenneh, so that the
name lives.
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~&htwkl haie b m ~on~cious
'dhis 'dacent friq the
h ~ u s eof Eli, who had been High Priest at an Ephraimite shrine? for
the aarthern kingdom of Israel ttemed*often to come to his mind.
$n k$there is a symp?hy for the last md $c+brqd Israd which
w ~ d dhave been unusual in ,a4judan, for Juqlah m$ Israel wem at
yar &rough &uch of their hiabry* @uld it be &a! some of Jaemiah's
bitterness arose out of a sense ot alienation, a fwling that he was a

A:

Jeremiah 31:15.

. . .A voice was head in M

h p& m t & n a d

h i ~ ime#i@
n
Ruhel wchel] wee@-tg fir her ch#dren t&wd to
be uomforted for her children, became thay were not.
&chd was the ancstrm ctf the three t u i a of Ephmip, Manasseh,
a& Benjamin. ,Wether Jeremkh considered hixnsdf an Ephraimite
throbgh his deswnt from El4 or a ~ k j a m i t ethrough the sits of hk
family's bldings* he wouldpin either case, havp felt himpelf 9 ?t-scendant of Rac$el.
There were two traditions as to k e site of Rachel's p v e . the"haa
ber buried in Judah, north of Bethlehem:
died? grid wm buridd in the wuy to
hais 3 p 9 . And
Ephrrith? which is B e t h l e h .

Another had her buried in Benjamin. Thus, the prophet Samuel
speaks of:
i

Samuel 10:z.

. .

at Zelmh ,

I

...Rachel's wpulchre in the border of Benjamin

The location of Zclzah is unknown* but Jeremiah clearly accepts
the Bcnjarnite @adition and %lzh may be an alternative name for
Ramah. Ramah is four miles northwest of Jeremiah's home town of
Anathoth and it is there he places the tomb of his anmtress. He pictures her ghost as haunting the pla& and weeping constantly for the
tribes carried off into perinangnt exile a century before.
Then*when Jeremiah begs the men of Judah to return to God and
establish an ideal state, he describes such a state as including the returned exiles of Israel:
Jeremiah 3:18. In those &ys the house of J u h h shall walk m'th
thg home of Israel, and they shall come together out of the land of
the north

. ..

Shiloh

~

Jeremiah's consciousness of his northern origin makes him less apt
to accept certain aspects of Josiah7s reform. By wiping out all local
religious altars and practices as heathen and idolatrous9Josiah had centered all worship at the Temple *atJerusalem and there *ere many who
must have thought that this Tmple had magic powers to protect the
city and its p@ople.To Jeremiah the Temple was an institution from
which his own family hadhen b a n d , and in his mind was the memo7
of an older temple which, in its time, had been just as holy.
Jeremiah denounced the overimpodance attached to Jerusalem in his
smlled "Temple Semen," which he delivered within the Temple itself. The Temple Sermon is given early in Jeremiah but is dated in a
passage that is found considerably later in the- book:
Jeremiah 26:i. In tlae beginning of the reign of Jehohkim the
son of J&h
mme this pard from the Lord7 saying .
Jqmmiah 26:~.
~2akdip the courf of the Lord's house, and
W k unta dl t b cities,ofJudah

...

...

.

...

Th@semon+;sthen given, shodly after the death of Josiah in battle
with Egypt in 608 B.C. The Egyptian armies controlled the land for
the moment but they made no attempt to lay siege to Jerusalem and
i!ak6'ite It was sufficient for Egypt to rely on their puppet, Jdhoiakim,
whom their influence had placed on the throne. (Egypt w s far more
concerned with the gathering strength of the aaldeans under Nabopolapax and his son ,Nebuchadnaxar. Tlyey had recently taken Nineveh
anij had establishqd themselves as m%ter of the Y"igri~Euphrntes.)
Undoubtdly~the nationalist element in Judah* ignoring the realities
of the sitytion, felt that Jerusalem was safe m d a all circumstances and
against all comers simply because of thq existence of @e Temple and
of the puriiication of Temple-wor$hip by the ebination of all competing qults.
Jeremiah, less impressed by the s a h & of thi Temple, said:
Jeremiah 7:4. Trust ye not in lying words, saying, The temple of
the Lord, The temple of the b r a , The t e k ~ l aof the Lord

...

He points out that it is not ritualistic worship and refam that will
save Judah, but ethical reform, and quotes Gud as saying:
Jeremiah 7:9. Will ye steal, murder, anti commit adulfmy, and
swear fahely ,
Jeremiah 7:io. And come and stand before me in this house
and say, W e are delivered

. .

. ..

...

Then, out of his Q W background
~
hi,reqalls the case of an earlier
temple, the sanctity of which did not keep it from destruction. Jere
miab quotes God as saying:
Jmmiah 7:1a. But go ye now unta my plam which was in Shiloh,
w&we 1 set my nanw at tha first, ahd see w h t I did to it for the
wickednea of nay fieofile Israel.

1
t d

The Temple ~ e r m ogot
i Jeremiah into trouble. As a matter of fact,
he was in continual t~oublethroughdut'kis life. A prophet could not,
like Jaconstantly predict the mast disastrous 4 s in the most
violent language without haking himself unpapular to a popnhce that
want& (like all populaces) comfort and mssmnce. Jeremiah was an

annopnm, a gadfly, add there must have been many who would have
"heen willing to see his mouth shut by fom, Unfortunately, the Book
of Jeremiah gives us no dwiled chmn~logidaccount of the o p p i tion7 but there are occasional references in passing. At one point,
Jeremiah quotes lib enemies:

Jeremiah natura~lyincurred the wrath of the High Priestly officials,
whoJ at times, did not haitate to lay violent hands upon him:

...

..

Jeremiah 20:i. Now Pashur
who wus
, chief governor in
the h o w of the LordJ hwrd that Jermhh pofbheskd these things.
Jeremiah 20:2. Then Pashur mote Jeremiah ,' and @t him in
the stacks

..

. ..

Jeremiah was as ungpular in his home town as in Jerusalem, The
&son is not *given but perhaps those at Anathoth were afraid that
Jeremiah's unpopularity might spread to the people of his home town.
They might have felt that by getting rid of him they would remove
themselves from an unpleasant and dangerous spotlight, Jeremiah
quotes GodJ warning the enemies of his own town:

...

Jeremiah 11:21.
thus saith the Lord o f the men of AnathothJ
that seek thy life7 sayingJ Prophesy not in the n a m of the h r d J
that thou die n ~ by
t OUT had: .
Jeremiah ii:a2.
, thds saith the Lord of hosts? Behold I wiZ1
@nkh them

. ..

..

Jeremiah undgrwent a particularly dawerous moment, however, after
his Temple Semon, when in the very Temple itself he had warned
Jerusalem of suiTering the fate ~f Shiloh. This naturally o u b g d the
wonhipem, who viewed it as outright blasphemy. The people demanded
he be executed at once, There was recent precedent for such an action:

.

.

Jeremhh 26:~~.. . there was . .a man that prophesied in the
name of the lard* Urijdi , . who prophesied against this dty .
Jeremiah 36:21. And when jehobkim the king . sought to Ft
fled . into E@t.
him to W h , Vrijah

..

. .

..

..

. .

...

Jeremiah 2622. And Jehoiakim
sent men into*Egypt . , ,
Jeremiah 26:23. And they fetched forth Urifah out of Egypt and
brought him unto Jehoiakim
who slaw him. , ,

. ..

.

Nevertheless, there were people of importance who, either because
they agreed with Jeremiah, or feared the consequences of killing a
pi~phet,pleaded against the execution. They cited the case of the
pr&phetMicah, who had spoken much a s Jeremiah had spoken bade in

the reign of Hezekiah a century earlier and who had been left Completely unharmed. One man of influence in particular protected Jeremiah
and kept him from harm:

. ..

Jeremiah 2634.
the hand of Ahikay the son of Shaphan was
Â¥witJeremiah, that they should not give him into the hand of the
people to put him to death.
Ahikam had been a high official under' Josiah and had been one of
those involved in the reforms under that king:
Kings 2232. And the king [Josiah] commanded Hilkiah the
pwst and Ahikgm the son (rf Shdfthan
2 Kings 22x3. Go ye, inqlitre of the Lord ,
concerning the
words o f this book that is found

. ..

2

...

..

One can well imagine that Jeremiah is frustrated and in despair at
the fact that his denunciations produce enmity and anger, r'ather than
repentance.

. ..
...

..

Jeremiah 25:1.
in the fourth year of Jehoidkim...
Jeremiah 252.
Jeremiah spake
saying
Jeremiah q : 3 . From the thirteenth year of Josiah
even unto
I have spoken unto
this day, that is the three and twentieth year
you, . but ye have not hearkened.

. .

...

...

...

It is now 605 or 604 B.C. and a new crisis is upon Judah. The fall
of Assyria is now complete, and tile period of confusion that followed
&almost over. The Chaldeans, ruling from Babylon, have emerged the
winners. In 605 B.C. Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabopolassar ("who had

+

taken Nineveh) defeated Pharaoh-nechoh at Carchemish. The Egyptian
conqueror of Josiah was driven back to the Nile and Egypt's short foray
into Asia was over. Egypt was not to become a conquering power for
three more centuries. Then, in 604 B.c., Nabopolassar died and the
victorious Nebuchadnezzar came to the throne.
Jeremiah judged that under Nebuchadnezzar's forceful leadership
the Chaldeans would drive on toward the re-establishment of empire
over the entire Fertile Crescent, under Babylon now rather than under
Nineveh. Sinful Judah would be given over to the Babylonian conqueror by God.
Jeremiah 25:8. Thus saith the Lord of hosts; Because ye have not
heard my words,
Jeremiah 25:9. Behold, I will send
Nebuchadrezzar
against this land, and against the inhabitants thereof
and will
utterly destroy them

...

.. .

...

...

(Nebuchadrezzar, as the Babylonian king is called here, is also
referred to as Nebuchadnezzar in books written later and even in
other parts of the Book of Jeremiah; as, for instance, in the reference:

. . . aU the people
...

Jeremiah 29:1.
carried away captive

whom Nebuchadnezzar had

It is the latter version, with the "n,"that is more familiar to the
average man, perhaps because it is to be found in the popular Book
of Daniel, and which I am therefore routinely using myself. Neverthe
less, it is the version with the "r" that is closer to the Babylonian
original. The "n" undoubtedly arose through a copyist's error.)
Having predicted Nebuchadnezzar's conquest of Judah, Jeremiah
goes on to predict that the people of Judah will go into exile for
seventy years (see page 436), and to describe all the nations that are
to fall to the conquering Babylonians. In this list, the climax comes
with:
Jeremiah
them.

25:26.

. . .and the king of Sheshach shall drink after

Sheshach does not refer literally to any kingdom or region; it is
rather an example of a simple code called "athbash" by which some
dangerous reference is made which-&clear to the initiated but which

does not involve the writer in quite as much danger of execution for
treason.
In this code, the letters of (he Hebrew alphabet are reversed. The
first letter of the alphabet is replaced by the last, the second letter by
the next to the last, the third letter by the third from the last, and so on.
In Hebrew, the word "Sheshach" is spelled "shin-shin-caph," where
"shin" is the second letter from the end and "caph" is the twelfth letter
from the end. If we reverse this and take the second and twelfth
letter from the beginning, we have "beth-beth-lamed," which is "Babel,"
or "Babylon." In short, Sheshach is the code word for Babylon and
the prediction is that after Babylon conquers a long list of nations it
is Babylon herself who will then be conquered in the end.
That this is so is all the more certain since in a later chapter, in
describing the coming fell of Babylon, "Sheshach" is used as a synonym
in poetic parallelism:
Jeremiah 51:4i. How is Sheshach taken!
become a n astonishment among the nations!

. . . how is Babylon

Jeremiah felt it necessary, however, to make a final attempt to persuade Judah to change its course from one that promised certain disaster. In the fourth year of Jehoiakim, therefore, he states that he was
commanded by God to commit his various utterances to writing:
Jeremiah 56:4. Then Jeremiah called B-h
the son o f N&:
and Baruch mote from the mouth of Jeremiah all the words of the
Lord . . upon a roll of a book,

.

Baruch, Jeremiah's trusted secretary in the later part of the prophefs
life, remained with Jeremiah till the fall of Jerusalem and after the
fall traveled to Egypt with the prophet. According to one tradition,
however, Baruch did not remain in Egypt but left it after Jeremiah's
death and went to Babylon, where he died in 574 B.C. There is no
Biblical evidence in favor of this, but there is nothing impossible about
it, either.
Based on this tradition, there is an apocryphal book (accepted as
canonical by the Catholics) entitled "The Book of Bamch" and pqrportedly written by him in Babylon:

. ..

. ..

Baruch 1:i. And these are the words
which Baruch
wrote in Babylon,
Baruch i:2. In the fifth year
what time as the Chaldeans
took Jerusalem, and burnt it with fire.

...

Since Jerusalem was sacked by the Babylonians in 586 B.c., the book
is thus dated 582/581 B.C.
The first half of the book is in prose and consists of a confession
of national sin, making the destruction of Jerusalem and the exile of
the people a just punishment forthat sin and now pleading for forgiveness. The secondpart of the book consists of two poems, one praising
wisdom after the fashion of t h e Wisdom of Solomon (see page 515),
and Ae second promising the consolation of return from exile after the
fashion of the Second Isaiah (see page 548). It seems quite certain that
the book was not written by Baruch but was written long after his
time and is a composite work by diffeqt hands, reaching its final form
as late as A.P. 100 perhaps.
Two apocalyptic boola -ascribed to Baruch were discovered in the
nineteenth century. Theseare called the SyGc Apocalypse of Baruch
and the Greek Apocalypse of Baruch, after the languages in which the
manuscripts were written. They seem to be even later than the apocryphal Book of Baruch.

Once his words were committed to writing, Jeremiah was anxious to
have them reach the king. Apparently, he did not have the easy entry
into the royal presence that Isaiah had, so that he had to work his way
through Temple officials who did have such entry. Unfortunately, after
his Temple Sermon, Jeremiah was, forbidden to enter the Temple
grounds and he had to send Baruch.

... I
...

Jeremiah 36:s. And Jeremiah commanded Baruch saying
cannot go into thp house of the Lord:
Jeremiah 36:6. Therefore go thou, and read in the roll

The scroll was read to Temple functionaries, who anxiously told the
king of the matter. The king sent an official for the sea-oil and had it
read to him.

1

The men of the Temple seem to have been surprisingly anxious to
forward Jeremiah's words to the king and there may be good secular
reasons for this. The political situation at the moment was particularly
ticklish and for once Jeremiah and the Temple may have been pulling
in the same direction.
Ever since Necho of Egypt had slain Josiah at Meglddo, Jodah had
been tributary to Egypt, but now with Babylon in its turn triumphant
mer Egypt, there was a question as to whether Judah ought to remain
Each
faithful to Egypt, or to change side$ and go over to ~ab~lonia.
alternative had its advocates and there was an Egyptian and a BabyIonian party in the land. The Temple functionaries, approached by
Bqmch, may well have been convinced that Egypt was done, and
could see that as a practical matter the only safe course was to submit to
Nebuchadnezzar. Since Jeremiah was saying the same thing, his'writings were eagerly forwarded to the lung. '
Jehoiakim, however, was apparently of the Egyptian party, and
there 'seem to have been strong personal reasons for that.
After Josiah had been killed at MegiWo, the people of Judah
acclaimed his youngest son, Shallum (throne name, Jehoahaz), as
king:

...

,

Kings z 3 : p
And the people of the land took ~ehwhas
the son of Josiah, and anointed him, and made him king
2

...

But Necho, who now controlled Judah, would not have this. He
preferred his own candidate, one whom he could rely on, and who wis
perhaps bound to him by oaths, sworn in return for the kingship. The
Egyptian monarch therefore deposed Shallurn and put his older brother
on the throne:
Kings 23:34. And Phmaoh-nechoh made EIidkim the son of
Josiah 'king
and turned his name to Jehoiakim, and took
Jehoahui away: and he [Jehoahaz] came to Egypt, and died there.
2

...

I

Jehoiakim was thus beholden to the Egyptian Pharaoh for his
throne. Even if he felt no compunctions at violating any oath of
loyalty he had given, he would very likely have felt that if Nebuchadnezzar were to take over Judah, even through Judah's peaceful sub
mission, the Babylonian king would be bound to consider Jehojakim
an,Egyptian puppet and therefore untrustworthy. He would do as
Necho had done and place his own man on the throne. Out of pure

self-interest, then, and quite against the national good, Jehoiakim was
of the Egyptian party.
Furthermore, Iehoialdm could not way well have felt kindly toward
Jeremiah, since the prophet had inveighed against the king personally
and in no polite terms,, either. Among the prophet's utterances (which,
presumably, were not included in the scroll to be handed the king,
but which Jehoialdm must have known about) were:

. . . thus with the Lord concerning ]ehOldIdm
..Jeremiah
. They [the people] shall not lament for him . . .
Jeremiah 2x19. He shad be burfed with the burial of an ass, drawn
22:18.

and cast forth beyond ,thÃefttes of Jerusdcm.

Therefore, when a courtier named Jehudi read to Jehoiakim the fearful predictions of doom uttered by Jefemiah, Jehoialdm reacted at once
with gloomy wrath.

...

Jeremiah 3633.
when jelyd had read three or four leaves,
he [Jehoiakim] cut it with the fienknife, and cast it, into the fire
until dl the roll was consumed
,

..

.. .

Jeremiah had Baruch rewrite the scroll, but clearly the pro-Egyptian
course was fixed as far as Jehoiakim was concerned. Even when he was
finally forced to pay cautious lip service to Nebuchadnezzar he felt
unsafe upon the throne and watched for the first opportunity to rebel.

The opportunity came in 601 B.C. when Nebuchadnezzar suffered a
local defeat at the hands of the Egyptians. At once Jehoiakim refused
tribute. It took some time for Nebuchadnezzafs hands to be sufficiently
free to dealwith the situation in force, but by 597 B.c., (he Babylonian
anny was besieging Jerusalem. Jehoiakim died in the course of the siege
and his son Jehoiachin (also referred to in the Bible as Jeconiah and
Coniah) reigned in his place.
Jerusalem was forced to capitulate, however, and then Nebuchadnezzar did to Jehoiakim's son what he would have done to Jehoiakim if
that king had survived (and what Jehomm would have expected him
to do).Nebuchadn&ar deposed the king and placed his own candidate on the throne. Jehoiachin was carried off into Babylonian
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captivity after a reign of only three months and with him was carded

off much of the aristocracy and elite of the nation. What was left
behind was placed under the rule of still another of Josiah's sons:
2

khq

Kings a4:17. And the king of Babylon node Mattaniah
. and changed his name to Zedekiah.

..

..,

It is conceivable that Jeremiah might have indulged in the hope, in
the early days of Zedekiah's accession to the throne, that now all
would be well.
The nation, made aware of Babylon's overwhelming power, might
settle down to a quiet subservience and experience peace and prosperity
in the shadow of Nebuchadnezzar, as a ' h t u r y before, under Manasseh,
they had experienced peace and prosperity in the shadow of Esarhaddm
of -AsSyria, In Manasseh's time, however, king and nation had plunged
deeply into idolatry. Now (so it might have seemed to Jeremiah), with
the experience of Babylonian devas@tion, the nation would turn to
God and cleanse itself. Then i m~llifiedYahveh would forgive His
people, destroy Babylon, and establish dn ideal state in Judah.
All this (just possibly) may have been in Jeremiah's mind in
connection with the following verses;

.. . . . .

Jeremiah 33:s. Behold, the days c o w
that
d King shall
,
reign and prosper
Jeremiah 23:6. In his days lu&h shall be saved
and this is
his name whereby he shall be called, the Lord Our Righteousness.

..

...

The Lord Our Righteousness is, in Hebrew, Yahveh-tsidkenu, whereas
Zedekiah is, in Hebrew, "Tsidkiahu" and means "Righteous is Yahveh."
One name is the inverse of the other.
These verses in Jeremiah are usually taken to be Messianic in nature
and to speak of an ideal king in the indefinite future. Nevertheless, it is
at least conceivable that the reference is to the new king, who had taken
the throne name of "Righteous is Yahveh."

erem mi ah

If
had hopes of. peace and recovery, they were quickly
Masted. The Egyptian party in Jerusalem remained strong. At every
word ,of disorder anywhere in the Babylonian dominions, their hopes
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rose and Zedekiah let himself be swayed by the public feeling against
Babylon. Judah tried, foolishly, to form a coalition of neighboring states
against Babylon, when all of them together were no match for Nebuchadnezzar. They further attempted to get promises of help from Egypt,
a nation which always promised, but somehow never delivered.
In Egypt, Necho had died in 593 B-C. and had been succ&ded by
Psamtik 11. Psamtik welcomed into the land various Jewish exiles who,
in the unsettled times, felt it safer to flee westward. He even formed a
contingent of Jewish soldiers to fight in his armies. Naturally he could
not trust such a contingent on the northeastern front where they might
have to fight other Jews and might therefore change sides.
Instead, he placed them on the southern frontier, notably on
Elephantine, an island in the Nile River, just south of the first
cataract (near the southern border of modern Egypt). There they
would serve to guard against raiders striking northward from Ethiopia.
In 588 B.C. Psamtik I1 died and was succeeded by Pharaoh-hophra,
whom the Greeks called Apries. It was this Pharaoh who intrigued
with the Egyptian party in Judah and encouraged Zedekiah to make a
stand against Nebuchadnezzar.
Jeremiah, to dramatize the absolutely suicidal nature of this policy,
made a yoke for himself and wore it, telling everyone who would hear
that Judah should patiently wear the Babylonian yoke as the only
means of survival. Naturally, this seemed an unpatriotic and defeatist
attitude and was not popular with the people, who persisted in their
belief that Jerusalem and its Temple were inviolable, a belief supported
by the announcements of many who claimed to be prophets of God.
(The case of Sennacherib's failure,actually to take Jerusalem over a
century earlier and the failure of Nebuchadnezzar to sack the city after
his first siege must undoubtedly have encouraged the prophets in this
view.)

Jeremiah z8:i. . . . in the beginning of the reign of Zedekiah
. . in the fourth year . . .Hananiah . . .spake . . . in the house
of the Lord . . . saying,
,

...

Jeremiah 28:s. Thus speaketh the Lord
I have broken the
yoke of the king of Babylon.
Jeremiah 28:3. Within two full years will I bring again into this
place all the vessels of the Lord's house that Nebuchadnezxar
took away

...

. ..
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Jeremiah 28:4. And 1 will bring again to this place Jeconiah ,
with dl the captives of Ju&h , ,

.

..

I

And to dramatize this statement Hananiah broke Jeremiah's yoke
to indicate how God would break the yoke of Babyloq.
Undoubtedly, this speech, given in Zedekiah's fourth year (594
B.c.), must have been met with the wild approval of the populace.
Even Jeremiah did not quite dare stand against it at that moment;for
he would undoubtedly have been torn in pieces if he had. Instead, he
wpnt along with the jubilant crowd:
Jeremiah 28:6. Even the prophet Jeremiah said, Amen: the
Lord do so; the Lord perform thy words

...

It was only afterward, when the mob had dispersed, that Jeremiah
could safely announce that Hananiah was a false prophet, pandering to
the nationalist hopes of the people.
The Bible records that he predicted Hananiah's death for false
prophecy and that Hananiah died within two months. Nevertheless, it
is plain that the people of Judah preferred to believe the flattering,
hopeful words of Hananiah rather than the doleful, hopeless words of
Jeremiah.
The Letter of Jeremiah
The nationalist agitation within Judah had an echo in Babylon.
Undoubtedly, numbers of the exiles believed that God was about to
destroy Babylon, as some prophets were predicting, and were ready to
rjse in revolt News of this agitated Jeremiah.
The exile of 597 B.C. had drawn off the leaders of Judah, its craftsmen, its intellectuals. Bitterly, Jeremiah had referred to this in a
parable of figs:

.. .
.. .

...

Jeremiah 24:1. The Lord shewed me
two baskets of fios
after . Nebuchadrezzar
had carried away captive Jemniah
and the princes of Judah, with the carpenters and smiths ,
Jeremiah 24:2. One basket had very good figs
and the other
basket had very naughty figs, which could not be eaten, they were so

..

. ..

...

bad.

..

,

.

.
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Jeremiah then likened the captives to the good figs and those that
remained in Jerusalem to the bad. It is clear that he considered it
would b e fatal to have the Babylonian exiles rise in rebellion. They
would only be slaughtered. To Jeremiah, they seemed the hope of the
future. Even if Jerusalem were destroyed, the exiles, he felt, would
someday return to start the nation anew.
Jeremiah therefore took the occasion! of a mission to Nebuchadnezzar sent by Zedekiah (perhaps protesting his loyalty to Babylon) to
send a message to the exiles:
Jeremiah 29:1. Now these are the words of the letter that
sent from Jerusalem unto
aU the people whom
Jeremiah
Nebuchadnezzar had earneed away captive

...

...

Â ¥ . .

...

..

...

Jeremiah 29:s. Build ye houses
, and plant gardens
Jeremiah 296. Take ye wives, and beget sons and daughters
that ye may be increased there, and not diminished.
d the peace of the city
Jeremiah 29:~.~ n seek

.. .

...

In Babylon, at least, Jeremiah's views won out. The exiles in Babylon
did make new lives for themselves without abandoning Judaism. They
were allowed to live in peace and in due time (actually less than the
seventy years predicted by Jeremiah) those who wished to do so were
all&wed.to return to Judah. What's more, those who remained in
Babylon were sufficiently prosperous to lend considerable financial help
to those who returned (see page 437).
Centuries later, in 100 B.C, a short tract was written which purported
to be a copy of the letter that was sent by Jeremiah to the exiles. It is
devoted largely to an argument against idol worship, trying to demoristrate by a variety of arguments that idols are useless, helpless, the
mere work of men's hands, and so on. It was not accepted as canonical
by the Jews but appears in some Greek and Syriac versions of the
Bible as a sixth and final chapter to the Book of Baruch. It appears,
in this fashion, in the Catholic versions of the Bible, and in the King
James Version of the Apocrypha, where it is titled "The Epistle of
Jeremy." In the Revised Standard Version of the Apocrypha it is
presented as a separate book, made up of a single chapter and called
"The Letter of Jeremiah!'

Zetfekbh

If the &la in Babylon were kept in quiet and peace, not so the
Jews in the homeland. By 589 B.G, the pressure of public *pinion had
f o r d Zedekiah into outright rebelli~nagainst Nebuchadaazar and in
588 R~C., Jerusalem was placed under siege by the Chddean armies,
while the rest of the nation, with the exception ~f one or two strong
points, was occupied.
Bitterly, Jeremiah predicted that the city would be destroyed if
rkslskm~~
continued a ~ that
d the only safety lay in suaende~.He
actually urged individuals to sumder if the city as a whole-did not do
so:
Ierhiah z1:9. He thut abideih in thh qity shall ,die by the
m r d , and by the famine, and by the pestilence: but he tkat goeth
out? and fdeth to the ChaZdeans
s h l l live

...

,

..

Such a statement was naturally viewed by the patriots of Judah as
treamn=An advance by the Egyptian m y f~~
Nebuchadne~~r
to
lift the siege temponrily and hurry westward to face the J3gyptiam9
sad Jeremiah's forebodings seemed to haw been turned to nothing.
%nmcherib, in his time, had had a similar problem '(jiee page 384)
and, th*esiege of Jerusalem at that time had been permanently lifhtd*
Surely this would happen again. Jeremiah warned the pm4plpthat &is
would not be so. Nebuchadnemar would return,
I
,XetJeremiah seized the brief respite to attempt to make a trip to
Be~jaminto attend to his property. HGwas at once seized by men ofthe
army and accused of trying to desert to the Chaldans. He denied it
~ i ~ ~ but
r o
he ~wasy not listened to* aqd was put in prison.
adekiah, however? was by no means certain that ]erem$h was the
false prophet he seemed at the moment when the Chaldeao siege had
been lifted. He appqrently had a sneaking belief in Jeremiah's worth
and consulted him even while he was in prison (but sec&tly, to avoid
having the nationalists find out).
I

Jeremiah 37:i7. Then Zedeleiah the king mt, atad took him
t[Jaamiah] owt [of prison]; and t b king mked him m m t l y
1s there any word from the Lord
r

...

. :.
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But Jeremiah was obdurate..He predicted only disaster and be was
put back into prison. According to one story, he was put into a
dungeon without food or wakr7 and would have died if Zedekiah had
not been persuaded to take him out a t the last minute. One way or
another#however*Jeremiah remained in prison for the duration of the
siege and never stopped prediding disaster and urging surrender.
Still, he held out a long-range hope, for while in prison, he ostentatiously arranged for the purchase of land in his home town as an indication that the day would yet come when Judah would be Jewish again,
despite the Chaldean adevaskfion; a day when such purchases as he
now made .would hold good.

. ..

Jeremiah 32:i5, For thus sdth the Jkrd
Houses and field and
vineyards shull be possessed again in this land.

The Chaldeans did re&& 'tothe siege and in 587 B.C.~the city was
taken* sacked* and burned. The walls .mre brokexi down, and the
Temple was destroyed. Zedelciah attimpted Biglit but was taken. His
children were executed and lie himself was blinded. A second deportation of Jews was then ordered by Nebuzaradan, captain of Nebuchadnewar's elite' troops:

...

carried away captive into
Jeremiah 39:9. Then Nebumra&n
Babylon the remnunt of the people that remined in the city
Jeremiah 39:io. But.
leftof the poor of the people, whkh had
nothing
and gaw them vineyards and fields.

...

..

. ..

Thus7as a result of two successive deportations7one at the beginning
of the reign of Zedekiah in 597 B.C. and one at the end in 586 B.C.~ the
elite of the nation were carried OR, In Babylon, the exiles retained
the essence of Judaism and developed it further. The first five books of
the Bible (the Pentateuch or Torah) were put into written form, and
apparently the Book of Joshua as well.
Back in Judah, however, the poor who remained* lacking religious
sophistication7kept up a fo& of Yahvism of a more primitive sort.
When, a half century later, Jews from Babylon began to return to
Judah* they considered fheir own developed version of Yahvism to be
the only true form, and despised and antagonized those already on the

had. It was only with diffioulty,itherefom,that they man~gedto rebuild

*

the Temple against local hostilities (apage HI).
The Jews never mlly returned from Babylon en masse. Even a&
the rebuilding of the Temple and the walls of Jerusalem, i m p o ~ a n t
d Babylonia, These p
communities of Jews remained in the cities c
sistd througl~outBiblical times and well beyad. Mter the destructicm
ot the second Temple by the Romans in AD. 7 0 ~Babylonia became the
ckater of Jewish intellectual life for a thiiwnd yea*.
The Jewish corhmunity in Babylonia remained imprkant through
the period of renewed Persian damimtim which hllowed after the
decline of the Seleucid Empire; and for additional centuries after the
p n q u q t of the area by the Mohammedan Arabs. Only in AD. 1100,
when-the area was falling prey to continuing, givil wars apd to the
dominating power of the comparatively uncivilized Turkish tibes, did
the Babylonian centers of Jewish learning- fade, while new centers
appear$ in Moslem Spain,
One must not, therefore, think of the Babylonian b i l e as merely a
hiatus and a temporary stage in Jewish h$tory. It was of vital importance
t~ the development of Judaism (and of the two mJigions that arose aut
of it, Ghristianity and Mohammedanism) and it wm, in some l ~ $ p w &
a permanent exile and the beginning of the Diaspra, (a Greek ward
meaqing ccdispersion").The Diaspora,$aname given colIec~velyto the
Jewish communities dwelling outside Judah, continues te this day,
twenty-five hundred years after Nebuchadnezzar's time, even dapite
the reestablishment in 1948 of a ~ e d s %
natian in therland that had
once been Canaan.

z Kings 2 5 : ~ And
~ . us for the p&c$le that remined in the lafid
uf-ludah
aver t h he [Nebtidadne~r]'made Geddiah the
son of Ahahm, the son of Shabhuep mly.

...

twaliah wias the son of the a w e Ahikam who had )on an dim,
Q&+@ saved Jeremiah's life (see page SQ)..
A brothw of Ahihm axad
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his son (the uncle and cousin of W l i a h ) had baen among tbose
who had tried to bring Jeremiahp$scmll to the attention of Jeboiakim
(see Page 567)
Jeremiah 36:io. Then read Baruch
the wods of leremiah in
the house of the h r d , i@the chumbe of ' Gemriah the son of
Shaphan
Jeremiah 36:11. When Michaiuh the $on of Gernariah
had
heard . . all the words of the Lord,
Jeremiah 36:12. Then he went down into the king's house

...

...

.. .
. ..

.

Apparently?the entire family of Shaphan was strongly pro-Babylonian
and of Jeremiah's mind that only through submission to Nebuchadnezzdr could Judah find safety. Gedaliah was therefore a natural choice
as governor.
After the fall of Jerusalemi Jeremiah, as a well-known spokesman
of the pro-Babylonian point of view, was to be taken care of: ,

..

Jeremiah 39:ii. Now N e b m h ~ d m r. gave charge concern-'
ing \eremiah to Nebuxaradan . . sqing,
Jeremiah 39:iz.Take him, and look weU to him, and do him no
harm.

.

....

...

..

..

Jeremiah 39:q.
they
. took leremiuh out of . prison,
that he should cany him
and committed him unto Gedaliah ,
home.

..

Ishmael

Gedaliah attempted to reetablish order and to assure the inhabitants
of Judah that they might live peaceably under Nebuchadnezzar. Unfortunately, there were elements in opposition to this:

.. .

..
..

Jeremiah 4o:i3.
Johanan the son of Kareah
came to
Gedaliuh .
Jeremiah 4o:i4. And said unto him, Do& thou .
know t h t
Baalis the king of the Ammonites hath sent Ishmael the son of
Nethaniah to slay thee?

..

...

The motives of the Ammonite king are uncertain. Perhaps it was
merely the chance of completing the destruction of the Jewish kingdom

in mvmory of the centaria of l6ng hostil3ty. Perhap he wag scting o n
behalf of Emt. The fall of femsalem cmld only'liave doubled and
redoubled the desperate intrigues of the Egyptians to keep the area in
bm~iland the Chaldmns occupiedd
As i ~ I~hmael,
r
he perhaps rquired no great urging. H e is described
as:

...

lshmel the'son of Nethunidh the son of
Jeremiah 41:i.
E h h u t n ~of~ the seed royal

...

As a member of the royal family, he might have envisaged the
re-bkiblishment of the kingdom7 with Egyptian help7 and his 'bwn
mdniment as M g .
Gdaliah was apparently ane of those h i & - ~ n d e d men who can
believe no evil? and he refused to credit the report. In consequence, he
was4&sa$sinated after having remained in dace only three months (or
possibly one year and three months].
. It was the last straw and after that there was no chance 4f any
s a t of Jewish community in tbe land,

,

The aqsassination of Gedaliah had been aC?~~mpanied
by a general
massacre of those faithful to him, and those Jews who escaped must
have been certain that the criminal act of Ishmael would bring down
the final installment of Chaldean vengeance.
Thie time, it seemed very likely7Nebuchadnezzar woultl not stop to
distinguish guil'ky from innocent but would slaughter all alike, and there
seemd no alternative but to flex?to,&@one neighboring laad where
the Chaldean arm could not y& reach:

..

, md the
Jeremiah 41:16, T b n ]ohunun the son of Etreuh
remmnt of the +o$le
Jeremiah .41:17.
&$arteti , to go to enter info Egyflt,
Jeremiah 41:18. Be~ameaf the Ckiz2deun.s~for t h h w e @dd of
them ;

...

...

. .

..

On the way to Egypt, they passed the home of Jeremiah and asked

his advice. Jeremiah did not depart from his pro-Babylonian poliq.
He &It that in Egypt there w d d be no more sttfety than in' Judah, and
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he may even have thought that a flight into Egypt would be a provocation to Nebuchadnezzar, that it would look very much like what we
would today call setting up a governmentin-exile.
Against Jeremiah's adyice, however, the group of Jews traveled on
into Egypt. In fact, they f o r d Jeremiah and Baruch to accompany
them.
This new departure of Jews into Egypt (like the legendary one under
Jacob and Joseph twelve centuries earlier) had important consequences.
The Elephantine colony (see page 571) was probably reinforced and
a form of Yahvism was built up there, complete with a temple. The
Jews of the colony worshiped Yahyeh under the name pf Yahu, and
picked up elements of Egyptian religion as well. They apparently were
not conscious of the manner in which their religious customs departed
from those that were being developed in Babylon.
In 1903, papyri were discovered on the island and these revealed
that at the time the Temple was being rebuilt in Jerusalem, Elephantine had fallen on bad days. Its temple had been destroyed by the Egyptians and in 407 B.c., they were asking permission of Persian authorities
(who now controlled Egypt) to rebuild that temple. They bad previously applied for help to the newly built Temple at Jerusalem but had
received no answer, since to the Jews at Jerusalem there could be only
one Temple. To them, the Jews at Elephantine were heretics and no
more to be regarded than the Samaritans.
.
In Greek times, the entry of Jews into Egypt assumed floodlike
proportions. By New Testament times, there were nearly a quarter of a
million Jews along the Nile, and something like one third of Egypt's
capital city, Alexandria, was Jewish.
In New Testament times, the Jews of Egypt were largely Greek in
language and culture. The comparison between the Hellenized Jews of
Egypt and those of Judea must have been something like the comparison today between the Americanized Jews of the United States and
those of Israel.

In Egypt, Jeremiah fought against the dilution of Yahvism by
Egyptian practices. His denunciation ended with a thunderous:

Jeremiah ++:30. Thus saith the Lord; Behold, I -will give Pharaohhophra king of Egypt into the hand of his enemies and into the hand
of them that seek his life

...

Pharaoh-hophra, who ruled Egypt at the time of the destruction of
Jerusalem, managed to avoid destruction at the hands of Nebuchadnezzar, but Jeremiah's prophecy came to pass just the same.
In 569 B.c., seventeen years after the fall of Jerusalem, Pharaohhophra tried to bring under his control a Greek colony established at
Cyrene, on the north African coast, about five hundred miles west of
the Nile. His troops revolted and acclaimed an officer named Aahmes
(Amasis, to the Greeks) as Pharaoh. Troops loyal to Hophra were
defeated by the rebels and Hophra was executed while Aahmes reigned
in his place.
One wonders if Jeremiah was still alive to see the end of Pharaohhoihra. He would have been seventy-seven years old then, a not-impossible age. However, there is no way of telling. His denunciation of
the Egyptian monarch is his last recorded utterance and there is no
Biblical account of his death.

2 5 . LAMENTATIONS
Jeremiah
The Book of Lamentations consists of five separate poems, each
making up a separate chapter andall dealing with the central theme
of the destruction of Jerusalem and its desolation thereafter. In the
Jewish canon, it is considered part of the third division of the Bible,
the Writings, and it is not included among the prophetic books. The
Hebrew title is taken from the first word. The book begins:
Lamentations %:I.How doth the city sit solitary, that was full of
people

...

and the Hebrew name is therefore "Ekhah7' ("how7').
The tradition arose quite early, however, that Jeremiah was the author
of Lamentations and for that reason, the book was placed immediately
after the Book of Jeremiah in the Septuagint and in the various
Christian versions that descended from that. The title of the book in
the English versions is, in full, 'The Lamentations of Jeremiah."
The case for authorship by Jeremiah rests, generally, in the fact that
Jeremiah was the most prominent ~iblicalcharacter to be in Jerusalem
through the period of its great disaster. Then, too, Jeremiah is mentioned
in the Bible in connection with the composition of lamentations, that
form of poetry which bewails a tragedy. When the reforming king
Josiah was brought back dead from the battle of Megiddo:
2

Chronicles 35:~s.

. . . Jeremiah lumentd for Josidh . . .

This particular lamentation cannot be represented by the Book of
Lamentations, of course. For one thing, 'Jerusalem was not destroyed
until twenty-two years after Josiah's death. For another, Lamentations
does not mention Josiah. The only reference in it to any king is:
Lamentations 430. The breath of our nostrils, the anointed of the
Lord, was taken

. ..

'

,-

&..

m'

,
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mow sense in the context of the book to suppose
' ' i s ft.
at this is a poetic reference to ~edekiah,Judah's last king.
,
But i t is extremely unlikely that erem mi ah can ha& been the author
of the book. The mere fact that it is not included in the prophetic
canon in the Hebrew Bible would indicate it was composed rather late.
, The five poems, do not s e q ~to be by the same hand, t h e third
.Chapter in particular seemifag different from the rest, and later. Fur&@
hose, the Gist four poems are acrostics (see page 495), a high$
artificial form, and it doesn't seem likely, somehow,that Jeremiah in his
grief over Jerusalem would sit' down to work out, slowly and painfully,
a set of acrostic poems. That rather bears witness to a literary effort
j!,,>' :,
. I
taken on later and in retrospect.
v:

,.-a

rary of Jeremiah, and it is -therefore chronologically fitting that his
utterances should follow those of Jeremiah.

...

Ezekiel 1 :I. NO; it wane to pass in the thirtieth year
as 1 wu
among the captives 4
that
I saw visions of God.
Ezekiel 1:2. In
the fifth year of king Jehoiachin's captivity.

..
...

...

Ezekiel, then, had been carried off with fchoiachin after Nebuchad597 B.C. The book begins in the
fifth year of that captivity; that is, in 593 B.C. At that time, the kingdom
of Judah still existed, with-Zedekiah as its king and with Jeremiah the
prophet warning it, unheeded, of its coining fate.
If by "the thirtieth year" Ezekiel means that he is in the thirtieth '
year of his life (something that is not at all certain) then he was
carried off to Babylon in his twenty-fifth year and he was born in
627 B.c., during the reign tff Josteh. This would make him some
twenty years younger than Jeremiah and, in fact, he would have been
born the year before Jeremiah received his call. It is possible that, as
some traditions have it, he may even have been a disciple of Jeremiah.
Ezekiel was a priest, presumably of the line of Zadok, since he shows
himself greatly interested in the minutiae of the Temple service.

nez@r's first siege of Jerusalem in

Ezekiel i:3. The word of the Lord c a m
priest
by the river Qhehar

.. .

.. .

. . . unto Ezekiel the

Priver Chebar" is one of the larger canals that interlaced the
~ib~loniao
plains. Its name in the original Akkadian was %ax Kabari"
('G~flndCanal") and it led from Babylon southeastward to Uruk
(Ed). Somewhere on its shores there was the settlement of Jews of
yh~~ffl
$&el was a pmminent and g
s
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E&lde17scall is attended by a niptidal visiottof God/stlmething like
that of Isaiah but attended by greater detail. The prophet is instructed

to denounce the wickedness of Jerusalem and to proclaim the imrninence of its siege and destruction. A year later, Ezekiel does so by
describing visions of the idolatrous practices he claims are being practiced in the very Temple itself:
Ezekiel 8:14, Then he [God] brought me to the door of the
gate of the Lord's house whkh was toward the north; and behold,
there sat women weepihg for Tammuz,
In ancient agricultural societies, it was common to personify the
phenomenon of the death of vegetation in the winter (or in the acme
of summer heat) and its rebirth ip the spring (or with the coming of
the rains). The personification took the form of a deity who died and
was taken into the underworld, frqm which he was later rescued by
another deity. It was customary for women to bewail the death of the
deity at fixed times of the year and then ,to rejoice loudly over the
rebirth and resurrection.
To modem Westerners, the most familiar form of this sort of tale is
found among the Greek myths. This tale tells of ~emeier,the Greek
goddess of agriculture, and her daughter Persephone. Persephone is
stolen by Hades, the god of the underworld, and Demeter seeks her all
over the world. While she seeks, all vegetation dies and winter comes
over the world. Eventually, Demeter finds Persephone and a compromise is reached. Persephone may stay with Demeter part of the year
and with Hades the rest, and this explains the recurring cycle of growth
and death and gro
The Babylonians ave a myth of this sort, too; one that long
antedates the Greek version, of course, and goes back, in fact, to
Sumerian days before the time of Abraham. In the Sumerian myth,
Dtbnu-zi (the. name which later became T a m u z ) is the brother and
lover of 'Ishtar, the goddess of earth and sky. Tammuz is killed by a
boar while hunting, or, perhaps, through some thoughtless act of Ishtar,
and must descend into the underworld. Ishtar follows and ransoms him
only with the greatest difficulty. It is for this Tanunuz that the women
first wail and then rejoice.
(The Babylonians called the month of the summer solstice Tammuz
in honor of the god and the Jews borrowed the name. This heathen god,
despite Ezekiel, is still honored in the Jewish calendar today, just as
Western calendars contain the month of March, a name used freely by
Jews and Christians alike though it honors the pagan god Mars.)

Tein*

The Tammuz myth spkad along Hth agriculture and always it was
to the women that its rites particularly appealed. After all, in primitive
societies it is the women who are most concerned with agriculture. In
the western half of the Fertile Crescent Tammuz was called "Lord"
(Adomi). This was "Adonis" in the Greek version of the name and
Greek mythology adopted the tale of Tammuz when they told of
Adonis, the young lover of Aphrodite, who was killed by a boar to the
goddess's infinite distress. (And gave us the word "Adonis" to represent
,
any extremely handsome young man.)
The Israelites undoubtedly worshiped Tammuz and these rites were
popular with the women among them. Indeed, the writers of the final
version of the Book of Judges probably tried to mask the idolatrous
practices of the women by referring to their weeping for Tammuz as
weeping for Jephthah's daughter (see page 246).
Nor has the practice died out completely even today, for the emotions
surrounding the religious ritual in connection with the death and
resurrection of Jesus-Good Friday followed by Easter-owes something
to the millennia in which the god of vegetation died and was reborn
every year.

The first half of the Book of Ezekiel is given o,ver entirely to the
denunciation of Judah and the prediction of disaster for it; all this,
presumably, having been uttered in the neardecade period between the
time of Ezekiel's call and the final destruction of Jerusalem.
Thereafter, Ezekiel turns upon those nations surrounding Judah who
were to share in its destruction at the hands of the conquering
Chaldeans:

. . .in the eleventh year . . .the word of the Lord
..
Ezekiel 26:7. . . . Behold, I will bring upon Tyrus Nebuchadn e m ...
Ezekiel

26:i.

came unto me saying ,
. . . a

Tynis is the Greek form of the town we call Tyre (and the word
appears as Tyre throughout in the Revised Standard Version).

Tyre shared in (he troubles suffered by the peoples of the western
half of the Fertile Crescent in the face of the advance of fist the
Assyrians and then the Chaldeans. Fortunately for itself, however,
Tyre was on the coast, her citadel being on a rocky island offshore. As
long as her ships controlled the sea she could not be starved out. For
that reason, she could withstand longer sieges than cities like Damascus,
Samaria, and Jerusalem, which could be completely invested. For that
same reason, sieges of Tyre wee likely to &d in a compromise settle
ment, with Tyre retaining her integrity.
Thus, at the time Shalmaneser V was laying siege to Samaria (see
page 375), he was also besieging Tyre. The city resisted firmly through
a five-year siege, defeating the ships which the Assyrians used in an
attempt to break her life line. In the end, Tyre agreed to pay' tribute to
Sargon, but it retained its self-government.
It continued to pay tribute to the nations which came to power after
the fall of Assyria, but more *luctantly. They shared in the Egyptianencouraged intrigues against Babylonia that led to Judah's destruction
and it was quite obvious that Nebuchadnezzar intended to punish
Tyre when he was done with Jerusalem.
Ezekiel's prophecy "in the eleventh year" took place in 587 B.c., when
Jerusalem's fate was sealed and when the forthcoming siege of Tyre was
a sure thing. Ezekiel goes on to predict Tyre's destruction as a
result of this siege and in great detail describes the manner of its
sacking. Indeed, throughout the passage Ezekiel glorifies the Chaldean
armies as though he were a Babylonian patriot. Perhaps he had been
'assimilated" into Babylonian life in this sense for there are no oracles
among his utterances that are against Babylon, only against Babylon's
enemies (including Judah)
This is not so strange a thought, really. As far as we can tell, the
Jewish colonies in Babylonia were well treated; they were allowed the
full practice of their religion; they were allowed to enter into the
economic life of the nation and grow well-to-do. The proof of this is
that when they were finally allowed to return to Judah and rebuild
their Temple, many of them preferred to remain in Babylonia. It
is not at all impossible to imagine a Jew retaining a profound loyalty
to Judaism while feeling a secular patriotism toward a religiously alien
but otherwise benevolent power. American Jews are precisely in that
sort of position today.

.
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G U I D E T O THE B I B L E

Nevertheless, as it turned out, Ezekiel was overenthusiastic in his
pro-Babylonian pride, for Nebuchadnezzar failed after all to sack Tyre.
He maintained his siege for thirteen years, till 573 B.C. (three years
longer than the renowned siege of Troy) and in the end had to come
to a compromise arrangement.
Ezekiel himself had to recognize this hard fact: ,
Ezekiel 29:17. And it came to pass in the seven and twentieth
the word of the Lord came unto me, saying,
year
Nebuchudresaar
caused his army to serve
Ezekiel 29:18.
a great service against Tyrus
yet had he no wages, nor his
army

...

...

...

. ..

...

This statement is dated 571 B.c., the twenty-seventh year of Ezekiel's
captivity, and two years after the siege of Tyre had been lifted. It is the
latest dated statement of the prophet and since his call came in the fifth
year of his captivity, he was active over a period of at least twenty-two
years. If he was thirty years old at the time of his call, he was fifty-twoat
the time of this statement.

Yet before the passage of time enlightens Ezekiel to the true outcome
of the siege, he composes a long dirge for supposed-fallen, or going-tofall Tyre, and in it he recites those places that contribute to the
merchant city's wealth and prosperity in a veritable orgy of geographical
terms, some of which we can no longer surely identify. Thus:

.. .

blue and purple from the isles of Elishuh was
Ezekiel z7:7.
that which covered thee.
There is the possibility that Elishah was a district in Cyprus, an
island in the eastern Mediterranean which had been colonized by the
Phoenicians. Another possibility, however, involves a farther Phoenician
colony, on the northern coast of Africa.
Tradition has it that in 814 B.c., when Joash was on the throne of
Judah, a party of Tyrians established a colony near the site of modem
Tunis. Through the centuries, this colony, which came to be known as
Carthage, from words originally meaning "new town," flourished. By

Ezekiel's time, it dominated north Africa and had. established itself in

Sicily.
The traditional leader of the original colonizing party had been a
Tyrian princess named Dido in the Greek and Roman histories, but
that seems to have been her throne name. Her earlier name, according
to those same histories, waq Elissa. Could it have been that this name
actually reflects one of the names by which Carthage was known in the
civilized centers of the Fertile Crescent? Is the "Elishah" referred to in
this verse Carthage? If so, it is the only reference to Carthage in the
Bible.
Again:
Ezekiel 27:8. The inhabitants of Zidon and Arvad were thy
m
a
r
m
i

. ..

Zidon is, of course, Sidon (see page 217). Arvad is an island about
two miles off the Syrian coast, some hundred miles north of Sidon. It
was quite prosperous in Biblical times.

Ezekiel goes on:
Ezekiel 27:~). The aneWnts of Gebd
calkers.

.. . were in thee thy

Gebal (the modem town of Jubyl in Lebanon) is on the Phoenician
seacoast about forty mile north of Sidon. In very ancient times, in the
days when the pyramids were being built, Gebal may have been the
most important of the Phoenician cities, but it was eventually eclipsed,
first by Sidon and later by Tyre.
An inscription in tile Phoenicians' alphabet (from which all other
alphabets are believed to have descended) has been found in diggings
in that city and has been dated ba& to before the time of the Exodus.
It may conceivably have been in Gebal that the alphabet was invented.
In later centuries, Qbal was (he center of trade in Egyptian
papyrus, which was much valued for book. production in Greek and
Roman tunes. Rolls of papyrus came, therefore, to be called b(6IId
from the Greek name of the city, which was Byblos. And since in
1

.

I"&tifs the' rolls of pappus on which the Scriptures w&

written came to be the books, they were the "Biblia" par excellence and
this &ty ,w call the holy writing of the Jeass..and Cbristiam fie
#Bible."
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The Prince of Tyrus
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. Ezekiel also inveighed against .Tyre's ruler and
.( here. a t least, his
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propheby did not entirely miss fire: .
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Ezekiel 28:z. Son of man, say unto thefi'nce of Tyrus, Thus
m'th the Lord God ,
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Ezekiel 28:7.
I will bring strangers upon thee
Ezekiel 28:8. They shall bring thee down to the pit and thou shalt

&...

- - i .I .' : 5
The king of T p at flu time of ~ebu&dne&ir's siege was Ithobaal
11. (Ithobaal I, ruling three centuries earlier, had been the father of

z.

'

$.

faebd.)
Ithobaal 11 did suffer a personal defeat, for by the terms of the final
m a t between Tyre and Nebuchadnezzar, Iffiobaal was forced tiff .
!
imte and he and his family were taken off to exile in Babylon (but
kt Idled, thus falsifying that part of Ezekiel's prediction). In Ithobaal's
$fie, Baal I1 ruled an essentially independent Tyre that was neverthe'
less careful hot to offend Babylon needlessly.
Tyre continued to exist in peace and
tink&the~etsians,
^ha conquered and supplanted the Chaldeans. Indeed, it was not until
Uro and a half centuries after Nebuchadnezzar's siege, when a far
greater conqueror, Alexander the Great, laid siege to the city, actually
took it, and sacked it, that'Tyre's pride was finally broken. Never"again
, , - ] i ,' r p : r.,Tr,-J_i
would it be able to dispute with empires. kc,
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The New Babylonian Empire and Egypt
But it was Egypt which was the real enemy of Nebuchadnezzar.
It had been the force behind the little nations that had tried to withstand the Chaldean might, Its g~ld,its encouragement, even on
occasion its armies, had strengthened them. Now, it alone of the
ancient centers of civilization remained outside the Chaldean Empire.,
Somehow, it continued to maintain its independence and Chaldean
frustration seems to be mirrored in the lengthy invectives hurled against
Egypt by Ezekiel:

...

the word of the Lord came to
Ezekiel 29:1. In the tenth year
me, saying,
Ezekiel 2 9 : ~ . set thy face again& Pharaoh
and prophesy
against him and against dll Egypt:

. ..

...

The prophecy is dated 588 B.c., while Jerusalem was still holding
out, and while Egypt's interference was delaying the fall of that city.
(Ezekiel was certainly no nationalist or he would have been praising
Egypt rather than denouncing it at this time.) Ezekiel's denunciation is
savage:

'

...

Ezekiel M:IO.
I [God] wiU make the imi of Eg*! utterly
waste dnd desolate, from the tower of Sfsm m m unto the border o f
- .e *? ;.+ ,.- : .-.
- f ,,
Ethiopia.
: . '
- i;
, - The word "tower" is apparently an unnecessary translation o ~ f e 6
word Migdol. Various fortified posts mightbe termed Migdol from the
stone fortresses Or towers that would be 'their most prominent featu
Ã
TheRevised Standard Version therefore translates the clause as "from
Mjgdol to Syene, as far as the border of Ethiopia."
i. Sy&e is the Greek name of the place called ''Sevweh" in Hebrew.
It is located on the Nile at just about the position of the First Cataract,
kith the islaxid ~ l e ~ h a n t i n(see
e page 571) in the river itself near
there. Ethiopian invaders floating down (he Nile in order to raid
Egyptian cities would have difficulties negotiating the rapids at the
First Cataract and might have to bypass it overland. A fortified
Egyptian city at that point would be necessary to ensure Egypt's safety.
Syene; a n d Elephantine mark the, effective southern boundary of
Egypt proper in ancient times., They are about 550 miles south of the
Mediterranean. In modern times, Syene is called Aswan, and is notable
for being the site of a huge dam that will back up the waters of the Nile
into a long lake, serving to irrigate millions of acres of desert and
produce much electric power as well. The southern boundary of modem
EIgypt lies about 150 miles south of Aswan.
? + Since EzekieFs threat is that Egypt will be devastated from end to
and since syeke represents its southern frontier, Migdol must be
mated 'oh its northern frontier. One guess is (hat it refers to a town
twelve miles south of the Mediterranean and a few miles east of what
is now the Suez Canal, which the Greeks called Magadalos. , .,. .
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Ezekiel predicts that the Egyptians will be scattered afid dispersed

through the nations but will experience a kind of partial restoration
after forty years.
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. .. cause them [the Egyptians] to
. ..and they shall be there a base

Ezekiel z9:q. And I Â¥wt
return into the land of Pathros
kingdom.

Pathros is the name given to "upper Egypt," the portion of the land
south of the delta. The implication is that a portion of Egypt will regain independence to form a weak nation, one that is no longer a great
power.
To be sure, this had happened previously in Egyptian history. When
the Hyksos controlled the delta, for instance, native Egyptian rulers
maintained themselves in Thebes and controlled "Pathros" until they
finally took over all of Egypt
This did not, however, happen on this occasion. Nebuchadnezzar did
not conquer Egypt; the Egyptians were not scattered and dispersed;
there was no need for any restorationy
To be sure, in 568 B.C, shortly after the death of Pharaoh-hophra
(see page 580) and the accession of the usurper Aahmes, Nebuchadnezzar tried to take advantage of the confusion in Egypt by invading
the land. %know little of that episode but it could not have been the
resounding Babylonian success that Ezeldel had confidently predicted.
Egypt survived with no apparent damage.
Indeed, Aahmes survived to role for another generation over a
prosperous Egypt. He witnessed the death of Nebuchadnezzar, the
decay of the Chaldean Empire under Nebuchadnezzar's successors, and
the final fall of that empire to Cyrus the Persian. He did not die till
525 B.C, just before Egypt itself was to fall to Cambyses, the son of
Cyrus.
Ezekiel's prophecies might ahnost be made to fit (if their virulence is
softened) what did befall Egypt at the hands of Cambyses.
Ezekiel 30:15. And I [God] wilt pour fury upon Sin, the strength
OfEgypt...
Sin is usually identified with Pelusimn, the Greek name for a city on
t
miles east of the Nile delta.
the Mediterranean coast & ~ seventy-five
It served as an Egyptian strobghold guarding against invasions from the
cast. When Cambyses marched against Egypt in 52s B.c., he defeated
the Egyptian army a t Pelusium'hd there was little resistance to him
thereafter. The Revised Standard Version has the verse read "And I will
podr my wrath upon Pelmiurn, the stronghold of Egypt."

But of course, Egypt was not destroyed even when the Persians did
conquer it at last some half century after Ezekiel's threatenings, nor
were the Egyptians carried off into exile.

The last third of the Book of Ezekiel is apocalyptic in nature,
foretelling first a future invasion of Israel by the hordes of a mysterious
ruler from the north; and of their complete defeat:
Ezekiel 38:1. And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying,
Ezekiel 38:2. Son of man, set thy face against Gog, the land of
Magog
and prophesy against him.

...

The phrase "the land of Magog" may be an attempt of some later
editor to identify the nation led by Cog. In the genealogical tables of
Genesis, Magog is listed as the second son of Japheth and may simply
mean "the land of Gog" (see page 46). It would make much more
sense to say "set thy face against Magog, the land of Gog" and the
reversal may be a copyist's error.
In either case, the question is: Who is Gog? It is often suggested
that Gog represents G y p , the founder of the Lydian monarchy, about
a century before Ezekiel's time.
Gyges fell in battle against the hordes of nomad Cimmerians coming
down from north of the Black Sea and devastating Asia Minor in the
reign of Asshurbanipal of Assyria. For decades the nomads remained
the terror of the Fertile Crescent and no doubt, for generations afterward, the thought of hordes from the north remained nightmarishly in
the minds of men. Perhaps Gyges, the fighter against the Cimmerians,
was confused with his foe, and Gog came to mean the nomadic invaders in general.
Eventually, "Gog, the land of Magog" was further distorted into the
belief that there were two enemies, Gog and Magog, and that these
would afflict the earth in the final days. They are mentioned in just this
connection in the New Testament in the Book of Revelation:

...

Satan shall be loosed out of his w o n ,
Revelation 20:7.
Gog
Revelation 20:8. And shall go out to deceive the nations
and Mag% to gather them together to battle

..

. ..
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In the Book of Ezekiel, written before the effect of Persian dualism
on Jewish religious thought, only God is mentioned in connection with
Gog. In Revelation, written long after Persian dualism had permeated
Judaism, it is Satan who inspires them.
The euphony, perhaps, of the names Gog and Magog has caused
them to live on in British legend as a pair of giants born of daughters of
the Roman Emperor Diocletian (who reigned about nine hundred
years after the time of Ezekiel). Greater-than-life statues called Gog
and Magog have been kept in London. The latest of these, fourteen
feet high, were constructed in 1708, and were destroyed in 1040 during
the bombing of London by the Nazi Luftwaffe.
Following the defeat of Gog, the ideal Israel is established and in his
description of this, Ezekiel launches into a meticulous description of
the structure of the Temple and of the nature of its ritual. This has
served almost as a constitution for the re-established Jewish community
under the Persians, so that Ezekiel is sometimes called "the father of
Judaism."
Ezekiel did not himself survive, in all probability, to witness the fall
of Babylon (he would have had to live to be almost ninety to have
done that), but men such asiEzra carried with them the new spirit of
Ezekiel, and the second Temple was organized in Ezekiel's image.
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Daniel
In the various Christian versions of the Bible, Daniel is found after
Ezekiel as a fourth major prophet. Since the events related in the book
supposedly take place during the Babylonian Exile, in the reigns of
Nebuchadnezzar and his successors, it comes, in chronological fitness,
after the Books of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel.
In the Jewish canon, however, Daniel is not to be found among the
prophets at all, but among the Writings. From this, it might be
presumed that at the time that Daniel was written the collection of
prophetic books had reached their final form and been closed. Since at
least one of the prophetic books (Jonah) had been written as late as
300 B.c., it would seem to follow that Daniel was written after 300
B.C. and could not have been written by the individual who gave the
book its name and who is the hero of its tales.
In fact, the Book of Daniel is probably among the last written of the
Jewish canon and may date from as late as 165 B.C. A few decades later,
and it might not have been allowed into the canon at all, but would
have had to remain in the Apocrypha (where some might argue it
really belongs anyway).
The evidence for this late authorship is manifold. Parts of the book
are written in Aramaic, which seems to place it in a time when Aramaic
had become so much the common speech of the people that Hebrew

~ Ã ˆ l h 3 ~
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The New Babylonian Empire
was understood only by the educated. Other subtle facets of the
language used bespeak the Greek period rather thari the time of the

Exile.
Where Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel make no anachronistic mistakes
concerning the times supposed to be theirs, the Book of Daniel is
replete with anachronistic as far as it deals with the period of the Exile.
It treats, however, of the Greek ,period with easy correctness and while
(his might be explained by those dedicated to the literal acceptance of
the Bible as a case of prophetic insight, it is odd that Daniel should be
so correct in his view of what was to him the "future" and so hazy about
his view of what was to him the "present!' It is easier to believe that
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the writer was a man of Greek times, to whom the Exile was an event
that Tiad taken place four centuries earlier and concerning the fine'
details of which he was a bit uncertain.
There is nothing we can say about the Daniel on whom the book of
that name is based except that he must have been a folk hero known
for his wisdom and arcane knowledge'. Ezekiel mentions him three
times, in a way which s h s to make him an ancient worthy.
Thus, in stressing the fact that God would save only the righteous
out di sinful city and that not one sinner would be saved for the sake
of (hose righteous he has God say:

...

Ezekiel 14:1+ Though
Noah, Daniel, and Job, were in it,
they should deliver but their own souls by their righteousness

. ..

Daniel is here equated with Noah, who lived at the time of the'
Flood, and Job, who lived before the Exodus. Surely Daniel must be
also ancient. It is always the ancient who are reverenced and it
somehow seems implausible that Ezekiel should pass over such names
as Isaiah and Jeremiah and even Elijah in order to mention a contemporary, and a younger contemporary at that.
Again, when denouncing Ithobaal of Tyre (see page 590)~Ezekiel
says sarcastically:
Ezekiel 28:3. Behold, thou art wiser than Daniel; there is no
secret that they can hide from thee:
Clearly, the legendary Daniel was renowned for his wisdom and can
he used as a standard in that respect. Surely, he is not a younger
contemporary of Ezekiel. He is an ancient, borrowed by the writer of the
Book of Daniel, who needed someone who was of both exemplary piety
and of unparalleled wisdom. He therefore took this Daniel and placed
him in the period of the Exile.
W e can even see why he was placed in that period. It was going to
be the writer's purpose to denounce the Seleucid Empire, which in the
second century B.C. was persecuting Judaism ferociously. To avoid
charges of rebellion and treason, the writer had to refrain from attacking
the Seleucids directly. By putting the book into a period of past
disaster$he could attack them indirectly. He could make Babylon and
Nebuchadnezzar surrogate villains for Syria and the Seleucids and his
readers would know what hemeant while the overlords might have
tiooble proving i t
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Jehoiakim
The anachronisms of Daniel begin with the first verse:

...

Daniel 13. In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim
came
Nebuchadtzexsar
unto Jerusalem^ and besieged it.
Daniel 1:z. And the Lord gave fehoiakim
into his [Nebuchadnezzar's] hand, with part of the vessels of the house of God: which
he carried into the land of Shinar

...

...

. ..

The third year of the reign of Jehoiakim would be 606 B.c., at which
time Nebuchadnezzar was not yet king of Babylon. It was in 597 that
Nebuchadnezzar took Jerusalem the first time (without actually
destroying it). Jehoiakim had died by then and it was his son Jehoiachin
who was given into the hand of 'the conqueror.
Then, too, "Shinar" is an archaism that no contemporary of Nebuchadnezzar would have used. That name (the equivalent of "Surner")
was used of the land in Abraham's time (see page 48). To the
Hebrews of the Exile, it was Chaldea and the temptation was to push
Chaldea into the past (and speak of Ur of the Chaldees, for instance;
see page 56) rather than pull Shinar forward.
Finally, Nebuchadnezzar is always spelled with the incorrect "n" in
Daniel; and never, as in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, which were really
composed in the Exilic period, with an at least occasional "r" to make it
the more nearly correct "Nebuchadrezzar."

Belteshazzar
From among the Jews carried away in this first exile (the same in
which Ezekiel had been carried away; see page 595) a number of the
young men were taken to be brought up with a Chaldean education in
order that they might be given positions at court:

...

Daniel 1:6. Now among these were
Daniel, Hananiah,
Mishuet, and Assariah:
Daniel 1:7. Unto whom the prince of the eunuchs gave numes:

for he gave unto Daniel the name of Belteshazzar; and to Hananiah,
of Shadrach; and to Mishael, of Meshach; and to Azariah, of
Abednego.
The Yahvistic names, in other words, were changed to those involving
the names of Babylonian deities. For instance, Daniel ("God is the
judge") becomes Belteshazzar ("Be1 protect his life"), where Be1 is
the great Babylonian god, Marduk (see page 552). Similarly, Azariah
("Yahveh helps") becomes Abednego, or, in proper spelling, Abednebo
("servant of Nebo" ) .
Similarly, Hananiah ("Yahveh is gracious") becomes Shadrach
("Ah commands"), where Aku is, presumably, some lesser deity.
Mishael ("who is what God is") becomes Meshach, a word of doubtful
meaning, arising, perhaps, through the conversion by the writer of the
Hebrew name into one that sounds Babylonian to his ears.
The four Jews did well at court, were accepted into royal favor:

.
Daniel continued even unto the first year of
Daniel i : z ~ And
Cyrus.

Daniel, in other words, remained in favor till 538 B.c., some sixty
years after he went into exile. If Daniel were eighteen at the time of the
Exile, he would be; seventy-eight years old at the fall of Babylon to
Cyrus-a not impossible situation. At least we do not have in this
hook the impossibly condensed chronologies we find in Esther (see
page 467
Chaldeans
Nebuchadnezzar, like Pharaoh in the time of Joseph over a thousand
years earlier, had a dream:
Daniel 2:2. Then the king commanded to call the magicians, and
the astrologers, and the sorcerers, and the Chaldeans, for to shew
the king his dreams ,

..

....

Daniel 2:4. Then spake the Chaldeans to the king in Syriack, 0
king . . tell thy servants the dream, and we will shew the inter{iretation.

.

The Babylonians, like the Egyptians,were renowned for their magical
powers. Actually, civilization and technology were roost highly developed in those two areas in pie-Greek times and to peoples less highly
developed, the ability to build the pyramids or foretell lwar eclipses
would naturally be taken as a sign of magical adeptness. Undoubtedly,
the learned among the Egyptians and Babyloniani were not in the
least averse to allowing the reputation of magic to spread. It enhanced
their own value.
In aftertimes, the very word "Chaldean" (or, as we would say today,
"Babylonian") came to be synonymous with magician, sorcerer, wise
man, or astrologer. Here in verse 2 3 , four typed of the learned in
magical arts are named, with n o feeling that one of them refers to a
nationality rather than a pursuit.
The very use of the word in .this,sense is another anachronism. In the
time of the Exile, a Chaldean was a mighty and dreaded warrior and
the word is used in this sense in the Book of Jeremiah, for instance.
A later editor (if the Book of Daniel may have inserted the phrase
"Hi Syriack" (that is, "in Aramaic") to account for the fact that
a large section of the book (from this verse on, in fact, to the end of
Chapter 7) is in Aramaic. Actually, there is no reason why the court
officials should speak Aramaic to the king rather than his native
Babylonian; and if they did, there no real reason why the writer
needs to specify it. Then, to6, even tt he wanted to quote the wise men
in Aramaic for,greater authenticity, there would be po reason to go on
for a number of chapters in that bnguage. Actually, as I said earlier, the
Aramaic is an indication of die late composition of the book and the
inserted phrase is a completely ineffectual attempt to mask that

Feet of d a y

,

unfortunately for the wise men, Nebuchadnezzar could not recall
the dream, and yet he demanded a quick interpretation o n pain of
death. Daniel, like a new Joseph, offered to first reconstruct the dream
and then interpret it, and thus save the lives of the magicians. He said to
Nebuchadnezzar:

. .

Daniel 2: 31. Thou, 0 king, sawest, and behold a great image .
Daniel 2:32. This image's head was of fine gold, his breast and
Jus,arms of silver, his be* and his thighs of brass,
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Daniel
His leg^ of iron, A& f&part of ifon and part of @fay.
Daniel z:34. Thou sawest . that a stone
smote the iÂ¥mag
nfm his feet that were of iron and ciq, au! brait t h a n to pi&.
Daniel 2:35. Then was the iron, the day, (hÃ brats, the silver,
and the gold, broken, to pieces.
arid the stone. became a great
v
roountain, and filled the whole earth.'

..

...

..

..

'1t is from the description of this dr&m that tlie common expmsi~n
feet.qf clay," meaning a weak point in an o&eiwise swng object,
came into use.
Daniel's interpretation is,that Nebuchadnezzar and the Chaldean
Empire which he rules is the head of, gold.
Ã

Daniel z:3g. And after thee shall
unother kingdom inferior
t o ihee, and another Wrd. kingdom of brass, which shall bear nde
over dl the earth.
Daniel ;:40. And the fourth kingctoih shall be strong as iron
Daniel 2:41. And whereas thou y e s t the feet and toes, part of
' potters! day, and fart of iron, the
shlB be diMed
Daniel z:42.
the kingdofn s b Q , be partly strong, and partly
broken.
, Daud z:44. And in the Say. of thus kbgp
the God of
h e n set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed
I

I

...

fadm

...
...

. ..

If this were really said in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, it would be
an example of divine prescience indeed; but since it was very likely
said four centuries after the time of Nebuchadnezzar it represents a
schematic description of known history.
The second kingdom "inferior to thee" was, presumably, the Median
Empire, which the writer of Daniel assumes (as can be deduced from a
later passage) to have followed the Chaldean Empire. Actually, it
existed concurrently with the Chaldean, but, though larger in area, the
Median Empire was smaller in wealthy civilization, and military power
and was hence inferior.
The thnd kingdom ''which shall bear rule over all the earth" was
undoubtedly the Persian Empire, which conquered first the Medes and
then the Chaldeans and eventually ruled vast territory that included
almost all the territories known to the Jews of the time.
Finally, the fourth %gdorn "strong as iron" is the Macedonian
$

Empire established by Alexander the Great two and a half centuries
after Nebuchadnezzar's time. The two legs of iron symbolize the fact
that after Alexander's death his empire was broken up and that two of
its large fragments particularly interested the Jews. These were Egypt
under the Ptolemies, and western Asia under the Seleucids. The Ptole
maic and Seleucid Empires were at more or less constant war with
each other and Judah was torn between them. From 300 to 200 B.C.
Judah was mostly under the tolerant sway of the Ptolemies, but after
200 B.C. it came under the intolerant rule of the Seleucids.
It was in the time of tenor and agony under the Seleucids that the
Book of Daniel was written and the stone, a re-established ideal Judah,
that would destroy the Seleucid Empire, consisting as it did of weak
monarchs as well as strong ones (clay mixed with iron), was a reference
to the Jewish revolt against the Seleucids that began in 168 B.C.
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abedhego
The third chapter of Daniel tells another legend about Nebuchadnezzar. He had a huge statue built of himself to which all his subjects
were to giant divine honors. Those who refused were to be burned
alive and, of come, the loyal Jews, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (Daniel is not mentioned in this chapter for some reason), r e
fused. The indicated punishment was visited upon them:
Daniel 3:q. And these three 'men, Shadrach, Meshach and
Abednego, fell down bound info the midst of the burning fiery
furnace.
The results were not as expected, however. Nebuchadnezzar, on surveying the situation, said:

...

Lo, I $ee four men loose, walking in the midst
Daniel 3:~s.
of the fire, and they have no hurt; and the form of the fourth is like
the Son of God.
As it stands in the King James Version, the final phrase, capitalized
as it is, might seem. a clear reference to Jesus, but the phrase is not
quite correct. As given in the Revised Standard Version, it reads "the
fourth is like a son of the gods," in other words, like an angel.
To explain this more clearly, perhaps, some later hand composed an

additional section intended to be placed immediately after verse 3:q.
It contained a prayer supposedly recited by Azariah (Abednego) within
the furnace and a psalm of praise to God, chanted by the three. This
additional section does not appear in the Jewish canon, but only in the
Apocrypha. It is accepted as canonical in the Catholic Bible.
'The section bears the title of "The Song of the 'Three Holy Children" in the King James Version, and "The Prayer of Azariah and the
Song of the Three Young Men" in (he Revised Standard Version.
A few prose verses are also included in the section;
Three Holy Children i:26. But the angel of the Lord came down
into the oven
and smote the @me of the fire out of the overf;
Three Holy Children i:27.
So that the fire touched them not
at dll, neither hurt nor troubled them.

...

'

...

And it was this angel of the Lord, apparently, that the later writer
introduced to make it quite plain that it was an angel that Nebuchadnezzar saw, an angel that had performed a miracle.
Clearly, this legend was meant to apply to the time of writing. It was
the Seleucid monarchs, not Nebuchadnezzar, who claimed divine
honors; and it was the,Seleucid monaichs, not Nebuchadnezzar, who
threatened the Jews with death for practicing their religion. The writer
was assuring the readers of the ever-present and watchful eye of God.
,

Nebuchadnezzar
The fourth chapter deals with still another legend of Nebuchadnezzar. Again he has a dream and again Daniel interprets it. This time,
the interpretation is that Nebuchadnezzar, unless he forswears his
sins and reforms, is going to be condemned to lose his mind and eat
grass like an ox. .
At the end of a year, Nebuchadnezzar in a moment of pride is suddenly stricken:
Daniel 4:35 The same hour was the thing fulfilled upon Nehw
chadnemr: and he was driven from msn, and did eat grass as oxen*
and his body was wet with the dew of heaven, till his hairs were
grown like eagles' feathers, and his nails like birds? claws.

And he remained so until he repented.
Of course, there is no record in secular history of Nebuchadnezzar
suffering from any such strange malady, and it is in the highest degree
unlikely that he did. It remains only to decide where the writer got the
idea that the great Chaldean conqueror browsed on grass.
One guess is particularly attractive. The Assyrians built statues in
the shape of bulls with h u h n heads and birds' wings to represent
good-luck deities. They are the inspiration of the Biblical cherubim (see
page 148). These were built in, front of Saigon's palace and are as
characteristic of Assyria as the pyramids are of Egypt and the pillared
temples of the Greeks. Such figures, or tales of them, must have remained after the Assyrian Empire itself had been destroyed and in
Greek times all kinds of fanciful tales must have been made up to account for these composite representations. The tale of a Chaldean
monarch who was forced to eat grass like ap ox till his hair grew like
eagles' feathers is transparently based on such statues.

The next incident described in Daniel takes place after the death of
Nebuchadnezzar and, apparently, shortly before the fall of Babylon to
the Persians:

...

...

Daniel 5:1. Belshassar the kmg made a gre~tfeast
and
Daniel 52.
commanded to bring the golden and silver vessels
which his father Nebuchadnezzar had taken out of the temple which
Â¥wa in Jerusalem

. ..
. ..

Apparently, the writer of Daniel knew of only two kings of Babylon
during the period of the Exile: Nebuchadnezzar the first and Belshazzar, supposedly his son, the second and last. A writer actually living in
(he Exilic period or shortly afterward could not have made that mistake.
Nebuchadnezzar died in 562 B.c., twenty-four years after the d e
struction of Jerusalem, and was succeeded by his son, Amel-Marduk
(not Belshazzar). Amel-Marduk i s referred to in die Bible as the "Evil-.
merodach" who lightened the captivity of Jehoiachin (see page 396).
In 560 B.c., Amel-Marduk was assassinated by his brother-in-law;
Nergal-ashur-usur (whose name- is shifted into Neriglissar by the

classical historians). For four years this son-in-law of Nebuchadnezzar saton the throne grid it is just barely possible that hb is mentioned
in the Bible. Thus, in Jeremiah's description of the fall of Jerusalem,
a list of Nebuchadnezzar's generals is given:

...

Jeremiah 39:~.
the city was broken up.
Jeremiah 39:3. And all the pftnces of the king of Babylon came in
, even Nwl-sha-rem, Sameflr-nebo* Smechim
,

.

..

Is it possible that Nergal-sha-rezer is a misspelling of Nergal-ashur-

mur? Can it further be that Nebuchadnezzar bestowed one of his
daughters upon this general, who then, in later years, seized the throne
frornhis old ruler's weaker son?
Nergal-ashur-usur died in 556 B.C. and was succeeded by his son,
Labashi'Marduk, a grandson of Nebuchadnezzar, but there was opposition to him. The opposition proclaimed Naba-naido ("Nabu is glori-'
ousw),who was no relative at all of Nebuchadntmhr. They won out
and Nabu-naido, better known to us as Nabonidus, the Greek version
of the name, sat on the throne as the last king of the Chaldean Empire.
He was to reign seventeen years.
Where, then, is Belshazzar?
Well, Nabonidus was the son of a priest and, apparently, had had a
scholarly upbringing. His chief interest was in religion 'and in antiquarian research. He restored old temples and built new ones. He
searched for old cylinders and inscriptions, dug them up carefully and
reproduced them (performing invaluable services for modem historians).
He was not at all interested in war and neglected the defenses of the
nation.
He therefore associated his oldest son with himself and made him a
land of viceroy. The burdens of the defense of the empire sat upon that
son's shoulders. His name was Bel-shar-utsur ("Bel, protect the king")
and it is he who, in the Book of Daniel, is toown as Bdshazzar. H e is
not the king but the crown prince, and he is not the son, or any other
relation, of Nebuchadnezzar.
"He times were growing dark for Chaldea in the time of Nabonidus
and Belshazzar. It had been in 559 ~.ci., soon after (he assassination of
Amel-Marduk, that Cyrus had inherited rule over the Persian tribes. In
55oa.j3., after Nabonidus had been on the throne five or six years* Cyrus
defeated and absorbed the Median Empire and became a world power.
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The Chaldean Empire faced art overwhelming danger only a dozen
years after the death of Nebuchadnezzar.
The empire formed an alliance with Saitic Egypt and with the nation of Lydia in Asia Minor, but that didn't help. In 546 B.c., Lydia was
crushed by Persia and all of Asia Minor passed over to Cyrus.
Chaldea was next.

Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin
In the middle of Belshazzar's feast, at which the holy vessels of the
Temple were being profaned:
A

Daniel 5:5. . . . came forth fingers of a man's hand, and wrote
. . . upon . . . the will of the king's palace . . .

The words were unintelligible to the onlookers, so Daniel, the now
aged interpreter of Nebuchadnezzar's dreams, was sent for. This was
his interpretation:
Daniel 5:q. And this is the writing

UPHARSJN.

. . .MENE,MENE, TEKEL,

.. .

Daniel 5:26. This is the interpretation
MENE; God hath
numbered thy kingdom, and. finished it.
Daniel 5:27. TEKEL; ,Thou art weighed in the balances, and
found wanting.
Daniel 5:28. PERES; Thy khgdom is divided, and given to the
Modes and the Persians,
The actual meaning of Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin is uncertain.
The words are apparently Aramaean and may represent the names
of weights. Mene is the "mina," which is roughly equivalent to the
modem pound, and Tekel is the "shekel," which is one fiftieth'of a
mina, or a third of an ounce. Upharsin is more puzzling. The Revised
Standard Version changes it to "parsin" and it may be a pun on
"Parsa," the native word for what we call Persia. Some think that
Upharsin is a form of a wordbathatoriginally meant a half shekel.
In any case, an inscription made up of the names of weights might
give the impression of God weighing the worth of Chaldea in comparison with Persia and finding Chaldea "wanting"-that is, the lighter of
the two. This is reminiscent of the scenes in the Greek epic, the Iliad,
/

.

in which Zeus consults the Fates by placing the lop of two fighters in
separate balances of the scale to see which. one outweighs theother.
This may be the source of the vision of God weighing Belshazzar in
the balance.
,C
It is this dramatic incident that has given rise to the common phrase
"the handwriting on the wall" to signify a certain indication of inunincnt disaster even amid apparent success.
Darius the Median
certainly, what followed the episode was ~lamaocenough, according
to the Book of Daniel:

..

Daniel 5:30. In that night was BeZsfcassar
, slain.
Daniel 5:31. And Darius the Median took the kingdom, being
about threescore and two years old.
It was in 538 B.C. that Gobryas, a general of Cyrus &e Persian*led
an aqny into the city of Babylon and Cyw was indeed about sixty-two - =.
years old at the time. Babylon itself offered no resistance. Belshazzar, @
maintaining a lastditch struggle at some p i n t outside Babylon, was Y'
slain.
But what is this about Darius the Median? Who was he? No one,
apparently. He arises, apparently, 'out 'of the 'conviction that the four
great empires appeared consecutively: Chaldean, Median, Persian,
Greek (see page 602); whereas actually Chaldean and M e d h existed
together and both fell to the Persian. The writer's conviction of consecytive empires leads him to suppose that Babylon had to fall to a
Mede and that it was only afterward that Cyrus supplanted the Mede.
As for the name Darius, given to the mythical Median conqueror of
Babylon, this must be drawn from the Darius who came to the Persian
throne in 521 BG, seventeen years after the fall of Babylon, and the
most capable and renowned of all the Persian monarchs.
The rest of the Book of Daniel dates itself sometimes in the reign of
Cyrus, sometimes in the reign of Darius the Mede, and no useful
purpose can be gained from trying to place actual dates to the chapters.
The writer was not describing actual incidents and had no specific dates
in mind. .
At one point, he gives the name of the father of Darius the Mcde:
-=

I

.

'

t

,

Daniel 9:1. In the first year of Darius the son of Ahasuerus, of
the seed of the Medes

..

The father of the real Darius the Persian was Hystaspes. If Ahasuerus
is Xerxes I of Persia (see page 463), then he was the son of Darius, not
the father.
The famous stoiy is then told of Daniel being thrown into a den of
lions because he violated an edict (which, Darius was tricked into
signing) forbidding anyone to address any petition to anyone but himself. Daniel's open prayers to God were construed as a violation of this
edict. Nevertheless, an angel was sent to protect him from the lions and
he remained "unharmed. Again, it is the Seleucid monarchs that are
really meant and the reader is assured of God's care at all times.
I

...

Daniel prospered in the reign of Darks, and
Daniel 6:28, So
in the reign of Cyrus the Persian.

Thus, Darius the Median is described as being followed by Cyrus the
Persian in line with the writer's mistaken view of history.

The Little Horn
The remainder of the Book of Daniel is a series of apocalyptic visions,
with the facts of human history (as the writer saw them) disguised in
the form of mystic symbolism, presumably to avoid trouble with the
authorities. The first vision described is that of four beasts, representing the four kingdoms, arising, in succession, out of the sea:

. ..

Daniel 7:4. The first was like a lion, and had eagle's Wtng
Daniel 7:5. . a second, like,to a bear
Daniel 7:6.
another, like a leopard
the beast had four
heads
Daniel 7:7. ~ f t e rthis
behold a /ourth beast, dreadful and
and
tm'ble, and strong exceedingly; and it had great iron teeth
it had ten horns.
Daniel 7:8. I considered the horns, and behold, there came up
among them another little horn, before whom there were three of the
first horns plucked up by the roo@

. ..

..

. ..

...

. ..

...

...

...

The fist beast is cleariy the winged lion that gave rise to the notion
that Nebuchadnezzar ate grass (see page 605) and represents the Chal-

dean Empire. The bear is the Median Empire, and the leopard the
Persian Empire. The leopard's four heads are the four monarchs of the
Persians whom the writer will mention again later in the book. The
fourth beast is the Macedonian Empire set up by Alexander the
Great, whose enormous feats of conquest astonished all beholders and
have steadily remained a wonder of history through succeeding ages.
To the writer, that portion of Alexander's empire which came under
the rule of his general Seleucus and his descendants is the important
part, for it is ~ n d e these
r
Seleucids that the Jews were suffering persecution. The prime persecutor, in particular, was Antiochus IV, the
eighth reigning monarch of the line, who came to the throne in 175 B.C.
The symbolism of the ten horns and the additional "little horn"
seems clear. Each horn is a king of the Seleucid line and Antiochus
himself is the little horn. He apparently became king only after a short
civil war between rival factions. Antiochus was victorious, uprooting
three horns, leaving seven, and making himself the eighth king.

The Ancient of Days
Daniel then saw the beasts slain before the judgment seat of God:

...

the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient o f
Daniel 7:9.
days did sit, whose garment was white as snow, and the hair of his
head like the pure wool

. ..

The "Ancient of days" is, of course, God, visualized as an old man
since he existed from the beginning of time and even before. The Revised Standard Version removes the effect of "Ancient" as a capitalized noun and has the phrase read: "one that was ancient of days
took his seat."
In place of the destroyed beasts, a new kingdom was set up:

...

...

Daniel 7:13.
behold, one like the Son of man
came to
the Ancient of days
Daniel 7:14. And there was given him dominion, and. glory, and a
kingdom
which shall not pass away

...

...

. ..

It is sometimes suggested that this is a Messianic utterance; that the
fourth kingdom is the Roman Empire and that the Son of man repre
seats Jesus. (That is why the King James Version capitalizes "Son"; the

Revised Standard Version does not.) It seems much more likely,
though, that what is meant here is that a new and eternal kingdom is
given to the ideal Jewish state, represented here in the likeness of a man
rather than in the likeness of the beasts that represented the various
heathen and idolatrous kingdoms.

The last five chapters of Daniel are in Hebrew. This may mean that
they were written by a different,hand than those that wrote the six
preceding chapters. Or, perhaps, the shift to Hebrew is to further disguise the treasonable meaning of the visions described in those chapters.
Another vision is described. A tam with two horns (Media and Persia)
is destroyed by a goat with one large horn (Macedon under Alexander
the Great). The goat then develops several horns from among which a
little horn appears-again a reference to the Seleucid kings and to
Antiochus IV. The meaning of the vision was explained to Daniel
through supernatural means:

. ..

Daniel 8:16.And I heard a nan's voice
which called, and said,
Gabriel, make this man to understand the vision,
Gabriel ("hero of God")is a product of the development of the
Jewish view of angels under Persian influence. Gabriel is one of the
four archangels (chief angels-or of the seven,,or twelve, or seventy,
depending on the writer who is working out the mystical interrelationships.
Perhaps because of his role in the Book of Daniel, Gabriel is usually
thought of as God's messenger, explaining divine meanings to selected
human beings. In the New Testament it is Gabriel who explains to
Mary that she is to bear Jesus, and in Mohammedan legends, it is
Gabriel who takes Mohammed to Heaven and dictates the Koran to
him.
In later Jewish legends, intended to fill out the details omitted in the
earlier Biblical books, it was the angel Gabriel who supposedly took on
the guise of a man and directed the young Joseph to the place where his
brethren were pasturing their sheep. Gabriel was also, according to
legend, one of those who buried Moses, and one of those who destroyed
the army of Sennacherib.

Daniel is the only book in the Jewish canon in which angels ace
givennames. Elsewhere the names of the angels appear only in the
Apocrypha and in the New Testament. This is another sign of the late
composition of Daniel.
Seventy Weeks
The writer then represents Daniel as considering Jeremiah's prediction that the kiigdom of Judah would berestored, presumably in ideal
form, after seventy years from the time of the destruction of the Tempie. I n the time of Zerobbabel and Nehemiah, it must have seemed ta
Jew/s, generally, that the prophecy was coining true. After all, Jews again
contsolled Jerusalem and the second Temple was opened to worship
jnst seventy years after the destruction of the first Temple (see page
449)To later Jews, though, particularly to those living under the Seleucids,
there must have seemed a bitter irony in the prediction. The restored
state of Jerusalem had remained under the firm control of first the
Peisians, then the Ptolemies, then the ,Seleucids. Not only did. it never
become the ideal Israel dominating the world, but it was actually being
threatened under the Seleucids with utter extinction. How could all
.
this he squared with Jeremiah's prediction?
A modification of that prediction had to be -made and the writer of
Daniel turned to the mystic lore of numbers. The Jews, like many of
the ancient peoples (even certain of the Greek philosophers), felt there
were all sorts of hidden meaning in numbers and that ,special nttiribets had special characters.
Severi, for instance, was a number of peculiar significance. This
might be traced back to the seventh day being the Sabbath, but this in
turn seems to be of Babylonian origin, where the s&en-day week
rose fromi the fact that there were seven "planets" in the heavens.' Each
of the planets was in charge of a particular day of the week. We still
ha-ce a remnant of this in Sunday (the sun), Monday (the moon),
and Saturday (Saturn). In the Romance languages the other days are
similarly identified. In French, for instance, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday are mardi (Mars), mercredi (Mercury), feudi
(Jupiter), and mdredi (Venus).
But whatever the origin of the special characteristics of seven, to
'

Daniel seven was a sacred number. The seventy years of Jeremiah
were really seven decades, and might not the sacred significance of that
be increased further by an additional multiplication by seven? Instead
of seventy years, there would lie seventy weeks (seventy times seven)
of years. Gabriel explains this to Daniel:
Daniel 9:q. Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and
upon thy holy city, to finish the transgression and to make an end
of sins.

The phrase "seventy weeks" is expanded to "seventy weeks of years" in
the Revised Standard Version.
Seventy weeks of years, or 490 years, counting from the destruction
of the first Temple in 586 B.c., would carry matters to 96 B.c., a date
safely in the writer%future. (As it tutns out, of course, the ideal Jewish state was not established in 96 B.c., either, and that date has no
particular significance in Jewish history.)
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Messiah the Prince
Daniel's vision goes into greater detail:

. ..

from the going forth of the commandment to
Daniel 9:~s.
restore and to build 1erusalem unto the .Messiah the Prince shall be
seven weeks, and threescore and two weeks: the street shall be built
again
Daniel 9:26. And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be
cut off

...
...

One might see in this a reference to Jesus, particularly since the King
James Version capitalizes "Messiah" and "Prince." The Revised Standard Version does not, however. The phrase in 9:25 is rendered "an
anointed one, a prince," and in 9:26, "an anointed one." And we must
remember that the writer of Daniel is speaking obscukly, at least to us.
His original readers would have had no trouble.
What the twenty-fifth verse seems to say is that seven weeks of
years (forty-nine years) will pass from Jeremiah's prediction, or from
the fall of tile first Temple in 586 B.C. to the coming of an anointed
king who will make it possible to rebuild. A passage of forty-nine years
(seven times seven, a sacred number indeed) brings us to 537 B.C,

which is indeed within a year of the time (538 B.c.) when Cyrus
granted Jews permission to rebuild; and remember that Cyrus is specifiqHy spoken of by the Second Isaiah as one whose hand God holds and
therefore as an anointed king (see page 540).
It is completely reasonable, then, to understand "Messiah the Prince"
to signify Cyrus of Persia. Following Cyrus are sixty-two weeks of
years (434 years) during which Jerusalem exists as a city. At the end of
that time, 104 B.c., "shall Messiah be cut off."
This can't be the same Messiah spoken of in the verse before. In the
first place, four and a third centuries have passed, and in the second,
the first is a prince, a secular leader, and the second is not. The second
is merely "an anointed one"; that is, a High Priest.
As a matter of fact, there was a High Priest in the time that Daniel
was probably written who was a champion of Judaism against the Sdeucids and against those Jews who advocated a compromise with Seleucid views. He was Onias 111, the son of that Simon I1 who was praised
so highly by Jesus, son of Sirach (see page 516). Onias I11 became
High Priest in 198 B.C. When Antiochus IV became king, Onias I11
was first deposed, then imprisoned, and finally, in 171 B.c., executed.
This quickly led to the final crisis that brought on a Jewish revolt
against the Seleucids. The killing of Onias I11 can therefore be looked
upon as a turning point.
It may, therefore, be Onias I11 who is the Messiah that is cut off,
although the date given in Daniel misses the actual date by sixty-six
years. (However, no one has been able to make the dates given in
Daniel's vision come out both significantly and accurately.)
The peak of persecution that follows on the death of Onias I11 is
also described:
I

...
...

the prince that shall come shall destroy the city
Daniel 9:26.
and the sanctuary , , ,
Daniel 9:q.
for one week: and in the midst of the week he
shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and for the over@reading of abominations he shall make it desolate

. ..

The language as the writer approaches his own time becomes more
carefully obscure. Apparently, he speaks now of the final week-the
seven-year period after the death of Onias I11 in which Seleucid persecution is at its height-from 17.1 to 165 B.C.
In the "midst of the week," or in 168 B.c., Antiochus IV took
Jerusalem and pillaged it. He outlawed Judaism and ordered the Tem-

pie to be profaned and dedicated to Zeus. Swine were deliberately
sacrificed on the altar in order to subject it to the most vile desecration
p~ssiblein the eyes of pious Jews. Such sacrifices were "abominations"
and the Temple was rendered so unclean that it had to be abandoned,
or made "desolate" till it could be cleansed again by painstaking
ritual. These idolatrous sacrifices are sometimes spoken of as "the
abomination of desolation."
The final cleansing and rededication of the Temple did take place
in 165 B.C. at the end of the week of years and Antiochus IV died in

In Daniel's next vision, he is helped by a heavenly messenger who
reaches him only after resistance from one angel and help from another:

...
..

Daniel 10:13.
the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood
me one and twenty days: gut, lo, Michael, one of the chief princes,
came to help me ,
Here we have the late Jewish view that each nation had a guardian
angel of its own (a kind of henotheism reduced to a subsidiary level).
Michael ("who is like God?") is the guardian angel of Judah. The
angel tells Daniel:

.. .

now wiZZ I return to fight with the W*mxof
Daniel 10:m.
Persia: and
lo, the Nnoe of Gretia shall come.
there is none that holdeth with me in these
Daniel 10:21.
things, but Michael your prince.

...

...

Naturally, in his capacity as the guardian angel of Judah, Michael
is considered by the Jews to be the greatest of the angels. In the legends
concerning the fall of Satan from Heaven (see page 540)~Michael is
viewed as the leader of the loyal angels, fighting for God against the
devil. This is mentioned in Revelation:
Revelation 12:7. And there was war in heaven: Michael and his
angets fought aguinst the drwpn: awl the dragon
Revelation 1x8.
firey(died not ,
Revelation 12:9. And the great dragon was cast out
info the
earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

...

. .

...

...

Another mention of Michael and the devil, contending on earth, is

to be found in the New Testament Book of Jude:
Jude
devil

1:9

. . . Michael the archangel . . . contending with the

. . . about the body of Moses . , .

Daniel is told:

.. .

..

Behold there shall stand up . three kings in
Daniel 11:~.
Persia; and the fourth shall be far richer than they all: and
shall
stir up all against the realm of Grecia.

...

The four kings of Persia are foreshadowed earlier by the leopard
with four heads that represented that empire (see page 609). Presumably, the four kings of Persia are Cyrus, Cambyses, Darius, and Xerxes.
That the fourth is Xerxes is indicated by the fact that his famous
expedition against Greece is mentioned.

The King of the South

Io guarded language, Daniel is told of the coming of Alexander the
Great and of the breakup of Alexander's empire; then, of the history
of the fragments of importance to Jewish history:
\

...

Daniel 11:s. And the king of the south shall be strong
Daniel u:6.
the king's daughter of the south shall come to
the king of the north to make an agreement

...

...

The two fragments of importance are Ptolemaic Egypt and the Seleucid Empire. Egypt lies to the south and west of Judah, and the Seleucid Empire to the north and east. The "king of the south" refers to
the Ptolemies, and the "king of the north" to the Seleucids.
These verses and those that follow refer to the continuing wars between the Ptolemies and the Seleucids for the control of what had once
been the land of Canaan. The early Ptolemies were victorious:

.
..&
. . .i
stuff come $itliun army, and shaft
eater into the fbrtress @f,theking the w#h . * .aftd s h d prevail:
Daniel 1 ~ 7 .

of

,

*probably
ffifers to Ptplemy 111, who Feigned from 346 to 221 B'C.
and!whp defeated ftenGteid5 in what isca~lecl,@e Third Syrian War,
taking allof Syria and 'even/s&ons -of Asia @nor. His reign represeated the peak of - Ptolwaic power.
After Ptolerny 111, however, a series of weak .@qgs ruled in Egypt:

.

..

and take
Daniel 11 :1;. So thf*.+ing of the north fhaU oftme
the mbst fenced cities4 and the a,rfns^vf ihe south ~ha11not With.

:
"C&jwei'fik@$ refers fo Antiochuf ID,who ruled from 2 2 f b - 167
stand.

a

.*,

Under him the SeleUcid firabire &a? at&Â peak

B.C.

erf 16 power. Be"

tweenf 201 and 195 B.c., 'he fought thfe?'i& Syrian War with @g^t 1..
.and'took all the Asian afast, hcludi$g
@V& &at, Jubh,+asseil

fii*.

"fronp the Ptolemies to the Seleucids.

,

'.

a

I

I

*5.,

Antiihus I V b&me Iqng in 175 B.C. and in 171+a. he bunched
another a"t@ckon Egyptiagainst the weak and toward^ Pfolqmy
It may bq that part of thecause of the Seleucid peisecitfon of the Jews
rested in the fa&i$at the Jews, in it likelihood, were pra-Egypfian in
their sympathies. They had been well.yeated, by a$d large, under thff
~tdemies,and,Alexandria, the capital &f ~tolemaicEgypt,
well
havt confcrfned more Jews (and @rtainlybre prosperous f&ws)^iR^) Jerusalem itself did. To Antiochus, tile a t t e an Judaism may have
seemed a political necessity. His execlition # Onias I11 in 171 B.C.
(page 614) may have been intendedtp remode a possible rallying point
against the pro-SkIe$cid High Priests he hadinstalled in Jerusalem, and
to prevent a rising in his rear while he was busy in Egypt.
Antiochus won his war-but times had changed. There was a new

e.

power in the world now; that of Rome. The Roman Republic had no
desire to see any eastern kingdom grow strong enough to dispute overlordship of the Mediterranean world. They ordered the victorious
Antiochus out of Egypt, and Antiochus, very much against his will,
had to leave. He could beat the Egyptians but he knew he could not
beat the Romans.
Daniel 11:30. For the ships of Chitttm shall come against him:
therefore he shall be grieved, and r&turn, and have indignation
against the holy covenant

. ..

Chittim is Cyprus (page 201). The writer of Daniel is rather vague
on the geography of the mysterious regions out past the Mediterranean
shores and this would be his way of saying "the ships from the western
islands." Of course, it is the Roman power that he means and this is
the only reference to Rome in the old Testament.
Antiochus IV,unbearably humiliated by this treatment from Rome,
must have felt the need for some victory, however small, with which to
save his face before his people and himself. No doubt, the Jews were
openly jubilant at the way in which Antiochus had been made to crawl
before the Romans, and this caused him to "have indignation against
the holy covenant" and helped drive him on to occupy Jerusalem and
profane the Temple.
Daniel

. ..
.. . .

Daniel 12:7.

....

...there shall be

12:~.

was

a,

tim of trouble, such us never

...it shall be for a time, times, and an hdf ...
. . .from the time that . . .the abomination that

Daniel 12:11.
maketh desolate [was] set up, there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days.

The reference to "time, times, and an half" is taken to mean one
year plus two years plus half a year, or three and a half years. And, of
course, 1290 days is also equal to about three and a half years, and it
did take about that long after the profanation of the Temple before
the Jewish rebels could retake and repurify i t

Susanna
The canonical Book of Daniel ends with the twelfth chapter, but
there are, in addition, several short legends told of Daniel, stressing his
wisdom and cleverness. Three of them are included in the Apocrypha
and these are considered canonical by the Catholic Church.
The first is "The History of Susanna," which appears as the thirteenth
chapter of Daniel in the Catholic versions of the Bible.
The book is titled after its heroine, whose name means "lily." It is
what we would today call a detective story and, considering the time of
its composition, it is an excellent one and has been sufficiently popular, as a result, to make the name Susanna and Susan common among
young ladies even today.
The setting is in Babylon during the Exile:
Susanna
Susanna

1:i.

There dwelt a man in Babylon, called Joucim:
he took a wife, whose name was Susanna

...

1 : ~ And
.

Quickly, the two villains are introduced:
Susanna 1:5. The same year were appointed two of the ancients of
the people to be judges

...

The "ancients," or elders, proved to be wicked, and Jewish tradition
identified them, therefore, with two prophets denounced as false by
Jeremiah:

...

..
. ..

..

Jeremiah 29:21. Thus saith the Lord
of Ahab
. and .
Zedekiah
which prophesy G lie unto you in my name; Behold, I
will deliver them &to the hand of Nebuchadrezzar

...

But since Susanna is generally considered a work of fiction, such an
identification need not be taken seriously.
The two elders lusted after Susanna and tried to seduce her. Her
virtue was proof against their elderly charms and they conspired to
accuse her of adultery, in order to punish her for her refusal. They stated
they had seen her intimate with a young man whom they had not
been strong enough to arrest. The assembly, impressed by the word of
the elders, condemned Susanna to death.
At this point Daniel enters:

DANIEL

621

.. .

Susanna z:45.
when she was led to be fitit to death, the Lord
raised up' the holy spirit of a young youth, whose name was Daniel:
Daniel's youth, at the time of this event, has led some old editions of
the Bible to place this story at the beginning of the Book of Daniel
rather than at the end. Certainly there i s some sense to this. .
Daniel demanded the right to cross-examine the elders separately before the council. He asked each the name of the tree under which he
had seen the criminal intimacy take place; Each named a differenttree
and it was plain that they were lying. Susanna was freed and, presumably, lived happily ever after, while the elders were put to death for
bearing false witness.
Be! and the Dragon

The two remaining legends of Daniel are combined under the title
of "Be1 and the Dragon." These are included as the fourteenth chapter
of Daniel in the Catholic versions of the Bible. Both tales are designed
to show the folly of idolatry.
The tales are laid in the time of Cyrusi

. Be1 and the Dragon in. And king Astyages was gathered to his fathers, and Cyrus of Persia received his kingdom.
This apocryphal tale is more accurate, at this point, than the canonical Book of Daniel. Here there is no mention of "Darius the Median!'
Astyages was, indeed, the last lang of the Medes. He was defeated by
Cyrus, who ruled in his place and who then went on to conquer
Lydia and Babylonia.
In the first short tale, Daniel got into trouble with Cyrus because he
would not worship the idol Be1 (or Marduk), to which every day the
Babylonians devoted twelve bushels of flour, forty sheep, and fifty galIons of wine.
Daniel maintained that Be1 was a false god, and Cyrus pointed out
how much he ate and drank. Daniel therefore secretly arranged to have
the floor of the room in which the idol stood covered with fine ashes
and the doors sealed after the offerings had been made. The next morning, footsteps were found in the ashes and it turned out there was a
secret room to which the priests of Bel, with their families, took the

food and ate it. The priests were therefore killed and the temple
destroyed.
As a matter of fact, the great Babylonian temple of Marduk was indeed destroyed by a Persian lung, but for strictly secular reasons. It
was Xerxes who razed it in punishment for a Babylonian rebellion
against his rule, and as part of a general sack of the city.
In the second tale Cyrus orders Daniel to worship a dragon (probably
a large snake). Daniel refuses, pointing out that the dragon can easily
be killed, so that it is no god. He then proceeds to feed it a concoction that kills it.
The king was forced to hand over Daniel to the indignant Babylonians and they threw him into a lion's den. Here, as in the canonical
book, Daniel is saved by divine intervention, but with an added feature, for another prophet is introduced.
Be1 and the Dragon
called Hdbbacuc

...

1:33.

Now there was in Jewry a prophet,

or, as the Revised Standard Version has it: "Now the prophet Habakkuk
was in Judea."
There was indeed a prophet by that name in Judah, and be was the
author of one of the canonical prophetic books. Undoubtedly, the
writer of Be1 and the Dragon meant this Habakkuk, but if so, he missed
out a bit chronologically. Habakkuk was active in the reign of Josiah
and shortly afterward, or over half a century before the time of Cyrus.
He y4s not likely to be alive at the time of this tale.
But putting this small matter to one side, the prophet Habakkuk
fed Daniel after he was miraculously transported from Judea to BabyIon. Daniel was then freed unharmed and once again was triumphant
over all his enemies.

'

,

2 8 . HOSEA

Hosed
The final twelve canonical bo
relatively short prophetic works, which, for convenience' sake, were
combined into a single scroll in ancient times. One might therefore
speak of a "book of the twelve!'
Indeed, Jesus, son of Silach, implies just that. In his memorial to
the famous men of Biblical history (see page 516) he goes through
die books of the Bible in order (and thus shows which were accepted
as canonical in the Judea of his day). Having spoken of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, the major prophets, he doh. not list the remaining
prophets separately# but merely sap:
,
Ecclesiastfcos #:lo. And of Ishs twelvd prophets let the memorial
be blessed

. ..

(Be it noted that there is no mention of Daniel, a book veiy likely
composed after his ti&)
The twelve prophets are sometimes called the "minor prophets," not
because their teachings are necessarily unimportant from a religious
standpoint, but simply because their messages are much shorter than
those included under the names of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezeldel.
The twelve minor prophets do not occur in chronological order,
though this may have been the original intention. Unfortunately, the
traditional period of activity of the individual prophets does not always
agree with the one determined by modem scholarship.
Hosea, who heads the list, is indeed one of the earlier ones of the
twelve, but he is not the earliest He is the only one of the twelve

Israel and Judah at the Time of Hosea

to be a man of Israel, a northerner, rather than a man of Judah.
Indeed, although there were northern prophets who, in later times, were
greatly honored by the Jews (Elijah, for instance), Hosea is the only
northerner whose utterances are collected into a formal and separate
book.
That Hosea is a northerner is not specifically stated, but it is deduced
from the fact that virtually all his speeches are addressed to Israel
rather than Judah. In addition, he refers to the Israelite monarch in a
possessive that includes himself:
Hosea 7:5. In the day of our king

. ..

The book begins by dating itself:

. ..

in
Hosea 1 :1. The word of the Lord that came unto Hosea
the days of U2zidh, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah, and
in the days of Jeroboaih,
king of Israel.

...

This introductory verse is probably by the later hand of a Judean
editor anxious to date the book in Judean terms.
Uzziah became king in 780 B,C. and 'Hezekiah died in 692 B.C. As
for Jeroboam 11, he ruled from 785 to 745 B.C. The book gives clear
evidence of knowledge of the near anarchy that pervaded Israel in the
quarter century between Jeroboam's death and the destruction of
Israel by Assyria. If, then, we were to guess that various parts of the
book represent utterances made between 750 and 720 B.c., Hosea
would have preached from the last years of Jeroboam I1 to the destruction of Israel. In Judean terms, that would date him from the final
years of Uzziah through the reigns of Jotham and Ahaz and into the
beginning of the reign of Hezekiah. This would account for the dating
of the first verse and would make Hosea an older contemporary of
Isaiah.
The name Hosea, by the way, is a version of the more correct Hoshea,
the name borne by the last king of Israel.

The first t h k chapters of Hosea are taken by most commentators
to be atrtobiogtaphical and to relate the story of Hosea's marriage.
, Hosea's wife proved unfaithful but the prophet found he loved her

anyway and took her back. In this, he discovered a symbolic reference
to God's love for Israel and God's willingness to forgive Israel her
transgressions.
As was true of Isaiah at roughly the same point in history, Hosea
gave his children symbolic names:

.. .

..

Hosea 13.
he went and took Gomer ; which conceived,
and hare him a son.
Hosea i:4. And the Lord said unto him, CaQ his name Jezred;
for yet a little while, and I will avenge the blood of Jezreel upon
the house of Jehu

. ..

A century earlier, Jehu had overthrownAthereigning house of Omri
and had established himself on the throne (see page 364). The pro-'
phetic party had justified this result, since it overthrew an idolatrous
line of kings who were attempting to introduce Tyrian worship, and
who were energetically persecuting the Yahvists. Nevertheless, even the
Yahvist editors of the material in the Second Book of Kings could not
hide the fact that the revolution had been carried through very bloodily
and that Jehu had remorselessly killed a large number of helpless
people.
The murder of an anointed king, regardless of the personal characteristics of that king, is bound to be looked upon with honor by
people taught to believe that the anointanent represented the adoption
of the monarch by a deity. This quasi-holy character of the kingship
w
e
d to protect kings from assassination down to modern times, and
explains some of .the honor produced in conservative minds by the
British execution of Charles I in 1649 and the French execution of
Louis XVI in 1793.
There is bound to be a feeling, therefore, that an act of regicidet
d l have its consequences, even though these may he delayed. Thus,
Shakespeare, in his historical plays, sees some of the disasters befalling
England in the fifteenth century as being the consequence of the forced
deposition and later murder of Richard I1 (even though Shakespeare
recognizes him as an unworthy king).
Similarly, there could well have been a feeling in Israel that the
horrors that Jehu carried through in Jezreel (where Jezebel was among
thosekilled) would come back to haunt his descendants. So far, Jehu,
his son, his grandson, and Jeroboam 11, his great-grandson, had reigned

.

for a century of reasonable peace. Indeed, under Jeroboam 11, Israel
reached a peak of power. Nevertheless, Hosea foresees the coming disaster and with the king's death in 740 B.c., that disaster begins. Jeroboam's son Zachariah succeeds to the throne as the fifth member of
the dynasty of Jehu, but he is assassinated almost at once and then
comes the downward spiral.
The accession of Tiglath-Pileser 111 to the Assyrian throne in 745
B.C. and the quick evidences that here was a strong, warlike monarch
who was sure to engage in westward aggressions must have made it
clear to Hosea, as to Isaiah, that the time was running out for the little

kingdoms.

It seemed to Hosea that even submission to Assyria wound not cure
the general decay sweeping over Israel and Judah:
Hosea 5:13. When Ephraim saw his sickness and Judah saw his
wound, then went Ephraim to the Assyrian, and sent to king
Jareb: yet could he not heal you, nor cure you of your wound.
There is no Assyrian king named Jareb, so it must be a nickname. It
is associated with a Hebrew word meaning "to strive" or "to fight.''
Perhaps it might be translated as "the fighting king" or "the warlike
king" and in either case it is obviously Tiglath-Pfleser 111 of Assyria.
The Revised Standard Version translates "king Jareb" as "the great
king," a common title for the king of the Middle Eastern empires of
ancient times.
In the event, Hosed's judgment proved correct. Submission to Assyria
did not save the kingdoms for each rebelled, until the former was
finally crushed by Assyria and the latter by the successor kingdom of
Chaldea.

Shalman
The disaster Hosea predicts is expressed in a number of ways, including the very familiar:

Hosea 8:7. For they have sown the wind, and they shall reap the
wfwlwtnd

. ..

and the less poetic, but more specific:
,

. . . aB. thy fortresses shall be spoiled, as Shotman
...
. . .in a morning shall the fang of Israel utterly be

Hosea 10:14.
spoiled Beth-arbel
Hosea 10:15.
cut off.

Neither Shalman nor Beth-arbel can be certainly identified, nor can
the incident be pin-pointed. Some suggest that Shalman is a king of
Moab, contemporary to Hosea (one such is referred to as Salamanu
in Assyrian inscription) and to some local victory in the Trans-Jordan
which he won just before the time of the prophet's utterance.
Another possibility is that the verse refers to Shalmaneser V, who
succeeded Tiglath-Pileser I11 in 727 B.C. In this case, Hosea may be
speaking as Shalmaneser is marching to the siege of Samaria and be
referring to a victory won by him en route. It is this siege which led to
the fall of Samaria and the destruction of Israel even though Shalmaneser V did not live to see its conclusion.

David
As is usually true of the prophets, however, Hosea sees beyond the

immediate destruction to an ideal future:
Hosea 3:5. Afterward shall the children
the Lord their God, and David their king

of

...

Israel return, and see
in the latter days.

This sounds as though it was utteredaftq Sargon's carrying off of
the Israelites into captivity, but of course those exiles never returned.
The mention of David himself rather than a descendant of his may
be simply symbolic, but it may also reflect an early notion among the
Jews,predating the development of the Messianic notion.
It is an attractive idea, for a nation which has experienced greater
times 6 its past (or imagines it has) sometimes dreams that some
powerful king, whom it magnifies in tradition, is not really dead. Thus,
king Arthur sleeps in Avalon, waiting to return on some day when his
country really needs him. Similarly, the twelfth-century German em-

p r , Frederick Barbarossa?sleeps under the Kyffhiiuser mountain, like
wise awaiting his countxy's call.
Perhaps?then, this verse is a reflection of a time when J m expected
the retum of David himself.
Of course* it is odd to have a northerner say this. The northern
kingdom had b only uneasily subject to David and Solomon at the
b a t of times and had revolted from the Judean dynasty immediately
after Solomon's death* showing no signs* thereafter, of any longing to
return to its original allegiance. Would Hosea dream of the return of
David, or could the verse be the addition of a later Judean hand?

Joel ('Yahveh is God") is the first of the elmen minor prophets of
Judah. The collection of his utterances bears no data but begins

merely:
Joel

i:i.

The word of the h r d thut came to Joel

...

Since the book makes no mention of the Assyrian or Babylonian
menage, it would seem that Joel either spoke before those menaces had
made themselves plain or after they had passed. In other words, the
book must be dated either before 750 E.C. or after 500 B.C.
At the time the Jewish canon was being established, it was the Erst
alternative that seemed to attract the scribes*and for that reason Joel
was placed early in the group of minor prophets.
This*however, is extremely unlikely and modem commentators seem
certain that the book was written after the return from exile. There
are, after all, no references to kings, or to the idolatries that were so
prevalent during the kingdom. There is7on the other hand7mention of
the deportation of the Jews and the scattering that followed the
destruction of Jerusalem:
Joel 3:z.
nutions.

. . .my people . . .whom t h q have scuffered'umong the

There is wen a reference to the Creeks, who did not come into the
Jewish ken until well along in the Persian period:

...

the children of ~erusalmh e ye [Tyre and Sidon]
Joel 3:6.
wid unto the Greciuns ;

..

Judah at

Time of Joel

The Day of the Jhrd
Jod begins by descriiing a plague of locusts and then moves on
to consider this a disaster ~ymbolizinga much more awful event that
will strike the world as the equivalent many times over of the locust
plague
"

.. .

Joel i:is.
for the day 4the Lord'k at h a d , and as u & s t r w
tion fmm the Almighty shall it m m .

The day of the Lord, to which Joel refers#is, of course, the apocalyp

dc final accounting (see page 543) at which the tyrants who oppress
the Jews will be punished, while the Jews themselves will be compasated with an ideal state and eternal security.
Baause the day of the Lord is viewed as a day on which the natiom
are judged, it has come to be called "Judgment Day."

God is quoted as damiing &c events of Jiudp~entDay:

Gad is not pictured as pladiq like 8 ~applkaxt
but rather like a
prosecuting attorney and judge. The R&$d Sbndard Version makes
this clearer by translating this partion of we vem "I will enter b t a
judgment 1~4ththem tlpq on account of my people."
1 ?NG
o ~ ~ ~succeeded
h a s in definitely identifying the valley of Jehoshap h t and it is probably not a real place. The word Jehoshaphat m&ns
'Yahveh has judged" and pe~hapsthe verse does not refer to king
Jehcshaphat of Judah but should be translated "and will bring them
down into the valley of the judgment of the Lord."

Joel pictum the judgment as involving nations as a whole and the
punishment as being made to fit the crime:
Joel 3:+

....

. . .what have ye to do with me, 0 Tyre and Zidon . . .

...

'

.. .

Joel 3:6. The children
of Ierusakm have ye sold unto the
Gredns
Joel 3:7. Behold, 1 will raise them out af t h place whither ye
have sold them, and will return your recornpence uwn your own
head:
Joel 3:8. And 1 will sea your soh and your daughters into the hand
of the children of ]&ah, and they sludl sell them
to a people
far off.

...

Gradually, this notion of judgment by nations was still further
etherealized to the point where judpent k a m e individual and personal. Thk is e + ~ s d ,for iwence, in the.fina1 verse of Ecclesiastes,
a late addition to a book that is itself post-Exilic: '
Ecclesiastes iz:q.. For Gal shall M g every work into judgment,
with every semet thing, wh&m it Lw good, or wh&hw it be evil.
The notion of individud judgment is also implied in the late-written

Book of Daniel:
~
m n y of f b m thet de@ in the dwt of t k earth
Daniel 1 2 : And
&all awake* some to wwbting Zife, and same to sham and everWing contmpt.

30. AMOS

,

The third of the twelve minor prophets is Amos and he seems to
be, in actual fact, the oldest (chronologically) of the group. Indeed,
he was the first example of a new phenomenon in the history of
Judaism: the inspired visionary whose words were preserved in writing.
Amos and those who followed are generally called prophets, but
there are many differences between the new breed and the old bands of
prophets led by men such as Samuel and Elisha. The latter were
ecstatics who in their fits were thought to be mystically close to God.
Amos, on the other hand, was a lone wolf, who needed no fits or
seizures but spoke in plain language on what he considered the importent problems of the day. Indeed, on being questioned, he denies
that he is a prophet (in the old sense):

...

Amos 7:14. Then answered Amos and said
I was no prophet,
neither was I a prophet's son; but I was an herdman

...

The Book of Amos is dated in the first verse:
Amos 1:i. The words of Amos, who was among the herdmen of
Tekoa
in the days of U d h King of ludah, and in the days
of Jeroboam
king of Israel, two years before the earthquake.

...

...

When the earthquake referred to might be is unknown. There is no
mention of an earthquake in the reign of Uzziah or of Jeroboam in
the Booksof Kings or Chronicles. Rabbinic tradition states that it took
place when Uzziah was stricken with leprosy for attempting to officiate

Israel and Judah

at the Temple rites. This is merely legekd, of course, but even if it
were true, the exact year in which Vzziah was stricken is unknown.
Some scholars find reason to believe that the leprosy struck eight
years before Uzziah's death; that is, in 748 B.C. If that was the year
of the earthquake, then Amos prophesied In 750 B.C. and, actually, that
is the usual estimate of the date of Amos's discourses.
One of Amos's apocalyptic yisipns stakes:
Amos 8:9. And it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord
God, that I will cause the sun to go down at noon, and I will darken
the earth in the clear day.
This seems to be a reference to 9 solar eclipse and such an eclipse
^/as visible in Israel and Judah in 763 B.C. It Amos indeed prophesied
in 750 B.C. then it is quite reasonable to expect he had witnessed the'
eclipse thirteen years earlier and that his impression of it colored this
wise.
If this is so, Amos is a contemporary of Hosea and Isaiah, perhaps a
little older than either.

Amos was a Judean, a native of Tekoa, which was a village some ten
miles south of Jerusalem. Nevertheless, although the book records brief
warnings of destruction against the nations surrounding Judah, and
even against Judah itself, Amos's chief target was Israel:

...

the Lord took me as I followed the flock, and the
Amos 7:is.
Lord said unto me, Go, prophesy unto my people Israel.

,

It was to Bethel he traveled; the southern outpost of Israel, twenty
miles north of Tekoa. There he preached against the Israelite custom
of worshiping at the shrines of Bethel and Dan (see page 339) and
against the idolatrous manner of (he worship there. For instance, he
refers (rather obscurely) to some form of star-worship:

...

Amos 926.
ye have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch and
Chiun your images, the star of your god.
The Revised Standard Version clarifies this somewhat by leaving
"tabernacle" untranslated and translating Moloch instead. The verse

becomes: "You shall take up Salckuth your king, and Kaiwan your
star-god, your images." Apparently, then, Amos is referring to two
idols, Sakkuth and Kaipn (Chiun); or perhaps they are alternate
names of the same deity, .expressed in poetic parallelism. Neither is
mentioned anywhere else in the Bible but Kaiwan may be a form of
the Babylonian Kaunan, a deity representing the planet Saturn. If so,
this is one of the only two references to the planets in the Bible; the
other involves Lucifer, that is, Venus, in the Book of Isaiah (see page
538)

Amos also inveighed against the injustices in Israel, against the
luxury of the few and the poverty of the many, against the harshness
of the rich toward the poor. ~ i k ethe later prophets Isaiah and Jere
miah he denounced mere ritual and demanded ethical behavior. He
quotes God:

...
..

Amos 5:zx. i hate, I despise your feast days
Amos 5:zz. Though ye offerme b u p t offerings .,I will not aocept them
Amos 5:z3. Take thou away from me the noise of thy songs
Amos 5:q. But let judgment run down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream.

...

...

With this view it is reasonable to suppose that Amos did not believe
that the day of the Lord ("Judgment Day") could possibly be a day
of great joy for all Jews alike; since he could not believe that all Jews
alike would be saved by the mere existence of the Temple ritual.
Righteousness was required and for those in whom it was absent all
the ritual in the world would not help. Therefore he warned:
Amos 918. Woe unto you that desire the day of the Lord! to what
end is it for you? the day of the Lord is darkness and not light.
This seems to foreshadow the notion of individual judgment and
salvation, rather than national judgment.
For the nation's failure to bring about a thoroughgoing moral reform,
Amos quotes God as predicting certain disaster:

Amos 7:9.
sword.

.. .I will rise against the house of Jeroboam with the

Here, apparently, Amos went too far. He might denounce idolatry
and demand justice all he wished and he could be dismissed as a mere
dreamer and ranter. When he spoke of rising against the king, however,
he was encouraging rebellion and was speaking treason. Amaziah, the
Israelite priest officiating at Bethel, had no choice but to consider it
that:
Amos 7:10.Then Amaziah the priest of Bethel sent to Jeroboam
king of Israel, saying, Amos hath conspired against thee

....

...

Amos 7:12. Also Amassiah said unto Amos, 0 thou seer, go, -flee
thee away into the land of Judah, and there eat bread, and prophesy
, there:
Amos 7:13. But prophesy not again any more at Bethel

...

Amos returned a spirited answer and predicted an evil end for
Amaziah (whether such an end came to pass the Bible does not .say).
However, Amos presumably returned to Judah, for had he stayed in
Israel he would very likely have been convicted of treason and executed
and there is no tradition concerning his martyrdom.

Obadiah
The Book of Obadiah is the shortest book in the Old Testament, consisting as it does of a single chapter made up of twenty-one verses.
Nothing about its author is known for the book starts off with nothing
more than the author's name:
Obadiah

1:i.

The vision of Obadiah , ,

.

There are a dozen Qbadiahs mentioned in the Bible outside this
book, the most notable of ^horn appears i n the First Book of Kings.
This 0badiah was an important official in the .palace of Ahab of Israel:
18:3. And Ahab cdUed Obadiohwhich was the governor
of his house. (Now ~ b a & feared the Lord greatly:
1 Kings 18:4. For
when Jezebel cut off the proph&s
06adiah took an hundred prophefs, and hid them by fifty in a cave
and fed therit ,
1 Kings

...

. ..

..

Obadiah, for performing such a dangerous feat, in the very midst
of a notoriously idolatrous court, was looked up to by later Jews, and
the fist-century Jewish historian Josephus maintained it was this Obadiah who was the prophet and who wrote the short book that goes by
that name.
This, however, would date the book about 860 B.c., which seems to
be impossible. In this book, Edom is anthematized for its crime in
joining the invaders who destroyed Jerusalem:

..

Obadiah 1:11.
thou stoodest on theother side, in the day that
the strangers carried away captive his [Judah's] forces, <tnd foreigners
entered into his gates, and east tots upon Jerusalem, even thou wast
as one of th@.
This, it is generally agreed, is a reference to the destruction of
Jemsalem by Nebuchadnezzar in 586 B.C, so1,that it would seem that
the book cannot be earlief than that
It cannot be too late, either. In the final verses, Obadiah seems to
expect a restoration of Israel as well as J U G :

. . ..

.... .. .

Obadiah 1:2o.
the enptivity
of the chU<ken of Israel
shall jmma. ,. [theland] of the Camanites
and the captivity
ofJerusalem... shallpossessthecitiesoftilesouth,
Since the Israelites never returned and did not participate in the
reoccupation of the land, it &ay well be that the Book of Obadiah was
written before the Returp, or at least so early after fie Rt$urn that the
non-retom of Israel had not yet been accepted. At a guess, die book
may be dated 500 B.C.

Sephw,ad
The final verses also place the exiled Jews in a spot otherwise unmentioned in the Bible:
,
,

Obadiah
Sepharad

1:20.

...

... and the captivity of lerusalem, which is in

No one knows the locality which is here identified as Sepharad. It
does not seem to fit the name of any place in Babylonia, where die
Jews were in exile, and the word may be a corruption of an original
which is now impossible to recover.
One speculation has been that the word refers to Sardis, the capital
of Lydia, in western Asia Minor. There is, however, no reason to think
that there was any notable Jewish colony in that city in Exilic times.
During the Middle Ages, Jews flourished in Moslem Spain and the
rabbis of the day decided, quite without justification, that S e p m d
was a reference to Spain. As a result the Jews of Spain and Portugal,
together with their descendants down to the present day, are referred

to as Sephardim,as opposed to the Ashkenazim (see page 47), which
include the Jews from northern and eastern Europe.
These two groups remained &$tinct in certain aspects of ritual as
well as in ancestry. The Sephardim inherited details of their ritual from
the Babylonian school since Moslem rule extended over both Spain and
Babylonia (or Iraq, as we now call it) and communications across the
width of their empire remained ppssible and easy for ,many centuries.
The Ashkenazim, however, were descendants of those Jews who, both
before and after the Roman destruction of Jerusalem, had maintained
themselves in Europe and, eventually, came under Christian rule. They
had no contact with Babylonia and inherited the ritual of Jude&
The Sephardic Jews were evicted from Spain in 1492 and were scattered over North Africa and the Middle East. An important community
of Sephardim remained in Salonika, Greece, and was not finally destrayed until' 1941, when the Nazis occupied die land.
Some of the Sephardim found their way to Holland, England, and,
eventually, the United States. The early Jewish migrants to the United
States were Sephardim. Benjamin Disraeli, a Prime Minister of England
in the iSyo's, and Benjamin Cardozo, an American Supreme Court
Justice of the i ~ y ' s ,were of Sephardic origin.
The common language of the Sephardim is Ladino, a mixture of
Hebrew and Spanish, whereas that of the Ashkenazim is Yiddish,
closely related to medieval German. Each has its own rules for pronouncing Hebrew and the modem nation of Israel has adopted the
Sephardic pronunciation, although the Sephardim make up only a small
percentage (perhaps one sixth) of the total Jewish population of the
world.

32. JONAH
JONAH*NINEVEH*THEGKBATFISH*THEGOURD
Jonah

The Book of Jonah is unlike ~ u of
y the dfh&propheticboohin that
it is not primarily a remold at tt&gpmg of the pophet. Rather
it is a short story, clearly fictional. The ha&rks of fictionrest in its
anachronisms and its eleasfents; of &nlatty.
It is included in the books of the prophets "because its protagonist,
Jonah, would seem to be a man who lived &-thet i p of the kingdoms
kction of the Bible:
and who is mentioned in the reliable
2 Kings 14:~s. He [~etpboamD] according to the word of the Lord
,
of his servant Jonah, the son of A&

..

...

'the@oastofIsrael
9 spake by the hand

..of da~lrhepher.

,

Gath-hepher is a town in Israel,, in -fl^e setition which* by Roman
ti-,
had come to be called Qlilee. Indeed, i t isonly about three
miles northeast of N a m e , and the traditibnd tomb i f Tonah is still
to be found there. The real Jonah, inigqt, thwefore,' like Hosca, be
viewed as an Israelite rather than. a &an bf ~udah.
Jonah (the real man) flourished in, the early part of the reign of
Jeroboam II; for the verse records that he^predicted the successful outcome of the long's plans for t&torial expansion. That would make
the prophet active about 780 B.C. Scholars agree that the book cannot
h
or even by
be that early, so that it was not written by ~ o h himself
one of his immediate disciples. The book makes use of the phraseology of some of the later psalms; its language shows similarities to that
used in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah; and its teachings have particular meaning for the time of the return from exile.

A reasonable guess is (hat the book was written about 300 B.C. by
some anonymous Judean. The book, although dealing with an Israelite
prophet, is not an Israelite production in the sense that the Book of
Hosea is.

Nineveh
The Book of Jonah begins with God's instructions to Jonah:

Now the word of the Lord came unto Jondh, the son o f
Jonah i:i.
Amittai, saying,
Jonah 1:2. Arise, go to Ninev& tht$ yeat city, and cry against
it; for their wicked~iessis come. up before me.

Here is an anachronism. Nineveh is treated as "that great city," the

,

capital of the Assyrian Empire; and, of course, so it was during the time
when Judah, under Manasseh, was an Assyrian tributary. Then it was
indeed "that great city," the most powerful and dreaded military center
in the world.
However, the real Jonah was active about 780 B.C. and at that time
Assyria w a s in a period of decay and was no threat to anyone. (How
else could Jeroboam I1 have crated his short-lived empire?) Moreover,
Nineveh was then only a small provincial town. The capital of Assyria
in ona ah's day was Calah, as it had been for five centuries, from the
reign of Shalmaneser I in 1270 B.C.
It wasSennacherib who established the royal residence at Nineveh
nearly a century after (he time of the real Jonah, and Nineveh remained
a world-conquering city for only about three quarters of a century. Its
fame far outshadows that of Calah, partly because it was when Nineveh
'was capital that the Assyrian Empire readied its maximum extent; and
partly because it was when Nineveh was capital that the Assyrian
Empire was mistress over Judea, so that the city was rewarded by ample
mention in the Bible.
Later in the book, the writer refers to Nineveh in the past tense:
Jonah 3:3.

. . . Now Nineveh yas an exceeding great city ..

The use of the past tense is an indication that the book had been
written (or at least reached its final form) not only after 612 B.c.,
when Nineveh was destroyed, but lbng after, so that even its memory
had grown faint and could stand refreshing.
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Jonah was not willing to preach in Nineveh and perhaps we can sympathize with him in this. A Jew asked to preach repentance to the city
of Berlin in the time of Hitler's ascendancy might have suffered similar
pangs of reluctance.
Jonah therefore took passage in a ship to Tarshish at the western
edge of the Mediterranean (see page 3 5 2 ) . There is here a bit of
henotheism on the part of Jonah, for his action can only be understood if he felt that God was not powerful outside Israel and that the
greater the distance from Israel, the weaker the hand of God.
The writer himself is not, however, a henotheist, and he makes it
plain that God cannot be escaped by mere physical distance. The ship
is struck by a storm and the mariners attempt to save themselves by
lightening the ship and throwing unnecessary targo overboard.. They
also cast lots to find out who among them had angered the gods, and
tbe^.lot fell upon Jonah, who was promptly thrown overboard. (Ever
sirnee, a person or object that is believed to cause bad luck t o those
abwt him has been called a "jonah." The slang equivalent, "jinx," is
not derived from Jonah despite the common possession of "j" and

"n? )
Once in the water, Jonah underwent a most unusual experience:

on ah'

:, :

the Lord had prepared a great fish to swallow
up Jonah. And Jonah ww in the belly of the fsh three <lopand three
, I $4,.i > .' f
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Since the book is fiction, it would be best to consider the "great

fish" an element of fantasy, a mythological monster, and let.it go a t
@t. Nevertheless, the popularity of the tale and the long centuries
during which it was considered to describe actual history have led, tÃ
endless discussions of the creature.
Popularly, Jonah's fish is considered to have been a whale. .Nor can
one counter this by saying that the whale is not a fish, for this is the
case only according to the classification schemes of modem biologists,
who recognize the. whale to be a mammal with warm blood and lungs,
lather,than a true fish with cold blood and gills. Before the rise of
modem biology, however, fish (or the equivalent word in other

languages) would be applied to any sea creature. W e recognize this in
such common words as "shellfish," "jellyfish," and "starfish," none
of which represent what the modem biologist w u l d consider a fish. In
Biblical times, therefore, a great fish could very easily signify a whale.
The suggestion that the fish is a whale is strengthened in the minds
of Christians by tile fact @at Jesus is quoted as referring to it as
such:

..

, Jems [Jonah] was three days and three
Matthew 12:40.
nights in the whale's b a y
If It was a whale

...

that swallowed Jonah,

(hen we are left with the
fact that the only type of whale with a throat largeenough to swallow
a man intact is the sperm whale-the largest of the toothed whales.
(There are larger whales which have whalebone strands or "baleen" in
their mouths. These strands serve to strain out the tiny creatures on
which the huge whales feed. Such baleen whales have throats suited to
the size of the creatures they eat and could not swallow a man's hand,
,
.,
let alone a man.)
Sperm whales are not found in the Mediterranean and, in the course
of nature, it is completely unlikely that a man should be swallowed by
one there, or, still further, survive three days and nights of such incarceration. All difficultiesdisappear however, if it' is remembered that the
Book of Jonah is a fantasy.

The Gourd
Jonah repented and was cast out' upon dry land by the fish. The
order to go to Nineveh was now repeated and this time Jonah obeyed.
Through the city he went,
that Nineveh would be destroyed in forty days.
Whereupon, to Jonah's surprise, apparently, all of Nineveh repented,
from the king on downward. All sat in sackcloth and fasted. This, in
itself, is as great a miracle as the threeday stay in the fish and, of
course, there is no record of such a remarkable occurrence anywhere in
secular history. Indeed, what is even more significant, there is no mention of such an unusual Yahvistic victory in the historical books of the
Bible itself. Clearly this is another element of fantasy.
But to continue. As a result of Nineveh3s mass repentance, God d e
cided not to destroy Ninev6h after all. Tile city was spared.

Jonah was ftflrto~~..
He had not wanted Ift
toideriake the perilous mission but had tried to escape and been swallowed by a .fish for his pains. Now, after all he bad gone through, all
had'.cometonothing. ( O n e must assume he did not consider re@
{~ebifevement,but only the
destruction. ) Presumably,
destroy the city, after all:
he harbored hopes that God
i^ &?&&+unexpected
turn,

Jonah 4:5. So Jonah went out of the city, and sat on the east side
of the d t p ? $9 - ' *- Jonah 4:6. And the Lord God prepared a gourd, and made it to
6ome up over Jonah, that it might be a shadow over his head ,

* ^ - t . till he might see what would become

a

..

.,

-

t

-:
"Gourd" is the translation of the Hebrew word kikayon and fe^ I ife
would seem, a poor translation. The Revised Standard Version satisfies;
itself with the more general "And the Lori God appointed a plant?
The best guess is that by the fokayon is ismearit the castor-oil plant whicfe
is common in tropical countries and whichcan grow to tree size., - '
$1GodÃ however, causes the gourd to die the. next day,. and Jonah,
finding a sudden absence of shade, is furious once more. Then comes
. -climax and the moral of the tale: hi* 'i Â¥
- .'
,
\ .". I
- - Jonah +lo. hen said the Lord, Thou -Juut had fa^ on the gourd,
-.
for the which thou hast not laboured, neither m a d e h
=
Jonah + X I . And should not I #tare Nineveh, &t great <BÃˆ
wherein are more than sixscore thousand persons that cannot dis%ri
between their right hand and their left hand; and also much cattle.
,

I
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Jonah is thus taught a lesson in mercy and pity and the writer en&
phasizes the care of God for all His creatures and rebukes the narrow
view of the nationalists. Even if the men of Niqeveh are sinners, they
ha& repented; and aside from that, there are children in Nineveh who
,frc too young yet even to have learned to tell their right hand from
left and surely they cannot be considered sinners worthy of death.
in a final phrase Jonah is reminded of the innocent animals in
.the city-virtually the only place in the Bible where a love of animals
is clearly displayed.
.. (This, (he very reverse of the primitive conception of God as &I
&nee& bB.&muelis insistence on the complete extermination of the
~ma~ekitea'down
to their cattle and his denunciation of Saul for a&
page 283.)
tempting IQ set limits to the de~truction~see
Clearly, the Book of Jonah, like that of Ruth, is the produ&.:~f

.
,

that school of, Jewish thought which was universalist and which o p
posed the nationalist views of Ezra and his followers (see page 451).
It 'is the universality of God and the attribute of divine rtercy that
are the lessons of Jonah. Those who think of the book as nothing more
than the story of a man and a whale miss the whole point.

3 3 . MICAH
MICM

BETHLF.HEM EPHRATAH

' ISAIAE

Micah

'

The name Micah is a shortened form of Micaiah ("who is like
Yahveh?"). The most important Micaiah in the Bible is a prophet of
Ahab's time. Before the battle of Ramoth-gilead (see page 351) Ahab
arranged to have his court prophets predict victory. His ally, Jehoshaphat
of Judah, requested that a prophet of Yahveh also be consulted:
Kings 22:8. And the king of Israel said unto Jehoshaphat,
There is yet one man, Micaiah the son of Imlah, by whom we may
inquire of the Lord: but I hate him; for he doth not prophesy good
concerning me, but evil
1

. ..

Micaiah is called but he prophesies defeat and disaster. He is
mocked by the other prophets and is ordered off into imprisonment.
There is no chance at all, of course, that this Micaiah is the author
of the Book of Micah. Micaiah is an Israelite and the time of the
battle of Ramoth-gilead is 854 B.C. As the first verse of the Book of
Micah proclaims, the author is a Judean who preached over a century
after the time of Ahab's death:
Micah 1:i. The word of the Lord that came to Micah the
Morasthite in the days ofsJotham,Ahaz and Hewkiah

...

Micah was thus the fourth of the great prophets of the eighth century B.c., a contemporary of Isaiah, Hosea, and Amos. Whereas Hosea
was a northerner, and Isaiah an aristocrat of Jerusalem, Micah, like
Amos, was a Judean provincial. His description as a Morasthite in-

Israel and Judah
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4JiSates him &e a native of ~oresheth-fatfa,a town about twenty'fhsq
hiles
southwest of Jerusalem, near the borders of Philistine territory
f
The fact that Micah begins with' a watning of the destruction of
Samaria would indicate that the early passages of the book &tedatq
the destruction of that city 9 $argon in 722 B.C. Later, he den&nQai
of Judah and quotes God as saying
the corruption of the
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MicahZ3:r2. Therefore shall Zion for your sake be plowed as
a d Jerusalem shall become heaps

...
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! This vase was quoted, a centwy later, in the Book of Jeremiah, at
the time when that prophet was in &xypf i f being lynched for his
Temple Sermon. Those who defended him pointed out that Micah,
like Jeremiah, had' predicted the destruction of Jerusalem and had not
feeen executed.

.

in the time of

soothing the indignant people by reminding! .f"w^
them that prophecies of
doom need not be regarded too seriously. ,
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After the visions of destruction, Micah passes on, as is customary
or the prophets, to picture the ideal stah of the future and to predict
the coming of the Messiah. There are some qggestions that the Mes.
sianic chapters of Micah are later additions to the utterances qf the
orophet of the time of HezeKah; and that the additions date from the
time of the Erie a century and a half later. It %as during the Exile,
1
after all, that Messianic hope and longings grew intense.
One piece of evidence in iavw of this is a mention of Babylon as;
place of exile for "the daughter of Zion":

...

f

Micah 4:10.
thou shalt go even to Babylon
Lord shall redeem thee

...

. . . there the

In Micah's time, it was Nineveh, not Babylon, that was (he enemy.
If this reference is not accepted as a divinely inspired prophetic vision
of the future, then it must be taken to indicate, for that verse at least,
.
a later origin than the time of Micah.
Micah refers to the Messiah in a verse that became famous in later
centimes:
Micah 9 2 . But thou, Seth-lehem $phr&h, though thou be little
among the thousands of Judah, yet outt of thee shall he come forth
unto me 'that is to be ruler in Israel; whose goings forth have been
from of old, from everlasting.
If this verse is of Exilic origin then it may well be that Bethlehem
Ephratah is deliberately used as a symbolic way of referring to the
house of David by way of its ancestral town of origin. Any direct
mention of the coming of a new king of the Davidic line might have
brought down Babylonian suspicion of attempted treason. If so, this
prediction would be one of an ideal king arising from the Davidic
line, which had now, through dethronement and imprisonment, become "little among the thousands of Judah." (The Revised Standard
Version has it read "little
among the clans of Judah.")
The "goings forth" which "have been from of old, from everlasting" would refer to the fact that the line was an ancient one, stretching
back to the beginnings of the monarchy centuries earlier. The term
"everlasting" gives one the impression of eternal existence, and, therefore, of a Messiah who existed coevally with God. However, "everlasting" seems to be a poor translation, and the Revised Standard
Version has the passage read "whose origin is from of old, from ancient *
days" with no implication of a more-than-historic origin.
Despite the interpretation I suggest here, the fact is that Micah 5 : ~
came to be interpreted literally as describing the place where the Messiah was to be born. It came to be expected that the Messiah, like his
ancestor David, was to be born in Bethlehem.

...

Isaiah
Micah, in his vision of the Messianic future, is quoted as predicting
a time when swords would be beaten into plowshares and war
would cease in almost the precise words Isaiah used (see page 535).
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Since the two prophets are c o n t e m ~ it, i s dif&dtto a r p e that

+

quoting Mimh or that Micah wa&lquotingI w k h Perhaps
lsM
the $ a s a p is ha Exilic utbmnce of some anonymous p e m wbicth
later editors placed in the Bible in daerent msnners; one attributing
it to Isaiah and one to Micah, with the resdting discrepancy never
having been srnootbed out.
Book of Mc&, like that of Isaiah, d e n ~ u q e dthe injustices
pry$c$ py the rich upon the,poor and uibeld-the view that religion
ia 'not essentially rituql. In a very famous pasme the B O Q ~of M i d
d e b what it considers to be the essence of me reli@on:

me

Micah 6:7. Wgl the h r d be plemed with t h ~ w n &of ram) or

..

with im thtmsanda of dyers +-oil? ,
Mmh 6:8. He W h s h m d thee7 0 man, what is good; atid wlaut
dojh thd Lord require of thee, but to do iustly, u d to love mcy,and
to walk,humbly with thy,God?

Nahum
This book of three chaptm 1s devoted to a p a w of joy over the
forthcoming destruction i f Nin&&:
Nahu* i:i. The h f & n of Niweh* Tbd"baok # the vision of
Nahum the Elkoshite.
(or? as the Revised Standard Version hw i b "An oracle-concerning
Nineveh. The book of the vision of Nahum OF Elkosh.")
The location of the $#n of Elkash is aiknown, though some have
suggested it to be southwest of Jerusalem in .the neighbrhood of
Moresheth-gatb, the home town of Micah (see page 6 5 ~ ) ~
The book, which treab Mneveh'g fall as a matter ef inevitability?
was probably written not land before-612 E.c., when the city was taken
by the allied forces of Chaldea and Wia.
Nahum 2:4. The c

....

b &.all~rage in the streets [of Nfnweh]

.. ,

Nahum 2:6.The gtes of the rivmshall be'ojmwd?dnd the #dace
t1M1 be d i s s o l ~ d ~ Nahum 2:7. And H w b shall
Zed a w q captive ,

..

The meaning of Huzzab is u n ~ ~ i If*
n ,it, is nat some sort of
copyist's error, then it may be a symbolic name'for Nimmeh~or it ,may
rkkr to some Assyrian goddess and ihl; or men to the Ninevite queen*
The Revised Standard Version has the passage read,
,the palace is
in dismay; its mistress is stripped ?'.
.

..

". .

Nothing is known of the prophet, for the first vane of &is book
simply says:
Habakkuk

1 : ~
Th-hwrden

which Hah&kuk the @$h&

did

see.

The ceference to Habakkuk in Be1 grid the Dragon (see page 622)
can be wmpletely discountpd, of course^
This brief book must, apparently* be dated shortly after that of
Nahum, perhaps about 605 B.C. Nine~ehhas fqllen for now it is the
Chaldam who rvresent the gmak davger and against whom the wrath
of God is prbmised. This view rests, actually, upon a single verse. When
Habakkuk complains to God about the enls being praaked in Judah,
he is assured that there will be a punishment:
Habakkuk i:6. For lo, 1 raise up the C M d m

...

36. ZEPHANIAH

2kphaniah 4 given the longest pnealogy) of any of the prophets:
Zephaniah I :I. The word of t h h r d which came unto ~ephankh,
the san af Cushi, the son of Qedaliah, thg m bf A w h h , the $on of
Hizkiuh..

.

Hi&& is a f o m of $HweIdah7and the namizqb-given as ~ ~ i in t h
the Revised Standard Version, It is very Wpting to suppse that the
genealogy is strktched &mu& four generations in order &at it be
made to reach a p a ~ ~ rimportant
l y
persin. Tf so, it could be t%&
by Haekiah is mhnt the' king of Ju&h, and &it !Zephaniah is therefore the greatmndson of that king.
This would fit, without distoi$on7 the dating of the booK which is
giw as:
Zephaniah

1:i.

. , . in the days of losiah , , . king of Judah.

Josiah is also the great-grandson of Hezekiah and it might be, then*
that Zephaniah (like Isaiah; see page 527) is a member of the royal
family and is7 indeed, second cousin of the reigning king.
Zephaniah denounces idolatry and quotes God as saying:
Zephaniah
p&w,. .

.

I:.+

. . . I wi71 cut of

the remnant of Baal from this

This passage, at least, would scan to be dated earlier than Josiah's
reformation of 621 B.C. The utterances of Zephaniah qust be $wed
against the background of the beginning of Assyxia7srapid fall and the
quickly gathering anarchy that sweeps over western Asia, compounded;
p&haps7by the final raids of the nomadic Cimmerians (see page 558).

Judah
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this a foretaste of the coming day of the
The prophet sees in
Lord, and a sample of ' it! nature:)
v
Zephaniah 1:q; The great day of the Lord near ,
~ephaniah1:15. That d q i s 2 day of wrath, a day of trouble and
' disffth, a day of wastenes& find desolation, a d f l y of darfeness and,
gloarqiness, a day of clouds and thick @s.

..

3 '

,

Haggai
The Book of Haggai is dated quite specifically:

. ..

came the word
Haggai 1:i. In the second year of Darius
governor
of the Lord by Haggai the prophet unto Zerubbabel
of Judah, and to Joshua
the high priest

. ..

..

...

Darius ascended the throne of Persia in 521 B.C. and Haggai's
message was therefore advanced in 520 B.C.
The Jewish exiles had returned to Jerusalem seventeen years earlier
and yet the Temple had not been rebuilt (owing largely to the hostility
of the people of the land; see page 441). It was Haggai's task, therefore, to spur on Zerubbabel and Joshua, the political and religious
leaders of the returnees, to complete the task With renewed vigor (and
with (he patronage of Darius; seepage 4481, the Jews bent to the task
and the Temple was rebuilt.

The final short speech attributed to Haegai is Messianic in character.
What's more, the Messiah is named, for Haggai quotes God as saying:

. ..
...

. ..

Haggai z:zz.
I will overthrow the throne of kingdoms
Haggai z:23. In that day
will I take thee, 0 Zerubbubel,
my servant
and will make thee as a signet: for I have chosen
thee

. ..

...

Since Zerubbabel was of Davidic descent (see page 405) and since
he was in charge of the Jewish community at the time of the restoration
of the Temple, it would seem natural to consider him as a possible
Messiah, but the hope came to nothing.
Haggai is not heard of after 520 B.C. and may well have died a
natural death shortly after his emergence on the stage of Jewish history.
There is, after all, some reason to consider him an old man for at one
point he asks, with reference to the second Temple as it is under
construction :
Haggai z:3. W h o is left among you that saw this house in her
first glory: and how do ye see it now? is it not in your eyes in
comparison of it as nothing?
If one accepts the implication that Haggai did see ,the first Temple
and could make the comparison (and was challengingother ancients
to do the same), then he was of advanced age. Even if he were only
fourteen at the time of the destruction of the Temple in 586 B.c., he
would be eighty in 520 B.C. A natural death at that age would not be
surprising.
Zerubbabel also disappears from history. It is reasonable to suppose
that bring made the object of Messianic prophecies was fatal to his
usefulness as a Judean governor, at least as far as the Persians were
concerned. After this time, in fact, the leader of the Jewish community
was the High Priest alone. It was as though the Persians had decided it
would be too dangerous to allow the Jews a secular ruler as well.
The Jews were to continue to remain without a secular ruler for four
centuries thereafter, until the time of the Maccabees.

.

It was Zechariah, therefore, who (as possibly much the younger man
of the two) continued the task of encouraging the rebuilding of the
Temple after Haggai's voice had fallen mute.
Satan
Zechariah speaks of the sufferings and defeats of Judah and of the
coming restoration of the kingdom in a series of visions granted him by
an angel (rather like those in the later Book of Daniel). At one point,
&e change in Judah's fortunes is described as follows:

Ztyhariah 3:1. And he shewed rm Joshua the high. priest standing
before the angel of the Lord, aad Satan standing at his right hand to
resist him.
Zechariah 3:~.And the Lord said unto Satan, the Lord .rebuke
thee, 0 Satan
Zechariah 3:3. Now Joshua was clothed with filthy garmenis
Zechariah 3:4. And he [the Lord]
spake
saying, Take
away the filthy garments.
I will clothe thee with change of
raiment.

...

...

...

...

. ..

Joshua here repreSents, apparently, the Jewish nation, clothed in the
sins of its fathers, but now rescued and promoted into grace and virtue
(as symbolized by the new clothing).
The Jews of Babylonia had &me under Persian influence only in
538 B.C. when Cyrus conquered Babylon, but already, less than twenty
years later, Persian dualism had affected Judaism to the point where
Satan began to play a pa*. Here Satan fulfills his early rote (also shown
in the Book of Job, which was written perhaps a century after
Zechariah's time) as a land of prosecuting attorney against mankind
and, particularly, against the Jewish people.
The Branch

To Zechariah, as to Haggai, t& prospect of the completion of the
second Temple was a clear indication of the coming of (he Messiah,
the predicted scion of the Davidic line, who would rule over an ideal
Jerusalem. Thus, after Joshua is attired in dean garments, he is told,
in Zechariah's vision:
Zechariah 3:8. Hear now, 0 Joshwt
forth my servdht the Broneh.

... behold, I will bring

Here,Isaiah's metaphor of the Messiah,as the'fresh branch arising out
of the withered stock of the Davidic line,, is used.
Nor does the Branch, in this. case at least, refer merely to some
indefinite ideal king of the future. He is named:
Zechariah 6:9. And the word of the Lord & unto me saying,

...

0

...

Zediariah 6:11.
take silver and gold, and make crowns, and
set them upon the head of Joshua
the high priest;
Zechariah 6:12,And speak unto him, saying
.Behold the man
whose tinme is The Branch; and he shall
build the temple of the
Lord.

...

...

..

Originally, this passage seems to have referred to two men, for
Zdchariih describes himself as being instructed to make "crowns" (in
the blural), which would mean two of them at least. Rather than
suppose that both were placed on Joshua's head, it would be more
~rmsoaaableto suppose that one was set on Joshua and the other on a
second person, and that this second person i s introduced to Joshua as
T h e Branch." The Branch is described as someone who will"bui1d
the temple of the Lord" and this can only be Zerubbabel. Zechariah
is thus, like Haggai, naming Zerubbabe? as the Messiah.
He goes on:
Zechariah 6:13. Even he [The Branch, or Zerubbabel] s h d fcufld
the temple o f the Lord and he shall bear the glory, and shall sit and
,m!e upon the throne; and h e [Joshua] shall be a priest upon his
throne; and the council of peace shall be between them both.
:

A later editor seems to have tampered with this passage by removing
actual reference to Zerubbabel, since this portion of the prophecy was
quickly shown to be untrue, and the secular rule vanished. On the other
hand, the High Priesthood continued unbroken throughout the succeedirig centuries, so that Joshua's name might be allowed to stay.

The .last six chapters of this book do not appear to be from the
hand of the Zechariah who is the author of the first eight. The style of
the language alters; the background against which the language is
spoken seems to have changed radically; and there are references to
events that don't fit in with the time of the immediate return from
exile.
This later section of the hook begins:
Zechariah 9:i. The burden of the word of the Lord in the land of
Hudrach, and Damascus

...

This section of the book is not carefully dated, as is the earlier
section (in two different places); nor is the prophet's name mentioned.
Hadrach, unmentioned elsewhere in the Bible, is apparently a town
in northern Syria and the first verses of the ninth chapter describe the
passage of a conquering army down the length of Syria and Philistia:

.. .

...

Zechariah 9:3.
Tyrus did build herself a strong hold
Zechariah 9:4. Behold, the Lord will cast her out
and she
shall be devoured with ftw.
Zechariah 9:s.
and the king shall perish from Gam

.. .

. ..

. ..

It is tempting to see in this passage a reference to the career of
Alexander the Great a& he impinged' upon that area of the world inhabited by the Jews, In 333 s.~.,Alexander defeated Darius I11 of
Persia at the battle of Issus at the northeastern corner of the Mediterranean Sea, some four hundred miles north of Jerusalem.. He then
proceeded to match southward, taking all of Syria (Hadrach and
Damascus) without a fight. Phoenicia, all but Tyre,capitulated. Tyre,
undoubtedly remembering its heroic defense against Nebuchadnezzar
(see page 588) fortified itself and held out
Alexander the Great, however, was a far more deadly opponent. than
Nebuchadnezzar. The siege lasted seven months oÂdesperate attack
and defense and in the end Alknder won and Tyre was destroyed, in
332 B.C. Alexander also reduced Gaaa after a stubborn siege, executing
its Persian governor.
Those astonishing victories over a Persian Empire which, for two
centuries, the Jews must have considered invincible could not help but
seem supernatural in character. Alexander must be a tool in the hand of
God, overturning the great kingdoms of the earth in order to prepare the
way for the coining of the Messianic kingdom. Certainly, the Jews did
not attempt to join in any tesistance against Alexander and the armies
of that mighty conqueror moved harmlessly past them.
If it is indeed the career of Alexander the Great that inspires this
passage, the writer might have taken the view that the great military
power attniuted to the Messiah by earlier prophets was fulfilled in the
form of a heathen king. The true Messiah might now appear in quite
other guise to bring about the stabof ideal peace associated with him.
With military affairs taken care of, the non-military aspect, the humility,
the peaceful nature of the Messiah could "b emphasized:

Zechariah' 9 9 , Rejoice grwtly, 0 daughter of Zbn; shout, 0
of 7erusalem: behold, thy Xing c m t h unto thee: h e is
fust, and having salvation; lowly, and riding upon an ass, and upon a
, colt the foal of an ass.
W a r i a h 9:10. . . and he shall speak peace unto the heathens
and his dominion shall be from sea even to sea, and from the dver
&en to the ends of the earth.
, daughter

.

The Shepherds
If this peaceful picture arises in the immediate aftermath of
Alexander's victory, it is followed at once by a series of strenuous and
obscure passages that seem to date later still, from the period of
Seleucid persecution, when the Jews rose in revolt against their Greekspeaking masters. Thus, immediately after the picture of the humble
Messiah riding upon an ass, there is a picture of war:

. .

Zechariah 9:13. . I have
against thy sons, 0 Greece . .

. . . raised

.

up thy sons, 0 Zion,

Again, there is hostility toward other nations, rather than the notion
of a Messiah who "shall speak peace unto the heathen." Thus:

.. .

Zechariah 1o:ii.
the pride of Assyria shall be brought down,
and the sceptre of Egypt shall depart away.

The reference here seems to be to the two portions of Alexander's
broken empire which were of particular interest to the Jews: Ptolemaic
Egypt and the Seleucid kingdom. The latter was commonly known as
Syria because its Syrian centers of power were nearest the Jews, and
this Syria is here converted, presumably by a copyist's error, to Assyria.
There follow passages concerning shepherds which defy intrepretation. The shepherds can well refer to the various High Priests of the
Temple during the period of the Seleucid persecution, and to the
struggle for power among them as some supported compromise with
Greek culture while others held out for firm adherence to the principles
of Judaism. The events of the time, known in full detail to the
original readers of t h e passage, are known only sketchily to us and this
leaves us confused. Thus:
Zechariah

11:8.

Three shepherds also I cut off in one month

..,

i

This may be a reference to three High Priests deposed in a short
space of time owing to the strife of contending factions, but the
details are unknown.
The writer seems to be speaking of himself as one of the shepherds:

Zechariah 11:+ Thus sdth the Lord my God; Feed the flock
f t . . .

Zechariah

117.

. .-

. . .and I fed the flock

For some reason not made plain to us, but probably clear to the
original readers, the shepherd resigned from his position and asked for
his wages:

...
. ..

Zechariah 11:12.
So they weighed for my price thirty pieces of
silver.
Zechariah 11:13.
And I took the thirty pieces of silver, and
cast them to the potter in His h
ow of the Lord.

'

The shepherd considers this paydient to be insultingly small and it
may even have been meant as a deliberate insult, since thirty pieces of
silver is set in the Mosaic law as the compensation for an injury to a
slave:
Exodus 22:32. If the ox shall push a manservant or a midservant:
he [the owner of the ox] shall
unto their master thirty shekels of
silver

...

The word "potter" seems to be a mistranslation of the Hebrew
word, which realty means "treasury." The Revised Standard Version
has Zechariah 11:13 read "I took the thirty shekels of silver and cast
them into the treasury in the house of the Lord." It is as though,
disdaining to bother with so smalla sum, the shepherd donated it to
the Temple.
,
The book ends with an apocalyptic picture of the final baffle of the
heathen against Jerusalqn, their defeat, and the establishment of the
ideal Messianic kingdom.

39. M A L A C H I
Malachi
The author's name is given in the first verse of the book:
Malachi

1:i.

The burden of the word of the Lord t o Israel by

MzfUchi.
that it
The name Malachi means "my messenger" and it is
does not represent the actual name of the author but arises out of a
misunderstanding on the part of a later editor.
Later in the book there occurs the verse:
Malachi 3:1. Behold I [God] will send my messenger, and he
@dl
prepare the way before me ,

.

.

the messenger being one who prepares the world for the day of the
Lord.
If t h e editor assumed that the messenger had come and was the
author of the book, he would naturally place "my messenger" or,
in Hebrew, Malachi, in the superscription.
@t$ if this is indeed the origin of the reputed name of the author
of &e book, it would seem to be a mistake. Later in the book, there 8
mention again of someone to be sent to prepare the way, and this time
the messenger i s oamed:
Malachi 4:s. Behold I will send you Elifah the prophet before the
coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord:
It is difficult to tell when the book was written but the best estimate
seems to be about 460 B.C. At that time, the second Temple had
already been built but Jerusalem was still without walls and helpless,
and the people were despondent and apathetic.
It could already be seen that the prophecies of Haggi and Zecha-

riah, two generations earlier, had not come to pass, for Zerubbabel had
faded out in most un-Messiahlike fashion. What's more, the inspiring
presence of Nehemiah (see page 456) had not yet made itself felt. It
was Malachi's task, therefore, to assure the despondent Jews (and
threaten them, too) that the day of the Lord would nevertheless come
and that they had better be ready for that coming.

